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LETTER OF SUBMITTAL

U.S HOUSEOFREPRESENTATIVES
SELECTCOMMITTEEONASSASSINATIONS

Washington D.C. December 29,1978
Hon EDMUNDL HENSHAW Jr.
Clerk of the House U.S Capitol
Washington D.C

DEARMR HENSHAW On behalf of the Select Committee on Assas
sinations and pursuant to the mandate of House Resolutions 222 and
433 I am filing for presentation to the House of Representatives the
enclosed Summary of Findings and Recommendations of the Select
Committee on Assassinations

As has been agreed upon with the Speaker of the House the Com
mittee is filing this Summary of Findings and Recommendations while
the preparation of the complete volumes of its Final Report continues
under your auspices The complete Final Report will include Volume
I the Findings and Recommendations of the Select Committee with an
analysis of the evidence concerning each finding and recommendation
and Volumes II and sequential volumes which will contain the Com
mittee's hearings scientific reports and other materials pertinent to
the Committee's investigation These volumes will be presented to the
House as soon as they can be suitably prepared for publication includ
ing where appropriate the declassification of classified information
It is anticipated that the entire Final Report will be published by
March 30 1979

Sincerely
LOUISSTOKESChairman
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I FINDINGSOF THE SELECTCOMMITTEEON ASSASSINATIONSIN THE
ASSASSINATIONOF PRESIDENTJOHN F KENNEDYIN DALLAS TEX.
NOVEMBER22 1963

A Lee Harvey Oswald fired three shots at President John F Ken
nedy The second and third shots fired struck the President The third
shot he fired killed the President

President Kennedy was struck by two rifle shots fired from
behind him

The shots that struck President Kennedy from behind him
were fired from the sixth floor window of the southeast corner of
the Texas School Book Depository building

Lee Harvey Oswald owned the rifle that was used to fire the
shots from the sixth floor window of the southeast corner of the
Texas School Book Depository building

Lee Harvey Oswald shortly before the assassination had
excess to and was present on the sixth floor of the Texas School
Book Depository building

Lee Harvey Oswald's other actions tend to support the con
clusion that he assassinated President Kennedy

B Scientific acoustical evidence establishes a high probability that
two gunmen fired at President John F Kennedy Other scientific evi
dence does not preclude the possibility of two gunmen firing at the
President Scientific evidence negates some specific conspiracy allega
tions

C The committee believes on the basis of the evidence available to
it that President John F Kennedy was probably assassinated as a
result of a conspiracy The committee is unable to identify the other
gunman or the extent of the conspiracy

The committee believes on the basis of the evidence available
to it that the Soviet Government was not involved in the assassina
tion of President Kennedy

The committee believes on the basis of the evidence available
to it that the Cuban Government was not involved in the assas
sination of President Kennedy

The committee believes on the basis of the evidence available
to it that anti-Castro Cuban groups as groups were not involved
in the assassination of President Kennedy but that the available
evidence does not preclude the possibility that individual members
may have been involved

The committee believes on the basis of the evidence available
to it that the national syndicate of organized crime as a group
was not involved in the assassination of President Kennedy but
that the available evidence does not preclude the possibility that
individual members may have been involved

The Secret Service Federal Bureau of Investigation and
Central Intelligence Agency were not involved in the assassina
tion of President Kennedy

(3)
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D Agencies and departments of the U.S Government performed
with varying degrees of competency in the fulfillment of their duties
President John F hennedy did not receive adequate protection A
thorough and reliable investigation into the responsibility of Lee
Harvey Oswald for the assassination of President John F hennedy
was conducted The investigation into the possibility of conspiracy in
the assassination was inadequate The conclusions of the investiga
tions were arrived at in good faith but presented in a fashion that
was too definitive

1 The Secret Service was deficient in the performance of its
duties

The Secret Service possessed information that was not

properly analyzed investigated or used by the Secret Serv
ice in connection with the President's trip to Dallas in ad
dition Secret Service agents in the motorcade were inade
quately prepared to protect the President from a sniper

The responsibility of the Secret Service to investigate
the assassination was terminated when the Federal Bureau
of Investigation assumed primary investigative responsibil
ity

2 The Department of Justice failed to exercise initiative in
supervising and directing the investigation by the Federal Bureau
of Investigation of the assassination

3 The Federal Bureau of Investigation performed with vary
ing degrees of competency in the fulfillment of its duties

The Federal Bureau of Investigation adequately in
vestigated Lee Harvey Oswald prior to the assassination and
properly evaluated the evidence it possessed to assess his po
tential to endanger the public safety in a national emergency

The Federal Bureau of Investigation conducted a
thorough and professional investigation into the responsi
bility of Lee Harvey Oswald for the assassination

The Federal Bureau of Investigation failed to investi
gate adequately the possibility of a conspiracy to assassinate
the President

The Federal Bureau of Investigation was deficient in
its sharing of information with other agencies and depart
ments

4 The Central Intelligence Agency was deficient in its collec
tion and sharing of information both prior to and subsequent to
the assassination

5 The Warren Commission performed with varying degrees of
competency in the fulfillment of its duties

The Warren Commission conducted a thorough and
professional investigation into the responsibility of Lee Har
vey Oswald for the assassination

The Warren Commission failed to investigate ade
quately the possibility of a conspiracy to assassinate the
President This deficiency was attributable in part to the
failure of the Commission to receive all the relevant informa
tion that was in the possession of other agencies and depart
ments of the Government
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The Warrent Commission arrived at its conclusions
based on the evidence available to it in good faith

The Warren Commission presented the conclusions in
its report in a fashion that was too definitive

IL FINDINGSOF THE SELECTCOMMITTEEON ASSASSINATIONSIN THE
ASSASSINATIONOF DR MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. IN MEMPHIS
TENN. APRIL 4 1968

A James Earl Ray fired one shot at Dr Martin Luther King Jr
The shot killed Dr King

Dr King was killed by one rifle shot fired from in front of
him

The shot that killed Dr King was fired from the bathroom
window at the rear of a rooming house at 422½ South Main
Street Memphis Tenn

James Earl Ray purchased the rifle that was used to shoot Dr
King and transported it from Birmingham Ala to Memphis
Tenn. where lie rented a room at 422½ South Main Street and
moments after the assassination he dropped it near 424 South
Main Street

It is highly probable that James Earl Ray stalked Dr King
for a period innnediately preceding the assassination

James Earl Ray fled the scene of the crime immediately after
the assassination

James Earl Ray's alibi for the time of the assassination his
story of "Raoul and other allegedly exculpatory evidence are
not worthy of belief

James Earl Ray knowingly intelligently and voluntarily
pleaded guilty to the first degree murder of Dr King

B The committee believes on the basis of the circumstantial evi
dence available to it that there is a likelihood that James Earl Ray
assassinated Dr Martin Luther King as a result of a conspiracy

C The committee believes on the basis of the evidence available to
it that no private organizations or individuals other than those dis
cussed under section B were involved in the assassination of Dr King

D No Federal State or local government agency was involved in
the assassination of Dr King

E The Department of Justice and the Federal Bureau of Investiga
tion performed with varying degrees of competency and legality in the
fulfillment of their duties

The Department of Justice failed to supervise adequately the
Domestic Intelligence Division of the Federal Bureau of Investi
gation In addition the Federal Bureau of Investigation in the
Domestic Intelligence Division's COINTELPRO campaign
against Dr King grossly abused and exceeded its legal authority
and failed to consider the possibility that actions threatening
bodily harm to Dr King might be encouraged by the program

The Department of Justice and Federal Bureau of Investiga
tion performed a thorough investigation into the responsibility of
James Earl Ray for the assassination of Dr King and conducted
a thorough fugitive investigation but failed to investigate ade
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quately the possibility of conspiracy in the assassination The Fed
eral Bureau of Investigation manifested a lack of concern for
constitutional rights in the manner in which it conducted parts of
the investigation

III RECOMMENDATIONSOFTHESELECTCOMMITTEEONASSASSINATIONS

I Legislative Recommendations on Issues Involving the Prohibition
Prevention and Prosecution of Assassinations and Federally Cog
nizable homicides

A Prohibition and prevention
The Judiciary Committee should process for early considera

tion by the House legislation that would make the assassination
of a Chief of State of any country or his political equivalent a
Federal offense it the ohender is an American citizen or acts on
behalf of an American citizen or if the ottender can be located
in the United States

The Judiciary Committee should process for early consider
ation by the House comprehensive legislation that would codify
revise and reform the 1i'ederal law of homicide paying special
attention to assassinations The Judiciary Committee should give
appropriate attention to the related olienses of conspiracy at
tempt assault and kidnapping in the context of assassinations
Such legislation should be processed independently of the general
proposals for the codification revision or reform of the r'ederal
criminal law The committee should address the following issues
in considering the legislation

Distinguishing between those persons who should re
ceive the protection of Federal law because of the official posi
tions they occupy and those persons who should receive
protection of Federal law only in the performance of their
official duties

Extending the protection of Federal law to persons
who occupy high judicial and executive positions including
Justices of the Supreme Court and Cabinet officers

The applicability of these laws to private individuals
in the exercise of constitutions rights

The penalty to be provided for homicide and the re
lated offenses including Inc applicability and the consititu
tionality of the death penalty

The basis for the exercise of Federal jurisdiction in
cluding domestic and extraterritorial reach

The preemption of State jurisdiction without the neces
sity of any action on the part of the Attorney General where
the President is assassinated

The circumstances under which federal jurisdiction
should preempt State jurisdiction in other cases

(It) The power of Federal investigative agencies to require
autopsies to be performed

(i) The ability of Federal investigative agencies to secure
the assistance of other Federal or State agencies including
the military other laws notwithstanding
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The authority to offer rewards to apprehend the per
petrators of the crime

A requirement of forfeiture of the instrumentalities
of the crime

(1) The condemnation of personal or other effects of his
torical interest

The advisability of providing consistent with the
first amendment legal trust devices to hold for the benefit of
victims their families or the General Treasury the profits
realized from books movie rights or public appearances by
the perpetrator of the crime and

The applicability of threat and physical zone of pro
tection legislation to persons under the physical protection of
Federal investigative or law enforcement agencies

3 The appropriate committees of the House should process for
early consideration by the House charter legislation for the Cen
tral Intelligence Agency and Federal Bureau of Investigation
The committees should address the following issues in considering
the charter legislation

The proper foreign and domestic intelligence functions
of the intelligence and investigative agencies of the United
States

The relationship between the domestic intelligence
functions and the interference with the exercise of individual
constitutional rights

The delineation of proper law enforcement functions
and techniques including (i) the use of informants and elec
tronic surveillance (ii) guidelines to circumscribe the use of
informants or electronic surveillance to gather intelligence on
or investigate groups that may be exercising first amendment
freedoms and (iii) the proper response of intelligence or in

vestigative agencies where information is developed that an
informant has committed a crime

Guidelines to consider the circumstances if any when
an investigative agency or a component of that agency should
be disqualified from taking an active role in an investigation
because of an appearance of impropriety growing out of a

particular intelligence or investigative action
Definitions of the legislative scope and extent of

"sources and methods and the "informant privilege as a
rationale for the executive branch withholding information
in response to congressional or judicial process or other
demand for information

Institutionalizing efforts to coordinate the gathering
sharing and analysis of intelligence information

(q) Insuring those agencies that primarily gather intel
ligence perform their function so as to serve the needs of other
agencies that primarily engage in physical protection and

(h) Implementing mechanisms that would permit inter
agency tasking of particular functions

P Prosecution
1 The Judioiary Committee should consider the impact of the

provisions of law dealing with third-party records bail and speedy
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trial as it applies to both the investigation and prosecution of
federally cognizable homicides

2 The Judiciary Committee should examine recently passed
special prosecutor legislation to determine if its provisions should
be modified to extend them to presidential assassinations and the
circumstances if any under which they should be applicable to
other federally cognizable homicides

H Administrative Recommendations to the Executive
The Department of Justice should reexamine its contingency plans

for the handling of assassinations and federally cognizable homicides
in light of the record and findings of the committee Such an examina
tion should consider the following issues

Insuring that its response takes full advantage of inter and
intraagency task forces and the strike force approach to investiga
tions and prosecutions

Insuring that its response takes full advantage of the advances
of science and technology and determining when it should secure in
dependent panels of scientists to review or perform necessary scien
tific tasks or secure qualified independent forensic pathologists to per
form a forensic autopsy

Insuring that its fair trial/free press guidelines consistent with
an alleged offender's right to a fair trial allow information about the
facts and circumstances surrounding an assassintion promptly be made
public and promptly be corrected when erroneous information is mis
takenly released and

Entering at the current time into negotiations with representa
tives of the media to secure voluntary agreements providing that pho
tographs audio tapes television tapes and related matters made in
and around the site of assassinations be made available to the Govern
ment by consent immediately following an assassination
III General Recommendations for Congressional Investigations

The appropriate committee of the House should consider amend
ing the Rules of the House to provide for a right to appointive counsel
in investigative hearings where a witness is unable to provide counsel
from private funds

The appropriate committees of the House should examine the
Rules of the House governing the conduct of counsel in legislative
and investigative hearings and consider delineating guidelnes for pro
fessional conduct and ethics including guidelines to deal with conflicts
of interest in the representation of multiple witnesses before a com
mittee

The Judiciary Committee should examine the adequacy of Fed
eral law as it provides for the production Federal and State prisoners
before legislative or investigative committees under a writ of haheas
corpus ad testificandnm

The appropriate committees of the House should examine and
clarify the applicability to congressional subpenas of recently enacted
legislative restrictions on access to records and other documents

The appropriate committees of the House should consider legisla
tion that would authorize the establishment of a legislative counsel to
conduct litigation on behalf of committees of the House incident to
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the investigative or legislative activities and confer jurisdiction on the
U.S District Court for the District of Columbia to hear such lawsuits

F appropriate committees of the House should consider if rule II
of the House should be amended so as to restrict the current access by
all Member of the House to the classified information in the possession
of any committee
IF Prone m(odartions for Further cestigotion

The Department of Justice should contract for the examination
of a film taken by Charles L Bronson to determine its sigificanee if
any to the assassination of President Kennedy

The National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice
of the Department of Justice and the National Science Foundation
should make a study of the theory and application of the principles of
acoustics to forensic questions using the materials available in the as
sassination of President John F Kennedy as a ease study

The Department of Justice should review the conunittee's findings
and report in the assassinations of President John F Kennedy and Dr
Martin Luther King Jr. and after completion of the recommended
investigation enumerated in sections A and B analyze whether further
official investigation is warranted in either case The Department of
Justice should report its analysis to the Judiciary Committee

0

H.R 1828
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

U.S HOUSE OF REPRESENTAT1V1S
SELECTCOMMITTEEON ASSASSINATIONS

Washington D.C. March $9,1979
Hon EDMUNDL HENSHAWJr.
Clerk of the House
U.S Capitol Washington D.C

DEARMR HENSHAW On behalf of the Select Committee on Assas
sinations and pursuant to the mandate of House Resolutions 222 and
433 95th Congress and House Resolution 49 96th Congress I am
tiling for presentation to the House of Representatives the enclosed
Final Report with Additional and Dissenting Views of the Committee

This supplements the Summary of Findings and Recommendations
filed on January 2 1979 (H.R Rept No 95-1828 95th Congress 2d
session (1979))

Sincerely
LOUIS STOKES Chairman
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

I FINDINGSOF THE SELE(7r COMM1TrEEON ASSASSINATIONSIN THE
ASSASSINATIONOF PRESIDENTJOHN F KENNEDYIN DALLASTEx.
NOVEMBER22 1963

A Lee Harvey Oswald fired three shots at President John F Ken
nedy The second and third shots he fired struck the President The
third shot he fired killed the President

President Kennedy was struck by two rifle shots fired from
behind him

The shots that struck President Kennedy from behind him
were fired from the sixth floor window of the southeast corner
of the Texas School Book Depository building

Lee Harvey Oswald owned the rifle that was used to fire the
shots from the sixth floor window of the southeast corner of the
Texas School Book Depository building

Lee Harvey Oswald shortly before the assassination had
access to and was present on the sixth floor of the Texas School
Book Depository building

Lee Harvey Oswald's other actions tend to support the con
clusion that he assassinated President Kennedy

B Scientific acoustical evidence establishes a high probability that
two gunmen fired at President John F Kennedy Other scientific
evidence does not preclude the possibility of two gunmen firing at
the President Scientific evidence negates some specific conspiracy
allegations

C The committee believes on the basis of the evidence available
to it that President John F Kennedy was probably assassinated as
a result of a conspiracy The committee is unable to identify the other
gunman or the extent of the conspiracy

The committee believes on the basis of the evidence avail
able to it that the Soviet Government was not involved in the
assassination of President Kennedy

The committee believes on the basis of the evidence avail
able to it that the Cuban Government was not involved in the
assassination of President Kennedy

The committee believes on the basis of the evidence avail
able to it that anti-Castro Cuban groups as groups were not
involved in the assassination of President Kennedy but that the
available evidence does not preclude the possibility that individual
members may have been involved

The committee believes on the basis of the evidence avail
able to it that the national syndicate of organized crime as a
group was not involved in the assassination of President Ken
nedy but that the available evidence does not preclude the possi
bility that individual members may have been involved
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5 The Secret Service Federal Bureau of Investigation and
Central Intelligence Agency were not involved in the assassination
of President Kennedy

D Agencies and departments of the U.S Government performed
with varying degrees of competency in the fulfillment of their duties
President John F Kennedy did not receive adequate protection A
thorough and reliable investigation into the responsibility of Lee Har
vey Oswald for the assassination of President John F Kennedy was
conducted The investigation into the possibility of conspiracy m the
assassination was inadequate The conclusions of the investigations
were arrived at in good faith but presented in a fashion that was too
definitive

1 The Secret Service was deficient in the performance of its
duties

The Secret Service possessed information that was not
properly analyzed investigated or used by the Secret Service
in connection with the President's trip to Dallas in addi
tion Secret Service agents in the motorcade were inade
quately prepared to protect the President from a sniper

The responsibility of the Secret Service to investigate
the assassination was terminated when the Federal Bureau of

Investigation assumed primary investigative responsibility
2 The Department of Justice failed to exercise initiative in

supervising and directing the investigation by the Federal Bureau
of Investigation of the assassination

3 The Federal Bureau of Investigation performed with vary
ing degrees of competency in the fulfillment of its duties

The Federal Bureau of Investigation adequately in

vestigated Lee Harvey Oswald prior to the assassination and
properly evaluated the evidence it possessed to assess his po
tential to endanger the public safety in a national emergency

The Federal Bureau of Investigation conducted a
thorough and professional investigation into the responsi
bility of Lee Harvey Oswald for the assassination

The Federal Bureau of Investigation failed to in

vestigate adequately the possibility of a conspiracy to assas
sinate the President

The Federal Bureau of Investigation was deficient in
its sharing of information with other agencies and depart
ments

4 The Central Intelligence Agency was deficient in its collec
tion and sharing of information both prior to and subsequent to
the assassination

5 The Warren Commission performed with varying degrees of

competency in the fulfillment of its duties
The Warren Commission conducted a thorough and

professional investigation into the responsibility of Lee Har

vey Oswald for the assassination
The Warren Commission failed to investigate ade

quately the possibility of a conspiracy to assassinate the Presi
dent This deficiency was attributable in part to the failure
of the Commission to receive all the relevant information that
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was in the possession of other agencies and departments of
the Government

The Warren Commission arrived at its conclusions
based on the evidence available to it in good faith

The Warren Commission presented the conclusions in
its report in a fashion that was too definitive

II FINDINGSOF THE SELECTCOMMITTEEON ASSASSINATIONSIN THE
ASSASSINATIONOF DR MARTIN LUTHER KING JR IN MEMPHIS
TENN. APRIL 4 1968

A James Earl Ray fired one shot at Dr Martin Luther King Jr
The shot killed Dr King

Dr King was killed by one rifle shot fired from in front of
him

The shot that killed Dr King was fired from the bathroom
window at the rear of a roominghouse at 4221/2South Main Street
Memphis Tenn

James Earl Ray purchased the rifle that was used to shoot Dr
King and transported it from Birmingham Ala to Memphis
Tenn. where he rented a room at 4221/2 South Main Street and
moments after the assassination he dropped it near 424 South
Main Street

It is highly probable that James Earl Ray stalked Dr King
for a period immediately preceding the assassination

James Earl Ray fled the scene of the crime immediately after
the assassination

James Earl Ray's alibi for the time of the assassination his
story of "Raoul and other allegedly exculpatory evidence are
not worthy of belief

James Earl Ray knowingly intelligently and voluntarily
pleaded guilty to the first degree murder of Dr King

B The committee believes on the basis of the circumstantial evi
dence available to it that there is a likelihood that James Earl Ray
assassinated Dr Martin Luther King as a result of a conspiracy

C The committee believes on the basis of the evidence available to
it that no private organizations or individuals other than those dis
cussed under section B were involved in the assassination of Dr King

D No Federal State or local government agency was involved in
the assassination of Dr King

E The Department of Justice and the Federal Bureau of Investiga
tion performed with varying degrees of competency and legality in the
fulfillment of their duties

The Department of Justice failed to supervise adequately the
Domestic Intelligence Division of the Federal Bureau of Inves
tigation In addition the Federal Bureau of Investigation in the
Domestic Intelligence Division's COINTELPRO campaign
against Dr King grossly abused and exceeded its legal authority
and failed to consider the possibility that actions threatening
bodily harm to Dr King might be encouraged by the program

The Department of Justice and Federal Bureau of Investiga
tion performed a thorough investigation into the responsibility of
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James Earl Ray for the assassination of Dr King and conducted
a thorough fugitive investigation but failed to investigate ade
quately the possibility of conspiracy in the assassination The
Federal Bureau of Investigation manifested a lack of concern for
constitutional rights in the manner in which it conducted parts
of the investigation

III RECOMMENDATIONSOFTHE SELECTCOMMITTEEONASSASSINATIONS

I Legislative recommendations on issues involving the prohibition
prevention and prosecution of assassinations and federally cog
nizable homicides

A Prohibition and prevention
The Judiciary Committee should process for early considera

tion by the House legislation that would make the assassination
of a Chief of State of any country or his political equivalent a
Federal offense if the offender is an American citizen or acts on
behalf of an American citizen or if the offender can be located in
the United States

The Judiciary Committee should process for early considera
tion by the House comprehensive legislation that would codify
revise and reform the Federal law of homicide paying special
attention to assassinations The Judiciary Committee should give
appropriate attention to the related offenses of conspiracy at
tempt assault and kidnaping in the context of assassinations
Such legislation should be processed independently of the general
proposals for the codification revision or reform of the Federal
criminal law The committee should address the following issues
in considering the legislation

Distinguishing between those persons who should re
ceive the protection of Federal law because of the official
positions they occupy and those persons who should receive
protection of Federal law only in the performance of their
official duties

Extending the protection of Federal law to persons
who occupy high judicial and executive positions including
Justices of the Supreme Court and Cabinet officers

The applicability of these laws to private individuals
in the exercise of constitutional rights

The penalty to be provided for homicide and the re
lated offenses including the applicability and the constitu
tionality of the death penalty

The basis for the exercise of Federal jurisdiction in
cluding domestic and extraterritorial reach

The preemption of State jurisdiction without the neces
sity of any action on the part of the Attorney General where
the President is assassinated

The circumstances under which Federal jurisdiction
should preempt State jurisdiction in other cases

The power of Federal investigative agencies to require
autopsies to be performed

The ability of Federal investigative agencies to secure
the assistance of other Federal or State agencies including
the military other laws notwithstanding
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The authority to offer rewards-to apprehend the perpe
trators of the crime

A requirement of forfeiture of the instrumentalities
of the crime

The condemnation of personal or other effects of his
torical interest

The advisability of providing consistent with the
first amendment legal trust devices to hold for the benefit of
victims their families or the general treasury the profits
realized from books movie rights or public appearances by
the perpetrator of the crime and

The applicability of threat and physical zone of pro
tection legislation to persons under the physical protection
of Federal investigative or law enforcement agencies

3 The appropriate committees of the House should process
for early consideration by the House charter legislation for the
Central Intelligence Agency and Federal Bureau of Investigation
The committees should address the following issues in considering
the charter legislation

The proper foreign and domestic intelligence functions
of the intelligence and investigative agencies of the United
States

The relationship between the domestic intelligence
functions and the interference with the exercise of individual
constitutional rights

The delineation of proper law enforcement functions
and techniques including (i) The use of informants and
electronic surveillance (ii) guidelines to circumscribe the
use of informants or electronic surveillance to gather intel
ligence on or investigate groups that may be exercising first
amendment freedoms and (iii) the proper response of intel
ligence or investigative agencies where information is devel
oped that an informant has committed a crime

Guidelines to consider the circumstances if any when
an investigative agency or a component of that agency should
be disqualified from taking an active role in an investigation
because of an appearance of impropriety growing out of a
particular intelligence or investigative action

Definitions of the legislative scope and extent of
"sources and methods and the "informant privilege as a
rationale for the executive branch withholding information
in response to congressional or judicial process or other de
mand for information

Institutionalizing efforts to coordinate the gathering
sharing and analysis of intelligence information

Insuring those agencies that primarily gather intel
ligence perform their function so as to serve the needs of other
agencies that primarily engage in physical protection and

Implementing mechanisms that would permit inter
agency tasking of particular functions

B Prosecution
1 The Judiciary Committee should consider the impact of the

provisions of law dealing with third-party records bail and speedy
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trial as it applies to both the investigation and prosecution of
federally cognizable homicides

2 The Judiciary Committee should examine recently passed
special prosecutor legislation to determine if its provisions should
be modified to extend them to Presidential assassinations and the
circumstances if any under which they should be applicable to
other federally cognizable homicides

II Administrative recommrendations to the Executive
The Department of Justice should reexamine its contingency plans

for the handling of assassinations and federally cognizable homicides
in light of the record and findings of the committee Such an examina
tion should consider the following issues

Insuring that its response takes full advantage of inter and
intra-agency task forces and the strike force approach to investiga
tions and prosecutions

Insuring that its response takes full advantage of the advances
of science and technology and determining when it should secure
independent panels of scientists to review or perform necessary scien
tific tasks or secure qualified independent forensic pathologists to per
form a forensic autopsy

Insuring that its fair trial/free press guidelines consistent with
an alleged offender's right to a fair trial allow information about
the facts and circumstances surrounding an assassination promptly be
made public and promptly be corrected when erroneous information
is mistakenly released and

Entering at the current time into negotiations with representa
tives of the media to secure voluntary agreements providing that

photographs audio tapes television tapes and related matters made
in and around the site of assassinations be made available to the Gov
ernment by consent immediately following an assassination

III General recommendations for congressional investigations
The appropriate committees of the House should consider amend

ing the rules of the House to provide for a right to appointive counsel
in investigative hearings where a witness is unable to provide counsel
from private funds

The appropriate committees of the House should examine the
rules of the House governing the conduct of counsel in legislative and
investigative hearings and consider delineating guidelines for profes
sional conduct and ethics including guidelines to deal with conflicts
of interest in the representation of multiple witnesses before a
committee

The Judiciary Committee should examine the adequacy of Fed
eral law as it provides for the production of Federal and State prison
ers before legislative or investigative committees under a writ of
habeas corpus ad testificandum

The appropriate committees of the House should examine and
clarify the applicability to congressional subpenas of recently enacted
legislative restrictions on access to records and other documents

The appropriate committees of the House should consider legisla
tion that would authorize the establishment of a legislative counsel
to conduct litigation on behalf of committees of the House incident to
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the investigative or legislative activities and confer jurisdiction on the
U.S District Court for the District of Columbia to hear such
lawsuits

F The appropriate committees of the House should consider if rule
11 of the House should be amended so as to restrict the current access
by all Members of the House to the classified information in the posses
sion of any committee

IV Recommendations for further investigation
The Department of Justice should contract for the examination

of a film taken by Charles L Bronson to determine its significance if
any to the assassination of President Kennedy

The National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice
of the Department of Justice and the National Science Foundation
should make a study of the theory and application of the principles of
acoustics to forensic questions using the materials available in the
assassination of President John F Kennedy as a case study

The Department of Justice should review the committee's find
ings and report in the assassinations of President John F Kennedy
and Dr Martin Luther King Jr. and after completion of the recom
mended investigation enumerated in sections A and B analyze whether
further official investigation is warranted in either case The Depart
ment of Justice should report its analysis to the Judiciary Committee
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INTRODUCTION*

History of the Committee

The House Select Committee on Assassinations was established in

September 1976 by House Resolution 1540 94th Congress 2d Session
The resolution authorized a 12-member select committee to conduct a
full and complete investigation of the circumstances surrounding the
deaths of President John F Kennedy and Dr Martin Luther King Jr
The committee was constituted for the four remaining months of the
94th Congress and it was mandated to report the results of its investi

gation to the House of Representatives as soon as practicable
House Resolution 1540 had been introduced a year prior to its pas

sage It was a refinement of several similar resolutions sponsored by
some 135 Members of the 94th Congress Substantial impetus for the
creation of a select committee to investigate these assassinations was
derived from revelations in the report of the Senate Select Committee
to Study Governmental Operations with Respect to Intelligence Activ
ities dated April 1976 and released in June 1976 The Senate select
committee reported that the Central Intelligence Agency had with
held from the Warren Commission during its investigation of the
assassination of President Kennedy information about plots by the
Government of the United States against Fidel Castro of Cuba and
that the Federal Bureau of Investigation had conducted a counter
intelligence program (COINTELPRO) against Dr King and the
Southern Christian Leadership Conference

The House Select Committee on Assassinations created by House
Resolution 1540 officially expired as the 94th Congress ended its term
on January 3 1977

On January 4 1977 a unanimous consent request was introduced
to consider House Resolution 9 a resolution to reconstitute the com
mittee An objection was heard however and House Resolution 9 was
not brought to an immediate vote on the floor of the House It was
instead referred to the Rules Committee which began hearings on it
on January 25 1977 House Resolution 9 as amended was favorably
reported by the Rules Committee as House Resolution 222 on Feb
ruary 1 1977

The creation of a congressional committee to investigate assassina
tions as well as issues concerning the nature and cost of the proposed
investigations created considerable controversy House Resolution 222
proposed to constitute the committee for only an additional 2 months
to the end of March 1977 so that these issues could be more closely
examined On February 2 1977 House Resolution 222 was considered

*Italic numerals in parentheses in the middle of or at the end of sentences
indicate references which can be found at the end of the report
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by the House of Representatives as the Committee of the Whole so
that amendments could be offered from the floor and Members given an
opportunity to express objections House Resolution 222 authorized
and directed the committee to

* * * conduct a full and complete investigation and study
of the circumstances surrounding the assassination and death
of President John F Kennedy and the assassination and
death of Martin Luther King Jr. and of any other persons
the select committee shall determine might be related to either
death in order to ascertain (1) whether the existing laws of
the United States including but not limited to laws relating
to the safety and protection of the President of the United
States assassinations of the President of the United States
deprivation of civil rights and conspiracies related thereto
as well as the investigatory jurisdiction and capability of
agencies and departments of the U.S Government are ade
quate either in their provisions or in the manner of their
enforcement and (2) whether there was full disclosure and
sharing of information and evidence among agencies and de
partments of the U.S Government during the course of all
prior investigations into those deaths and whether any evi
dence or information which was not in the possession of any
agency or department of the U.S Government investigating
either death would have been of assistance to that agency or
department and why such information was not provided to
or collected by the appropriate agency or department and
shall make recommendations to the House if the select com
mittee deems it appropriate for the amendment of existing
legislation or the enactment of new legislation

House Resolution 222 was passed by the House on February 2,1977
On March 8 1977 Representative Louis Stokes of Ohio was named

chairman of the committee to replace the previous chairman who had

resigned Two subcommittees were created—a subcommittee on the
assassination of President Kennedy with Representative Richardson

Preyer of North Carolina as its chairman and a subcommittee on
the assassination of Dr King with Walter E Fauntroy Delegate of
the District of Columbia as its chairman The staff was divided into
two task forces designated to assist each of the subcommittees

On March 30 197'7 the House approved House Resolution 433 which
constituted the committee until January 3 1979 the duration of the
95th Congress

In June 1977 G Robert Blakey was appointed chief counsel and
staff director to replace the former chief counsel who had resigned
ouuMarch 30 1977

The committee established a program that consisted of three primary
activities—the investigation public presentation of evidence and

preparation of the final report

Nature and Scope of the Investigation

The committee identified four main issues to be investigated to ful
fill its mandate set forth in House Resolution 222 First who was or
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were the assassin(s) of President John F Kennedy and Dr Martin
Luther King Jr. Second did the assassin(s) have any aid or assist
ance either before or after the assassination Third did the agencies
and departments of the U.S Government adequately perform their
duties and functions in (a) collecting and sharing information prior
to the assassination (b) protecting John F Kennedy and Martin
Luther King Jr. and (c) conducting investigations into each assassi
nation and coordinating the results of those investigations Fourth
given the evidence the committee uncovered are the amendment of
existing legislation or the enactment of new legislation appropriate

The necessity for the committee to explore each of these issues as
well as the manner in which they could be investigated was carefully
considered by the committee because the committee was acutely aware
of the potential risks and dangers inherent in a congressional commit
tee addressing aspects of these issues The issues that posed particular
risks and dangers were the committee's investigation of who the assas
sins) was or were and if the assassin(s) had help before or after the
assassination Necessarily the committee's inquiry into these issues
would entail an examination of the conduct of individuals Further
the conduct to be examined might also be found to be criminal in a
judicial proceeding and might well carry with it in the minds of the
general public the severest moral disapprobation because of the nature
of the crimes committed Possible injury of the reputation of potential
"subjects or "targets of the investigation was therefore a significant
danger or risk clearly recognized by the committee

The committee also recognized other risks and dangers inherent in
the special character of its investigation For example associates of a
"target might have to be investigated fully The associate may not
have engaged in any activity connected with the assassination but dis
closure of the facts of the investigation alone might carry with it an
invasion of privacy of the associate The risk and danger were also
considered by the committee

The committee recognized that unlike a criminal trial in a court no
matter how definitively the committee's findings were presented in its
report no legal sanctions such as fine or imprisonment could be im
posed as a direct result of its investigation Nevertheless the danger of
injury to reputation and invasion of privacy of the individuals the
committee had investigated required that the committee responsibly
assess precisely how its investigation would be conducted and its re
sults disclosed

Many of the potential risks and dangers from Congress undertaking
an investigation into conduct that is also criminal primarily arise be
cause of the nature and scope of a congressional investigation and the
procedures a congressional committee employs to conduct an investiga
tion The procedures that Congress uses are dramatically different than
those employed when individual conduct is examined by either the
executive or judicial branches of Government The manner in which
the investigations differ should be understood by each person reading
this report and should be considered by Congress in deciding when an
investigation of this character is appropriate in the future

The primary determinant of the character or scope of any govern
mental investigation is dependent upon which branch of Government
is responsible for conducting it Each of the three branches of govern
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ment—legislative executive and judicial—is granted differing powers
and privileges by the Constitution These powers and privileges differ
to reflect the differing societal goals and values intended to be
achieved by the functioning of each branch Accordingly the nature
and scope of a congressional investigation are determined by the
powers and privileges granted to Congress by the Constitution

The Constitution assigns to Congress the power and responsibility
for legislating in particular areas Although the Constitution does not
expressly grant Congress the power to investigate it had been recog
nized by the Supreme Court that "the power of inquiry—with process
to enforce it—is an essential and appropriate auxiliary to the legis
lative function. (1) The Supreme Court recognized that for Congress
wisely or effectively to legislate required that it have access to infor
mation and be able to compel the production of the information
before it Consequently it has long been recognized that the failure
of a citizen to respond to a subpena to testify at a congressional hear
ing can result in fine and imprisonment if the witness is convicted in
court of contempt of Congress Similarly a witness who appears before
a congressional committee may be found guilty of contempt if he re
fuses to testify or respond to particular questions The limits on con
gressional power to compel testimony that can constitute a defense for
a witness in any contempt trial are few

A fundamental defense is that the investigation is not in an area
in which Congress can constitutionally legislate This defense how
ever is as a practical matter very limited as Congress can enact
legislation in many areas Further even the ability of Congress to
legislate concerning particular activity has expanded over time For
example under current Supreme Court rulings American society
today is such that an activity would probably be construed as affect
ing interstate commerce where it might not have been so construed
in the less complex economic markets of the early 1800's As such the
authority of Congress to legislate and investigate has grown That
an investigation must be in an area in which Congress can legislate
is therefore not a substantial restriction on the scope of Congress to
investigate.)

Perhaps the most significant limitation on the scope of a con
gressional investigation is that the questions propounded to the wit
ness must be pertinent to the investigation Yet that concept is not
readily capable of precise definition and most importantly its appli
cation to a set of facts is not ultimately resolved while the witness
is before the committee These two factors also shape congressional
hearings For example before the committee pertinent questions about
motive of a suspected "target might include in the Kennedy investi
gation attitudes about American policy toward the Cuban Govern
ment or in the King investigation questions concerning attitudes on
racial relations Even questions about conduct occurring after the
assassination might be considered pertinent if the answers to them
might be used to demonstrate similar conduct prior to the assassination
or to illuminate personal character traits including trustworthiness or

1Just becauseCongresscan legislateand thereforeinvestigatein an area doesnot ofcoursemeanthat it mayenactany legislationthat it desiresin the area Thelegislationitself maybe successfullychallengedif for exampleit unnecessarilyinfringeson constitutionalrights
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propensity to violence Accordingly pertinency in the context of a con

gressional hearing is an elastic concept that when exploring a subject
as broad as the assassination of two of the Nation's leaders is not in
fact very restrictive on the scope of the investigation

Even when a question is propounded that the witness believes not

pertinent there is substantial pressure on the witness to answer the

question The witness may object to the question and ask the Chair
to rule on the objection Pursuant to the rules of the House the chair
man of the committee is the person responsible for ruling on a wit
ness objection to a question Should the Chair sustain the objection
the witness does not have to answer the question Should the chair
man overrule the objection and direct the witness to answer the wit
ness faces a difficult choice The witness may of course decide to
answer the question If he refuses to answer the question however
he runs the risk of being prosecuted in a court for criminal contempt
In any prosecution the witness will be able to raise the defense that
he refused to answer the question because it was not pertinent to the
inquiry If he prevails he will be found not guilty If his defense is
rejected he will be found guilty and face fine and imprisonment
Nevertheless the contempt trial may come months or longer after the
witness refusal to testify before the committee The witness does not
get an opportunity at the time of his appearance before the committee
to have a judicial ruling on the merits for his refusal to answer
Accordingly witnesses are under substantial pressure at the hearing
to answer questions they are naturally reluctant to risk fine and
imprisonment at a later date The pertinency objection therefore is
also a restriction on the scope of a congressional investigation that
may be of limited impact

The procedures of a congressional hearing also affected the commit
tee's assessment of the risks and dangers inherent in its addressing all
four issues it had tentatively identified The procedures of a congres
sional hearing are fundamentally different than those in a judicial con
text A few clear examples are sufficient to demonstrate the differences
First there is no impartial judge presiding over the congressional pro
ceeding An objection that a committee member's question is imperti
nent is in fact ruled upon by the chairman of the committee Second
a "target in a congressional hearing may be compelled by a grant of
immunity to testify despite his claim of the fifth amendment In a trial
a defendant may not be compelled to take the stand and testify Third
there are no constraints on what committee members may say publicly
prior to the appearance of a "target of an investigation before a
hearing a prosecutor in a criminal case is constrained by law to refrain
from public comment prior to the commencement of a trial Fourth
unlike a defendant in a trial a witness before a committee has no right
to object to the admissibility of evidence Hearsay for example is
freely admissible in a congressional hearing and witnesses may be
questioned on the basis of secondhand statements Fifth in the case of
a witness who is a "subject or "target of a congressional investiga
tion the witness unlike in a trial has no absolute right to

—Cross-examine witnesses who have testified against him
—Have particular witnesses whom he desires to be subpenaed to

appear before the committee or even
—Make a statement in his own behalf
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Sixth and just as important the right of a witness before a com
mittee to be accompanied by an attorney and the role of the attorney
are radically different in a congressional hearing than in a judicial
trial Unlike a trial a witness 'before a congressional committee has no
constitutional right to have an attorney with him The rules of the
House do grant a witness the right to have an attorney present but it
is a right conferred by the House and not the Constitution the scope
of the right is defined by the House and not by judicial authority The
rule provides that witnesses can be accompanied by counsel only "for
the purpose of advising them concerning their constitutional rights.

The committee recognized that by modifying its own procedures it
could ameliorate some of the effect of the inherent dangers congres
sional procedures might entail in the context of the special character of
its inquiry Consequently comment outside of the committee's hear

ings was severely restricted by the committee rules The committee also

provided in its rules that it would provide counsel for a witness who
was financially or otherwise unable to afford counsel it allowed counsel
to submit questions to the committee to be asked of his or her client
and it allowed a witness or counsel time at the conclusion of his testi

mony to make any statement to explain or amplify the witness testi

mony or the opportunity to supplement the record In addition in its

hearings the committee followed the practice of having the chairman
of the committee relinquish the Chair temporarily when he wished
to ask a substantial number of questions.2

Nevertheless distinctions between a congressional hearing and a trial

remain and they cannot be eliminated without remaking the legislative
function in the image of judicial power The outcome of a congressional
hearing differs radically from that of a trial A congressional commit
tee votes on its findings but as witnessed in this report there is no

requirement for unanimity Simple majority vote suffices to issue a

report of conclusions
In addition a congressional hearing need not in its finding of facts

for the purpose of legislation establish facts beyond a reasonable
doubt A committee may base its legislation on facts it finds as prob
able or even likely Consequently a "target may not obtain the vin
dication of his claims of innocence that would be associated with a

judicial verdict in his favor Suspicion about the "target may linger
and the most dangerous injury to reputation may in fact stem from
lingering suspicion

The differences in the nature and purpose of a congressional com
mittee hearing and a judicial trial are apparent—they exist because
each proceeding is designed to achieve differing societal goals Some
of the dangers considered by the committee arise when a congressional
hearing investigating conduct that is criminal is mistaken for or con
fused with a criminal trial adjudicating whether a person committed
criminal acts Others may be inherent in a congressional hearing It
can be forcefully argued that when evidence of conduct that may be
termed criminal is introduced before a congressional committee but
in the end falls short of a clear and convincing or similar high stand

2 committeealsostrictlyadheredto the rulesof the Houseand first tooktestimony
that mighttend to defamedegradeor incriminatea personin executivesessionso that
the committeecouldevaluatethe testimonyand not publiclypresentunfoundedor base
lessaccusationsthat mightharma person'sreputation
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and of persuasion the responsible course would be to refrain from mak
ing the evidence public to protect the reputation of the person involved
Similarly the committee considered whether it should disclose infor
mation relevant to its investigation out of concern for the privacy
rights of individuals who were not "targets of the investigation

The committee evaluated each of the four issues it had identified for
examination in fulfillment of its mandate in light of the perceived risks
and dangers to the reputations and rights of privacy of persons inves
tigated risks and dangers arising from the character of a congressional
investigation The committee determined that a complete analysis of
all four and public disclosure of that analysis were necessary to fulfill
its legislative responsibilities under the Constitution In addition the
committee determined that a complete analysis of all four and public
disclosure of that analysis were necessary to fulfill its constitutional
duty of informing the public

The fourth issue the committee identified—whether the amendment
of existing legislation or the enactment of new legislation is appro
priate—is of course the essence of the legislative function In order
to fulfill this responsibility the committee had to have an independent
and objective analysis of the facts that surrounded each assassmation
as well as the prior investigations into the assassinations The com
mittee realized that to address satisfactorily the fourth issue required
in essence a complete analysis of the other three issues To consider
intelligently issues related to for example Presidential protection and
deprivation of civil rights it was necessary that the committee deter
mine the facts in President Kennedy's and Dr King's assassinations
and the earlier investigations of those assassinations

Further it was important to the committee that it was investigating
areas in which there had been prior legislation Statutes had assigned
numerous duties to agencies and departments of the Federal Govern
ment For example the 'Secret Service had responsibility for protect
ing President Kennedy and the FBI conducted the investigation into
the assassination of Dr King on the basis of its being a possible con
spiracy to violate Dr King's civil rights in violation of 1815.S.C § 241
The responsibility of the House to oversee the performance of particu
lar agencies and departments of the executive branch is of paramount
importance in insuring efficient responsive and constitutional govern
ment As Woodrow Wilson observed "Quite as important as legislat
ing is vigilant oversight of administration. ($) An assessment of the
performance of agencies such as the CIA Secret Service and FBI was
consequently considered essential by the committee A careful and
complete investigation into the third issue the committee had identi
fied—the performance of the agencies—was necessary to fulfill the
committee's responsibilities for oversight of the administration and the
determination of the adequacy of existing laws

To address satisfactorily the performance of the agencies however
the committee required an independent determination of the facts in
each assassination For example it would be irresponsible for the com
mittee to criticize the manner in which the FBI conducted its investi
gation and the conclusions it reached without the committee 'having
made an independent determination of what it believed to be the facts
Accordingly it was necessary for the committee to explore the first
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and second issues it identified—who the assassin (s) of President Ken

nedy and Dr King was (were) and if there was a conspiracy in either
case—so that the committee could effectively perform its oversight
responsibilities in evaluating the performance of the executive As
discussed a resolution of these issues was also necessary to determine
whether the amendment of existing legislation or the enactment of new

legislation was appropriate
Despite the acknowledged risks and dangers to the reputation or

privacy of some individuals the committee believed that a complete
analysis and disclosure of all the issues it had identified was necessary
to fulfill its legislative mandate There was an equally important rea
son the committee believed for public disclosure of the facts bearing
on these issues The committee had an obligation pursuant to its in

forming function under the Constitution to make public to the Amer
ican people the facts about each of these assassinations and to respond
to public concern about the performance of Government agencies and
departments

The House of Representatives recognized that these two assassina
tions had been of extraordinary concern to the American people when
it debated and authorized the creation of this committee The Ameri
can people clearly disbelieved the conclusions that had been the official
position of the U.S Government Despite the official position of the
Government that Lee Harvey Oswald and James Earl Ray were lone
assassins a Gallup Poll indicated that 80 percent of the American
people believed Lee Harvey Oswald had help and 70 percent believed
James Earl Ray had help This public disbelief in the conclusions of
the official governmental investigations was a substantial factor in
the creation of the committee (3)

The public concern however was far more significant than mere
doubt about the official conclusions of the investigations Such doubt
extended to far more serious allegations concerning the agencies and
departments of the Government These allegations ranged from inten
tional coverup of known coconspirators to actual governmental com

plicity in the assassinations Such allegations called into question the
very integrity of the governmental structure The committee did not
believe it would suffice to respond to public concern simply by issuing
a finding on the question of agency and department complicity in the
assassination No finding would receive public acceptance if support
ing facts were not presented in 'fact it would most likely increase sus
picion of governmental involvement in the assassinations if the finding
was simply that agencies and departments were not involved The com
mittee had a responsibility to state who it believed had participated in
each assassination and what the factual basis was for that conclusion

To respond to public concern about the assassinations and the per
formance of the executive agencies and departments the committee be
lieved its informing and legislative functions required an independent
determination and public disclosure of the facts

Woodrow Wilson wrote about the informing function of Congress
It is the proper duty of a representative body to look dili

gently into every affair of Government and to talk much
about what it sees It is meant to be the eyes and the voice
and to embody the wisdom and will of its constituents Unless
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Congress have and use every means of acquainting itself with
the acts and the disposition of the administrative agents of
the Government the country must be helpless to learn how it
is being served and unless Congress both scrutinize these
things and sift them by every form of discussion the country
must remain in embarrassing crippling ignorance of the very
affairs which it is most important that it should understand
and direct The informing function of Congress should be
preferred even to its legislative function (4)

The Supreme Court has similarly stated that it "does not doubt
the importance of informing the public about the business of
Congress. 3

The committee's independent analysis of all four issues and its in
forming the public of that analysis will allow each American to make
an intelligent judgment on the validity of allegations concerning the
performance of agencies and departments of the executive branch
as well as enable people to assess the committee's own performance It
is essential not only that persons be able to judge the performance of
the executive agencies but that they be able to judge this committee's
performance as well Such is the very essence of representative
democracy

The committee determined therefore that despite the potential
dangers and risks inherent in its analysis of some of the issues it had
identified to fulfill its mandate an analysis and the public disclosure
of all of the facts relating to the four issues was necessary to fulfill
its legislating functions under the Constitution Further the com
mittee determined that an analysis and disclosure of the facts relating
to each issue was also necessary to fulfill its constitutional informing
responsibilities

The committee's findings in this report are stated so as to be faith
ful and accurate to the facts as found by the majority of the committee
The committee found each fact in this report with no goal or standard
except the committee's commitment to ascertain the truth to the best
of its ability The committee hopes that each person who reads this re
port appreciates the nature of a congressional investigation and that
any potential dangers or harms from a misunderstanding of the corn

3Doev McMillian(412U.S 306 314 (1972)) TheDoecasewascarefullyconsidered
by the committeeas its investigationwas conductedits hearingsheld and the reportpreparedDoeaddressedthe relationshipbetweenthe informingfunctionof Congressandthe availabilityof speechand debateimmunityfor distributionof a report that mightinfringeon the rights of privacyof individualsThe majorityopinionin the Doecasethe committeebelieveddoesinhibit Congressexerciseand performanceof its responsibilitiesand duties The committeenoted that the opinionof the District of ColumbiaCourtof Appealson remandfromthe SupremeCourt Doev McMillian(566F 2d 713
(1977)) alsoemphasizedthe importanceof the informingfunctionof Congressit interpretedthe SupremeCourtdecisionas onlystating that publicdisseminationof a reportwas "not necessarily within the speechand debateimmunityAs detailedin the textthe committeewas acutelyaware of the potentialinjury to reputationor invasionof
privacythat mightoccurby distributionof the committee'sreport The committeebelievedhoweverthat its legislativeandinformingresponsibilitiesrequiredthat this reportbe preparedand distributedin the mannerthe committeehas done For a committeeaddressingquestionsabout controversiesthat have arisen concerningthe assassinationoftwo of the country'sleadingfigurespublicdisseminationof the reportis vital to fulfillits constitutionalresponsibilitiesCongressshouldbe able to disseminatesucha reportwithoutfearingspuriouslawsuitsfor the veryfearofsuchlawsuitsmayshapethemannerin whichfacts are presentedIf Congressis limitedto officialor qualifiedimmunityforpublicdistributionof a report the committeerecognizesthat this mightserveto insureagainstrecklesspublicpresentationof falsefacts Sucha benefithowevercanonlyaccrueat the cost of Congressbeing inhibited in fulfilling its constitutionalinformingresponsibilities
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mittee's work will therefore be minimized The committee also hopes
that the Congress and other committees will carefully consider in the
future the nature and scope of congressional investigations in deciding
what issues to investigate how they will be investigated and in what
manner the results of the investigations should be disclosed

Structure of the Investigation

The investigation was broken into an exploratory phase and a con
centrated factfinding phase During the exploratory phase primarily
prior to December 31 1977 the committee undertook to master the
critical literature that had been written on the issues The exploratory
phase was also used for the purpose of deciding what specific subjects
were worthy of further investigation taking into account such factors
as the passage of time since the assassinations were committed Many
issues were scrutinized and given due consideration but not every
possible lead nor every allegation that has been raised concerning these
assassinations was investigated by the committee The committee recog
nized it had finite time span and 'limited resources The committee
established priorities among the issues and investigated those which it
deemed to be most apt to resolve significant issues of public concern

The concentrated phase of the investigation spanned the period from
January to July 1978 It was based on a detailed investigative plan
that entailed a step-by-step process of factfinding The plans were de
signed to address the first three questions the committee identified to
fulfill its legislative mandate Who assassinated President Kennedy
and Dr King Was there a conspiracy in either case How well did
the Federal agencies perform The plans were also structured to ac
count for the natural interrelationships among the three questions

The committee was acutely aware of the need for strict security pre
cautions as the investigation proceeded This was necessary not only
because of the classified nature of the material the committee reviewed
but also because the effectiveness of the committee's investigation could
have been undermined by premature disclosure of information
Further the committee recognized that unverified information con
cerning a person that was prematurely disclosed might unjustly
injure the reputation of that person Accordingly the committee
adopted stringent security procedures requiring each member of the
staff to receive top-secret clearance As an accommodation to the com
mittee the FBI conducted background investigations which were
reviewed by the CIA After consultation with the FBI and CIA the
committee made its own determination on each clearance

At the same time that the committee was undertaking to assure the
integrity of its security system it was making arrangements with
Federal agencies—principally the FBI and CIA—for the review of
their materials many of which were classified Memoranda of under
standing between the committee and the agencies were signed They
established a procedure for how the materials would be handled The

*For examplethe President'sCommissionon the Assassinationof PresidentKennedy
(WarrenCommission)cameinto existenceon Nov 30 1963and submittedits finalreport
on Sept 24 1964 During that 10-monthperiod its cost exceeded$10 million and
it usedthe servicesof over400people.(5)In contrast the committeecameintoexistence
on Sept 17 1976 and it submittedits report on Mar 29 1979 Duringthat 30-month
period its cost exceeded$5.5millionand it used the servicesof over250people (For
additionalstatisticson the committeeseeappendixIV infra.)
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CIA agreement was of particular importance since it provided for
access to classified information by members of the committee and its
staff on a completely unsanitized basis No "sources or methods infor
mation would be removed from any material given to the committee
Access on such a basis was unprecedented by any congressional
committee

As it undertook its investigation the committee was fully aware
that the evidence of events that occurred 10 and 15 years in the past
would be of varying degrees of quality The committee recognized that
there were three general categories of evidence First there was the
evidence that would be developed by the scientific projects such as
autopsy ballistics handwriting fingerprint photographic and acous
tical analysis Second there was documentation that existed in the
form of governmental agency files Third there was the current recol
lection of the event by witnesses

The committee believed that the evidence of potentially the greatest
reliability was generally that of science Government files were of sub
stantial value in pursuing some areas of the investigation but were of
limited use in others because of the particular issue the committee was
pursuing or the nature of the file Finally the committee recognized
that witness testimony was sharply qualified by problems of human
perception and memory as well as bias or motive to lie

The committee also found that the nature of the evidence for the
two assassinations was markedly different For example there was a
relative abundance of scientific evidence in the Kennedy assassination
as compared with the King assassination Field investigation by the
committee staff consequently assumed a somewhat greater significance
in the King case than in the Kennedy case

The committee subjected the work of the FBI Secret Service 'CIA
and other agencies to critical scrutiny If the investigations conducted
in 1963—64and 1968 were determined to be honest thorough and com
petent the results of those investigations could be used to corroborate
and to Ldvance the independent work of the committee with greater
confidence in the resolution of issues But the converse was just as true
If the original investigation was found to be deficient its conclusions
were evaluated accordingly and considered by the committee as having
little evidentiary value

During the next phase of the committee's work—public presentation
of the evidence—it held 36 days of public evidentiary hearings from
August through December 1978 as well as 2 days of public policy hear
ings in December This phase was designed to present in public essen
tial evidence on key issues in each investigation It was also designed
to explore the public policy questions raised by the assassinations

In its public hearings the committee received evidence on the issues
it had identified to fulfill its legislative mandate It heard evidence on
(1) the facts and circumstances surrounding the deaths of President
Kennedy and Dr King and the connections if any between those facts
and circumstances and the accused assassins Lee Harvey Oswald and
James Earl Ray (2) the question of whether there was a conspiracy
in either case and (3) the performances of the various Federal
agencies—the FBI CIA Secret Service Warren Commission and
others
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In its policy meetings in December the committee heard the testi
mony of the directors or deputy directors of the FBI CIA and Secret
Service and the Deputy Attorney General representing the Depart
ment of Justice These policy hearings explored the appropriateness
of the amendment of existing legislation or the enactment of new
legislation in light of the evidence that had been received by the
committee

The final phase of the committee's work included the preparation of
this report which presents the committee's analysis and synthesis of
the evidence the committee obtained on all four issues the committee
deemed necessary to fulfill its mandate The committee issues this re
port to fulfill its legislative and informing responsibilities under the
Constitution

President John F Kennedy and Dr Martin Luther King Jr each
embodied aspects of the best characteristics of the American spirit
They sought to elicit from every American attitudes and actions that
would make our society achieve its great potential The committee has
attempted therefore to conduct its investigations into the assassina
tions of President Kennedy and Dr King and present the results of
those investigations in a thorough and dignified manner in keeping
with the memory of these two great leaders



I FINDINGS OF THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON ASSASSI
NATIONS IN THE ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT
JOHN F KENNEDY IN DALLAS TEX. NOVEMBER 22
1963

INTRODUCTIONTIIE KENNEDYPRESIDENCYIN PERSPECTIVE

John Fitzgerald Kennedy the 35th President of the United States
was shot to death on November 22 1963 while riding in a motorcade
in Dallas Tex Kennedy had represented for many the dawn of a new
era of hope In his account of the Kennedy administration "A Thou
sand Days, historian and Kennedy staff member Arthur M
Schlesinger Jr. wrote

* * * [T]here can be no doubt that Kennedy's magic was not
alone that of wealth and power and good looks or even of
these things joined to intelligence and will It was more
than this the hope that he could redeem American poli
tics by releasing American life from its various bondages to
orthodoxy (1)

When the young President died much of the world grieved West
Berlin Mayor 'Willy Brandt's words reflected the sense of loss "A
flame went out for all those who had hoped for a just peace and a
better world. (2) A stunned nation felt deeply the loss of a promising
leader The assassination wrote historian Christopher Lasch "helped
to dispel the illusion that the United States was somehow exempt from
history a nation uniquely favored and destined * * * to be spared the
turmoil and conflict which had always characterized the politics of
other countries. (3)

PRESIDENTIALASSASSINATIONSIN THE UNITEDSTATES(4)

John Fitzgerald Kennedy was the fourth victim of Presidential
assassination preceded by Abraham Lincoln in 1865 James A Gar
field in 1881 and William McKinley in 1901

The first Presidential assassination occurred within 1 week of the
end of the Civil War President Lincoln was shot by John Wilkes
Booth on April 14 1865 while watching a British comedy "Our
American Cousin, at Ford's Theater in Washington D.C He died
the following morning Booth an actor and Confederate sympathizer
fled Washington immediately after the crime He reportedly was
trapped in a burning barn by Federal troops on April 26 1865 where
he died of a gunshot wound to the head

A military commission established to try persons accused of com
plicity in the assassination of President Lincoln found that the murder
was part of a conspiracy to kill Lincoln Vice President Andrew
Johnson and Secretary of State William H Seward Having lost

(21)
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heart George A Atzerodt did not attack Johnson as planned but
Seward was seriously wounded by Lewis Payne a former Confederate
soldier As a result of the investigation by the Office of the Judge
Advocate General of the U.S Army several defendants were accused
of conspiring with Confederate President Jefferson Davis and a group
of Confederate Commissioners in Canada to murder Lincoln The
accused were Confederate courier John T Surratt his mother Mary
E Surratt David Herold a half-wit Confederate sympathizer and
Confederate veterans Samuel Arnold and Michael O'Laughlin Ed
ward Spangler a stagehand at Ford's Theater and Dr Samuel A

Mudd a physician who set the leg Booth injured in his escape from
the theater were accused of aiding the assassin's escape Mrs Surratt
Herold Payne and Atzerodt were found guilty and hanged on July 19
1865 Three others received life sentences John Surratt initially fled
to Canada and then to Italy where he joined the Papal Zouaves in
Rome under an assumed name He was captured in November 1866
and returned to the United States to stand trial on charges of com

plicity in the assassination He was freed when the trial ended with a

hung jury
Several conspiracy theories emerged after the Lincoln assassina

tion Surratt's flight to Italy coupled with the fact that many of
Booth's co-conspirators were Roman Catholic stirred the anti-Catholic
sentiments of the "Know-Nothing Movement which charged that the
assassination was part of .a Papist plot Although the military com
mission ultimately dismissed the contention that the conspirators were
in league with Jacob Thompson head of the Confederate Commission
to Canada under the supervision of Confederate President Jefferson
Davis that theory also persisted Another contention was advanced
by those who opposed the execution of Mrs Surratt Suspicious of
those in charge of her arrest and prosecution they believed that
Secretary of War Edwin M Stanton was the real mastermind of the
assassination

In 1866 and 1867 the House of Representatives authorized two
separate investigations into the death of President Lincoln (5)
Neither finally laid to rest the suspicions around the death of President
Lincoln

President James A Garfield was shot in the back by Charles J
Guiteau on July 2 1881 in Washington D.C Guiteau a religious
fanatic and would-be officeholder had been denied access to the White
House after he had asked to be appointed U.S Ambassador to Austria
When Garfield appointed .Tames A Blaine as Secretary of State an
incensed Guiteau apparently believed that the President had betrayed
a faction of the Republican Party

In the ensuing murder trial there was no suggestion that the de
fendant was involved in any conspiracy Guiteau maintained that he
had acted as 'an agent of God in a political emergency and therefore
was not guilty of wrongdoing Despite a history of mental illness in
Guteau's family the insanity defense presented by his counsel failed
Guiteau was declared sane found guilty and hanged before a large
crowd Contrary to events following the Lincoln 'assassination no
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theories of possible conspiracy surfaced in the wake of Garfield's
slaying

While attending the Pan-American Exposition at Buffalo N.Y. on
September 6 1901 President William McKinley was shot Ile died 8
days later the victim of assassin Leon F Czolgosz a factory worker
and anarchist Although an anarchist group had published a warning
about Czolgosz 5 days before McKinley was shot and Czolgosz insisted
he had acted alone many believed that the assassination was the result
of an anarchist plot Czolgosz refused to testify at his own trial which
was held 4 days after McKinley's funeral After 34 minutes of delib
eration the jury found him guilty of murder Czolgosz did not appeal
the verdict and he was executed in the electric chair

McKinley's assassination came after a wave of anarchist terrorism
in Europe Between 1894 and 1900 anarchist assassins had killed
M F Sadi Carnot President of France Elizabeth Empress of Aus
tria and Humbert I King of Italy Following McKinley's death
vigilantes in the United States attacked anarchist communities An
archist leaders such as Emma Goldman were arrested Responding to
a plea by the new President Theodore Roosevelt Congress passed a
series of restrictive measures that limited the activities of anarchists
and added alien anarchists to the list of excluded immigrants Despite
a spate of frenzied charges of an anarchist conspiracy no plot was ever
proven and the theories appeared to collapse shortly after the execu
tion of Czolgosz

Three Presidents who preceded John F Kennedy were the targets
of attempted assassinations On January 30 1835 Richard Lawrence
tried to kill President Andrew Jackson on the steps of the U.S Capi
tol but both pistols he carried misfired and Jackson was not injured
Following the attempt some of Jackson's supporters charged a Whig
conspiracy but this allegation was never substantiated Lawrence was
found not guilty by reason of insanity and spent the rest of his life in
mental institutions

On February 15 1933 in Miami Fla. President-elect Franklin D
Roosevelt was fired upon by Guiseppe Zangara an unemployed Italian
immigrant bricklayer Zangara missed Roosevelt but mortally
wounded Chicago Mayor Anton Cermak Zangara was tried found
guilty of murder and executed No conspiracy was charged in the
shooting

Two Puerto Rican nationalists attacked Blair House the temporary
residence of President Harry S Truman in Washington D.C. on
November 1 1950 with the apparent intention of assassinating the
President A White House guard and one of the nationalists Griselio
Torresola were killed in the ensuing gun battle The surviving na
tionalist Oscar Collazo explained that the action against Truman
had been sparked by news of a revolt in Puerto Rico He believed the
assassination would call the attention of the American people to the
appalling economic conditions in his country The two would-be as
sassins were acting in league with P Albuzio Campos president of the
Nationalist Party of Puerto Rico Truman was not harmed during the
assault Collazo was tried and sentenced to death but President Tru
man commuted the sentence to life imprisonment
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A NEW PRESIDENT

In an era when the United States was confronted with intractable
often dangerous international and domestic issues +lie Kennedy ad
ministration was inevitably surrounded by controversy as it made poli
cies to deal with the problems it faced Although a popular President
John F Kennedy was reviled by some an enmity inextricably related
to his policies The possibility of nuclear holocaust overshadowed the
administration's reshaping of cold war foreign policy as it grappled
with Cuba Berlin Laos Vietnam relations in the Third World and
Western Europe and U.S military strength At home an emerging
Black protest movement persistent unemployment poverty and
urban blight governmental disorganization congressional resistance
to the President's New Frontier program and the menace of organized
crime were among the problems Kennedy faced He relied on the
counsel of some of the foremost thinkers of his age as he pursued new
approaches in leading the country

In the summer of 1960 Senator John F Kennedy won the Demo
cratic Party's nomination for President In his acceptance speech he
emphasized the challenges of the 1960's and declared that "we stand
today on the edge of a `New Frontier', a phrase that later became at
tached to his program Two days before his election in November
Kennedy pledged "I am not promising action in the first 100 days
alone I am promising you 1,000 days of exacting Presidential leader
ship. With the slogan "Let's get this country moving again, he
pledged to combat unemployment the sluggish economy what he
called a missile gap and the Communist government in Havana Ken
nedy defeated the Republican candidate Richard M Nixon by a slim
margin of 118,450 out of nearly 69 million votes cast He was the first
Roman Catholic and at age 43 the youngest man ever elected
President

On a cold January morning in 1961 the new President stood before
the Nation that elected him and voiced these memorable words

Let every nation know whether it wishes us well or ill that
we shall pay any price bear any burden meet any hardship
support any friend oppose any foe to assure the survival and
the success of liberty

No words could have portrayed rnore aptly the determination of
John F Kennedy as he assumed office as the spokesman for "a new gen
eration of Americans. His mettle yet to be tested an articulate con
fident new President confronted the issues that put him in conflict with
forces at home and abroad

Despite his narrow election victory Kennedy's popularity was high
at the time he took office The Gallup Poll showed a 69 percent favor
able rating During his term that popularity fluctuated and in the
autumn of 1963 it appeared to be in decline It was concern over that
slump and the implications for the 1964 Presidential contest that led
in large part to Kennedy's decision to make the ill-fated Texas trip
in November 1963
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FOREIGNAFFAIRS A FRAGILEPEACE

The cold war was President Kennedy's foremost concern as the
United States and the Soviet Union stood poised to obliterate each
other or to coexist Kennedy who emphasized the need for a strong
military during his campaign tacked an additional $4 billion to the
defense budget approved by President Dwight D Eisenhower To
demonstrate that the United States would not retreat from its treaty
commitments his military buildup was the largest in the peacetime
history of the country John Foster Dulles Secretary of State under
Eisenhower had relied almost exclusively on a rigid foreign policy
based on nuclear power and military pacts Rejecting "massive retalia
tion with nuclear arms Kennedy urged the strengthening of conven
tional forces and emphasized the need for a flexible diversified mili
tary that would counter the threat posed by Communist guerrilla
armies Nonetheless he was committed to negotiation and steadfastly
pursued a nuclear arms limitation treaty despite Soviet threats in
Cuba Berlin Southeast Asia and elsewhere Some critics were con
fused by his call for a strong military while pursuing a nuclear treaty
but Kennedy saw military preparedness as the foundation for achiev
ing peaceful solutions

Kennedy's first move in United States-Soviet relations was to reply
to Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev's January 1961 congratulatory
note

We are ready and anxious to cooperate with all who are
prepared to join in genuine dedication to the assurance of a
peaceful and more fruitful life for mankind

The Cuban threat
With Premier Fidel Castro's increasing ties to the Soviet Union

Communist Cuba just 90 miles from the United States became an
early focal point of Kennedy administration concern In February
1961 Soviet Deputy Prime Minister Andrei Gromyko visited Cuba to
arrange large-scale economic and military assistance The United
States ended formal diplomatic contacts with Cuba shortly after Gro
myko's trip

Soon after taking office Kennedy learned that since the spring of
1960 the U.S Government had been training a guerrilla force of anti
Castro Cuban exiles in Florida and Guatemala with the ultimate objec
tive of invading Cuba and overthrowing Castro Kennedy sanctioned
the training and reluctantly allowed the invasion to proceed but he
limited U.S participation and support

On April 17 1961 a force of anti-Castro Cuban refugees attempted
to establish a beachhead in Cuba at the Bay of Pigs The United States
had grossly underestimated the popular support for the Castro regime
An anticipated internal uprising never occurred and Castro's forces
defeated the invaders within a few days President Kennedy accepted
"sole responsibility for the debacle when the United States could no
longer disavow its role in the ill-fated expedition Privately however
he blamed the CIA and reportedly vowed to "splinter the agency into
a thousand pieces.
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The Cuban Revolutionary Council a group of anti-Castro exiles that
was to have become the provisional government after Castro's over
throw was particularly bitter about the Bay of Pigs Its principal
leaders—Antonio Macco Justo Carillo Carlos Heria Antonio de
Varona Manuel Ray and Jose Mire Cardona—had formed the Council
with the CIA's sanction and had been promised recognition by the
U.S Government They were outraged by the failure of the United
States to support the invasion force At a meeting with President
Kennedy shortly after the invasion the angry leaders blamed his mili
tary advisors for the defeat but Kennedy replied that he alone was
responsible On the other hand Kennedy attempted to reassure them
promising that the United States was committed to returning Cuban
refugees to their homeland

A stunning setback for the new administration the Bay of Pigs
defeat resulted in worldwide criticism of the United States both for
its role in the invasion and for its reluctance to back the refugees with
sufficient force to allow the expedition to succeed It also gave Khrush
chev the occasion to lecture the new President on international moral
ity and raised questions about Kennedy as a coolheaded leader While
anti-Castro Cuban exiles in the United States believed they had been
betrayed by Kennedy and accused him of being a weak leader who
was soft on communism the administration was criticized from the
left as a reactionary return to barbarism

Kennedy traveled to Europe in June and met with Soviet Premier
Khrushchev for 12 hours in Vienna Austria Nuclear testing dis
armament and Berlin were discussed but the leaders reached no
agreement Khrushchev threatened to end four-power control of Berlin
by signing a treaty with East Germany that would give it control
over access routes to West Berlin In late June he told the allies to
get out of the city by the end of the year charging that the air
corridors were being used to import spies and saboteurs into East
Germany

On his return to the United States Kennedy said

I made it clear to Mr Khrushchev that the security of
Western Europe and therefore our own security are deeply
involved in our presence and our access rights to West Ber
lin that those rights are based on law and not on sufferance
and that we are determined to maintain those rights at any
risk and thus meet our obligation to the people of West Berlin
and their right to choose their own future

Kennedy responded to Khrushchev's threat with a call for 217,000
more men in uniform He ordered the draft doubled tripled if neces
sary and requested authority to activate Reserve and National Guard
units With the Soviet determination to eliminate West Berlin and
the U.S commitRnent to preserve it the prospect of a third world war
was greater than ever The crisis intensified with the August 1961
construction of a wall that prevented eastern European refugees from
entering West Berlin The United States responded by sending troops
and tanks to West Berlin Western rights remained intact and the
crisis subsided with Khrushchev's decision in late 1961 not to sign a
treaty with East Germany U.S armored units in Berlin were pulled
back in January 1962
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Combating communism in Latin America

Meanwhile to encourage progressive democracy in the underdevel
oped world the administration embarked on programs of assistance
Peace Corps volunteers brought technical and educational expertise
to emerging areas Promising to "transform the American continent
into a vast crucible of revolutionary ideas and efforts, Kennedy deter
mined to wipe out the seedbed of communism in Latin America and
contain Communist Cuba by raising the living standards with his
Alliance for Progress He proposed that the Latin American Republics
join the United States in a 10-year plan for developing the Americas
to satisfy the basic needs of housing employment land health care
and education thus relieving the economic distress that made the
countries vulnerable to Castro-style revolutions Formed in August
1961 the Alliance for Progress received the enthusiastic support of
many Latin Americans which was evident in the acclaim for Kennedy
when he visited Colombia and Venezuela in 1961 and Mexico in 1962
At the Inter-American Conference in January 1962 he said "I think
communism has been isolated in this hemisphere and I think the hemi
sphere can move toward progress.
The arms race

An escalating arms race and the harmful effects of radioactive con
tamination from nuclear tests deeply troubled the Kennedy adminis
tration Despite an earlier promise by Khrushchev to join the United
States in a no-test policy the Soviets resumed nuclear tests on Au
gust 30 1961 and exploded 50 devices that fall Kennedy urged Khru
shchev to join with the United States and Great Britain in an agree
ment banning atmospheric tests When the Soviet Premier refused
Kennedy ordered resumption of underground tests In March 1962
after studying Soviet advances Kennedy reluctantly renewed atmos
pheric tests with a series of blasts over Christmas Island in the central
Pacific He told a writer it was his fate to "take arms against a sea
of troubles and by opposing end them.
The missile crisis

Acting on his pledge to defend the Western Hemisphere if it was
threatened by Soviet aggression Kennedy faced the greatest crisis of
his brief Presidency in Cuba in October 1962 It was the closest the
world had ever come to nuclear war On October 16 aerial recon
naissance photographs of Cuba appeared to show installation of of
fensive nuclear missiles This initial discovery was verified and on
October 20 Kennedy returned abruptly to Washington from a politi
cal trip to Chicago on the pretext of a sudden cold On Monday
October 22 he revealed that the United States had discovered from
aerial photographs that the Soviet Union had deployed ballistic mis
siles and Ilyushin–28 bombers in Cuba He announced that he had
ordered an air-sea quarantine on all offensive weapons bound for Cuba
and promised more drastic action if the missiles and bombers were
not removed President Kennedy grimly stated that the United States
would intercept anv Soviet vessel with arms and that the United States
would retaliate if the Soviets attacked any nation in the Western Hemi
sphere The U.S Armed Forces were at combat readiness on "maxi
mum alert. After a tense 6 days Khrushchev announced his decision
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to dismantle and withdraw offensive weapons from Cuba in return
for Kennedy's agreement not to invade Cuba and to lift the blockade
Kennedy received widespread international support during the missile
crisis and was later credited with having achieved a turning point it
the cold war favorable to the West

Among anti-Castro Cuban exiles and some rightwing factions in
this country however there was outrage over Kennedy's decision
Despite his reassurances that the Cubans would be returned to their
homeland he had promised not to invade Cuba Militant rightwing
extremists argued that the United States should have invaded Cuba
removed the Russians and their arms and toppled Castro

On December 29 1962 President Kennedy greeted over 1,000 Cubans
who had been captured at the Bay of Pigs and ransomed from Castro's
jails by the United States In a ceremony at the Orange Bowl in Miami
he accepted the brigade's invasion flag and addressed their concerns
about the future The President declared "I can assure you that this
flag will be returned to this brigade in a free Cuba.
Southeast Asia

Abandoning the Eisenhower administration's mistrust of neutral
nations Kennedy pursued a cautious approach in Laos where Com
munists had captured many of the northern provinces in 1961 In July
1962 the United States was able to get all parties in Laos to agree to a
tripartite coalition government and withdrawal of all foreign troops

In South Vietnam however the administration decided to take a
stand against Communist-inspired "wars of liberation. U.S involve
ment dated back to 1956 when the Eisenhower administration backed
the decision of the South Vietnamese Government to postpone elections
there because Communist victory appeared imminent The United
States was pledged to support the pro-American regime of Ngo Dinh
Diem in the fear that if one Southeast Asian nation fell to the Com
munists others would soon follow Kennedy continued that policy
although with growing reluctance by 1963

In 1961 Viet Cong guerrillas backed by Ho Chi Minh of North Viet
nam attacked South Vietnamese troops murdered officials and placed
the Diem regime in jeopardy Kennedy responded initially by sending
more than 4,000 military advisers to South Vietnam and over the
following months U.S participation grew steadily In his move away
from the "all or nothing nuclear arsenal strategy of the 1950's Ken
nedy emphasized a varied military capability to meet the jungle war
fare tactics of the enemy in countries such as Vietnam He also directed
economic aid to Southeast Asia to meet the Communist threat there
In November 1962 Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara announced
that the United States was winning the war in South Vietnam

When the Chinese invaded northern India in 1962 Kennedy au
thorized an airlift of arms to halt the Chinese Communist advance

Pledge to defend Europe
To some critics Kennedy's foreign policy combining military

bluster with negotiation appeared vacillating and self-defeating
Their misgivings seemed to be confirmed by actions of some traditional
allies of the United States President Charles de Gaulle of France for
example insisted on a defense capability independent of the United
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States and refused to sign any nuclear arms limitation treaty thus
threatening the cohesiveness of the North Atlantic Treaty Organiza
tion In addition Kennedy's acceptance of the principle of neutrality
manifested by the Laos agreement was criticized by some who believed
countries were either American friends or enemies

Kennedy reasserted his pledge to defend Western Europe during a
trip there in June 1963 "The United States will risk its cities to defend
yours, he assured the West Germans who feared a pullout of U.S
troops In a speech to an enthusiastic West Berlin crowd Kennedy de
scribed himself as a "Berliner, saying that "all free men wherever
they may live are citizens of Berlin.

Cold war thaw
Uneasiness over Cuba continued in 1963 The Soviet presence was

symbolized by an attack of a Cuban Air Force MIG fighter on an
American shrimp boat in March 1963 Some 17,000 Russian troops still
occupied the island nation and 500 antiaircraft missiles plus a large
supply of other Soviet armaments were emplaced there

Yet with Kennedy's foreign policy emphasis on gradual progress
a thaw in the cold war was perceptible In a major policy address on
June 10 1963 at American University in Washington D.C. Kennedy
proposed a "strategy of peace to lead the United States and Soviet
Union out of the "vicious and dangerous cycles of the cold war

Let us focus on a peace based not on a sudden revolution in
human nature but on a gradual evolution of human
institutions

He announced that the United States Great Britain and the Soviet
Union would begin work on a treaty to outlaw nuclear tests

A major accomplishment of the Kennedy administration the nuclear
test ban treaty was signed in Moscow on August 5 1963 and ratified
by the U.S Senate in September This limited treaty prohibiting at
mospheric testing of nuclear weapons represented the first limitation
of arms expansion since the beginning of the cold war in 1945 The
administration had hoped however for a more comprehensive agree
ment Underground testing was not covered because of Soviet resist
ance to onsite inspection and China and France refused to sign the
treaty

Although praised by many as a step toward peace the treaty had its
detractors Air Force Gen Thomas D White described it as "next to
unilateral disarmament, while scientist Edward Teller called for re
sumption of atmospheric testing to maintain American nuclear
supremacy

In October the United States Great Britain and the Soviet Union
agreed to refrain from using nuclear weapons in outer space
Crowing involvement in Vietnam

The Vietnam conflict intensified and U.S involvement expanded
steadily although Kennedy refused to make any major increases in
support By October 1963 the United States had 16,000 troops in South
Vietnam As U.S helicopters flew combat support missions and U.S
planes strafed enemy lines U.S advisers radically altered life there
with the strategic hamlet resettlement program an effort to concen
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trate the population in various areas Some Americans criticized this
involvement in support of the Diem dictatorship At the insistence of
his brother Ngo Dinh Nhu the Roman Catholic Diem had instituted
a number of repressive measures against the country's Buddhists who
made up 70 percent of the population His troops attacked pagodas
and Buddhists were jailed The self-immolation of protesting Bud
dhist monks dramatically called into question the American role in
Vietnam

By threatening withdrawal of economic support the United States
sought to persuade the Diem government to change its brutal policies
Diem resisted denying that the Buddhists were being persecuted and
charging that in fact they were aiding the Communists by demand
ing a change of government U.S advisers warned that Diem's un
popular regime imperiled the battle against the Viet Cong

On November 1 1963 Diem and his brother Nhu were killed in
a military coup The United States quickly recognized the new
government
Detente

Kennedy's willingness to negotiate with the Russians combined
with a Sino-Soviet split eased East-West tension and sparked opti
mism about the prospects for world peace Other moves indicating
Soviet-American detente and peaceful coexistence included installa
tion of a "hot line emergency telephone system from 'Washington to
Moscow in the summer of 1963 approval of the sale of 4 million tons
of surplus wheat to the Soviet Union and initiation of cultural ex
change programs Kennedy also made overtures to Castro concerning
normalization of relations a move that enraged anti-Castro exiles in
the ITnited States His steps away from dangerous nuclear diplomacy
were praised by many but some doubted that Kennedy's policy would
contain communism and insure the strength of the United States

AT HOME A TROUBLEDLAND

President Kennedy's New Frontier domestic program was not
readily accepted The administration's relations with Congress domi
nated as it was by a conservative bloc of Republicans and southern
Democrats were difficult Kennedy's major proposals—aid to educa
tion medical care for the elderly and the creation of a Department of
Urban Affairs—were rejected Although measures were adopter] to
increase Federal aid to depressed areas to increase and expand the
minirnum wage and to increase social security benefits the administra
tion failed to persuade Congress to enact the widespread social legisla
tion it sought
Civil rights progress

The administration's most dramatic accomplishments were in the
area of civil rights though the President did not live to see the passage
of the comprehensive legislation he proposed the most far-reaching
since Reconstruction Kennedy appointed Blacks to high administra
tion posts and to Federal judgeships He gave Attorney General
Robert F Kennedy his sanction for vigorous enforcement of civil
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rights laws to extend voting rights end segregation and fight racial
discrimination Attorney General Kennedy expanded the Civil Rights
Division of the Department of Justice and President Kennedy issued
a strongly worded Executive order against discrimination in employ
ment that established a Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity
headed by Vice President Johnson Kennedy's civil rights program
however increasingly alienated southerners and conservatives

Violence erupted soon after Kennedy took office In May 1961 the
Congress of Racial Equality staged a series of freedom rides in Ala
bama in an effort to integrate buses and terminals One bus was burned
by a mob in Anniston Ala An angry segregationist crowd attacked
demonstrators in Montgomery Ala. and several persons were injured
Attorney General Kennedy ordered several hundred U.S marshals to
Montgomery to protect the demonstrators National Guardsmen with
fixed bayonets scattered a mob that tried to overwhelm the marshals
who were protecting a mass meeting at a Black church where civil
rights leader Martin Luther King Jr. was speaking

Sparked by the vicious treatment of the nonviolent demonstrators
protests continued in Mississippi The Attorney General petitioned
the Interstate Commerce Commission and in September 1961 the ICC
adopted rules banning segregation on interstate buses and in terminals

Trouble exploded again in 1962 when James Meredith a 29-year
old Black Air Force veteran gained admission to the all-white Uni
versity of Mississippi Meredith had been refused admission despite
Federal court orders requiring that he be enrolled The Kennedy ad
ministration supported an effort to force compliance by the State but
Governor Ross Barnett was equally determined to defy the orders
In his fourth attempt to enroll at the university Meredith arrived in
Oxford on September 30 escorted by 300 U.S marshals He was met
by a mob of 2,500 students and segregationist extremists who howled
"Two-four-one-three we hate Kennedy. The hecklers attacked the
marshals with bricks and bottles The marshals responded with tear
gas A bloody night-long riot that left two dead and scores injured
quelled only after Federal troops had been dispatched by President
Kennedy Meredith registered the next day and began classes with
the protection of marshals who remained with him until his gradua
tion in August 1963

Urging the need for legislation in a February 28 1963 address to
Congress on civil rights President Kennedy attacked the scourge of
racial discrimination

Race discrimination hampers our economic growth by pre
venting the maximum development and utilization of our
manpower It hampers our world leadership by contradicting
at home the message we preach abroad It mars the atmos
phere of a united and classless society in which this Nation
rose to greatness It increases the costs of public welfare
crime delinquency and disorder Above all it is wrong There
fore let it be clear in our own hearts and minds that it is not
merely because of the economic waste of discrimination that
we are committed to achieving true equality of opportunity
The basic reason is because it is right
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Although th admini-tritton's civil rights policies generated the

dogged opposition of se::regationists in the South Black leaders riti
cized the Pre~i ien fnr not pursu ng change even more forcefully
Dr King said

This administration has outsi epped all previous ones in the
breadth of its civil rights activity Yet the movement instead
of breaking out into the open plains of progress remains con
stricted and confirmed A sweeping revolutionary force is

pressed into a narrow tunnel (7)
Blacks continued demonstrations for equal rights in the spring of

1963 In April and May Dr King led an attack on what he called "the
most segregated city in the United States, Birmingham Ala Demon
strators were met by police dogs electric cattle prods and fire hoses
The brutal response to the nonviolent protestors led to worldwide

outrage Black leaders and Birmingham community leaders ultimately
reached a compromise agreement to integrate public facilities Birm

ingham became a rallying cry for the civil rights movement across the
Nation Over TOOdemonstrations swept the South that summer and
northern public opinion increasingly supported the protestors

In June 1963 Alabama Governor George Wallace in defiance of a
Federal court order stood on the steps of the University of Alabama
to prevent the admission of two Black students Wallace bowed how

ever to National Guard troops that had been federalized by the Pres
ident The Black students entered the university In the same mouth
Medgar Evers the NAACP field secretary for Mississippi was shot to
death in front of his home in Jackson Miss

The turbulence sparked President Kennedy's special message to Con

gress in June 1963 in which he asked the legislators to help end
"rancor violence disunity and national shame by pushing what was
described as the most sweeping civil rights legislation since Recon
struction The bill would among other things guarantee access to
public accommodations and the right to vote "We are confronted pri
marily with the moral issue, Kennedy said He warned that Federal
inaction would mean continued racial strife declaring "The fires of
frustration and discord will burn in every city North and South
where legal remedies are not at hand.

On August 28 1963 an interracial group of more than 200,000 per
sons joined "The March for Jobs and Freedom in Washington D.C.
to urge the Congress to pass the comprehensive civil rights legislation
the Kennedy administration envisioned Violence shattered the hope
ful mood in the wake of the Washington march when a bomb exploded
on September 17 at the Sixteenth Street Baptist Church in Birming
ham Ala during a Sunday School session Four young Black girls
were killed and 23 other persons were injured Despite the national
unrest Congress did not rush to pass the civil rights bill

Economic policies
Kennedy's Keynesian New Deal economic policies brought him into

conflict with business For example he advocated deficit spending at
a time of economic growth in an attempt to overcome persistent high
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unemployment He also proposed costly welfare programs to improve
the plight of the Nation's poor and issued voluntary wage-price guide
lines that he was determined to enforce

As the Kennedy administration ,grappled with thorny economic
issues—persistent unemployment recession--a steel price hike set the
stage for the most dramatic economic crisis of Kennedy's term In
March 1962 the administration persuaded the United Steel Workers
Union to accept a contract he called "noninflationary in the belief
that such an agreement would ameliorate the recession by preventing
a rise in prices A few days later however the U.S Steel Corp an
nounced an increase of 3.5 percent or $6 per ton and most other steel
companies followed suit Kennedy commented "My father always told
me all businessmen are sons-of-bitches but I never believed it until
now. (8) In the 3 days that followed the increase four antitrust inves
tigations of the steel industry were initiated a bill to roll hack the price
increase was considered wage and price controls were discussed and
the Department of Defense began to divert purchases away from U.S
Steel Kennedy denounced the increase as "wholly unjustifiable and
irresponsible defiance of the public interest, and said the steel indus
try had shown its "utter contempt for their fellow citizens. U.S Steel
finally rescinded the price increase when several other steel companies
said they would hold the price line Despite the President's assurance
after the steel crisis subsided that "this administration harbors no
ill will against any individual any industry corporation or segment
of the American economy, business leaders complained about Govern
ment interference and hostility
Government reform

Kennedy was also concerned about the autonomy of Federal agen
cies and reorganization of the Federal bureaucracy He saw a need
for greater control over the Central Intelligence Agency after the
Bay of Pigs fiasco Its independent role in the Southeast Asian con
flict and in Cuba particularly troubled him The CIA's budget was
twice that of the State Department its staff had doubled in the 1950's
and it was said by its critics in some Embassies it had more per
sonnel than the State Department Kennedy replaced Director Allen
Dulles with John McCone cut the Agency's budget and assigned
Robert Kennedy as Agency watchdog

Kennedy's relations with Federal Bureau of Investigation Director
J Edgar Hoover were cool In an attempt to bridle the independent
Hoover the administration insisted that the facts reflect the law that
the FBI was under the Department of Justice and that the Depart
ment was led by the Attorney General Attorney General Robert
Kennedy also compelled a reluctant Hoover to investigate civil rights
and organized crime cases
War on organized crime

The Kennedy administration made an unprecedented effort to fight
the insidious menace of organized crime The President had first en
countered the problem when he became a member of the Senate Select
Committee on Labor Racketeering Robert Kennedy was chief coun
sel of the committee and later as Attorney General he became the
President's surrogate in a campaign against the underworld
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Dramatic developments in the war on organized crime had occurred
lust before Kennedy came to the White House A roundup of hood
lums in Apalachin N.Y. in 1957 followed by an abortive prosecution
of many of the leaders demonstrated the impotence of Federal en
forcement The Senate testimony of Mafia member Joseph Valachi
in 1963 became the catalyst for a renewed effort to strengthen Federal
criminal laws that could be used to control the threat of organized
crime

The zeal of the Kennedy brothers signified the roughest period for

organized crime in Department of Justice history Historian Arthur

Schlesinger Jr. wrote in "Robert Kennedy and His Times that as a
result of the Attorney General's pressure "the national Government
took on organized crime as it had never clone before. (9) Schlesinger
observed

In New York Robert Morgenthau the Federal attorney
successfully prosecuted one syndicate leader after another
The Patriarca gang in Rhode Island and the De Cavalcante
gang in New Jersey were smashed Convictions of racketeers
by the Organized Crime Section and the Tax Division stead
ily increased—96 in 1961 101 in 1962 373 in 1963 So long as
John Kennedy sat in the White House giving his Attorney
General absolute backing the underworld knew that the heat
was on (10)

The Attorney General focused on targets he had become acquainted
with as counsel for the Rackets Committee He was particularly con
cerned about the alliance of the top labor leaders and racketeers as
personified by Teamster President James R Hoffa Schlesinger wrote
that "the pursuit of Hoffa was an aspect of the war against organized
crime. (11) He added

The relations between the Teamsters and the syndicates
continued to grow The FBI electronic microphone planted
from 1961 to 1964 in the office of Anthony Giacalone a De
troit hood revealed Hoffa's deep if wary involvement with
the local mob For national purposes a meeting place was the
Rancho La Costa Country Club near San Clemente Calif.
built with $27 million in loans from the Teamsters pension
fund its proprietor Morris B Dalitz had emerged from the
Detroit [sic Cleveland] underworld to become a Las Vegas
and Havana gambling figure Here the Teamsters and the
mob golfed and drank together Here they no doubt reflected
that as long as John Kennedy was President Robert
Kennedy would be unassailable (12)

As with the Civil Rights Division Robert Kennedy expanded the
Organized Crime Division at Justice As a result of information col
lected by the FBI syndicate operations were seriously disrupted in
some cases and leading organized crime figures were concerned about
the future

Opposition from the far right
As the policies of the Kennedy administration broke new ground

political extremists in the United States seemed increasingly willing
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to resort to violence to achieve their goals In an address at the Uni
versity of Washington in Seattle on November 16 1961 President
Kennedy discussed the age of extremism two groups of frustrated
citizens one urging surrender and the other urging war He said

It is a curious fact that each of these extreme opposites
resembles the other Each believes that we have only two
choices appeasement or war suicide or surrender humilia
tion or holocaust to be either Red or dead

The radical right condemned Kennedy for his "big Government
policies as well as his concern with social welfare and civil rights
progress The ultraconservative John Birch Society Christian Anti
Communist Crusade led by Fred C Schwarz and the Christian Cru
sade led by Rev Billy James Hargis attracted an anti-Kennedy fol
lowing The right wing was incensed by Kennedy's transfer of Gen
Edwin A Walker from his command in West Germany to Hawaii for
distributing right-wing literature to his troops The paramilitary
Minutemen condemned the administration as "soft on communism
and adopted guerrilla warfare tactics to prepare for the fight against
the Communist foe At the other extreme the left labeled Kennedy
a reactionary disappointment a tool of the "power elite.

President Kennedy saw the danger of a politically polarized society
and spoke against extremist solutions urging reason in an ordered
society In the text of the speech he had planned to deliver in Dallas
on November 22 1963 he wrote

Today * * * voices are heard in the land—voices preach
ing doctrines wholly unrelated to reality wholly unsuited
to the sixties doctrines which apparently assume that words
will suffice without weapons that vituperation is as good as
victory and that peace is a sign of weakness

NOVEMBER1963 A TRIP TO TEXAS(13)

At the beginning John F Kennedy had been an extremely popular
President His ratings ironically were highest in the aftermath of the
April 1961 Bay of Pigs invasion when he received a remarkable 83
percent approval rating in the Gallup Poll But by the fall of 1963
he had slipped to 59 percent and he became concerned about the po
litical implications In October Newsweek magazine reported that the
civil rights issue alone had cost Kennedy 3.5 million votes adding
that no Democrat in the White House had ever been so disliked in
the South In Georgia the marquee of a movie theater showing PT
109 read "See how the Japs almost got Kennedy (14)

An inveterate traveler Kennedy interspersed his diplomatic mis
sions abroad with trips around the country He made 83 trips in 1963
In June he visited Germany Ireland and Italy later in the summer
he toured the western United States—North Dakota Wyoming Mon
tana Washington Utah Oregon Nevada and California—to gain
support for his legislative program

Not only did Kennedy enjoy traveling but he almost recklessly
resisted the protective measures the Secret Service urged him to
adopt He would not allow blaring sirens and only once—in Chicago
in November 1963—did he permit his limousine to be flanked by motor
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cycle police officers He told the special agent in charge of the White
House detail that he did not want agents to ride on the rear of his
car

Kennedy was philosophical about danger According to Arthur M

Schlesinger "A Thousand Days, Kennedy believed assassination was
a risk inherent in a democratic society In 1953 Schlesinger recounted
then-Senator Kennedy read his favorite poem to his new bride Jac

queline Bouvier Kennedy It was "I have a Rendezvous with Death,
by Alan Seeger.(15)

It may be he shall take my hand
And lead me into his dark land
And close my eyes and quench my breath

But I've a rendezvous with Death
At midnight in some flaming town
When Spring trips north again this year
And I to my pledged word am true
I shall not fail that rendezvous

During the November 1963 Texas trip he told a special White
House assistant

* * * if anybody really wanted to shoot the President
* * * it was not a very difficult job—all one had to do was
get on a high building someday with a telescopic rifle and
there was nothing anybody could do to defend against such
an attempt

Kennedy had decided to visit the South to bolster his image in that

region He chose to visit Florida because it had voted Republican in

1960 and Texas because it only had been saved by Lyndon Johnson
by an extremely slim margin According to Texas Governor John B

Connally Kennedy first mentioned a political trip to Texas in the
summer of 1962 when Connally a former Secretary of the Navy was
running for Governor Kennedy broached the idea to Connally again
the following summer

Despite some obvious political reasons for a Texas visit some mem
bers of Kennedy's staff opposed it because the State was not favorably
disposed to the President From 1961 to 1962 the Secret Service had
received 34 threats on the President's life from Texas Political em
barrassment seemed a certainty The decision to travel to Dallas was
even more puzzling Many perceived Dallas as a violent hysterical
center of right-wing fanaticism There in 1960 then-Texas Senator
Lyndon B Johnson had been heckled and spat upon In October
1963 just a month before the President's scheduled visit Ambassador
to the United Nations Adlai Stevenson was jeered hit with a placard
and spat upon Byron Skelton the National Democratic Committee
man from Texas wrote Attorney General Robert Kennedy about his
concern for President Kennedy's safety and urged him to dissuade
his brother from going to Texas

There are several probable explanations for the decision to visit
Dallas Kennedy was to visit four other cities—San Antonio Hous
ton Austin and Fort Worth—and it was feared that ignoring Dallas
would harm his image in Texas Kennedy also was anxious to win
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over business and Dallas was the place to address business leaders in
Texas As a result of his economic policies particularly the rollback
of steel prices Kennedy believed he was perceived as hostile to busi
ness Before the November Texas trip he shared his concern with
Governor Connally

If these people are silly enough to think that I am going to
dismantle this free enterprise system they are crazy

All the other trips that summer and fall including the visit to
Florida had been successful In his testimony before this committee
Governor Connally explained that he believed that Texas was a State
crucial to a Kennedy victory in 1964 and contended that Kennedy
cause to Texas for two reasons to raise money and to enhance his own
political prospects in Texas

Word of the trip to Texas first appeared in the Dallas papers on
September 13 and Kennedy's itinerary for Texas was announced by
Governor Connally on November 1 The President was scheduled to
address a luncheon of business leaders at the Trade Mart in Dallas
on November '22 He decided to travel into the city in a motorcade
that was to follow the normal Dallas parade route Kennedy liked
motorcades for they afforded an opportunity to get close to the people
and he made a special point of arranging one in Dallas because he
believed it would be his one chance that day to greet workers Ind
minorities The final motorcade route through Dealey Plaza in down
town Dallas was selected on November 15

In 1963 the Secret Service had identified six categories of persons
who posed a threat to the President right-wing extremists left-wing
extremists Cubans Puerto Ricans Black militants and a miscel
laneous category that included mental patients It identified two cities
as particularly threatening—Miami and Chicago Dallas was con
sidered a potential source of political embarrassment Prior to the
trip to Dallas the Secret Service had not uncovered any serious
threats there and no extensive investigation was conducted in the city

Beginning a week before the trip defamatory posters and leaflets
excoriating the President appeared throughout Dallas Some carried
Kennedy's picture with the caption "Wanted for Treason This Man
Is Wanted for Treasonous Activities Against the United States.
It was suggested the President's Dallas parade route should not be
published but at the urging of Kennedy's staff it appeared in the
Dallas newspapers on November 18 and 19

The President and Mrs Kennedy traveled to Texas on Novem
ber 21 That clay Kennedy visited San Antonio and Houston where
he was warmly greeted by enthusiastic crowds He flew to Fort Worth
that evening

One of the President's first acts on the morning of November 22 was
to call the woman who had arranged the accommodations that he and
the First Lady occupied at Fort North's Texas Hotel She had hung
the walls with original paintings by modern masters such as Vincent
Van Gogh and Claude Monet and the special effort of the citizens of
Fort Worth greatly impressed the Kennedys That rainy morning
the President addressed the Fort Worth Chamber of Commerce The
speech was well received and as Governor Connally recounted it was
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laced with fun Later in the morning after a query from Dallas the
President said that if the weather was clear he did not want the

protective bubble used on the Presidential limousine
The President and his entourage took off for Dallas at apl)roxi

mately 11:20 a.m While the Presidential plane Air Force One was
airborne the President looked out the window and remarked to *he
Governor with a smile "Our luck is holding It looks as if we'll get
sunshine. A clear sky brilliant sunshine 6S-degree teulperature—a
marvelous autumn day—provided the backdrop for the President and
Mrs Kennedy as they arrived at Love Field in Dallas The First

Lady was presented with a bouquet of roses and the couple attended
a reception held in their honor at the airport by the community
leaders of Dallas After greeting them the President moved to shake
hands with the enthusiastic crowd which according to some estimates
may have numbered 4,000 persons For a few minutes the President
and the First Lady walked along the security barrier greeting people
Then they joined Governor and Mrs Connally in the Presidential
limousine Two Secret Service agents one the driver sat in front The
President and his wife sat in the rear seat with the President on the

right in keeping with military protocol as Commander in Chief of
the Armed Forces Governor Connally sat on a jump seat directly in
front of the President with his back to Kennedy and Mrs Connally
occupied the left jump seat Two cars with members of the Dallas
Police Department including Chief Jesse Curry and Secret Service

agents preceded the Presidential limousine Behind a followup car
carried Secret Service agents and members of the White House staff
To the rear of that car the Vice President and Mrs Johnson and
Senator Ralph Yarborough rode in another limousine Next came the
Vice President's followup car and then a long line of limousines
trucks and various vehicles containing Members of Congress and
other dignitaries photographers the President's physician and mem
bers of the White House staff and the press

The motorcade left Love Field at about 11 :n0 p.m Governor Con
nally recalled he was worried not about violence but about the

possibility that some incident might occur that would embarrass the
President and disrupt the atmosphere of confidence that had been
building throughout the trip That morning a hostile full-page ad
vertisement sponsored by the "America-thinking Citizens of Dallas,
had appeared in the pages of the Dallas Morning News It charged
among other things that Kennedy had ignored the Constitution
scrapped the Monroe Doctrine in favor of the "Spirit of Moscow.
and had been "soft on Communists fellow-travelers and ultra-leftists
in America. The Governor was apprehensive that there might be
unfriendly demonstrations during the motorcade or that the crowd's
mood would be indifferent or even sullen

The Governor's concern subsided as the motorcade passed through
the outskirts of Dallas and neared the center of the city The crowds
grew larger and they were unmistakably friendly with people smil
ing waving and calling the President's name In Connally's words

The further we got toward town the denser became the
crowds and when we got down on Main Street the crowds
were extremely thick They were pushed off of curbs they
were out in the street and they were backed all the way up
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against the walls of the buildings They were just as thick as
they could be I don't know how many But there were at
least a quarter of a million people on the parade route that
day and everywhere the reception was good

Governor Connally noticed that Mrs Kennedy who had appeared
apprehensive the previous day was more relaxed and enjoyed the
Dallas crowd The only hostile act he remembered was a heckler with
a placard that read "Kennedy Go Home. The President noticed the
sign and asked Governor and Mrs Connally if they had seen it Con
nally said "Yes but we were hoping you didn't.

"Well I saw it Don't you imagine he's a nice fellow Kennedy
asked

The Governor said "Yes I imagine he's a nice fellow.
Connally's fear of an embarrassing incident seemed to be unfounded

He recalled

The crowds were larger than I had anticipated They were
more enthusiastic than I could ever have hoped for

This enthusiasm was apparent in a number of incidents A little girl
held up a sign with the request "President Kennedy will you shake
hands with me The President noticed the sign had the car stopped
and shook hands with the little girl The car was mobbed by an admir
ing crowd that was only separated from the Presidential limousine by
Secret Service agents At another stop as the motorcade approached
downtown Dallas the President caught sight of a Roman Catholic nun
with a group of schoolchildren He stopped and spoke with the group
Several times enthusiastic onlookers broke away from the curbside
throng and attempted to reach the limousine Secret Service agents
cleared the admirers from the street

The crowds grew thicker as the Presidential parade approached
downtown The motorcade followed the traditional Dallas parade route
into the downtown business district turning onto Main Street which
brought it through the center of the Dallas commercial district It
moved westward along Main toward Dealey Plaza People crowded the
sidewalks surged into the street and waved from office building win
dows The motorcade tunneled through the throng The Governor later
remarked that the business community the group Kennedy sought to
impress would have to be affected by this remarkable reception Con
nally said "* * * the trip had been absolutely wonderful and we were
heaving a sigh of relief because once we got through the motorcade at
Dallas and through the Dallas luncheon then everything else was
pretty much routine.

President Kennedy was clearly delighted by his Dallas welcome
At the corner of Main and Houston the motorcade made a sharp 90

degree turn to the right and headed north for one block toward the
Texas School Book Depository As the limousine approached Houston
and Elm Mrs Connally elated by the reception said "Mr President
you can't say Dallas doesn't love you. "That's obvious, the President
replied

At Elm Street the limousine made a hairpin turn to the left and
headed west passing the book depository

At about 12:30 p.m. as the President waved to the crowds shots
rang out
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Mrs Connally heard a noise turned to her right and saw the Presi
dent clutch his neck with both hands then slump down in the seat
Governor Connally immediately thought the noise was a rifle shot He
turned from his straight-backed jump seat in an attempt to catch sight
of the President because he feared an assassination attempt The
Governor described the scene

I never looked I never made the full turn About the time I
turned back where I was facing more or less straight ahead
the way the car was moving I was hit I was knocked over
just doubled over by the force of the bullet It went in my back
and came out my chest about 2 inches below and to the left of

my right nipple The force of the bullet drove my body over
almost double and when I looked immediately I could see I
was drenched with blood So I knew I had been badly hit and
I more or less straightened up At about this time Nellie

[Mrs Connally] reached over and pulled me down into her

lap
I was in her lap facing forward when another shot was

fired * * * I did not hear the shot that hit me I wasn't con
scious of it I am sure I heard t but I was not conscious of it
at all I heard another shot I heard it hit It hit with a very
pronounced impact

* * * it made a very very strong sound
Immediately I could see blood and brain tissue all over the

interior of the car and all over our clothes We were both cov
ered with brain tissue and there were pieces of brain tissue as

big as your little finger
* * *

* * * * * * *

When I was hit or shortly before I was hit—no I guess it
was after I was hit—I said first just almost in despair I said
"no no no, just thinking how tragic it was that we had gone
through this 24 hours it had all been so wonderful and so
beautifully executed

The President had been so marvelously received and then
here at the last rnoment this great tragedy I just said "no
no no no. Then I said right after I was hit I said "My God
they are going to kill us all.

Mrs Connally initially thought the Governor was dead as he fell
into her lap She did not look back after her husband was hit but
heard Mrs Kennedy say "They have shot my husband. After one
shot Mrs Connally recalled the President's wife said "They have
killed my husband I have his brains in my hand.

Roy Kellerman the Secret Service agent in the right front seat said
"Let's get out of here fast. Bill Geer the driver accelerated tremen
dously "So we pulled out of the motorcade, Mrs Connally recalled
"and we must have been a horrible sight flying clown the freeway with
those dying men in our arms.

She added "There was no screaming in that horrible car It was
just a silent terrible drive.

The wounded President and Governor were rushed to Parkland
Hospital

At 1 p.m. the 35th President of the ITnited States was pronounced
dead 1,037 days after his term had begun



A LEE HARVEYOSWALDFIRED THREE SHOTSAT PRESIDENTJOHN F
KENNEDY THE SECONDANDTHIRD SHOTSHE FIRED STRUCKTHE
PRESIDENT THE THIRD SHOT HE FIREDKILLEDTHE PRESIDENT

1 PRESIDENTKENNEDYWASSTRUCKBY TWORIFLESHOTSFIREDFROM
BEHINDHIM

The President's Commission on the Assassination of President Ken
nedy (Warren Commission) concluded that President Kennedy was
struck by two bullets that were fired from above and behind him (1)
According to the Commission one bullet hit the President near the
base of the back of the neck slightly to the right of the spine and
exited from the front of the neck The other entered the right rear of
the President's head and exited from the right side of the head caus
ing a large wound (2)

The Commission based its findings primarily upon the testimony
of the doctors who had treated the President at Parkland Memorial
Hospital in Dallas and the doctors who performed the autopsy on the
President at the Naval Medical Center in Bethesda Md (3)

In forming this conclusion neither the members of the Warren Com
mission nor its staff nor the doctors who had performed the autopsy
took advantage of the X-rays and photographs of the President that
were taken during the course of the autopsy.(!) The reason for the
failure of the Warren Commission to examine these primary materials
is that there was a commitment to make public all evidence examined
by the Commission (5) The Commission was concerned that publica
tion of the autopsy X-rays and photographs would be ,an invasion of
the privacy of the Kennedy family (6) The Commission's decision to
rely solely on the testimony of the doctors precluded the possibility
that the Commission might make use of a review of the autopsy evi
dence by independent medical experts to determine if they concurred
with the findings of the doctors at Parkland and Bethesda

A determination of the number and location of the President's
wounds was critical to resolving the question of whether there was
more than one assassin The secrecy that surrounded the autopsy
proceedings therefore has led to considerable skepticism toward the
Commission's findings Concern has been expressed that authorities
were less than candid since the Navy doctor in charge of the autopsy
conducted at Bethesda Naval Hospital destroyed his notes and the
Warren Commission decided to forego an opportunity to view the
X-rays and photographs or to permit anyone else to inspect them

The skepticism has been reinforced by a film taken of the Presiden
tial motorcade at the moment of the assassination by an amateur movie
photographer Abraham Zapruder In the Zapruder film the Presi
dent's head is apparently thrown backward as the front right side of
the skull appears to explode suggesting to critics of the Warren Com
mission's findings that the President was struck by a bullet that entered
the front of the head (7) Such a bullet it has been argued was fired

(41)
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by a gunman positioned on the grassy knoll a park-like area to the
right and to the front of where the moving limousine was located at
the instant of the fatal shot (8)

Since the Warren Commission completed its investigation two
other Government panels have subjected the X-rays and photographs
taken during the autopsy on President Kennedy to examination by
independent medical experts A team of forensic pathologists ap
pointed by Attorney General Ramsey Clark in 196849) and a panel
retained by the Commission on CIA Activities Within the United
States (Rockefeller Commission) in 1975,(10) reached the same basic
conclusion the President was struck by two bullets from behind But
neither panel published the X-rays and photographs nor did either

explain the basis of its conclusions in a public hearing Consequently
neither panel was able to relieve significantly doubts that have per
sisted over the years about the nature and location of the President's
wounds

(a) Reliance on scientific analysis
The committee believed from the beginning of its investigation that

the most reliable evidence upon which it could base determinations as
to what happened in Dealey Plaza on November 22 1963 was an
analysis of hard scientific data Accordingly the committee contracted
with leading independent experts in the fields of forensic pathology
ballistics photography acoustics neutron activation analysis and
other disciplines The reports submitted by these experts were fully
considered by the committee in formulating its findings

(1) The medical evidence.—The committee's forensic pathology
panel was composed of nine members eight of whom were chief medi
cal examiners in major local jurisdictions in the United States.(11)
As a group they had been responsible for more than 100,000 autop
sies (12) an accumulation of experience the committee deemed in
valuable in the evaluation of the medical evidence—including the
autopsy X-rays and photographs—to determine the cause of death of
the President and the nature and location of his wounds The panel
was also asked to recommend guidelines in the event of a future as
sassination of a President or other high Federal official (13)

The committee also employed experts to authenticate the autopsy
materials Neither the Clark Panel nor the Rockefeller Commission
undertook to determine if the X-rays and photographs were in fact
authentic The committee in light of the numerous issues that had
arisen over the years with respect to autopsy X-rays and photographs
believed authentication to be a crucial step in the investigation.(14)

The authentication of the autopsy X-rays and photographs was
accomplished by the committee with the assistance of its photographic
evidence panel as well as forensic dentists forensic anthropologists
and radiologists working for the committee (15) Two questions were
put to these experts

Could the photographs and X-rays stored in the National
Archives be positively identified as being of President Kennedy

Was there any evidence that any of these photographs or X
rays had been altered in any manner

To determine if the photographs of the autopsy subject were in fact
of the President forensic anthropologists compared the autopsy
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photographs with ante-mortem pictures of the President This com
parison was done on the basis of both metric and morphological fea
tures The metric analysis relied upon a series of facial measurements
taken from the photographs while the morphological analysis was
focused on consistency of physical features particularly those that
could be considered distinctive (shape of the nose patterns of facial
lines et cetera) Once unique characteristics were identified posterior
and anterior autopsy photographs were compared to verify that they
in fact depicted the same person

The anthropologists studied the autopsy X-rays in conjunction with
premortem X-rays of the President A sufficient number of unique
anatomic characteristics were present in X-rays taken before and after
the President's death to conclude that the autopsy X-rays were of
President Kennedy This conclusion was consistent with the findings
of a forensic dentist employed by the committee.(16) Since many of
the X-rays taken during the course of the autopsy included the Presi
dent's teeth it was possible to determine using the President's dental
records that the X-rays were of the President

Once the forensic dentist and anthropologists had determined that
the autopsy photographs and X-rays were of the President photo
graphic scientists and radiologists examined the original autopsy
photographs negatives transparencies and X-rays for signs of altera
tion They concluded there was no evidence of the photographic or
radiographic materials having been altered.(17) Consequently the
committee determined that the autopsy X-rays and photographs were
a valid basis for the conclusions of the committee's forensic pathology
panel

While the examination of the autopsy X-rays and photographs was
the principal basis of its analysis the forensic pathology panel also
had access to all relevant witness testimony In addition all tests and
evidence analyses requested by the panel were performed (18) It was
only after considering all of this evidence that the panel reached its
conclusions

The forensic pathology panel concluded that President Kennedy
was struck by two and only two bullets each of which entered from
the rear.l The panel further concluded that the President was struck
by one bullet that entered in the upper right of the back and exited
from the front of the throat and one bullet that entered in the right
rear of the head near the cowlick area and exited from the right side
of the head toward the front This second bullet caused a massive
wound to the President's head upon exit There is no medical evidence
that the President was struck by a bullet entering the front of the
head,(19) and the possibility that a bullet could have struck the Pres
ident and yet left no evidence is extremely remote Because this con
clusion appears to be inconsistent with the backward motion of the
President's head in the Zapruder film the committee consulted a
wound ballistics expert to determine what relationship if any exists
between the direction from which a bullet strikes the head and subse

1In manyof its conclusionsthe forensicpathologypanelvoted8 to 1 with the dis
sentingvotebeingconsistentlythat of CyrilIT WechtM.D.coronerof AlleghenyCountyPa In all referencesto conclusionsof the panel unlessit is specificallystated that it was
unanimousit shouldbeassumedthat Dr Wechtdissented
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quent head movement (20) The expert concluded that nerve damage
from a bullet entering the President's head could have caused his back
muscles to tighten which in turn could have caused his head to move
toward the rear (21) He demonstrated the phenomenon in a filmed
experiment which involved the shooting of goats (22) Thus the com
mittee determined that the rearward movement of the President's
head would not be fundamentally inconsistent with a bullet striking
from the rear (23)

The forensic pathology panel determined that Governor Connally
was struck by a bullet from the rear one that entered just below the
right armpit and exited below the right nipple of the chest It then
shattered the radius bone of the Governor's right wrist and caused a
superficial wound to the left thigh (24) Based on its examination of
the nature and alinement of the Governor's wounds the panel con
cluded that they were all caused by a single bullet that came from the
rear It concluded further that having caused the Governor's wounds
the bullet was dislodged from his left thigh

The panel determined that the nature of the wounds of President
Kennedy and Governor Connally was consistent with the possibility
that one bullet entered the upper right back of President Kennedy and
after emerging from the front of the neck caused all of the Governor's
wounds (25) A factor that influenced the panel significantly was the
ovoid shape of the wound in the Governor's back indicating that the
bullet had begun to tumble or yaw before entering (26) An ovoid
wound is characteristic of one caused by a bullet that has passed
through or glanced off an intervening object.(27) Based on the evi
dence available to it the panel concluded that a single bullet passing
through both President Kennedy and Governor Connally would sup
port a fundamental conclusion that the President was struck by two
and only two bullets each fired from behind (28) Thus the forensic
pathology panel's conclusions were consistent with the so-called single
bullet theory advanced by the Warren Commission (29)

(2) Reaction times and alinement.—The hypothesis that both the
President and the Governor were struck by a single bullet had origi
nally been based on the Warren Commission's examination of the
Zapruder film and test firings of the assassination rifle The time
between the observable reactions of the President and of the Gov
ernor was too short to have allowed according to the Commission's
test firings two shots to have been fired from the same rifle (30)
FBI marksmen who test fired the rifle for the Commission employed
the telescopic sight on the rifle and the minimum firing time between
shots was approximately 2.25 to 2.3 seconds (31) The time between
the observable reactions of the President and the Governor according
to the Commission was less than two seconds.2

The Commission determined that its hypothesis that the same bullet
struck both the President and the Governor was supported by visual
observations of the relative alinement of the two men in the limousine
by a trajectory analysis and by wound ballistics tests The Commis

7In its report the committee'sphotographicevidencepanel suggestedthat GovernorConnallyreactedto his woundsapproximatelyonesecondafter PresidentKennedyThisintervalmighthavebeenevenless but a signobstructingZaprnder'sfieldof viewmadeitimpossibleto study the Governorimmediatelyafter the Presidentfirst appearedto bereactingto havingbeenshot
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sion said however that a determination of which shot hit the Gov
ernor was "not necessary to any essential findings. (32)

V'uti°on activation analysis.—Tn addition to the conclusions
reached by the committee's forensic pathology panel the single bullet
theory was substantiated by the findings of a neutron activation anal
ysis performed for the committee (33) The bullet alleged to have
caused the injuries to the Governor and the President was found on a
stretcher at Parkland Hospital (34) Numerous critics have alleged
that this bullet labeled "pristine because it appeared to have been only
slightly damaged could not have caused the injuries to both the Gov
ernor (particularly his shattered wrist) and the President Some have
even suggested the possibility that the bullet wounded neither Con
nally nor Kennedy that it was planted on the stretcher (35) Neutron
activation analysis however established that it was highly likely
that the injuries to the Governor's wrist were caused by the bullet
found on the stretcher in Parkland Hospital (36) Further the com
mittee's wound ballistics expert concluded that the bullet found on
the stretcher—Warren Commission exhibit 399 ((E 399)—is of a
type that could have caused the wounds to President Kennedy and
Governor Connally without showing any more deformity than it
does (37)

In determining whether the deformity of CE 399 was consistent
with its having passed through both the President and Governor the
committee considered the fact that it is a relatively long stable fully
jacketed bullet typical of ammunition often used by the military
Such ammunition tends to pass through body tissue more easily than
soft nose hunting bullets (38) Committee consultants with knowledge
in forensic pathology and wound ballistics concluded that it would not
have been unusual for such a fully jacketed bullet to have passed
through the President and the Governor and to have been only mini
mally deformed (39)

The neutron activation analysis furth'r supported the single bullet
theory by indicating that there was evidence of only two bullets among
the fragments recovered from the limousine and its occupants (40)
Ths consultant who conducted the analysis concluded that it was
"highly likely that CE 399 and the fragments removed from Governor
Connally's wrist were from one bullet that one of the two fragments
recovered from the floor of the limousine and the fragment removed
from the President's brain during the autopsy were from a second
bullet (41) 3 Neutron activation analysis showed no evidence of a
third bullet among those fragments large enough to be tested

Photographic evidence.—The committee also considered photo
graphic evidence in its analysis of the shots The Zapruder film the
only continuous chronological visual record of the assassination is the
best available photographic evidence of the number and timing of the
shots that struck the occupants of the Presidential limousine

The committee's panel of photographic experts examined specially
enhanced and stabilized versions of the Zapruder film for two pur
poses (1) to try to draw conclusions about the timing of the shots
from visual reactions of the victims and (2) to determine whether

Theother large fragmentrecoveredfromthe floorof the limousinehad no leadin it
andthereforewasnotsubjectedto neutronactivationanalysis
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the alinement of the President and the Governor was consistent with
the single bullet theory The panel also examined still photographs

Several conclusions with respect to the validity of the single-bullet
theory were reached.(42) The panel concluded there is clear photo
graphic evidence that two shots spaced approximately 6 seconds
apart struck the occupants of the limousine By Zapruder frame 207
when President Kennedy is seen going behind a sign that obstructed
Zapruder's view he appears to be reacting to a severe external stimu
lus This reaction is first indicated in the vicinity of frame 200 of the
Zapruder film The President's right hand freezes in the midst of a
waving motion followed by a rapid leftward movement of his
head (43) There is therefore photographic evidence of a shot strik
ing the President by this time

Governor Connally shows no indication of distress before he dis
appears behind the sign at Zapruder frame 207 but as he emerges
from behind the sign after frame 222 he seems to be reacting to some
severe external stimulus (44) By frame 226 when all of the limousine
occupants have reappeared in Zapruder's field of view the panel
found indications in observable physical attitude and changes of facial
expression to indicate that both the President and the Governor were
reacting to their wounds The President's reactions are obvious—he
leans forward and clutches his throat The Governor displays a pro
nounced rigid posture and change in facial expression. (45)

To study the relative alinement of the President and Governor Con
nally within the limousine the photographic panel paid particular
attention to the Zapruder frames just before the President and the
Governor were obstructed by the sign employing a stereoscopic
(depth) analysis of frames 187 and 193 and still photographs taken at
about the same time from the south side of Elm Street The panel
found that the alinement of the President and the Governor during
this period was consistent with the single bullet hypothesis (46)

The photographic evidence panel determined further that the
explosive effect of the second shot to strike President Kennedy the
fatal head shot is depicted in Zapruder frame 313 By frame 313
the President's head is seen exploding leading the panel to conclude
that the actual moment of impact was approximately frame 312 (47)

(5) Acoustical evidence and blur analysis.—The committee per
formed two other scientific tests that addressed the question of the
direction and timing of the bullets that struck the President First it
contracted with acoustical consultants for an analysis of a tape
recording of a radio transmission made at the time of the assassina
tion The experts decided there were four shots on the recording (48)
The first second and fourth came from the Texas School Book Deposi
tory behind the President. the third came from the grassy knoll to
the right front of the President Taking the shot to the President's
head at frame 312 as the last of the four shots and thus as a possible
base point,5 it was possible to correlate the other sounds identified as
probable gunfire with the Zapruder film (.l9) Since the acoustical

4Thereis no scientificmethodfor determiningthe elapsedtimebetweenwhena shothits andwhena personvisiblyreacts Differentpeoplehavedifferentreactiontimes more
over a person'sreactiontimeoftendependson wherehe has beenhit6Thecommitteeconsideredusingframe328as a possiblebasepoint In this analysisthe head shot occurringat frame312 would accordingto the acousticsresults have
originatedfromthe grassyknoll This alternative howeverwas rejected
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consultants concluded that the two earliest shots came from the deposi
tory the shots (or at least their shock waves) would have reached the
limousine at between frames 157 and 161 and frames 188 and 191
When coupled with the photographic evidence showing a reaction by
President Kennedy beginning in the vicinity of frame 200 it appeared
that he was first struck by a bullet at approximately frame 190.°

Second the photographic evidence panel also studied the blurs on
the Zapruder film that were caused by Zapruder's panning errors that
is the effect of a lack of smooth motion as Zapruder moved from left
to right with his camera This was done in an effort to determine
whether the blurs resulted from Zapruder's possible reaction to the
sound of gunshots (50) This analysis indicated that blurs occurring
at frames 189—197 and 312—334 may reasonably be attributed to
Zapruder's startle reactions to gunshots The time interval of the shots
associated with these blurs was determined to be approximately 6 to 7
seconds The possibility that other blurs on the film might be attrib
utable to Zapruder's reactions to gunshots could not be confirmed or
dismissed without additional data

Taken together with other evidence the photographic and acoustical
evidence led the committee to conclude that President Kennedy and
Governor Connally were struck by one bullet at approximately
Zapruder frame 190 and that the President was struck by another bul
let at frame 312

Thus from the results of the analyses by its experts in the fields
of forensic pathology photography acoustics wound ballistics and
neutron activation analysis the committee concluded that President
Kennedy was struck by two shots fired from behind

2 TIIE SHOTSTIIAT STRUCKPRESIDENTKENNEDYFROMBEHINDWERE
FIREDFROMTHE SIXTHFLOORWINDOWOF THE SOUTHEASTCORNEROF
TIIE TEXASSCHOOLBOOKDEPOSITORYBUILDING

The Warren Commission concluded that the shots that killed Presi
dent Kennedy and wounded Governor Connally

"* * * were fired from
the sixth floor window at the southeast corner of the Texas School
Book Depository."( 51) It based its conclusion on eyewitness testimony
physical evidence found on the sixth floor of the depository medical
evidence and the absence of "* * * credible evidence that the shots
were fired from * * *

any other location. (52)
(a) Scientific analysis

In investigating this aspect of the case the committee relied heavily
on the scientific analysis of physical evidence and again the conclu
sions of the forensic pathology panel were relevant The panel con
cluded that the two bullets that struck the President came from behind
and that the fatal head shot was moving in a downward direction when
it struck the President.( 53) 7 Thus forensic pathology provided reli

"A moredetaileddescriptionof the reasoningleadingto this conclusionis set forthin sectionI B infra7Thepanelusedboth the locationof the woundsand Zapruderframe312to determinethe "downwardslopeof the fatal headshot It did not attemptto determinethe slopeofthe bulletthat str,.ckthe Presidents backbecausethe momentof impactwasnot thoughtto bevisiblein the filmThisdecisionbytheforensicpathologypanelwasmadewellbeforethe photographicpanel reachedits conclusionregardingthe President'sand Governor
Connally'sreactionsas shownin theZapruderfilm
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able evidence as to the origin of the shots The gunman who fired the
shot that hit President Kennedy and Governor Connally at approxi
mately frame 190 of the Zapruder film fired from behind and the gun
man who fired the shot that hit the President in the head at frame
312 was positioned above and to the rear of the Presidential limousine

(1) Trajectory analysis.—Another project pertaining to the origin
of the shots involved the trajectory of the bullets that hit the President

Although the Warren Commission also studied trajectory its analysis
consisted of proving that a bullet fired from the southeast corner of
the sixth floor of the book depository could have hit the President and
then hit the Governor and that another bullet fired from that location
could have caused the wound to the President's head Basically the

purpose of the Commission's trajectory analysis was to prove that it
was possible for the prime suspect Lee Harvey Oswald to have hit
both the President and the Governor from the sixth floor of the

depository
The committee approached the problem without making prior as

sumptions as to the origin of the shots It was an interdisciplinary
effort drawing from the expertise of forensic pathologists acoustical
and photographic analysts and an engineer from the staff of the Na
tional Aeronautics and Space Administration who plotted the

trajectories (54 )
The trajectory analysis was based on three types of data From

the acoustical analysis of the radio transmission the timing of the
shots was obtained From the photographic analysis of the Zapruder
film and the acoustical analysis it was possible to know with relative

precision when each of the shots struck—at approximately Zapruder
frame 190 for the shot that struck the President in the back of the

neck and at Zapruder frame 312 for the fatal shot to the President's
head Through an analysis of those frames and still photographs taken
at approximately the same time from the south side of Elm Street it
was possible to determine the location of the limousine in the plaza
the sitting positions of President Kennedy and Governor Connally and
their alinement to one another (55)

By then coordinating this data with the forensic pathology panel's
analysis of the exit and entry wounds sustained by President Ken
nedy it was possible to plot the path of the bullets out to their source
Separate direction and slope trajectories were developed for two bul
lets—the one that caused the President's back and neck wounds and
the one that caused his fatal head wound.(56) A third trajectory
analysis was conducted to test the hypothesis that the first bullet also
caused the wounds to Governor Connally using for this analysis the
exit wounds to the President's neck and the entry wound to the
Governor's back (57)

All three trajectories intercepted the southeast face of the Texas
School Book Depository building (58) While the trajectories could
not be plotted with sufficient precision to determine the exact point
from which the shots were fired they each were calculated with a mar
gin of error reflecting the precision of the underlying data The mar
gins of error were indicated as circles within which the shots origi
nated The southeast corner window of the depository was inside each
of the circles (59)
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(2) Photographic evide7u.ce.—The photographic evidence panel ex
amined evidence possibly relevant to the question of the origin of the
shots as follows

The panel examined a motion picture of the southeast corner win
dow of the depository taken a short time prior to the shots (60) While
there is an impression of motion in the film the panel could not at
tribute it to the movement of a person or an object and instead attrib
uted the motion to photographic artifacts (61) The panel's findings
were the same with respect to apparent motion in adjacent windows
shown in the film (62)

The panel studied two photographs taken within minutes of the
assassination.(63) While no human face or form could be detected in
the sixth floor southeast window the panel was able to conclude that a
stack of boxes in the window had been rearranged during the interval
of the taking of the two photographs (64)

There is evidence a motion picture film made by Charles L Bron
son that some independent researchers believe shows a figure or figures
in the sixth floor depository window several minutes before the
shooting The film came to the attention of the committee toward the
end of its investigation Some members of the committee's photo
graphic evidence panel did  conduct a preliminary review (without en
hancement) of the film While motion was detected in the window it
was considered more likely to be a random photographic artifact than
human movement Nevertheless the limited review was not sufficient
to determine definitively if the film contained evidence of motion made
by human figures (65) Because of its high quality it was recom
mended that the Bronson film be analyzed further

(b) Witness testimony
While the committee relied primarily on scientific analysis of physi

cal evidence as to the origin of the shots it also considered the testi
mony of witnesses The procedure used to analyze their statements was
as follows

First all available prior statements were read by the committee and
studied for consistency The objective was to identify inconsistencies
either between the words of one witness and another or between the
various words of a witness whose story had changed The statements
were obtained from the files of the Dallas Police Department Dallas
Sheriff's Office the FBI Secret Service and Warren Commission

Second an attempt was made to locate the witnesses and to show
them the statements they made in the course of the original investiga
tion Each witness was asked to read his statements and to indicate
whether they were complete and accurate If statements were inac
curate or if a witness was aware of information that was not included
he was asked to make corrections or provide additional information In
addition where relevant questions had not been asked the committee
asked them (66)

There are inherent limitations in such a process Any information
provided by a witness in 1978 15 years after the assassination—must
be viewed in light of the passage of time that causes memories to fade
and honest accounts to become distorted Certainly it cannot be con
sidered with the same reliability as information provided in 1963-64
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To the extent that they are based on witness testimony the conclusions
of the committee were vitally affected by the quality of the original
investigation The inconsistencies in the statements—the questions not
asked the witnesses not interviewed—all created problems that defied
resolution 15 years after the events in Dallas

Nevertheless the committee considered all of the witness statements
and determined to what extent they corroborated or independently
substantiated or contradicted the conclusions indicated by the scien
tific evidence

An example of such witness testimony is that relating to the dis
covery of the rifle and shell casings in the Texas School Book Deposi
tory (Because detailed versions of witness testimony taken in the
original investigation are a matter of public record only brief resumes
are included here.)

Deputy Sheriff Luke Mooney testified to the Warren Commission
that at approximately 1 p.m on November 22 1963 he discovered
three spent rifle shells on the sixth floor of the Texas School Book
Depository (67) He stated that he was in the southeast corner of the
building when lie noticed boxes stacked high in the vicinity of the
window (68) He then squeezed in between a space in the boxes and
saw three spent rifle shells in the vicinity of the window (69) Mooney
also told of seeing boxes stacked up as though they were a prop or
rest for a weapon (70)

Deputy Sheriff Eugene Boone told the Warren Commission that
he arrived on the sixth floor of the depository subsequent to the dis
covery of the three spent rifle shells (71) He said he went to the east
end of the floor and began working his way across to the west end
looking in under and around boxes and pallets (72) At the wall near
a row of windows he noticed a small space between some of the boxes
When he squeezed through the opening he saw a rifle between two
rows of boxes The time was 1 :22 p.m (73)
(c) Firearms evidence

The rifle Boone found a 6.5 millimeter Mannlicher-Carcano was
analyzed by the FBI in 1963–64 and by the committee's firearms
panel in 1978 as was the other firearms evidence that was recovered
It was determined in both investigations that the bullet found on a
stretcher at Parkland Hospital had been fired from the rifle found in
the depository as were two fragments recovered from the Presidential
limousine (74) Further the three cartridge cases found on the sixth
floor of the depository were determined to have been fired in the
Mannlicher-Carcano.8 (75)

Through neutron activation analysis the committee found that the
firearms evidence could be even more directly linked to the wounds
suffered by the President and Governor Connally It is highly likely
that the bullet found on the stretcher was the one that passed through
Governor Connally's wrist leaving tiny particles behind and the frag

BThecommitteefirearmspanel determinedthat the evidencestored in the National
Archivesballisticallymatchedthe bullets fired by the FBI in 1964 tests from the
Mannlicher-CarcanofoundbyBooneSincetheriflehadbeentest firednumeroustimessince
1963 its barrelhad beenalteredby wear and bulletsthe panelfiredfromthe rifledid
not matcheither the FBI test cartridgesor thosefoundon the sixth floorof depositoryor that foundon the stretcher
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ments retrieved from the limousine came from the same bullet as the
fragments taken from President Kennedy's brain (76)

Over the years skepticism has arisen as to whether the rifle found
in the depository by Boone is the same rifle that was delivered to the
Warren Commission and is presently stored in the National Archives
The suspicion has been based to some extent on allegations that police
officers who first discovered the rifle identified it as a 7.5 millimeter
German Mauser (77) The controversy was intensified by the allega
tion that various photographs of the rifle taken at different times
portray inconsistencies with respect to the proportions of the various
component part s.(78

To resolve the controversy the committee assembled a wide range
of photographs of the rifle a police photograph taken where it was
found in the depository a motion picture film taken by a television
station showing the rifle when it was found by the police a
series of photographs of a police officer carrying the rifle from the
depository photographs taken as the rifle was carried through the
halls of Dallas Police Department and photographs taken later by
the FBI and Dallas Police Department (79)

The examination by committee photographic consultants determined
that all photographs were of the same rifle Both a study of propor
tions and a comparison of identifying marks indicated that only one
rifle was involved (80)

(d) Summary of the evidence
In the final analysis the committee based its finding that the shots

that struck President Kennedy were fired from the Texas School Book
Depository on the quantity and quality of the evidence to wit

The findings of forensic pathologists that the shots that hit the
President came from behind

The results of the trajectory analysis that traced the bullets to
the vicinity of sixth floor window of the depository

The conclusion of acoustics experts that the shots came from
the vicinity of the sixth floor window of the depository

The positive identification by firearms experts that the rifle
found on the sixth floor of the depository was the one that fired
the bullet found on a stretcher at Parkland Hospital and frag
ments retrieved from the Presidential limousine

The results of neutron activation analysis indicating that it was
highly likely that the bullet found on the stretcher at Parkland
Hospital was the one that passed through Governor Connally's
wrist and that the fragments found in the limousine were from
the bullet that struck the President in the head

The conclusion of photographic experts that the rifle found in
the depository was the same one that was repeatedly photographed
in November 1963 and that is presently stored at the National
Archives

The committee also weighed the firsthand testimony of witnesses
but with caution because of the problem of the passage of time
Besides the statements of law officers on the scene immediately after
the assassination it considered the accounts of bystanders in Dealey
Plaza bearing iii mind that these were recollections of fleeting mo
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ments when emotions were running high The committee noted how
ever that a number of the Dealey Plaza witnesses said they saw either
a rifle or a man with a rifle in the vicinity of the sixth floor southeast
corner window of the book depository

3 LEE HARVEYOSWALDOWNEDTHE RIFLETHATWASUSEDTOFIRE THE
SHOTSFROMTHE SIXTHFLOORWINDOWOFTILESOUTHEASTCORNEROF
TIIETEXASSCHOOLBOOKDEPOSITORYBUILDING

The Warren Commission concluded that Lee Harvey Oswald owned
the rifle found on the sixth floor of the Texas School Book Depository
Since the Commission further concluded that Oswald was the assassin
of the President his background is relevant

(a) Biography of Lee Harvey Oswald
Oswald was born in New Orleans La. on October 18 1939 two

months after the death of his father His mother remarried and from
1945 until 1952 the family lived in a number of cities in Texas and
Louisiana This marriage ended in divorce when Oswald was nine

In 1952 Oswald and his mother moved to New York City His
school record was marked by chronic truancy and a psychiatric ex
amination suggested that he was emotionally disturbed Oswald and
his mother returned to New Orleans in 1954

After finishing the ninth grade the 16-year-old Oswald dropped
out of school The following year he joined the U.S Marine Corps
Asserting the ill-health and distressing financial situation of his
mother Oswald obtained a release from the Marines in 1959 Follow
ing his discharge he spent 3 days with his mother in Fort Worth
Tex. and then went to New Orleans From there he traveled to the
Soviet Union where he tried to become a Soviet citizen

In April 1961 Oswald married a 19-year-old Russian woman
Marina Nikolaevna Prusakova whom he had met while working in
Minsk Having become disillusioned with Soviet life he returned to the
United States with his wife and baby daughter the following year
The Oswalds arrived in Fort Worth Tex. on June 14 1962 and soon
became acquainted with a number of people in the Dallas-Fort Worth
Russian-speaking community Oswald moved to Dallas in October
1962 where he found a job with a graphic arts company Marina fol
lowed in November but their marriage was plagued by intermittent
feuding

In March 1963 according to the Warren Commission Oswald pur
chased a Mannlicher-Carcano rifle and telescopic sight from a Chicago
mail order house He also ordered a .38 caliber Smith and Wesson pis
tol from a Los Angeles firm According to Marina Oswald he probably
used the rifle in an attempt in April to kill Edwin A Walker a retired
Army general who had been relieved from his post in West Germany
for distributing rightwing literature to his troops Walker was not
harmed

In April 1963 Oswald went to New Orleans Meanwhile Marina
and the baby moved to the home of a friend Ruth Paine in Irving
Tex. in late April In May she joined Oswald in New Orleans On
July 19 Oswald was dismissed from his job for inefficiency In May
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and June Oswald had expressed an interest in the Fair Play for Cuba
Committee In August he distributed pro-Castro leaflets and also
made two radio broadcasts on behalf of the Castro regime Marina
Oswald and her baby returned to Texas to stay with Ruth Paine in
Irving on September 22

Oswald went to Mexico City in the latter part of September He
visited the Russian Embassy and Consulate and the Cuban Consulate
there but he failed to get permission to travel to either country He re
turned to Dallas on October 3 1963 He visited Marina in Irving on
several occasions but continued to try to find a place to live in Dallas
On October 14 Oswald moved into a roominghouse on North Beckley
Avenue in Dallas He began work at the Texas School Book Deposi
tory 2 days later On October 20 Marina gave birth to their second
daughter She returned to the Paine home in Irving where Oswald
visited on November 1 and from November 8 until November 11
Oswald next visited Marina and his children in Irving on the evening
of November 21 He returned to Dallas the following morning

Shortly after the assassination of President Kennedy on Novem
ber 22 1963 Dallas Patrolman J D Tippit was shot and killed At
approximately 2 p.m. Lee Harvey Oswald was arrested in the Texas
Theatre He was subsequently charged in the murder of Tippit and
named as a suspect in the Kennedy assassination

On November 24 1963 while he was being escorted through the
basement of Dallas police headquarters in preparation for being trans
ferred to the Dallas County Sheriff's office Oswald was fatally
wounded by a single shot fired from a pistol by Jack Ruby a Dallas
nightclub operator

As noted the Warren Commission had traced the chain of possession
of the alleged assassination rifle and determined that the name on the
money order and purchase form used to buy the rifle was "A Hidell,
which it determined to be an alias used by Oswald (81) It also
determined that the rifle was sent to a Dallas post office box rented on
October 9 1962 by Oswald (82) Through handwriting analysis the
Commission determined that Oswald had filled out and signed the
documents relative to the purchase and receipt of the rifle (83) More
over the Commission received testimony that Oswald owned a rifle
and that it was not in its usual storage place at the residence of Michael
and Ruth Paine in Irving Tex. when police searched the residence on
the afternoon of November 22 1963 (84)

Photographs of Oswald holding a rifle were also recovered from
among his personal possessions and the Commission concluded that
the rifle in the photograph was the one found on the sixth floor of the
book depository.(85) A palmprint taken from the barrel of the rifle
was identified as a latent palmprint of Oswald.(86) Finally the
Commission treated as significant evidence a brown paper sack on
which was identified a latent palmprint of Oswald (87) It contained
fibers that were determined to be identical to certain fibers of a blanket
in which Oswald had allegedly wrapped the rifle (88)

The committee concluded that the rifle found on the sixth floor
of the book depository was the murder weapon This determination
coupled with Warren Commission evidence of Oswald's ownership of
the rifle if accepted proved conclusively that Oswald was the owner
of the murder weapon
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Nevertheless doubt has been cast on the evidence that Oswald owned
the rifle in question Critics of the Warren Commission have asserted
that the chain of possession is meaningless because more than one
Mannlicher-Carcano was issued with the serial number C2766 (89)
They have also argued that the photograph of Oswald holding the
rifle is a fake and that his palmprint was planted on the barrel.(90)

(b) The committee's approach
The committee decided that one way to determine whether Oswald

did in fact own the murder weapon was to test the reliability of the
evidence used by the Warren Commission to establish ownership and
to subject the available evidence to further scientific analysis

The committee posed these questions
Could the handwriting on the money order used to purchase the

rifle and the application for the post office box be established with
confidence as that of Lee Harvey Oswald 9

Are the photographs of Oswald holding the rifle authentic and
is that rifle the one that was found in the book depository after
the assassination

Handwriting ainal?,sis.—With respect to the first issue the com
mittee's questioned documents panel composed of three experts with
approximately 90 years of combined experience in the field of ques
tioned document examination was provided with approximately 50
documents allegedly containing Oswald's handwriting (91) The panel
was asked to determine whether all of the documents were written by
the same person Among the documents provided to the panel was the
money order sent to Klein's Sporting Goods Co of Chicago to pay for
a Mannlicher-Carcano serial number C2766 the application for the
post office box to which the rifle was subsequently mailed and two
fingerprint cards signed by Oswald (<92)One of the cards was signed
at the time of his enlistment in the Marine Corps on October 24 1956
the other dated August 9 1963 was signed by Oswald at the time he
was arrested in New Orleans for disturbing the peace (Although
Oswald was fingerprinted when he was arrested in Dallas on Novem
ber 22 1963 he refused to sign the card.) io

The questioned documents panel determined that the money order
and the post office box application were filled out and signed by the
same person and that the handwriting on them was identical to the
handwriting on the two fingerprint cards signed by Oswald (94) On
the basis of this analysis the committee determined that Oswald
bought the weapon in question from Klein's Sporting Goods Co

The backyard photographs.—The photographs of Oswald hold
ing the rifle with a pistol strapped to his waist and also holding copies
of "The Militant and "The Worker, were taken by his wife in the
backyard of Oswald's home on Neeley Street in Dallas in March or
April 1963 according to the testimony of Oswald's widow Marina

9Thecommitteealsoattemptedto haveits handwritingexpertsanalyzeotherdocumentssuchas the orderfor the rifleand the envelopein whichit wasmailedTheoriginalshad
howeverbeendestroyedandmicrofilmcopiesthat existedwerenot suitablefor conclusivetests10The fingerprintson all three cards were examinedby the committee'sfingerprintexpertanddeterminedtobethoseofthesameperson(9S)
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given to the Warren Commission and the committee.11 (95) There has
been considerable controversy about the photographs While in the
custody of the Dallas police from November 22 to November 24 1963
Oswald claimed that he did not own a rifle and that the photographs
were composites with his head superimposed over someone else's
body (96) The Warren Commission however concluded that the
photographs were authentic (97) Critics of the Commission have ques
tioned their authenticity for reasons generally based on alleged shadow
inconsistencies an indication of a grafting line between the mouth and
chin inconsistent body proportions and a disparate square-shaped
chin (98)

To determine if evidence of fakery was present in these photographs
the photographic evidence panel first sought to determine if they
could be established as having been taken with Oswald's Imperial Re
flex camera This was done by studying the photographs (and the single
available original negative) for unique identifying characteristics that
would have been imparted by that camera Once this was successfully
done the objects irriaged in the photographs as well as their shadows
were analyzed photogrammetrically Finally the materials were
visually scrutinized using magnification stereoscopic analysis and
digital image processing (99)

In its analyses the photographic evidence panel worked with the
original negative and first-generation prints of the photographs (100)
Only such materials contain the necessary and reliable photographic
information In contrast some of the critics who claimed the photo
graphs were faked relied on poor quality copies for their anal
yses.(101) Copies tend to lose detail and include defects that impair
accurate representation of the photographic image

After subjecting these original photographic materials and the
camera alleged to have taken the pictures to sophisticated analytical
techniques the photographic evidence panel concluded that it could
find no evidence of fakery (102)

Of equal significance a detailed scientific photographic analysis was
conducted by the panel to determine whether the rifle held by Oswald
in the backyard photographs was in fact the rifle stored at the Na
tional Archives The panel found a unique identifying mark present
on the weapon in the Archives that correlated with a mark visible on
the rifle in the Oswald backyard photographs as well as on the alleged
assassination rifle as it appeared in photographs taken after the assassi
nation in 1963 (103) Because this mark was considered to be a unique
random pattern (i.e. caused by wear and tear through use) it was con
sidered sufficient to warrant the making of a positive identification

11MarinaOswaldbecauseof her testimonyplayeda centralbut troublingrolein the
investigationof the WarrenCommissionAgreat dealof whatthe Commissionsoughttoshowabout Oswaldrested on her testimony yet she gaveincompleteand inconsistent
statementsat varioustimesto the SecretServiceFBI and the CommissionMarina'srolein the committee'sinvestigationwas less central sincethe committee'sexaminationof
what happenedin Dallasrestedprimarilyon the resultsof scientificanalysis The com
mittee found no evidencethat wouldindicate that Marinahad foreknowledgeof theassassinationor that shehelpedher husbandin any wayin his effortsto assassinatethe
PresidentIn its investigationofconspiracythe committee'sundertakingwasnotfurthered
by Marina'stestimonysinceshe professedto knowlittle of Oswald'sassociatesin New
Orleansor Dallas
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In addition the relative lengths of component parts of the alleged
assassination rifle at the National Archives were compared to com
ponent parts of the rifle that appeared in various 1963 photographs
including the backyard photographs.(104) They were found to be
entirely consistent component part for component part with each
other.12 Upon completion of its analysis the photographic evidence
panel concluded that the rifle depicted in the backyard photographs
is the one that was found in the book depository after the assassination
and that was stored at the National Archives (105)

In addition to the photographic analysis the committee was able
to employ handwriting analysis to aid in the determination of whether
the photograph was authentic During the course of the committee's
investigation George de Mohrenschildt who had been a friend of
Oswald committed suicide The committee pursuant to a subpena
obtained de Mohrenschildt's personal papers which included another
copy of the Oswald backyard photograph This copy unlike any of
those previously recovered had an inscription on the back "To my
dear friend George from Lee. It was dated April 1963 and signed
"Lee Harvey Oswald. (106)

In an unpublished manuscript de Mohrenschildt referred to this
copy of the photograph and stated that after his return from Haiti
where he had been at the time of the assassination he discovered the
photograph among personal possessions that he had previously stored
in a warehouse (107) The committee examined the photograph to
determine its authenticity and examined the handwriting to determine
if Oswald had actually written the inscription and signed it If Oswald
did sign the photograph his claim that he did not own the rifle and
that the photograph was a fake could be discounted

The photographic panel found no evidence of fakery in the back
yard photographs including the one found in de Mohrenschildt's
effects (108) The handwriting on the back of the de Mohrenschildt
copy was determined by the questioned documents panel to be identical
to all the other documents signed by Oswald including the fingerprint
cards (109)

Thus after submitting the backyard photographs to the photo
graphic and handwriting panels the committee concluded that there
was no evidence of fakery in the photographs and that the rifle in the
photographs was identical to the rifle found on the sixth floor of the
depository on November 22 1963 Having resolved these issues the
committee concluded that Lee Harvey Oswald owned the rifle from
which the shots that killed President Kennedy were fired

4 LEEHARVEYOSWALDSHORTLYBEFORETHEASSASSINATIONHADACCESS
TOANDWASPRESENTONTHE SIXTHFLOOROFTHETEXASSCHOOLBOOK
DEPOSITORYBUILDING

The Warren Commission found that Lee Harvey Oswald worked
principally on the first and sixth floors of the Texas School Book
Depository gathering books listed on orders and delivering them to

Previousstudiesanalyzingthe relativelengthsof the componentparts of riflesshown
in variouspost-assassinationphotographsthat questionedthe identificationof the rifle
failed to considerthe effectof perspectiveon the way that an objectis imagedin a
photograph
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the shipping room on the first floor (110) He had therefore ready
access to the sixth floor and to the southeast corner window from which
the shots were fired The Commission reached this conclusion by inter
viewing Oswald's supervisors and fellow employees (111)

Testimony of school book depository employees
In its investigation the committee also considered the statements

and testimony of employees of the Texas School Book Depository who
worked with and supervised Oswald Roy Truly superintendent of
the depository had stated to the Warren Commission that Oswald
"had occasion to go to the sixth floor quite a number of times every day
each day after books."(112) Truly and others testified that Oswald
normally had access to the sixth floor of the depository and a number
of them said that they saw and heard Oswald in the vicinity of the
sixth floor throughout the morning of November 22 1963 (113)

Physical evidence of Oswald's presence
In determining whether Oswald was actually present on the sixth

floor of the depository the committee paid primary attention to
scientific analysis of physical evidence Materials were examined for
fingerprints including a long rectangular paper sack that was dis
covered near the southeast corner window and cartons that were found
stacked adjacent to the window The paper sack which was suitable
for containing a rifle showed a latent palmprint and fingerprint of
Oswald one of the cartons showed both a palmprint and fingerprint
identified as belonging to Oswald and the other showed just his palm
print The determination that Oswald's prints were on the sack and
cartons was originally made in the investigation that immediately
followed the assassination It was confirmed by a fingerprint expert
retained by the committee (114)

The committee was aware that Oswald's access to the sixth floor
during the normal course of his duties would have provided the op
portunity to handle these items at any time before the assassination
Nevertheless the committee believed that the way the boxes were
stacked at the window and the proximity of the paper sack to the
window from which the shots were fired must be considered as evidence
indicating that lie handled the boxes in the process of preparing the
so-called sniper's nest and that he had used the paper sack to carry
the rifle into the depository

Oswald's whereabouts
As for Oswald's presence on the sixth floor shortly before the assas

sination the committee considered the testimony of Oswald's fellow
employees at the depository Although a number of them placed him
on the fifth or sixth floor just before noon a half hour before the assas
sination one recalled he was on the first floor at that same time (115)

The committee decided not to try to reconcile the testimony of these
witnesses Whether Oswald was on the first fifth or sixth floor at
noon he could have still been on the sixth floor at 12:30 There was no
witness who said he saw Oswald anywhere at the time of the assassina
tion and there was no witness who claimed to have been on the sixth
floor and therefore in a position to have seen Oswald had he been
there
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Lovelady or Oswald?---It has been alleged that a photograph
taken of the President's limousine at the time of the first shot shows
Oswald standing in the doorway of the depository.(116) Obviously
if Oswald was the man in the doorway he could not have been on the
sixth floor shooting at the President

The Warren Commission determined that the man in the doorway
was not Oswald it was Billy Lovelady another depository employee
(117) Critics have challenged that conclusion charging that Commis
sion members did not personally question Lovelady to determine if he
was in fact the man in the photograph In addition they argue that no

photograph of Lovelady was published in any of the volumes issued

by the Warren Commission (118)
The committee asked its photographic evidence panel to determine

whether the man in the doorway was Oswald Lovelady or someone
else Forensic anthropologists working with the panel compared the

photograph with pictures of Oswald and Lovelady and a photo
analyst studied the pattern of the shirt worn by the man in the door

way and compared it to the shirts worn by the two men that day (119)
Based on an assessment of the facial features the anthropologists
determined that the man in the doorway bore a much stronger resem
blance to Lovelady than to Oswald In addition the photographic
analysis of the shirt in the photograph established that it corre

sponded more closely with the shirt worn that day by Lovelady
Based on these analyses the committee concluded that it was highly
improbable that the man in the doorway was Oswald and highly
probable that he was Lovelady

The committee's belief that the man in the doorway was Lovelady
was also supported by an interview with Lovelady in which he af
firmed to committee investigators that he was the man in the

photograph (120)
Witness testimony.—The committee also considered witness

testimony as to Oswald's whereabouts immediately following the
assassination Three witnesses were particularly significant Deposi
tory Superintendent Roy Truly and Dallas Police Officer M L Baker
both entered the depository right after the shots were fired They
encountered Oswald on the second floor and in testimony to the War
ren Commission they gave the time as 2 to 3 minutes after the
shots (121) A witness who personally knew Oswald Mrs Robert A

Reid also a depository employee testified to the Warren Commission
that she also saw him on the second floor approximately 2 minutes
after the assassination.(122)

The testimony of these three witnesses was mutually corroborating
Since all were outside the depository when the shots were fired their
statements that it took them about 2 minutes to get to the second floor
were reasonable (123) It appeared equally reasonable that in those
same 2 minutes Oswald could have walked from the sixth floor window
to the rear stairway and down four flights of stairs to the second
floor

The conclusion with respect to this evidence alone was not that Lee
Harvey Oswald was the assassin but merely that the testimony of
these witnesses appeared credible and was probative on the question
of Oswald's whereabouts at the time of the assassination
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5 LEEHARVEYOSWALD'SOTHERACTIONSTENDTOSUPPORTTJHLECONCLU
SION THAT HE ASSASSINATEDPRESIDENTKENNEDY

The Warren Commission concluded that shortly after the assassina
tion Oswald boarded a bus but when the bus got caught in a traffic
jam he disembarked and took a taxicab to his roominghouse.(124)
The Commission also found that Oswald changed clothes at the room
inghouse and walked about nine-tenths of a mile away from it before
he encountered Dallas Police Officer J D Tippit (125) After being
stopped by Tippit the Commission concluded Oswald drew a revolver
and shot Tippit four times killing him He then ran from the
scene.(126) He was apprehended at approximately 1:50 p.m in a
nearby movie house the Texas Theatre.(127)

The committee found that while most of the depository employees
were outside of the building at the time of the assassination and re
turned inside afterwards Oswald did the reverse he was inside before
the assassination and afterward he went outside That Oswald left
the building within minutes of the assassination was significant Every
other depository employee either had an alibi for the time of the
assassination or returned to the building immediately thereafter
Oswald alone neither remained nor had an alibi

(a) The Tippit murder
The committee investigated the murder of Officer Tippit primarily

for its implications concerning the assassination of the President The
committee relied primarily on scientific evidence The committee's
firearms panel determined positively that all four cartridge cases
found at the scene of the Tippit murder were fired from the pistol
that was found in Lee Harvey Oswald's possession when he was ap
prehended in the Texas Theatre 35 minutes after the murder.13 (128)

In addition the committee's investigators interviewed witnesses
present at the scene of the Tippit murder.(129) Based on Oswald's
possession of the murder weapon a short time after the murder and
the eyewitness identifications of Oswald as the gunman the committee
concluded that Oswald shot and killed Officer Tippit The committee
further concluded that this crime committed while fleeing the scene
of the assassination was consistent with a finding that Oswald assas
sinated the President

The Warren Commission had investigated the possibility that Os
wald and Tippit were associated prior to the assassination but it failed
to find a connection (130) Similarly the committee's investigation un
covered no direct evidence of such a relationship nor did it attribute
any activity or association to Officer Tippit that could be deemed
suspicious The committee however did find and interview one
witness who had not been interviewed by the 'Warren Commission
or FBI in 1963-64 His name is Jack Ray Tatum and he reported wit
nessing the final moments of the shooting of Officer Tippit (131) Os
wald according to Tatum after initially shooting Tippit from his
position on the sidewalk walked around the patrol car to where Tippit

13SinceOswald'srevolverhad beenpartially modifiedto shootdifferentammunitionthan the typeit wasmanufacturedto shoot it wasnot possiblefor the panelto determinewhetherthe bulletsthat killedTippitwerefiredfromit Thepaneldiddeterminethat thecharacteristicsof the bulletswereconsistentwith their havingbeenfiredfromOswald'srevolver
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lay in the street and stood over him while he shot him at point blank
range in the head This action which is often encountered in gangland
murders and is commonly described as a coup de grace is more indica
tive of an execution than an act of defense intended to allow escape
or prevent apprehension Absent further evidence—which the com
mittee did not develop—the meaning of this evidence must remain
uncertain.

(b) Oswald A capacity for violence
The committee also considered the question of whether Oswald's

words or actions indicated that he possessed a "capacity for violence.
The presence of such a trait would not in and of itself prove much
Nevertheless the absence of any words or actions by Oswald that in
dicated a capacity for violence would be inconsistent with the con
clusion that Oswald assassinated the President and would be of some
significance

In this regard the committee noted that Oswald had on more than
one occasion exhibited such behavior The most blatant example is the
shooting of Officer Tippit The man who shot Tippit shot him four
times at close range and in areas that were certain to cause death
There can be no doubt that the man who murdered Officer Tippit in
tended to kill him and as discussed above the committee concluded
that Oswald was that man

Another example of such behavior occurred in the Texas Theatre at
the time of Oswald's arrest All of the police officers present—and
Oswald himself—stated that Oswald physically attempted to resist
arrest (132) The incident is particularly significant if as some of the
officers testified Oswald attempted albeit unsuccessfully to fire his
revolver during the course of the struggle

Another incident considered by the committee in evaluating Os
wald's capacity for violence was the attempted murder of Maj Gen
Edwin A Walker on April 10 1963 The Warren Commission con
cluded that Oswald shot at Walker and that this demonstrated "his
propensity to act dramatically and in this instance violently in fur
therance of his beliefs. (133) Many critics of the Commission how
ever dispute the conclusion that Oswald was the shooter in the Walker
case (134)

The committee turned to scientific analysis to cast light on the issue
As discussed earlier the evidence is conclusive that Oswald owned a
Mannlicher-Carcano rifle The committee's firearms panel examined
the bullet fragment that was removed from the wall in the home of
General Walker and found that it had characteristics similar to bul
lets fired from Oswald's Mannlicher-Carcano rifle (135) In addition
neutron activation analysis of this fragment confirmed that it was
probably a Mannlicher-Carcano bullet (136)

In addition the committee considered the testimony of Marina
Oswald who stated among other things that Lee Harvey Oswald told
her that he had shot at Walker (137) Further the committee's hand
writing experts determined that a handwritten note that according to
Marina Oswald's testimony was written to her by Oswald prior to the

14The committeedid verifyfromthe Tippitautopsyreport that there was onewoundin the bodythat slantedupwardfromfront to back Thoughpreviouslyunexplaineditwouldbeconsistentwiththe observationsof JackRayTatum
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Walker shooting was written by Oswald.(138) This undated note
although it did not mention General Walker clearly indicated that
Oswald was about to attempt an act during the course of which he

might be killed or taken into custody (139) 15

The committee concluded that the evidence strongly suggested that
Oswald attempted to murder General Walker and that he possessed a

capacity for violence Such evidence is supportive of the committee's
conclusion that Oswald assassinated President Kennedy

(c) The motive

Finding a possible motive for Oswald's having assassinated Presi
dent Kennedy was one of the most difficult issues that the Warren
Commission addressed The Commission stated that "many factors
were undoubtedly involved in Oswald's motivation for the assassina
tion and the Commission does not believe that it can ascribe to him
any one motive or group of motives. (140) The Commission noted
Oswald's overriding hostility to his environment his seeking a role in
history as a great man his commitment to Marxism and his capacity
to act decisively without regard to the consequences when such action
would further his aims of the moment (141)

The committee agreed that each of the factors listed by the Warren
Commission accurately characterized various aspects of Oswald's
political beliefs that those beliefs were a dominant factor in his
life and that in the absence of other more compelling evidence it con
cluded that they offered a reasonable explanation of his motive to kill
the President

It is the committee's judgment that in the last 5 years of his life
Oswald was preoccupied with political ideology The first clear mani
festation of this preoccupation was his defection to the Soviet Union
in the fall of 1959 at the age of 20 (1.3) This action in and of itself
was an indication of the depth of his political commitment The words
that accompanied the act went even further Oswald stated to officials
at the American Embassy in Moscow that he wanted to renounce his
citizenship and that he intended to give the Russians any information
concerning the Marine Corps and radar operations that he pos
sessed (1.43) In letters written to his brother Robert Oswald made it
clear that in the event of war he would not hestitate to fight on the
side of the Russians against his family or former country (144) The
paramount importance of his political commitment was indicated in
one letter in which he informed his family that he did not desire to
have any further communications with them as he was starting a new
life in Russia It was also reflected in his attempt to commit suicide
when he was informed he would not be allowed to remain in the Soviet
Union (145) In considering which were the dominant forces in
Oswald's life the committee therefore relied on Oswald's willingness

isWith respectto the Walkershootingreportsof the DallasPoliceDepartmentmadeat the timeof the shootingand referredto in the WarrenReportreflectedthat therewasonewitnesswhostatedhe sawmorethan onepersonleavingthe sceneafter the shootingAnotherwitnessaccordingto policereports statedhe sawtwomen twonightsbeforethe
shootingdrivingin the vicinityof the Walkerhousein a suspicionsmannerThesestatementswereneversubstantiatedand the caseremainsunsolvedNeverthelessif they aretrue a possibleimplicationis that Oswaldhad associateswhowouldengagein a conspiracyto commitmurderThecommitteeconducteda limitedinvestigationto seeif leadscouldbedevelopedthat mightassist in identifyingthesepossibleassociatesNoleadswere
developedandthis lineof inquirywasabandoned
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to renounce his citizenship to betray military secrets to take arms

against his own family and to give up his own life if necessary for
his political beliefs

Upon Oswald's return to the United States from the Soviet Union in
1962 although his fervor for that country might have diminished his
words and actions still revolved around ideological causes Oswald
made no attempt to hide or tone down his deep-seated feelings He ex
pounded them to those with whom he associated even when they could
be expected to be opposed He subscribed to Marxist and Communist
publications such as "The Worker and "The Militant, and he openly
corresponded with the American Communist Party and the Socialist
Worker's Party (146) His devotion to his political beliefs was cogently
symbolized by the photograph authenticated by the committee's
photographic and handwriting panels in which he is defiantly hold
ing copies of "The Worker and "The Militant and his rifle with a
handgun strapped to his waist (147)

His involvement in the Fair Play for Cuba Committee was another
example of Oswald's affinity for political action (148) This organiza
tion was highly critical of U.S policy toward the Cuban government
of Fidel Castro Oswald not only professed to be a member of the orga
nization but he characteristically chose to become a highly visible
spokesman He corresponded with the national office distributed hand
bills on the streets of New Orleans and twice appeared on a local radio
program representing himself as a spokesman for the organization

The committee fully recognized that during the course of Oswald's
activities in New Orleans he apparently became involved with cer
tain anti-Castro elements although such activities on Oswald's part
have never been fully explained (149) Considering the depth of his
political commitment it would not have been uncharacteristic for Os
wald to have attempted to infiltrate anti-Castro Cuban organiza
tions (150) But the significant point is that regardless of his purpose
for joining it is another example of the dominance of political activity
in Oswald's life

A short time before the assassination of the President Oswald
traveled to Mexico City where he went to the Cuban Consulate and
indicated an intense desire to travel to Cuba and Russia (151) Once
again it appears that Oswald was ready to leave his family and his
country to fulfill a political goal Precisely why Oswald wanted to go
to Cuba or Russia is not known but it was certainly of significance that
he chose those particular countries both of which are Marxist

Finally in considering the extent to which Oswald acted on behalf
of his political beliefs the Walker shooting also was relevant As dis
cussed above the committee concluded that Oswald attempted to
murder Major General Walker in April 1963 In the city of Dallas no
one figure so epitomized anticommunism as General Walker Consider
ing the various activities to which Oswald devoted his time his efforts
and his very existence General Walker could be readily seen as "an
ultimate enemy. It is known that Oswald was willing to risk death for
his beliefs so it is certainly not unreasonable to find that he might at
tempt to kill Walker a man who was intensely opposed to his ideology

In analyzing Oswald's possible political motive the committee con
sidered the fact that as one's position in the political spectrum moves
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far enough to the left or right what may otherwise be recognized as
strikingly dissimilar viewpoints on the spectrum may be viewed as
ideologically related President Kennedy and General Walker hardly
shared a common political ideology As seen in terms of American po
litical thinking Walker was a staunch conservative while the Presi
dent was a liberal It can be argued however that from a Marxist's
perspective they could be regarded as occupying similar positions
Where Walker was stridently anti-Communist Kennedy was the
leader of the free world in its fight against communism Walker was a
militarist Kennedy had ordered the invasion of Cuba and had moved
to within a hairsbreadth of nuclear war during the Cuban missile crisis
Consequently it may be argued that Oswald could have seen Walker
and Kennedy in the same ideological light

The depth and direction of Oswald's ideological commitment is
therefore clear Politics was the dominant force in his life right down
to the last days when upon being arrested for the assassination he re
quested to be represented by a lawyer prominent for representing Com
munists Although no one specific ideological goal that Oswald might
have hoped to achieve by the assassination of President Kennedy can
be shown with confidence it appeared to the committee that his domi
nant motivation consistent with his known activities and beliefs must
have been a desire to take political action It seems reasonable to con
clude that the best single explanation for the assassination was his con
ception of political action rooted in his twisted ideological view of
himself and the world around him





B SCIENTIFICACOUSTICALEVIDENCEESTABLISHESAHIGH PROBABILITY
THAT Two GUNMENFIREDATPRESIDENTJOHN F KENNEDY OTHER
SCIENTIFICEVIDENCEDOESNOT PRECLUDETHE POSSIBILITYOF Two
GUNMEN FIRING AT THE PRESIDENT SCIENTIFICEVIDENCENEGATES
SOME SPECIFIC CONSPIRACYALLEGATIONS

The committee tried to take optimum advantage of scientific analysis
in exploring issues concerning the assassination In many cases it was
believed that scientific information would be the most reliable infor
mation available since some witnesses had died and the passage of time
had caused the memories of remaining witnesses to fail and caused
other problems affecting the trustworthiness of their testimony

As noted in the preceding section of this report the committee
turned to science as a major source of evidence for its conclusion that
Lee Harvey Oswald fired three shots from the Texas School Book De
pository two of which hit President Kennedy The evidence that was
most relied upon was developed by committee panels specializing in
the fields of forensic pathology ballistics neutron activation analysis
handwriting identification photography and acoustics Of these
acoustics—a science that involves analysis of the nature and origin of
sound impulses—indicated that the shots from the book depository
were not the only ones fired at President Kennedy

(a) Warren Commission analysis of a tape
The Warren Commission had also employed scientific analysis in its

investigation and had recognized that acoustics might be used to re
solve some questions about the shots fired at the President It had
obtained a tape recording an alleged on-the-scene account of the assas
sination made by Sam Pate a Dallas radio newsman but an FBI
examination of the tape "failed to indicate the presence of any sounds
which could be interpreted as gunshots. (1) The FBI also informed
the Commission that the newsman had stated that most of the tape was
not recorded in Dealey Plaza at the time of the assassination but was
recorded in a studio several days later after he had been dismissed by
his station KBOX (?L)

The Commission independently submitted the tape for analysis to
Dr Lawrence Kersta of Bell Telephone Acoustics & Speech Research
Laboratory As reported in a letter from Kersta to the Commission
on July 17 1964,(3) spectograms (visual representations of tonal
qualities in the sounds) were made of a key 8-second portion of
the tape The spectograms indicated there were six nonvoiced noises—
one nonvoiced "spike (a scientific term for a graphic display of a
noise) followed by three other nonvoiced spikes of different acoustical
characteristics occurring .86 seconds 1.035 seconds and 1.385 seconds
after the first These in turn were followed by two events apparently
caused by sound and believed to have been related to the previous ones

(65)
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Dr Kersta did not indicate in his letter that he had found shots and
the results of his tests were not mentioned in the Warren Report

The committee was unable to locate the Kersta spectographs in the
National Archives until late 1978 (they had been misfiled) but it did
obtain the tape recording made on November 22 1963 by KBOX
reporter Sam Pate On May 11 1978 the committee submitted the

tape to an acoustical consultant for analysis with these results:(4)
While a portion of the tape was recorded on November 22 1963

in the vicinity of Dealey Plaza it was thought not to be con

temporaneous with the assassination Other portions of the tape
moreover seemed to have been recorded at least in large part
in a studio since appropriate background noise was not present

And even if the tape had been made during the firing of the
shots and had recorded them Kersta's spectographic analysis
would not have found them The committee's consultant advised
that spectographic analysis is appropriate only for detecting
tonal or harmonic sound To identify a gunshot the analysis
must be able to portray a waveform on an oscilloscope or similar
such device

(b) Dallas Police Department recordings
To resolve questions concerning the number timing and origin of

the shots fired in Dealey Plaza the committee asked its acoustical
consultant to examine recordings not analyzed acoustically by the
Warren Commission specifically Dallas Police Department dispatch
transmissions for November 22 1963.1

These transmissions received over the police radio network from
officers in the field were recorded at Dallas police headquarters Two

recording systems were in use at the time—a Dictabelt for channel 1
and a Gray Audograph disc recording for channel 2.2(5)

The committee held 2 days of public hearings—on September 11
1978 and December 29 1978—in which it attempted to present the
essential evidence from the acoustical analysis Because of time limita
tions it was not possible to present all of the evidence in the hearings

(1) Analysis by Bolt Beranek and Newman.—In order to identify
the nature and origin of sound impulses in a recording acoustical
analysis may include among other means of examination a delinea
tion and study of the shape of its electrical waveforms and a precise
measurement and study of the timing of impulses on the recording
In May 1978 the committee contracted with Bolt Beranek and New
man Inc (BBN) of Cambridge Mass. to perform this sort of anal
ysis The study was supervised by Dr James E Barger the firm's
chief scientist

Bolt Beranek and Newman specializes in acoustical analysis and
performs such work as locating submarines by analyzing underwater
sound impulses It pioneered the technique of using sound recordings

1Transcriptsof the Dallasdispatchtransmissionshad beenprovidedto the warren
Commissionbythe FBI andthe DallasPoliceDepartmentTheywereusedto resolveissues
not relatedto the numbertimingor originof the shotsfiredin DealeyPlaza It did not
appear that an acousticalanalysisof these tapes or Dictabeltswas performedfor the
Commissionby the FBI or any other agencyor privateorganization2Channel1 transmissionswerea continuousrecordof Dallaspoliceactivity channel2
transmissionswerevoiceactivated and thereforean intermittentrecordof communica
tions for the mostpart thoseof DallasPoliceChiefJesseE Curryand the headquarters
dispatcher
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to determine the timing and direction of gunfire in an analysis of a
tape that was recorded during the shootings at Kent State Universityin 1970 In a criminal case brought against members of the National
Guard by the Department of Justice the analysis of the tape by BBN
combined with photographs taken at the time of the shootings were
used by the prosecution in its presentation to a grand jury to help
establish which guardsmen were the first to fire shots The firm was
also selected by Judge John J Sirica to serve on a panel of technical
experts that examined the Watergate tapes in 1973

The Dallas police dispatch materials given to BBN to analyze in
May 1978 were as follows

The original Dictabelt recordings made on November 22 1963
of transmissions over channel 1

A tape recording of channel 1 Dictabelts
A tape recording of transmissions over channel 2.3(7)

These materials were obtained by a committee investigator in
March 1978 from Paul McCaghren who in 1963 was a Dallas police
lieutenant who had submitted investigative reports and materials on
the assassination to Chief Curry (8) In 1969 a newly appointed chief
of police had ordered that a locked cabinet outside his officebe openedIt contained reports and materials concerning the assassination that
had been submitted to Curry among the items were the Dictabelt
recordings and tapes of the November 22 1963 dispatch transmissions
McCaghren who in 1969 was director of the Intelligence Division
had then taken custody of the materials and retained them until he
gave them to the committee's investigator in 1978 (9) There was no
evidence that any of the materials had been tampered with while in
the police department's or McCaghren's possession

To the human ear the tapes and Dictabelts contain no discernible
sounds of gunfire The dispatcher's voice notations of the time of day
indicate that channel 2 apparently was not in use during the period
when the shots were fired Channel 1 transmissions however were in
advertently being recorded from a motorcycle or other police vehicle
whose radio transmission switch was stuck in the "on position (10)

BBN was asked to examine the channel 1 Dictabelts and the tape
that was made of them to see if it could determine (1) if they were
in fact recorded transmissions from a motorcycle with a microphone
stuck in the "on position in Dealey Plaza (2) if the sounds of shots
had been in fact recorded (3) the number of shots (4) the time in
terval between the shots (5) the location of the weapon or weapons
used to fire the shots and (6) the type of weapon or weapons used

BBN converted the sounds on the tape into digitized waveforms
and produced a visual representation of the waveforms (11) By em
ploying sophisticated electronic filters BBN filtered out "repetitive
noise, such as repeated firings of the pistons of a motorcycle
engine (12) It then examined the tape for "sequences of impulses
that might be significant (A "sequence of impulses might be caused
by a loud noise—such as gunfire—followed by the echoes from that

3Prior to the BBNanalysisof theoriginalDictabeltandtapes thefirmwasgivena tapethat had beensuppliedto the committeebya WarrenCommissioncriticin the beliefthatit was an original BBNdeterminedthat this tape was a secondgenerationcopyof theoriginal Becauseit wasan imperfectcopy it wasnot usedin the BBNwork (6)
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loud noise.) Six sequences of impulses that could have been caused
by a noise such as gunfire were initially identified as having been
transmitted over channel 1 (13) Thus they warranted further analysis

These six sequences of impulses or impulse patterns were subjected
to preliminary screening tests to determine if any could be conclu
sively determined not to have been caused by gunfire during the
assassination The screening tests were designed to answer the follow
ing questions (14)

Do the impulse patterns in fact occur during the period of the
assassination

Are the impulse patterns unique to the period of the assassina
tion

Does the span of time of the impulse patterns approximate the
duration of the assassination as indicated by a preliminary analy
sis of the Zapruder film (Are there at least 5.6 seconds between
the first and last impulse 4)

Does the shape of the impulse patterns resemble the shape of
impulse patterns produced when the sound of gunfire is recorded
through a radio transmission system comparable to the one used
for the Dallas police dispatch network

Are the amplitudes of the impulse patterns similar to those pro
duced when the sound of gunfire is recorded through a transmis
sion system comparable to the one used for the Dallas police dis
patch network

All six impulse patterns passed the preliminary screening tests
(15)

BBN next recommended that the committee conduct an acoustical
reconstruction of the assassination in Dealey Plaza to determine if any
of the six impulse patterns on the dispatch tape were caused by shots
and if so if the shots were fired from the Texas School Book Deposi
tory or the grassy knoll (16) The reconstruction would entail firing
from two locations in Dealey Plaza—the depository and the knoll—
at particular target locations and recording the sounds through nu
merous microphones The purpose was to determine if the sequences
of impluses recorded during the reconstruction would match any of
those on the dispatch tape If so it would be possible to determine if
the impulse patterns on the dispatch tape were caused by shots fired
during the assassination from shooter locations in the depository and
on the knoll (17)

The theoretical rationale for the reconstruction was as follows
The sequence of impulses from a gunshot is caused by the noise of

the shot followed by several echoes Each combination of shooter lo
cation target location and microphone location produces a sequence
of uniquely spaced impulses At a given microphone location there
would be a unique sequence of impulses depending on the location of
the noise source (gunfire) and the target and the urban environment
of the surrounding area (echo-producing structures in and surround
ing Dealey Plaza) The time of arrival of the echoes would be the

4The5.6-secondstandardwasbasedon a preliminaryexaminationof the Zapruderfilm
that showedevidenceof Kennedyand Connallyreactingto their woundsThedifference
betweenapproximateimpactmomentswascalculatedusingthe 18.3frameper secondrate
of the Zaprudercamera This 5.6-secondstandardwas derivedbeforethe photographic
evidencepanelhad reportedthe resultsof its observationsof the Zapruderfilm
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significant aspect of the sequence of impulses that would be used
to compare the 1963 dispatch tape with the sounds recorded during
the 1978 reconstruction (18)

The echo patterns in a complex environment such as Dealey Plaza
are unique so by conducting the reconstruction the committee could
obtain unique "acoustical fingerprints of various combinations of
shooter target and microphone locations The fingerprint's identifying
characteristic would be the unique time-spacing between the echoes
If any of the acoustical fingerprints produced in the 1978 reconstruc
tion matched those on the 1963 Dallas police dispatch tape it would
be a strong indication that the sounds on the 1963 Dallas police dis
patch tape were caused by gunfire recorded by a police microphone
in Dealey Plaza (19)

At the time of the reconstruction in August 1978 the committee was
extremely conscious of the significance of Barger's preliminary work
realizing as it did that his analysis indicated that there possibly
were too many shots spaced too closely together,5 for Lee Harvey 0s
wald to have fired all of them and that one of the shots came from
the grassy knoll not the Texas School Book Depository

The committee's awareness that it might have evidence that Os
wald was not a lone assassin affected the manner in which it con
ducted the subsequent phase of the investigation For example it was
deemed judicious to seek an independent review of Barger's analysis
before proceeding with the acoustical reconstruction So in July
1978 the committee contacted the Acoustical Society of America to
solicit recommendations for persons qualified to review the BBN anal
ysis and the proposed Dallas reconstruction The society recommended
a number of individuals and the committee selected Prof Mark Weiss
of Queens College of the City University of New York and his re
search associate Ernest Aschkenasy Professor Weiss had worked on
numerous acoustical projects He had served for example on the panel
of technical experts appointed by Judge John J Sirica to examine the
White House tape recordings in conjunction with the Watergate grand
jury investigation Aschkenasy had specialized in developing computer
programs for analyzing large volumes of acoustical data

Weiss and Aschkenasy reviewed Barger's analysis and conclusions
and concurred with them In addition they agreed that the acoustical
reconstruction was necessary (20) and they approved Barger's plan
for conducting it

The committee authorized an acoustical reconstruction to be con
ducted on August 20 1978 Four target locations were selected based
on:(21)

The estimated positions of the Presidential limousine according
to a correlation of the channel 1 transmissions with the Zapruder
film indicating that the first shot was fired between Zapruder
frames 160 and 170 and that the second shot was fired between
Zapruder frames 190 and 200 6

The position of the President at the time of the fatal head shot
(Zapruder frame 312) and

5For examplethe timebetweentwoof the impulsepatternsthat mightrepresentgunfirewaslessthan a secondtoobriefan intervalto havepermittedOswaldto firetwoshots
Thecommitteeultimatelydeterminedthat the shotswerefireda fewZapruderframes

earlierthan it believedto bethe casein August1978
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Evidence that a curb in Dealey Plaza may have been struck
by a bullet during the assassination

Two shooter locations were selected for the reconstruction:(22)
The sixth floor southeast corner window of the Texas School

Book Depository since substantial physical evidence and wit
ness testimony indicated shots were fired from this location and

The area behind a picket fence atop the grassy knoll since
there was considerable witness testimony suggesting shots were
fired from there.

A Mannlicher-Carcano rifle was fired from the depository since it
was the type of weapon found on the sixth floor on November 22 1963
(23) Both a Mannlicher-Carcano (chosen mainly because it fires a
medium velocity supersonic bullet) and a pistol which fires a subsonic
bullet were fired from the grassy knoll since there was no evidence in
August 1978 as to what type of weapon if any may have been fired
from there on November 22 1963.8(24) Microphones to record the test
shots were placed every 18 feet in 36 different locations along the
motorcade route where a motorcycle could have been transmitting dur
ing the assassination (25)

A recording was made of the sounds received at each microphone
location during each test shot making a total of 432 recordings of
impulse sequences (36 microphone locations times 12 shots) or "acous
tical fingerprints, for various target-shooter-microphone combina
tions Each recorded acoustical fingerprint was then compared with
each of the six impulse patterns on the channel 1 dispatch tape to see
if and how well the significant points in each impulse pattern matched
up The process required a total of 2,592 comparisons (432 recordings
of impulse sequences times six impulse patterns) an extensive effort
that was not completed until 4 days before Barger was to testify at a
committee public hearing on September 11 1978 (26)

The time of the arrival of the impulses or echoes in each sequence
of impulses was the characteristic being compared not the shape am
plitude or any other characteristic of the impulses or sequence (27) If
a point (representing time of arrival of an echo) in a sequence of the
1963 dispatch tape could be correlated within ±6/1,000 of a second to

apoint
in a sequence of the reconstruction it was considered a match

A ±6/1,000 of a second "window was chosen because the exact loca
tion of the motorcycle was not known Since the microphones were
placed 18 feet apart in the 1978 reconstruction no microphone was
expected to be in the exact location of the motorcycle microphone dur
ing the assassination in 1963 Since the location was not apt to be ex
actly the same and the time of arrival of the echo is unique at each
spot the ±6/1,000 of a second "window would allow for the contin
gency that the motorcycle was near but not exactly at one of the
microphone locations selected for the reconstruction (p9)

Those sequences of impulses that had a sufficiently high number of
points that matched (a `"score or correlation coefficient of .6 or
higher) were considered significant (30) The "score or correlation

7The committeenotedthe absenceof physicalevidenceof shotsfromthe grassyknoll8As is discussedinfra there are importantdifferencesbetweenthe impulsepatternscausedbya subsonicbullet asopposedto a supersonicbullet
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coefficient was set at this level to insure finding all sequences that
might represent a true indication that the 1963 dispatch tape con
tained gunfire Setting it at this level however also allowed a se
quence of impulses on the dispatch tape that might have been caused
by random noise or other factors to be considered a match and there
fore significant (31) Such a match since it did not in fact represent
a true indication of gunfire on the 1963 dispatch tape would be con
sidered an "invalid match. (32)

Of the 2,592 comparisons between the six sequences of impulses on the
1963 police dispatch tape and the sequences obtained during the.acous
tical reconstruction in August 1978 15 had a sufficient number of
matching points (a correlation coefficient of .6 or higher) to be con
sidered significant (33) The first and sixth sequence of impulses on
the dispatch tape had no matches with a correlation coefficient over
.5 The second sequence of impulses on the dispatch tape had four
significant matches the third sequence had five the fourth sequence
had three and the fifth sequence had three (34) Accordingly im
pulses one and six on the dispatch tape did not pass the most rigorous
acoustical test and were deemed not to have been caused by gunfire
from the Texas School Book Depository or grassy knoll (35) Addi
tional analysis of the remaining four impulse sequences was still neces
sary before any of them could be considered as probably represent
ing gunfire from the Texas School Book Depository or the grassy knoll

The locations of the microphones that recorded the matches in the
1978 reconstruction were plotted on a graph that depicted time and
distance It was observed that the location of the microphones at which
matches were recorded tended to cluster around a line on the graph
that was in fact consistent with the approximate speed of the motor
cade (11 mph) as estimated from the Zapruder film (36) For example
of the 36 microphones placed along the motorcade route the one that
recorded the sequence of impulses that matched the third impulse on
the 1963 dispatch tape was farther along the route than the one that
recorded the impulses that matched the second impulse on the dispatch
tape The location of the microphones was such it was further ob
served that a motorcycle traveling at approximately 11 miles per hour
would cover the distance between two microphones in the elapsed time
between impulses on the dispatch tape This relationship between the
location of the microphones and the time between impulses was con
sistent for the four impulses on the dispatch tape a very strong indi
cation the committee found that the impulses on the 1963 dispatch
tape were picked up by a transmitter on a motorcycle or other vehicle
as it proceeded along the motorcade route Applying a statistical for
mula Barger estimated that since the microphones clustered around a
line representing the speed of the motorcade there was a 99 percent
probability that the Dallas police dispatch tape did in fact contain
impulses transmitted by a microphone in the motorcade in Dealey
Plaza during the assassination (37)

Some of the matches found between the 1978 reconstruction and the
dispatch tape were however thought to be clearly "invalid, that is
they did not represent a true indication of gunfire from the Texas
School Book Depository or the grassy knoll In one case for example
there was a match for a shot in the reconstruction that had been aimed
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at a target located in a different direction from where the Presidential
limousine was located at the moment the limousine's location having
been established by a correlation of the dispatch tape and the Zapruder
film (38) Only an unlikely misfire could explain why an assassin would
fire in the opposite direction By applying similar principles of logic
six matches were ruled out This left three matches for impulse pattern
one three for impulse pattern two one for impulse pattern three and
two for impulse pattern four (39) The remaining matches for impulse
patterns one two and four on the dispatch tape were for rifle firings
from the Texas School Book Depository in the 1978 reconstruction
while the match for impulse pattern three was for a rifle firing from
the grassy knoll

These matches did not however prove conclusively that the impulses
on the 1963 dispatch tape did in fact represent gunfire from the book
depository or grassy knoll There still was a chance that random or
other noise could have produced the pattern on the dispatch tape that
matched the pattern obtained in the reconstruction therefore being
invalid as well Based on statistical probabilities including the obser
vation that the locations of the microphones that picked up the match
ing impulse patterns tended to cluster along a line on the graph that
approximated the speed of the motorcycle Barger estimated there was
a 50 percent chance that any one of the matches was invalid (40) Con
sequently Barger testified before the committee in September 1978
that the probability of there having been a shot from the grassy knoll
was only 50 percent (41) He based this estimate on there being only
one match for impulse three combined with his conclusion that there
was a 50–50 chance that any one match including the one for impulse
pattern three had been caused by random noise and was invalid (4Q)
(Barger was also saying however that if the match for impulse pat
tern three was valid it meant that a shot was fired at President Ken
nedy from the grassy knoll.) 9

(2) Weiss-Asch..kenasy analysis.—In mid-September 1978 the com
mittee asked Weiss and Aschkenasv the acoustical analysts who had
reviewed Barger's work if they could go beyond what Barger had done
to determine with greater certainty if there had been a shot from the
grassy knoll Weiss and Aschkenasy conceived an analytical extension
of Barger's work that might enable them to refine the probability
estimate (45) They studied Dealey Plaza to determine which struc
tures were most apt to have caused the echoes received by the micro
phone in the 1978 acoustical reconstruction that had recorded the match
to the shot from the grassy knoll They verified and refined their
identifications of echo-generating structures by examining the results
of the reconstruction And like BBN since they were analyzing the
arrival time of echoes they made allowances for the temperature dif
ferential because air temperature affects the speed of sound.(41J) Bar
ger then reviewed and verified the identification of echo-generatingsources by Weiss and Aschkenasy (47)

Once they had identified the echo-tenerptinn sources fora shot from
the vicinity of the grassy knoll and a microphone located near the

Withrespectto the othershots Bargerestimatedtherewasan 88percentchancethatimpulsepatternonerepresenteda shotfromthebookdepository(basedon threematches)88 percentagainfor impulsepattern two (threematches)and a 75 percentchancethatimpulsepattern four representeda shot fromthe denository(twomatches) (4e) At thetimeof his testimonyin September1978Bargerestimatedthat the probabilityof all fourimpulsesactuallyrepresentinggunshotswasonly29percent (44)
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toint
indicated by Barger's tests it was possible for Weiss and Asch

e»asy to predict precisely wLat impulse sequences (sound finger
prints) would have been created by various specific shooter and micro
phone locaticns in 1963.(48) (The major structures in Dealey Plaza
in 1978 were located as they had been in 1963.) Weiss and Aschkenasy
determined the time of sound travel for a series of sound triangles
whose three points were shooter location microphone location and
echo-generating structure location While the location of the structures
would remain constant the different combinations of shooter and mi
crophone locations would each produce a unique sound travel pattern
or sound fingerprint (49) Using this procedure Weiss and Aschkenasy
could compare acoustical fingerprints for numerous precise points in
the grassy knoll area with the segment identified by Barger on the dis
patch tape as possibly reflecting a shot fired from the knoll (50) 10

Because Weiss and Aschkenasy could analytically construct what
the impulse sequences would be at numerous specific shooter and micro
phrne locations they decided to look for a match to the 1963 police
dispatch tape that correlated to within ±1/1.000 cf a second as op
posed to *6/1.000 of a second as Barger had done (51) By looking
for a match with such precision they considerably reduced the possi
bility that any match they found could have been caused by random
or other noise,(52) thus substantially reducing the percentage proba
bility of an invalid match

Weiss and Aschkenasy initially pinpointed a combination of shooter
microphone locations for which the early impulses in pattern three
matched those on the dispatch tape quite well although later impulses
in the pattern did not Similarly they found other microphone loca
tions for which later impulses matched those on the dispatch tape
while the earlier ones did not They then realized that a microphone
mounted on a motorcycle or other vehicle would not have remained
stationary during the period it was receiving the echoes They com
puted that the entire impulse pattern or sequence of echoes they were
analyzing on the dispatch tape occurred over approximately three
tenths of a second during which time the motorcycle or other vehicle
would have at 11 miles per hour traveled about five feet By taking
into account the movement of the vehicle 'Weiss and Aschkenasy were
able to find a sequence of impulses representing a shot from the grassy
knoll in the reconstruction that matched both the early and late im
pulses on the dispatch tape (53)

Approximately 10 feet from the point on the grassy knoll that was
picked as the shooter location in the 1978 reconstruction and four feet
from a microphone location which Barger found recorded a shot that
matched the dispatch tape within ±6/1,000 of a second Weiss and
Aschkenasy found a combination of shooter and microphone locations
they needed to solve the problem It represented the initial position of a
microphone that would have received a series of impulses matching
those on the dispatch tape to within ±1/1.000 of a second The micro
phone would have been mounted on a vehicle that was moving along
the motorcade route at 11 miles per hour (54)

Weiss and Aschkenasy also considered the distortion that a wind
shield might cause to the sound impulses received by a motorcycle

'°Weissand Aschkenasyexaminedonlythe impulsesequencethat Bargerindicatedhadcomefromthe grassyknoll Dueto timeconstraints they did not analyzethe three im
pulsesequencesindicatingshotsfiredfromtheTexasSchoolBookDepository
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microphone They reasoned that the noise from the initial muzzle
blast of a shot would be somewhat muted on the tape if it traveled
through the windshield to the microphone Test firings conducted un
der the auspices of the New York City Police Department confirmed
this hypothesis Further an examination of the dispatch tape reflected
similar distortions on shots one two and three when the indicated
positions of the motorcycle would have placed the windshield between
the shooter and the microphone.11 On shot four Weiss and Aschkenasy
found no such distortion (55) The analysts ability to predict the ef
fect of the windshield on the impulses found on the dispatch tape and
having their predictions confirmed by the tape indicated further that
the microphone was mounted on a motorcycle in Dealey Plaza and
that it had transmitted the sounds of the shots fired during the
assassination

Since Weiss and Aschkenasy were able to obtain a match to within
±1/1,000 of a second the probability that such a match could occur
by random chance was slight Specifically they mathematically com
puted that with a certainty factor of 95 percent or better there was a
shot fired at the Presidential limousine from the grassy knoll (56)

Barger independently reviewed the analysis performed by Weiss
and Aschkenasy and concluded that their analytical procedures were
correct (57) Barger and the staff at BBN also confirmed that there
was a 95 percent chance that at the time of the assassination a noise as
loud as a rifle shot was produced at the grassy knoll When questioned
about what could cause such a noise if it were not a shot Barger noted
it had to be something capable of causing a very loud noise—greater
than a single firecracker (58) Further given the echo patterns ob
tained the noise had to have originated at the very spot behind the
picket fence on the grassy knoll that had been identified,(59) indicat
ing that it could not have been a backfire from a motorcycle in the
motorcade (60)

In addition Barger emphasized the first part of the sequence of im
pulses identified as a shot from the grassy knoll was marked by an
N-wave a characteristic impulse caused by a supersonic bullet (61)
The N-wave also referred to as a supersonic shock wave travels faster
than the noise of the muzzle blast of a gun and therefore arrives at a
listening device such as a microphone ahead of the noise of a muzzle
blast The presence of the N-wave was therefore a significant addi
tional indication that the third impulse on the police dispatch tape
represented gunfire and in particular a supersonic bullet (62) The
weapon may well have been a rifle since most pistols—except for some
such as a .44 magnum—fire subsonic bullets

The N-wave was further substantiation for a finding that the third
impulse represented a shot fired in the direction of the President Had
the gun been discharged when aimed straight up or down or away
from the motorcade no N-wave would have appeared (63) Of the im
pulse patterns on the dispatch tape that indicated shots from the book
depository those that would be expected to contain an N-wave given
the location of the vehicle's microphone did so further corroborating
the conclusion that these impulses did represent supersonic bullets (64)

1Themotorcyclea as trnvelinc120feethehindthePresidentiallimousinewhentheshotswerefired Thisput shotsoneandtwofromthe hookdepositoryas wellas shotthreefromthegrassyknollin frontofthemotorcyclewindshield
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When questioned about the probability of the entire third impulse
pattern representing a supersonic bullet being fired at the President
from the grassy knoll Barger estimated there was a 20 percent chance
that the N–wave as opposed to the sequence of impulses following it
was actually caused by random noise.(65) Accordingly the mathe
matical probability of the entire sequence of impulses actually repre
senting a supersonic bullet was 76 percent the product of a 95 percent
chance that the impulse pattern represented noise as loud as a rifle shot
from the grassy knoll times an 80 percent chance that the N–wave was
caused by a supersonic bullet (66)

The committee found no evidence or indication of any other cause
of noise as loud as a rifle shot coming from the glassy knoll at the time
the impulse sequence was recorded on the dispatch tape and therefore
concluded that the cause was probably a gunshot fired at the motorcade

(3) Search for a nwtercycle.—As the work of Weiss and Aschkenasy
produced strong indications of a shot from the grassy knoll the com
mittee began a search of documentary and photographic evidence to
determine if a motorcycle or other vehicle had been in the locations in
dicated by the acoustical tests

Earlier in its investigation the committee had interviewed many
Dallas police officers who had ridden in the Presidential motorcade al
though the purpose of the interviews was not to determine the location
of a motorcycle that might have had its radio transmitting switch stuck
in the "on position Among the officers who were interviewed one who
subsequently testified in a public hearing was H B McLain In his
interview on September 26 1977 McLain said that he had been riding
to the left rear of Vice President Johnson's car and that just as he was
completing his turn from Main onto Houston Street he heard what he
believed to have been two shots.(67) Sergeant Jimmy Wayne Courson
was also interviewed on September 26 1977 He stated that his assign
ment in the motorcade was in front of the press bus approximately
six or seven cars to the rear of the Presidential limousine and that as
he turned onto I-Iouston Street he heard three shots about a second
apart (68) Neither officer was asked specifically whether his radio was
on channel one or two or whether his microphone switch might have
been stuck in the transmit position

The committee obtained Dallas Police Department assignment rec
ords confirming that McLain and Ccurson had both been assigned to
the left side of the motorcade,(69) and it discovered photographic evi
dence (70) that Courson was riding to the rear of McLain and as Cour
son recalled,(71) he was in the vicinity of the press bus The avail
able films revealed that throughout the motorcade the spacing of the
motorcycles varied but that McLain was generally several car lengths
ahead of Courson and therefore much closer to the Presidential and
Vice Presidential limousines.(72) No photographs of the precise loca
tions of the two officers at the moment of the assassination were at that
time found Photographs taken shortly before the assassination how
ever did indicate that McLain was on Houston Street heading toward
Elm as the Presidential limousine was turning onto Elm in front of
the Texas School Book Depository.12(73) At the time of the assassina

12Subse^centto the committee'sfinalvote on its findingsadditionalphotographicevi
denceof the actionsof OfficerMcLainwasreceivedby the committeefromRobertGroden
a consultantto the committee.(74)It sup-ortedthe committee'sconclusionwithrespecttoMcLain'stestimonybut sinceit wasnot receiveduntil after the vote it wasnot relied
uponin this report
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tion therefore he would have been in the approximate position of the
transmitting microphone as indicated by the acoustical analysis

The committee reviewed transcripts of the Dallas police dispatch
tapes for both channel one and channel two It did not find any voice
transmissions from McLain on either channel on November 22 1963
(As noted it was determined that the shots fired during the assassina
tion were recorded over channel one If it could have been established
that McLain was transmitting over channel two then the gunfire
transmissions could not have come from his motorcycle radio.)

McLain was asked by the committee to come to Washington to testify
Ile was shown all of the photographic evidence that the committee
had assembled as well as the Dallas police records of the motorcade
assignments McLain testified before the committee on December 29
1978 that he was assigned to ride on the left side of the motorcade
that since he would slow down at corners often stopping momentarily
and then speed up during straight stretches his exact position in the
motorcade varied and that he was the first motorcycle to the rear of
the Vice Presidential limousine (75)

He further stated that he was the officer in the photographs taken of
the motorcade on Main and Houston Streets and that at the time of
the assassination he would have been in the approximate position of
the open microphone near the corner of Houston and Elm indicated
by the acoustical analysis (76) He did not recall using his radio dur
ing the motorcade nor what channel it was tuned to on that day (77)
He stated it usually was tuned to channel one (78) The button on his
transmitter receiver he acknowledged often got stuck in the "on
position when he was unaware of it but he did not know if it was stuck
during the motorcade (79)

McLain testified before the committee that he recalled hearing only
one shot and that he thereafter heard Chief Curry say to go to the
hospital.(80) lylcLain testified it was possible that he heard the broad
cast of Chief Curry (which would have been on channel two) over the
speaker of his own radio or over the speaker of the radio of another
motorcycle (81)

Following the hearing the committee secured a copy of the daily
assignment sheet for motorcycles from the Dallas Police Department
and found that McClain had been assigned motorcycle number 352 and
call sign 155 on November 22 1963 (82) Preliminary photographic
enhancement of the films taken on Houston and Main Streets indicated
that the number on the rear of the motorcycle previously identified as
having been ridden by McLain was in fact 352 (83) 13

isDuringhis publictestimonvMcLainalso identifiedphotographsof motorcycleson
ElmStreet (JFK ExhibitF–675) and at ParklandHospital(JFK Exhibits674 676 677
and 678)as possiblyportrayinghismotorcycleOneof the picturesat Parkland Hospital
(JFK Exhibit F–674)apparentlyindicatesthat the microphonebutton was turned to
channelone Withrespectto the photographon ElmStreet McLainstatedthat the other
motorcyclein the pictureappearedto beriddenbySergeantCoursonAt that time counsel
cautionedthat the photographswerebeingintrod,,cedfor a limitedpurposesincetheyhad
not beenanalyzedbyany photographicexperts it wasunclearif the cyclein eachphoto
graphwas that of McLain and the channelselectorevenif it wason channelone could
havebeenswitchedafter the shotswerefired Preliminaryphotographicanalysisof those
picturesconductedbyoneexpertin the timeavailableafter the hearingcast doubtupon
the accuracyof at leastMcLain'sidentificationofCoursonin ExhibitF–675and indicated
that the channelselectoron the motorcyclein ExhibitF–674mayhaveteen on channel
two instead of one Becausethe committeewas unableto conductcomprehensiveand
thoroughanalysesof thosephotographsit did not relyon ExhibitsF-674 F–675F–676
F–677or F–678in forminganyconclusions
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The committee recognized that its acoustical analysis first estab
lished and then relied on the fact that a Dictabelt had recorded trans
missions from a radio with a stuck microphone switch located in
Dealey Plaza The committee realized that the authenticity of the tape
and the location of the stuck microphone were both of great impor
tance to the acoustical analysis Consequently it sought to verify that
the tape in fact contained a broadcast from an open motorcycle micro
phone in Dealey Plaza during the assassination

The findings of the acoustics experts may be challenged by raising
a variety of questions questions prompted for example by the sound
of sirens on the tape,(84) by statements by Officer McLain subsequent
to his hearing testimony in which he denied that it was his radio that
was transmitting (85) by what appears to be the sound of a carillon
bell on the tape (86) and by the apparent absence of crowd noise The
committee carefully considered these questions as they bore on the au
thenticity of the tape and the location of the stuck microphone

Approximately 2 minutes after the impulse sequences that accord
ing to the acoustical analysis represent gunfire the dispatch tape con
tains the sound of sirens for approximately 40 seconds The sirens
appear to rise and then recede in intensity suggesting that the position
of the microphone might have been moving closer to and then farther
away from the sirens or that the sirens were approaching the micro
phone and then moving away from it (87)

If the sirens were approaching the microphone and then moving
away from it it could be suggested that the motorcycle with the stuck
transmitter was stationary on the Stemmons Freeway and not in
Dealey Plaza The sirens would appear to increase and then decrease
as some vehicles in the motorcade with their sirens turned on drove
along the freeway on the way to Parkland Hospital approaching and
then passing by the motorcycle with the stuck microphone According
to a transcript of channel two transmissions approximately 3½ min
utes after the assassination Dallas Police Department dispatcher
Gerald D Henslee stated that an unknown motorcycle on Stemmons
Freeway appeared to have its microphone switch stuck open on chan
nel one (88) The committee interviewed Henslee on August 12 1978
He told the committee he had assumed the motorcycle was on the free
way from the noise of the sirens (89) Other Dallas police officers have
also speculated that the motorcycle may have been standing near the
Trade Mart

Officer McLain's acknowledged actions subsequent to the assassina
tion might explain the sound of sirens on the tape McLain
was in fact probably on Stemmons Freeway at the time Henslee noted
that an unknown motorcycle appeared to have its microphone switch
stuck open McLain himself testified that following the assassination
he sped up to catch the front cars of the motorcade that had entered
Stemmons Freeway en route to Parkland Hospital (90) In eny event
it is certain he left the plaza shortly after the assassination The cars in
the motorcade had their sirens on and this could account for the sound
of the sirens increasing as McLain drew closer to them whether he left
Dealey Plaza immediately or shortly after the assassination.14 A

1 McLain'smicrophonewas so constructedthat it wouldpickup onlythe sirenof the
motorcycleon whichit wasmountedor oneof a motorcycleor othervehiclethat wasno
morethan 300feetaway
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variety of other actions might also account for the sound appearing to
recede Officer McLain might have fallen back after catching the cars
he might have passed by the cars or he might have arrived at the
hospital shortly after catching up at a time when the sirens were being
turned down 'as the cars approached the hospital

Subsequent to his hearing testimony McLain stated that he believed
he turned on his siren as soon as he heard Curry's order to proceed to
Parkland Hospital He said that everyone near him had their sirens
on immediately.(91) Should his memory be reliable the broadcast of
the shots during the assassination would not have been over his radio
because the sound of sirens on the tape does not come until approxi
mately 2 minutes later The committee believed that McLain was in
error on the point of his use of his siren Since those riding in the
motorcade near Chief Curry had their sirens on there may have been
no particular need for McLain to turn his on too The acoustical
analysis pinpointing the location of the microphone the confirmation
of the location of the motorcycle by photographs his own testimony as
to his location and his slowing his motorcycle as it rounded the corner
of Houston and Elm (as had been previously indicated by the acousti
cal analysis),(99) and the likelihood that McLain did not leave the
plaza immediately but lagged behind momentarily after the assassina
tion led the committee to conclude it was Officer McLain whose radio
microphone switch was stuck open

Further the committee noted it would have been highly improbable
for a motorcycle on Stemmons Freeway to have received the echo pat
terns for the four impulses that appear on the dispatch tape As noted
in more detail below to contend that the microphone was'elsewhere
carries with it the burden of explaining all that appears on the tape
To be sure those who argue the microphone was in Dealey Plaza must
explain the sounds that argue it was not Similarly those who contend
it was not in Dealey Plaza must explain the sounds that indicate it was
As Aschkenasy testified the echo patterns on the tape would only have
been received by a microphone located in a physical environment with
the same acoustical characteristics as Dealey Plaza (93) It is extremely
unlikely that the echo patterns on the tape if received from elsewhere
would so closely parallel the echo patterns characteristic of Dealey
Plaza

The tape contains the faint sound of a carillon-like bell about 7 sec
onds after the last impulse believed to have been a shot but no such
bell was known to have been in the vicinity of Dealey Plaza Accord
ingly the possibility that the motorcycle with the stuck radio trans
mitter might not have been in Dealey Plaza was considered The
committee found that the radio system used by the Dallas Police De
partment permitted more than one transmitter to operate at the same
time and this frequently occurred (9/) The motorcycle whose radio
transmitted the sound of a bell was apparently not positioned in
Dealey Plaza but this did not mean that the transmissions of gunshots
were also from a radio not in Dealey Plaza The logical explanation
was that the dispatch tape contains the transmissions of two or more
radios (95)

The absence of identifiable crowd noise on the tape also might raise
questions as to whether the motorcycle with the stuck transmitter was
in Dealey Plaza The lack of recognizable crowd noise however may
be explained by the transmission characteristics of the microphone
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Dallas police motorcycle radios were equipped with a directional
microphone and were designed to transmit only very loud sounds A
human voice would transmit only if it originated very close to the
front of the mike The chief objective of this characteristic was to allow
a police officer when speaking directly into the microphone to be heard
over the sound of his motorcycle engine Background noise such as
that of a crowd would not exceed the noise level from the much closer
motorcycle engine and it would not be identifiable on a tape of the
radio transmission The sound of a rifle shot is so pronounced however
that it would be picked up even if it originated considerably farther
away from the microphone than other less intense noise sources such
as a crowd (96)
(c) Other evidence with respect to the shots

To address further the question of whether the dispatch tape con
tained sounds from a microphone in Dealey Plaza with a stuck trans
mitting switch the committee reviewed independent evidence It rea
soned that if the timing number and location of the shooters a shown
on the tape were corroborated or independently substantiated in whole
or in part by other scientific or physical evidence—that is the Zapruder
film findings of the forensic pathology and firearms panels the neutron
activation analysis and the trajectory analysis—the validity of the
acoustical analysis and the authenticity of the tape could be established
Conversely any fundamental inconsistency in the evidence would
undermine the analysis and the authenticity of the tape

The tape and acoustical analysis indicated that in addition to the
shot from the knoll there were three shots fired at President Kennedy
from the Texas School Book Depository This aspect of the analysis
was corroborated or independently substantiated by three cartridge
cases found on the sixth floor of the Texas School Book Depository on
November 22 1963 cartridge cases that had been fired in Oswald's
rifle (97) along with other evidence related to the number of shots
fired from Oswald's rifle This corroboration was considered significant by the committee since it tended to prove that the tape did
indeed record the sounds of shots during the assassination

Further corroboration or substantiation was sought by correlating
the Zapruder film to the acoustical tape The Zapruder film contains
visual evidence that two shots struck the occupants of the Presidential
limousine (98) The committee attempted to correlate the observable
reactions of President Kennedy and Governor Connally in the film to
the time spacing of the four impulses found in the recording of the
channel one transmission The correlation between the film and the re
cording however could only be approximate because it was based on
the estimated real-time characteristics of the recording (calculated
from the frequent time annotations made by the dispatcher) (99) and
the average running time of the film (between 18.0 and 18.5 or an
average of 18.3 frames per second) .15

13The18.3framepersecondrate of tie Zapruderfilmwasan averageof the 18.0to 18.5frameper secondrate determinedin 1964bythe FBIunderlaboratoryconditionsin whichthe camerawas set and run in the mannerthat Zaprudersaidhe had operatedit at thetimeof the assassination(100)Giventhe 18.0to 18.5frameper secondaveragerunningspeedof the film a differentialof fourframesis a differentialof less than a quarterof asecondFor this reason an absolutecorrelationbetweeneventsin the recordingand theo servablereactionson the filmwasnot expectedIf therewereno reasonablecorrelationbetweenthe tape and film howeversubstantialquestionsconcerningthe authenticityofthe tape couldto raised (A moredetailedexplanationof the calculationof Zapruderframesteasedon the runningspeedsof the camerais cc forth in vol V of the IiSCAJFK hearingsat pp 722-724.)
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The committee correlated the film to the tape in two ways The first
assumed the fourth shot was the fatal head shot to the President and
occurred at frame 312 Its results are as follows :(101)

BulletreachedAcousticaldetermi
limousineatZa nationofsource

Channeltime pruderframeNo ofimpulse

ImpulsepatternI 12:30:47.0 157-161TSBD
ImpulsepatternII 12:30:48.6 188-191TSBD
Impulsepattern	12:30:54.6 295-296Gassyknoll
Impulsepattern	12:30:55.3 312TSBD

The committee believed that the fourth impulse pattern probably
reepresented that fatal head shot to the President that hit at Zapruder
frame 312 Nevertheless the possibility of frame 312 representing the
shot fired from the grassy knoll with the fourth shot consequently oc
curring at frame 328 was also considered The problem with this pos
sibility is that it appeared to be inconsistent with oiler scientific evi
dence that established that all the shots that struck the President and
the Governor came from the Texas School Book Depository

The forensic pathology panel concluded that there was no evidence
that the President or Governor was hit by a bullet fired from the
grassy knoll and that only two bullets each fired from behind struck
them.(102) Further neutron activation analysis indicated that the
bullet fragments removed from Governor Connally's wrist during sur
gery those removed from the President's brain during the autopsy and
those found in the limousine were all very likely fragments from Mann
licher-Carcano bullets (103) It was also found that there was evidence
of only two bullets among all the specimens tested—the fragments re
moved from Governor Connally's wrist during surgery were very likely
from the almost whole bullet found on the stretcher at Parkland Hos
pital and the fragments removed from the President's brain during
the autopsy very likely matched bullet fragments found in the limou
sine (104) The neutron activation analysis findings when combined
with the finding of the committee that the almost whole bullet found
on the stretcher at Parkland Hospital as well as the larger fragment
found in the limousine were fired from Oswald's Mannlicher-Carcano
rifle (105) established that only two bullets struck the President and
the Governor and each was fired from the rifle found on the sixth floor
of the Texas School Book Depository and owned by Oswald

The committee considered 'whether proper synchronization of the
tape to the film should assume that the shot from the grassy knoll hit
the President at Zapruder from 312 It did so because Dr Michael Ba
den chairman of the committee's forensic pathology panel acknowl
edged there was a possibility although highly remote that the head
wound depicted in Zapruder frame 312 could have been caused by a shot
from the grassy knoll and that medical evidence of it had been de
stroyed by a shot from the rear a fraction of a second later (106) 16The

18In addition the bluranalysisconductedbythe photographicevidencepanelappearedto be moreconsistentwith the grassyknollshot strikingthe PresidentTheanalysisreflectedno significantpanningerrorsbyZapruderafter frame296 Sucherrorswouldhavebeenexpectedif the third (grassyknoll)shotoccurred0.7secondbeforethefatal headshotAssumingthe headshot wasthe grassyknollshot Zaprudermadesignificantpanningerrors after loth the third andfourthshots (SeeBlurAnalysisAppendixto the HSCA—JFK
hearingsvol VI par 81ff.)
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significance of this the committee reasoned was the realization that it
could mean that the President's fatal head wound was caused by the
shooter from the grassy knoll not Oswald

Since the medical ballistics and neutron activation analysis evidence
taken together established that the President was struck by two bullets
fired from Oswald's rifle found on the sixth floor of the Texas School
Book Depository the committee sought to determine if such shots could
have struck the President given the known position of his body even
if the grassy knoll shot struck him at Zapruder frame 312 The results
of correlating the acoustical tape to the film assuming the shot from
the knoll was at Zapruder frame 312 are as follows (107)

Zapruderframe
Acoustical
determination
oforigin

ImpulsepatternI 173-177 TSBD
ImpulsepatternII	 205-208 TSBD
ImpulsepatternIII 312 Grassyknoll
ImpulsepatternIV 328-329 TSBD

It was determined by medical ballistics and neutron activation
evidence that the President was struck in the head by a bullet fired
from a rifle found on the sixth floor of the Texas School Book Deposi
tory For that bullet to have destroyed the medical evidence of the
President being hit at Zapruder frame 312 it would have had to have
struck at Zapruder frame 328—329But a preliminary trajectory analy
sis based on the President's location and body position at frame 328—
329 failed to track to a shooter in the sixth floor southeast corner
window of the depository within a minimum margin of error
radius (108) thus indicating it was highly unlikely the President was
struck in the head at Zapruder frame 328 by a shot fired from the sixth
floor southeast corner window of the depository Further there is no
visual evidence in the Zapruder film of the President being struck in
the head at Zapruder frames 173—177or 205—208 the frames at which
shots one and two would have been fired if the shot from the knoll
was a hit to the head at frame 312 Accordingly if the shot from the
grassy knoll occurred at frame 312 no shot fired from the Texas
School Book Depository would have struck the President in the head
at any time Such a finding is contrary to the weight of the scientific
evidence The committee concluded therefore that the shot fired from
the grassy knoll was not the shot visually represented at Zapruder
frame 312 that the shot from the grassy knoll missed President Ken
nedy and that the most accurate synchronization of the tape and
the film would be one based on a correlation of impulse pattern four
on the tape with the fatal head shot to the President at frame 312 of
the Zapruder film When the tape and film are so synchronized the
sequence on the film corroborated or substantiated the timing of the
shots indicated on the 1963 tape

According to the more logical synchronization the first shot would
have occurred at approximately Zapruder frame 160 This would also

17Thecommitteenotedtherewasno physicalevidenceof wherea shotfromthe grassyknoll might have hit Sincea shot from the Texas SchoolBookDepositoryhit thePresidentin the headlessthan onesecondafter the shotfromthe knoll therewouldhavebeenlittle apparentreasonfor a gunmanon the knollto firea secondshot
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be consistent with the testimony of Governor Connally who stated
that he heard the first shot and began to turn in response to it (109)
His reactions as shown in Zapruder frames 162-167 reflect the start
of a rapid head movement from left to right (110)

The photographic evidence panel's observations were also relevant
to the acoustics data that indicated that the second shot hit the lim
ousine's occupants at about Zapruder frames 188-191 The panel noted
that at approximately Zapruder frame 200 the President's movements
suddenly freeze as his right hand seemed to stop abruptly in the midst
of a waving motion Then during frames 200-202 his head moves
rapidly from right to left The sudden interruption of the President's
hand-waving motion coupled with his rapid head movements was
considered by the photographic panel as evidence of President Ken
nedy's reaction to some "severe external stimulus. (111)

Finally the panel observed that Governor Connally's actions dur
ing frames 222-226 as he is seen emerging from behind the sign that
obstructed Zapruder's view indicated he was also reacting to some
"severe external stimulus. 18(112) Based upon this observation and
upon the positions of President Kennedy and Governor Connally
within the limousine the panel concluded that the relative alinement
of the two men was consistent with the theory that they had been
struck by the same bullet (113)

The forensic pathology panel with one member in dissent stated
that the medical evidence was consistent with the hypothesis that
a single bullet caused the wounds to the Governor and the
President (114)

The committee conducted a trajectory analysis for the shot that
it ultimately concluded struck both the Governor and the President
It was based on the location of the limousine and the body positions
of President Kennedy and Governor Connally at Zapruder frame 190
and the bullet's course as it could be determined from their wounds.19
When President Kennedy's entry and exit wounds were used as ref
erence points for the trajectory line it intersected the Texas School
Book Depository within a 13-foot radius of a point approximately
14 feet west of the building's southeast corner and approximately 2
feet below the sixth floor window-sills (115) When President Ken
nedy's exit wound and Governor Connally's entrance wound were
used as the reference points for the trajectory line it intersected the
Texas School Book Depository within a 7-foot radius of a point ap
proximately 2 feet west of the southeast corner and 9 feet above the
sixth floor window sills (116)

The committee's examination of the synchronization of the tape to
the Zapruder film therefore demonstrated that the timing of the
impulses on the tape matched the timing of events seen in the film
Further the other scientific evidence available to the committee was

isThe panel reachedno conclusionconcerningGovernorConnally'sreactions if anyfrom Zanruderframe 207 to frame 221 sinceduring this .82-secondinterval he wasbehindthe signthat obstructedZapruder'sfieldof view Connallycouldconceivablyhavestarted his reactionat frames200—206but too little of his bodyis visibleduringtheseframesto permitsucha finding~BBecausethe committeeconcludedthat the shot fromthe grassyknolldid not hit thePresidentat Zanruderframe312 it did not undertakea trajectoryanalysisfor the secondshot from the depositoryone that wouldhaveoccurredin the area of Zapruderframes205—208if the shot fromthe grassyknollhad hit the Presidentat Zapruderframe312
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consistent with the reactions viewed in the film and the timing of
the shots indicated by the acoustical analysis The synchronization of
the 1963 dispatch tape with the film based on a fatal hit to the Presi
dent's head at frame 312 having been fired from the Texas School
Book Depository along with related evidence corroborated or in
dependently substantiated that the tape is one of transmissions from
a microphone that recorded the assassination in Dealey Plaza on
November 22 1963

Despite the existence of adequate corroboration or substantiation of
the tape's authenticity the committee realized that other questions
were posed by the timing sequence of the impulses on the tape The
acoustical analysis had indicated both the first and second impulse
patterns were shots from the vicinity of Texas School Book Deposi
tory but that there were only 1.66 seconds between the onset of each
of these impulse patterns The committee recognized that 1.66 seconds
is too brief a period for both shots to have been fired from Oswald's
rifle given the results of tests performed for the Warren Commis
sion that found that the average minimum firing time between shots
was 2.3 seconds (117)

The tests for the Warren Commission however were based on an
assumption that Oswald used the telescopic sight on the rifle (118)
The committee's panel of firearms experts on the other hand testified
that given the distance and angle from the sixth floor window to the
location of the President's limousine it would have been easier to
use the open iron sights (119) During the acoustical reconstruction
performed for the committee in August the Dallas Police Depart
ment marksmen in fact used iron sights and had no difficulty hitting
the targets

The committee test fired a Mannlicher-Carcano rifle using the open
iron sights It found that it was possible for two shots to be fired within
1.66 seconds.(120) One gunman therefore could have fired the shots
that caused both impulse pattern 1 and impulse pattern 2 on the dis
patch tape The strongest evidence that one gunman did in fact fire
the shots that caused both impulse patterns was that all three cartridge
cases found on the sixth floor of the Texas School Book Depository
came from Oswald's rifle (121) In addition the fragments from the
two bullets that were found were identified as having been fired from
Oswald's rifle (122) Accordingly the 1.66 seconds between the onset
of the first and second impulse patterns on the tape are not too brief a
period of time for both of these patterns to represent gunfire and
for Oswald to have been the person responsible for firing both shots

To explore further whether the tape contained sounds transmitted
from a microphone in Daley Plaza the committee reviewed evidence
produced by is photographic evidence panel The panel conducted a
"jiggle analysis of the Zapruder film on the theory that Zapruder's
panning errors which would be apparent as a blur in the film might
have been caused by his reaction to the sound of gunfire An original
jigg'e analysis performed without knowledge of the results of the
acoustical analysis showed strong indications of shots occurring at
about frame 190 and at about frame 310 (123) The photographic evi
dence panel also noted some correlation between the acoustics results
and a panning error reaction to the apparent sound of gunfire at about
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frame 160 Little evidence of another shot was found in the jiggle anal

ysis,20 but the expert who performed it testified that since the third
and fourth shots occurred within less than a second of each other it

might be difficult to differentiate between them (124)
In summary the various scientific projects indicated that there

was a high probability that two gunmen were firing at the President

Scientifically the existence of the second gunman was established only
by the acoustical study but its basic validity was corroborated or in

dependently substantiated by the various other scientific projects
The committee had its photographic evidence panel examine

evidence that might also reveal that there was in fact more than one

gunman shooting at the President. Each item of relevant photographic
evidence available to the committee was evaluated to determine whether

image enhancement techniques (digital image processing photo
optical/chemical enhancement and autoradiographic enhancement)
might show additional gunmen (125) As the use of nonoriginal photo
graphic materials frequently introduces image distortion that pre
cludes accurate photointerpretation only original photographic ma
terials were subjected to image enhancement techniques.(126) Simi
larly since opaque film such as photographic print paper does not
have the dynamic range (of brightness) of properly processed trans
parent film it was not as suitable for enhancement (127)

There was considerable witness testimony as well as a large body of
critical literature that had indicated the grassy knoll as a source of
gunshots Accordingly this area received particular emphasis in the
photographic interpretation analysis The panel directed its attention
to that portion of the knoll that extended from the retaining wall
situated by the pergola to the stockade fence to the west of the wall
This analysis included enhancement of photographs taken by Mary
Moorman Philip Willis and Orville Nix as well as Zapruder

Mary Moorman a bystander had taken a Polaroid photograph of
the grassy knoll at approximately the time of Zapruder frame 313
(128) As far as the committee knew it was the one photograph taken
at the moment of the fatal head shot that showed the area that the
acoustical analysis indicated was the location of the second gunman
Viewing the photograph with the naked eye one could detect images
that might be construed as something significant behind the stockade
fence These images may however only represent parts of a tree or
they may be photographic artifacts Due to the poor quality of the
photograph and its deterioration over the years it was not possible to
determine the nature of the images with the naked eye The photo
graph because of this poor quality and because it was taken on opaque
film that is less suitable for photographic enhancement was considered
by the photographic evidence panel to be of limited usefulness.(129)
Prior to the acoustical analysis it was the subject of only limited clari
fication efforts none of which involved computer technology.(130)
Enhancement attempts in the region of the retaining wall produced
no significant increase in detail and no evidence of any human form
(131) Because the stockade fence region of the photograph was of even

20Indicationofa shotfromthegrassyknollmighthavebeenexpectedin thejiggleanalysisat aboutframe295
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poorer quality than the retaining wall area no enhancement attempts
were recommended (132) Subsequent to the acoustical analysis the
author of the section of the photographic evidence panel's report that
addressed the question of whether there were other gunmen in Dealey
Plaza indicated that the likelihood of successfully enhancing this print
was extremely remote (133)

The significance of the Moorman film may therefore be largely neg
ative It was not possible to draw anything positive from the film 15
years after it was taken Nevertheless if the film did not contain im
ages that might be construed to be a figure behind the fence it would be
a troubling lack of corroboration for the acoustical analysis At the
same time the committee noted the Department of Justice might con
sider further enhancement if it is deemed to be feasible

Zapruder frame 413 showing a bush situated between Zapruder and
the Presidential limousine was also analyzed by the photographic evi
dence panel Image enhancement techniques successfully established
the presence of a human head visible among the leaves of the bush in
Zapruder's field of view (134) Photogrammetric analysis determined
that this so-called gunman in the bush was actually located on the
other side of the bush from Zapruder (135) It is probably one of the
men who can be seen in other photographs standing in the middle of
the sidewalk that runs from the top of the grassy knoll down to Elm
Street Consequently he was not as had been alleged in a position to
have been a hidden gunman Further the linear feature associated
with this person alleged by Warren Commission critics to be a rifle
is actually in front of the leaves on the same side of the bush as Zap
ruder (136) Analytical photogrammetry and image enhancement with
special color analysis attributed this linear feature to natural sur
roundings The narrow portion of the linear feature (the alleged rifle
barrel) was established to be one of a number of twigs in the bush

All of them were characterized by the same general direction
and spacing consistent with the natural growth patterns of the bush

The thicker part of the linear feature (the alleged rifle "stock")
was a hole in the bushes through which a portion of the Presidential
limousine was visible (13.9)

Willis photograph No 5 was the third knoll photograph enhanced
and evaluated by the panel The relevant area of analysis was the re
taining wall situated approximately 41 feet to the east of the point of
the stockade fence that according to the acoustics analysis was the
source of gunfire A fleshtone comparison performed by analyzing
measurements of color values on an object located behind the west end
of the retaining wall confirmed that the image perceived was actually
a human being (140) The panel did perceive "a very distinct straight
line feature near the region of this person's hands but it was unable
to deblur the image sufficiently to reach any conclusion as to whether
the feature was in fact a weapon (141)

Photographic enhancement of selected portions of a film taken by
Orville Nix was also performed by the panel One object in the vicinity
of the retaining wall near the pergola was carefully studied but the
panel could not identify it as a human being and decided that the image
was more likely the result of light and shadow patterns (142)
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The Nix frames analyzed included those that purportedly depict a

gunman in a "classic firing stance This "individual is located by the
southwest corner of the pergola beyond the retaining wall approxi
mately 41 feet north of the point of the stockade fence that according
to the acoustics study was the source of gunfire The panel was able
to conclude that this image was not in fact a human being Its con
clusion was based on both a shadow analysis and its inability to attrib
ute flesh'-ones or motion to the alleged gunman (143)

None of the photographs of the grassy knoll that were analyzed by
the photographic evidence panel revealed any evidence of a puff of
smoke or flash of light (144) as reported by several people in the
crowd

The committee's analysis of available photographic evidence there
fore did not confirm or preclude the presence of a gunman firing at
the President from behind the stockade fence on the grassy knoll In
addition to photographs of the knoll area the committee enhanced
photographic materials of the Texas School Book Depository taken
by Robert Hughes Tom Dillard and James Powell These were ex
amined for any evidence with respect to the source of the shots fired
from the depository as well as any evidence of conspiratorial activity
before or after the assassination (The committee was not aware of the
existence of any photographs of the sixth floor southeast corner win
dow of the depository at the actual moment of the assassination.) The
Hughes film taken moments before the first shot was fired at the Presi
dent was enhanced for the purpose of determining whether any mo
tion could be discerned in the sixth floor southeast corner window
where Oswald was alleged to have been positioned Although motion
in this window was noted the panel concluded that it was only appar
ent rather than real.(145) This conclusion was based upon the rapid
ity of the perceived motion its lack of consistent direction and the
fact that the object disappears from view during a two-frame (ap
proximately one-ninth of a second) sequence.(146) Accordingly the
motion was attributed to photographic artifact (147) An appearance
of motion in an adjacent set of windows was also attributed to a photo
graphic artifact (148)

The question of motion in both sets of windows is similarly raised
by the film taken by Charles L Bronson several minutes before the
assassination Because this film was not made available to the com
mittee until December 2 1978 it was not reviewed by the full panel
In a preliminary examination of the film by several members of the
panel it was observed that the characteristics of the Bronson film
were similar to those of the Hughes film that were examined by the
entire panel The apparent motion in the window seemed to be ran
dom and therefore not likely to be caused by human motion (1.49)
Because of the high quality of the Bronson film the panel members
recommended it be subjected to computer analysis.(150) The com
mittee recommended in turn that the Bronson film be subjected to
analysis by the Department of Justice

Enhancement efforts with respect to the Dillard and Powell photo
graphs taken shortly after the assassination successfully generated
considerable detail within the depository window (151) Based upon
its review of these materials the panel was able to conclude that at
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the time these photographs were taken no human forms were present
in the sixth floor southeast corner window of the depository (152)

No photographs of the sixth floor southeast corner window of
the Texas School Book Depository were taken at the time of the
assassination photographic evidence did not confirm or preclude a
firing by an assassin from the window Photographs of the sixth floor
window taken shortly before and after the assassination did not
reveal evidence of human forms Allegations that these photographs
contain evidence of there having been more than one gunman on
the sixth floor were not supported by the enhancement efforts In
summary the photographic evidence with respect to the grassy knoll
and the Texas School Book Depository did not confirm or preclude
that a gunman fired at the President from either location

None of the scientific evidence available to the committee—photog
raphy forensic pathology ballistics neutron activation analysis—
was inconsistent with the acoustical evidence that established a high
probability that two gunmen fired at the President

(d) TVitness testimony on the shots.—The committee in con
junction with its scientific projects had a consultant retained by Bolt
Beranek and Newman analyze the testimony of witnesses in Dealey
Plaza on November 22 1963 to advise the committee what weight if
any it should give such testimony and to relate the testimony to the
acoustics evidence the committee had obtained

The statements of 178 persons who were in Dealey Plaza all of
whom were available to the Warren Commission were analyzed :(153)
49 (27.5 percent) believed the shots had come from the Texas School
Book Depository 21 (11.8 percent) believed the shots had come from
the grassy knoll 30 (16.9 percent) believed the shots had originated
elsewhere and 78 (43.8 percent) were unable to tell which direction
the shots were fired from Only four individuals believed shots had
originated from more than one location (154)

Some comment on these statistics is called for The committee noted
that a significant number of witnesses reported that shots originated
from the grassy knoll The small number of those who thought shots
originated from both the book depository and grassy knoll might be ex
plained by the fact that the third and fourth shots were only seven
tenths of a second apart Such a brief interval might have made it
difficult for witnesses to differentiate between the two shots or to
distinguish their direction 'While recognizing the substantial number
of people who reported shots originating from the knoll the committee
also believed the process of collecting witness testimony was such
that it would be unwise to place substantial reliance upon it The
witnesses were interviewed over a substantial period of time some of
them several days even weeks after the assassination By that time
numerous accounts of the number and direction of the shots had been
published The committee believed that the witnesses memories and
testimony on the number direction and timing of the shots may have
been substantially influenced by the intervening publicity concern
ing the events of November 22 1963 (155) Consequently standing
alone the statistics are an unreliable foundation upon which to rely
with great confidence for any specific finding It was of obvious im
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portance however that some witness testimony would corroborate
the acoustical finding of a shot from the grassy knoll If no testimony
indicated shots from the knoll there would have been a troubling
lack of corroboration for the acoustical analysis

The Warren Commission had available to it the same testimony
concerning shots from the knoll but it believed it should not be
credited because of "the difficulty of accurate perception."(156) The
Commission stated "* * * the physical and other evidence only com

pelled the conclusion that at least two shots were fired (157) The Com
mission noted however that the three cartridge cases that were found
when taken together with the witness testimony amounted to a pre
ponderance of evidence that three shots were fired (158) Nevertheless
the Commission held "* * * there is no credible evidence to indicate
shots were fired from other than the Texas School Book Deposi
tory. (159) It therefore discounted the testimony of shots from the

grassy knoll
While recognizing that the Commission was correct in acknowledg

ing the difficulty of accurate witness perception the committee ob
tained independent acoustical evidence to support it Consequently
it was in a position where it had to regard the witness testimony in a
different light

The committee assembled for the purpose of illustration the sub
stance of the testimony of some of the witnesses who believed the
shots may have come from somewhere in addition to the depository
A Dallas police officer Bobby W Hargis was riding a motorcycle to
the left and slightly to the rear of the limousine Hargis described
the direction of the shots in a deposition given to the Warren Com
mission on April 8 1964

Well at the time it sounded like the shots were right next
to me There wasn't any way in the world I could tell where
they were coming from but at the time there was something
in my head that said that they probably could have been
coming from the railroad overpass because I thought since
I had got splattered * * * I had a feeling that it might have
been from the Texas School Book Depository and these two
places was (sic) the primary place that could have been shot
from (160)

Hargis stated that after the shooting he saw a man fall to the
ground at the base of the incline and cover his child He also saw
other people running Hargis himself stopped his motorcycle and
ran up the incline (161)

The man Officer Hargis saw lying on the ground was probably
William Eugene Newman Newman and his wife and child were ob
serving the motorcade from the curb near the west end of the concrete
standard on Elm Street Newman gave this description of their actions
after hearing the shots to the sheriff's department on November 22
1963

Then we fell down on the grass as it seemed that we were in
direct path of fire I thought the shots had come from
the garden directly behind me that was on an elevation from
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where I was as I was right on the curb I do not recall look
ing toward the Texas School Book Depository I looked back
in the vicinity of the garden (162)

Abraham Zapruder since deceased was standing on a concrete
abutment on the grassy knoll just beyond the Stemmons Freeway sign
aiming his 8 millimeter camera at the motorcade He testified in a
deposition given to the Commission on July 22 1964 that he thought
a shot may have come from behind him but then acknowledged in
response to questions from Commission counsel that it could have come
from anywhere He did however differentiate among the effects the
shots had on him One shot he noted caused reverberations all around
him and was much more pronounced than the others (163) Such a
difference the committee noted would be consistent with the differing
effects Zapruder might notice from a shot from the knoll as op
posed to the Texas School Book Depository

A Secret Service agent Paul E Landis Jr. wrote a statement on
the shooting dated November 30 1963 Landis was in the follow-up
car behind the Presidential limousine on the outside running board
on the right He indicated that the first shot "sounded like the report
of a high-powered rifle from behind me over my right shoulder.
(164) According to his statement the shot he identified as number two
might have come from a different direction He said

I still was not certain from which direction the second shot
came but my reaction at this time was that the shot came
from somewhere towards the front right-hand side of the
road (165)

Another witness S M Holland since deceased also noted signsof a shot coming from a group of trees on the knoll Holland was
standing on top of the railroad overpass above Elm Street Testifyingin a deposition to the Warren Commission on April 8 19'64 he indi
cated he heard four shots After the first he said he saw Governor
Connally turn around (166) Then there was another report The first
two sounded as if they came from "the upper part of the street. The
third was not as loud as the others Holland said

There was a shot a report I don't know whether it was a
shot I can't say that And a puff of smoke came out about
6 or 8 feet above the ground right out from under those
trees And at just about this location from where I was
standing you could see that puff of smoke like someone had
thrown a firecracker or something out and that is just about
the way it sounded It wasn't as loud as the previous reportsor shots (167)

When counsel for the Warren Commission asked Holland if he
had any doubts about the four shots he said

I have no doubt about it I have no doubt about seeing that
puff of smoke come out from those trees either (168)

These witnesses are illustrative of those present in Dealey Plaza
on November 22 1963 who believed a shot came from the grassyknoll
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(1) Analysis of the reliability of witness testimony.—The commit
tee also conducted as part of the acoustical reenactment in Dealey
Plaza in August 1978 a test of the capacity of witnesses to locate
the direction of shots hoping the experiment might give the com
mittee an independent basis with which to evaluate what weight
if any to assign to witness testimony Two expert witnesses were
asked to locate the direction of shots during the test,(169) and Dr
David Green the BBN consultant supervised the test and prepared
a report on the react;ons of the expert witnesses Green concluded in
the report

"* * * it is difficult to draw any firm conclusions relative
to the reports of witnesses in the plaza as to the possible locus of any
assassin. (170) Nevertheless he stated that "it is hard to believe a
rifle was fired from the knoll during the assassination since such a
shot would be easy to "localize. Green cited as support for his con
clusion the fact that only four of the 178 Dealey Plaza witnesses
pointed to more than one location as the origin of the shots (171)

In its evaluation of Green's conclusions the committee considered
the different circumstances affecting the expert witnesses in the test
and the actual witnesses to the assassination The expert witnesses in
August 1978 were expecting the shootinr and knew in advance that
guns would be fired only from the Texas School Book Depository and
the grassy knoll and they had been told their assignment was to
determine the direction of the shots Further there was no test in
which shots were fired within seven-tenths of a second of each other
so no reliable conclusion could be reached with respect to the possi
bility that such a brief interval would cause confusion Dr Green's
report also reflects that even though the two trained observers cor
rectly identified the origin of 90 percent of the s'iots their own notes
indicated something short of certainty.(172) Their comments were
phrased with equivocation "Knoll "Over my head Not really on
knoll or even behind me "Knoll/underpass and "Knoll Not
really confident. Their comments in short frequently reflected am
biguity as to the origin of the shots indicatinry that the gunfire from
the grassy knoll often did not sound very different from shots fired
from the book depository

An analysis by the committee of the statements of witnesses in
Dealey Plaza on November 22 1963 moreover showed that abort 44
percent were not able to form an opinion about the origin of the
shots,(173) attesting to the ambiguity showed in the August 1978
experiment Seventy percent of the witnesses in 1963 who had an
opinion as to origin said it was either the book depository or the grassy
knoll.21(174) Those witnesses who thought the shots originated from
the grassy knoll represented 30 percent of those who chose between the
knoll and the book depository and 21 percent of those who made a
decision as to origin Since most of the shots fired on November 22
1963 (three out of four the committee determined) came from the
book depository the fact that so _nano witnesses thollnht they heard
shots from the knoll lent additional weight to a conclusion that a shot
came from there

21Theinterviewsofwitnessesto the assassinationmayhavereflecteda tendencyto makea "forcedchoice betweenthe two locationscausedby the actionsof policeand otherspectatorsin DealeyPlazaindicatingthe knolland the denositorywerethe two shooterlocationsan attitude that wassubstantiatedbypressreportsof shooterlocationsthat insomeinstancesprecededinterviewswithwitnesses
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The committee therefore concluded that the testimony of
witnesses in Dealey Plaza on November 22 1963 supported the finding
of the acoustical analysis that there was a high probability that a shot
was fired at the President from the grassy knoll There were also
witness reports of suspicious activity in the vicinity of the knoll (175)

(e) Certain conspiracy allegations
While the committee recognized as discussed in section C that a

finding that two gunmen fired at the President did not in itself estab
lish that President Kennedy was assassinated as a result of a con
spiracy it did establish in the context of common experience the
probability that a conspiracy did exist that day Consequently the
committee sought to employ scientific analysis to examine some con
spiracy theories about the assassination The scientific analysis that
could be applied to these conspiracy allegations refuted each one of
them

The committee had its photographic evidence panel investigate
allegations concerning certain specific individuals who had been linked
to the assassination and were allegedly present in Dealey Plaza
For=ensicanthropologists were asked to compare photographs of these
known subjects with those of unidentified persons photographed in
Dealey Plaza on the day of the assassination The anthropological
studies involved comparisons of morphological traits (wrinkles scars
and shape of ears nose et cetera) and facial dimensions and statural
measurements to the extent that these could be derived from the photo
graphs examined and other related documents available to the
committee (176)

The first photograph examined contained an individual appearing
in a press photograph of motorcade spectators on Houston Street
(177) Some critics had contended the individual appeared to be
Joseph A Milteer a militant conservative who had been secretly
recorded on tape by a police informant 2 weeks prior to the assassina
tion as he described a plan to assassinate the President.22 The anthro
pologists concluded however that based on available photographs
and records of Milteer's height the individual in the photograph could
not have been Milteer (178)

Press photographs of three "tramps apprehended by the Dallas
police near Dealey Plaza shortly after the assassination were analyzed
and compared with photographs of a number of persons including E
Howard Hunt,23 Frank Sturgis Thomas Vallee Daniel Carswell and
Fred Lee Chrisman each of whom had been alleged by critics to be
linked to the assassination Of all the subjects compared only Fred
Lee Chrisman a conservative active in New Orleans at the time of the
assassination was found to have facial measurements consistent with
any of the tramps (180) Anthropologists could not make a positive
identification of Chrisman (181) however The committee could not
establish any link between Chrisman and the assassination In addi

22Thecommittee'sanalysisof the responsebythe SecretServiceto the threat posedbyMilteer'sallegedplanis describedin sectionDl ofthis report23Duringthe courseof the committee'sinvestigationa rumorwascirculatingthat thecommitteehad uncovereda memorandumin CIAfilesindicatingHunt was in DallasonNovember22 1°63 Therumorwasnot foundedon fact In addition Huntgavethe committeea sworndeposition(179)in whichhedeniedtheallegationandthe committeefoundnoevidencethat contradictedHunt'sdeposition
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tion the committee independently determined that Chrisman was not
in Dealey Plaza on the day of the assassination (182)

The committee sought by employing scientific analysis to explore
other allegations of conspiratorial activity Establishing the authen

ticity of the autopsy photographs and X-rays was of fundamental
importance not only because these evidentiary materials were a pri
mary basis for the committee's findings concerning the nature and
causes of the President's head wounds but because allegations that

they had been altered raised implications of a wide-based conspiracy
operating at high levels of the U.S Government As it has been noted
the committee found that the X-rays and photographs had not been
altered

Another conspiratorial theory that implied there was an extensive
and sophisticated conspiracy rested on the allegation that the
photographs of Oswald in his backyard holding a rifle were com
posites Similar conspiratorial implications were raised by the allega
tion that the rifle currently in the National Archives was a different
rifle than that seen in the backyard photographs of Oswald with the
rifle as well as other photographs of the rifle taken on November 22
and November 23 1963 As discussed in section A 3 scientific analysis
performed by the committee refuted each of these allegations (183)

The final conspiratorial theory the committee investigated by scien
tific analysis was the so-called "two Oswald theory. This was an
assertion by some critics that the Lee Harvey Oswald who returned
from Russia in 1962 was a different person than the Lee Harvey
Oswald who defected to Russia in 1959 (184) Forensic anthropolo
gists analyzed and compared a number of photos of Oswald taken at
different times during his life for any indication that they were not
photographs of one and the same individual Based on an analysis of
facial dimensions they found all the photographs consistent with
those of a single individual (185)

In addition the photographic evidence panel conducted height and
proportion studies of various Oswald photographs utilizing test pho
tographs of subjects against a height chart (186) The panel noted
that significant variations can arise from this type of measurement
due to differences in orientation and distance of the subject from the
camera (187) The panel explained * * * unless the subject photo
graphed is standing directly with his back against the height chart at
a correct distance from a properly positioned camera equipped with
an appropriate lens it is unreasonable to assume that the resulting
picture is ever a precisely accurate indicator of both his height and
head size. (188) The panel noted that because of these impediments
to accuracy the use of height charts in pictures is no longer a common
practice in law enforcement or industrial security work.(189)

The committee also engaged the services of three handwriting ex
perts to explore the "two Oswald theory. These experts viewed docu
ments purported to have been written by Lee Harvey Oswald They
examined documents from the years 1956 to 1963 to determine if the
handwriting of the man who joined the Marines in 1956 was the same
as that of the man who had applied for a passport in 1959 tried to re
voke his American citizenship in 1959 returned to the United States
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in 1962 journeyed to Mexico in late September 1963 and ordered the
rifle which was found on the sixth floor of the Texas School Book De
pository on November 22 1963 A careful examination of these docu
ments demonstrated that the man who signed those items was the same
man throughout the entire 7-year period.(100) Accordingly on the
basis of the committee's scientific analysis there was no evidence to
support the allegation that the Lee Harvey Oswald who returned
from Russia in 1962 was a different person than the Lee Harvey Os
wald who defected to Russia in 1959

(f) Summary of the evidence
Where it was available the committee extensively employed scien

tific analysis to assist it in the resolution of numerous issues The com
mittee considered all the other evidence available to evaluate the sci
entific analysis In conclusion the committee found that the scientific
accoustical evidence established a high probability that two gunmen
fired at President John F Kennedy Other scientific evidence did not
preclude the possibility of two gunmen firing at the President but it
(lid negate some specific conspiracy allegations





C THE COMMITTEEBELIEVESON THE BASISOFTHE EVIDENCEAVAIL
ABLETOIT THAT PRESIDENTJOHN F KENNEDYWAS PROBABLYAs
SASSINATEDASA RESULTOFACONSPIRACYTHE COMMITTEEISUNABLE
To IDENTIFYTHEOTHERGUNMANORTHEEXTENTOFTHECONSPIRACY

Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes once simply defined
conspiracy as "a partnership in criminal purposes. (1) That defini
tion is adequate Nevertheless it may be helpful to set out a more
precise definition If two or more individuals agreed to take action
to kill President Kennedy and at least one of them took action in fur
therance of th) plan and it resulted in President Kennedy's deaththe President would have been assassinated as a result of a conspiracy

The committee recognizes of course that while the word "con
spiracy technically denotes only a "partnership in criminal pur
poses, it also in fact connotes widely varying meanings to many peo
ple and its use has vastly differing societal implications depending
upon the sophistication extent and ultimate purpose of the partner
ship For example a conspiracy to assassinate a President might be a
complex plot orchestrated by foreign political powers it might be the
scheme of a group of American citizens dissatisfied with particular
governmental policies it also might be the plan of two largely isolated
individuals with no readily discernible motive

Conspiracies may easily range therefore from those with important
implications for social or governmental institutions to those with no
major societal significance As the evidence concerning the probabilitythat President Kennedy was assassinated as a result of a "conspiracy
is analyzed these various connotations of the word "conspiracy and
distinctions between them ought to be constantly borne in mind Here
as elsewhere words must be used carefully lest people be misled.1

A conspiracy cannot be said to have existed in Dealey Plaza unless
evidence exists from which in Justice Holmes words a "partnership
in criminal purposes may be inferred The Warren Commission's
conclusion that Lee Harvey Oswald was not involved in a conspiracy
to assassinate the President was for example largely based on its
findings of the absence of evidence of significant association (2) be
tween Oswald and other possible conspirators and no physical evi
dence of conspiracy (3) The Commission reasoned quite rightly that
in the absence of association or physical evidence there was no
conspiracy

Even without physical evidence of conspiracy at the scene of the
assassination there would of course be a conspiracy if others assisted
Oswald in his efforts Accordingly an examination of Oswald's asso
ciates is necessary The Warren Commission recognized that a first
premise in a finding of conspiracy may be a finding of association
Because the Commission did not find any significant Oswald associ

1It mighthesuggestedthat becauseof thewidelyvaryingmeaningsattachedto theword
"conspiracy,it oughtto be avoidedSucha suggestionhoweverraises anotherobjection—thesearchfor euphemisticvariationscan leadto a lackof candor Thereis virtuein seeingsomethingfor whatit is evenif the plaintruth causesdiscomfort

(95)
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ates it was not compelled to face the difficult questions posed by such
a finding More than association is required to establish conspiracy
There must be at least knowing assistance or a manifestation of agree
ment to the criminal purpose by the asso?iate

It is important to realize too that the term `"associate may con
note widely varying meanings to different people A person's associate

may be his next door neighbor and vacation companion or it may be
an individual he has met only once for the purpose of discussing a
contract for a murder The Warren Commission examined Oswald's

past and concluded he was essentially a loner (4) It reasoned there

fore that since Oswald had no significant associations with persons
who could have been involved with him in the assassination there
could not have been a conspiracy (5)

With respect to Jack Ruby,2 the Warren Commission similarly
found no significant associations either between Ruby and Oswald or
between Ruby and others who might have been conspirators with

him.(8) In particular it found no connections between Ruby and or

ganized crime and it reasoned that absent such associations there was
no conspiracy to kill Oswald or the President (9)

The committee conducted a three-pronged investigation of con

spiracy in the Kennedy assassination On the basis of extensive sci
entific analysis and an analysis of the testimony of Dealey Plaza wit

nesses the committee found there was a high probability that two

gunmen fired at President Kennedy
Second the committee explored Oswald's and Ruby's contacts for

any evidence of significant associations Unlike the Warren C-m

mission it found certain of these contacts to be of investigative sig
nificance The Commission enparently had looked for evidence of con

spiratorial association Finding none on the face of the associations
it investigated it did not go further The committee however con
ducted a wider ranging investigation Notwithstanding the possibil
ity of a benign reason for contact between Oswald or Ruby and one
of their associates the committee examined the very fact of the con
tact to see if it contained investigative significance Unlike the Warren
Commission the committee took a close look at the associates to deter
mine whether conspiratorial activity in the assassination could have
been possible given what the committee could learn about the associ
ates and whether the anparent nature of the contact should therefore
be examined more closely.3

Third the committee examined groups—political organizations na
tional governments and so on—that might have had the motive op
portunity and means to assassinate the President

The committee therefore directly introduced the hynothesis of
conspiracy and investigated it with reference to known facts to de
termine if it had any bearing on the assassination

3The WarrenCommissiondevotedits AppendixXVI to a biographyof Jack Rubyin
whichhis familybackgroundpsychologicalmakeupeducationand businessactivitieswere
consideredWhilethe evidencewas sometimescontradictorythe Commissionfoundthat
Rubygrewup in Chicagothe sonof Jewishimmigrants that helivedin a homedisrupted
bydomesticstrife (6) that he wastroubledpsychologicallyas a youthand not educated
beyondhighschool endthat descriptionsofhis temperamentrangedfrom"mildmannered
to "violent. (7) In 1965Rubywas52andunmarred Heren a Dallasnightclubbut was
not particularlysuccessfulin business His acquaintancesincludeda numberof Dellas
nonceofficerswhofrequentedhis nightclubas wellas othertypesof peoplewhocomprised
hi9clienteleEThecommitteefoundassociationsof bothRubyandOswaldthat wereunknosinto the
WarrenCommission
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The committee examined a series of major groups or organizations
that have been alleged to have been involved in a conspiracy to assas
sinate the President If any of these groups or organizations as a
group had been involved in the assassination the conspiracy to assas
sinate President Kennedy would have been one of major significance

As will be detailed in succeeding sections of this report the commit
tee did not find sufficient evidence that any of these groups or organi
zations were involved in a conspiracy in the Kennedy assassination
Accordingly the committee concluded on the basis of the evidence
available to it that the Soviet government the Cuban government
anti-Castro Cuban groups and the national syndicate of organized
crime were not involved in the assassination Further the committee
found that the Secret Service the Federal Bureau of Investigation
and the Central Intelligence Agency were not involved in the
assassination

Based on the evidence available to it the committee could not pre
clude the possibility that individual members of anti-Castro Cuban
groups or the national syndicate of organized crime were involved
in the assassination There was insufficient evidence however to sup
port a finding that any individual members were involved The rami
fications of a conspiracy involving such individuals would be signifi
cant although of perhaps less import than would be the case if a
group itself the national syndicate for example had been involved

The committee recognized that a finding that two gunmen fired si
multaneously at the President did not by itself establish that there
was a conspiracy to assassinate the President It is theoretically possi
ble that the gunmen were acting independently each totally unaware
of the other It was the committee's opinion however that such a theo
retical possibility is extremely remote The more logical and probable
inference to be drawn from two gunmen firing at the same person at
the same time and in the same place is that they were acting in con
cert that is as a result of a conspiracy

The committee found that to be precise and loyal to the facts it
established it was compelled to find that President Kennedy was
probably killed as a result of a conspiracy The committee's findingthat President Kennedy was probably assassinated as a result of a
conspiracy was premised on four factors

Since the 'Warren Commission's and FBI's investigation
into the possibility of a conspiracy was seriously flawed their
failure to develop evidence of a conspiracy could not be given
independent weight

The Warren Commission was in fact incorrect in con
cluding that Oswald and Ruby had no significant associationsand therefore its finding of no conspiracy was not reliable

While it cannot be inferred from the significant associa
tions of Oswald and Ruby that any of the major groups examined
by the committee were involved in the assassination a more lim
ited conspiracy could not be ruled out

There was a high probability that a second gunman in
fact fired at the President

At the same time the committee candidly stated in expressing its
finding of conspiracy in the Kennedy assassination that it was "un
able to identify the other gunman or the extent of the conspiracy.
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The photographic and other scientific evidence available to the com
mittee was insufficient to permit the committee to answer these ques
tions In addition the committee's other investigative efforts did not
develop evidence from which Oswald's conspirator or conspirators
could be firmly identified It is possible of course that the extent of
the conspiracy was so limited that it involved only Oswald and the
second gunman The committee was not able to reach such a con
clusion for it would have been based on speculation not evidence
Aspects of the investigation did suggest that the conspiracy may have
been relatively limited but to state with precision exactly how small
was not possible Other aspects of the committee's investigation did
suggest however that while the conspiracy may not have involved a

major group it may not have been limited to only two people These
aspects of the committee's investigation are discussed elsewhere

If the conspiracy to assassinate President Kennedy was limited to
Oswald and a second gunman its main societal significance may be
in the realization that agencies of the U.S Government inadequately
investigated the possibility of such a conspiracy In terms of its im

plications for government and society an assassination as a conse

quence of a conspiracy composed solely of Oswald and a small number
of persons possibly only one and possibly a person akin to Oswald
in temperament and ideology would not have been fundamentally
different from an assassination by Oswald alone

6If the conspiracywas in fact limitedto Oswaldthe secondgunman and perhaps
oneor tt,o ot..ers the committeebelievesit was possiblethey sharedOswald'sleft-wing
politicaldispositionA consistentpattern in Oswald'slife (seesectionA 5) was a pro
pensityfor actions with politicalovertones It is quite likely that an assassination
conspiracylimitedto Ost.aldand a fe'.va.".:o:'iatev:as:n `eepingwith that p'ttern

Further it is possiblethat associatesofOswaldin the Kennedyassassinationhadbeenin
volvedwith him in earlieractivities Twopossibilities the attempton the life of Gen
EdwinA Walkerin April1963andthedistributionofFair PlayforCubaCommitteelitera
ture in August1963Withrespectto the Walkerincident there wassubstantialevidence
that Oswalddid theshooting(sectionA5) althoughat the timeof the shootingit wasnot
sufficientto implicateOswaldor anyoneelse It wasnot until after the Kennedyassassina
tion that Oswaldbecamea suspectin the Walkerattack basedon the testimonyof his
widowMarina Marina'scharacterizationof Oswaldis moreconsistentwith his having
shot at Walkeralonethan his havingassistance althoughat the time of the shooting
there wastestimonythat tendedto indicatemorethan onepersonwasinvolvedFurther
it is not necessaryto believeall of whatMarinasaidaboutthe incidentor to believethat
Oswaldtoldher all therewasto knowsinceeitherof themmighthavebeenconcealingthe
involvementof others

Accordingto a generaloffensereport of the Dallas police Walkerreportedat ap
proximately.9 :10 p.m on April 10 1963 that a bullet had beenfiredthrougha first
floor windowof his homeat 4011 Turtle CreekBoulevardDallas Detectivessubse
quentlyfoundthat a bullethad first shattereda windowthen gonethrougha wall and
had landedon a stack of papersin an adjoiningroom In their report the detectives
describedthebulletas steel-jacketedofunknowncaliber

Policelocateda 14-year-oldboyin Walker'sneighborhoodwhosaid that after hearing
the shot he climbeda fenceand lookedinto an alleyto the rear of Walker'shome The
boysaid he then saw somemenspeedingdownthe alleyin a light greenor light blue
Ford eithera 1959or 1960modelHe said he also saw anothercar a 1958Chevrolet
blackwith white downthe side in a churchparkinglot adjacentto Walker'shouse
The car doorwas open and a man was bendingover the backseat as thoughhe was
placingsomethingonthefloorofthecar

On the night of the incident policeinterviewedRobertSurrey an aide to Walker
Surreysaid that on Saturday April 6 at about 9 p.m. he had seen two mensitting
in a dark purpleor brown1963Ford at the rear of Walker'shouse Surreyalso said
the twomengotout of the carandwalkedaroundthehouseSurreysaidhewassuspicious
andfollowedthecar notingthat it carriednolicenseplate

If it couldbe shownthat Oswaldhad associatesin the attempt on GeneralWalker
they wouldbe likelycandidatesas the grassyknollgunman The committeerecognized
howeverthat this is speculationsincethe existencemuchless identity of an Oswald
associatein the Walkershootingwas hardlyestablishedFurther the committeefailed
in its efforttodevelopproductiveleadsin theWalkershooting

With respect to the Cuba literature incident Oswaldwas photographedwith two
associatesdistributingpro-Castropamphletsin August 1963 As a res:lt of a fieht
with anti-CastroCubansOswaldwas arrested but his associateswerenot Of the two
associates only one was identifiedin the Warren Commissioninvestigation(Warren
Report p 292) Althoughthe secondassociatewaa clearlyportrayedin photographs
(seePizzoExhibits453–Aand 453–BWarrenCommissionReport Vol XXI p 139) the
Commissionwas unableto identifyhim as was the casewith the committee
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1 TIIE COMMITTEEBELIEVESONTHE BASISOFTHE EVIDENCEAVAILABLE
TOIT THATTHESOVIETGOVERNMENTWASNOTINVOLVEDIN THEASSAS
SINATIONOFPRESIDENTKENNEDY

With the arrest of Lee Harvey Oswald in the assassination of Presi
dent Kennedy speculation arose over the significance of Oswald's
defection to the Soviet Union from October 1959 to June 1962 and his
activities while living in that country Specifically these troubling
questions were asked

Had Oswald been enlisted by the KGB the Soviet secret police
Could the assassination have been the result of a KGB plot (1)

United States-Soviet relations
To put these concerns in context it is necessary to look at Soviet

American relations in the 1960's United States-Soviet relations had
in fact been turbulent during the Kennedy Presidency There had
been major confrontations over Berlin where the wallvhad come to
symbolize the barrier between the two superpowers and over Cuba
where the emplacement of Soviet missiles had nearly started World
War III.(2)

A nuclear test-ban treaty in August 1963 seemed to signal detente
but in November tension was building again as the Soviets harassed
American troop movements to and from West Berlin.(3) And Cuba
was as much an issue as ever In Miami on November 18 President
Kennedy vowed the United States would not countenance the estab
lishment of another Cuba in the Western Hemisphere (4)

The Warren Commission investigation
The Warren Commission considered the possibility of Soviet com

plicity in the assassination but it concluded there was no evidence of
it (5) In its report the Commission noted that the same conclusion
had been reached by Secretary of State Dean Rusk and Secretary of
Defense Robert McNamara among others (6) Rusk testified before
the'Qommission on June 10 1964

I have seen no evidence that would indicate to me that
the Soviet Union considered that it had any interest in the
removal of President Kennedy

* * * I can't see how it could
be to the interest of the Soviet Union to make any such
effort

The committee's investigation
The committee in analyzing Oswald's relationship to Russian in

telligence considered
Statements of both Oswald and his wife Marina about their

life in the Soviet Union (7)
Documents provided by the Soviet Government to the Warren

Commission concerning Oswald's residence in the Soviet
Union (8)

Statements by Soviet experts in the employ current or past
of the Central Intelligence Agency (9)

Files on other defectors to the Soviet Union (10) and
Statements by defectors from the Soviet Union to the United

States.(11)
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Oswald in the U.S.S.R.—The committee reviewed the docu
ments Oswald wrote about his life in the Soviet Union including his
diary and letters to his mother Marguerite and brother Robert (12)
They paralleled to a great extent the information in documents pro
vided to the Warren Commission by the Soviet Government after the
assassination (13) These documents were provided to the Commission
in response to its request that the Soviet Government give the Com
mission any "available information concerning the activities of Lee
Harvey Oswald during his residence from 1959 to 1962 in the Soviet
Union in particular copies of any official records concerning
him. (14)

Two sets of documents totaling approximately 140 pages were
turned over to the 'Commission by the Soviets in November 1963 and
in May 1964 (15) They were routine official papers None of them
appeared to have come from KGB files and there were no records of
interviews of Oswald by the KGB nor were there any surveillance
reports Unfortnately the authenticity of the documents could not
be established The signatures of Soviet officials for example were
illegible (16)

Nevertheless the Soviet documents and Oswald's own statements
give this account of Oswald's stay in the Soviet Union

He lived there from October 1959 to June 1962
He attempted suicide on learning he would not be permitted to

remain in the U.S.S.R
He worked in a radio plant in Minsk
He met and married Marina
He was originally issued a residence visa for stateless persons

and later issued a residence visa for foreigners
He obtained exit visas for himself and his family before depart

ing the Soviet Union
Neither the documents nor Oswald's own statements indicate that he

was debriefed or put under surveillance by the KGB
The committee interviewed U.S officials who specialize in Soviet

intelligence asking them what treatment they would have expected
Oswald to have received during his defection (17) For the most part
they suspected that Oswald would have routinely been debriefed by
the KGB and that many persons who came in contact with Oswald in
the U.S.S.R would have been connected with the KGB.(18)

Treatment of defectors hl/ the Soviet Government.—The com
mittee examined the CIA and FBI files on others who had defected in
the same period as Oswald and who had eventually returned to the
United States (19) The purpose was to determine the frequency of
KGB contact and whether the treatment of Oswald appeared to be
significantly different from the norm The defectors studied by the
committee were selected because their backgrounds and other charac
teristics were similar to Oswald's on the theory that their treatment by
the KGB could be expected to parallel that of Oswald if he was not a
special case a recruited assassin for example

The examination of the defector files was inconclusive principally
because the case of nearly every defector was unique (20) In addition
the files available on the experiences of` the defectors were often not
adequate to extract meaningful data for the purpose of this investiga
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Lion since they were compiled for other reasons (21) As to contacts
with the KGB the experiences of American defectors appeared to have
varied greatly Some reported daily contact with Soviet intelligence
agents while others did not mention ever having been contacted or
debriefed (22)

(3) Yuri Nosenko —Of all the areas investi vated by the committee
with respect to possible Soviet involvement in the assassination none
seemed as potentially rewarding as an examination of statements made
by KGB officers who had defected to the United States In determining
how the KGB treats American defectors an ex-KGB officer would
certainly be of great interest In this regard the committee had access
to three such men one of whom Yuri Nosenko claimed to possess far
more than general information about American defectors

In January 1964,5 Nosenko identifying himself as a KGB officer
sought asylum in the United States.(23) He claimed to have worked
in the KGB Second Chief Directorate whose functions in many re
spec+s are similar to those of the FBI (24) According to Nosenko
while working in 1959 in a KGB department dealing with American
tourists he learned of a young American who sought to defect to the
Soviet Union The American was Lee Harvey Oswald (25)

Nosenko stated he had worked extensively on the Oswald case and
he provided the FBI and CIA with data pertaining to Oswald's re
quest to defect and remain in the Soviet Union the initial rejection of
that request by the KGB Oswald's suicide attempt and a subsequent
decision to permit him to remain in Russia (26) Although the KGB
according to Nosenko was well aware of Oswald it made no attempt
to debrief or interview him (27) Never was any consideration given
by the KGB to enlist Oswald into the Soviet intelligence service (28)

The committee was most interested in Nosenko's claim that in 1963
after Oswald was arrested in the assassination he had an opportunity
to see the KGB file on the suspected assassin As a result Nosenko said
he was able to state categorically that Oswald was not a Soviet agent
and that no officer of the KGB had ever interviewed or debriefed
him (29)

Nosenko's testimony however did not settle the question of Soviet
complicity in the assassination From the time of his defection some
U.S intelligence officers suspected Nosenko was on a disinformation
mission to mislead the American Government Since other CIA
officials believed Nosenko was a bona fide defector a serious disagree
ment at the top level of the Agency resulted (30)

The Warren Commission found itself in the middle of the Nosenko
controversy—and in a quandary of its own since the issue of
Nosenko's reliability bore significantly on the assassination investiga
tion (31) If he was telling the truth the Commission could possibly
write off Soviet involvement in a conspiracy.6 If on the other hand
Nosenko was lying the Commission would be faced with a dilemma
While a deceitful Nosenko would not necessarily point to Soviet com
plicity it would leave the issue in limbo The Warren Commission

5NosenkohadfirstcontactedtheU.S Governmentin June1962°The Commissionas wellas the committeerecognizedthat Nosenkocouldhave beencandidand that the connectionbetweenOswaldand the KGBcouldhavebeencompartmentalizedthat is knownonlyto a selectfewpeoplenot includingNosenko
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chose not to call Nosenko as a witness or to mention him in its report
apparently because it could not resolve the issue of his reliability (32)

The committee on the other hand reviewed all available statements
and files pertaining to Nosenko.(33) It questioned Nosenko in detail
about Oswald finding significant inconsistencies in statements he had
given the FBI CIA and the committee (314 For example Nosenko
told the committee that the KGB had Oswald under extensive sur
veillance including mail interception wiretap and physical observa
tion Yet in 1964 he told the CIA and FBI there had been no such
surveillance of Oswald (35) Similarly in 1964 Nosenko indicated
there had been no psychiatric examination of Oswald subsequent to his
suicide attempt while in 1978 he detailed for the committee the re
ports he had read about psychiatric examinations of Oswald (36)

The committee also found that the CIA had literally put Nosenko
in solitary confinement from 1964 to 1968 (37) Strangely while he was
interrogated during this period he was questioned very little about
Oswald (38) The Agency did not seem to realize Nosenko's importance
to an investigation of the assassination While Richard Helms then the
CIA's Deputy Director for Plans did tell Chief Justice Warren about
Nosenko the Agency's interest in him seemed to be largely limited to
its own intelligence-gath,ring problem did the KGB send Nosenko
to the United States to deceive the CIA on many matters only one of
them perhaps related to the assassination (39)

In the end the committee too was unable to resolve the Nosenko
matter The fashion in which Nosenko was treated by the Agency—his
interrogation and confinement—virtually ruined him as a valid source
of information on the assassination Nevertheless the committee was
certain Nosenko lied about Oswald—whether it was to the FBI and
CIA in 1964 or to the committee in 1978 or perhaps to both (40)
The reasons he would lie about Oswald range from the possibility
that he merely wanted to exaggerate his own importance to the disin
formation hypothesis with its sinister implications

Lacking sufficient evidence to distinguish among alternatives,7 the
committee decided to limit its conclusion to a characterization of
Nosenko as an unreliable source of information about the assassina
tion or more specifically as to whether Oswald was ever contacted
or placed under surveillance by the KGB

Opinions of other defectors.—In addition to interviewing
Nosenko the committee questioned two other former KGB officers who
had defected to the United States While neither could base an opinion
on any personal experience with that part of the KGB in which
Nosenko said he had served both said that Oswald would have been
of interest to the Soviet intelligence agency that he would have been
debriefed and that he may have been kept under surveillance (41)

Marina Oswald.—The committee not only considered a possible
connection between Oswald and the KGB it also looked into charges
that his widow Marina was an agent of the KGB or that she at least
influenced her husband's actions in the assassination on orders from

7Beyondthosereasonsfor falsificationthat canbeattributedto Nosenkohimselfthere
has beenspeculationthat the SovietGovernmentwhilenot involvedin the assassinationsent Nosenkoona missionto allayAmericanfears Hencewhilehis storyaboutnoconnec
tion betweenOswaldand the KGBmightbe false his claimof no Sovietinvolvementinthe assassinationwouldbe truthful
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Soviet officials The committee examined Government files on Marina
it questioned experts on Soviet affairs and former KGB officers and
it took testimony from Marina herself.(42) The committee could find
no evidence to substantiate the allegations about Marina Oswald
Porter

Mrs Porter testified before the committee that Oswald had never
been contacted directly by the KGB though she assumed that he and
she alike had been under KGB surveillance when they lived in the
Soviet Union

(6) Response of the Soviet Government.—Finally the committee
attempted to obtain from the Soviet Government any information on
Oswald that it had not provided to the Warren Commission In re
sponse to a committee request relayed by the State Department the
Soviet Government informed the committee that all the information it
had on Oswald had been forwarded to the Warren Commission (43)

The committee concluded however that it is highly probable that
the Soviet Government possessed information on Oswald that it has
not provided to the U.S Government It would be the extensive in
formation that most likely was gathered by a KGB surveillance of
Oswald and Marina while they were living in Russia It is also quite
likely that the Soviet Government withheld files on a KGB interview
with Oswald.8

(d) Summary of the evidence
Its suspicions notwithstanding the committee was led to believe on

the basis of the available evidence that the Soviet Government was not
involved in the assassination In the last analysis the committee agreed
with the testimony of former Secretary of State Dean Rusk To wit
there is no evidence that the Soviet Government had any interest in
removing President Kennedy nor is there any evidence that it planned
to take advantage of the President's death before it happened or at
tempted to capitalize on it after it occurred In fact the reaction of the
Soviet Government as well as the Soviet veople seemed to be one of
genuine shock and sincere grief The committee believed therefore on
the basis of the evidence available to it that the Soviet Government
was not involved in the assassination

2 THE COMMITTEEBELIEVESONTHE BASISOFTHE EVIDENCEAVAILABLE
TO IT THAT THE CUBANGOVERNMENTWAS NOT INVOLVEDIN THE
ASSASSINATIONOF PRESIDENTKENNEDY

When the leader of a great nation is assassinated those initially sus
pected always include his adversaries When President John F
Kennedy was struck down by rifle fire in Dallas in November 1963
many people suspected Cuba and its leader Fidel Castro Ruz of in
volvement in the assassination particularly after it was learned that
Lee Harvey Oswald the alleged assassin had sought to travel to Cuba
in September 1963.(1) To evaluate those suspicions properly it is

6Thecommitteeconcludedthat it shouldnot necessarilybeinferredfromthe failureof
the SovietGovernmentto cooperatewith the committeethat it wasinvolvedin the assassination Just as agenciesof the U.S intelligencecommunityare reluctantto sharetheirconfidentialfiles a similarresnonsemightheexpectedto comefromthe IiGB TheSoviet
Governmentit couldbearguedwouldhavelittle to gainandmuchto losebyturningoverits files Whilethe committeerecognizedthe logicof this argumentit regrettedthat the
SovietGovernmentin theinterestof historicaltruth didnotcooperate
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necessary to look at Cuban-American relations in the years immedi
ately before and after President Kennedy took office

(a) United States-Cuban relations
The triumphant arrival of Fidel Castro in Havana on January 1

1959 marking a victorious climax of the revolution he had led was ini
tially heralded in the United States as well as in Cuba Castro was
hailed as a champion of the people a man who would lead a free and
democratic Cuba While some suspected that Castro had Communist
leanings the majority of the American public supported him.(2) The
appointment of Philip Bonsai as U.S Ambassador to Cuba replacing
Earl E T Smith who was personally wary of Castro was a clear
signal that the United States was interested in amicable relations with
the revolutionary government On appointing Bonsai President Eisen
hower expressed the hope for an "ever closer relationship between Cuba
and the United States."(3)

By the end of 1959 however United States-Cuban relations had de
teriorated to the point that there was open hostility between the two
countries (4) President Kennedy was to inherit the problem in 1961
and by the time of his assassination on November 22 1963 the antago
nism had developed into a serious international crisis

To begin with the United States deplored the mass executions of
officials of the Batista government that Castro had deposed (5) In re
ply Castro charged that the United States had never voiced objections
to killing and torture by Batista He said the trials and sentences
would continue (G) In his revolutionary economic policies Castro took
steps that severely challenged the traditional role of the United States
In March 1959 the Cuban Government took over the United States
owned Cuban Telephone Co. in May U.S companies were among
those expropriated in the Cuban Government's first large-scale na
tionalization action also in May the agrarian reform law resulted
in the expropriation of large landholdings many of them U.S.
owned (7)

Vice President Nixon met with Castro in Washington in April
Castro left the meeting convinced that Nixon was hostile For his part
Nixon recommended to President Eisenhower that the United States
take measures to quash the Cuban revolution (8)

Disillusionment with Castro also spread to significant elements of
the Cuban populace In June the chief of the Cuban Air Force Maj
Pedro Diaz Lanz fled to the United States charging there was C^m
mnunist influence in the armed forces and the Government of Cubs.(9)
A few weeks later Manuel Urrutria Lleo the President of Cuba stated
on Cuban national television that communism was not concerned with
the welfare of the people and that it constituted a threat to the revolu
tion In the succeeding flurry of events President Urrutria resigned
after Castro accused him of "actions bordering on treason."(JO)

By the summer of 1960 Castro had seized more than $700 million in
U.S property the Eisenhower administration had canceled the
Cuban sugar quota Castro was cementing his relations with the Soviet
Union leaving sent his brother Raul on visit to ;'Toscow Ernesto
"Che Guevara a top Castro lieutenant had proclaimed publicly that
the revolution was on a course set by Marx and CIA Director Allen
Dulles had said in a speech that communism had pervaded Castro's
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revolution (11) On March 17 1960 President Eisenhower quietly au
thorized the CIA to organize train and equip Cuban refugees as a

guerrilla force to overthrow Castro (12)
On January 2 1961 the United States broke diplomatic relations

with Cuba (13) A period of increased ten ion followed It was
marked by an exchange of bitter statements by the new U.S President
John F Kennedy and the Cuban Premier Castro charged CIA com

plicity in counterrevolutionary activity against his Government and

publicly predicted an imminent U.S invasion.(14) In his state of the
Union address on January 30 Kennedy said

In Latin America Communist agents seeking to exploit
that region's peaceful revolution of hops have established a
base on Cuba only 90 miles from our shores Our objection
with Cuba is not over the people's drive for a better life Our

objection is to their domination by foreign and domestic

tyrannies
* * *

President Kennedy said further that "* * * Communist domination in
this hemisphere can never be negotiated. (15)

Bay of Pigs.—After much deliberation President Kennedy
gave the go-ahead for a landing of anti-Castro Cubans with U.S sup
port at the Bay of Pigs on the southern coast of Las Villas Province
It was launched on April 17 1961 but it was thwarted by Cuban troops
said to have been commanded by Castro himself (16)

On President Kennedy's orders no U.S military personnel actually
fought on Cuban soil but U.S sponsorship of the landing was readily
apparent President Kennedy publicly acknowledged "sole responsi
bility for the U.S role in the abortive invasion (17)

After the Bay of Pigs debacle the tension continued to escalate As

early as April 20 President Kennedy reaffirmed in a speech to the
American Society of Newspaper Editors that the United States was
resolved not to abandon Cuba to communism.(18) On May 1 Secre

tary of State Dean Rusk told the Senate Foreign Relations Subcom
mittee on Latin American Affairs that if the Castro regime engaged
in acts of aggression the United States would "defend itself."(19) On

May 17 the House of Representatives passed a resolution declaring
Cuba to be "a clear and present danger to the Western Hemisphere
(20)

Throughout 1961 and 1962 U.S policy was to subject Cuba to eco
nomic isolation and to support stepped-up raids by anti-Castro guerril
las twiny of which were planned with the assassination of Castro and
other Culhan officials as a probable consequence if not a specific objec
tive.(21) The Cuban Government in turn assumed—often correctly—
that the raids were instigated and directed by the U.S Govern

ment.(22) In preparation for another large-scale attack the Castro
regime sought and received increased military support from the Soviet
Union (23)

Cuban missile crisis.—All-out wer between the TTnited States
and the U.S.S.R was narrowly averted in the Cuban missile crisis in
the fall of 19e On October 22 President Kennedy announced that
U.S pho`ogranhic reconnaissance flights had discovered that work was
underway in Cuba on offensive missile sites with a nuclear strike capa
bility (24) On October 23 the President issued a proclamation impos
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ing a quarantine on the delivery of offensive weapons to Cuba to be
eniorced by a U.S naval blockade (25)

Negotiations conducted between the United States and the Soviet
Union resulted in an end to the immediate crisis on November 20
1962 (26) To most observers President Kennedy had won the con
frontation with Castro and Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev.9 'War
had been averted however narrowly Russian IL—28bombers were to
be withdrawn from Cuba and progress was being made on the removal
of offensive missiles and other weapons (27) The Soviets and the
Cubans gained a "no invasion pledge that was conditional upon a
United Nations inspection to verify that Soviet offensive weapons had
been removed from Cuba (28) Because Castro never allowed the inspec
tion the United States never officially made the reciprocal pledge not
to invade Cuba (29)

There is evidence that by the fall of 1963 informal overtures for
better United States-Cuban relations had been authorized by President

Kennedy (30) Talks between United States and Cuban officials at the
United Nations were under consideration In addition the United
States had attempted in the period after the missile crisis to stem the
anti-Castro raids by at least publicly refusing to sanction them (31)
But covert action by the United States had neither ceased nor escaped
Castro's notice and the rhetoric indicated that the crisis could explode
anew at any time (32)

On September 7 1963 in an interview with Associated Press re
porter Daniel Harker Castro warned against the United States "aid
ing terrorist plans to eliminate Cuban leaders, and added that U.S
leaders would be in danger if they promoted any attempt to eliminate
the leaders of Cuba (33) On November 18 in Miami Fla. just 4 days
before his assassination President Kennedy stated

* * * what now divides Cuba from my Country * * * is
the fact that a small band of conspirators has stripped the
Cuban people of their freedom and handed over the independ
ence and sovereignty of the Cuban nation to forces beyond this
hemisphere They have made Cuba a victim of foreign im
perialism an instrument of the policy of others a weapon in
an effort d'cta"ed by external powers to subvert the other
American Republics This and this alone divides us (34)

(b) Earlier investigations of Cuban complicity
Wlten President Kennedy was assassinated on November 22 1963

the bsic outlines of the recent history of United States-Cuban rela
tions if n't the specific details were known to every American who
even occasionally read a newspaper Thus when speculation arose as
to the possibility of conspiracy Fidel Castro and his Communist gov
ernment were natural suspects Whilerationality may have precluded
any involvement of the Cuban Government the recognition that Castro
had been among the late President's most prominent enemies compelled
such speculation

eWhenit becameknownto anti-CastroCubanexilesthat Kennedyhadagreedto stuntheraids on Cuba the e-i1esconsideredthe Kennedv-Khrushchevdealanythingbut a victoryTothem it wasanotherbetrayal(seesectionC3fordetails)
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The Warren Commission investigation.—Investigative efforts
into the background of Lee Harvey Oswald led to an early awareness
of his Communist and pro-Castro sympathies his activities in support
of the Fair Play for Cuba Committee and a trip he made in Septem
ber 1963 to Mexico City where he visited the Soviet Embassy and the
Cuban consulate.(3.i)

All of this information had been gathered prior to the beginning of
the Warren Commission's investigation and it was sufficient to alert
the Commission to the need to investigate the possibility of a con
spiracy initiated or influenced by Castro The report of the Warren
Commission reflects that it was indeed considered especially with re
spect to the implications of Oswald's Mexico City trip (36) In addi
tion the Warren Commission reviewed various specific allegations of
activity that suggested Cuban involvement concluding however that
there had been no such conspiracy (37) For the next few years suspi
cions of Cuban involvement in the assassination were neither wide
spread nor vocal Nevertheless beginning with a 1967 column by Drew
Pearson and Tack Anderson press reports that suggested Castro's in
volvement in the assassination began to circulate once again (38) Spe
cifically they posed the theory that President hennedy might have
been assassinated in retaliation for CIA plots against the life of the
Cuban leader

The U.S Senate investigation.—Thereafter the Senate Select
Committee to Study Governmental Operations with Respect to In
telligence Activities was formed to investigate the performance of the
CIA and other U.S intelligence agencies (39) The Senate committee
detailed two general types of operations that the CIA had directed
against Castro One referred to as the AMLASH operation involved
the CIA's relationship with an important Cuban figure (code-named
AMLASH) who (40) while he was trusted by Castro professed to
the CIA that he would be willing to organize a coup against the Cuban
leader The CIA was in contact with AMLASH from March 1961
until June 1965 (41) A second plot documented by the Senate com
mittee was a joint effort by the CIA and organized crime in America
It was initiated in 1960 in a conversation between the agency's Deputy
Director for Plans Richard Bissell and the Director of Security
Col Sheffield Edwards According to the Senate committee this
operation lasted until February 1963 (42)

The Senate committee concluded from its review of the joint operations of the CIA and organized crime that "* * * Castro probably
would not have been certain that the CIA was behind the underworld
attempts."(43) Nor in the view of the Senate committee would Castro
have distinguished between the CIA-underworld plots and the numer
ous other plots by Cuban exiles which were not affiliated in any waywith the CIA (44) By emphasizing these two conclusions the Senate
committee apparently intended to suggest that the efforts by the CIA
and organized crime to eliminate Castro would not have resulted in
any retaliation against officials of the United States (45)

The Senate committee identified the AMLASH operation as being
"clearly different from the CIA-underworld plots (46) It was still
in progress at the time of the assassination and it could clearly be
traced to the CIA since AMLASH's proposed coup had been endorsed
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by the CIA with the realization that the assassination of Castro might
be a consequence.(47) Nevertheless the Senate committee found
"* * * no evidence that Fidel Castro or others in the Cuban Govern
ment plotted President Kennedy's assassination in retaliation for U.S
operations against Cuba. (48) The Senate committee left the door
open however stating "* * * the investigation should continue in cer
tain areas and for that reason (the committee) does not reach any
final conclusions. (49 )

(3) The CIA's response to the Senate.—In response to publication
of the report of the Senate committee a special internal CIA task
force was assigned in 1977 to investigate and evaluate the critical
questions that had been raised The task force first considered the re
taliation thesis It advanced the position that the Senate committee
had essentially ignored the history of adversarial relations between the
United States and Cuba which if provocation were the issue provided
adequate grounds to support a theory of possible retaliation without
the necessity of reaching for specific Agency programs such as the
Mafia and AMLASH plots.(50) In essence the task force report sug
gests those plots were only one aspect of a large picture and in them
selves were not sufficient to have provoked retaliation (51)

The 1977 CIA task force then specifically responded to the Senate
committee with respect to the AMLASH operation

Whatever the relationship with AMLASH following the
death of President Kennedy there is every indication that
during President Kennedy's life AMLASH had no basis for

believing that he had CIA support for much of anything
Were he a provocateur reporting to Castro or if he was
merely careless and leaked what he knew he had no factual
basis for leaking or reporting any actual CIA plot directed
against Castro (52)

With respect to the CIA-sponsored organized crime operations the
CIA task force noted

It is possible that the CIA simply found itself involved in
providing additional resources for independent operations
that the syndicate already had underway * * * [I]n a sense
CIA may have been piggy-backing on the syndicate and in
addition to its material contributions was also providing an
aura of official sanction (53)

The task force argued therefore that the plots should have been seen
as Mafia not CIA endeavors

A conclusion of the Senate committee had been that further investi
gation was warranted based in part on its finding that the CIA had
responded inadequately to the Warren Commission's request for all
possible relevant information The CIA had not told the Commission
of the plots (54) In response the 1977 CIA task force observed

While one can understand today why the Warren Commis
sion limited its inquiry to normal avenues of investigation it
would have served to reinforce the credibility of its effort had
it taken a broader view of the matter CIA too could have
considered in specific terms what most saw in general terms—
the possibility of Soviet or Cuban involvement in the JFK
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assassination because of the tensions of the time * * * The
Agency should have taken broader initiatives then as well
That CIA employees at the time felt—as they obviously did—
that the activities about which they knew had no relevance to
the Warren Commission inquiry does not take the place of a
record of conscious review (55)

(c) The committee's analysis of the CIA task force report
The committee believed its mandate compelled it to take a new look

at the question of Cuban complicity in the assassination
The Warren Commission had expressed its view as follows

* * * the investigation of the Commission has thus pro
duced no evidence that Oswald's trip to Mexico was in any
way connected with the assassination of President Kennedy
nor has it uncovered evidence that the Cuban Government had
any involvement in the assassination (56')

There are two ways that this statement may be read
The Warren Commission's investigation was such that had a

conspiracy existed it would have been discovered and since it was
not there was no conspiracy

The Warren Commission's investigation limited as it was
simply did not find a conspiracy

Although the Commission inferred that the first interpretation was
the proper one the committee investigated the possibility that the
second was closer to the truth

Similarly the committee investigated to see if there was a factual
basis for a finding made by the Senate Select Committee that
the CIA plots to assassinate Castro could have given rise to crucial
leads that could have been pursued in 1963 and 1964 or at a minimum
would have provided critical additional impetus to the Commission's
investigation.( 57)

As previously noted although the 1977 CIA Task Force Report at
least nominally recognized that the Agency in 1962–64 "* * could
have considered in specific terms what most saw then in general terms—
the possibility of Soviet or Cuban involvement in the assassination be
cause of the tensions of the time, and that the Agency "should have
taken broader initiatives then, the remainder of the Task Force Report
failed to specify what those broader initiatives should have been or
what they might have produced It did however enumerate four areas
for review of its 1963–64 performance

Oswald's travel to and from the U.S.S.R
Oswald's Mexico visit in September–October 1963
The CIA's general extraterritorial intelligence collection re

quirements and
Miscellaneous leads that the Senate committee alleged the

Agency had failed to pursue (58)
The 1977 Task Force Report reviewed the question of Agency op

erations directed at Cuba including in particular the Mafia and
AMLASH plots.(59) In each area the report concluded that the
Agency's 1963–64 investigation was adequate and could not be faulted
even with the benefit of hindsight (60) The task force uncritically
accepted the Senate committee's conclusions where they were favor
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able to the Agency,10 and it critically rejected the Senate committee's
conclusions (as in the case of AMLASH) wherever some possible in

vestigative oversight was suggested (62)
The 1977 Task Force Report in sum did little more than suggest

that any theoretically "broader initiatives the Agency could have
taken in 1963—64would have uncovered nothing They would only
have served to head off outside criticism That conclusion is illustrated
in the following passage of the report

* * * [our] findings are essentially negative However it
must be recognized that CIA cannot be as confident of a cold
trail in 1977 as it could have been in 1964 this apparent fact
will be noted by the critics of the Agency and by those who
have found a career in the questions already asked and yet to
be asked about the assassination of President Kennedy (63)

The committee of course realized that the CIA's 1977 review might
be correct that broader initiatives might only have been window dress
ing and would have produced nothing of substance But the 1977 re
port failed to document that fact if it were a fact For example it
provided no detailed resume of the backgrounds of those CIA case
officers Cubans and Mafia figures who plotted together to kill Castro
There is nothing in the report on the activities of the anti-Castro
plotters during the last half of 1963 If the Agency had been truly
interested in determining the possible investigative significance to the
Kennedy assassination of such CIA-Cuban-Mafia associations the com
mittee assumed it would have directed its immediate attention to such
activities in that period

The task force report also noted that even without its taking broader
initiatives the CIA still sent general directives to overseas stations
and cited as an example a cable which read

Trag'c death of President Kennedy requires all of us to
look sharp for any unusual intelligence development Al
though we have no reason to expect anything of a particular
military nature all hands should be on the quick alert for the
next few days while the new President takes over the
reins (64)

The report reasoned that the CIA's tasking of its stations was "neces
sarily general, since little was known at the time about which it could
be specific (65)

The CIA task force further noted that 4 days after this general cable
was sent a followup request for any available information was sent
to 10 specific stations The task force argued in any event that such
general requirements for intelligence-gathering would have been ade
quate since "relevant information on the subject would have been
reported anyway (66)

Conspicuously absent from such self-exculpatory analysis was any
detailed discussion of what specific efforts the Agency's stations actu
ally made to secure "relevant information about the assassination

10For examplewith respectto the Agency'sinvestigationof Oswald'strip to Russia
the report summarilyconcluded"BookV of the SSCFinal Report in not criticizingthe
Agency'sperformancein this aspectof the investigationseemsto haveacceptedit as ade
quateandit willnotbedetailedhere. (61)
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For example it became generally known that in 1963 the CIA had a
station in Florida through which it monitored the activities of most of
the anti-Castro Cuban groups operating in the United States While
the Florida station was mentioned the task force report failed to make
a comprehensive analysis of what requirements were placed on the sta
tion and the station's response It might have been expected that the
station would have been required to contact and debrief all of its
Cuban sources In addition the station should have been asked to use
all of its possible sources to determine if any operatives in the anti
Castro Cuban community had information about possible Cuban Gov
ernment involvement or about any association between Oswald and
possible Cuban Government agents Further the station or possibly
other units of the CIA should have been tasked to attempt to recon
struct the details of the travels and activities of known pro-Castro
Cuban operatives in the United States for 60 or 90 days prior to
the assassination (Such undertakings might have been made without
specific cables or memoranda requiring them The Task Force Report
implied such efforts were taken by the stations "on their own initia
tive. (67) But the Task Force Report failed to document or even
discuss the details of such efforts or the responses of the stations to
CIA headquarters.)

The committee found that the CIA's 1977 Task Force Report was
little more than an attempted rebuttal of the Senate Select Commit
tee's criticisms and not a responsible effort to evaluate objectively its
own 1963–64 investigation or its anti-Castro activities during the
early 1960's or to assess their significance vis-a-vis the assassination

The committee made an effort to evaluate these questions through
its own independent investigation In investigating the implications
of the CIA plots and the Warren Commission's ignorance of them
the committee conducted interviews depositions and hearings for the
purpose of taking testimony from pertinent individuals conducted
interviews in Mexico and Cuba and reviewed extensive files at the
CIA and FBI (68)

(1) AMLASH.—Turning first to the AMLASH operation the
committee received conflicting testimony as to whether prior to the
Kennedy assassination it was considered to be an assassination plot
Former CIA Director Richard M Helms in his testimony before the
committee stated that the AMLASH operation was not designed to
be an assassination plot (69) And as already indicated the 1977 Task
Force Report concluded that AMLASH had "no factual basis for
leaking or reporting any actual Central Intelligence Agency plot di
rected against Castro during President Kennedy's life (70)

The committee however noted that such characterizations were
probably both self-serving and irrelevant The committee found that
the evidence confirmed the Senate committee's report that AMLASH
himself envisioned assassination as an essential first step in any over
throw of Castro (71) It also noted that it was Castro's point of view
not the Agency's that would have counted

The CIA's files reflect that as early as August 1962 AMLASH spoke
to his CIA case officer about being interested in the "* * *

sabotage of
an oil refinery and the execution of a top ranking Castro subordinate
of the Soviet Ambassador and of Castro himself. (72) The case officer
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in his report while stating he made no commitments to AMLASH
acknowledged that he did tell AMLASH "* * * schemes like he en
visioned certainly had their place but that a lot of coordination plan
ning information-collection et cetera were necessary prerequisites to
insure the value and success of such plans. (73) Further cables be
tween the case officer and CIA headquarters reflected that the Agency
decided not to give AMLASH a "physical elimination mission as [a]
requirement, but that it was something "he could or might try to
carry out on his own initiative."(74) Thus the CIA's relationship
with AMLASH at least left him free to employ assassination in the
coup he was contemplating That relationship could also have
been viewed by Castro as one involving the CIA in his planned
assassination

Ultimately the CIA also provided AMLASH with the means of
assassination and assurances that the U.S Government would back
him in the event his coup was successful (75) CIA files reflect that
AMLASH returned to Cuba shortly after the August 1962 meetings
(76) He next left Cuba and met with a CIA officer in September 1963
At that time the CIA learned that AMLASH had not abandoned
his intentions and that he now wanted to know what the U.S "plan
of action was (77) On October 11 the case officer cabled headquarters
that AMLASH was determined to make the attempt on Castro with
or without U.S support (78) On October 21 he reported that
AMLASH wanted assurance that the United States would support
him if his effort was successful (79) On October 29 Desmond Fitz
Gerald chief of the Special Affairs Staff met with AMLASH rep
resenting himself as a spokesman for Attorney General Robert
Kennedy FitzGerald gave AMLASH the assurance he had asked for
(80) although the CIA has argued that the support did not specifically
include assassination

At the end of the meeting according to the case officer's memoran
dum AMLASH asked for "technical support which according to
FitzGerald's memory was described by AMLASH as being a high
powered rifle or other weapon to kill Castro (81) Although the CIA
files reflect that AMLASH did not receive the assurances of pre
assassination "technical support he had asked for on October 29 the
matter was further discussed at least within the Agency and on
November 20 AMLASH was told that the meeting he "had requested
had been granted (82) The technical support as the Senate commit
tee reported was actually offered to AMLASH on November 22
1963 the day President Kennedy was assassinated (83)

Whether CIA officials chose to characterize their activity as an assas
sination plot it is reasonable to infer that had Castro learned about
the meetings between AMLASH and the CIA he could also have
learned of AMLASH's intentions including the fact that his assassi
nation would be a natural and probable consequence of the plot In
a deposition to the committee Joseph Langosch in 1963 the Chief of
Counterintelligence for the CIA's Special Affairs Staff,(84) recalled
that as of 1962 it was highly possible that Cuban intelligence was
aware of AMLASH and his association with the CIA.(85) (SAS
was responsible for CIA operations against the Government of Cuba
and as such was in charge of the AMLASH operation (86) )
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The committee was unable to determine if that possibility was a
reality The Cuban Government informed the committee that it had
come to believe that AMLASH was in fact Rolando Cubela (based
upon its construction of a profile from biographic information on
AMLASH made public by the Senate com'mittee).(87) It stated it
did not know of Cubela's intentions until 1966 (88)

The committee was unable to confirm or deny the validity of the
Cuban Government's belief that AMLASH was Cubela Neverthe
less the committee considered the statement that if Cubela were
AMLASH the Cuban Government did not know of his intentions
until 1966 On this point the committee was unable to accept or reject
the Cuban Government's claim with confidence The committee merely
noted that the statement was corroborated by other information known
about the dates of Cubela's arrest and trial in Cuba and the charges
against him The Cuban Government's position must however be rec
ognized as potentially self-serving since it must be assumed the Cuban
Government would be inclined not to reveal any knowledge it may
have had about AMLASH's assassination plans and the CIA prior
to November 22 1963 If it had indicated it knew it would have con
tributed to the credibility of the Senate's theories about possible Cuban
involvement in the assassination as a retaliatory act (89)

The committee while in Cuba spoke to Rolando Cubela who was
serving a life sentence for acts against the Cuban Government He
confirmed the statements of the Cuban Government to the commit
tee(90) that he did not give the Cuban Government any information
that would have led it to believe that the CIA was involved in a plot
on Castro's life in 1963 In considering Cubela's testimony the com
mittee took into account the possible influence of his confinement

After reviewing all the available evidence the committee concluded
that Castro may well have known about the AMLASH plot by No
vember 22 1963 and if so he could have either documented or
assumed it was backed by the United States and that it was directed
at his life The committee believed that the details of the AMLASH
operation should have been provided to the Warren Commission since
the Commission might have been able to develop leads to participants
in the Kennedy assassination At a minimum the existence of the plot
if it had been brought to the Commission's attention would have
served as a stimulus in the 1963–64 investigation

In conclusion the committee believed a description of the activities
of participants in the AMLASH plot should have been provided to
the Warren Commission It based this not only on the possibility that
the plots could have increased Castro's motivation to conspire to assas
sinate President Kennedy (assuming he in fact was privy to the
plot prior to November 22 1963) but also because knowledge of the
AMLASH plot might have increased the interest of the CIA FBI
and Warren Commission in a more thorough investigation of the
question of Cuban conspiracy In stating this view the committee did
not reject the suggestion in the CIA's 1977 Task Force Report that
Castro already had significant motivation to assassinate President
Kennedy even if he were not aware of the AMLASH plot The com
mittee noted however that to the extent that that thesis was true
it did not negate the conclusion that the AMLASH plot was relevant
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and that information about it should have been supplied to the Warren
Commission If it had been made available it might have affected the
course of the investigation

(2) CIA-Mafia Plots.—Turning next to the CIA-Mafia plots the
committee found in its investigation that organized crime probably
was active in attempts to assassinate Castro independent of any ac
tivity it engaged in with the CIA as the 1977 Task Force Report had
suggested (91) The committee found that during the initial stages of
the joint operation organized crime decided to assist the CIA for
two reasons CIA sponsorship would mean official sanction and logis
tical support for a Castro assassination and a relationship with the
CIA in the assassination of a foreign leader could be used by orga
nized crime as leverage to prevent prosecution for unrelated offenses
(92)

During the latter stages of the CIA-Mafia operation from early
1962 to early 1963 however organized crime may no longer have been
interested in assassinating Castro (93) The Soviet influence in Cuba
had rendered the prospect of regaining the old Havana territory less
likely and there were fortunes to be made in the Bahamas and else
where (94) There is reason to speculate that the Mafia continued
to appear to participate in the plots just to keep the CIA interested
in hopes of preventing prosecution of organized crime figures and
others involved in the plots (95)

This theory is supported by the actions of Robert Maheu an FBI
agent turned private investigator who had acted as a CIA-organized
crime go-between and John Roselli a Mafia principal in the plots
(96) Maheu for example was the subject of an FBI wiretap inves
tigation in Las Vegas in the spring of 1962 He had installed a tele
phone wiretap which he claimed was done as a favor to Mafia chieftain
Sam Giancana who was also involved in the anti-Castro plots (97)
Maheu's explanation to the FBI was that the tap was placed as part
of a CIA effort to obtain Cuban intelligence information through
organized crime contacts The CIA corroborated Maheu's story and
the case was not prosecuted (98) In addition in 1966 Maheu used his
contacts with the CIA to avoid testifying before a Senate committee
that was conducting hearings into invasion of privacy (99)

As for Roselli the committee considered it significant that public
revelations about the plots corresponded with his efforts to avoid
deportation in 1966 and 1971 and to escape prosecution for illegal
gambling activities in 1967 (100) It was Roselli who managed the
release of information about the plots and who proposed the so-called
turnaround theory of the Kennedy assassination (Cuban exiles hired
by the Mafia as hit men captured by Castro were forced to "turn
around and murder President Kennedy) (101) The committee found
it quite plausible that Roselli would have manipulated public percep
tion of the facts of the plots then tried to get the CIA to intervene
in his legal problems as the price for his agreeing to make no further
disclosures

The alleaa.tion that President Kennedy was killed as a result of a
Mafia-CIA plot that was turned around by Castro was passed to Drew
Pearson and Jack Anderson by Washington attorney Edward P Mor
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gan its ultimate source was Roselli.(102) The committee found little
credibility in such an explanation for the President's death because if
for no other reason it would have been unnecessarily risky The com
mittee determined from CIA files that in 1963 the Cuban Govern
ment had agents of its own in nearly every country of the Western
Hemisphere including the United States who undoubtedly would
have been more dependable for such an assignment Even if Castro
had wanted to minimize the chance of detection by using hired non
Cuban killers it appeared unlikely to the committee that he would
have tried to force Mafia members or their Cuban exile confederates
to engage in the assassination of an American head of state

The committee found it more difficult to dismiss the possibility that
the Mafia while it was not turned around by Castro might have
voluntarily turned around with him By late 1962 and 1963 when
the underworld leaders involved with the CIA in the plots had per
haps lost their motivation to assassinate Castro they had been given
sufficient reason by the organized crime program of the Department
of Justice to eliminate President Kennedy

The committee's investigation revealed that Mafia figures are ra
tional pragmatic "businessmen who often realine their associations
and form partnerships with ex-enemies when it is expedient (103)
While Castro by 1963 was an old enemy of organized crime it was
more important that both Castro and the Mafia were ailing financially
chiefly as a result of pressures applied by the Kennedy administra
tion.(04) Thus they had a common motive that might have made an
alliance more attractive than a split based on mutual animosity

By 1963 also Cuban exiles bitterly opposed to Castro were being
frustrated by the Kennedy administration (105) Many of them had
come to conclude that the U.S President was an obstacle requiring
elimination even more urgently than the Cuban dictator.(106) The
Mafia had been enlisted by the CIA because of its access to anti
Castro Cuban operatives both in and out of Cuba (107) In its at
`•empt to determine if the Mafia plot associations could have led to
the assassination the committee therefore recognized that Cuban an
+A,gonism toward President Kennedy did not depend on whether the
:;ubans were pro or anti-Castro

The committee found that the CIA-Mafia-Cuban plots had all the
elements necessary for a successful assassination conspiracy—people
motive and means and the evidence indicated that the participants
might well have considered using the resources at their disposal to in
crease their power and alleviate their problems by assassinating the
President Nevertheless the committee was ultimately frustrated in its
attempt to determine details of those activities that might have led
to the assassination—identification of participants associations tim
ing of events and so on Many of the key figures of the Castro plots
had for example since died or as in the case of both Giancana and
Roselli had been murdered

The committee was also unable to confirm in its investigation the
findings of the Senate committee and the CIA that there were reasons
to discount the dangers to President Kennedy that may have resulted
from CIA associations with the Mafia in anti-Castro activities The
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committee did not agree with the Senate committee that Castro would
not have blamed President Kennedy for the CIA-Mafia plots against
his life They were formulated in the United States and the history
of United States-Cuban relations shows that when Castro erred in
his assumptions it was in the direction of attributing more not less
responsibility for attempts to depose him to U.S Government actions
than might have been merited

In its 1977 Task Force Report the CIA commented on this reality

The United States provided a haven and base for Cuban

exiles who conducted their independent operations against
the Castro government Some of these exiles had the support
of CIA as well as from other elements of the U.S Govern
ment and still others had support from private sources With
or without official U.S support these exiles spoke in forceful
Latin terms about what they hoped to do The Cuban intelli

gence services had agents in the exile community in America
and it is likely that what they reported back to Havana as

signed to CIA responsibility for many of the activities under
consideration whether CIA was involved or not (108)

From its investigation of documents and from the testimony of offi
cials and others the committee decided that the Senate committee was

probably mistaken in its conclusion that the CIA-Mafia plots were
less significant than the AMLASH plot In the judgment of the com
mittee the CIA-Mafia plots like the AMLASH plot should have been
aggressively explored as part of the 1963–64 investigation of the assas
sination of President Kennedy At that time it might still have been
possible to determine precise dates of trips meetings telephone com
munications and financial transactions and the participants in these
potentially pertinent transactions could have been questioned At least
in this one respect the committee must concur with a sentiment ex
pressed in the 1977 CIA Task Force Report

Today the knowledge of the persons involved directly in
the various Cuban operations in the period preceding Pres
ident Kennedy's death cannot be recaptured in the form that
it existed then These persons are scattered their memories
are blurred by time and some are dead (109)

The committee moreover was unable to accept the conclusion of the
CIA and the Senate committee that the CIA-Mafia plots were ir
relevant because they had been terminated in February 1963 several
months before the assassination The record is clear that the relation
ships created by the plots did not terminate nor had the threat to
Castro abated by that time There is insufficient evidence to conclude
that the inherently sinister relationships had become benign by Novem
ber 22 1963

In June 1963 according to the interim report of the Senate com
mittee Roselli had dinner with William Harvey chief of the CIA's
Cuban Task Force.(110) CIA files show that Roselli continued to
maintain direct contact with Harvey at least until 1967 and he was
in touch at least indirectly with the Agency's Chief of the Opera
tional Support Branch Office of Security as late as 1971 (111) The
Task Force Report itself alluded to information that as late as June
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1964 gangster elements in Miami were offering $150,000 for Castro's
life "an amount mentioned to the syndicate representatives by CIA
case officers at an earlier date. (112)

In the absence of documentation of the activities of Mafia plot par
ticipants between February 1963 and November 22 1963—which had
not been obtained in earlier investigations and the committee was able
to do no better—the committee found it difficult to dismiss the CIA
Mafia plots even assuming they had been terminated in February
1963 as of no consequence to the events in Dallas on November 22
1963 The plots in short should have been made known to the War
ren Commission If they had been investigated in 1964 they might
have provided insights into what happened in Dallas and resolved
questions that have persisted

(3) Summary of the evidence.—By its conclusions about the
AMLASH operation and the CIA-Mafia plots—that they were of
possible consequence to the assassination investigation and therefore
should have been revealed to the Warren Commission—the committee
did not intend to imply it had discovered a link to the assassination To
the contrary the committee was not able to develop evidence that Pres
ident Kennedy was murdered in retaliation for U.S activities against
Castro What the committee did determine however was that there
was no basis in terms of relevance to the assassination for the CIA
to decide that the AMLASH operation and the CIA-Mafia plots
were of no significance to the Warren Commission's investigation On
the other hand the possibility that President Kennedy was assas
sinated in retaliation for anti-Castro activities of the CIA should
have been considered quite pertinent especially in light of specific
allegations of conspiracy possibly involving supporters of the Cuban
leader

(d) Cubana Airlines flight allegation
The committee considered specific allegations of conspiracy involy

in supporters of Castro
ne such charge referred to in book V of the Senate select com

mittee's report concerns a Cubana Airlines flight from Mexico City
to Havana on the evening of November 23 1963 (113) It had been
alleged that the flight was delayed 5 hours awaiting the arrival at
9:30 p.m of a private twin-engined aircraft (114) The aircraft was
supposed to have deposited an unidentified passenger who boarded
the Cubana flight without clearing customs and traveled to Havana
in the pilot's cabin (115)

The Senate committee reported that the Cabana flight departed
at 10 p.m This committee checked the times of key events that night
by reviewing extensive investigative agency documents It found the
following facts

The Cubana flight was on the ground in Mexico City for a total of
only about 4 hours and 10 minutes and thus could not have been
delayed five hours (116)

The Cubana flight had departed for Havana at 8 :30 p.m. about an
hour before the arrival of the private aircraft reportedly carrying a
mysterious passenger so he could not have taken the flight (117)
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The committee found that extensive records of flight arrivals and

departures at the Mexico City airport were available and deemed it
doubtful that the alleged transfer of a passenger from a private air
craft to the Cubana flight could have gone unnoticed had it oc
curred (118) The committee concluded therefore that the transfer
did not occur

(e) Gilberto Policarpo Lopez allegation
More troubling to the committee was another specific allegation dis

cussed by the Senate committee It concerned a Cuban-American
named Gilberto Policarpo Lopez (119) According to the account
Lopez obtained a tourist card in Tampa Fla. on November 20 1963
entered Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on November 23 and flew from
Mexico City to Havana on November 27 (120) Further Lopez was

alleged to have attended a meeting of the Tampa chapter of the Fair

Play for Cuba Committee on November 17 1963 and at a December

meeting of the chapter Lopez was reported to be in Cuba (121)
The committee first examined the CIA files on Policarpo

Lopez.(122) They reflect that in early December 1963 CIA head

quarters received a classified message stating that a source had re

quested "urgent traces on U.S citizen Gilberto P Lopez. (123)
According to the source Lopez had arrived in Mexico on Novem
ber 23 en route to Havana and had disappeared with no record of his

trip to Havana The message added that Lopez had obtained tourist
card No 24553 in Tampa on November 20 that he had left Mexico
for Havana November 27 on Cubana Airlines and that his U.S pass
port number was 310162 (124)

In another classified message of the same date it was reported that
the FBI had been advised that Lopez entered Mexico on Novem
ber 27 at Nuevo Laredo (125)

Two days later these details were added Lopez had crossed the
border at Laredo Tex. on November 23 registered at the Roosevelt
Hotel in Mexico City on November 25 and departed Mexico on
November 27 on a Cubana flight for Havana.(126) Another dispatch
noted that Lopez was the only passenger on Cubana flight 465 on
November 27 to Havana (127) It said he used a U.S passport and
Cuban courtesy visa It noted too "Source states the timing and cir
cumstances surrounding subject's travel through Mexico and depar
ture for Havana are suspicious. It was this dispatch that alerted

headquarters to the source's "urgent request for all available data on
Lopez (128)

The same day as the dispatch headquarters sent a cable identifying
the Cuban-American as Gilberto Policarpo Lopez born January 26
1940 It added that Lopez was not identical with a Gilberto Lopez who
had been active in pro-Castro groups in Los Angeles (129)

Headquarters was also told that there existed a "good photograph
of Lopez showing him wearing dark glasses A copy of the photo
graph with "27 November 1963 stamped on the back was found in his
CIA file by committee investigators in 1978 (130)

In March 1964 CIA headquarters received a classified message a
source had reported in late February that an American citizen named
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Gilberto Lopes 11 had been involved in the Kennedy assassination
that Lopes had entered Mexico on foot from Laredo Tex. on Novem
ber 13 carrying U.S passport 319962 which had been issued July 13
1960 that he had been issued Mexican travel form B24553 in Nuevo
Laredo that Lopes had proceeded by bus to Mexico City "where he
entered the Cuban Embassy" and that he left the Cuban Embassy
on November 27 and was the only passenger on flight 465 for
Cuba (132)

The following day a classified message was sent to headquarters
stating that the information "iibes fully with that provided station
by [source] in early December 1963."(133)

A file had been opened on Lopez at headquarters on December 16
1963.(I34) It contained a "Review of [material omitted] file on U.S
Citizen by an operations officer of the responsible component of the
agency In the review the file was classified as a "counterintelligence
case (that is involving a foreign intelligence or security service).
The date of entry of that category in the agency's records is indicated
as January 22 1975 (135)

The committee also reviewed an FBI investigation of Gilberto Poli
carpo Lopez in Key West Fla. contained in a report dated August
26 1964 (136)

In an interview Lopez cousin Guillermo Serpa Rodriguez had
said that Lopez had come to the United States soon after Castro
came to power stayed about a year and returned to Cuba because he
was homesick He returned to the United States in 1960 or 1961
fearing he would be drafted into the Cuban militia (137)

The FBI also interviewed an American woman Lopez had married
in Key West She listed companies where he had been employed in
cluding a construction firm in Tampa She also said he began suffering
from epileptic attacks was confined for a time at Jackson Memorial
Hospital in Miami in early 1963 and was treated by doctors in Coral
Gables and Key West She said she believed the epilepsy was brought
on by concern for his family in Cuba (138)

Lopez wife said she received a letter from him in about November
1963 saying he had returned to Cuba once more She said she had been
surprised although he had mentioned returning to Cuba before he
left for Tampa in November 1963 In a later letter Lopez told his
wife he had received financial assistance for his trip to Cuba from an
organization in Tampa His wife explained that he would not have
been able to pay for the trip without help She said however he had
not had earlier contacts with Cuban refugee organizations (139)

11The committeenoted the discrepanciesin this messageas follows the spellingof
Lopesfor Lopez theNovember13dateandpassportnumber319962issuedJuly 13 1960
andLopezenteringMexicoonfoot In its 1977TaskForceReport theCIAcitedtheseveral
"inaccuracies,as they had beenrepeatedin the reportof the SenateSelectCommittee
as reasonto refutethe reportitself TheTFRpointedout that Lopeznamehadbeenmis
spelled"Lopes, that it had LopezenteringMexicoon foot whenthe CIAhad informa
tion that he had traveledbyautomobilethat it listedincorrectdigitsfor Lopezpassportnumber that it statedthat LopezMexicantouristvisahad beenissuedin NuevoLaredo
not Tampa and it re^or'edthat he had stayedat the CubanEmbassyBasedon these
inaccuraciesthe TFR concluded"the sourcewaspatentlyand extensivelymisinformed.
The TFR thereforediscountedthe Marchcablethat held that the information"jibedwithwhattheCIA'ssoireehadearlierreported.(1311Thediscrepanciespointedout in the TFRwereapparentlyintendedto explainwhythe
CIAhadnot takenmoreaggressiveinvestigativestepstodeterminewhethertherehadbeen
a connectionbetweenLopezandtheassassination
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Rodriguez said Lopez left Key West in late 1963 for Tampa with
the hope of being able to return to Cuba explaining he was afraid
he would be drafted into the U.S military Rodriguez said Lopez had
not been involved in pro-Castro activity in Key West but that he was

definitely pro-Castro and he had once gotten into a fistfight over
his Castro sympathies (140)

The FBI had previously documented that Lopez had actually been
in contact with the Fair Play for Cuba Committee and had attended a

meeting in Tampa on November 20 1963 In a March 1964 report it
recounted that at a November 17 meeting of the Tampa FPCC Lopez
had said he had not been granted permission to return to Cuba but
that he was awaiting a phone call about his return to his homeland
In that Marsh report a Tampa FPCC member was quoted as saying
she called a friend in Cuba on December 8 1963 and was told that

Lopez had arrived safely She also said that the Tampa chapter of
the FPCC had given Lopez about $190 for the trip to Cuba and that
he had gone to Cuba by way of Mexico because he did not have a

passport (141)
The March 1964 FBI report stated that Lopez did have a U.S nass

port—it had been issued in January 1960 and was numbered 310162
His Mexican tourist card was numbered M8–24553 and was issued
November 20 1963 in Tampa The report also confirmed that Lopez
entered Mexico via Laredo Tex. by automobile on November 23 and
he departed for Havana on November 27 the only passenger on a
Cubana flight He was carrying a Cuban courtesy visa.(143)

Lopez FBI file contained a memorandum from the Tampa office
Dated October 26 1961 it read

It is felt that information developed regarding the subject
is not sufficient to merit consideration for the Security
Index (143)

The only information transmitted by the FBI to the Warren Com
mission the committee determined concerned a passport check on
Lopez Information sent to the Commission by the FBI on the Tampa
chapter of the FPCC did not contain information on Lopez activities
The CIA apparently did not provide any information to the Warren
Commission on Lopez (144) The committee concurred with the Senate
select committee that this omission was egregious since sources had
reported within a few days of the assassination that the circumstances
surrounding Lopez travel to Cuba seemed "suspicious. Moreover
in March 1964 when the Warren Commission's investigation was in
its most active stage there were reports circulating that Lopez had
been involved in the assassination

In its 1977 Task Force Report the CIA responded to the charges of
the Senate committee It claimed that the agency had carried its in
vestigation of Lopez as far as it could having questioned a Cuban
defector about him (145) The committee found that the absence of
access to additional sources of information was not an adequate expla
nation for the agency's failure to consider more seriously the suspi
cions of its sources or to report what information it did have to the
Warren Commission Attempts in the Task Force Report to denigrate
the information that was provided on Lopez were not an adequate
substitute for enabling the Warren Commission itself to pursue the
leads more aggressively
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From the information gathered by the FBI there appeared to be
plausible reasons both for Lopez desire to return to Cuba and for his
solicitation of financial aid from the Tampa FPCC chapter Lopez
contacts in Florida appeared to have been innocent and not connected
with the assassination and while there was a suggestion in the Senate
committee's report that Lee Harvey Oswald also was in contact with
the Tampa FPCC chapter the committee could find no evidence of it
Nor could the committee find any evidence that Oswald was in con
tact with Lopez

Lopez association with the Fair Play for-Cuba Committee how
ever coupled with the fact that the dates of his travel to Mexico via
Texas coincide with the assassination plus the reports in Mexico that
Lopez activities were "suspicious, all amount to a troublesome cir
cumstance that the committee was unable to resolve with confidence

(f) Other allegations
The committee also pursued allegations of Cuban complicity that

were not suggested by the investigation of the Senate committee For
example it looked into an allegation by one Autulio Ramirez Ortiz
who hijacked an aircraft to Cuba in 1961 Ramirez claimed that while
being held by the Cuban Government he worked in an intelligence
facility where he found a dossier on Lee Harvey Oswald.(146) It was
labeled the "Osvaldo-Kennedy file and contained a photograph of
"Kennedy's future assassin. (117) In the Spanish language manu
script of a book he wrote Ramirez claimed the Oswald file read in
part "* * * The KGB has recommended this individual * * * He is a
North American married to an agent of the Soviet organism who has
orders to go and reside in the United States Oswald is an adventurer
Our Embassy in Mexico has orders to get in contact with him Be
very careful."(148)

The committee in executive session questioned Ramirez who had
been returned to the United States to serve a 20-year Federal sentence
for hijacking (149) He testified he was unable to describe the photo
graph he had allegedly seen and that the writing in the file was in
Russian a language he does not speak (150)

The committee sought from the FBI and CIA independent evidence
of the accuracy of Ramirez allegations but there was no corroboration
of the existence of an "Osvaldo-Kennedy file to be found On the
other hand in every instance where there was independent evidence
of allegations made by Ramirez (the identities of Cuban officials
named by him for example) Ramirez statements were found to be
accurate (151)

In the end however the committee was forced to dismiss Ramirez
story about the `"Osvaldo-Kennedy file The decisive factor was the
committee's belief that the Cuban intelligence system in the 1961—63
period was too sophisticated to have been infiltrated by Ramirez in
the manner he had described While some details of his story could
be corroborated the essential aspects of his allegation were incredible

The committee also considered the allegation that appeared in an
article in a 1967 issue of the National Enquirer written by a British
freelancer named Comer Clark.(152) Purportedly based on an exclu
sive interview with Castro it quoted the Cuban President as admit
ting to having heard of threats by Oswald to assassinate President
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Kennedy According to Clark Castro told him that while at the Cuban
consulate in Mexico City in September 1963 Oswald vowed he would
kill the President (153)

On a trip to Havana in April 1978 the committee met with Presi
dent Castro and asked him about the charge Castro denied there
had ever been an interview with Clark.(154) He also suggested that
had such a threat been overheard by Cuban officials they and he would
have been morally obligated to transmit it to U.S authorities.(155)

The committee did not agree that the Cuban Government would have
been obligated to report the threat Nothing in the evidence indicated
that the threat should have been taken seriously if it had occurred
since Oswald had behaved in an argumentative and obnoxious fash
ion during his visit to the consulate (156) Cuban officials would have
been justified the committee reasoned to have considered the threat
an idle boast deserving no serious attention

The accuracy of Clark's account was also undermined by the com
mittee's investigation of his background Clark had been the author
of articles with such sensational titles as "British Girls as Nazi Sex

Slaves, "I Was Hitler's Secret Love and "German Plans to Kidnap
the Royal Family. The committee was unable to question Clark him

self as he had since died (157)
Despite the committee's doubts about the Clark interview with

Castro it was informed that the substance of it had been independently
reported to the U.S Government A highly confidential but reliable
source reported that Oswald had indeed vowed in the presence of
Cuban consulate officials to assassinate the President (158)

This information prompted the committee to pursue the report fur
ther in file reviews and interviews The files that were reviewed includ
ed records of conversations of relevant people at appropriate times and

places Only one of them provided any possible corroboration It was
the record of a reported conversation by an employee of the Cuban
Embassy named Luisa Calderon (159) The absence of other corrob
oration must be considered significant

A blind memorandum 12
provided by the CIA to the committee

contained Calderon's pertinent remarks

A reliable source reported that on November 22 1963
several hours after the assassination of President John F
Kennedy Luisa Calderon Carralero a Cuban employee of
the Cuban Embassy in Mexico City and believed to be a
member of the Cuban Directorate General of Intelligence
(DGI) discussed news of the assassination with an acquaint
ance Initially when asked if she had heard the latest news
Calderon replied in what appeared to be a joking manner
"Yes of course I knew almost before Kennedy.

After further discussion of the news accounts about the
assassination the acquaintance asked Calderon what else she
had learned Calderon replied that they [assumed to refer to
personnel of the Cuban Embassy] learned about it a little
while ago (160)

12Thereis no indicationon a blindmemorandumof eitheroriginor destination
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Luisa Calderon's statements on the day of the assassination could
be construed as either an indication of foreknowledge or mere brag
gadocio The preponderance of the evidence led the committee to find
that it was braggadocio While the committee attempted to interview
Calderon in Cuba it was unable to since she was ill (161) Neverthe
less it forwarded interrogatories to her which she responded to deny
ing foreknowledge of the assassination.(16Pd) The committee also
interviewed other employees of the Cuban consulate in Mexico City
in 1963 all of whom denied the allegation (163) While it may be
argued that they had a reason to do so because of Castro's view that the
Cuban Government would have had a moral obligation to report the
threat had it occurred these officials in the committee's judgment
indicated by their demeanor that they were testifying truthfully

The committee also made a judgment about the risk that would have
been incurred by Cubans had they testified falsely on this issue or by
those who might have orchestrated their false testimony Based on
newspaper reporting alone the Cuban Government might reasonably
have believed that the committee had access to extensive information
about conversations in the Cuban consulate in Mexico City and that
such information might have provided convincing evidence of a cover
up To have been caught in a lie in public testimony in the United
States 13would have been a major embarrassment for the Cuban Gov
ernment one that might have implied more than moral responsibility
for failing to report a threat against President Kennedy in advance of
the assassination

On balance the committee did not believe that Oswald voiced a threat
to Cuban officials However reliable the confidential source may be
the committee found it to be in error in this instance

The committee investigated other aspects of Oswald's trip to Mexico
City in September 1963 to see if it could develop information that
bore on the question of a Cuban conspiracy It considered the claim
by the Cuban consul in Mexico City in 1963 Eusebio Azcue that a
man posing as Oswald applied for a Cuban visa.14 It also investigated
two plausible though unsubstantiated allegations of activities that
had not previously been publicly revealed

That of a Mexican author Elena Garro de Paz who claimed
that Oswald and two companions had attended a "twist party
at the home of Ruben Duran brother-in-law of Silvia Duran the
secretary of Cuban consul Azcue who dealt with Oswald when
he applied at the consulate for a Cuban visa (164 )

That of a Mexican named Oscar Contreras who in 1967
claimed he had met Oswald on the campus of the National Auton
omous University of Mexico (165)

The committee conducted extensive interviews with respect to these
allegations (166)

The significance of the Elena Garro allegation aside from its point
ing to Oswald associations in Mexico City that the Warren Commis

13In additionto a tape-recordedinterviewwith PresidentCastroin Havana the com
mitteeheard testimonyin publichearingfromtwoformerCubanconsulsin MexicoCityEusebioAzcueand AlfredoMirabaland it tape-recordedan interviewwith SilviaDurana secretaryat the CubanConsulatein MexicoCityin 1963whohadhadoneor moreencoun
ters with Oswald14Detailsof the issueof an allegedOswaldimposterare presentedin sectionI D 4
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sion did not investigate lay in her description of one of the compan
ions as gaunt and blond-haired (167) These are characteristics that
both Azcue and Silvia Duran attributed to the visitor to the Cuban
consulate who identified himself as Lee Harvey Oswald.(168) Even
though "gaunt and blond-haired did not describe Oswald Duran
said that the American visitor was the man later arrested in the assassi
nation of the President (169) Azcue on the other hand insisted that
the visitor was not the individual whose published photograph was
that of Oswald.(170)

The committee was unable to obtain corroboration for the Elena
Garro allegation although Silvia Duran did confirm that there was
a "twist party at her brother-in-law's home in the fall of 1963 and
that Elena Gerro was there (171) She denied however that Oswald
was there insisting that she never saw Oswald outside of the Cuban
consulate.(172) The committee was unable to check the story with
official U.S investigative agencies because they failed to pursue it
even though they were aware of it in 196415

The committee's investigation was sufficient however to develop a
conclusion that the Elena Garro allegation had warranted investiga
tion when it was first received by the CIA in October 1964 Even in
the late 1960's at a time when Garro and others were available for
questioning there was still the potential for sufficient corroboration 16
to make the allegation worth pursuing Further while the allegation
did not specifically show a Cuban conspiracy it did indicate signifi
cant Oswald associations that were not known to the Warren
Commission

The other Oswald association in Mexico City that might have proven
significant had it been pursued was the one alleged by Oscar Con
treras a student at the National Autonomous Umversity of Mexico
The committee made an effort to investigate this allegation Silvia
Duran for example admitted to the committee that she had advised
Oswald he might obtain a Cuban visa if he could get a letter of recom
mendation from a Mexican in good standing with the Cuban revolu
tionary hierarchy (175) The committee also learned that the chairman
of the philosophy department at the National Autonomous University
Ricardo Guerra held seminars from time to time at the Duran home
on Kant Hegel and Marx (176) The committee speculated that these
circumstances might explain why Oswald contacted Contreras who
reported to Mexican authorities that Oswald approached him m Sep

15The committee'sinvestigationin MexicoCitywas further inhibitedby the refusal
of the CIAto makeavailableits sourceson the ElenaGarroallegationand as a com
mitteeof the U.S Congressin a foreigncountryit wasboundbya decisionof the Mexi
can Governmentto permitits citizensto decideindividuallyif they wishedto meetwith
committeerepresentatives(173)

TheCIA moreoverhadfailedto pursuethe ElenaGarroallegationadequatelyin 1964
A reviewof the CIA file indicatedthat the allegationwas treated skepticallybecause
AgencyofficialsapparentlyconsideredElenaGarroto be other than totally rational In
quiriesof sourceswereordered but the filesdo not indicatethat any responseswere
activelysolicitedor in fact receivedThe Agencyfileson this aspectof the case are
devoidof any substancethat wouldsuggestan activeCIAinvestigationThecommitteedid ultimatelylocateElenaGarroin Europebut attemptsby telephoneto persuadeher to cometo the UnitedStatesto testifydid not succeed(174)leElenaGarromaintainedthat after the assassinationshewantedto reporther storyto authoritiesbut that she was warnedof possibledanger by a man namedManuel
CalvilloElena Garroallegedthat Calvilloplacedher in the HotelVermontin Mexico
Citywhereshe remainedfor severaldays In 1967 the CIAdid in fact receiveconfirma
tion of ElenaGarro'sstay at the HotelVermontimmediatelyafter the assassination
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tember 1963 following a roundtable discussion at the school of
philosophy.17

The committee's attempts to contact Contreras were frustrated On
two occasions the Mexican Government said he would be available for
an interview but neither materialized The committee also was unable
to contract Guerra who in 1978 was Mexico's Ambassador to East Ger
many (177) The significance of the Contreras allegation therefore
remains largely indeterminate

The committee also pondered what deductions might be drawn from
Azcue's conviction that the man who applied for a Cuban visa was not
Oswald One possibility considered although ultimately rejected by
the committee was that there was a sinister association between Oswald
and the Castro regime that Azcue was attempting to conceal

The committee weighed the evidence on both sides of the Oswald
at-the-Cuban-consulate issue

That it was Oswald was indicated by the testimony of Silvia
Duran and Alfredo Mirabal who was in the process of succeedingAzcue as Cuban consul when the visit occurred in late September 1963 They both identified Oswald from post-assassination
photographs as the man who applied for a Cuban visa

That it was not Oswald was a possibility raised by the commit
tee's inability to secure a photograph of him entering or leaving
the Soviet Embassy or the Cuban consulate The committee ob
tained evidence from the Cuban Government that such photo
graphs were being taken routinely in 1963 Further the committee
found that Oswald paid at least five visits to the Soviet Embassy
or the Cuban consulate.1S (178)

The committee also sought to understand the significance of a Secret
Service investigation of threats against President Kennedy by pro
Castro Cubans In April 1961 for example when the President and
Mrs Kennedy were scheduled to address a special meeting of the
Council of the Organization of American States the State Depart
ment reported that Cuba would be represented by one Quentin Pino
Machado Machado a Cuban diplomat described as a character of ill

r179te
armed and dangerous ultimately did not attend the meeting

On November 27 1963 a Miami Secret Service informant told Spe
cial Agent Ernest Aragon that if the assassination involved an inter
national plot in which Castro had participated then Castro's agent in
the plot would have been Machado a well-known terrorist There were

17TheContrerasstory as in the caseof the ElenaGarroallegationwasnot adequatelypursuedwhenit first cameto the attentionof the CIAin 1967At that time the Agencywas informedby the U.S Consulin TampicoMexicothat Contrerashad passedthe informationto him AnAgencyemployeelater discussedthe matter in moredetailwith theConsuland then met withContrerashimselfTheCIAconfirmedthat Contrerashadbeena student in 1963and was politicallya strongsupporterof FidelCastro TheContreras
story wasconsideredaccordingto Agencyfiles to be the first significantdevelopmentinthe investigationof the Kennedyassassinationafter 1968 Neverthelessno attemptwasmadeto determinewhoContrerasassociateswereor howOswaldmighthavecontactedhim Instead the casewassimplyreportedto the FBI Accordingto FBI filesnofollowupinvestigationwasconducted1 Thecommitteebelievedthat photographsof Oswaldmighthavebeentakenand sub
sequentlylostor destroyedThecommitteedidobtaina photographofa manwhosedescription seemedto matchthat givenby Azcueand Duranof the "gauntand blond-hairedvisitorto the CubanconsulateTheyeachstated howeverthat he wasnot the mantheyhaddescribedas the onewho in the nameof LeeHarveyOswaldhadappliedfora visatoCuba
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rumors in the Miami Cuban community at the time that Machado had
been assigned to escort Oswald from Texas to Cuba after the assassina
tion The plan went awry the report continued because Oswald had
not been wearing clothing of a prearranged color and because of the
shooting of Dallas Patrolman J D Tippit (180)

The reports on Machado along with other suspicions of Castro
complicity in the assassination were forwarded only in brief sum
mary form by the Secret Service to the Warren Commission The com
mittee could find no record of follow-up action (181) The committee's
investigation of actions by the Secret Service subsequent to the assassi
nation however revealed the most extensive work of the Agency to
have been in response to reports of pro-Castro Cuban involvement
(182)

(g) The committee's trip to Cuba
The committee took its investigation to Cuba in the spring and sum

mer of 1978 It sought information on numerous allegations such as
those mentioned above and it put to President Castro the question of
Cuban involvement in the assassination The committee found the
Cuban Government to be cooperative both in supplying written re
ports and documents in response to questions and by making a number
of its citizens available for interviews (183) While the committee was
unable to interview Luisa Calderon personally the Cuban Government
did permit its former consuls in Mexico City Eusebio Azcue and Al
fredo Mirabal to come to Washington to testify in a public hearing
of the committee (184)

In response to the question of Cuban complicity in the assassina

tion Castro replied
That [the Cuban Government might have been involved in

the President's death] was insane From the ideological point
of view it was insane And from the political point of view
it was a tremendous insanity I am going to tell you here
that nobody nobody ever had the idea of such things What
would it do We just tried to defend our folks here within
our territory Anyone who subscribed to that idea would have
been judged insane * * * absolutely sick Never in 20 years
of revolution I never heard anyone suggest nor even speculate
about a measure of that sort because who could think of the
idea of organizing the death of the President of the United
States That would have b^en the most perfect pretext for the
United States to invade our country which is what I have
tried to prevent for all these years in every possible sense
Since the United States is much more powerful than we are
what could we gain from a war with the United States
The United States would lose nothing The destruction would
have been here (185)

Castro added
I want to tell you that the death of the leader does not

change the system It has never done that.(186)
In the interview Castro also commented on his speech of Septem

ber 7 1963 which on its face might have been viewed as an indication
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that Castro may have been prompted to retaliate for a CIA-inspired
attempt on his life

So I said something like those plots start to set a very bad
precedent a very serious one—that could become a boomer
ang against the authors of those actions * * but I did not
mean to threaten by that I did not mean even that * * * not
in the least * * * but rather like a warning that we knew
that we had news about it and that to set those precedents
of plotting the assassination of leaders of other countries
would be a very bad precedent

* * *
something very nega

tive And if at present the same would happen under the
same circumstances I would have no doubt in saying the
same as I said [then] because I didn't mean a threat by that
I didn't say it as a threat I did not mean by that that we were
going to take measures—similar measures— like a retaliation
for that We never meant that because we knew that there
were plots For 3 years we had known there were plots
against us So the conversation came about very casually
you know but I would say that all these plots or attempts
were part of the everyday life.(187)

Finally President Castro noted that although relations between
the United States and Cuba were strained during the Kennedy ad
ministration by 1963 there were definite hopes for reconciliation (188)
The committee confirmed from the historic record that in 1963 the
Cuban Government made several overtures While for the most part
Kennedy did not respond favorably he did in November direct that
the possibility of holding talks be explored by United Nations Dele
gate William Atwood with Cuban United Nations Ambassador Carlos
Lechuga (189) There was also reason to believe that French journalist
Jean Daniel was asked by Kennedy to relay a peace message to
Castro (190) At least that was how Castro interpreted it when he met
with Daniel on November 20 1963 (191)

In his interview with the committee Castro referred to these two
developments toward rapprochement as he viewed them suggesting
that he would not have had a motive to eliminate President Kennedy
Instead it would have been to his advantage Castro insisted to have
pursued the prospect for better relations that had been portended
(192)

(h) Deficiencies of the 1963–04 investigation
In attempting to resolve the question of possible Cuban conspiracy

the committee concluded that a definitive answer had to come if at
all largely from the investigation conducted in 1963–64 by the War
ren Commission and the FBI and CIA What the committee was able
to do 15 years later could fill in important details but it could not
make up for basic insufficiencies Unfortunately the committee found
that there were in fact significant deficiencies in the earlier investiga
tion The Warren Commission knew far less than it professed to know
about Oswald's trip to Mexico and his possible association with pro
Castro agents in Mexico and elsewhere This was true in part be
cause the Commission had demanded less of the FBI and CIA than
called for in its mandate (193)
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For its part the FBI mechanically ran out thousands of leads but
it failed to make effective use of its Cuban Section of the Domestic

Intelligence Division or to develop and systematically pursue investi

gative hypotheses of possible Cuban complicity It must be said that
the FBI generally exhausted its resources in confirming the case

against Lee Harvey Oswald as the lone assassin a case that Director
J Edgar Hoover at least seemed determined to make within 24 hours
of the assassination (194)

With respect to the CIA the committee determined that it could
have been better equipped to investigate the question of Cuban com

plicity.19 The CIA had at the time only limited access to Cuban
intelligence defectors and most of its information sources inside Cuba
were better equipped to report on economic developments and troop
movements than on political decisions especially sensitive ones such
as those involving political assassination.(198)

As the CIA admitted in its 1977 Task Force Report it could have
taken "broader initiatives in pursuing the investigation The com
mittee found that such initiatives could have included more compre
hensive instructions on debriefing Cuban sources and more explicit
tasking of stations for specific investigative efforts

With respect to the CIA's investigation of possible Cuban com
plicity however the committee found that the Agency's shortcomings
were not attributable to any improper motive The committee found
that the CIA did generally gather and analyze the information that
came to its attention regarding possible Cuban involvement at least
until the Warren Commission made its report in 1964 Indeed the
committee noted that the Agency acted not only out of dedication
but out of a specific motivation related to Cuba The officers agents
and employees in the Cuba-related divisions had devoted their careers
to the overthrow of Castro and evidence of his participation in the
assassination if it had existed and could have been brought to light
would have vindicated their long-frustrated efforts if not in fact
led directly to a U.S invasion of Cuba and destruction of the Castro
regime

That being said the committee did not ignore the possibility that
certain CIA officials who were aware that close scrutiny of U.S.
Cuban relations in the early 1960's could have inadvertently exposed
the CIA-Mafia plots against Castro might have attempted to prevent
the CIA's assassination investigation or that of the Warren Commis
sion from delving deeply into the question of Cuban complicity The
committee determined however that only CIA Deputy Director Rich
ard Helms would have been in a position to have had both the requisite
knowledge and the power to accomplish such a coverup and it was
satisfied on the basis of its investigation that it was highly unlikely
he in fact did so.(199)

19With respectto the incidentat the homeof SylviaOdioin Dallas(seesec C 3) the
CIAhad developedsince1963the abilityto identifyfromphysicaldescriptionspossible
intelligenceagentswhomayhavebeeninvolvedIn fact at the committee'srequest theCIA attemptedto identifyOdio'svisitors and it determinedthat they may have beenmembersof Cubanintelligence.(195)Thecommitteeshowedphotographssuppliedby theCIAto Odiowhostated theydid not appearto bethe visitorsin question(196)Thecommitteecameto the conclusionthat had she beenshownphotographsin 1963 whentheeventwas clearerin her mind she mighthavebeenable to makean identificationIt isalsoregrettablethat the CIAdidnot makeuseof a defectorfromCubawhohadworkedin
intelligenceandwhomighthavebeenableto identifytheOdiovisitors (197)
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While noting the deficiencies in the CIA assassination investigation
the committee was impressed with certain overseas capabilities of the
CIA in 1963 The Agency had for example comprehensive coverage of
anti-Castro Cuban groups that in turn had extensive information
sources in and out of Cuba (200) Thus while it was flawed in certain
specific respects the committee concluded that the CIA assassination
investigation could in fact be relied on—with only limited reserva
tions—as a general indicator of possible Cuban involvement That in
vestigation found no evidence of Cuban complicity

(i) Summary of the findings
While the committee did not take Castro's denials at face value

it found persuasive reasons to conclude that the Cuban Government
was not involved in the Kennedy assassination First by 1963 there
were prospects for repairing the hostility that had marked relations
between the two countries since Castro had come to power Second
the risk of retaliation that Cuba would have incurred by conspiring
in the assassination of an American President must have canceled out
other considerations that might have argued for that act President
Castro's description of the idea as "insane is appropriate And there
was no evidence indicating an insane or grossly reckless lack of judg
ment on the part of the Cuban Government Third the CIA had both
the motive to develop evidence of Cuban involvement and access to at
least substantial if incomplete information bearing on relevant as
pects of it had such involvement existed Its absence therefore must
be weighed in the balance Finally the Cuban Government's coopera
tion with this committee in the investigation must be a factor in any
judgment In conclusion the committee found on the basis of the
evidence available to it that the Cuban Government was not involved
in the assassination of President Kennedy

3 THE COMMITTEEBELIEVESON THE BASISOFTHE EVIDENCEAVAILABLE
TO IT THAT ANTI-CASTROCUBANGROUPSAS GROUPSWERENOT IN
VOLVEDIN THE ASSASSINATIONOFPRESIDENTKENNEDYBUTTHATTHE
AVAILABLEEVIDENCEDOESNOTPRECLUDETHE POSSIBILITYTHAT IN
DIVIDUALMEMBERSMAYHAVEBEENINVOLVED

The committee investigated possible involvement in the assassi
nation by a number of anti-Castro Cuban groups and individual ac
tivists for two primary reasons

First they had the motive based on what they considered
President Kennedy's betrayal of their cause the liberation of
Cuba from the Castro regime the means since they were trained
and practiced in violent acts the result of the guerrilla warfare
they were waging against Castro and the opportunity whenever
the President as he did from time to time appeared at public
gatherings as in Dallas on November 22 1963

Second the committee's investigation revealed that certain asso
ciations of Lee Harvey Oswald were or may have been with anti
Castro activists

The committee therefore paid close attention to the activities of
anti-Castro Cubans—in Miami where most of them were concentrated
and their organizations were headquartered,(1) and in New Orleans
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and Dallas where Oswald while living in these cities in the months
preceding the assassination reportedly was in contact with anti-Castro
activists (2)

The Warren Commission did not of course ignore Oswald's ties
to anti-Castroites From the evidence that was available in 1964 two
Warren Commission staff attorneys W David Slawson and William
Coleman went so far as to speculate that Oswald despite his public
posture as a Castro sympathizer might actually have been an agent of
anti-Castro exiles (3) Indeed pressing for further investigation of
the possibility they wrote a memorandum which read in part

The evidence here could lead to an anti-Castro involvement
in the assassination on some sort of basis as this Oswald
could have become known to the Cubans as being strongly
pro-Castro He made no secret of his sympathies so the anti
Castro Cubans must have realized that law enforcement au
thorities were also aware of Oswald's feelings and that
therefore if he got into trouble the public would also learn
of them * * * Second someone in the anti-Castro organization
might have been keen enough to sense that Oswald had a
penchant for violence * * * On these facts it is possible that
some sort of deception was used to encourage Oswald to kill
the President when he came to Dallas * * * The motive of this
would of course be the expectation that after the President
was killed Oswald would be caught or at least his identity
ascertained the law enforcement authorities and the public
would blame the assassination on the Castro government and
a call for its forceful overthrow would be irresistible * * *.(4)

While it is seemingly in contradiction of Oswald's personal charac
ter and known public posture the committee seriously considered
therefore the possibility of an anti-Castro conspiracy in the assassina
tion (perhaps with Oswald unaware of its true nature) It is appro
priate to begin that consideration with an examination of the history
of United States-Cuban relations from the perspective of the anti
Castro movement beginning with the victorious end of the revolution
on January 1 1959 (5)

(a) The anti-Castro Cuban perspective
The anti-Castro movement began not long after Fidel Castro as

sumed control of Cuba (6) At first the Cuban people cheered the revo
lution and its leader for the defeat of the dictatorial Batista regime
but it was not long before many former supporters found reason to
condemn the new premier's policies and politics (7) Manv Cubans were
deeply disillusioned when it became apparent that the Castro govern
ment was renouncing the country's long affiliation with the United
States and moving closer to the Soviet Union (8) As Castro's pref
erence for Marxism became evident underground opposition move
ments were born (9) They survived for a time within Cuba but as
the effectiveness of Castro's militia system was recognized they re
treated to the exile communities of Miami and other cities in the
United States (10)

The U.S Government was responsive to the efforts of exiles to re
move a Communist threat from the Caribbean only 90 miles from the
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Florida coast and to recapture business investments lost to the na
tionalization of industry in Cuba (11) An official yet covert program
to train and equip exiles determined to overthrow Castro was sanc
tioned by President Eisenhower and his successor President Kennedy
and carried out by the American intelligence agencies particularly the
Central Intelligence Agency.(12) The Cuban exiles dependent on the
United States for arms and logistical support had little choice but
to put their trust in Washington.(13)

Their trust collapsed however at the Bay of Pigs on April 17
1961 when an exile invasion of Cuba was annihilated by Castro's
troops.(14) The failure of American airpower to support the landing
shattered the confidence of the anti-Castro Cubans in the U.S Gov
ernment.(15) They blamed President Kennedy and he publicly ac
cepted responsibility for the defeat (16)

President Kennedy's readiness to take the blame for the Bay of
Pigs served to intensify the anger of the exiles (17) In executive
session before the committee Manuel Antonio Varona who in 1961 was
the head of the united exile organization the Revolutionary Demo
cratic Front told of a tense and emotional encounter with the Presi
dent at the White House as hope for the invasion was fading (18)
"We were not charging Mr Kennedy with anything, Varona testi
fied.(19) "We knew he was not in charge of the military efforts di
rectly Nevertheless President Kennedy told us he was the one—the
only one responsible. (20)

A noted Cuban attorney Mario Lazo summed up Cuban feeling to
ward President Kennedy in his book "Dagger in the Heart

The Bay of Pigs was wholly self-inflicted in Washington
Kennedy told the truth when he publicly accepted responsi
bility * * * The heroism of the beleaguered Cuban Brigade
had been rewarded by betrayal defeat death for many of
them long and cruel imprisonment for the rest The Cuban
people * * * had always admired the United States as
strong rich generous—but where was its sense of honor and
the capacity of its leaders (21)

President Kennedy was well aware of the bitter legacy of the Bay
of Pigs debacle Far from abandoning the Cuban exiles he set out
to convince them of his loyalty to their cause One of the most emo
tionally charged events of his relationship with the Cuban exiles oc
curred on December 29 1962 at the Orange Bowl in Miami (22) He
had come to welcome the survivors of the invasion force Brigade
2506 the 1,200 men who had been ransomed from Cuba after almost
20 months in prison (23) The President was presented with the bri
gade flag in a dramatic and tumultuous scene (24)

The euphoria was false and misleading Although the Cuban exiles
cheered President Kennedy that day there also coursed through the
crowd a bitter resentment among some who felt they were witnessing
a display of political hypocrisy Later it would be claimed that the
brigade feeling against President Kennedy was so strong that the
presentation nearly did not take place and it would be alleged (in
correctly as it turned out) that the brigade flag given to Kennedy was
actually a replica (25)
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It is not possible to know fully how the Bay of Pigs defeat changed
President Kennedy's attitude toward Cuba but when journalists Tay
lor Branch and George Crile wrote in Harper's Magazine about a
massive infusion of U.S aid to clandestine anti-Castro operations in
the wake of the Bay of Pigs they titled their article "The Kennedy
Vendetta."(26) What is known is that the period between the Bay of

Pigs and the Cuban missile crisis in October 1962 can be characterized
as the high point of anti-Castro activity (27) Miami the center of the
exile community became a busy staging ground for armed infiltrations
Cuba (28) While not every raid was supported or even known
about in advance by Government agencies the United States played
a key role in monitoring directing and supporting the anti-Castro
Cubans (29) Although this effort was cloaked in secrecy most Cubans
in the exile community knew what was happening and who was sup
porting the operations (30)

The missile crisis and its aftermath.—At the time of the missile
crisis in October 1962 the Cuban exiles were initially elated at the
prospect of U.S military action that might topple the Castro re
gime (31) In the end it seemed to the world that President Kennedy
had the best of the confrontation with Castro and Soviet leader Nikita
Khrushchev by demanding and getting the withdrawal of offensive
missiles and bombers from Cuba From the exiles perspective how
ever they had been compromised since as part of the bargain Presi
dent Kennedy made a pledge not to invade Cuba.20 (32)

Anti-Castro forces in the United States were all the more embittered
in the spring of 1963 when the Federal Government closed down many
of their training camps and guerrilla bases (34) In cases where gov
ernment raids intercepted the illegal arms transfers weapons were
confiscated and arrests were made (35) Some anti-Castro operations
did continue however right up to the time of the assassination though
the committee found that U.S backing had by that time been
reduced (36)

Attitude of anti-Castro Cubans toward Kennedy.—President
Kennedy's popularity among the Cuban exiles had plunged deeply by
1963 Their bitterness is illustrated in a tape recording of a meeting
of anti-Castro Cubans and right-wing Americans in the Dallas suburb
of Farmer's Branch on October 1 1963 (37) In it a Cuban identified
as Nestor Castellanos vehemently criticized the United States and
blamed President Kennedy for the U.S Government's policy of "non
interference with respect to the Cuban issue (38) Holding 9 copy of
the September 26 edition of the Dallas Morning News featuring a
front-page account of the President's planned trip to Texas in No
vember Castellanos vented his hostility without restraint

CASTELLANOS* * * we're waiting for Kennedy the 22d
buddy We're going to see him in one way or the other We're
going to give him the works when he gets in Dallas Mr good
of Kennedy I wouldn't even call him President Kennedy He
stinks

20TheUnitedStatesneveractuallysignedthe pledgesinceit wasconditionedonUnitedNationsinspectionof the weaponswithdrawalthat Castrowouldnot honor Thefinepointof signingthe pledgewas of little importanceto the Cubanexiles howeverwhocould
pointoutlater that noinvasiondid in fact occur(33)
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QUESTIONERAre you insinuating that since this downfall
came through the leader there [Castro in Cuba] that this
might come to us * * *

CASTELLANOSYes ma'am your present leader He's the one
who is doing everything right now to help the United States
to become Communist.21 (39)

(b) The committee irirestigation
The committee initiated its investigation by identifying the most

violent and frustrated anti-Castro groups and their leaders from
among the more than 100 Cuban exile organizations in existence in
November 1963.( 40) These groups included Alpha 66 the Cuban Rev
olutionary Junta (JURE) Commandos L the Directorio Revolucion
ario F,studiantil (DRE) the Cuban Revolutionary Council (CRC)
which included the Frente Revolucionario Democratic() (FRD) the
Junta del Gobierno de Cuba en el Exilio (JGCE) the 30th of Novem
ber the International Penetration Forces (InterPen) the Revolution
ary Recovery Movement (MRR) and the Ejercito Invasor Cubano
(EIC).(41) Their selection evolved both from the committee's inde
pendent field investigation and the examination of the files and rec
ords maintained by the Federal and local agencies then monitoring
Cuban exile activity These agencies included local police departments
the FBI the CIA the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs (now
the Drug Enforcement Administration or DEA) the Customs Serv
ice the Immigration and Naturalization Service and the Department
of Defense.(42)

The groups that received the committee's attention were "action
groups"—those most involved in military actions and propaganda
campaigns Unlike most others they did not merely talk about anti
Castro operations they actually carried out infiltrations into Cuba
planned and sometimes attempted Castro's assassination and shipped
arms into Cuba These were also the groups whose leaders felt most
betrayed by U.S policy toward Cuba and by the President they were
also those whose operations were frustrated by American law enforce
ment efforts after the missile crisis

(1) Honer S Echevarria.—For the most part the committee found
that the anti-Castro Cuban leaders were more vociferous than poten
tially violent in their tirades against the President Nevertheless it
was unable to conclude with certainty that all of the threats were be
nign For example one that the committee found particularly disturb
ing—especially so since it was not thoroughly looked into in the 1963–
64 investigation—came to the attention of the Secret Service within
days of the President's death prompting the Acting Special Agent-in
Charge of the Chicago field office to write an urgent memorandum
indicating he had received reliable information of "a group in the
Chicago area who [sic] may have a connection with the J F K assas
sination."(43) The memorandum was based on a tip from an inform
ant who reported a conversation on November 21 1963 with a Cuban
activist named Homer S Echevarria (44) They were discussing an
illegal arms sale and Echevarria was quoted as saying his group now

21Thecommitteeuncoverednoevidencethat linkedCastellanosto the assassinationHisspeechIs quotedto illustratethedepthoffeelingthat existedin theCubanexilecommunityin 1963
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had "plenty of money and that his backers would proceed "as soon as
we take care of Kennedy. (45)

Following the initial memorandum the Secret Service instructed
its informant to continue his association with Echevarria and notified
the Chicago FBI field office (46) It learned that Echevarria might
have been a member of the 30th of November anti-Castro organization
that he was associated with Juan Francisco Blanco-Fernandez mili
tary director of the DRE and that the arms deal was being financed
through one Paulino Sierra Martinez by hoodlum elements in Chicago
and elsewhere (47)

Although the Secret Service recommended further investigation
the FBI initially took the position that the Echevarria case "was pri
marily a protection matter and that the continued investigation would
be left to the U.S Secret Service, (48) and that the Cuban group in
quest'on was probably not involved in illegal activities (49) The Secret
Service initially was reluctant to accept this position since it had
developed evidence that illegal acts were in fact involved (50) Then
on November 29 1963 President Johnson created the Warren Com
mission and gave the FBI primary investigative responsibility in the
assassination (51) Based on its initial understanding that the Presi
dent's order meant primary not exclusive investigative responsibility
the Secret Service continued its efforts (52) but when the FBI made
clear that it wanted the Secret Service to terminate its investiga
tion (53) it did so turning over its files to the FBI (54) The FBI in
turn did not pursue the Echevarria case (55)

While it was unable to substantiate the content of the informant's
alleged conversations with Echevarria or any connection to the events
in Dallas the committee did establish that the original judgment of
the Secret Service was correct that the Echevarria case did warrant a
thorough investigation It found for example that the 30th of Novem
ber group was backed financially by the Junta del Gobierno de Cuba
en el Exilio (JGCE) a Chicago-based organization run by Paulino
Sierra Martinez (56) JGCE was a coalition of many of the more
active anti-Castro groups that had been founded in April 1963 it
was dissolved soon after the assassination.22 (57) Its purpose was to
back the activities of the more militant groups including Alpha 66
and the Student Directorate or DRE both of which had reportedlybeen in contact with Lee Harvey Oswald (58) Much of JGCE's finan
cial support moreover allegedly came from individuals connected to
organized crime (59)

As it surveyed the various anti-Castro organizations the committee
focused its interest on reported contacts with Oswald Unless an asso
ciation with the President's assassin could be established it is doubtful
that it could be shown that the anti-Castro groups were involved in the
assassination The Warren Commission discounting the recommenda
tions of Slawson and Coleman had either regarded these contacts as
insignificant or as probably not having been made or else was not aware
of them (60) The committee could not so easily dismiss them

22Thecommitteeestablished—,thoughit couldmakenojudgmentabouttherehavingbeena connection—thatmanvof the anti-CastroCuhengroupsceasedtheir operationsat shoutthe timeof PresidentKennedy'sassassinationTheEchevarriaallegationis alsodiscussedin sectionI D(1)(b) infra
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(2) Antonio Veciana Blanch.—The committee devoted a significant
portion of its anti-Castro Cuban investigation to an alleged contact
with Oswald that had been reported by Antonio Veciana Blanch the
founder of Alpha 66 which throughout 1962 and most of 1963 was one
of the most militant of the exile groups (61) Its repeated hit-and-run
attacks had drawn public criticism from President Kennedy in the
spring of 1963 to which Veciana replied "We are going to attack
again and again.

Veciana claimed to have had the active support of the CIA and in
1976 he reported to a Senate investigator that from 1960 to 1973 his
adviser whom he believed to be a representative of the CIA was
known to him as Maurice Bishop.(62) Veciana stated that over their
13-year association he and Bishop met on over 100 occasions and that
Bishop actually planned many Alpha 66 operations (63) He also said
that he knew the man only as Maurice Bishop and that all of their
contacts were initiated by Bishop (64)

Veciana said that Bishop had guided him in planning assassination
attempts of Castro in Havana in 1961 and in Chile in 1971 that Bishop
had directed him to organize Alpha 66 in 1962 and that Bishop on
ending their relationship in 1973 had paid him $253,000 in cash for his
services over the years (65) Veciana also revealed that at one meeting
with Bishop in Dallas in late August or early September 1963 a third
party at their meeting was a man he later recognized as Lee Harvey
Oswald (66)

Veciana also indicated to the committee that subsequent to the as
sassination he had been contacted by Bishop who was aware that Ve
ciana had a relative in Cuban intelligence in Mexico.(67) Bishop
according to Veciana offered to pay Veciana's relative a large sum
of money if he would say that it was he and his wife who had met
with Oswald in Mexico City.(68) Veciana said he had agreed to con
tact his relative but he had been unable to do so (69)

The committee pursued the details of Veciana's story particularly
the alleged meeting with Oswald It conducted numerous file reviews
and interviews with associates and former associates of Veciana to try
to confirm the existence of a Maurice Bishop or otherwise assess Ve
ciana's credibility On a trip to Cuba the committee interviewed Ve
ciana's relative the Cuban intelligence agent

While the committee was unable to find corroboration for the con
tacts with Bishop it did substantiate other statements by Veciana
For example he did organize an attempted assassination of Castro in
Havana in 1961,(70) and he probably did participate in another plot
against Castro in Chile in 1971.(71) That Veciana was the principal
organizer of the militant Alpha 66 organization was a matter of
record (72)

The committee went to great lengths in its unsuccessful effort to sub
stantiate the existence of Bishop and his alleged relationship with
Oswald It reviewed CIA files but they showed no record of such an
agent or employee It circulated a sketch via the national news media
but no one responded with an identification (73) It pursued a lead orig
inating with the Senate investigation that a former chief of the CIA .'s
Western Hemisphere Division of the Directorate of Operations bore a
resemblance to the Bishop sketch (7l) The committee arranged for
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a chance meeting between Veciana and the CIA officer who had since
retired (75) Veciana said he was not Bishop (76) In an executive ses
sion of the committee the retired officer testified under oath that he
had never used the name Maurice Bishop had never known anyone
by that name and had never known Veciana (77) Veciana also before
a committee executive session testified the officer was not Bishop al
though he bore a "physical similarity. 23

(78)
A former Director of the CIA John McCone and an agent who had

participated in covert Cuban operations each told the committee they
recalled that a Maurice Bishop had been associated with the Agency
though neither could supply additional details (80) Subsequently
McCone was interviewed by CIA personnel and he told them that his
original testimony to the committee had b°en in error (81) The agent
did confirm however even after a CIA reinterview that he had seen
the man known to him as Maurice Bishop three or four times at CIA
headquarters in the early 1960's (82) He did not know his organiza
tional responsibilities and he had not known him personally (8.3) The
agent also testified that he had been acquainted with the retired of
ficer who had been chief of the Western Hemisphere Division and that
he was not Bishop (84)

The committee also requested files on Bishop from the FBI and
Department of Defense with negative results (85) It did discover
however that Army intelligence had an operational interest in Ve
ciana as a source of information on Alpha 66 activities and that Ve
ciana complied hoping to be supplied in return with funds and weap
ons (86) Veciana acknowledned his contacts with the Army but he
stated that the only relationship those contacts had to Bishop was that
he kept Bishop informed of them (87)

The CIA's files reflected that the Agency had been in contact with
Veciana three times during the early 1960's but the Agency main
tained it offered him no encouragement.(88) (The committee could
discover only one piece of arguably contradictory evidence—a record
of $500 in operational expenses given to Veciana by a person with
whom the CIA had maintained a longstanding operational relation
ship (89)) The CIA further insisted that it did not at any time assign
a case officer to Veciana.24 (90)

The committee was left with the task of evaluating Veciana's story
both with respect to the existence of Maurice Bishop and the alleged
meeting with Oswald by assessing Veciana's credibility It found
several reasons to believe that Veciana had been less than candid

23Thecommitteesuspectedthat Vecianawaslyingwhenhe deniedthat the retiredCIA
officerwas Bishop The committeerecognizedthat Vecianahad an interest in renewing
his anti-Castrooperationsthat mighthaveled him to protectthe officerfromexposure
as Bishopso they couldworktogetheragain For his part the retiredofficerarousedthe
committee'ssuspicionwhenhe told the committeebe did not recognizeVecianaas the
founderof Alpha66 especiallysincethe officerhad oncebeendeeplyinvolvedin Agency
anti-CastrooperationsFurther a formerCIAcaseofficerwhowasassignedfromSeptember
1960to November1962to the JM/WAVEstation in Miamitold the committeethat the
retiredofficerhadin fact usedthe alias MauriceBishopThecommitteealsointervieweda
formerassistant of the retired officerbut be couldnot recallhis formersuperiorever
havingusedthenameorhavingbeenreferredtoasBishop(79)R4The committeefoundit probablethat someagencyof the UnitedStates assigneda
caseofficerto Vecianasincebewasthe dominantfigurein an extremelyactiveanti-Castro
organizationThecommitteeestablishedthat the CIAassignedcaseofficersto Cubanrevo
lutionariesof less importancethan Vecianathoughit couldnot drawfromthat alonean
inferenceof CIAdeceptionof the committeeconcerningVecianasinceBishopcouldwell
have beenin the employof oneof the militaryintelligenceagenciesor evenperhapsof
someforeignpower
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First Veciana waited more than 10 years after the assassina
tion to reveal his story

Second Veciana would not supply proof of the $253,000 payment from Bishop claiming fear of the Internal Revenue Service
Third Veciana could not point to a single witness to his meet

ings with Bishop much less with Oswald
Fourth Veciana did little to help the committee identify BishopIn the absence of corroboration or independent substantiation the

committee could not therefore credit Veciana's story of having met
with Lee Harvey Oswald

(3) Silvia Odio.—The incident of reported contact between Os
wald and anti-Castro Cubans that has gained the most attention over
the years involved Silvia Odio a member of the Cuban Revolutionary
Junta or JURE (91) Mrs Odio had not volunteered her information
to the FBI.(92) The FBI initially contacted Mrs Odio after hear
ing of a conversation she had had with her neighbor in which she de
scribed an encounter with Lee Harvey Oswald (93) Subsequently in
testimony before the Warren Commission she said that in late Sep
tember 1963 three men came to her home in Dallas to ask for help
in preparing a fundraising letter for JURE (94) She stated that
two of the men appeared to be Cubans although they also had charac
teristics that she associated with Mexicans (95) The two individuals
she remembered indicated that their "war names were "Leopoldo
and "Angelo. (96) The third man an American was introduced to
her as "Leon Oswald, and she was told that he was very much inter
ested in the anti-Castro Cuban cause (97)

Mrs Odio stated that the men told her that they had just come from
New Orleans and that they were then about to leave on a trip (98) The
next day one of the Cubans called her on the telephone and told her
that it had been his idea to introduce the American into the under
ground "* * * because he is great he is kind of nuts. (99) The Cuban
also said that the American had been in the Marine Corps and was an
excellent shot and that the American had said that Cubans "* * *
don't have any guts

* * * because President Kennedy should have
been assassinated after the Bay of Pigs and some Cubans should have
done that because he was the one that was holding the freedom of
Cuba actually. (100) Mrs Odio claimed the American was Lee
Harvey Oswald (101)

Mrs Odio's sister who was in the apartment at the time of the visit
by the three men and who stated that she saw them briefly in the hall
way when answering the door also believed that the American was
Lee Harvey Oswald (10°L)Mrs Odio fixed the date of the alleged visit
as being September 26 or 27 (103) She was positive that the visit
occurred prior to October 1 (104)

The Warren Commission was persuaded that Oswald could not have
been in Dallas on the dates given by Mrs Odio (105) Nevertheless it
requested the FBI to conduct further investigation into her allegation
and it acknowledged that the FBI had not completed its Odio investi
gation at the time its report was published in September 1964 (106)

How the Warren Commission treated the Odio incident is instruc
tive In the summer of 1964 the FBI was pressed to dig more deeply
into the Odio allegation (107) On July 24 chief counsel J Lee Rankin
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in a letter to FBI Director J Edgar Hoover noted the Com
mission already possesses firm evidence that Lee Harvey Oswald was
on a bus traveling from Houston Tex. to Mexico City Mexico on
virtually the entire day of September 26. (108) J Wesley Liebeler the
Warren Commission assistant counsel who had taken Mrs Odio's
deposition disagreed however that there was firm evidence of
Oswald's bus trip to Mexico City (109) In a memorandum to another
Commission attorney Howard Willens on September 14 1964
Liebeler objected to a section of the Warren Report in which it was
stated there was strong evidence that Oswald was on a bus to Mexico
on the date in question.(110) Liebeler argued "There really is no
evidence at all that [Oswald] left Houston on that bus."(111)
Liebeler also argued that the conclusion that there was "persuasive
evidence that Oswald was not in Dallas on September 24 1963 a day
for which his travel was unaccounted was "too strong. (112) Liebeler
urged Willens to tone down the language of the report,(113) contend
ing in his memorandum "There are problems Odio may well be right
The Commission will look bad if it turns out that she is."(111)

On August 23 1964 Rankin again wrote to Hoover to say "It is a
matter of some importance to the Commission that Mrs Odio's allega
tion either be proved or disproved. (115) Rankin asked that the FBI
attempt to learn the identities of the three visitors by contacting mem
bers of anti-Castro groups active in the Dallas area as well as leaders
of the JURE organization (116) He asked the FBI to check the pos
sibility that Oswald had spent the night of September 24 in a hotel
in New Orleans after vacating his apartment (117) Portions of this
investigation which were inconclusive in supporting the Warren
Commission's contention that Mrs Odio was mistaken were not sent
to Rankin until November 9,(118) at which time the final report al
ready had been completed (119)

The FBI did attempt to alleviate the "problems. Ina report dated
September 26 it reported the interview of Loran Eugene Hall who
claimed he had been in Dallas in September 1963 accompanied by two
men fitting the general description given by Silvia Odio and that it
was they who had visited her.(120) Oswald Hall said was not one of
the men (121) Within a week of Hall's statement the other two men
Hall said had accompanied him Lawrence Howard and William Sey
mour were interviewed (122) They denied ever having met Silvia
Odio.(123) Later Hall himself retracted his statement about meeting
with Mrs Odio (124)

Even though the Commission could not show conclusively that
Oswald was not at the Odio apartment and even though Loran Hall's
story was an admitted fabrication the Warren report published this
explanation of the Odio incident

While the FBI had not yet completed its investigation into
this matter at the time the report went to press the Commis
sion has concluded that Lee Harvey Oswald was not at Mrs
Odio's apartment in September 1963 (125)

Not satisfied with that conclusion the committee conducted inter
views with and took depositions from the principals—Silvia
Odio,(126) members of her family,(127) and Dr Burton Einspruch
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(128) her psychiatrist (Mrs Odio had contacted Dr Einspruch for
consultation about problems that could not be construed to affect her
perception or credibility.) (129) The committee also set up a confer
ence telephone call between Dr Einspruch in Dallas and Silvia Odio
in Miami during which she related to him the visit of the three men
(130) Mrs Odio and Dr Einspruch concurred that she had told him
of the nighttime meeting shortly after its occurrence but prior to the
President's assassination (131)

Loran Hall testified before the committee in executive session on
October 5 1977 Howard and Seymour were interviewed (132) The
FBI agent who wrote up the Hall story also testified before the
committee (133) From a review of FBI files the committee secured a
list of persons who belonged to the Dallas Chapter of JURE and the
committee attempted to locate and interview these individuals Addi
tionally staff investigators interviewed the leader of JURE Manolo
Ray who was residing in Puerto Rico (134)

Further the committee secured photographs of scores of pro-Castro
and anti-Castro activists who might have fit the descriptions of the
two individuals who Mrs Odio said had visited her with Oswald
(13J) The committee also used the resources of the CIA which con
ducted a check on all individuals who used the "war names of "Leo
poldo and "Angelo and the name "Leon, or had similar names
(136) An extensive search produced the names and photographs of
three men who might possibly have been in Dallas in September
1963 (137) These photographs were shown to Mrs Odio but she was
unable to identify them as the men she had seen (138)

The committee was inclined to believe Silvia Odio From the
evidence provided in the sworn testimony of the witnesses it appeared
that three men did visit her apartment in Dallas prior to the Kennedy
assassination and identified themselves as members of an anti-Castro
organization Based on a judgment of the credibility of Silvia and
Annie Odio one of these men at least looked like Lee Harvey Oswald
and was introduced to Mrs Odio as Leon Oswald

The committee did not agree with the Warren Commission's con
clusion that Oswald could not have been in Dallas at the requisite time
Nevertheless the committee itself could reach no definite conclusion
on the specific date of the visit It could have been as early as Septem
ber 24 the morning of which Oswald was seen in New Orleans,(139)
but it was more likely on the 25th 26th or 27th of September If it was
on these dates then Oswald had to have had access to private trans
portation to have traveled through Dallas and still reached Mexico
City when he did judging from other evidence developed by both the
Warren Commission and the committee (140 )

(c) Oswald and anti-Castro Cubans
The committee recognized that an association by Oswald with

anti-Castro Cubans would pose problems for its evaluation of the
assassin and what might have motivated him In reviewing Oswald's
life the committee found his actions and values to have been those of
a self-proclaimed Marxist who would be bound to favor the Castro
regime in Cuba or at least not advocate its overthrow For this reason
it did not seem likely to the committee that Oswald would have allied
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himself with an anti-Castro group or individual activist for the sole
purpose of furthering the anti-Castro cause The committee recognized
the possibility that Oswald might have established contacts with such
groups or persons to implicate the anti-Castro movement in the assas
sination Such an implication might have protected the Castro regime
and other left-wing suspects while resulting in an intensive investiga
tion and possible neutralization of the onponents of Castro It is also
possible despite his alleged remark about killing Kennedy that
Oswald had not yet contemplated the President's assassination at the
time of the Odio incident or if he did that his assassination plan had
no relation to his anti-Castro contacts and that he was associating
with anti-Castro activists for some other unrelated reason A variety
of speculations are possible but the committee was forced to acknowl
edge frankly that despite its efforts it was unable to reach firm con
clusions as to the meaning or significance of the Odio incident to the
President's assassination

(1) Oswald in New Orleans.—Another contact by Lee Harvey
Oswald with anti-Castro Cuban activists that was not only docu
mented but also publicized at the time in the news media occurred
when he was living in New Orleans in the summer of 1963 an espe
cially puzzling period in Oswald's life His actions were blatantly
pro-Castro as he carried a one-man Fair Play for Cuba Committee cru
sade into the streets of a city whose Cuban population was predomi
nantly anti-Castro Yet Oswald's known and alleged associations even
at this time included Cubans who were of an anti-Castro persuasion
and their anti-Communist American supporters

New Orleans was Oswald's home town he was born there on Octo
ber 18 1939 (141) In April 1963 shortly after the Walker shooting
he moved back having lived in Fort Worth and Dallas since his re
turn from the Soviet Union the previous June.(14,e) He spent the
first 2 weeks job hunting staying with the Murrets Lillian and
Charles or "Dutz, as he was called the sister and brother-in-law of
Oswald's mother Marguerite.(143) After being hired by the Reily
Coffee Co as a maintenance man he sent for his wife Marina and their
baby daughter who were still in Dallas and they moved into an apart
ment on Magazine Street (144 )

In May Oswald wrote to Vincent T Lee national director of the
Fair Play for Cuba Committee expressing a desire to open an FPCC
chapter in New Orleans and requesting literature to distribute (145)
He also had handouts printed some of which were stamped "L H
Oswald 4907 Magazine Street, others with the alias "A J Hidell
P.O Box 30016, still others listing the FPCC address as 544 Camp
Street (146)

In letters written earlier that summer and spring to the FPCC
headquarters in New York Oswald had indicated that he intended to
rent an office (147) In one letter he mentioned that he had acquired
a space but had been told to vacate 3 days later because the building
was to be remodeled The Warren Commission failed to discover any
record of Oswald's having rented an office at 544 Camp and con
cluded he had fabricated the story (11,9)

In investigating Oswald after the assassination the Secret Service
learned that the New Orleans chapter of the Cuban Revolutionary
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Council ('CRC) an anti-Castro organization had occupied an office at
544 Camp Street for about 6 months during 1961–62.(150) At that
time Sergio Arcacha Smith was the official CRC delegate for the
New Orleans area (151) Since the CRC had vacated the building 15
months before Oswald arrived in New Orleans the Warren Commis
sion concluded that there was no connection with Oswald (152)
Nevertheless the riddle of 544 'Camp Street persisted over the years

Oswald lost his job at the Reily Coffee Co in July and his efforts to
find another were futile.(153) Through the rest of the summer he
filed claims at the unemployment office (154)

On August 5 Oswald initiated contact with Carlos Bringuier a
delegate of the Directorio Revolucionario Estudiantil (DRE).(155)
According to his testimony before the Warren Commission Bringuier
was the only registered member of the group in New Orleans (156)
Bringuier also said he had two friends at the time Celso Hernandez
and Miguel 'Cruz who were also active in the anti-Castro cause (157)
Oswald reportedly told Bringuier that he wished to join the DRE
offering money and assistance to train guerrillas.(158) Bringuier
fearful of an infiltration attempt by Castro sympathizers or the FBI
told Oswald to deal directly with DRE headquarters in Miami.(159)
The next day Oswald returned to Bringuier's store and left a copy
of a Marine training manual with Rolando Pelaez Bringuier's
brother-in-law (160)

On August 9 Bringuier learned that a man was carrying a pro
Castro sign and handing out literature on Canal Street (161) Carry
ing his own anti-Castro sign Bringuier along with Hernandez and
Cruz set out to demonstrate against the pro-Castro sympathizer (162)
Bringuier recognized Oswald and began shouting that he was a
traitor and a Communist.(163) A scuffle ensued and police arrested
all participants.(164) Oswald spent the night in jail.(165) On Au
gust 12 he pleaded guilty to disturbing the peace and was fined $10
(166) The anti-Castro Cubans were not charged (167)

During the incident with Bringuier Oswald also encountered
Frank Bartes the New Orleans delegate of the CRC from 1962–
644168) After Bringuier and Oswald were arrested in the street
scuffle Bartes appeared in court with Bringuier (169) According to
Bartes the news media surrounded Oswald for a statement after the
hearing (170) Bartes then engaged in an argument with the media and
Oswald because the Cubans were not being given an opportunity to
present their anti-Castro views (171)

On August 16 Oswald was again seen distributing pro-Castro
literature.(172) A friend of Bringuier Carlos Quiroga brought one
of Oswald's leaflets to Bringuier and volunteered to visit Oswald and
feign interest in the FPCC in order to determine Oswald's mo
tives.(173) Quiroga met with Oswald for about an hour (171) He
learned that Oswald had a Russian wife and spoke Russian himself
Oswald gave Quiroga an application for membership in the FPCC
chapter but Quiroga noted he did not seem intent on actually enlisting
members (175)

Oswald's campaign received newspaper television and radio cov
erage (176) William Stuckey a reporter for radio station WDSU who
had been following the FPCC interviewed Oswald on August 17 and
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proposed a television debate between Oswald and Bringuier to be held
on August 21 (177) Bringuier issued a press release immediately after
the debate urging the citizens of New Orleans to write their Congress
men demanding a congressional investigation of Lee Harvey
Oswald (178)

Oswald largely passed out of sight from August 21 until Septem
ber 17 the day he applied for a tourist card to Mexico (179) He is
known to have written letters to left-wing political organizations and
he and Marina visited the Murrets on Labor Day (180) Marina said
her husband spent his free time reading books and practicing with his
rifle (181)

(2) Oswald in Clinton La.—While reports of some Oswald contacts
with anti-Castro Cubans were known at the time of the 1964 investiga
tion allegations of additional Cuba-related associations surfaced in
subsequent years As an example Oswald reportedly appeared in
August–September 1963 in Clinton La. where a voting rights demon
stration was in progress The reports of Oswald in Clinton were not as
far as the committee could determine available to the Warren Com
mission although one witness said he notified the FBI when he recog
nized Oswald from news photographs right after the assassina
tion.25(180) In fact the Clinton sinhtings did not publicly surface
until 1967 when they were introduced as evidence in the assassination
investigation being conducted by New Orleans District Attorney Jim
Garrison (181) In that investigation one suspect David W Ferrie
a staunch anti-Castro partisan died within days of having been named
by Garrison the other Clay L Shaw was acquitted in 1969.(185)
Aware that Garrison had been fairly criticized for questionable tactics
the committee proceeded cautiously making sure to determine on its
own the credibility of information coming from his probe The com
mittee found that the Clinton witnesses were credible and significant
They each were interviewed or deposed or appeared before the com
mittee in executive session While there were points that could be raised
to call into question their credibility it was the judgment of the com
mittee that they were telling the truth as they knew it

There were six Clinton witnesses among them a State representative
a deputy sheriff and a registrar of voters (180) By synthesizing the
testimony of all of them since they each contributed to the overall
account the committee was able to piece together the following
sequence of events

Clinton La. about 130 miles from New Orleans is the county seat
of East Feliciana Parish In the late summer of 1963 it was targeted by
the Congress of Racial Equality for a voting rights campaign (187)
Oswald first showed up in nearby Jackson La. seeking employment at
East Louisiana State Hospital a mental institution (188) Apparently
on advice that his iob would depend on his becoming a registered voter
Oswald went to Clinton for that purpose (although the committee
could find no record that he was successful (189)

In addition to the physical descriptions they gave that matched
that of Oswald other observations of the witnesses tended to substanti

ReevesMorgana memberof the IouisianaLegislaturetestifiedhewascalledhackbythe FBI a fewdays inter and askedwhat Oswaldhad beenwearing Ile said he wasnotcontactedagain TheFBIhadnorecordofMorgan'scall (183)
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ate their belief that he was in fact the man they saw For example
he referred to himself as "Oswald, and he produced his Marine Corps
discharge papers as identification (190) Some of the witnesses said
that Oswald was accompanied by two older men whom they identified
as Ferrie and Shaw (191) If the witnesses were not only truthful but
accurate as well in their accounts they established an association of an
undetermined nature between Ferrie Shaw and Oswald less than 3
months before the assassination

David Ferrie.—The Clinton witnesses were not the only ones
who linked Oswald to Ferrie On November 23 the day after the assas
sination Jack S Martin a part-time private detective and police in
formant told the office of the New Orleans District Attorney that a
former Eastern Airlines pilot named David Ferrie might have aided
Oswald in the assassination (192) Martin had known Ferrie for over
2 years beginning when he and Ferrie had performed some investiga
tive work on a case involving an illegitimate religious order in Louis
ville Ky (193) Martin advised Assistant New Orleans District Attor
ney Herman Kohlman that he suspected Ferrie might have known
Oswald for some time and that Ferrie might have once been Oswald's
superior officer in a New Orleans unit of the Civil Air Patrol (194)
Martin made further allegations to the FBI on November 25 (195)
He indicated he thought he once saw a photograph of Oswald and
other CAP members when he visited Ferrie's home and that Ferrie
might have assisted Oswald in purchasing a foreign firearm (196)
Martin also informed the FBI that Ferrie had a history of arrests and
that Ferrie was an amateur hypnotist possibly capable of hypnotizing
Oswald (197)

The committee reviewed Ferrie's background He had been fired
by Eastern Airlines,(198) and in litigation over the dismissal which
continued through August 1963 he was counseled by a New Orleans
attorney named G Wray Gill (199) Ferrie later stated that in March
1962 he and Gill made an agreement whereby Gill would represent
Ferrie in his dismissal dispute in return for Ferrie's work as an in
vestigator on other cases (200) One of these cases involved deportation
proceedings against Carlos Marcello the head of the organized crime
network in Louisiana and a client of Gill.26(201) Ferrie also said he
had entered into a similar agreement with Guy Banister a former
FBI agent (Special Agent-in-Charge in Chicago) who had opened
a private detective agency in New Orleans (203)

544 Camp Street.---Banister's firm occupied an office in 1963 in
the Newman Building at 531 Lafayette Street (201) Another entrance
to the building was at 544 Camp Street the address Oswald had
stamped on his Fair Play for Cuba Committee handouts (205) During
the summer of 1963 Ferrie frequented 544 Camp Street regularly as a
result of his working relationship with Banister (206)

Another occupant of the Newman Building was the Cuban Revolu
tionary Council whose chief New Orleans delegate until 1962 was Ser

28The committeelearnedthat Ferrie's associationswith Marcellomighthave begunearlier AnunconfirmedU.S BorderPatrol reportindicatedthat in February1962Ferrie
pilotedan airplanethat returnedMarcelloto the UnitedStatesfollowinghis ousterfrom
the countryby Federalagents in April 1961 as part of the Kennedyadministration's
crackdownon organizedcrime Marcellodeniedto the committeein executivesessionthat
Ferrieflewhimout of LatinAmericasayingthat he flewcommercialairlines Recordsdo
notexistthat canconfirmor refutethiscontention(202)
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gio Arcacha Smith (207) He was replaced by Luis Rabel who in turn
was succeeded by Frank Bartes (208) The committee interviewed or
deposed all three CRC New Orleans delegates (209) Arcacha said he
never encountered Oswald and that he left New Orleans when he was
relieved of his CRC position in early 1962 (210) Rabel said he held the
post from January to October 1962 but that he likewise never knew
or saw Oswald and that the only time he went to the Newman Build
ing was to remove some office materials that Arcacha had left there
(211) Bartes said the only time he was in contact with Oswald was
in their courtroom confrontation that he ran the CRC chapter from
an office in his home and that he never visited an office at either 544
Camp Street or 531 Lafayette Street (212)

The committee on the other hand developed information that in
1961 Banister Ferrie and Arcacha were working together in the anti
Castro cause Banister a fervent anti-Communist was helping to
establish Friends of Democratic Cuba as an adjunct to the New Orleans
CRC chapter run by Arcacha in an office in the Newman Build
ing (213) Banister was also conducting background investigations of
CRC members for Arcacha.(214) Ferrie also strongly anti-Commu
nist and anti-Castro was associated with Arcacha (and probably Ban
ister) in anti-Castro activism (215)

On November 22 1963 Ferrie had been in a Federal courtroom in
New Orleans in connection with legal proceedings against Carlos
Marcello.27 (216) That night he drove with two young friends to
Houston Tex. then to Galveston on Saturday November 23 and back
to New Orleans on Sunday.(218) Before reaching New Orleans he
learned from a telephone conversation with G Wray Gill that Martin
had implicated him in the assassination (219) Gill also told Ferrie
about the rumors that he and Oswald had served together in the CAP
and that Oswald supposedly had Ferrie's library card in his possmsion
when he was arrested in Dallas (220) When he got to his residence
Ferrie did not go in but sent in his place one of his companions on
the trip Alvin Beauboeuf (221) Beauboeuf and Ferrie's roommate
Layton Martens were detained by officers from the district attorney's
office (222) Ferrie drove to Hammond La. and spent the night with
a friend (223)

On Monday November 25 Ferrie turned himself in to the district
attorney's office where he was arrested on suspicion of being involved
in the assassination.(224) In subsequent interviews with New Orleans
authorities the FBI and the Secret Service Ferrie denied ever having
known Oswald or having ever been involved in the assassination
(225) He stated that in the days preceding November 22 he had been
working intensively for Gill on the Marcello case (226) Ferrie said he
was in New Orleans on the morning of November 22 at which time
Marcello was acquitted in Federal court of citizenship falsification
(227) He stated that he took the weekend trip to Texas for relaxa
tion (228) Ferrie acknowledged knowing Jack Martin stating that
Martin resented him for forcibly removing him from Gill's office
earlier that year (229)

27WithFerrie'semployerG WrayGill as his counselMarcellowassuccessfullyresisting attemptby the Governmentto havehimlegallydeportedor convictedof a crime
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The FBI and Secret Service investigation into the possibility that
Ferrie and Oswald had been associated ended a few days later (230)
A Secret Service report concluded that the information provided by
Jack Martin that Ferrie had been associated with Oswald and had
trained him to fire a rifle was "without foundation."( 231 ) The Secret
Service report went on to state that on November 26 1963 the FBI
had informed the Secret Service that Martin had admitted that his
information was a "figment of his imagination.

28(232) The investi
gation of Ferrie was subsequently closed for lack of evidence against
him (234)

(5) A committee analysis of Oswald in New Orleans.—The Warren
Commission had attempted to reconstruct a daily chronology of Os=
wald's activities in New Orleans during the summer of 1963 and the
committee used it as well as information arising from critics and the
Garrison investigation to select events and contacts that merited closer
analysis Among these were Oswald's confrontation with Carlos Brin
guier and with Frank Bartes his reported activities in Clinton La.
and his ties if any to Guy Banister David Ferrie Sergio Arcadia
Smith and others who frequented the office building at 544 Camp
Street

The committee deposed Carlos Bringuier and interviewed or de
posed several of his associates (235) It concluded that there had been
no relationship between Oswald and Bringuier and the DRE with the
exception of the confrontation over Oswald's distribution of pro
Castro literature The committee was not able to determine why Os
wald approached the anti-Castro Cubans but it tended to concur with
Bringuier and others in their belief that Oswald was seeking to infil
trate their ranks and obtain information about their activities

As noted the committee believed the Clinton witnesses to .be telling
the truth as they knew it It was therefore inclined to believe that
Oswald was in Clinton La. in late August early September 1963
and that he was in the company of David Ferrie if not Clay Shaw
The committee was puzzled by Oswald's apparent association with
Ferrie a person whose anti-Castro sentiments were so distant from
those of Oswald the Fair Play for Cuba Committee campaigner But
the relationship with Ferrie may have been significant for more than
its anti-Castro aspect in light of Ferrie's connection with G Wray
Gill and Carlos Marcello

The committee also found that there was at least a possibility that
Oswald and Guy Banister were acquainted The following facts were
considered

The 544 Camp Street address stamped on Oswald's FPCC
handouts was that of the building where Banister had his office

Ross Banister told the committee that his brother had seen
Oswald handing out FPCC literature during the summer of 1963
(236) and

Banister's secretary Delphine Roberts told the committee she
saw Oswald in Banister's officeon several occasions the first being

28It appearedto the committeethat the FBI overstatedMartin'srecantationin its informationto the SecretServiceMartinhad cautionedthe FBI that hehad noevidencetosupporthis suspicionsbut that he believedthey meritedinvestigation.(133)
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when he was interviewed for a job during the summer of 1963.29

(237)
The committee learned that Banister left extensive files when he

died in 1964 (238) Later that year they were purchased by the
Louisiana State Police from Banister's widow (239) According to

Joseph Cambre of the State police Oswald's name was not the subject
of any file but it was included in a file for the Fair Play for Cuba
Committee (240) Cambre said the FPCC file contained newspaper
clippings and a transcript of a radio program on which Oswald had

appeared (241) The committee was not able to review Banister's files
since they had been destroyed pursuant to an order of the superintend
ent of Louisiana State Police that all files not part of the public record
or pertinent to ongoing criminal investigations be burned (2442)

Additional evidence that Oswald may have been associated or ac

quainted with Ferrie and Banister was provided by the testimony of
Adrian Alba proprietor of the Crescent City Garage which was next
door to the Reily Coffee Co where Oswald had worked for a couple
of months in 1963 (The garage and the coffee company were both
located less than a block from 544 Camp Street.) Although Alba's

testimony on some points w s questionable he undoubtedly did know
Oswald who frequently visited his garage and the committee found
no reason to question his statement that he had often seen Oswald in
Mancuso's Restaurant on the first floor of 544 Camp (243) Ferrie and
Banister also were frequent customers at Mancuso's.(244)

(6) Summary of the evidence.—In sum the committee did not
believe that an anti-Castro organization was involved in a conspiracy
to assassinate President Kennedy Even though the committee's in
vestigation did reveal that in 1964 the FBI failed to pursue intelli
gence reports of possible anti-Castro involvement as vigorously as it
might have the committee found it significant that it discovered no
information in U.S intelligence agency files that would implicate
anti-Castroites Contact between the intelligence community and the
anti-Castro movement was close so it is logical to suppose that some
trace of group involvement would have been detected had it existed

The committee also thought it significant that it received no infor
mation from the Cuban Government that would implicate anti-Castro
ites The Cubans had dependable information sources in the exile com
munities in Miami New Orleans Dallas and other U.S cities so there
is high probability that Cuban intelligence would have been aware
of any group involvement by the exiles Following the assassination
the Cuban Government would have had the highest incentive to report
participation by anti-Castroites had it existed to its knowledge since
it would have dispelled suspicions of pro-Castro Cuban involvement
The committee was impressed with the cooperation it received from the
Cuban Government and while it acknowledged this cooperation might
not have been forthcoming in 1964 it concluded that had such infor
mation existed in 1978 it would have been supplied by Cuban officials

On the other hand the committee noted that it was unable to pre
clude from its investigation the possibility that individuals with anti

29The committeedid not credit the Roberts testimonystandingalone It camelate inthe investigationand withoutcorroborationor independentsubstantiationand muchofRobertsothertestimonylackedcredibility
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Castro leanings might have been involved in the assassination The
committee candidly acknowledged for example that it could not ex
plain Oswald's associations—nor at this late date fully determine their
extent-with anti-Castro Cubans The committee remained convinced
that since Oswald consistently demonstrated a left-wing Marxist
ideology he would not have supported the anti-Castro movement At
the same time the committee noted that Oswald's possible association
with Ferrie might be distinguishable since it could not be simply
termed an anti-Castro association Ferrie and Oswald may have had a
personal friendship unrelated to Cuban activities Ferrie was not
Cuban and though he actively supported the anti-Castro cause he had
other interests For one he was employed by Carlos Marcello as an
investigator.(245) (It has been alleged that Ferrie operated a service
station in 1964 the franchise for which was reportedly paid by Mar
cello.) (246) The committee concluded therefore that Oswald's most
significant apparent anti-Castro association that with David Ferrie
might in fact not have been related to the Cuban issue

In the end the committee concluded that the evidence was sufficient
to support the conclusion that anti-Castro Cuban groups as groups
were not involved in the assassination but it could not preclude the
possibility that individual members may have been involved

4 THE COMMITTEEBELIEVESON THE BASISOF THE EVIDENCEAVAILABLE
TOIT THATTHENATIONALSYNDICATEOFORGANIZEDCRIMEASAGROUP
WASNOTINVOLVEDIN THEASSASSINATIONOFPRESIDENTKENNEDYBUT
THATTHE AVAILABLEEVIDENCEDOESNOTPRECLUDETHE POSSIBILITY
THATINDIVIDUALMEMBERSMAYHAVEBEENINVOLVED

Lee Harvey Oswald was fatally shot by Jack Ruby at 11 :21 a.m on
Sunday November 24 1963 less than 48 hours after President Ken
nedy was assassinated While many Americans were prepared to be
lieve that Oswald had acted alone in shooting the President they found
their credulity strained when they were asked to accept a conclusion
that Ruby too had not acted as part of a plot As the Warren Commis
sion observed

* * * almost immediately speculation arose that Ruby had
acted on behalf of members of a conspiracy who had planned
the killing of President Kennedy and wanted to silence
Oswald (1)

The implications of the murder of Oswald are crucial to an under
standing of the assassination itself Several of the logical possibilities
should be made explicit

Oswald was a member of a conspiracy and he was killed by
Ruby also a conspirator so that he would not reveal the plot

Oswald was a member of a conspiracy yet Ruby acted alone
as he explained for personal reasons

Oswald was not a member of a conspiracy as far as Ruby knew
but his murder was an act planned by Ruby and others to take
justice into their own hands
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Both Oswald and Ruby acted alone or with the assistance of
only one or two confederates but there was no wider conspiracy
one that extended beyond the immediate participants

If it is determined that Ruby acted alone it does not necessarily
follow that there was no conspiracy to murder the President But if
Ruby was part of a sophisticated plot to murder Oswald there would
be troublesome implications with respect to the assassination of the
President While it is possible to develop an acceptable rationale of
why a group might want to kill the President's accused assassin even
thoucrh its members were not in fact involved in the assassination it
is difficult to make the explanation sound convincing There is a possi
bility for example that a Dallas citizen or groups of citizens planned
the murder of Oswald by Ruby to revenge the murders of President
Kennedy or Patrolman J D Tippit or both Nevertheless the brief
period of time between the two murders during which the vengeful
plotters would have had to formulate and execute Oswald's murder
would seem to indicate the improbability of such an explanation A
preexisting group might have taken action within 48 hours but it
is doubtful that a group could have planned and then carried out
Oswald's murder in such a short period of time

(a) The Warren Commission investigation
The Warren Commission looked at Ruby's conduct and associations

from November 21 through November 24 to determine if they reflected
a conspiratorial relationship with Oswald (2) It found no "* * *

grounds for believing that Ruby's killing of Oswald was part of a
conspiracy."(3) It accepted as true his explanation that his conduct
reflected "genuine shock and grief and strong affection for President
Kennedy and his family (4) As for numerous phone contacts Ruby
had with underworld figures in the weeks preceding the assassination
the Commission believed his explanation that they had to do with his
troubles with the American Guild of Variety Artists rather than re
flecting any sinister associations that might have been related to the
President's assassination (5)

The Commission also found no evidence that Ruby and Oswald had
ever been acquainted although the Commission acknowledged that
they both lived in the Oak Cliff section of Dallas had post office boxes
at the terminal annex and had possible but tenuous third party links
These included Oswald's landlady Earlene Roberts whose sister
Bertha Cheek had visited Ruby at his nightclub on November 18,(6)
and a fellow boarder at Oswald's roominghouse John Carter who
was friendly with a close friend and employee of Ruby Wanda
Killam (7)

The Commission also looked to Ruby's ties to other individuals or
groups that might have obviated the need for direct contact with
Oswald near the time of the assassination Ruby was found not to be
linked to pro or anti-Castro Cuban groups (8) he was also found
not to be linked to "illegal activities with members of the organized
underworld."(9) The Commission noted that Ruby "disclaimed that
he was associated with organized criminal activities, and it did not
find reason to disbelieve him.(10) The evidence "fell short of demon
strating that Ruby "was significantly affiliated with organized
crime. (11) He was at worst "familiar if not friendly with some
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criminal elements but he was not a participant in "organized criminal
activity. (12) Consequently the Commission concluded that "the evi
dence does not establish a significant link between Ruby and organized
crime."(13) And in its central conclusion about Jack Ruby the Com
mission stated that its investigation had "yielded no evidence that
Ruby conspired with anyone in planning or executing the killing of
Lee Harvey Oswald."(1.0 For the Warren Commission therefore
Ruby's killing of Oswald had no implications for Oswald's killing of
the President

(b) The committee investigation
Like the Warren Commission the committee was deeply troubled by

the circumstances surrounding the murder of the President's accused
assassin It too focused its attention on Jack Ruby his family and
his associates Its investigation however was not limited to Ruby
Oswald and their immediate world The committee's attention was
also directed to organized crime and those major figures in it who
might have been involved in a conspiracy to kill the President because
of the Kennedy administration's unprecedented crackdown on them
and their illicit activities

(1) Ruby and organized crime.—The committee as did the Warren
Commission recognized that a primary reason to suspect organized
crime of possible involvement in the assassination was Ruby's killing
of Oswald For this reason the committee undertook an extensive
investigation of Ruby and his relatives friends and associates to de
termine if there was evidence that Ruby was involved in crime or
ganized or otherwise such as gambling and vice and if such involve
ment might have been related to the murder of Oswald

The evidence available to the committee indicated that Ruby was
not a "member of organized crime in Dallas or elsewhere although
it showed that he had a significant number of associations and direct
and indirect contacts with underworld figures a number of whom were
connected to the most powerful La Cosa Nostra leaders Additionally
Ruby had numerous associations with the Dallas criminal element

The committee examined the circumstances of a well-known episode
in organized crime history in which representatives of the Chicago
Mafia attempted in 1947 a move into Dallas facilitated by the bribery
of members of the Dallas sheriff's office (15) The Kefauver commit
tee of the U.S Senate during its extensive probe of organized crime
in the early 1950's termed this attempt by the Chicago syndicate to
buy protection from the Dallas authorities an extraordinary event one
of the more brazen efforts made during that postwar period of crimi
nal expansion

In the years since the assassination there had been allegations that
Ruby was involved in organized crime's 1947 attempt to move into
Dallas perhaps as a frontman for the Chicago racketeers (16) During
discussions of the bribe offer Dallas Sheriff Steve Guthrie secretly
taped conversations in which the Chicago mob representative outlined
plans for its Dallas operation (17) They spoke of establishing a night
club as a front for illegal gambling It happens that Ruby moved from
Chicago to Dallas in 1947 and began operating a number of night
clubs (18) While the FBI and the Warren Commission were aware in
1964 of the alleged links between Ruby and those involved in the
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bribery attempt a thorough investigation of the charges was not
undertaken (19 )

The committee frankly realized that because this incident occurred
32 years in the past it would be difficult if not impossible to answer
all the allegations fully and finally Nevertheless the committee was
able to develop substantial evidence from tape recordings made by the
sheriff's office detailed law enforcement documents and the testimony
of knowledgeable witnesses

As a result the committee concluded that while Ruby and membars
of his family were acquainted with individuals who were involved in
the incident including Chicago gangsters who had moved to Dallas
and while Ruby may have wished to participate there was no solid evi
dence that he was in fact part of the Chicago group (20) There was
also no evidence available that Ruby was to have been involved in the
proposed gambling operation had the bribery attempt been successful
or that Ruby came to Dallas for that purpose (21)

The committee found it reasonable to assume that had Ruby been
involved in any significant way he would probably have been referred
to in either the tape recordings or the documentation relating to the
incident but a review of that available evidence failed to disclose any
reference to Ruby (22) The committee however was not able to inter
view former Sheriff Guthrie the subject of the bribery attempt and
the one witness who maintained to the FBI in 1963–64 that Ruby was
significantly involved in the Chicago syndicate plan.) (23)

The committee also examined allegations that even before the 1947
move to Dallas Ruby had been personally acquainted with two pro
fessional killers for the organized crime syndicate in Chicago David
Yaras and Lenny Patrick.(25) The committee established that Ruby
Yaras and Patrick were in fact acquainted during Ruby's years m
Chicago particularly in the 1930's and 1940's (26) Both Yaras and
Patrick admitted when questioned by the FBI in 1964 that they did
know Ruby but both said that they had not had any contact with him
for 10 to 15 years (27) Yaras and Patrick further maintained they had
never been particularly close to Ruby had never visited him in Dallas
and had no knowledge of Ruby being connected to organized crime
(28) Indeed the Warren Commission used Patrick's statement as a
footnote citation in its report to support its conclusion that Ruby
did not have significant syndicate associations (29)

On the other hand the committee established that Yaras and Patrick
were in fact notorious gunmen having been identified by law en
forcement authorities as executioners for the Chicago mob(30) and
closely associated with Sam Giancana the organized crime leader in
Chicago who was murdered in 1975 Yaras and Patrick are believed
to have been responsible for numerous syndicate executions includ
ing the murder of James Ragan a gambling wire service owner (31)
The evidence implicating Yaras and Patrick in syndicate activities is
unusually reliable (32) Yaras for example was overheard in a 1962
electronic surveillance discussing various underworld murder con

1With referenceto Guthrie'sclaimthat Ruby'snamehad beenmentionedfrequentlyin the discussionswith Chicagounderworldrepresentativesthe committee'sreviewofthe tape recordingsfailed to disclosesuchreferencesPortionsof the tapes wereunintelligibleand twoentirerecordingswerediscoveredbyinvestigatorsin 1964to bemissingsotheevidencewasnot conclusive.(24)
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tracts he had carried out and one he had only recently been assigned
While the committee found no evidence that Ruby was associated with
Yaras or Patrick during the 1950's or 1960's,(33) it concluded that
Ruby had probably talked by telephone to Patrick during the summer
of 1963 (34)

While Ruby apparently did not participate in the organized crime
move to Dallas in 1947 he did establish himself as a Dallas nightclub
operator around that time His first club was the Silver Spur which
featured country and western entertainment Then he operated the
Sovereign a private club that failed and was converted into the Car
ousel Club a burlesque house with striptease acts Ruby an extro
verted individual acquired numerous friends and contacts in and
around Dallas some of whom had syndicate ties

Included among Ruby's closest friends was Lewis McWillie Mc
Willie moved from Dallas to Cuba in 1958 and worked in gambling
casinos in Havana until 1960 (35) In 1978 McWillie was employed
in Las Vegas and law enforcement files indicate he had business and
personal ties to major organized crime figures including Meyer Lansky
and Santos Trafficante (36)

Ruby traveled to Cuba on at least one occasion to visit McWillie
(37) McWillie testified to the committee that Ruby visited him only
once in Cuba and that it was a social visit (38) The Warren Com
mission concluded this was the only trip Ruby took to Cuba,(39)
despite documentation in the Commission's own files indicating Ruby
made a second trip (40)

Both Ruby and McWillie claimed that Ruby's visit to Cuba was at
McWillie's invitation and lasted about a week in the late summer or
early fall of 1959 (4.1)The committee however obtained tourist cards
from the Cuban Government that show Ruby entered Cuba on August
8 1959 left on September 11 reentered on September 12 and left
again on September 13 1959 (43) These documents supplement rec
ords the committee obtained from the Immigration and Naturaliza
tion Service (INS) indicating that Ruby left Cuba on September 11
1959 traveling to Miami returned to Cuba on September 12 and
traveled on to New Orleans on September 13 1959 (.43) The Cuban
Government could not state with certainty that the commercial air
line flights indicated by the INS records were the only ones Ruby
took during the period (44)

Other records obtained by the committee indicate that Ruby was in
Dallas at times during the August 8 to September 11 1959 period.( 45)
He apparently visited his safe deposit box on August 21 met with FBI
Agent Charles W Flynn on August 31,2 and returned to the safe
deposit box on September 4 (47) Consequently if the tourist card doc
umentation INS FBI and bank records are all correct Ruby had to
have made at least three trips to Cuba While the records appeared
to be accurate they were incomplete The committee was unable to
determine for example whether on the third trip if it occurred Ruby

2In March1959 Rubytold the FBI he wishedto assist the Bureauby supplyingona confidentialbasiscriminalinformationthat had cometo his attention BetweenApriland October1959 Rubymet with AgentFlynn eight timesand gave him a small bitof informationa out thefts and relatedoffensesOnNovember6 1959Flynnwrotethat
Ruby'sinformationhad not beenparticularlyhelpful that further attemptsto developRubyas a PCI (potentialcriminalinformant)wouldbe fruitless and that the file on
Rubyshouldbeclosed.(46)
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traveled by commercial airline or some other means Consequently
the committee could not rule out the possibility that Ruby made more
trips during this period or at other times

Based on the unusual nature of the 1-day trip to Miami from
Havana on September 11–12 and the possibility of at least one addi
tional trip to Cuba the committee concluded that vacationing was
probably not the purpose for traveling to Havana despite Ruby's
insistence to the Warren Commission that his one trip to Cuba in
1959 was a social visit.(48) The committee reached the judgment that
Ruby most likely was serving as a courier for gambling interests when
he traveled to Miami from Havana for 1 day then returned to Cuba
for a day before flying to New Orleans (49) This judgment is sup
ported by the following

McWillie had made previous trips to Miami on behalf of the
owners of the Tropicana the casino for which he worked to
deposit funds ;(50)

McWillie placed a call to Meyer Panitz a gambling associate
in Miami to inform him that Ruby was coming from Cuba re
sulting in two meetings between Panitz and Ruby (51)

There was a continuing need for Havana casino operators to
send their assets out of Cuba to protect them from seizure by the
Castro government (52) and

The 1-day trip from Havana to Miami was not explained by
Ruby and his testimony to the Warren Commission about his
travels to Cuba was contradictory (53)

The committee also deemed it likely that Ruby at least met various
organized crime figures in Cuba possibly including some who had
been detained by the Cuban government (54) In fact Ruby told the
Warren Commission that he was later visited in Dallas by McWillie
and a Havana casino owner and that they had discussed the gambling
business in Cuba .3(55)

As noted by the Warren Commission an exporter named Robert
McKeown alleged that Ruby offered in 1959 to purchase a letter of
introduction to Fidel Castro in hopes of securing the release of three
individuals being held in a Cuban prison (57) McKeown also claimed
Ruby contacted him about a sale of jeeps to Cuba.4(58) If McKeown's
allegations were accurate they would support a judgment that Ruby's
travels to Cuba were not merely for a vacation (The committee was
unable to confirm or refute McKeown's allegations In his appearance
before the committee in executive session however McKeown's story
did not seem to be credible based on the committee's assessment of
his demeanor.) (61)

It has been charged that Ruby met with Santos Trafficante in Cuba
sometime in 1959 (62) Trafficante regarded as one of the Nation's
most powerful organized crime figures was to become a key partici
pant in Castro assassination attempts by the Mafia and the CIA from
1960 to 1963 (63) The committee developed circumstantial evidence

SEarlier thoughbothhe and McWilliedeniedit Rubyapparentlysent a codedmessageto McWilliein Havana containingvarious sets of numerals a communicationRubytransmittedto McWillieviaMCWillie'sgirlfriend.(56)
*Rubydeniedthis to the WarrenCommissionstating he did not havesufficientcon

tacts to obtainJeepsat the time.(59)The WarrenCommissionnoted that Ruby"made
preliminaryinquiriesas a middlemanin regardto the possiblesaleof jeepsto Cubabut
statedthat he"wasmerelypursuinga moneymakingopportunity."(60)
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that makes a meeting between Ruby and Trafficante a distinct possi
bility,(64) but the evidence was not sufficient to form a final conclu
sion as to whether or not such a meeting took place

While allegations of a Ruby link to Trafficante had previously been
raised mainly due to McWillie's alleged close connections to the Mafia
leader it was not until recent years that they received serious atten
tion Trafficante had long been recognized by law enforcement officials
as a leading member of the La Cosa Nostra but he did not become
the object of significant public attention in connection with the assassi
nation of the President until his participation in the assassination
plots against Castro was disclosed in 1975

In 1976 in response to a freedom of information suit the CIA de
classified a State Department cablegram received from London on
November 28 1963 It read

On 26 November 1963 a British Journalist named John
Wilson and also known as Wilson-Hudson gave information
to the American Embassy in London which indicated that
an "American gangster-type named Ruby visited Cuba
around 1959 Wilson himself was working in Cuba at that
time and was jailed by Castro before he was deported

In prison in Cuba Wilson says he met an American gang
ster-gambler named Santos who could not return to the
U.S.A * * * Instead he preferred to live in relative luxury
in a Cuban prison While Santos was in prison Wilson says
Santos was visited frequently by an American gangster type
named Ruby (65)

Several days after the CIA had received the information the Agency
noted that there were reports that Wilson-Hudson was a "psychopath
and unreliable The Agency did not conduct an investigation of the
information and the Warren Commission was apparently not in
formed of the cablegram The former staff counsel who directed the
Commission's somewhat limited investigation of organized crime told
the committee that since the Commission was never told of the CIA's
use of the Mafia to try to assassinate Castro from 1960 to 1963 he was
not familiar with the name Santos Trafficante in 1964 (66)

The committee was unable to locate John Wilson-Hudson (Accord
ing to reports he had died.) Nor was the committee able to obtain inde
pendent confirmation of the Wilson-Hudson allegation The committee
was able however to develop corroborative information to the effect
that Wilson-Hudson was incarcerated at the same detention camp in
Cuba as Trafficante (67)

On June 6 1959 Trafficante and others who controlled extensive
gambling interests in Cuba were detained as part of a Castro govern
ment policy that would subsequently lead to the confiscation of all
underworld holdings in Cuba (68) They were held in Trescornia a
minimum security detention camp.(69) According to documentation
supplied by the Cuban Government Trafficante was released from
Trescornia on August 18 1959 (70) Tourist card documentation also
obtained by the committee as well as various Warren Commission
documents indicate Ruby's first trip to Cuba began on August 8
1959.(71) Thus Ruby was in Cuba during part of the final days of
Trafficante's detention at Trescornia (72)
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McWillie testified before the committee that he had visited another
detainee at Trescornia during that period and he recalled possibly
seeing Trafficante there McWillie claimed however he did not say
more than "hello to him (73) McWillie further testified it was during
that period that Ruby visited him in Havana for about a week and
that Ruby tagged along with him during much of his stay.(74) Mc
Willie told the committee that Ruby could have gone with him to visit
Trescornia although he doubted that Ruby did so (75) McWillie
testified that he could not clearly recall much about Ruby's visit (76)

Jose Verdacia Verdacia a witness made available for a committee
interview by the Cuban Government was the warden at Trescornia
in August 1959 (77) Verdacia told the committee that he could not
recall the name John Wilson-Hudson but he could remember a British
journalist who had worked in Argentina as had Wilson-Hudson who
was detained at Trescornia (78)

In his own public testimony before the committee Trafficante testi
fied that he did not remember Ruby ever having visited him at Tres
cornia Trafficante stated

There was no reason for this man to visit me I have never
seen this man before I have never been to Dallas I never had
no contact with him I don't see why he was going to come
and visit me (79)

Trafficante did however testify that he could recall an individual
fitting British journalist John Wilson-Hudson's description and he
stated that the man was among those who were held in his section at
Trescornia (80 )

The importance of a Ruby-Trafficante meeting in Trescornia should
not be overemphasized The most it would show would be a meeting at
that a brief one No one has suggested that President Kennedy's as
sassination was planned at Trescornia in 1959 At the same time a
meeting or an association even minor between Ruby and Trafficante
would not have been necessary for Ruby to have been used by Traffi
cante to murder Oswald (81) Indeed it is likely that such a direct con
tact would have been avoided by Traffieante if there had been a planto execute either the President or the President's assassin but since
no such plot could have been under consideration in 1959 there would
not have been a particular necessity for Trafficante to avoid contact
with Ruby in Cuba

The committee investigated other aspects of Ruby's activities that
might have shown an association with organized crime figures An
extensive computer analysis of his telephone toll records for the month
prior to the President's assassination revealed that he either placedcalls to or received calls from a number of individuals who may be
fairly characterized as having been affiliated directly or indirectlywith organized crime (82) These included Irwin Weiner a Chicagobondsman well-known as a frontman for organized crime and the
Teamsters Union (83) Robert "Barney Baker a lieutenant of James
R Hoffa and associate of several convicted organized crime execu
tioners:(84) Nofio J Pecora a lieutenant of Carlos Marcello the
Mafia boss in Louisiana (85) Harold Tannenbaum a New OrleansFrench Quarter nightclub manager who lived in a trailer park owned
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by Pecora (86) McWillie the Havana gambler (87) and Murray
"Dusty Miller a Teamster deputy of Hoffa and associate of various
underworld figures (88) Additionally the committee concluded that
Ruby was also probably in telephonic contact with Mafia executioner
Lenny Patrick sometime during the summer of 19'63 (89) Although no
such call was indicated in the available Ruby telephone records Ruby's
sister Eva Grant told the Warren Commission that Ruby had spoken
more than once of having contacted Patrick by telephone during that
period.(90)

The committee found that the evidence surrounding the calls was
generally consistent—at least as to the times of their occurrence—with
the explanation that they were for the purpose of seeking assistance in
a labor dispute (91) Ruby as the operator of two nightclubs the Car
ousel and the Vegas had to deal with the American Guild of Variety
Artists (AGVA) an entertainers union.(92) Ruby did in fact have
a history of labor problems involving his striptease performers and
there was an ongoing dispute in the early 1960's regarding amateur
performers in Dallas area nightclubs (93) Testimony to the commit
tee supported the conclusion that Ruby's phone calls were by and
large related to his labor troubles (94) In light of the identity of some
of the individuals however the possibility of other matters being dis
cussed could not be dismissed (95)

In particular the committee was not satisfied with the explanations
of three individuals closely associated with organized crime who re
ceived telephone calls from Ruby in October or November 1963 (96)

Weiner the Chicago bondsman refused to discuss his call from
Ruby on October 26 1963 with the FBI in 1964 (97) and he told a
reporter in 1978 that the call had nothing to do with labor problems (98) In his executive session testimony before the committee
however Weiner stated that he had lied to the reporter and he
claimed that he and Ruby had in fact discussed a labor dispute (99)The committee was not satisfied with Weiner's explanation of his
relationship with Ruby Weiner suggested Ruby was seeking a bond
necessary to obtain an injunction in his labor troubles yet the com
mittee could find no other creditable indication that Ruby contem
plated seeking court relief nor any other explanation for his havingto no to Chicago for such a bond (100)

Barney Baker told the FBI in 1964 that he had received only one
telephone call from Ruby (on Nov 7 1963) during which he had
curtly dismissed Ruby's plea for assistance in a nightclub labor dis
pute (101) The committee established however that Baker received
a second lengthy call from Ruby on November 8 (100) The com
mittee found it hard to believe that Baker who denied the conversa
tion ever took place could have forgotten it (103)

The committee was also dissatisfied with the explanation of a call
Ruby made on October 30 1963 to the New Orleans trailer parkoffice of Nofio J Pecora the long-time Marcello lieutenant'(104)Pecora told the committee that only he would have answered his
phone and that he never spoke with Ruby or took a message from
him (105) The committee considered the possibility that the call was
actually for Harold Tannenbaum a mutual friend of Ruby and
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Pecora who lived in the trailer park although Peeora denied he
would have relayed such a message (106)

Additionally the committee found it difficult to dismiss certain

Ruby associations with the explanation that they were solely related
to his labor problems For example James Henry Dolan a Dallas
AGVA representative was reportedly an acquaintance of both Carlos
Marcello and Santos Traflicante.(107) While Dolan worked with

Ruby on labor matters they were also allegedly associated in other

dealings including a strong-arm attempt to appropriate the proceeds
of a one-night performance of a stage review at the Adolphus Hotel
in Dallas called "Bottoms Up. (108) The FBI moreover has identi
fied Dolan as an associate of Nofio Pecora.(109) The committee noted
further that reported links between AGVA and organized crime

figures have been the subject of Federal and State investigations that
have been underway for years. (110) The committee's difficulties in

separating Ruby's AGVA contacts from his organized crime con
nections was in large degree based on the dual roles that many of his
associates played.

In assessing the significance of these Ruby contacts the committee

noted first of all that they should have been more thoroughly ex

plored in 1964 when memories were clearer and related records (in
cluding but not limited to additional telephone toll records) were
available Further while there may be persuasive arguments against
the likelihood that the attack on Oswald would have been planned in
advance on the telephone with an individual like Ruby the pattern
of contacts did show that individuals who had the motive to kill the
President also had knowledge of a man who could be used to get
access to Oswald in the custody of the Dallas police In Ruby they
also had knowledge of a man who had exhibited a violent nature
and who was in serious financial trouble The calls in short estab
lished knowledge and possible availability if not actual planning

(2) Ruby and the Dallas Police Department.—The committee also
investigated the relationship between Ruby and the Dallas Police
Department to determine whether members of the department might
have helped Ruby get access to Oswald for the purpose of shooting
him.(111) Ruby had a friendly and somewhat unusual relationship
with the Dallas Police Department both collectively and with indi
vidual officers but the committee found little evidence of any sig
nificant influence by Ruby within the force that permitted him to
engage in illicit activities (112) Nevertheless Ruby's close relation
ship with one or more members of the police force may have been a
factor in his entry to the police basement on November 24 1963 (113)

Both the Warren Commission and a Dallas Police Department in
vestigative unit concluded that Ruby entered the police basement un
November 24 1963 between 11 :17 a.m. when he apparently sent a
telegram and 11:21 when he shot Oswald via the building's Main
Street ramp as a police vehicle was exiting thereby fortuitously

sAccordingto FBI records AGVAhas beenusedfrequentlyby membersof organizedcrimeasa frontforcriminalactivities
althoughit was dissatisfiedwith the explanationsit receivedfor these calls the

committeealso notedthat the individualscalledmayhavebeenreluctantto admit that
Rubywasseekingtheir assistancein an illegaleffortto settlehis laborproblems
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creating a momentary distraction.(114) The committee however
found that Ruby probably did not come down the ramp,(116) and
that his most likely route was an alleyway located next to the Dallas
Municipal Building and a stairway leading to the basement garage
of police headquarters (116)

The conclusion reached by the Warren Commission that Ruby
entered the police basement via the ramp was refuted by the eyewitness
testimony of every witness in the relevant area only Ruby himself
excepted.(117) It was also difficult for the committee to reconcile the
ramp route with the 55-second interval (derived from viewings of the
video tapes of the Oswald murder) from the moment the police vehicle
started up the ramp and the moment Ruby shot Oswald (118) Ruby
would have had to come down the ramp after the vehicle went up leav
ing him less than 55 seconds to get down the ramp and kill Oswald
Even though the Warren Commission and the Dallas police investiga
tive unit were aware of substantial testimony contradicting the ramp
theory,(119) they arrived at their respective conclusions by relying
heavily on Ruby's own assertions and what they perceived to be the
absence of a plausible alternative route (120)

The committee's conclusion that Ruby entered from the alley was
supported by the fact that it was much less conspicuous than the
alternatives (121) by the lack of security in the garage area and along
the entire route,(122) and by the testimony concerning the security
of the doors along the alley and stairway route (123) This route would
also have accommodated the 4-minute interval from Ruby's departure
from a Western Union office near police headquarters at 11:17 a.m
to the moment of the shooting at 11:21.(124)

Based on a review of the evidence albeit circumstantial the com
mittee believed that Ruby's shooting of Oswald was not a spontaneous
act in that it involved at least some premeditation (125) Similarly
the committee believed that it was less likely that Ruby entered the
police basement without assistance even though the assistance may
have been provided with no knowledge of Ruby's intentions The
assistance may have been in the form of information about plans for
Oswald's transfer or aid in entering the building or both. (126)

The committee found several circumstances significant in its eval
uation of Ruby's conduct It considered in particular the selectively
recalled and self-serving statements in Ruby's narration of the events
of the entire November 22–24 weekend in arriving at its conclusions
(127) It also considered certain conditions and events The committee
was troubled by the apparently unlocked doors along the stairway
route and the removal of security guards from the area of the garage
nearest the stairway shortly before the shooting (128) by a Saturday
night telephone call from Ruby to his closest friend Ralph Paul in
which Paul responded to something Ruby said by asking him if he
was crazy (129) and by the actions and statements of several Dallas
police officers particularly those present when Ruby was initially
interrogated about the shooting of Oswald (130)

7Whilethe warren Commisiondid not makereferenceto it in its report Rubyrefused
in his first interviewswith the FBI SecretServiceand the Dallaspoliceto indicatehow
he enteredthe basementor whetheranyonehad assistedhim In later interviewsRubystatedhehadwalkeddownthe ramp
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There is also evidence that the Dallas Police Department withheld
relevant information from the Warren Commission concerning Ruby's
entry to the scene of the Oswald transfer (131) For example the
fact that a polygraph test had been given to Sergeant Patrick Dean
in 1964 was never revealed to the Commission even though Dean was
responsible for basement security and was the first person to whom
Ruby explained how he had entered the basement (132) Dean indi
cated to the committee that he had "failed the test but the commit
tee was unable to locate a copy of the actual questions responses and
results (133)

(3) Other evidence relating to Ruby.—The committee noted that
other Ruby activities and movements during the period immediately
following the assassination—on November 22 and 23—raised disturb
ing questions For example Ruby's first encounter with Oswald oc
curred over 36 hours before he shot him Ruby was standing within a
few feet of Oswald as he was being moved from one part of police
headquarters to another just before midnight on November 22.(134)
Ruby testified that he had no trouble entering the building and the
committee found no evidence contradicting his story The committee
was disturbed however by Ruby's easy access to headquarters and by
his inconsistent accounts of his carrying a pistol In an FBI interview
on December 25 1963 he said he had the pistol during the encounter
with Oswald late in the evening of November 22 But when questioned
about it by the Warren Commission Ruby replied "I will be honest
with you I lied about it It isn't so I didn't have a gun. (135) Finally
the committee was troubled by reported sightings of Ruby on Satur
day November 23 at Dallas police headquarters and at the county
jail at a time when Oswald's transfer to the county facility had origi
nally been scheduled These sightings along with the one on Fri
day night could indicate that Ruby was pursuing Oswald's movements
throughout the weekend

The committee also questioned Ruby's self-professed motive for
killing Oswald his story to the Warren Commission and other au
thorities that he did it out of sorrow over the assassination and sym
pathy for the President's widow and children Ruby consistently
claimed there had been no other motive and that no one had influenced
his act (136) A handwritten note by Ruby disclosed in 1967 however
exposed Ruby's explanation for the Oswald slaying as a fabricated
legal ploy (137) Addressed to his attorney Joseph Tonahill it told of
advice Ruby had received from his first lawyer Tom Howard in 1963
"Joe you should know this Tom Howard told me to say that I shot
Oswald so that Caroline and Mrs Kennedy wouldn't have to come to
Dallas to testify OK (138)

The committee examined a report that Ruby was at Parkland Hos
pital shortly after the fatally wounded President had been brought
there on November 22 1963 Seth Kantor,.a newsman then employed
by Scripps-Howard who had known Ruby later testified to the War
ren Commission that he had run into him at Parkland and spoken
with him briefly shortly before the President's death was an
nounced (139) While the Warren Commission concluded that Kantor
was mistaken 140) the committee determined he probably was not
The committee was impressed by the opinion of Burt W Griffin the
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Warren Commission counsel who directed the Ruby investigation and
wrote the Ruby section of the Warren report Griffin told the com
mittee he had come to believe in light of evidence subsequently brought
out that the Commission's conclusion about Kantor's testimony was
wrong (111)

Subsequent to Ruby's apprehension he was given a polygraph
examination by the FBI in which he denied that he had been involved
with any other person in killing Oswald or had been involved in any
way in the assassination of President Kennedy (142) The Warren
Commission stated it did not rely on this examination in drawing
conclusions although it did publish a transcript of the examina
tion (143) The FBI in 1964 also expressed dissatisfaction with the
test,(144) based on the circumstances surrounding its administration
A panel of polygraph experts reviewed the examination for the com
mittee and concluded that it was not validly conducted or inter
preted.(145) Because there were numerous procedural errors made
during the test the committee's panel was unable to interpret the
examination (1.48)

Finally the committee analyzed the finances of Ruby and of his
family to determine if there was any evidence of financial profit from
his killing of the accused assassin (147) It was an analysis the War
ren Commission could not perform so soon after the assassina
tion (148) Some financial records including tax returns could not be
legally obtained by the committee without great difficulty and others
no longer existed.(149) Nevertheless on the basis of the information
that it did obtain the committee uncovered no evidence that Ruby or
members of his family profited from the killing of Oswald (150) Par
ticular allegations concerning the increased business and personal in
comes of Ruby's brother Earl were investigated but the committee
found no link between Earl Ruby's finances and the Oswald slay
ing (151) Earl Ruby did say he had been approached by the Chicago
bondsman and associate of organized crime figures Irwin Weiner who
made a business proposition to him in 1978 the day before Earl Ruby
was to testify before the committee (152) Earl Ruby said he declined
the offer,(153) while Weiner denied to the committee he ever made
it (154) The committee was not able to resolve the difference between
the two witnesses

(4) Involvement of organized crime.—In contrast to the Warren
Commission the committee's investigation of the possible involvement
of organized crime in the assassination was not limited to an examina
tion of Jack Ruby The committee also directed its attention to orga
nized crime itself

Organized crime is a term of many meanings It can be used to refer
to the crimes committed by organized criminal groups—gambling
narcotics loan-sharking theft and fencing and the like (155) It can
also be used to refer to the criminal groups that commit those
crimes (156) Here a distinction may be drawn between an organized
crime enterprise that engages in providing illicit goods and services
and an organized crime syndicate that regulates relations between in
dividual enterprises—allocating territory settling personal disputes
establishing gambling payoffs etc (157) Syndicates too are of differ
ent types They may be metropolitan regional national or interna
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tional in scope they may be limited to one field of endeavor—for
example narcotics—or they may cover a broad range of illicit
activities (158)

Often but not always the term organized crime refers to a particu
lar organized crime syndicate variously known as the Mafia or La Cosa
Nostra,(159) and it is in this sense that the committee has used the
phrase This organized crime syndicate was the principal target of
the committee investigation (160)

The committee found that by 1964 the fundamental structure and
operations of organized crime in America had changed little since the
early 1950's when after conducting what was then the most extensive
investigation of organized crime in history the Kefauver committee
concluded

There is a nationwide crime syndicate known as the
Mafia whose tentacles are found in many large cities It has
international ramifications which appear most clearly in con
nection with the narcotics traffic

Its leaders are usually found in control of the most lucra
tive rackets in their cities

There are indications of a centralized direction and con
trol of these rackets but leadership appears to be in a group
rather than in a single individual

The Mafia is the cement that helps to bind the * * *

syndicate of New York and the * * * syndicate of Chicago
as well as smaller criminal gangs and individual criminals
through the country

The domination of the Mafia is based fundamentally on
"muscle and "murder. The Mafia is a secret conspiracy
against law and order which will ruthlessly eliminate anyone
who stands in the way of its success in any criminal enterprise
in which it is interested It will destroy anyone who betrays its
secrets It will use any means available—political influence
bribery intimidation et cetera to defeat any attempt on the
part of law enforcement to touch its top figures

* * * (161)
The committee reviewed the evolution of the national crime syndi

cate in the years after the Kefauver committee and found continuing
vitality even more sophisticated techniques and an increased concern
for the awareness by law enforcement authorities of the danger it
posed to the Nation (162) In 1967 after having conducted a lengthy
examination of organized crime in the United States the President's
Crime Commission offered another description of the power and
influence of the American underworld in the 1960's

Organized crime is a society that seeks to operate outside
the control of the American people and their governments It
involves thousands of criminals working within structures
as complex as those of any large corporation subject to laws
more rigidly enforced than those of legitimate governments
Its actions are not impulsive but rather the result of intricate
conspiracies carried on over many years and aimed at gaining
control over whole fields of activity in order to amass huge
profits (163)
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An analysis by the committee revealed that the Kennedy administra
tion brought about the strongest effort against organized crime that
had ever been coordinated by the Federal Government.(164) John
and Robert Kennedy brought to their respective positions as Presi
dent and Attorney General an unprecedented familiarity with the
threat of organized crime—and a commitment to prosecute its lead
ers—based on their service as member and chief counsel respectively
of the McClellan Committee during its extensive investigation of
labor racketeering in the late 1950's (165) A review of the electronic
surveillance conducted by the FBI from 1961 to 1964 demonstrated
that members of La Cosa Nostra as well as other organized crime
figures were quite cognizant of the stepped-up effort against them and
they placed responsibility for it directly upon President Kennedy and
Attorney General Kennedy (166)

During this period the FBI had comprehensive electronic coverage
of the major underworld figures particularly those who comprised the
commission.s(167) The committee had access to and analyzed the
product of this electronic coverage it reviewed literally thousands of
pages of electronic surveillance logs that revealed the innermost work
ings of organized crime in the United States (168) The committee saw
in stark terms a record of murder violence bribery corruption and
an untold variety of other crimes.(169) Uniquely among congressional
committees and in contrast to the Warren Commission the committee
became familiar with the nature and scope of organized crime in the
years before and after the Kennedy assassination using as its evidence
the words of the participants themselves

An analysis of the work of the Justice Department before and after
the tenure of Robert Kennedy as Attorney General also led to the con
clusion that organized crime directly benefited substantially from the
changes in Government policy that occurred after the assassination
(170) That organized crime had the motive opportunity and means
to kill the President cannot be questioned (171) Whether it did so is
another matter

In its investigation of the decisionmaking process and dynamics of
organized crime murders and intrasyndicate assassinations during the
early 1960's the committee noted the extraordinary web of insulation
secrecy and complex machinations that frequently surrounded orga
nized crime leaders who ordered such acts (17°7) In testimony before
the Senate on September 25 1963 2 months before his brother's assas
sination Attorney General Kennedy spoke of the Government's con
tinuing difficulty in solving murders carried out by organized crime
elements particularly those ordered by members of the La Cosa Nostra
commission Attorney General Kennedy testified that

* * * because the members of the Commission the top mem
bers or even their chief lieutenants have insulated themselves
from the crime itself if they want to have somebody knocked
off for instance the top man will speak to somebody who will
speak to somebody else who will speak to somebody else and
order it The man who actually does the gun work who might

8The ruling councilof 9 to 12 Mafialeaderswhocollectivelyrule the nationalcrime
syndicate
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get paid $250 or $500 depending on how important it is per
haps nothing at all he does not know who ordered it To trace
that back is virtually impossible (.173)

The committee studied the Kennedy assassination in terms of the
traditional forms of violence used by organized crime and the historic
pattern of underworld slayings While the murder of the President's
accused assassin did in fact fit the traditional pattern—a shadowy man
with demonstrable organized crime connections shoots down a crucial
witness—the method of the President's assassination did not resemble
the standard syndicate killing (174) A person like Oswald—young
active in controversial political causes apparently not subject to the
internal discipline of a criminal organization—would appear to be
the least likely candidate for the role of Mafia hit man especially in
such an important murder Gunmen used in organized crime killings
have traditionally been selected with utmost deliberation and care the
most important considerations being loyalty and a willingness to
remain silent if apprehended These are qualities best guaranteed by
past participation in criminal activities (175)

There are however other factors to be weighed in evaluating the
method of possible operation in the assassination of President Ken
nedy While the involvement of a gunman like Oswald does not readily
suggest organized crime involvement any underworld attempt to assas
sinate the President would in all likelihood have dictated the use of
some kind of cover a shielding or disguise (176) The committee made
the reasonable assumption that an assassination of a President by
organized crime could not be allowed to appear to be what it was

Traditional organized crime murders are generally committed
through the use of killers who make no effort to hide the fact that or
ganized crime was responsible for such murders or "hits."(177) While
syndicate-authorized hits are usually executed in such a way that
identification of the killers is not at all likely the slayings are none
theless committed in what is commonly referred to as the "gangland
style. (178) Indeed an intrinsic characteristic of the typical mob ex
ecution is that it serves as a self-apparent message with the authorities
and the public readily perceiving the nature of the crime as well as
the general identity of the group or gang that carried it out (179)

The execution of a political leader—most particularly a President—
would hardly be a typical mob execution and might well necessitate
a different method of operation The overriding consideration in such
an extraordinary crime would be the avoidance of any appearance of
organized crime complicity (180)

In its investigation the committee noted three cases for the pur
poses of illustration in which the methodology employed by syndicate
figures was designed to insulate and disguise the involvement of orga
nized crime (181) These did not fit the typical pattern of mob killings
as the assassination of a President would not (182) While the atypical
cases did not involve political leaders two of the three were attacks
on figures in the public eye (183)

In the first case the acid blinding of investigative reporter Victor
Riesel in April 1956 organized crime figures in New York used a

complex series of go-betweens to hire a petty thief and burglar to
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commit the act (184) Thus the assailant did not know who had actu
ally authorized the crime for which he had been recruited (185) The
use of such an individual was regarded as unprecedented as he had not
been associated with the syndicate was a known drug user and out
wardly appeared to be unreliable (186) Weeks later Riesel's assailant
was slain by individuals who had recruited him in the plot (187)

The second case the fatal shooting of a well-known businessman
Sol Landie in Kansas City Mo. on November 22 1970 involved the
recruitment through several intermediaries of four young Black men
by members of the local La Cosa Nostra family (188) Landie had
served as a witness in a Federal investigation of gambling activities
directed by Kansas City organized crime leader Nicholas Civella The
men recruited for the murder did not know who had ultimately ordered
the killing were not part of the Kansas City syndicate and had re
ceived instructions through intermediaries to make it appear that
robbery was the motive for the murder (189) All of the assailants and
two of the intermediaries were ultimately convicted

The third case the shooting of New York underworld leader Joseph
Columbo before a crowd of 65,000 people in June 1971 was carried
out by a young Black man with a petty criminal record a nondescript
loner who appeared to be alien to the organized crime group that had
recruited him through various go-betweens (190) The gunman was
shot to death immediately after the shooting of Columbo a murder
still designated as unsolved (191) (Seriously wounded by a shot to the
head Columbo lingered for years in a semiconscious state before he
died in 1978.)

The committee found that these three cases each of which is an
exception to the general rule of organized crime executions had
identifiable similarities (192) Each case was solved in that the iden
tity of the perpetrator of the immediate act became known (193) In
two of the cases the assailant was himself murdered soon after the
crime.(194) In each case the person who wanted the crime accom
plished recruited the person or persons who made the attack through
more than one intermediary (195) In each case the person suspected
of inspiring the violence was a member of or connected to La Cosa
Nostra.(196) In each case the person or persons hired were not pro
fessional killers and they were not part of organized criminal
groups (197) In each case the persons recruited to carry out the acts
could be characterized as dupes or tools who were being used in a con
spiracy they were not fully aware of.(198) In each case the intent was
to insulate the organized crime connection with a particular require
ment for disguising the true identity of the conspirators and to place
the blame on generally nondescript individuals (199) These exceptigns
to the general rule of organized crime violence made it impossible for
the committee to preclude on the basis of an analysis of the method of
the assassination that President Kennedy was killed by elements of
organized crime.(200)

In its investigation into the possibility that organized crime elements
were involved in the President's murder the committee examined
various internal and external factors that bear on whether organized
crime leaders would have considered planned and executed an assas
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sination conspiracy (201) The committee examined the decisionmak
ing process that would have been involved in such a conspiracy and
two primary propositions emerged (202) The first related to whether
the national crime syndicate would have authorized and formulated a

conspiracy with the formal consent of the commission the ruling coun
cil of Mafia leaders.(203) The second related to whether an individual
organized crime leader or possibly a small combination of leaders
might have conspired to assassinate the President through unilateral
action that is without the involvement of the leadership of the
national syndicate (204 )

The most significant evidence that organized crime as an institution
or group was not involved in the assassination of President Kennedy
was contained in the electronic surveillance of syndicate leaders con
ducted by the FBI in the early 1960's (205) As the President's Crime
Commission noted in 1967 and as this committee found through its
review of the FBI surveillance there was a distinct hierarchy and
structure to organized crime (206) Decisions of national importance
were generally made by the national commission or at least they de

pended on the approval of the commission members (207) In 1963 the

following syndicate leaders served as members of the commission
Vito Genovese Joseph Bonanno Carlo Gambino and Thomas
Lucchese of New York City Stefano Magaddino of Buffalo Sam
Giancana of Chicago Joseph Zerilli of Detroit Angelo Bruno of

Philadelphia and Raymond Patriarca of Providence (208) The com
mittee's review of the surveillance transcripts and logs detailing the

private conversations of the commission members and their associates
revealed that there were extensive and heated discussions about the
serious difficulties the Kennedy administration's crackdown on organ
ized crime was causing (209)

The bitterness and anger with which organized crime leaders viewed
the Kennedy administration are readily apparent in the electronic sur
veillance transcripts with such remarks being repeatedly made by
commission members Genovese Giancana Bruno Zerilli Patriarca
and Magaddino (210) In one such conversation in May 1962 a New
York Mafia member noted the intense Federal pressure upon the mob
and remarked "Bob Kennedy won't stop today until he puts us all in

jail all over the country Until the commission meets and puts its foot

down things will be at a standstill. (211) Into 1963 the pressure was

continuing to mount as evidenced by a conversation in which commis
sion member Magaddino bitterly cursed Attorney General Kennedy
and commented on the Justice Department's increasing knowledge of
the crime syndicate's inner workings stating "They know everything
under the sun They know who's back of it—they know there is a com
mission We got to watch right now—and stay as quiet as

possible. (212)
While the committee's examination of the electronic surveillance

program revealed no shortage of such conversations during that period
the committee found no evidence in the conversations of the formula
tion of any specific plan to assassinate the President.(213) Neverthe

less that organized crime figures did discuss possible violent courses
of action against either the President or his brother Attorney Gen
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eral Robert F Kennedy—as well as the possible repercussions of such
action—can be starkly seen in the transcripts (211)

One such discussion bears quoting at length It is a conversation be
tween commission member Angelo Bruno of Philadelphia and an asso
ciate Willie Weisburg on February 8 1962.215) In the discussion
in response to Weisburg's heated suggestion that Attorney General
Kennedy should be murdered Bruno cautioned that Kennedy might
be followed by an even worse Attorney General

WEISBUROSee what Kennedy done With Kennedy a guy
should take a knife like all them other guys and stab and kill
the [obsenity] where he is now Somebody should kill the
[obscenity] I mean it This is true Honest to God It's about
time to go But I tell you something I hope I get a week's
notice I'll kill Right in the [obscenity] in the White House
Somebody's got to get rid of this [obscenity]

BRUNO Look Willie do you see there was a king do you
understand And he found out that everybody was saying
that he was a bad king This is an old Italian story So he
figured Let me go talk to the old woman She knows every
thing So he went to the old wise woman So he says to her
"I came here because I want your opinion. He says "Do you
think I'm a bad king She says "No I think you are a
good king. He says "Well how come everybody says I'm a
bad king She says "Because they are stupid They don't
know. He says "Well how come why do you say I'm a good
king "Well, she said "I knew your great grandfather He
was a bad king I knew your grandfather He was worse I
knew your father He was worse than them You you are
worse than them but your son if you die your son is going
to be worse than you So its better to be with you. [All
laugh.] So Brownell—former Attorney General—was bad
He was no [obscenity] good He was this and that

WETSBURODo you know what this man is going to do He
ain't going to leave nobody alone

BRUNO I know he ain't But you see everybody in there was
bad The other guy was good because the other guy was worse
Do you understand Brownell came He was no good He was
worse than the guy before

WEISBURONot like this one
BRUNO Not like this one This one is worse Right If

something happens to this guy
* * *

[laughs].(216)
While Angelo Bruno had hoped to wait out his troubles believing

that things might get better for him as time went by such was not
to be the case during the Kennedy administration The electronic sur
veillance transcripts disclosed that by mid 1963 Bruno was privately
making plans to shut down his syndicate operations and leave Amer
ica an unprecedented response by a commission member to Federal
law enforcement pressure (P217)

Another member of the mob commission Stefano Magaddino
voiced similar anger toward the President during that same pe
riod (P218) In October 1963 in response to a Mafia family member's
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remark that President Kennedy "should drop dead, Magaddino ex
ploded "They should kill the whole family the mother and father too
'When he talks he talks like a mad dog he says my brother the At
torney General. (219)

The committee concluded that had the national crime syndicate as
a group been involved in a conspiracy to kill the President some trace
of the plot would have been picked up by the FBI surveillance of the
commission (220) Consequently finding no evidence in the electronic
surveillance transcripts of a specific intention or actual plan by com
mission members to have the President assassinated the committee
believed it was unlikely that it existed The electronic surveillance
transcripts included extensive conversations during secret meetings of
various syndicate leaders set forth many of their most closely guarded
thoughts and actions and detailed their involvement in a variety of
other criminal acts including murder (221) Given the far-reaching
possible consequences of an assassination plot by the commission the
committee found that such a conspiracy would have been the subject
of serious discussion by members of the commission and that no mat
ter how guarded such discussions might have been some trace of them
would have emerged from the surveillance coverage (222) It was pos
sible to conclude therefore that it is unlikely that the national crime
syndicate as a group acting under the leadership of the commission
participated in the assassination of President Kennedy (223)

While there *as an absence of evidence in the electronic surveillance
materials of commission participation in the President's murder there
was no shortage of evidence of the elation and relief of various com
mission members over his death (224) The surveillance transcripts
contain numerous crude and obscene comments by organized crime
leaders their lieutenants associates and families regarding the assas
sination of President Kennedy.(225) The transcripts also reveal an
awareness by some mob leaders that the authorities might be watch
ing their reactions (226) On November 25 1963 in response to a lieu
tenant's remark that Oswald "was an anarchist * * * a Marxist Com
munist, Giancana exclaimed "He was a marksman who knew how
to shoot."(227) On November 29 1963 Magaddino cautioned his as
sociates not to joke openly about the President's murder stating
"You can be sure that the police spies will be watching carefully to
see what we think and say about this. (228) Several weeks later dur
ing a discussion between Bruno and his lieutenants one participant
remarked of the late President "It is too bad his brother Bobby was
not in that car too."(229)

While the committee found it unlikely that the national crime syn
dicate was involved in the assassination it recognized the possibility
that a particular organized crime leader or a small combination of
leaders acting unilaterally might have formulated an assassination
conspiracy without the consent of the commission (230)

In its investigation of the national crime syndicate the committee
noted factors that could have led an organized crime leader who was
considering an assassination to withold it from the national commis
sion (231) The committee's analysis of the national commission dis
closed that it was splintered by dissension and enmity in 1963 Rivalry
between two blocks of syndicate families had resulted in a partial pa
ralysis of the commission's functions (232)
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One significant reason for the disarray was of course the pressure
being exerted by Federal law enforcement agencies (233) In the fall
of 1963 Attorney General Kennedy noted

* * * in the past 2 years at least three carefully planned
commission meetings had to be called off because the leaders
learned that we had uncovered their well-concealed plans and
meeting places

The Government's effort got an unprecedented boost from the will
ingness of Joseph Valachi a member of the "family of commission
member Vito Genovese of New York to testify about the internal
structure and activities of the crime syndicate a development de
scribed by Attorney General Kennedy as "the greatest intelligence
breakthrough in the history of the Federal program against orga
nized crime (234) While it was not until August 1963 that Valachi's
identity as a Federal witness became public the surveillance tran
scripts disclose that syndicate leaders were aware as early as the
spring of 1963 that Valachi was cooperating with the Justice Depart
ment (235) The transcripts disclose that the discovery that Valachi
had become a Federal informant aroused widespread suspicion and
fear over the possibility of other leaks and informants within the up
per echelons of the syndicate (236) The televised Senate testimony by
Valachi led to considerable doubt by syndicate leaders in other parts
of the country as to the security of commission proceedings with
Genovese rapidly losing influence as a result of Valachi's actions (237)

The greatest source of internal disruption within the commission
related to the discovery in early 1963 of a secret plan by commission
member Joseph Bonanno to assassinate fellow members Carlo Gam
bino and Thomas Lucchese.(238) Bonanno's assassination plan aimed
at an eventual takeover of the commission leadership was discovered
after one of the gunmen Bonanno had enlisted Joseph Columbo in
formed on him to the commission.(239) The Bonanno conspiracy an
unheard-of violation of commission rules led to a long series of acri
monious deliberations that lasted until early 1964.(240) Bonanno re
fused to submit to the judgment of the commission and his colleagues
were sharply divided over how to deal with his betrayal Gambino
recommending that Bonanno be handled with caution and Giancana
urging that he be murdered (241)

The committee concluded based on the state of disruption within
the commission and the questions that had arisen as to the sanctity of
commission proceedings that an individual organized crime leader
who was planning an assassination conspiracy against President Ken
nedy might well have avoided making the plan known to the commis
sion or seeking approval for it from commission members.(242) Such
a course of unilateral action seemed to the committee to have been
particularly possible in the case of powerful organized crime
leaders who were well established with firm control over their
jurisdictions (243)

The committee noted a significant precedent for such a unilateral
course of action In 1957 Vito Genovese engineered the assassination
of Albert Anastasia then perhaps the most feared Mafia boss in the
country (244) Six months earlier Genovese's men had shot and wound
ed Frank Costello who once was regarded as the single most influential
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organized crime leader (245) Both the Anastasia assassination and
the Costello assault were carried out without the knowledge or consent
of the national commission (216) Genovese did however obtain
approval for the crimes after the fact (247) It was an extraordinary
sequence of events that Attorney General Kennedy noted in September
1963 when he stated that Genovese "* * * wanted Commission approval
for these acts—which he has received. The Genovese plot against
Anastasia and Costello and the ex post facto commission approval
were integral events in the rise to dominance of organized crime figures
for the years that followed It directly led to the assemblage of national
syndicate leaders at the Apalachin conference 3 weeks after the Anas
tasia murder and to the rise of Carlo Gambino to a position of pre
eminence in La Costa Nostra (248)

(5) Analysis of the 1963-64 investigation.—In its investigation the
committee learned that fears of the possibility that organized crime
was behind the assassination were more common among Government
officials at the time than has been generally recognized Both Attorney
General Kennedy and President Johnson privately voiced suspicion
about underworld complicity (219) The Attorney General requested
that any relevant information be forwarded directly to him and there
was expectation at the time that the recently created Warren Commis
sion would actively investigate the possibility of underworld
involvement (250)

The committee found however that the Warren Commission con
ducted only a limited pursuit of the possibility of organized crime
complicity (251) As has been noted moreover the Warren Commis
sion's interest in organized crime was directed exclusively at Jack
Ruby and it did not involve any investigation of the national crime
syndicate in general or individual leaders in particular (252) This
was confirmed to the committee by J Lee Rankin the Commission's
general counsel and by Burt W Griffin the staff counsel who con
ducted the Ruby investigation (253) Griffin testified before the com
mittee that "* * * the possibility that someone associated with the
underworld would have wanted to assassinate the President * * *

[was] not seriously explored by the Warren Commission (254)
The committee similarly learned from testimony and documenta

tion that the FBI's investigation of the President's assassination was
also severely limited in the area of possible organized crime involve
ment While the committee found that the Bureau was uniquely equip
ped with the Special Investigative Division having been formed 2
years earlier specifically to investigate organized crime the specialists
and agents of that Division did not play a significant role in the assas
sination investigation (255) Former Assistant FBI Director Courtney
Evans who headed the Special Investigative Division told the com
mittee that the officials who directed the investigation never consulted
him or asked for any participation by his Division (256) Evans
recalled "I know they sure didn't come to me We had no part in that
that I can recall."(257) Al Staffeld a former FBI official who super
vised the day-to-day operations of the Special Investigative Division
told the committee that if the FBI's organized crime specialists had
been asked to participate "We would have gone at it in every damn
way possible. (258)
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Ironically the Bureau's own electronic surveillance transcripts
revealed to the committee a conversation between Sam Giancana and
a lieutenant Charles English regarding the FBI's role in investigat
ing President Kennedy's assassination (259) In the December 3 1963
conversation English told Giancana "I will tell you something in
another 2 months from now the FBI will be like it was 5 years ago
They won't be around no more They say the FBI will get it (the
investigation of the President's assassination) They're gonna start
running down Fair Play for Cuba Fair Play for Matsu They call
that more detrimental to the country than us guys. (260)

The committee found that the quality and scope of the investigation
into the possibility of an organized crime conspiracy in the President's
assassination by the Warren Commission and the FBI was not suffi
cient to uncover one had it existed The committee also found that it
was possible based on an analysis of motive means and opportunity
that an individual organized crime leader or a small combination of
leaders might have participated in a conspiracy to assassinate Presi
dent Kennedy The committee's extensive investigation led it to con
clude that the most likely family bosses of organized crime to have
participated in such a unilateral assassination plan were Carlos Mar
cello and Santos Trafficante (261) While other family bosses on the
commission were subjected to considerable coverage in the electronic
surveillance program such coverage was never applied to Marcello
and almost never to Trafficante (262)

(6) Carlos Marcello.—The commitee found that Marcello had the
motive means and opportunity to have President John F Kennedy
assassinated,(263) though it was unable to establish direct evidence of
Marcello's complicity

In its investigation of Marcello the committee identified the pres
ence of one critical evidentiary element that was lacking with the
other organized crime figures examined by the committee credible
associations relating both Lee Harvey Oswald and Jack Ruby to fig
ures having a relationship albeit tenuous with Marcello's crime fam
ily or organization (264) At the same time the committee explicitly
cautioned association is the first step in conspiracy it is not identical
to it and while associations may legitimately give rise to suspicions
a careful distinction must always be drawn between suspicions sus
pected and facts found

As the long-time La Cosa Nostra Ieader in an area that is based in
New Orleans but extends throughout Louisiana and Texas Marcello
was one of the prime targets of Justice Department efforts during the
Kennedy administration (265) He had in fact been temporarily
removed from the country for a time in 1961 through deportation pro
ceedings personally expedited by Attorney General Kennedy (2666)In
his appearance before the committee in executive session Marcello
exhibited an intense dislike for Robert Kennedy because of these
actions claiming that he had been illegally "kidnaped by Govern
ment agents during the deportation (267)

While the Warren Commission devoted extensive attention to
Oswald's background and activities the committee uncovered signif
icant details of his exposure to and contacts with figures associated
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with the underworld of New Orleans that apparently had escaped the
Commission (268) One such relationship actually extended into
Oswald's own family through his uncle Charles ''Dutz Murret a
minor underworld gambling figure (269) The committee discovered
that Murret who served as a surrogate father of sorts throughout much
of Oswald's life in New Orleans was in the 1940's and 1950's and pos
sibly until his death in 1964 an associate of significant organized crime
figures affiliated with the Marcello organization (270)

The committee established that Oswald was familiar with his uncle's
underworld activities and had discussed them with his wife Marina
in 1963 (271) Additionally the committee found that Oswald's
mother Marguerite Oswald was acquainted with several men as
sociated with lieutenants in the Marcello organization One such
acquaintance who was also an associate of Dutz Murret reportedly
served as a personal aide or driver to Marcello at one time (272) In
another instance the committee found that an individual connected to
Dutz Murret the person who arranged bail for Oswald following his
arrest in August 1963 for a street disturbance was an associate of two
of Marcello's syndicate deputies (One of the two Nofio Pecora as
noted also received a telephone call from Ruby on October 30 1963
according to the committee's computer analysis of Ruby's phone
records.) (273)

During the course of its investigation the committee developed
several areas of credible evidence and testimony indicating a pos
sible association in New Orleans and elsewhere between Lee Harvey
Oswald and David W Ferrie a private investigator and even per
haps a pilot for Marcello before and during 1963 (274) From the
evidence available to the committee the nature of the Oswald-Ferrie
association remained largely a mystery The committee established
that Oswald and Ferrie apparently first came into contact with each
other during Oswald's participation as a teenager in a Civil Air Patrol
unit for which Ferrie served as an instructor although Ferrie when
he was interviewed by the FBI after his detainment as a suspect in
the assassination (275) denied any past association with Oswald

In interviews following the assassination Ferrie stated that he may
have spoken in an offhand manner of the desirability of having Pres
ident Kennedy shot but he denied wanting such a deed actually to be
done (276) Ferrie also admitted his association with Marcello and
stated that he had been in personal contact with the syndicate leader
in the fall of 1963 He noted that on the morning of the day of the
President's death he was present with Marcello at a courthouse in New
Orleans (277) In his executive session testimony before the commit
tee Marcello acknowledged that Ferrie did work for his lawyer G
Wray Gill on his case but Marcello denied that Ferrie worked for
him or that their relationship was close (278) Ferrie died in 1967 of
a ruptured blood vessel at the base of the brain shortly after he was
named in the assassination investigation of New Orleans District
Attorney Jim Garrison

The committee also confirmed that the address 544 Camp Street
that Oswald had printed on some Fair Play for Cuba Committee
handouts in New Orleans was the address of a small office building
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where Ferrie was working on at least a part-time basis in 1963 (279)
The Warren Commission stated in its report that despite the Commis
sion's probe into why Oswald used this return address on his litera
ture "investigation has indicated that neither the Fair Play for Cuba
Committee nor Lee Oswald ever maintained an office at that
address. (280)

The committee also established associations between Jack Ruby and
several individuals affiliated with the underworld activities of Carlos
Marcello (281) Ruby was a personal acquaintance of Joseph Civello
the Marcello associate who allegedly headed organized crime activi
ties in Dallas he also knew other individuals who have been linked
with organized crime including a New Orleans nightclub figure
Harold Tannenbaum with whom Ruby was considering going into
partnership in the fall of 1963 (282) 9

The committee examined a widely circulated published account
that Marcello made some kind of threat on the life of President Ken
nedy in September 1962 at a meeting at his Churchill Farms estate
outside New Orleans (284) It was alleged that Marcello shouted an
old Sicilian threat "Livarsi na petra di la scarpa ! "Take the stone
out of niy shoe ! against the Kennedy brothers stating that the Pres
ident was going to be assassinated He spoke of using a "nut to carry
out the murder (285)

The committee established the origin of the story and identified the
informant who claimed to have been present at the meeting during
which Marcello made the threat (286) The committee also learned
that even though the FBI was aware of the informant's allegations
over a year and half before they were published in 1969 and possessed
additional information indicating that the informant may in fact have
met with Marcello in the fall of 1962 a substantive investigation of
the information was never conducted (287) Director Hoover and other
senior FBI officials were aware that FBI agents were initiating action
to "discredit the informant without having conducted a significant
investigation of his allegations (288) Further the committee discov
ered that the originating office relied on derogatory information from
a prominent underworld figure in the ongoing effort to discredit the in
formant (289) An internal memorandum to Hoover noted that another
FBI source was taking action to discredit the informant "in order
that the Carlos Marcello incident would be deleted from the book that
first recounted the information (290)

The committee determined that the informant who gave the account
of the Marcello threat was in fact associated with various underworld
figures including at least one person well-acquainted with the Mar
cello organization (291) The committee noted however that As a
consequence of his underworld involvement the informant had a ques
tionable reputation for honesty and may not be a credible source of
information (292)

9Lawenforcementfileshavelongcontainedinformationsuggestingthat JosephCam
pisi a restaurantownerin Dallas occupieda positionin organizedcrime The commit
tee's investigationdid not confirmor refute the allegation but it did estahlishthat
RubyvisitedCampisi'srestaurant on the eveningof November21 and that Rubywas
visitedin jail after the shootingof Oswaldby Campisiand his wife Further Campisi
acknowledgeda longstandingbusinessand personalrelationshipwith Marcello(283)
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The committee noted further that it is unlikely that an organized
crime leader personally involved in an assassination plot would dis
cuss it with anyone other than his closest lieutenants although he
might be willing to discuss it more freely prior to a serious decision
to undertake such an act In his executive session appearance before
the committee Marcello categorically denied any involvement in
organized crime or the assassination of President Kennedy Marcello
also denied ever making any kind of threat against the President's
life (293)

As noted Marcello was never the subject of electronic surveillance
coverage by the FBI The committee found that the Bureau did
make two attempts to effect such surveillance during the early 1960's
but both attempts were unsuccessful.(294) Marcello's sophisticated
security system and close-knit organizational structure may have been
a factor in preventing such surveillance.10 A former FBI official
knowledgeable about the surveillance program told the committee
"That was our biggest gap * * * With Marcello you've got the one
big exception in our work back then There was just no way of pene
trating that area He was too smart."(296)

Any evaluation of Marcello's possible role in the assassination
must take into consideration his unique stature within La Cosa Nostra
The FBI determined in the 1960's that because of Marcello's position
as head of the New Orleans Mafia family (the oldest in the United
States having first entered the country in the 1880's) the Louisiana
organized crime leader had been endowed with special powers and
privileges not accorded to any other La Cosa Nostra members (297) As
the leader of "the first family of the Mafia in America according to
FBI information Marcello has been the recipient of the extraordinary
privilege of conducting syndicate operations without having to seek
the approval of the national commission (298)

Finally a caveat Marcello's uniquely successful carreer in organized
crime has been based to a large extent on a policy of prudence
he is not reckless As with the case of the Soviet and Cuban Govern
ments a risk analysis indicated that he would be unlikely to undertake
so dangerous a course of action as a Presidential assassination Con
sidering that record of prudence and in the absence of direct evidence
of involvement it may be said that it is unlikely that Marcello was in
fact involved in the assassination of the President On the basis of the
evidence available to it and in the context of its duty to be cautious in
its evaluation of the evidence there is no other conclusion that the
committee could reach On the other hand the evidence that he had
the motive and the evidence of links through associates to both Oswald
and Ruby coupled with the failure of the 1963–64 investigation to
explore adequately possible conspiratorial activity in the assassination
precluded a judgment by the committee that Marcello and his associ
ates were not involved

(7) Santos Traf eante.—The committee also concentrated its atten
tion on Santos Trafficante the La Cosa Nostra leader in Florida The

ioIn additionMarcellowasconsideredbyhis FBI caseagentto bea legitimatebusiness
man whichmayaccountfor the fact that the easeagentwaslessthan enthusiasticabout
pressingan investigationof theLouisianaMafialeader (295)
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committee found that Trafficante like Marcello had the motive means
and opportunity to assassinate President Kennedy (299)

Trafficante was a key subject of the Justice Department crackdown
on organized crime during the Kennedy administration with his name
being added to a list of the top 10 syndicate leaders targeted for investi

ption.(300) Ironically Attorney General Kennedy's strong interest
in having Trafficante prosecuted occurred during the same period in
which CIA officials unbeknown to the Attorney General were using
Trafficante's services in assassination plots against the Cuban chief of
state Fidel Castro (301)

The committee found that Santos Trafficante's stature in the na
tional syndicate of organized crime notably the violent narcotics trade
and his role as the mob's chief liaison to criminal figures within the
Cuban exile community provided him with the capability of formulat
ing an assassination conspiracy against President Kennedy Trafficante
had recruited Cuban nationals to help plan and execute the CIA's as
signment to assassinate Castro (The CIA gave the assignment to
former FBI Agent Robert Maheu who passed the contract along to
Mafia figures Sam Giancana and John Roselli They in turn enlisted
Trafficante to have the intended assassination carried out.) (302)

In his testimony before the committee Trafficante admitted partici
pating in the unsuccessful CIA conspiracy to assassinate Castro an
admission indicating his willingness to participate in political murder
(303) Trafficante testified that he worked with the CIA out of a pa
triotic feeling for his country an explanation the committee did not
accept at least not as his sole motivation (304)

As noted the committee established a possible connection between
Trafficante and Jack Ruby in Cuba in 1959 (305) It determined there
had been a close friendship between Ruby and Lewis McWillie who as
a Havana gambler worked in an area subject to the control of the
Trafficante Mafia family (306) Further it assembled documentary evi
dence that Ruby made at least two if not three or more trips to Havana
in 1959 when McWillie was involved in underworld gambling opera
tions there (307) Ruby may in fact have been serving as a courier for
underworld gambling interests in Havana probably for the purpose of
transporting funds to a bank in Miami (308)

The committee also found that Ruby had been connected with other
Trafficante associates—R D Matthews Jack Todd and James Dolan—
all of Dallas (309)

Finally the committee developed corroborating evidence that Ruby
may have met with Trafficante at Trescornia prison in Cuba during one
of his visits to Havana in 1959 as the CIA had learned but had dis
counted in 1964 (310) While the committee was not able to determine
the purpose of the meeting there was considerable evidence that it did
take place (311)

During the course of its investigation of Santos Trafficante the com
mittee examined an allegation that Trafficante had told a prominent
Cuban exile Jose Aleman that President Kennedy was going to be
assassinated (312) According to Aleman Trafficante made the state
ment in a private conversation with him that took place sometime in
September 1962 (313) In an account of the alleged conversation pub
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lished by the Washington Post in 1976 Aleman was quoted as stating
that Trafficante had told him that President Kennedy was "going to
be hit."(314) Aleman further stated however that it was his impres
sion that Trafficante was not the specific individual who was allegedly
planning the murder (315) Aleman was quoted as having noted that
Trafficante had spoken of Teamsters Un'on President James Hoffa dur
ing the same conversation indicating that the President would "get
what is coming to him as a result of his administration's intense
efforts to prosecute Hoffa (316)

During an interview with the committee in March 1977 Aleman
provided further details of his alleged discussion with Trafficante in
September 1962 (317) Aleman stated that during the course of the
discussion Trafficante had made clear to him that he was not guess
ing that the President was going to be killed Rather he did in fact
know that such a crime was being planned (318) In his committee
interview Aleman further stated that Trafficante had given him the
distinct impression that Hoffa was to be principally involved in plan
ning the Presidential murder (319)

In September 1978 prior to his appearance before the committee in
public session Aleman reaffirmed his earlier account of the alleged
September 1962 meeting with Trafficante Nevertheless shortly before
his appearance in public session Aleman informed the committee
staff that he feared for his physical safety and was afraid of possible
reprisal from Trafficante or his organization In this tetimony Aleman
changed his professed understanding of Trafficant's comments Ale
man repeated under oath that Trafficante had said Kennedy was "going
to be hit, but he then stated it was his impression that Trafficante

may have only meant the President was going to be hit by "a lot of

Republican votes in the 1964 election not that he was going to be
assassinated (320)

Appearing before the committee in public session on September 28
1978 Trafficante categorically denied ever having discussed any plan
to assassinate President Kennedy (321) Trafficante denied any fore

knowledge of or participation in the President's murder (322) While

stating that he did in fact know Aleman and that he had met with him
on more than one occasion in 1962 Trafficante denied Aleman's account
of their alleged conversation about President Kennedy and he denied
ever having made a threaten;ng remark against the President.(323)

The committee found it difficult to understand how Aleman could
have misunderstood Trafficante during such a conversation or why he
would have fabricated such an account Aleman appeared to be a repu
table person who did not seek to publicize his allegations and he was
well aware of the potential danger of making such allegations against
a leader of La Costa Nostra The committee noted however that Ale
man's prior allegations and testimony before the committee had made
him understandably fearful for his life

The committee also did not fully understand why Aleman waited so

many years before publicly disclos°ng the alleged incident While he
stated in 1976 that he had reported Trafficante's alleged remarks about
the President to FBI agents in 1962 and 1963 the committee's review
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of Bureau reports on his contacts with FBI agents did not reveal
a record of any such disclosure or comments at the time.(324) Addi
tionally the FBI agent who served as Aleman's contact during that
period denied ever being told such information by Aleman

Further the committee found it difficult to comprehend why Traf
ficante if he was planning or had personal knowledge of an assassi
nation plot would have revealed or hinted at such a sensitive matter
to Aleman It is possible that Trafficante may have been expressing a
personal opinion "The President ought to be hit, but it is unlikely
in the context of their relationship that Trafficante would have re
vealed to Aleman the existence of a current plot to kill the President
As previously noted with respect to Carlos Marcello to have attained
his stature as the recognized organized crime leader of Florida for a
number of years Trafficante necessarily had to operate in a char
acteristically calculating and discreet manner The relationship be
tween Trafficante and Aleman a business acquaintance does not seem
to have been close enough for Trafficante to have mentioned or alluded
to such a murder plot The committee thus doubted that Trafficante
would have inadvertently mentioned such a plot In sum the commit
tee believed there were substantial factors that called into question the
validity of Aleman's account

Nonetheless as the electronic surveillance transcripts of Angelo
Bruno Stefano Magaddino and other top organized crime leaders
make clear there were in fact various underworld conversations in
which the desirability of having the President assassinated was dis
cussed (325) There were private conversations in which assassination
was mentioned although not in a context that indicated such a crime
had been specifically planned (326) With this in mind and in the ab
sence of additional evidence with which to evaluate the Aleman ac
count of Trafficante's alleged 1962 remarks the committee concluded
that the conversation if it did occur as Aleman testified probably oc
curred in such a circumscribed context

As noted earlier the committee's examination of the FBI's elec
tronic surveillance program of the early 1960's disclosed that Santos
Trafficante was the subject of minimal in fact almost nonexistent sur
veillance coverage (327) During one conversation in 1963 overheard
in a Miami restaurant Trafficante had bitterly attacked the Kennedy
administration's efforts against organized crime making obscene com
ments about "Kennedy's right-hand man who had recently coordi
nated various raids on Trafficante gambling establishments (328) In
the conversation Trafficante stated that he was under immense pres
sure from Federal investigators commenting "I know when I'm beat
you understand (329) Nevertheless it was not possible to draw con
clusions about Trafficante's actions based on the electronic surveillance
program since the coverage was so limited Finally as with Marcello
the committee noted that Trafficante's cautious character is inconsist
ent with his taking the risk of being involved in an assassination plot
against the President The committee found in the context of its duty
to be cautious in its evaluation of the evidence that it is unlikely that
Trafficante plotted to kill the President although it could not rule out
the possibility of such participation on the basis of available evidence
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(8) James R Hoff a.—During the course of its investigation the
committee also examined a number of areas of information and alle
gations pertaining to James R Hoffa and his Teamsters Union and un
derworld associates The long and close relationship between Hoffa
and powerful leaders of organized crime his intense dislike of John
and Robert Kennedy dating back to their role in the McClellan Senate
investigation together with his other criminal activities led the com
mittee to conclude that the former Teamsters Union president had the
motive means and opportunity for planning an assassination attempt
upon the life of President John F Kennedy

The committee found that Hoffa and at least one of his Teamster
lieutenants Edward Partin apparently did in fact discuss the plan
ning of an assassination conspiracy against President Kennedy's
brother Attorney General Robert F Kennedy in July or August of
1962.(330) Hoffa's discussion about such an assassination plan first
became known to the Federal Government in September 1962 when
Partin informed authorities that he had recently participated in such
a discussion with the Teamsters president (331)

In October 1962 acting under the orders of Attorney General
Kennedy FBI Director Hoover authorized a detailed polygraph ex
amination of Partin.(332) In the examination the Bureau concluded
that Partin had been truthful in recounting Hoffa's discussion of a
proposed assassination plan.(383) Subsequently the Justice Depart
ment developed further evidence supporting Partin's disclosures in
dicating that Hoffa had spoken about the possibility of assassinating
the President's brother on more than one occasion (334)

In an interview with the committee Partin reaffirmed the account
of Hoffa's discussion of a possible assassination plan and he stated
that Hoffa had believed that having the Attorney General murdered
would be the most effective way of ending the Federal Government's
intense investigation of the Teamsters and organized crime (335)
Partin further told the committee that he suspected that Hoffa may
have approached him about the assassination proposal because Hoffa
believed him to be close to various figures in Carlos Marcello's syn
dicate organization (336) Partin a Baton Rouge Teamsters official
with a criminal record was then a leading Teamsters Union official
in Louisiana Partin was also a key Federal witness against Hoffa in
the 1964 trial that led to Hoffa's eventual imprisonment (337)

While the committee did not uncover evidence that the proposed
Hoffa assassination plan ever went beyond its discussion the commit
tee noted the similarities between the plan discussed by Hoffa in 1962
and the actual events of November 22 1963 While the committee was
aware of the apparent absence of any finalized method or plan during
the course of Hoffa's discussion about assassinating Attorney General
Kennedy he did discuss the possible use of a lone mmman equipped
with a rifle with a telescopic sight (338) the advisability of having the
assassination committed somewhere in the South (339) as well as the

potential desirability of having Robert Kennedy shot while riding in a
convertible (3¢0) While the similarities are present the committee also
noted that they were not so unusual as to Point ineluctably in a particu
lar direction President Kennedy himself in fact noted that he was
vulnerable to rifle fire before his Dallas trip Nevertheless references
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to Hoffa's discussion about having Kennedy assassinated while riding
m a convertible were contained in several Justice Department memo
randa received by the Attorney General and FBI Director
Hoover in the fall of 1962 (341) Edward Partin told the committee
that Hoffa believed that by having Kennedy shot as he rode in a con
vertible the origin of the fatal shot or shots would be obscured (342)
The context of Hoffa's discussion with Partin about an assassination
conspiracy further seemed to have been predicated upon the recruit
ment of an assassin without any identifiable connection to the Team
sters organization or Hoffa himself (343) Hoffa also spoke of the
alternative possibility of having the Attorney General assassinated
through the use of some type of plastic explosives (344)

The committee established that President Kennedy himself was
notified of Hoffa's secret assassination discussion shortly after the
Government learned of it The personal journal of the late President's
friend Benjamin C Bradlee executive editor of the Washington
Post reflects that the President informed him in February 1963 of
Hoffa's discussion about killing his brother (3.4.5) Bradlee
noted Chet President Kennedy mentioned that Hoffa had spoken
of the desirability of having a silenced weapon used in such a plan
Bradlee noted that while he found such a Hoffa discussion hard to
believe "the President was obviously serious about it (346)

Partly as a result of their knowledge of Hoffa's discussion of as
sassination with Partin in 1962 various aides of the late President
Kennedy voiced private suspicions about the possibility of Hoffa com
plicity in the President's assassination (347) The committee learned
that Attorney General Robert F Kennedy and White House Chief of
Staff Kenneth O'Donnell contacted several associates in the days im
mediately following the Dallas murder to discuss the possibility of
Teamsters Union or organized crime involvement (348)

As noted in the account of Ruby's telephone records the committee
confirmed the existence of several contacts between Ruby and associ
ates of Hoffa during the period of October and November 1963,(349)
including one Hoff a aide whom Robert Kennedy had once described as
one of Hoffa's most violent lieutenants (350) Those associates Barney
Baker Irwin Weiner and Dusty Miller stated that Ruby had been in
touch with them for the sole purpose of seeking assistance in a night
club labor dispute (351)

The committee learned that Attorney General Kennedy and his
aides arranged for the appointmen` of Charles Shaffer a Justice De
partment attorney to the Warren Commission staff in order that the
possibility of Teamster involvement be watched Shaffer confirmed to
the committee that looking into Hoffa was one purpose of his ap
pointment (352)

Yet partly as a result of the Commission's highly circumscribed ap
proach to investigating possible underworld involvement as well as
limited staff resources certain areas of possible information relating
to Hoffa—such as the Ruby telephone calls—were not the subject of
in-depth investigation (353) Nevertheless in a lengthy Commission
memorandum prepared for the CIA in February 1964 the Teamsters
Union had been listed first on a list of potential groups to be investi
gated in probing "ties between Ruby and others who might have been
interested in the assassination of President Kennedy. (354)
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During the course of its investigation the committee noted the exist
ence of other past relationships between Ruby and associates of Hoffa
apart from those disclosed by a review of the Ruby phone records Two
such figures were Paul Dorfman the Chicago underworld figure who
was instrumental in Hoffa's rise to power in the labor movement and
David Yaras the reputed organized crime executioner whose relation
ship to Ruby dated back to their early days in Chicago.(355)

The committee also confirmed that another Teamsters official Frank
Chavez had spoken to Hoffa about murdering Robert Kennedy in

early 1967 shortly before Hoffa went to Federal prison (356) During
that incident Hoffa reportedly sharply rebuked his aide telling him
that such a course of action was dangerous and should not be con
sidered.(357)

In an interview with a newsman several weeks before his disappear
ance and presumed murder Hoffa denied any involvement in the as
sassination of President Kennedy and he disclaimed knowing any
thing about Jack Ruby or his motivations in the murder of Oswald
Hoffa also denied that he had ever discussed a plan to assassinate
Robert Kennedy (358)

As in the cases of Marcello and Trafficante the committee stressed
that it uncovered no direct evidence that Hoffa was involved in a plot
on the President's life much less the one that resulted in his death in
Dallas in November 1963 In addition and as opposed to the cases of
Marcello and Trafficante Hoffa was not a major leader of organized
crime Thus his ability to guarantee that his associates would be killed
if they turned Government informant may have been somewhat less
assured Indeed much of the evidence tending to incriminate Hoffa
was supplied by Edward Grady Partin a Federal Government inform
ant who was with Hoffa when the Teamster president was on trial in
October 1962 in Tennessee for violating the Taft-Hartley Act.

It may be strongly doubted therefore that Hoffa would have risked
anything so dangerous as a plot against the President at a time that
he knew he was under active investigation by the Department of
Justice.12

Finally a note on Hoff a's character He was a man of strong emo
tions who hated the President and his brother the Attorney General
He did not regret the President's death and he said so publicly Nev
ertheless Hoffa was not a confirmed murderer as were various orga
nized crime leaders whose involvement the committee considered and
he cannot be placed in that category with them even though he had
extensive associations with them Hoffa's associations with such orga
nized crime leaders grew out of the nature of his union and the indus
try whose workers it represented Organized crime and the violence
of the labor 'movement were facts of life for Hoffa they were part of
the milieu in which he grew up and worked But when he encountered
the only specific plot against a Kennedy that came to the attention of
the committee (the suggestion from Frank Chavez) he rejected it

11Hoffawas in fact facingchargesof trying to bribethe jury in his 1962trial inTennesseeon November22 1963 Thecasewasscheduledto go to trial in January1964Hoffawas ultimatelyconvictedand sentencedto a prisonterm Partin was the Government'schiefwitnessagainsthim1 The committeefound no evidenceto indicate that Hoffa was under electronicsurveillance
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The committee concluded therefore that the balance of the evidence
argued that it was improbable that Hoffer had anything to do with
the death of the President

(c) Summary and analysis of the evidence
The committee also believed it appropriate to reflect on the general

question of the possible complicity of organized crime members such
as Trafficante or _Marcello in the Kennedy assassination and to try to
put the evidence it had obtained in proper perspective

The significance of the organized crime associations developed by the
committee's investigation speaks for itself but there are limitations
that must be noted That President Kennedy's assassin and the man
who in turn murdered him can be tied to individuals connected to or
ganized crime is important for one reason for organized crime to have
been involved in the assassination it must have had access to Oswald
or Ruby or both

The evidence that has been presented by the committee demonstrates
that Oswald did in fact have organized crime associations Who he
was and where he lived could have come to the attention of those in
organized crime who had the motive and means to kill the President
Similarly there is abundant evidence that Ruby was knowledgeable
about and known to organized crime elements Nevertheless the
committee felt compelled to stress that knowledge or availability
through association falls considerably short of the sort of evidence
that would be necessary to establish criminal responsibility for a con
spiracy in the assassination It is also considerably short of what a
responsible congressional committee ought to have before it points a
finger in a legislative context

It must also be asked if it is likely that Oswald was in fact used by
an individual such as Marcello or Trafficante in an organized crime
plot Here Oswald's character comes into play As the committee
noted it is not likely that Oswald was 'a hired killer it is likely that
his principal motivation in the assassination was political Further
his politics have been shown to have been generally leftwing as
demonstrated by such aspects of his life as his avowed support of Fidel
Castro Yet the organized crime figures who had the motive and means
to murder the President must be generally characterized as rightwing
and anti-Castro Knitting these two contradictory strands together
posed 'a difficult problem Either the assassination of President Ken
nedy was essentially an apolitical act undertaken by Oswald with full
or partial knowledge of who he was working for—which would be
hard to believe—or Oswald's organized crime contacts deceived him
about their true identity and motivation or else organized crime was
not involved •

From an organized crime member's standpoint the use of an assas
sin with political leanings inconsistent with his own would have en
hanced his insulation from identification with the crime Nevertheless
it would have made the conspiracy a more difficult undertaking which
raises questions about the likelihood that such a conspiracy occurred
The more complicated a plot becomes the less likely it will work
Those who rationally set out to kill a king it may be argued first
design a plot that will work The Oswald plot did in fact work at
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least for 15 years but one must ask whether it would have looked
workable 15 years ago Oswald was an unstable individual Shortly
before the assassination for example he delivered a possibly threaten
ing note to the Dallas FBI office With his background he would have
been an immediate suspect in an assassination in Dallas and those in
contact with him would have known that Conspirators could not have
been assured that Oswald or his companion would be killed in Dealey
Plaza they could not be sure that they could silence them The plot
because of Oswald's involvement would hardly have seemed to be a
low risk undertaking

The committee weighed other factors in its assessment of Oswald
his act and possible co-conspirators It must be acknowleged that he
did in the end exhibit a high degree of brutal proficiency in firing the
shot that ended the President's life and that as an ex-marine that
proficiency may have been expected In the final analysis it must be
admitted that he accomplished what he set out to do

Further while Oswald exhibited a leftist political stance for a
number of years his activities and associations were by no means
exclusively leftwing His close friendship with George de Mohren
schildt an oilman in Dallas with rightwing connections is a case in
point Additionally questions have been raised about the specific na
ture of Oswald's pro-Castro activities It has been established that on
at least one occasion in 1963 he offered his services for clandestine
paramilitary actions against the Castro regime though as has been
suggested he may have merely been posing as an anti-Castro activist
That the evidence points to the possibility that Oswald was also
associated in 1963 with David Ferree the Marcello operative who was
openly and actively anti-Castro is troubling too Finally the only
Cuba-related activities that have ever been established at 544 Camp
Street New Orleans the address of an office building that Oswald
stamped on some of his Fair Play for Cuba Committee handouts were
virulently anti-Castro in nature

Thus the committee was unable to resolve its doubts about Lee
Harvey Oswald While the search for additional information in order
to -reach an understanding of Oswald's actions has continued for 15
years and while the committee developed significant new details
about his possible organized crime associations particularly in New
Orleans the President's assassin himself remains not fully under
stood The committee developed new information about Oswald and
Ruby thus altering previous perceptions but the assassin and the
man who murdered him still appear against a backdrop of unex
plained or at least not fully explained occurrences associations and
motivations

The scientific evidence available to the committee indicated that it is
probable that more than one person was involved in the President's
murder That fact compels acceptance And it demands a re-examina
tion of all that was thought to be true in the past Further the com
mittee's investigation of Oswald and Ruby showed a variety of
relationships that may have matured into an assassination conspiracy
Neither Oswald nor Ruby turned out to be "loners, as they had been
painted in the 1964 investigation Nevertheless the committee frankly
acknowledged that it was unable firmly to identify the other gunman
or the nature and extent of the conspiracy
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5 THE SECRETSERVICEFEDERALBUREAUOFINVESTIGATIONANDCENTRAL
INTELLIGENCEAGENCYWERENOTINVOLVEDIN TIIE ASSASSINATIONOF
PRESIDENTKENNEDY

As the symbolic leader of the Nation the President means many
things to many people His loss is keenly felt it is a traumatic event
The President is also more than the symbolic leader of the Nation
in fact he holds both political and military power and his death is
an occasion for its transfer It was therefore understandable that in
foreign and domestic speculation at the time of President Kennedy's
assassination there was a suggestion of complicity by agencies of the
U.S Government This was one of the principal reasons for the
Warren Commission's creation

With the publication of the Commission's report the question was
quieted if not completely stilled Nevertheless critics continued to
imply that the Secret Service the FBI or the CIA had somehow been
involved in the tragedy in Dallas and the Warren Commission itself
came to be viewed by some as part of a Government effort to conceal
the truth With the revelation of the illegal domestic programs of the
FBI and the foreign assassination plots of the CIA by the Senate
Select Committee to Study Governmental Operations with Respect
to Intelligence Activities in 1976 speculation was rekindled that
Government itself may have been involved in the President's death

The committee carefully considered various charges of Govern
ment complicity and coverup A major portion of its resources were
devoted to examining a variety of allegations directed at the Secret
Service the FBI and the CIA as well as the Warren Commission
As the investigation proceeded the committee carefully sought evi
dence that Government agents had foreknowledge of an assassination
took advantage of it after the event or afterwards covered up informa
tion relevant to ascertaining the truth The committee made a con
scientious effort for example to determine if the autopsy materials
were authentic Had they been tampered with it would have raised
the most serious of questions The committee also carefully assessed
the performance of the Secret Service in the planning and execution
of the Dallas trip for signs that it may have actively sought to bring
about the President's death In addition the committee carefully
examined the relationship if any that Lee Harvey Oswald might have
had with various governmental agencies particularly the FBI and
CIA Over the years there has been speculation that Oswald might
have been an FBI informant or an agent of the CIA However Oswald
is seen—patsy or perpetrator—his relationship to the agencies of the
Government was crucial to assessing the question of Government
complicity If he had had a relationship with one or more of the
agencies serious issues would be raised If he had not the question
would be less pressing
(a) The Secret Service

The committee's investigation of alleged Secret Service complicity
in the assassination was primarily although not exclusively concerned
with two questions One did the Secret Service facilitate the shooting
by arranging a motorcade route that went through the heart of down
town Dallas and past the Texas School Book Depository Two did
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any Secret Service personnel engage in conduct at the site of the
assassination that might indicate complicity in the assassination The
committee's investigation involved extensive file reviews interviews
depositions and hearings Former White House personnel Secret
Service agents Dallas Police Department officers Texas public officials
and private citizens who had witnessed the assassination were inter
viewed or questioned In addition relevant files and documents of
former White House staff the Secret Service and the Dallas Police
Department pertaining to the planning of the motorcade route were
reviewed These included the Secret Service's contingency plans for
the Dallas trip that set forth scheduling security factors and related
considerations for the motorcade route

Connally testimony.—Governor John B Connally testified at
a public hearing that he first heard of the possibility of a Presidential
trip to Texas during his gubernatorial campaign in the spring of 1962
when Vice President Johnson told him the President wanted to make
a fundraising visit to the State (I) Connally said he discussed the trip
with the President himself in El Paso Tex. in June 1963 and in
October he went to the White House to help formulate plans (2)
According to former White House aides President Kennedy expressed
a desire to make use of a motorcade during the trip,(3) since he had
found it a useful political instrument during his campaign for the
Presidency Further the Dallas luncheon engagement under discussion
involved only a limited speaking appearance and Kennedy believed
a motorcade would broaden his public exposure (4)

The decision to use a motorcade was opposed initially by Governor
Connally who testified that he thought it would fatigue the President
(5) Frank Erwin executive secretary of the Texas Democratic Corn
inittee also opposed the motorcade but for a different reason He
testified that because of Adlai Stevenson's ugly confrontation with
rightwing extremists only weeks earlier he was concerned about the
possibility of a similar embarrassing and potentially difficult situa
tion.(6) These objections however were overruled by the White
House (7)

Choice of the motorcade route.—Once the motorcade decision
was made the choice of a route was dependent more upon the selection
of a site for the President's luncheon speech than upon security con
siderations The White House staff at first favored the Dallas Women's
Building near the Dallas County Fairgrounds because its capacity was
greater than that of the alternative site the Trade Mart a commercial
center with more limited facilities (8) The White House staff felt that
the Women's Building would have permitted more of the President's
supporters to attend

According to Jerry Bruno a White House advance man the route
to the Women's Building would have led the motorcade to proceed
along Main Street eastward to the Fairgrounds which lay to the
southeast of the business district Access to Main Street on the west
side of Dealey Plaza would have been by a cloverleaf from the express
way Using this route the motorcade would have proceeded at a rela
tively high speed (40 to 50 mph) into Dealey Plaza and it
would maintain this speed until it reached the intersection of Main and
Houston Streets where crowds would have gathered (9) Had it taken
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this route the motorcade would not have passed directly in front of
the Texas School Book Depository at the slow (approximately 11
mph) speed that it did en route to the Trade Mart

In his testimony Forrest Sorrels the special agent-in-charge of the
Dallas Secret Service office in 1963 indicated that the Secret Service
also preferred the Women's Building as the luncheon site because as
a single story structure it would have been easier to secure than the
Trade Mart.(10) For political reasons however Governor Connally
insisted on the Trade Mart (11) and the White House acquiesced to
his wishes so it could avoid a dispute with the Governor whose assist
ance was needed to assure the political success of the trip (12)

Accordingly a motorcade to the Trade Mart was planned and since
the purpose of the motorcade was to permit the President to greet
well-wishers in downtown Dallas the route that was chosen was west
along Main right on Houston then left on Elm Street proceeding
past the book depository and through Dealey Plaza Main Street
'according to Governor Connally had been the usual route for
ceremonial occasions (13) such as a procession in 1936—although in
the opposite direction—in honor of President Roosevelt the last Pres
ident to have traveled through Dallas in a motorcade

'While the Secret Service was consulted regarding alternative lunch
eon sites its role in the ultimate decisionmaking process was secondary
to that of Governor Connally and the White House staff (14) Similar
ly once the actual motorcade route had been set also without signifi
cant Secret Service input it was the White House staff not the Secret
Service who made the decision to publish the route in Dallas news
papers Presidential aides wanted to assure maximum public exposure
for President Kennedy (15)

The committee found no evidence therefore suggesting that the
selection of a motorcade route involved Secret Service complicity in
a plot to assassinate the President. (18)

(3) Allegation a Secret Service agent was on the grassy knoll.—
After the assassination several witnesses stated they had seen or en
countered Secret Service agents behind the stockade fence situated on
the grassy knoll area and in the Texas School Book Depository (19)
Other witnesses reported Secret Service agents leaving the motorcade
and running to various locations in Dealey Plaza (20) Warren Com
mission critics have alleged that these Secret Service agents either
participated in the assassination itself or were involved in a coverupof the evidence (21)

None of the witnesses interviewed by the committee was able to
provide further corroborating information concerning their originalstatements The majority however indicated that they were mistaken
in their original interpretation of events (22) Committee interviews
or depositions with 11 of the 16 agents who were on duty with the
motorcade and with their supervisors produced evidence that only one

1Connallyin effectindicatedhe wouldnot supportthe fundraisingvisit if the TradeMartwasnot the luncheonsite2Thedecisionnot to usea bubbletop on the President'slimousinewasmadeby WhiteHousestaffaidesjust minutesbeforethe motorcadegotunderwayTheSecretServicewasnot involvedin the decision.(16)The bubbletop in any event was not a bulletproofbarrierdesignedto protectthe limousineoccupantsIt servedmerelyto shieldthemfrominclementweather.(17)Oneof the agentsnot interviewedhad died Affidavitswereobtainedfromthe remaining four
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agent had left the motorcade at any time prior to the arrival at Park
land Hospital This agent Thomas "Lena Johns hcd been riding in
Vice President Johnson's followup car In an attempt to reach John
son's limousine he had left the car at the sound of shots and was
momentarily on his own in Dealey Plaza though he was picked up
almost immediately and taken to Parkland Hospital (23) In
every instance therefore the committee was able to establish
the movement and the activities of Secret Service agents Except for
Dallas Agent-in-Charge Sorrels who helped police search the Texas
School Book Depository no agent was in the vicinity of the stockade
fence or inside the book depository on the day of the assassination
(24)

Significantly most of the witnesses who made identifications of
Secret Service personnel stated that they had surmised that any plain
clothed individual in the company of uniformed police officers must
have been a Secret Service agent (25) Because the Dallas Police De
partment had numerous plainclothes detectives on duty in the Dealey
Plaza area (26) the committee considered it possible that they were
mistaken for Secret Service agents

One witness who did not base his Secret Service agent identification
merely upon observing a plainclothesman in the presence of uniformed
police officers was Dallas police officer Joseph M Smith Smith who
had been riding as a motorcycle escort in the motorcade ran up the
grassy knoll immediately after the shooting occurred He testified to
the Warren Commission that at that time he encountered a man who
stated that he was a Secret Service agent and offered supporting cre
dentials Smith indicated that he did not examine these credentials
closely and he then proceeded to search the area unsuccessfully for
suspicious individuals (27)

The committee made an effort to identify the person who talked to
Patrolman Smith FBI Special Agent James P Hosty stated that
Frank Ellsworth then an agent for the Alcohol Tobacco and Fire
arms Bureau of the Treasury Department had indicated that he had
been in the grassy knoll area and for some reason had identified him
self to someone as a Secret Service agent (28) The committee deposed
Ellsworth who denied Hosty's allegation (29)

The committee did obtain evidence that military intelligence person
nel may have identified themselves as Secret Service agents or that
they might have been misidentified as such Robert E Jones a retired
Army lieutenant colonel who in 1963 was commanding officer of the
military intelligence region that encompassed Texas told the commit
tee that from 8 to 12 military intelligence personnel in plain
clothes were assigned to Dallas to provide supplemental security for
the President's visit He indicated that these agents had identification
credentials and if questioned would most likely have stated that they
were on detail to the Secret Service (30)

The committee sought to identify these agents so that they could
be questioned The Department of Defense however reported that a
search of its files showed "no records * * *

indicating any Depart
ment of Defense Protective Services in Dallas. (31) The committee
was unable to resolve the contradiction

(4) Cone7usion.-Based on its entire investigation the committee
found no evidence of Secret Service complicity in the assassination
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(b) The Federal Bureau of Investigation
In the weeks that followed the assassination it was alleged in sev

eral newspaper articles that Lee Harvey Oswald had been an FBI
informant Consequently the Warren Commission expended consid
erable effort addressing the question Testimony was taken from FBI
Director J Edgar Hoover Assistant to the Director Alan H Belmont
and FBI Special Agents John W Fain John L Quigley and James P
Hosty Jr.(1) "All declared in substance that Oswald was not an in
formant or agent of the FBI and that he did not act in any other
capacity for the FBI and that no attempt was made to recruit him in
any capacity. In addition "Director Hoover and each Bureau agent
who according to the FBI would have been responsible for or aware
of any attempt to recruit Oswald * * * provided the Commission with
sworn affidavits to this effect. 1 This testimony was corroborated by
the Warren Commission's independent review of FBI files (3)

Nevertheless the allegation that Oswald was associated in some
capacity with the FBI persisted (4) There are three main reasons for
this that may be traced to actions by the Bureau

First Oswald's address book contained the name address tele
phone number and automobile license plate number of Special Agent
James P Hosty That entry has been a source of controversy espe
cially since this information was not contained in an FBI report to
the Warren Commission in December 1963 one that purportedly con
tained the contents of the address book

Second based on FBI contacts with Oswald in Fort Worth in 1962
and New Orleans and Dallas in 1963 rumors that he was an informant
for the Bureau continued to circulate

Third shortly after the assassination Dallas FBI agent Hosty de
stroyed a note that had been delivered to his officeallegedly by Oswald
shortly before the assassination When that conduct was finally made
public in 1975 it aroused great suspicions especially since it had not
been previously revealed even to the Warren Commission (5)

The committee attempted to investigate each of the alleged links
between Oswald and the FBI It conducted extensive file reviews in
terviews depositions and hearings Testimony was taken from present
and former FBI officials and employees as well as from private citizens
claiming to have relevant information On occasion formal explana
tions were sought directly from the FBI Even though the testimony
of two special agents of the FBI appeared to be seriously lacking
credibility on two of the major issues (the destruction of the Oswald
note and the omission of Hosty's name from a report purporting to
contain a list of the entries in Oswald's notebook) the results of the
committee's investigation were consistent with the conclusions reached
by the Warren Commission The committee found no credible evidence
that Oswald was an FBI informant

(1) Ea7 unwrs that Oswald was an nfoimant.—Shortly after the
assassination of President Kennedy rumors that Oswald had been an

Nineof the 10 affidavitsexecutedby FBI agentsdenyingthat Oswaldhad beenaninformantwere revisedbeforethe FBI submittedthem to the WarrenCommissionIthad beenallegedthat these affidavitsmay havebeenmateriallyaltered Thecommitteefoundthat noneof the affidavitshadbeenmateriallyalteredbeforedeliveryto theWarrenCommissionTheessentialdifferencebetweenthe preliminarydrafts andthe finalaffidavitswasthat the drafts werewitnessedbyfellowFBIagents whereasthe finalaffidavitswerewitnessedby notariespublicIn a fewinstancesminorchangesof wordsor phraseswere
madealthoughnoneaffectedsuhstance.(2)
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FBI informant began to circulate This allegation was discussed in
articles by Joseph C Goulden Alonzo Hudkins and Harold Feldman
among others (6) The committee's review of these articles indicated
that they set forth the rumors and speculation concerning the inform
ant issue but they offered no direct evidence supporting the allegation
Moreover Hudkins admitted to the committee that his involvement
with the issue began when he and another newsman discussed by tele
phone a mythical FBI payroll number for Oswald in order to test
their suspicion that they were under FBI surveillance Hudkins told
the committee that he was subsequently contacted by the FBI and
asked what he knew about Oswald's alleged informant status and that
shortly afterward a newspaper article appeared in which the FBI
denied any relationship with Oswald (7) Neither Hudkins nor
Goulden was able to give the committee any additional information
that would substantiate the informant allegation (8) The committee
was unable to locate Feldman

(2) The Hosty entry in OsuraZd's address book.—After the assassi
nation Dallas police found Oswald's address book among his posses
sions and turned it over to the FBI in Dallas It contained FBI
Special Agent Hosty's name address telephone number and car
license plate number (9) Dallas FBI agents recorded some of the
entries in the address book and on December 23 1963 sent a report to
the Warren Commission This report however did not include the
Hosty entry. (10)

The committee's review of the December 23 report established the
likelihood that page 25 of that document the page that logically
would have contained the Hosty entry had it been properly included,
had been retyped The page was numbered in the upper left-hand
corner whereas all other pages of the report—save page 1 the retyp
ing of which had been clearly recorded—were numbered at the bottom
center In addition the horizontal margins of page 25 were unusually
wide

The former special agent who had coordinated the FBI's Dallas in
vestigation and had submitted the December 23 1963 report testified
in a committee executive session that he had ordered the contents of
Oswald's notebook transcribed for the purpose of indicating any
investigative leads (11) The agent acknowledged that page 25 of the
report would have contained the Hosty entry had it been included
and that both the numbering of that page and its unusually wide
horizontal margins indicated it had been retyped.(12) Nevertheless
he stated that the page had not been retyped to mislead anyone and
indicated that the only reason the Hosty entry had been omitted from
his report was because the original office memorandum setting out
investigative leads generated from Oswald's address book had failed to
include it (13)

A second special agent the one who had prepared the original office
memorandum that was incorporated into the December 23 1963 re

OnJanuary25 1964the FBI independentlyquestionedtheDallasofficeconcerningthe
omissionandlater sent to the warren Commissiona report datedFebruary11 1964that
did includethe Hostyentry In addition in a letter datedJanuary27 1964 the FBI in
formedthe Commissionof the inclusionof the Hostydata in Oswald'saddressbookaThisdeterminationwasbasedon a comparisonof the otherentriesfromOswald'sad
dressbookthat didappearonpage25
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port testified that the Hosty entry had not been included because it
was not considered to be of significance as an investigative lead (14)
This agent contended it had already been known that Hosty had called
at the home of Ruth and Michael Paine looking for Oswald prior to
the assassination so the entry of his name and related data in Oswald's
book would not have been of potential evidentiary value (15)

The committee did not accept the explanation that the Hosty entry
was omitted from the report because it was not of lead significance
since the FBI's December 23 1963 report included other entries from
Oswald's address book that clearly had no lead significance at the
time For example by December 23 it was generally known that the
Oswalds had been living at the Paine home yet the Ruth Paine ad
dress book entry was included in the report (16) Similarly a Robert
W Oswald entry that referred to Oswald's brother would not have
been significant as a lead at that time (17) Numerous other examples
could be given (18) Moreover the agent who prepared the memoran
dum failed to include in it several entries that he acknowledged could
not automatically be dismissed as lacking in lead significance (e.g.
numbers and letters of the alphabet whose meaning was not then
known) (19 )

Finally in the December 23 report that was given to the Warren
Commission the FBI did not indicate that the report of the address
book's contents had been limited to those items of lead
significance. (20)

'When the committee apprised the FBI of the testimony of the two
agents (first the agent who coordinated the investigation second the
one who prepared the memorandum that was incorporated in the
December 23 report) the Bureau initiated its own inquiry It pro
duced an FBI airtel (an interoffice telegram) dated December 11
1963 that seemed to verify that the second agent's original instruc
tions were to set out investigative leads rather than to transcribe the

complete contents of the address book (21) The FBI investigation also
led to the discovery of a "tickler copy of the December 23 report that
did contain the Hosty entry on page 25.5(22) The two agents were
then reinterviewed by FBI investigators

Based on his review and analysis of FBI documents the second
agent substantially revised the testimony he had given the committee
He told the Bureau investigators that since his assignment was to re
view the information contained in Oswald's address book and to set
out appropriate leads where necessary he initially reproduced by
dictation those entries in the address book that he thought might re

quire investigative action He recalled that he was vitally concerned
with accuracy consequently he initially included the Hosty entry
Nevertheless he explained that when he later had time to determine
what investigative work remained to be done with regard to the ad
dress book he decided that it was not necessary to include the Hosty
data in his second dictation of an investigative "lead sheet."(23)

*The agent whopreparedthe memorandumtestifiedhe did not knowit wouldbe in
corporatedin otherreportsandsentto theWarrenCommissionTheagentwhocoordinated
the investigationwas the one whoactuallypreparedthe reportfor transmissionto the
WarrenCommission

5Theterm "tickler refersto a copyof a reportthat is placedin a filefor the purpose
of remindingthefilekeeperoffurtheractionthat mustbetakenwithrespectto thesubject
of the report
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A December 8 1977 report of the FBI interview with the second
agent records his recollection in further detail

He specifically recalls that by the time of the second dicta
tion he had had the opportunity to check on the Hosty entry
to the extent that he was aware of Hosty's visits to the Paine
residence and that the address book entry reflected the Dallas
FBI Field Office telephone number and the license number of
the Government vehicle assigned to Hosty

Upon learning these facts he was convinced that the Hosty
entry was not required in a "lead sheet since it did not re
quire further investigative attention In addition he was
unofficially aware through office conversations that Hosty
was being criticized not only in the media but also by the
FBI hierarchy for his conduct of the Oswald case Since he
realized that a "lead sheet would receive wide dissemination
in the Dallas Field Office he was doubly convinced that the
Hosty data should not be included in the "lead sheet"—
Hosty's connection to the Oswald case was officially known
and had been explained in previous reports and further
more he did not wish to cause Hosty any unnecessary un

pleasantness or exposure At that time he never considered
that Hosty might have been a target of Lee Harvey Oswald
and further any contention that Hosty was involved in an
assassination conspiracy would have been so preposterous
that he would not even have thought of it He therefore did
not dictate the Hosty data and thereby excluded it from the

product of his second dictation which was in effect an office
memorandum to be used only as a "lead worksheet. He also
never considered that the "lead sheet might have been con
verted to a report insert and disseminated outside the FBI
Had he known it would be he would have considered that the
memorandum or "lead sheet should have reflected all the
entries in the address book to include Hosty's name since to
do otherwise would not have been an accurate reporting of
the entire contents of the address book

He could not recall specifically what may have occasioned
the redoing of page 25 after the second dictation but it is

possible that it became necessary because either he or some
one else noticed that the "Ministry of Finances of the
U.S.S.R. information should have been attributed to the same
page in the address book as was the "Katya Ford and "De
lean Ford information This error was made by him during
his first dictation and may have persisted through the secon d
dictation thereby necessitating an additional change which
caused page 25 to be numbered as it appears in the Decem
ber 23 1963 report

[The second agent] concluded by stating that his recall
of these events was triggered only by a review and discussion
of all the pertinent documents retrieved Until viewing the
tickler version of the address book contents which reproduced
the entries more identically than the "lead sheet version
with its editorializations he had no specific recall with re
gard to his first dictation (24)
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When the first agent was reinterviewed by the FBI he was un
able to explain the origin of the headquarters tickler copy In ad
dition after reviewing the December 11 1963 FBI headquarters airtel
to the Dallas office he indicated that contrary to his earlier recollec
tion he never instructed the second agent to transcribe the address
book That order had apparently been issued by another special
agent (25)

Bureau interviews with the former special-agent-in-charge of the
Dallas office in 1963 and six other special agents who were involved
in the assassination investigation generated no additional information
concerning how the tickler copy of the December 23 1963 report on
the contents of the address book came to reside in FBI headquarters
Nor did they shed new light on the circumstances surrounding the
omission of the Hosty entry from the copy of the report that was sent
to the Warren Commission Laboratory tests for fingerprints were
inconclusive (26) They did not indicate who had worked on the tickler
copy of the December 23 report Laboratory tests did determine how
ever that the typewriter used to prepare page 25 of the December 23
report had also been used to prepare all but 10 pages of the report

The committee also sought testimony from Special Agent Hosty
concerning the circumstances by which his name was entered in Os
wald's notebook and why this particular entry might have been omitted
from the December 23 1963 report Hosty stated that he had been
assigned to internal security cases on both Lee Harvey Oswald and his
wife Marina.(27) He recalled that he spoke briefly to Marina Oswald
twice during the first week of November 1963 and that he had had no
other contacts with her (28) On this first occasion he had given Ruth
Paine with whom Marina Oswald was residing his name and tele
phone number and had told her to call him if she had any information
on Oswald to give him.(29) It was Hosty's belief that Ruth Paine
probably gave this information to Oswald Hosty added that Oswald
could have obtained the address of the Dallas FBI office from the front
page of any Dallas telephone book (30) Hosty believed that during his
second visit to the residence while he was talking to Ruth Paine
Marina Oswald went outside and copied his license plate number
(31) He suggested that Oswald may have wanted this data so he could
write his self-serving letter of protest to the Soviet Embassy in Wash
ington (32) In addition he stated that it is possible that Oswald
wanted this information so that he could complain to the FBI in
Dallas.(33) Hosty indicated that he could think of no good reason for
withholding the references to him in Oswald's address book from the
report on the address book that was sent to the Warren Commission as
this information was already well-known at the Dallas Police De
partment (34) The committee also learned that Hosty dictated two
memoranda in December 1963 that included the fact that his name
and address were in Oswald's address book In addition FBI head
quarters was aware of the Hosty entry in the address book it had
been made public by the media and the FBI had advised the Warren
Commission of it on January 27 1964

Based on all this evidence the committee concluded that there was
no plan by the FBI to withhold the Hosty entry in Oswald's address
book for sinister reasons This conclusion was based on several factors
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the most important of which was the discovery of the tickler copy of
the December 23 1963 report.6

The committee considered the fact on the other hand that informa
tion about the entry was withheld One explanation might be that it
was unintentional although the evidence was also consistent with an
explanation that one or more Dallas FBI agents sought to protect
Hosty from personal embarrassment by trying—ineffectually as it
turned out—to exclude his name from the reporting The committee
though it deemed the incident regrettable found it to be trivial in the
context of the entire investigation

(3) FBI contacts with Oswald (Fort Worth 1962).—Oswald was
interviewed twice by FBI agents in Fort Worth in 1962 shortly after
his return from the Soviet Union (35) Special Agent Fain who had
been assigned the Oswald internal security case in Fort Worth and

Special Agent Burnett Tom Carter conducted the initial Oswald inter
view at the Fort Worth FBI officeon June 26 1962 In his report of this
interview Fain described Oswald as cold arrogant and uncooperative
He also reported that when asked if he would be willing to submit
to a polygraph examination Oswald refused without giving a
reason (36)

On August 16 1962 Fain and Special Agent Arnold J Brown re
interviewed Oswald this time in Fain's automobile near Oswald's
Fort Worth residence (37) The fact that the interview was conducted
in Fain's car has been cited as an indication that Oswald was being
developed as an informant

Fain Carter and Brown submitted affidavits to the Warren Coln
mission asserting Oswald was not an informant (38) All three were
interviewed by the committee and they affirmed their previous
positions

Fain told the committee that in the first encounter Oswald dis
played a bad attitude and gave incomplete answers (39) while Carter
remembered Oswald as arrogant uncooperative and evasive (40) Fain
said the second contact was necessitated by Oswald's bad attitude and
incomplete answers in the first interview In the second interview Fain

explained Oswald invited him and Brown into his home but decided
to conduct the interview in his car so not to upset or frighten
Oswald's wife (41) Brown told the committee that his memory was
hazy but he did recall that he and Fain met Oswald as he was return
ing from work and that they interviewed him in or near Fain's car
possibly for the sake of convenience (42)

The committee found the statements of these three FBI agents credi
ble They had legitimate reasons for contacting Oswald because his
background suggested he might be a threat to the internal security of
the United States They corroborated each other's accounts of the two
interviews of Oswald and their statements were entirely consistent
with reports written shortly after these interviews occurred Given
Oswald's documented unwillingness to cooperate there was little rea
son to believe that he would have been considered by these agents for
use as an informant

6Theleadershipof the FBI as of 1978wasdeservingof credit in the committee'sesti
mate for its effortsto findthe truth aboutthe Hostyentry in Oswald'saddressbookThe
committeedoubtedthat the ticklercopyof the December23memorandumwouldhavebeen
foundif FBIofficialshadnotbeeninterestedin resolvingtheissue
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(4) FBI contacts with Oswald (New Orleans,1963).—The commit
tee interviewed the special agent in charge of the FBI office in New
Orleans in 1963 and three special agents who handled the Oswald case
in that city and it found their statements that Oswald had not been
an FBI informant to be credible

Harry Maynor the special agent in charge of the New Orleans FBI
office in 1963 explained that if Oswald had been an FBI informant
in New Orleans he would have known about it because of his super
visory position if Oswald had been paid for any information he
would have approved the payments Maynor noted that he had sub
mitted an affidavit to the Warren Commission in which he had stated
that no effort was made to develop Oswald as an informant (43)

Similarly former Special Agent Milton Kaack who had been as
signed the FBI security investigation of Oswald told the committee
that Oswald had never been an FBI informant Kaack explained that
if Oswald had been an FBI informant he would have known about
it by virtue of having been assigned the internal security case on
him. (44)

The statements of Maynor Kaack and two other former FBI em
ployees were considered in the context of allegations made by three
witnesses William S Walter Orest Pena and Adrian Alba

On August 9 1963 Oswald was arrested in New Orleans for dis
turbing the peace after he had gotten into a fight with anti-Castro
Cubans while distributing Fair Play for Cuba Committee leaflets FBI
Special Agent John L Quigley interviewed Oswald the following day
in a New Orleans jail.(4.5) Quigley's willingness to meet with Oswald
in jail has been cited as evidence that Oswald was an FBI informant
Moreover in connection with this incident William S Walter who
was an FBI security clerk in New Orleans in 1963 told the committee
that he had been on duty on the day this interview occurred In re
sponse to Quigley's request for a file check on Oswald he had deter
mined that the New Orleans FBI office maintained both a security file
and an informant file on Oswald (46)

In a committee interview Quigley who had submitted an affidavit
to the Warren Commission asserting that Oswald had not been an
FBI informant,(47) reaffirmed his position He explained that he in
terviewed Oswald at Oswald's request and that he then checked the
file indices at the New Orleans office and found that Oswald was the
subject of a security investigation assigned to Special Agent Kaack
He advised that the indices check provided no indication that Oswald
had ever been an FBI informant He added that if Oswald had been
an informant he would have known about it by virtue of this indices
search (48)

The committee could find no independent basis for verifying Wal
ter's testimony about an Oswald informant file but another allegation
made by him unrelated to the informant issue led the committee to
reject his testimony in its entirety In a committee deposition Walter
stated that on November 17 1963 while he was on night duty as an
FBI security clerk he received a teletype from FBI headquarters
warning of a possible assassination attempt against President Ken

ThecommitteeaskedKaackwhyhe had not submittedan affidavitto this effectto the
WarrenCommissionIn responseKaackindicatedthat this hadnot beendonebecauseno
onehadrequestedit
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nedy during the forthcoming trip to Dallas on November 22 or 23
1963 (4.9) Walter recalled that the teletype was addressed to all special
agents in charge of FBI field offices and that it instructed them to
contact criminal racial and hate group informants in order to deter
mine whether there was any basis for the threat (50) Walter con
tended that this teletype was removed from the New Orleans FBI
officefiles soon after the Kennedy assassination (51)

Walter admitted that he did not publicly allege the existence of
this teletype until 1968 (52) At that time the FBI instituted an in
vestigation that failed to find any corroboration for Walter's story
According to the Bureau no record of a teletype or any other kind
of communication reporting that there would be an attempt to assassi
nate President Kennedy in Texas could be found Over 50 FBI em
ployees of the New Orleans FBI officewere interviewed by the Bureau
and none of them stated that they had any knowledge of any such
teletype (53) In 1975 the Bureau reinvestigated the teletype allegation
after Walter claimed he had retained a replica of the teletype and that
it had been sent to all FBI field offices The FBI examined the text of
the alleged replica and determined that it varied in format and word
ing from the standard The Bureau also reported that searches at each
of its 59 field offices yielded no evidence indicating the existence of
such a teletype (54)

Walter advised the committee that he did not know of anyone who
could definitely substantiate his teletype allegation although he sug
gested that his former wife Sharon Covert who also had worked for
the FBI in New Orleans might be able to do so (55) Sharon Covert
however advised the committee that she could not support any of
Walter's allegations against the FBI and that Walter had never men
tioned his allegations to her during their marriage (56)

New Orleans Special Agent in Charge Maynor also denied that he
had been contacted by Walter in regard to an assassination threat (57)

More fundamentally however the committee was led to distrust
Walter's account of the assassination teletype because of his claim
that it had been addressed to the special agents in charge of every FBI
field office The committee found it difficult to believe that such a mes
sage could have been sent without someone 15 years later—a special
agent in charge or an employee who might have seen the teletype—
coming forward in support of Walter's claim The committee declined
to believe that that many employees of the FBI would have remained
silent for such a long time Instead the committee was led to question
Walter's credibility The committee concluded that Walter's allega
tions were unfounded

Orest Pena a bar owner in New Orleans testified that during the

early 1960's he was an FBI informant who reported to Special Agent
Warren D deBrueys (58) He told the committee that on several oc
casions he saw Oswald in the company of deBrueys and other Govern
ment agents in a restaurant and that he believed Oswald and deBrueys
knew each other very well .8 Finally Pena alleged that Special Agent

8In this regard WilliamWalter testifiedthat after the assassinationof President
Kennedyhe founda singlefilepertainingto Oswaldin SACHarry G Maynor'slocked
filecabinet Walterstated that he did not recallthe title of the file and acknowledged
that it maynot have beensn informantfile hut he rememberedthat the nameof FBI
SpecialAgentWarrenD deBrueysappearedon the filejacket As noted the committee
didnotfindWalterto bea crediblewitness
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deBrueys was "transferred to Dallas at the same time Oswald was
"transferred there He added that he was "very very very sure that
deBrueys went to Dallas before the assassination of President
hennedy (59)

Pena maintained that a few days before he went to testify before the
Warren Commission deBrueys threatened him physically and warned
him not to make any accusations against him Pena also stated that
Warren Commission staff counsel Wesley J Liebeler did not cooperate
with him and did not let him talk freely so he decided to "keep [his]
mouth shut."(60)

In testimony before the committee deBrueys denied that Oswald
was his informant that he had ever met Oswald or that he had ever
knowingly talked to him by telephone (61) He acknowledged that he
did use Pena informally as an occasional source of information be
cause of his position as a bar owner in New Orleans but he declined
to characterize Pena as an informant because of the absence of any
systematic reporting relationship (66) He also denied having threat
ened Pena prior to Pena's Warren Commission testimony (63) Finally
deBruevs testified that he was transferred to Dallas in 1963 but that
this was the result of a temporary assignment to assist in the assassi
nation investigation (64) The transfer did not coincide with Oswald's
move from New Orleans to the Dallas area .9

FBI files served to corroborate relevant aspects of deBrueys testi
mony DeBrueys personal file indicates that the only time he was
transferred to Dallas was to work on the assassination investigation
and that he was in Dallas from November 23 1963 until January 24
1964 In addition there is no Bureau record of Pena ever having served
as an informant This too supported deBrueys testimony that Pena
was never used on any systematic basis as a source of information

Pena moreover was unable to explain adequately why he waited
until 1975 to make this allegation and he declined to testify specifi
cally that Oswald was in fact an FBI informant Pena's responses to
committee questions on the informant issue and others were frequently
evasive.(65) The committee found therefore that he was not a credi
ble witness

Adrian Alba testified before the committee that he was an employee
and part owner of the Crescent City Garage in New Orleans and that
in the slimmer of 1963 he had become acquainted with Oswald who
worked next door at the Reily Coffee Co (66) He related that one day
an FBI agent entered his garage and requested to use one of the Secret
Service cars garaged there The FBI agent showed his credentials
and Alba allowed him to take a Secret Service car a dark green Stude
baker Later that day or the next day Alba observed the FBI agent
in the car handing a white envelope to Oswald in front of the Reily
Coffee Co There was no exchange of words Oswald in a bent posi
tion turned away from the car window and held the envelope close

9ThecommitteealsoaskeddeBrueyswhyhe didnot submitan affidavitto the Warren
Commissionon the informantissue In responsedeBrueystestifiedthat he wassurprised
not to havebeencalleduponto submitan affidavitto the WarrenCommissionHebelieved
that he had signedan affidaviton the informantissueat Bureauheadquarterswithinthe
past fewyears but no longerrecalledthe specificsof this action TheBureauinformed
the committeethat pursuantto regulationsdeBrueyshadsubmittedto the U.S Attorney
Generala writtensynopsisof his testimonybeforetheSenateSelectCommitteeon Intelli
genceIn this synopsisdeBrueysstatedthat he had deniedunderoath that Oswaldwas
hisinformantor that hehadeverknowinglyspokentoOswald
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to his chest as he walked toward the Reily Coffee Co Alba believed
that he observed a similar transaction a day or so later as he was re
turning from lunch but on this occasion he was farther away and
failed to see what was handed to Oswald Alba did not recall when
the Secret Service car was returned or by whom He never questioned
Oswald about these incidents (67)

Alba did not relate his account of the transactions between Oswald
and the FBI agent when he testified before the Warren Commission
(68) He told the committee in 1978 that he first remembered these
incidents in 1970 when his memory was triggered by a television
commercial showing a merchant running to and from a taxi to assist
a customer (69)

The committee examined Alba's records for possible corroboration
These records indicated that in 1963 several Secret Service agents had
signed out two Studebakers a Ford and a Chevrolet at various times
but the records did not indicate that any FBI agents had signed out
any of these cars (70)

The committee regarded Alba's testimony at least on this point to
be of doubtful reliability and outweighed by the evidence provided by
the former FBI personnel stationed in New Orleans

(5) FBI contacts with Oswald (Dallas 1963).-According to a
1964 FBI memorandum an FBI agent later identified as Will Hayden
Griffin of the Dallas field office allegedly stated in 1964 that Oswald
was definitely an FBI informant and that FBI files in Washington
would prove that fact (71) Griffin however advised the committee
that he had never made such an allegation Moreover in 1964 he had
executed an affidavit specifically denying this allegation (73) Griffin's
position is consistent with that of other Dallas FBI personnel

J Gordon Shanklin who was special-agent-in-charge of the Dallas
FBI office in 1963 submitted an affidavit to the Warren Commission
in which he denied that Oswald was an FBI informant (73) In a
committee interview he again stated that Oswald was never an inform
ant for the FBI in Dallas and he added he had not even heard of
Oswald prior to President Kennedy's assassination (74)

Special Agent James P Hosty Jr. testified that Oswald had not
been an FBI informant (75) Hosty had submitted an affidavit to this
effect to the Warren Commission.10 Hosty told the committee that he
had never interviewed Oswald before the assassination of President
Kennedy From his testimony it appeared that his only contacts with
Oswald had been indirect in the form of two occasions that he had
conversed with Marina Oswald and Ruth Paine He added that Oswald
was neither an informant for Special Agent Fain in Fort Worth nor
an informant for any FBI agent in New Orleans Had Oswald been
an informant in either case Hosty insisted he would have known about
it by virtue of having been assigned the internal security case on
Oswald in Dallas (76)

Hosty also addressed the purported Griffin allegation He testified
to the committee that Griffin knew that Jack Ruby had been a poten

10In additionto Hostyand ShanklinseveralotherFBI agentsin Dallasexecutedaffi
davits for the WarrenCommissiondenyingthat Oswaldwas an informant Assistant
Special-Agent-in-ChargeKyleG Clark formerSpecial-Agent-in-ChargeCurtisO Lynum
and SpecialAgentKennethC Howe
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tial criminal informant for the FBI in Dallas He suggested that
someone could have heard Griffin talking about Ruby's contacts with
the FBI and might then have repeated the story with the mistaken
assertion that Griffin was talking about Oswald (77)In support of Hosty's explanation Shanklin stated to the commit
tee that the Dallas office did send the potential criminal informant file
on Ruby to FBI headquarters 4n Washington after the Kennedy
assassination He added that he did not know whether this file was
sent to the Warren Commission.11 (78) Griffin told the committee in a
second interview that soon after the Kennedy assassination he learned
that the FBI in Dallas had approached Ruby in order to obtain infor
mation from him He advised that although his recollection was
unclear he might have seen an FBI informant file on Ruby and then
may have talked to persons outside the Bureau about the FBI's con
tacts with Ruby (79)

(6) The destruction of Oswald's note.—Approximately 2 or 3
weeks before the assassination of President Kennedy Oswald alleg
edly delivered a note addressed to Hosty at the FBI office in Dallas
(80) The varying accounts of the note's contents suggest that it was
threatening or complaining in tone ordering Hosty to stop bothering
Oswald's wife (81) Several hours after Oswald was murdered by
Jack Ruby Hosty according to his own admission destroyed the note
after having been instructed to do so by J Gordon Shanklin the
special-agent-in-charge of the Dallas FBI office (82) Shanklin denied
that he knew anything about the note until a reporter asked him about
it in 1975 (83) Between 1963 and 1975 the existence of the note and
its destruction were kept secret by the Dallas FBI Office

In his committee testimony Hosty stated that the note according
to his memory did not contain Oswald's name and that he first deter
mined that the note might have been from Oswald on the day of the
assassination of President Kennedy Hosty explained that soon after
Oswald's arrest he was instructed to sit in on the interrogation of
Oswald at the Dallas Police Department and that when he identified
himself to Oswald Oswald became upset and stated that Hosty had
been bothering his wife Marina Hosty suggested that Special
Agent-in-Charge Shanklin who was told by another FBI agent about
Oswald's reaction to Hosty probably made the same connection be
tween Oswald and the anonymous note Hosty advised that he was
surprised that Shanklin wanted him to destroy the note because the
note's contents were not particularly significant (84)

Hosty recalled that the note was complaining in tone but that it
contained no threats and did not suggest that Oswald was prone to
violence Hosty stated that he destroyed the note because Shanklin
his superior ordered him to do so When asked what motivation
Oswald might have had for writing this note Hosty suggested that
Oswald might have wanted to prevent Hosty from contacting his wife
because he was afraid that she would tell Hosty about Oswald's trip
to Mexico in the fall of 1963 and of his attempt to shoot Gen Edwin
Walker in the spring of 1963 (85)

u Thecommitteefoundno evidencethat this filewaseversent to the WarrenCommission althoughdetailsof the associationwerefurnishedto the Commissionby letter
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The committee regarded the incident of the note as a serious im

peachment of Shanklin's and Hosty's credibility It noted however
that the note if it contained threats in response to FBI contacts
with Oswald's wife would have been evidence tending to negate an
informant relationship The committee noted further the speculative
nature of its findings about the note incident Because the note had
been destroyed it was not possible to establish with confidence what
its contents were

(7) Conclusion.—In summary although there have been many al

legations of an Oswald-FBI informant relationship there was no
credible evidence that Oswald was ever an informant for the Bureau
Absent a relationship between Oswald and the FBI grounds for

suspicions of FBI complicity in the assassination become remote

(c) The Central Intelligence Agency 1

In 1964 the CIA advised the Warren Commission that the Agency
had never had a relationship of any kind with Lee Harvey Oswald

Testifying before the Commission CIA Director John A McCone in
dicated that

Oswald was not an agent employee or informant of the
Central Intelligence Agency The Agency never contacted
him interviewed him talked with him or solicited any
reports or information from him or communicated with him

directly or in any other manner * * * Oswald was never
associated or connected directly or indirectly in any way
whatsoever with the Agency (1)

McCone's testimony was corroborated by Deputy Director Richard
M Helms (0) The record reflects that once these assurances had been

received no further efforts were made by the Warren Commission to

pursue the matter
Recognizing the special difficulty in investigating a clandestine

agency the committee sought to resolve the issue of Oswald's alleged
association with the CIA by conducting an inquiry that went beyond
taking statements from two of the Agency's most senior officials The
more analytical approach used by the committee consisted of a series
of steps

First an effort was made to identify circumstances in Oswald's
life or in the way his case was handled by the CIA that possibly
suggested an intelligence association

Then the committee undertook an intensive review of the per
tinent files including the CLL's 144-volume Oswald file and hun
dreds of others from the CIA FBI Department of State Depart
ment of Defense and other agencies

Based on these file reviews a series of interviews depositions
and executive session hearings was conducted with both Agency
and non-Agency witnesses The contacts with present and former
CIA personnel covered a broad range of individuals including
staff and division chiefs clandestine case officers area desk officers
research analysts secretaries and clerical assistants In total more

1For a brief history of the CIA and descriptionof its organizationalstructure see
SectionI D4 infra
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than 125 persons including at least 50 present and former CIA
employees were questioned

The results of this Investigation confirmed the Warren Commission
testimony of McCone and Helms There was no indication in Oswald's
CIA file that he had ever had contact with the Agency Finally taken
in their entirety the items of circumstantial evidence that the com
mittee had selected for investigation as possibly indicative of an in
telligence association did not support the allegation that Oswald had
an intelligence agency relationship

This finding however must be placed in context for the institu
tional characteristics—in terms of the Agency's strict compartmentali
zation and the complexity of its enormous filing system—that are de
signed to prevent penetration by foreign powers have the simultaneous
effect of making congressional inquiry difficult For example CIA
personnel testified to the committee that a review of Agency files would
not always indicate whether an individual was affiliated with the
Agency in any capacity (3) Nor was there always an independent
means of verifying that all materials requested from the Agency had
in fact been provided Accordingly any finding that is essentially
negative in nature—such as that Lee Harvey Oswald was neither
associated with the CIA in any way nor ever in contact with that
institution—should explicitly acknowledge the possibility of oversight

To the extent possible however the committee's investigation was
designed to overcome the Agency's security-oriented institutional ob
stacles that potentially impede effective scrutiny of the CIA The vast
majority of CIA files made available to the committee were reviewed
in undeleted form.(4) These files were evaluated both for their sub
stantive content and for any potential procedural irregularities sugges
tive of possible editing or tampering After review the files were used
as the basis for examination and cross-examination of present and
former Agency employees Each of the present and former Agency
employees contacted by the committee was released from his secrecy
oath by the CIA insofar as questions relevant to the committee's legis
lative mandate were concerned Because of the number of Agency
personnel who were interrogated,(5) it is highly probable that any
significant inconsistencies between the files and witnesses responses
would have been discovered by the committee

During the course of its investigation the committee was given ac
cess by the CIA to information based on sensitive sources and methods
that are protected by law from unauthorized disclosure The com
mittee noted that in some circumstances disclosure of such information
in detail would necessarily reveal the sensitive sources and methods by
which it was acquired With respect to each item of such information
the committee carefully weighed the possible advancement of public
understanding that might accrue from disclosure of the details of the
information against the possible harm that might be done to the na
tional interests and the dangers that might result to individuals To

2The committeealso attemptedto identifyCIA employeeswho may have had the
motivemeansand opportunityto assassinatePresidentKennedyIn this regard no use
ful informationwasveneratedfromselectedfilereviewsAneffortwasalsomadeto locate
a manidentifiedas MauriceBishopwhowassaidto havebeena CIAofficerwhohadbeen
seen in the companyof LeeHarveyOswaldThe effortto find "Bishop was likewise
unsuccessful
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the extent required by the balancing process sections of this report
were written in a somewhat conclusionary manner in order to continue
the protection of such classified information

CIA personnel in the Soviet Russia Division.3–Since Oswald

spent time in the Soviet Union a subject of special attention by the
committee was the Russia-related activities of the CIA In addition to

obtaining testimony from former Directors McCone and Helms the
committee interviewed the chiefs of the Soviet Russia Division from
1959 to 1963 In each case the committee received a categorical denial
of any association of the CIA with Oswald (6)

To investigate this matter further the committee interviewed the

persons who had been chiefs or deputy chiefs during 1959–62 of the
three units within the Soviet Russia Division that were responsible
respectively for clandestine activities research in support of clan
destine activities and the American visitors program. The heads of
the clandestine activity section stated that during this period the CIA
had few operatives in the Soviet Union and that Oswald was not one
of them Moreover they stated that because of what they perceived
to be his obvious instability Oswald would never have met the

Agency's standards for use in the field.5 (7) The heads of the Soviet
Russia Division's section that sought the cooperation of visitors to
the Soviet Union informed the committee that they met with each

person involved in their program and that Oswald was not one of

them.(8) These officials also advised the committee that "clean-cut

collegiate types tended to be used in this program and that Oswald
did not meet this criterion (9) Finally the officers in charge of the
Soviet Russia Division's research section in support of clandestine
activities indicated that had Oswald been contacted by the Agency
their section would probably have been informed but that this in
fact never occurred (10)

CIA personnel abroad.—Turning to particular allegations the
committee investigated the statement of former CIA employee James
Wilcott who testified in executive session that shortly after the
assassination of President Kennedy he was advised by fellow em
ployees at a CIA post abroad that Oswald was a CIA agent who had
received financial disbursements under an assigned cryptonym

e
(11)

Wilcott explained that he had been employed by the CTA as a finance
officer from 1957 until his resignation in 1966 In this capacity he

3Classifiedanalysesof theseissues written in undeletedform are in the committee's
files*Thevisitorsprogramsoughtthe cooperationfor limitedpurposesof carefullyselected
personatravelingin the SovietUnionFor this unit onlythe years1(154—61werecovered
NeverthelesssinceeveryAmericantravelerwhowas involvedin this programwas con
tacted beforevisiting the SovietUnion the relevantyear for Lee HarveyOswaldwas
1959theyearhedepartedfromtheUnitedStates6Oneofficeracknowledgedtheremotepossibilitythat anindividualcouldhavebeenrunby
someoneas part of a "vestpocket (privateor personal)operationwithoutotherAgency
officialsknowingaboutit But eventhis possibilityas it appliesto Oswaldwasnegated
bythe statementof the deputychiefof the SovietRussiaclandestineactivitiessectionHe
commentedthat in 1466he wasinvolvedin a reviewof everyclandestineoperationever
run in the SovietUnionandOswaldwasnot involvedin anyof thesecases

A cryptonymis a codedesignationfor an agencyproject programor activityor an
organizationagencyor individual(for whoma legalsignatureis not required)havinga
sensitiveoperationalrelationshipwiththeagencyCryptonymsare usedin communications
onlyto the extentnecessaryto protectsensitiveinformationfromdisclosureto unauthor
izedpersonsTheyare used(1) whendisclosureof the true identityof personaorganiza
tionsor activitieswouldbedetrimentalto the interestof the U.S Governmentor fo the
personsorganizntionsor activitiesconcernedor (2) to preventdisclosureof a sensitive
operationalrelationshipwiththeagency
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served as a fiscal account assistant on the support staff at a post
abroad from June 1960 to June 1964 In addition to his regular
responsibilities he had performed security duty on his off-hours in
order to supplement his income This put him in contact with other
employees of the post who would come by the office and engage in
informal conversations On the day after President Kennedy's assassi
nation Wilcott claimed he was informed by a CIA case officer that
Oswald was an agent.(12) He further testified that he was told that
Oswald had been assigned a cryptonym and that Wilcott himself had
unknowingly disbursed payments for Oswald's project (13) Although
Wilcott was unable to identify the specific case officer who had initially
informed him of Oswald's agency relationship he named several em
ployees of the post abroad with whom he believed he had subsequently
discussed the allegations (14)

Wilcott advised the committee that after learning of the alleged
Oswald connection to the CIA he never rechecked official Agency
disbursement records for evidence of the Oswald project He explained
that this was because at that time he viewed the information as mere
shop talk and gave it little credence (15) Neither did he report the
allegations to any formal investigative bodies as he considered the
information hearsay (16) Wilcott was unable to recall the agency
cryptonym for the particular project in which Oswald had been
involved (17) nor was he familiar with the substance of that project
In this regard however because project funds were disbursed on a
code basis as a disbursement officer he would not have been apprised
of the substantive aspects of projects

In an attempt to investigate Wilcott's allegations the committee
interviewed several present and former CIA employees selected on
the basis of the position each had held during the years 1954-64
Among the persons interviewed were individuals whose responsibilities covered a broad spectrum of areas in the post abroad including
the chief and deputy chief of station as well as officers in finance reg
istry the Soviet Branch and counterintelligence

None of these individuals interviewed had ever seen any documents
or heard any information indicating that Oswald was an agent (18)
This allegation was not known by any of them until it was published
by critics of the Warren Commission in the late 1960's (19) Some of
the individuals including a chief of counterintelligence in the Soviet
Branch expressed the belief that it was possible that Oswald had
been recruited by the Soviet KGB during his military tour of duty
overseas as the CIA had identified a KGB program aimed at
recruiting U.S military personnel during the period Oswald was
stationed there (S0) An intelligence analyst whom Wilcott had spe
cifically named as having been involved in a conversation about the
Oswald allegation told the committee that he was not in the post
abroad at the time of the assassination.(21) A review of this indi
vidual's office of personnel file confirmed that in fact he had been
transferred froth the post abroad to the United States in 1962 (22)

The chief of the post abroad from 1961 to 1964 stated that had
Oswald been used by the Agency he certainly would have learned
about it (23) Similarly almost all those persons interviewed who
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worked in the Soviet Branch of that station indicated they would
have known if Oswald had in fact been recruited by the CIA
when he was overseas (24) These persons expressed the opinion that
had Oswald been recruited without their knowledge it would have
been a rare exception contrary to the working policy and guidelines
of the post abroad (25)

Based on all the evidence the committee concluded that Wilcott's
allegation was not worthy of belief

Oswald's CIA file.—The CIA has long acknowledged that prior
to the President's assassination it had a personality file on Oswald
that is a file that contained data about Oswald as an individual This
file which in Agency terminology is referred to as a '201 file was

opened on December 9 1960 (26) The Agency explained that 201 files
are opened when a person is considered to be of potential intelligence
or counterintelligence significance (27) The opening of such a file is

designed to serve the purpose of placing certain CIA information
pertaining to that individual in one centralized records system The
201 file is maintained in a folder belonging to the Directorate for

Operations the Agency component responsible for clandestine
activities (28)

The existence of a 201 file does not necessarily connote any actual
relationship or contact with the CIA For example the Oswald file
was opened according to the Agency because as an American de
fector he was considered to be of continuing intelligence interest (29)
Oswald's file contained no indication that he had ever had a relation
ship with the CIA Nevertheless because the committee was aware of
one instance (in an unrelated case) where an Agency officer had ap
parently contemplated the use of faked files with forged documents
(30) special attention was given to procedural questions that were
occasioned by this file review

Why the delay in opening Oswald's 201 fileQ—A confidential
State Department telegram dated October 31 1959 sent from Moscow
to Washington and forwarded to the CIA reported that Oswald a
recently discharged Marine had appeared at the U.S Embassy in
Moscow to renounce his American citizenship and "has offered Soviets
any information he has acquired as [an] enlisted radar operator. (31)
At least three other communications of a confidential nature that gave
more detail on the Oswald case were sent to the CTA in about the same
time period (32) Agency officials questioned by the committee testified
that the substance of the October 31 1959 cable was sufficiently impor
tant to warrant the opening of a 201 file (33) Oswald's file was not
however opened until December 9 1960 (34)

The committee requested that the CIA indicate where documents
pertaining to Oswald had been disseminated internally and stored
prior to the opening of his 201 file The agency advised the committee
that because document dissemination records of relatively low national
security significance are retained for only a 5-year period they were
no longer in existence for the years 1959-63.(35)8 Consequently the
Agency was unable to explain either when these documents had been
received or by which component

6Noneof thesedocumentswereclassifiedhigherthan confidential
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An Agency memorandum dated September 18 1975 indicates that
Oswald's file was opened on December 9 1960 in response to the receipt
of five documents two from the FBI two from the State Department
and one from the Navy (36) This explanation however is inconsistent
with the presence in Oswald's file of four State Department documents
dated in 1959 and a fifth dated May 25 1960 It is of course possible
that the September 18 1975 memorandum is referring to State De
partment documents that were received by the Directorate for Plans 9
in October and November of 1960 and that the earlier State Depart
ment communications had been received by the CIA's Office of Secu
rity but not the Directorate for Plans In the absence of dissemination
records however the issue could not be resolved

The September 18 1975 memorandum also states that Oswald's file
was opened on December 9 1960 as a result of his `defection to the
U.S.S.R on October 31 1959 and renewed interest in Oswald brought
about by his queries concerning possible reentry into the United
States."(37) There is no indication however that Oswald expressed
to any U.S Government official an intention to return to the United
States until mid-February 1961.( 38) Finally reference to the original
form that was used to start a file on Oswald did not resolve this issue
because the appropriate space that would normally indicate the "source
document that initiated the action referred to ah Agency component
rather than to a dated document.10 (39)

The committee was able to determine the basis for opening Oswald's
file on December 9 1960 by interviewing and then deposing the
Agency employee who was directly responsible for initiating the open
ing action This individual explained that the CIA had received a
request from the State Department for information concerning Amer
ican defectors After compiling the requested information she re
sponded to the inquiry and then opened a 201 file on each defector
involved (40)

This statement was corroborated by review of a State Department
letter which indicated that such a request in fact had been made of
the CIA on October 25 1960 Attached to the State Department let
ter was a list of known defectors Oswald's name was on that list
The CIA responded to this request on November 21 1960 by provid
ing the requested information and adding two names to the State De
partment's original list (41)

Significantly the committee reviewed the files of 11 individuals on
the original State Department list and determined that files were
opened in December 1960 for each of the five (including Oswald) who
did not have 201 files prior to receipt of the State Department inquiry
In each case the slot for "source document referred to an Agency
component rather than to a dated document.( .4.~)

Even so this analysis only explained why a file on Oswald was
finally opened it did not explain the seemingly long delay in the
opening of the file To determine whether such a delayed opening was
unusual the committee reviewed the files of 13 of the 14 persons on
the CIA's November 21 1960 response to the State Department and

oTheDirectoratefor Planswasthe predecessorof the Directorateof OperationsWTheAgencyindicatedthat it is customaryto refer to a componentwhenthe openingactionis takenonthat component'sauthority
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of 16 other defectors (from an original list of 380) who were Amer
ican-born had defected during the years 1958-63 and who had re
turned to the United States during that same time period Of 29 in
dividuals whose files were reviewed 8 had been the subiect of 201
files prior to the time of their defection In only 4 of the remaining 21
cases were 201 files opened at the time of defection The files on the
17 other defectors were opened from 4 months to several years after
the defection (4.9) At the very least the committee's review indicated
that during 1958-63 the opening of a file years after a defection was
not uncommon In many cases the opening was triggered by some
event independent of the defection that had drawn attention to the
individual involved

Why was he carried as Lee Henry Oswald in his 201 fileQ
Oswald's 201 file was opened under the name Lee Henry Oswald (.4.4)
No Agency witness was able to explain why All agency personnel
however including the person who initiated the file opening testified
that this must have been occasioned innocently by bureaucratic er
ror (45) Moreover the committee received substantial testimony to
the effect that this error would not have prevented the misnamed file
from being retrieved from the CIA's filing system during a routine
name trace done under the name Lee Harvey Oswald (.46)

The meaning of "AG under "Other Identification in Os
wald's 201 file.—The form used to initiate the opening of a 201 file
for Lee Harvey Oswald contains the designation AG in a box marked
"Other Identification. Because this term was considered to be of po
tential significance in resolving the issue of Oswald's alleged Agency
relationship the CIA was asked to explain its meaning

The Agency's response indicated that "AG is the 01 ("Other
Identification") code meaning "actual or potential defectors to the
East or the Sino/Soviet block including Cuba, and that anyone so
described could have the 01 code "AG. This code was reportedly
added to Oswald's opening form because of the comment on the form
that he had defected to the Soviet Union in 1959 (47)

An Agency official :who was a Directorate of Operations records
expert and for many years one who had been involved in the CIA's
investigation of the Kennedy assassination gave the committee a
somewhat different explanation of the circumstances surrounding the
term "AG and its placement on Oswald's opening form This in
dividual testified that "AG was an example of a code used to aid in
preparing computer listings of occupational groupings or intelligence
affiliations He explained that these codes always used two letters
and that in this case the first letter "A must have represented com
munism while the second letter would represent some category within
the Communist structure (.48)

His recollection was that at the time of the assassination the "AG
code was not yet in existence because there were no provisions then in
effect within the Agency for indexing American defectors He recalled
that it was only during the life of the Warren Commission that the
CIA realized that its records system lacked provisions for indexing an
individual such as Oswald Consequently the CIA revised its records
manual to permit the indexing of American defectors and established
a code for its computer system to be used for that category Although
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this witness did not know when the notation "AG was added to
Oswald's opening sheet he presumed that it must have been follow
ing the addition of the American defector code thus placing the time
somewhere in the middle of the Warren Commission's investigation
He explained that it was difficult to determine when any of the nota
tions on the opening sheet had been made since it was standard pro
cedure to update the forms whenever necessary so that they were as
reflective as possible of the available information.11(49)

Finally this witness testified that the regulations regarding the use
of this occupation and intelligence code specifically prohibited indi
cating that a particular person was either an employee of the Agency
or someone who was used by the Agency This prohibition was de
signed to prevent anyone from being able to produce any kind of
categorical listing of CIA employees contacts or connections (50)

Why was Oswald's 201 file restricted?—The form used to ini
tiate the opening of Oswald's 201 file contains a notation indicating
that the file was to be "restricted (51) This indication was considered
potentially significant because of the CIA's practice of restricting ac
cess to agents files to persons on a "need-to-know basis Further in
vestigation revealed however that restricting access to a file was not
necessarily indicative of any relationship with the CIA

The individual who actually placed the restriction on Oswald's file
testified that this was done simply to allow her to remain aware of any
developments that might have occurred with regard to the file (52)
The restriction achieved this purpose because any person seeking access
to the file would first have to notify the restricting officer at which
time the officer would be apprised of any developments

This testimony was confirmed by a CIA records expert who further
testified that had the file been permanently charged to a particular desk
or case officer as well as restricted the possibility of a relationship
with the CIA would have been greater (53) There is no indication on
Oswald's form that it had been placed on permanent charge

Finally the committee reviewed the files of four other defectors
that had been opened at the same time and by the same person as
Oswald's and determined that each of the files had been similarly re
stricted Each of these other individuals was on the lists of defectors
that had been exchanged by the CIA and State Department None of
the files pertaining to these other defectors had any evidence suggestive
of a possible inteligence agency association

Were 37 documents missing from Oswald's 201 file?—In the
course of reviewing Oswald's 201 file the committee discovered an
unsigned memorandum to the Chief of Counterintelligence Research
and Analysis dated February 20 1964 which stated that 37 documents
were missing from Oswalds 201 file.(54) According to the memo
randum this statement was based on a comparison of a machine listing
of documents officially recorded as being in the 201 file and those docu
ments actually physically available in the file (55) While the memo
randum mentioned that such a machine listing was attached no such
attachment was found in the 201 file at the time of the committee's

u The CIA after consideringthis witness recollectionof the originof the AGcodeadheredto its originalpositionregardingthis issue
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review The memorandum itself bears the classification "Secret Eyes
Only and was one of the documents that had been fully withheld from
release under the Freedom of Information Act (56)

In response to a committee inquiry the CIA advised that because
Oswald's file had been so active during the course of the Warren Com
mission investigation up-to-date machine listings were produced
periodically On this basis the Agency stated that

* * * it must be assumed that whoever was responsible for

maintaining the Oswald file brought this file up-to-date by
locating the 37 documents and placing them in the file (57)

Because this response was incomplete the author of the memorandum
was deposed He testified that once a document had been registered into
a 201 file by the Agency's computer system physical placement of the
document in the file was not always necessary (58) On this basis he

explained the items listed in the memorandum were not missing but
rather had either been routinely placed in a separate file because of
their sensitivity or were being held by other individuals who needed
them for analytical purposes (59) He further stated that in the course
of his custodianship of Oswald's file he had requested perhaps as many
as 100 computer listings on the contents of the Oswald file While there
had been many instances in which one or more documents had been

charged out to someone he stated that he had never discovered that

any documents were actually missing (60) According to his testimony
the 37 documents were in fact available but they were not located in
the file at the time (61) The committee regarded this to be a plausible
explanation

(9) Did the CIA maintain a dual filing system on Oswald)—The
committee was aware of the possibility that a dual filing system (one
innocuous file and one that contained operational detail of a relation
ship with the CIA) could have been used to disguise a possible rela
tionship between Oswald and the Agency This awareness became a
concern with the discovery that at least two Agency officers had con
templated the use of faked files and forged documents to protect the
ZR Rifle project from disclosure.) (62) The implications of this dis
covery in terms of the possibility that the Oswald file might also have
been faked were disturbing to the committee

In the Oswald case two items were scrutinized because they were
potentially indicative of a dual filing system The first was a photo
graph of Oswald that had been taken in Minsk in 1961 the second was
a copy of a letter that had been written to Oswald by his mother dur
ing his stay in the Soviet Union At the time of President Kennedy's
assassination both of these items were in the CIA's possession but
neither was in Oswald's 201 file

The photograph of Oswald taken in Minsk shows him posing with
several other people According to the CIA the picture was found
after the assassination as a result of a search of the Agency's graphics
files for materials potentially relevant to Oswald's stay in the Soviet

12ZRRiflewasan executiveaction (assassinationof foreignleader)programunrelated
to the Oswaldcase FormerCIADirectorHelmstestifiedthat the assassinationaspectof
ZRRiflewasneverimplementedand in fact wasdiscontinuedas soonas it wasbroughtto his attention.(63)
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several others not related to Oswald were routinely obtained in 1962
from some tourists by the CIA's Domestic Contacts Division an
Agency component that regularly sought information on a nonclandes
tine basis from Americans traveling abroad in Communist countries
(65)

Committee interviews with the tourists in question confirmed that
the photograph along with 159 other photographic slides had
routinely been made available to the Domestic Contacts Division
Neither tourist had heard of Oswald prior to the assassination or knew
which photographs had been of interest to the Agency (66)

CIA records indicate that only 5 of the 160 slides initially made
available were retained (67) Committee interviews with the two CIA
employees who had handled the slides for the Domestic Contacts Divi
sion established that Oswald had not been identified at the time that
these photographic materials were made available.(68) One of these
employees stated that the Oswald picture had been retained because it
depicted a Soviet Intourist guide the other employee indicated that
the picture had been kept because it showed a crane in the batk
ground.(69) Of these two employees the one who worked at CIA
headquarters (and therefore was in a position to know) indicated
that the photograph of Oswald had not been discovered until a post
assassination search of the Minsk graphics file for materials pertain
ing to Oswald (70)

Accordingly this photograph was not evidence that the CIA
maintained a dual filing system with respect to Oswald The picture
apparently was kept in a separate file until 1964 when Oswald was
actually identified to be one of its subjects

The committee's investigation of a copy of a letter to Oswald from
his mother that was in the Agency's possession similarly did not show
any evidence of a dual filing system This letter dated July 6 1961
and sent by Marguerite Oswald was intercepted as a result of a CIA
program (71) known as HT-Lingual,13 the purpose of which was to
obtain intelligence and counterintelligence information from letters
sent between the United States and Russia Typically intercepted
letters and envelopes would be photographed and then returned to the
mails (72)

In response to a committee inquiry the CIA explained that because
of HT-Lingual's extreme sensitivity all materials generated as a re
sult of mail intercepts were stored in a separate project file that was
maintained by the counterintelligence staff (73) Consequently such
items were not placed in 201 files This explanation was confirmed by
the testimony of a senior officer from the counterintelligence staff who
had jurisdiction over the HT-Lingual project files.14(74)

(10) Did Oswald ever participate in a CIA counterintelligence
project?—The committee's review of HT-Lingual files pertaining to

13TheHT-Lingualprogramwasno longerin effectin 1978 Prior to that time it hadbeenfoundto beillegal14SinceOswaldwasknownto havesentor receivedmorethan 50communicationsduringhis stay in the SovietUnionthe committeealsoquestionedwhythe Agencyostensiblyhad
just oneletter in its possessiondirectlyrelatedto OswaldIn essencetheAgency'sresponse
suggestedthat HT-Lingualonlyoperated4 daysa week and eventhen proceededon a
samplingbasis
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the Oswald case 15resulted in the discovery of reproductions of four
index cards two with reference to Lee Harvey Oswald and two to
Marina Oswald which were dated after the assassination of President

Kennedy The pages containing the reproductions of these cards were

stamped "Secret Eyes Only. (75)
The first card regarding Lee Harvey Oswald dated November 9

1959 states that Oswald is a recent defector to the U.S.S.R and a
former marine It also bears the notation "Cl/Project/RE and
some handwritten notations (76) The second card on Oswald places
him in Minsk It contains background information on him and
states that he "reportedly expresses a desire for return to the United
States under certain conditions. This card is dated August 7 1961
and also bears the notation "Watch List. (77) These cards par
ticularly the reference to "Cl/Project/RE, raised the question of
whether Oswald was in fact involved in some sort of counterintel
ligence project for the CIA

The committee questioned former employees of the CIA who may
have had some knowledge pertaining to the HT-Lingual project in

general and these cards in particular Some of these employees rec

ognized the cards as relating to the HT-Lingual project but were
unable to identify the meaning of the notation "Cl/Project/RE. (78)

One employee however testified that the "CI Project was "simply
a name of convenience that was used to describe the HT-Lingual
project" (79) another testified that "CI Project was the name of the

component that ran the HT-Lingual project This person also ex

plained that "RE represented the initials of a person who had been
a translator of foreign language documents and that the initials had

probably been placed there so that someone could come back to the
translator if a question arose concerning one of the documents (80)
Another employee indicated that the "Watch List notation on the
second card referred to persons who had been identified as being of

particular interest with respect to the mail intercept program (81)
The committee requested the CIA to provide an explanation for

the terms "Cl/Project/RE and "Watch List and for the handwrit
ten notations appearing on the index cards In addition the committee
requested a description of criteria used in compiling a "Watch List.

With respect to the meaning of the notation "Cl/Project/RE, the
CIA explained that there existed an office within the counterintelli
gence staff that was known as "CI /Project. a cover title that had been
used to hide the true nature of the office's functions In fact this office
was responsible for the exploitation of the material produced by the
HT-Lingual project The Agency further explained that "RE repre
sented the initials of a former employee (82)

In responding to a request for the criteria used in compiling a
"Watch List, the CTA referred to a section of the "Report to the Presi
dent by the Commission on CIA Activities Within the United States,
which states

v Althoughthe Agencyhad only one Oswaldletter in its possessionthe HT-Lingual
fileswerecombedafter theassassinationfor additionalmaterialspotentiallyrelatedtohim
Approximately30 piecesof correspondencethat wereconsideredpotentiallyrelatedto the
investigationof Oswald'scase (eventhoughnot necessarilydirectlyrelatedto Oswald)
werediscoveredNoneof thesewasultimatelyjudgedbythe CIAto heof anysignificance
Thesematerialshoweverwerestoredin a separateOswaldHT-Lingualfile
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Individuals or organizations of particular intelligence
interest (one should also add counterintelligence interest)
were specified in watch lists provided to the mail project by
the counterintelligence staff by other CIA components and
by the FBI The total number of names on the Watch List var
ied from time to time but on the average the list included
approximately 300 names including about 100 furnished by
the FBI The Watch List included the names of foreigners
and of U.S citizens (83)

Thus the full meaning of the notation is that on November 9 1959
an employee whose initials were RE placed Oswald's name on the
"Watch List for the HT-Lingual project for the reason stated on the
card—that Oswald was a recent defector to the U.S.S.R and a former
Marine (84)

The response went on to state that the handwritten number No
7-305 which also appears on the first card is a reference to the com
munication from the CI staff to the Office of Security expressing the
CI staff's interest in seeing any mail to or from Oswald in the Soviet
Union Finally the other handwritten notation "N/R–RI 20
Nov 59 signifies that a name trace run through the central records
register indicates that there was no record for Lee Oswald as of that
date.18(85)

The Agency's explanation of the meaning of the second card was
that on August 7 1961 the CIA staff officer who opened the Oswald
201 file requested that Oswald's name be placed on the "Watch List be
cause of Oswald's expressed desire to return to the United States as
stated on the card The handwritten notation indicates in this instance
that Oswald's name was deleted from the "Watch List on May 28
1962 (86)

With reference to the two cards on Marina Oswald the Agency
stated that her name was first placed on the "Watch List on November
26 1963 because she was the wife of Lee Harvey Oswald The second
card served the purpose of adding the name Marina Oswald Porter to
the "Watch List on June 29 1965 after she had remarried Both
names were deleted from the list as of May 26 1972 (87)

Thus the statements of former CIA employees were corroborated by
the Agency's response regarding the explanation of the index cards
in the CIA's HT-Lingual files pertaining to Oswald The explanations
attested that the references on the cards were not demonstrative of
an Agency relationship with Oswald but instead were examples of
notations routinely used in connection with the HT-Lingual project

(11) Did the CIA ever debrief Oswald ?—The CIA has denied
ever having had any contact with Oswald (88) and its records are
consistent with this position Because the Agency has a Domestic Con
tacts Division that routinely attempts to solicit information on a non
clandestine basis from Americans traveling abroad,(89) the absence
of any record indicating that Oswald a returning defector who had
worked in a Minsk radio factory had been debriefed has been con

1eThis of course is contraryto the Agency'srecordthat indicatesthe receiptof a
telegramconcerningOswaldon Oct 31 1959 and of two telegramsfrom the Navy
concerninghimonNov3and4 1959
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sidered by Warren Commission critics to be either inherently unbe
lievable (that is the record was destroyed) or indicative that Oswald
had been contacted through other than routine Domestic Contact Divi
sion channels (90)

After reviewing the Agency's records pertaining to this issue the
committee interviewed the former chief of an Agency component
responsible for research related to clandestine operations within the
Soviet Union He had written a November 25 1963 memorandum indi

cating that upon Oswald's return from the Soviet Union he had
considered "the laying of interviews [on him] through the [Domestic
Contacts Division] or other suitable channels. 17(91) The officer indi
cated that Oswald was considered suspect because the Soviets appeared
to have been very solicitous of him For this reason a nonclandestine
contact either by the Domestic Contacts Division or other "suitable
channels such as the FBI or the Immigration and Naturalization
Service was considered (92) The officer stated however that to his

knowledge no contact with Oswald was ever made Moreover if a de

briefing had occurred the officer stated that he would have been in
formed Finally he said that Oswald was considered a potential lead
but only of marginal importance and therefore the absence of a de

briefing was not at all unusual (93)
The committee interviewed five other Agency employees who were

in a position to have discussed Oswald in 1962 with the author of this

memorandum including the person who replaced the author of the
memorandum as chief of the research section None of them could recall
such a discussion (94) Interviews with personnel from the Soviet
Russia Division's clandestine operations section the visitors program
and the clandestine activity research section failed to result in any
evidence suggesting that Oswald had been contacted at any time by
the CIA (96)

The author of the November 25 1963 memorandum also informed
the committee that the CIA maintained a large volume of informa
tion on the Minsk radio factory in which Oswald had worked This
information was stored in the Office of Research and Reports (96)

Another former CIA employee one who had worked in the Soviet
branch of the Foreign Documents Division of the Directorate of In
telligence in 1962 advised the committee that he specifically recalled
collecting intelligence regarding the Minsk radio plant In fact this
individual claimed that during the summer of 1962 he reviewed a
contact report from representatives of a CIA field office who had in
terviewed a former marine who had worked at the Minsk radio plant
following his defection to the U.S.S.R This defector whom the em
ployee believed may have been Oswald had been living with his fam
ily in Minsk (97)

The employee advised the committee that the contact report had
been filed in a volume on the Minsk radio plant that should be re
trievable from the Industrial Registry Branch then a component of
the Office of Central Reference Accordingly the committee requested
that the CIA provide both the contact report and the volume of ma

17The November25 1963memorandumindicatesthat the possibilityof an Oswaldcontactwas discussedduringthe summerof 1960 but the author indicatedthat theconversationactuallytookplaceduringthe summerof 1962 shortlybeforehis transferto a newassignmentDuringthe summerof1960theauthorwasnotonactiveassignment
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terials concerning the Minsk radio plant A review by the committee
of the documents in the volumes on the Minsk radio plant however
failed to locate any such contact report.(98)

Since the Minsk radio plant seemed to be a logical subject of CIA
concern the committee theorized that questions about it would have
been included in the debriefing of defectors The committee there
for asked the Agency for a statement regarding its procedures for

debriefing defectors In response the CIA stated that between 1958
and 1963 it had no procedure for systematically debriefing overseas
travelers including returning defectors Instead the Agency relied
upon the FBI both to make such contacts and report any significant
results.(99)

To investigate this question further the committee reviewed the
files of 22 other defectors to the Soviet Union (from an original
list of 380) who were born in America and appeared to have returned
to the United States between 1958 and 196318 Of these 22 individuals
only 4 were interviewed at any time by the CIA These four instances
tended to involve particular intelligence or counterintelligence needs
but this was not always the case (100)

Based on this file review it appeared to the committee that in fact
the CIA did not contact returning defectors in 1962 as a matter of
standard operating procedure For this reason the absence of any
Agency contact with Oswald on his return from the Soviet Union
could not be considered unusual particularly since the FBI did ful
fill its jurisdictional obligation to conduct defector interviews (101)

(12) The Justice Department's failure to prosecute Oswald.—
When Oswald appeared at the U.S Embassy on October 31 1959 to
renounce his American citizenship he allegedly threatened to give the
Soviets information he had acquired as a Marine Corps radar opera
tor.(100) The committee sought to determine why the Justice De
partment did not prosecute Oswald on his return to the United States
for his offer to divulge this kind of information

A review of Oswald's correspondence with the American Embassy
in Moscow indicates that on February 13 1961 the embassy received
a letter in which Oswald expressed a "desire to return to the United
States if * * * some agreement [could be reached] concerning the
dropping of any legal proceedings against [him]."(103) On Febru
ary 28 1961 the embassy sought guidance from the State Department
concerning Oswald's potential liability to criminal prosecution (104)
The State Department however responded on April 13 1961 that it
was

not in a position to advise Mr Oswald whether upon his
desired return to the United States he may be amenable to
prosecution for any possible offenses committed in violation
of the laws of the United States * * * (105)

In May 1.961 Oswald wrote the embassy demanding a "full guarantee against the possibility of prosecution (106) He visited with
Embassy Consul Richard Snyder on July 16 1961 and denied that he
had ever given any information to the oviets.(107) Snyder advised

s Aneffortwas alsomadeto reviewonlythe filesof thosewhohad defectedbetween1958and1963Notallof the22defectorshowevermetthiscriterion
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Oswald on an informal basis that while no assurances could be given
the embassy did not perceive any basis for prosecuting him (108)

There is no record that the State Department ever gave Oswald
any assurances that he would not be prosecuted Upon his return to
the United States Oswald was interviewed twice by the FBI On
each occasion he denied ever having given information to the Soviet
Union (109)

In response to a committee request the Department of Justice in
dicated that prosecution of Oswald was never considered because his
file contained no evidence that he had ever revealed or offered to reveal
national defense information to the Soviet Union.(110) In a sub
sequent response the Department acknowledged the existence of some
evidence that Oswald had offered information to the Soviet Union
but stated that there were nevertheless serious obstacles to a possible
prosecution

It [the Department file] does contain a copy of an F13I
memorandum dated July 3 1961 which is recorded as hav
ing been received in the Justice Department's Internal Secu
rity Division on December 10 1963 which states that the
files of the Office of Naval Intelligence contained a copy of a
Department of State telegram dated October 31 1959 at
Moscow The telegram which is summarized in the FBI
report quoted Oswald as having offered the Soviets any in
formation he had acquired as a radar operator The FBI
report did not indicate that the information to which Oswald
had access as a radar operator was classified

Oswald returned to the United States on June 13 1962
He was interviewed by the FBI on June 26 1962 at Fort
Worth Tex. at which time he denied furnishing any in
formation to the Soviets concerning his Marine Corps experi
ences He stated that he never gave the Soviets any informa
tion which would be used to the detriment of the United
States

In sum therefore the only "evidence that Oswald ever
offered to furnish information to the Soviets is his own
reported statement to an official at the U.S Embassy in Mos
cow That statement of course was contradicted by his denial
to the FBI upon his return to the United States that he had
ever made such an offer

In the prosecution of a criminal case the Government
cannot establish a prima facie case solely on a defendant's un
supported confession The Government must introduce sub
stantial independent evidence which would tend to establish
the trustworthiness of the defendant's statement See Opper
v United States 348 U.S 84 (1954)

Accordingly in the absence of any information that
Oswald had offered to reveal classified information to the
Soviets and lacking corroboration of his statement that he
had proferred information of any kind to the Russians we
did not consider his prosecution for violation of the espionage
statutes 18 U.S.C 793 794 (111)
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Based upon this analysis the committee could find no evidence that
Oswald received favorable treatment from either the State Depart
ment or the Justice Department regarding the possibility of criminal
prosecution

(13) Oswald's trip to Russia via Helsinki and his ability to obtain
a visa in 0 days.—Oswald's trip from London to Helsinki has been a
point of controversy His passport indicates he arrived in Finland
on October 10 1959 The Torni Hotel in Helsinki however had him
registered as a guest on that date although the only direct flight from
London to Helsinki landed at 11:33 p.m. that day According to a
memorandum signed in 1964 by Richard Helms "[i]f Oswald had
taken this flight he could not normally have cleared customs and
landing formalities and reached the Torni Hotel downtown by 2400
(midnight) on the same day."(112) Further questions concerning this
segment of Oswald's trip have been raised because he had been able
to obtain a Soviet entry visa within only 2 days of having applied for
it on October 12 1959 (113) '9

The committee was unable to determine the circumstances sur
rounding Oswald's trip from London to Helsinki Louis Hopkins the
travel agent who arranged Oswald's initial transportation from the
United States stated that he did not know Oswald's ultimate destina
tion at the time that Oswald booked his passage on the freighter
Marion Lykes (114) Consequently Hopkins had nothing to do with
the London-to-Helsinki leg of Oswald's trip In fact Hopkins stated
that had he known Oswald's final destination he would have sug
gested sailing on another ship that would have docked at a port more
convenient to Russia (115) Hopkins indicated that Oswald did not
appear to be particularly well-informed about travel to Europe The
travel agent did not know whether Oswald had been referred to him
by anyone (116)

A request for any CIA and Department of Defense files on Louis
Hopkins resulted in a negative response The committee was unable
to obtain any additional sources of information regarding Oswald's
London-to-Helsinki trip

The relative ease with which Oswald obtained his Soviet Union
entry visa was more readily amenable to investigation This issue is
one that also had been of concern to the Warren Commission (117)
In a letter to the CIA dated Mav 25 1964 J Lee Rankin inquired
about the apparent speed with which Oswald's Soviet visa had been
issued Rankin noted that he had recently spoken with Abraham
Chaves legal adviser to the State Department who maintained that
at the time Oswald received his visa to enter Russia from the Soviet
Embassy in Helsinki normally at least 1 week would elapse between
the time of a tourist's application and the issuance of a visa Rankin
contended that if Chayes assessment was accurate then Oswald's
abilit to obtain his tourist visa in 2 days might have been
significant (118)

The CIA responded to Rankin's request for information on July 31
1964 Helms wrote to Rankin that the Soviet Consulate in Helsinki

19SinceOswaldarrivedin Helsinkion October10 1959 whichwas a Saturday it isassumedthat his first opportunityto apply for a visa wouldhave beenon MondayOctober12
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was able to issue a transit visa (valid for 24 hours) to U.S business
men within 5 minutes but if a longer stay were intended at least 1
week was needed to process a visa application and arrange lodging
through Soviet Intourist (119) A second communication from Helms
to Rankin dated September 14 1964 added that during the 1964
tourist season Soviet consulates in at least some Western European
cities issued Soviet tourist visas in from 5 to 7 days (120)

In an effort to resolve this issue the committee reviewed classified
information pertaining to Gregory Golub who was the Soviet Consul
in Helsinki when Oswald was issued his tourist visa This review re
vealed that in addition to his consular activities Golub was suspected
of having been an officer of the Soviet KGB Two American Embassy
dispatches concerning Golub were of particular significance with re

gard to the time necessary for issuance of visas to Americans for travel
into the Soviet Union The first dispatch recorded that Golub dis
closed during a luncheon conversation that

Moscow had given him the authority to give Americans
visas without prior approval from Moscow He [Golub]
stated that this would make his job much easier and as long
as he was convinced the American was "all right he could
give him a visa in a matter of minutes * * * (121)

The second dispatch dated October 9 1959 1 day prior to
Oswald's arrival in Helsinki illustrated that Golub did have the
authority to issue visas without delay The dispatch discussed a tele
phone contact between Golub and his consular counterpart at the
American Embassy in Helsinki

* * * Since that evening [September 4 1959] Golub has
only phoned [the U.S consul] once and this was on a busi
ness matter Two Americans were in the Soviet Consulate at
the time and were applying for Soviet visas thru Golub
They had previously been in the American consulate in
quiring about the possibility of obtaining a Soviet visa in
1 or 2 days [The U.S Consul] advised them to go di
rectly to Golub and make their request which they did Golub
phoned [the U.S Consul] to state that he would give them
their visas as soon as they made advance Intourist reserva
tions When they did this Golub immediately gave them their
visas * * *.20(122)

Thus based upon these two factors (1) Golub's authority to issue
visas to Americans without prior approval from Moscow and (2) a
demonstration of this authority as reported in an embassy dispatch
approximately 1 month prior to Oswald's appearance at the Soviet
Embassy the committee found that the available evidence tends to
support the conclusion that the issuance of Oswald's tourist visa within
2 days after his appearance at the Soviet Consulate was not indicative
of an American intelligence agency connection.21

20EvidentlyOswaldhadmadearrangementswithIntourist Onhisarrivalat theMoscow
railroadstation on October16 he was met by an Intourist representativeand takento
theHotelBerlinwhereheregisteredas a student.(123)=If anything Oswald'sabilityto receivea Sovietentry visa so quicklywas morein
dicativeofa Sovietinterestin him
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(14) Oswald's contact 212ith Americans in the Soviet Union.—
Priscilla Johnson McMillan author of "Marina and Lee, became a
subject of the committee's inquiry because she was one of two American
correspondents who had obtained an interview with Oswald during his
stay in Moscow in 1959 The committee sought to investigate an allega
tion that her interview with Oswald may have been arranged by the
CIA (124)

John McVickar a consul at the American Embassy testified that he
had discussed Oswald's case with McMillan and that he thought"* * * she might help us in communicating with him and help him in
dealing with what appeared to be a very strong personal problem if
she were able to talk with him."(125) McVickar stated however that
he had never worked in any capacity for the CIA nor did he believe
that McMillan had any such affiliation (126) McVickar's State Depart
ment and CIA files were consistent with his testimony that he had
never been associated with the CIA

McMillan gave the following testimony about the events surround
ing her interview with Oswald In November 1959 she had returned
from a visit to the United States where she covered the Camp David
summit meeting between President Eisenhower and Premier Khrush
chev On November 16 1959 she went to the American Embassy to pick
up her mail for the first time since her return to the Soviet Union The
mail pickup facility was in a foyer near the consular office Consular
Officer John A McVickar came out of this office and welcomed McMil
lan back to the Soviet Union They exchanged a few words and as
she was leaving McVickar commented that at her hotel was an Amer
ican who was trying to defect to the Soviet Union McVickar stated
that the American would not speak to "any of us, but he might speak
to McMillan because she was a woman She recalled that as she
was leaving McVickar told her to remember that she was an
American (127)

McMillan proceeded to her hotel found out the American's room
number knocked on his door and asked him for an interview The
American Lee Harvey Oswald did not ask her into the room but he
did agree to talk to her in her room later that night (128) No Ameri
can Government official arranged the actual interview McMillan met
with Oswald just once She believed that McVickar called her on No
vember 17 the day after the interview and asked her to supper That
evening they discussed the interview McVickar indicated a general
concern about Oswald and believed that the attitude of another Amer
ican consular official might have pushed Oswald further in the direc
tion of defection McVickar indicated a personal feeling thatit would
be a sad thing for Oswald to defect in view of his age but he did not
indicate that this was the U.S Government's position (129)

McMillan also testified that she had never worked for the CIA nor
had she been connected with any other Federal Government agency
at the time of her interview with Oswald (130) According to an affi
davit that McMillan filed with the committee her only employment
with the Federal Government was as a 30-day temporary
translator (1.31)

Finally McMillan testified that because of her background in Rus
sian studies she applied for a position with the CIA in 1952 as an
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intelligence analyst The application however was withdrawn (132)She acknowledged having been debriefed by an Agency employee in
1962 after returning from her third trip to the Soviet Union but
explained that this contact was in some way related to the confisca
tion of her notes by Soviet officials (133)

22
The committee's review of CIA files pertaining to Ms McMillan

corroborated her testimony There was no indication in these files
suggesting that she had ever worked for the CIA In fact the Agency
did not even debrief her after her first two trips to the Soviet Union
An interview with the former Agency official who had been deputy
chief and then chief of the visitors program during the years 1958 to
1961 similarly indicated that McMillan had not been used by the CIA
in the program (134)

There was information in McMillan's file indicating that on occa
sion during the years 1962–65 she had provided cultural and literary
information to the CIA None of this information was however sug
gestive in any way of a clandestine relationship Accordingly there
was no evidence that McMillan ever worked for the CIA or received
the Agency's assistance in obtaining an interview with Oswald.23

Richard E Snyder was the consular official in the U.S Embassy in
Moscow who handled the Oswald case It was Snyder with whom Os
wald had met in 1959 when he sought to renounce his American citi
zenship (135) Two years later when Oswald initiated his inquiries
about returning to the United States Snyder again became involved
in the case (136) Warren Commission critics have alleged that Snyder
was associated in some way with the CIA during his service in the
Moscow Embassy (1.17)

In his committee deposition Richard Snyder acknowledged that
for a 11-month period during 1949–50 he worked for the CIA while
he was on the waiting list for a foreign service appointment with the
State Department.(138) Snyder testified however that since resign
ing from the CIA in March 1950 he had had no contact with the CIA
other than a letter written in 1970 or 1971 inquiring about employ
ment on a contractual basis (1,19) 24

The committee reviewed Snyder's files at the State Department
Defense Department and the CIA Both the State Department and
Defense Department files are consistent with his testimony Snyder's
CIA file revealed that at one time prior to 1974 it had been red
flagged and maintained on a segregated basis The file contained a

2'In her affidavitMcMillandiscussedthe circumstancessurroundingthis encounterin
somedetail "In November1962I had a conversationwith a manwhoidentifiedhimself
as a CIAemployee* * * I agreedto seehimin nart becausetheconfiscationofmypapers
and notes had utterly altered my situation—Inow had no hopeof returningto the
U.S.S.Randwasfree for the first timeto writewhatI knewI waspreparinga seriesof
articlesfor The Reporterwhichwouldcontainthe sameinformationaboutwhich[the
CIAemployee]hadexpresseda desireto talk to me Finally duringthe latter part of my
1962trip to the U.S.S.R.I had beenunderheavysurveillanceand the KGBknewwhat
SovietcitizensI had seen Manyof thoseI had talkedto for the Reporterarticleswere
Russian'liberals (anti-Stalinand pro-Khrushchev)What reprisalsmightbefall those
whomThad interviewedTdid not know hot sincemynoteswerenownart of the KGB
files I felt that it mighthelpthemif the CIAknewthat whichthe KGBalreadyknew
Mymeetingwith—theCIAemployee—whichoccurredat theBrattleInn Cambridgewasa
reversalof my usual effortto avoidcontactwith the CIA and the subjectmatter was
confinedto myimpressionsof the Sovietliteraryandculturalclimate.x Norwas there any basis basedon McMillan'stestimonyCIAfilesor evidencepro
videdby McMillan'spublisherHarperand Row to supportthe allegationthat the CIA
financedorwasotherwiseinvolvedin publishing"MarinaandLee.24Snyderalso deniedcontactwith any other intelligenceservicewhile active as a
foreignserviceofficer
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routing indicator that stated that the file had been red flagged because
of a "DCI [Director of Central Intelligence] statement and a matter
of cover concerning Snyder (140)

In response to a committee inquiry the CIA indicated that the DCI
statement presumably refers to comments which former Director
Richard Helms had made in 1964 concerning the Oswald case when
Helms was Deputy Director for Plans.25 The CIA also stated that
Snyder's file had been flagged at the request of DDO/CI (Directorate
of Operations/Central Intelligence) to insure that all inquiries con
cerning Snyder would be referred to that office The Agency was un
able to explain the reference to "cover, because according to its rec
ords Snyder had never been assigned any cover while employed Fur
ther the Agency stated that "[t]here is no record in Snyder's official
personnel file that he ever worked directly or indirectly in any capac
ity for the CIA after his resignation on 26 September 1950. (142)

The committee did not regard this explanation as satisfactory espe
cially since Snyder's 201 file indicated that for approximately 1 year
during 1956–57 he had been used by an Agency case officer as a spotter
at a university campus because of his access to others who might be

going to the Soviet Union nor was the Agency able to explain
specifically why someone considered it necessary to red flag the Snyder
file

The remainder of the Snyder file however is consistent with his

testimony before the committee concerning the absence of Agency
ontacts In addition the CIA personnel officer who handled Snyder's

case in 1950 confirmed that Snyder had in fact terminated his employ
inent with the CIA at that time Moreover he added that Snyder had

gone to the State Department as a bona fide employee without any
CIA ties (143) This position was confirmed by a former State Depart
ment official who was familiar with State Department procedures re

garding CIA employees In addition this individual stated that at no
time from 1959 to 1963 did the CIA use the State Department's over
seas consular positions as cover for CIA intelligence officers (144)

The CIA's failure to explain adequately the red-flagging of Snyder's
file was extremely troubling to the committee Even so based on Sny
der's sworn testimony the review of his file and the statements of his
former personnel officer a finding that he was in contact with Oswald
on behalf of the CIA was not warranted

Dr Alexis H Davison was the U.S Embassy physician in Moscow
from May 1961 to May 1963 In May 1963 the Soviet Union declared
him persona non grata in connection with his alleged involvement in
the Penkovskv case (145) After the assassination of President Ken
nedy it was discovered that the name of Dr Davison's mother Mrs
Hal Davison and her Atlanta address were in Oswald's address book
under the heading "Mother of U.S Embassy Doctor."(146) In addi
tion it was determined that the flight that Oswald his wife and
child took from New York to Dallas on June 14 1962 had stopped in
Atlanta (147) For this reason it has been alleged that Dr Davison was
Oswald's intelligence contact in Moscow (148)

zsRespondingto a newspaperallegationthat Oswaldhad metwith CIArepresentativesin MoscowRichardHelmswrotea memorandumto the warren Commissionon March
1S 1964in whichhe statedthe "desireto state for the recordthat the allegationcarried
in this pressreportis utterlyunfoundedas far as the CIAis concerned. (141)
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In a committee interview Dr Davison stated that he had been a
physician in the U.S Air Force .and was stationed in Moscow as the
U.S Embassy physician from May 1961 to May 1963 In this capacity
it was his duty to perform physical examinations on all Soviet immi
grants to the United States He recalled that most of these immigrants
were elderly but he remembers two young women one who was a
mathematics teacher from the south of Russia and one who was mar
ried to an American The individual who was married to the Ameri
can was frightened by the prospect of going to the United States She
stated that she was going to Texas with her husband Davison told her
that if she and her husband traveled through Atlanta on their way to
Texas his mother a native-born Russian would be happy to see her
He gave his mother's name and address in Atlanta to the woman's
husband who was "scruffy looking. This was not an unusual thing
to do since his family had always very hospitable to Russians who
visited Atlanta In retrospect he assumed that he gave his mother's
name and address to either Lee or Marina Oswald but he was uncer
tain about this (149)

After the assassination of President Kennedy Davison was inter
viewed first by a Secret Service agent and later by an FBI agent in
connection with the entry of his mother's name and address in Oswald's
address book The FBI agent also interviewed Davison's mother
Natalia Alekseevna Davison Davison indicated that the Secret Service
and the FBI were the only Government agencies to interview him
about his contact with the Oswalds (150)

Davison stated that in connection with his assignment as U.S Em
bassy physician in Moscow he had received some superficial intelli
gence training This training mainly involved lectures on Soviet life
and instructions on remembering and reporting Soviet names and mili
tary activities (151)

Davison admitted his involvement in the Penkovsky spy case Dur
ing his tour of duty in Moscow Davison was asked by an Embassy
employee whose name he no longer remembered to observe a certain
lamppost on his daily route between his apartment and the Embassy
and to be alert for a signal by telephone Davison agreed According to
his instructions if he ever saw a black chalk mark on the lamppost or
if he ever received a telephone call in which the caller blew into the re
ceiver three times he was to notify a person whose name he also no
longer remembered He was told nothing else about the operation
Davison performed his role for approximately 1 year On just one
occasion toward the end of his stay in the Soviet Union he observed
the mark on the lamppost and his wife received the telephone signalAs instructed he reported these happenings Shortly thereafter the
Soviets reported that they had broken the Penkovsky spying operationThe Soviets declared Davison persona non grata just after he left
Moscow his tour of duty having ended He did not recall any intelli
gence debriefings on the Penkovsky case (152)

Davison denied under oath participating in any other intelligence
work during his tour in Moscow (153) The deputy chief of the CIA's
Soviet Russia clandestine activities section from 1960 to 1962 confirmed
Davison's position characterizing his involvement in the Penkovskycase as a "one shot deal.(154) In addition a review of Davison's CIA
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and Department of Defense files showed them to be consistent with his
committee testimony

Accordingly there was insufficient evidence for concluding that
Dr Davison was an intelligence contact for Oswald in Moscow

(15) Alleged intelligence contacts after Oswald returned from
I?ussia.—George de Mohrenschildt was an enigmatic man—a geologist
businessman who befriended Oswald in Texas in 1962 (155) thus
causing considerable speculation based on the contrasting backgrounds
of the two men De Mohrenschildt who committed suicide in 1977 was
sophisticated and well educated a man who moved easily among
wealthy Texas oilmen and a circle of white Russians in Dallas many
of whom were avowed conservatives Oswald because of his back
ground and his Marxist ideological positions was shunned by most of
the people de Mohrenschildt counted among his friends

In his Warren Commission testimony de Mohrenschildt stated that
he believed he had discussed Oswald with J Walton Moore whom he
described as "a Government man—either FBI or Central Intelli
gence."(156) He said that Moore was known as the head of the FBI in
Dallas and that Moore had interviewed him in 1957 when he returned
from a trip to Yugoslavia (157) De Mohrenschildt indicated that he
had asked Moore and Fort Worth attorney Max Clark about Oswald
to reassure himself that it was "safe for the de Mohrenschildts to
ass'st him and was told by one of these persons "The guy seems to be
OK. (158) This admitted association with J Walton Moore an em
ployee of the CIA gave rise to the question of whether de Mohren
schildt had contacted Oswald on behalf of the CIA (159)

In 1963 J Walton Moore was employed by the CIA in Dallas in
the Domestic Contacts Division (160) According to Moore's CIA per
sonnel file he had been assigned to the division in 1948 During the pe
riod April 1 1963 to March 31 1964 he was an overt CIA employee
assigned to contact persons traveling abroad for the purpose of elicit
ing information they might obtain He was not part of a covert or
clandestine operation

In an Agency memorandum dated April 13 1977 contained in
do Mohrenschildt's CIA file Moore set forth facts to counter a claim
that had been recently made by a Dallas television station that Oswald
had been employed by the CIA and that Moore had known him In
that memorandum Moore was quoted as saying that according to his
records the last time he had talked with de Mohrenschildt was in the
fall of 1961 Moore said that he had no recollection of any conversa
tion with de Mohrenschildt concerning Oswald The memorandum
also said that Moore recalled only two occasions when he had met
do Mohrenschildt—first in the spring of 1958 to discuss a mutual
interest in China and then in the fall of 1961 when de Mohrenschildt
and his wife showed films of their Latin American walking trip (161)Other documents in de Mohrenschildt's CIA file however indicated
more contact with Moore than was stated in the 1977 memorandum
In a memorandum dated May 1 1964 submitted to the Acting Chief of
the Domestic Contacts Division of the CIA Moore stated that he had
known de Mohrenschildt and his wife since 1957 at which time Moore
obtained biographical data on de Mohrenschildt following his trip to
Yugoslavia for the International Cooperation Administration Moore
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also wrote in that 1964 memorandum that he had seen de Mohrenschildt
several times in 1958 and 1959 De Mohrenschildt's CIA file contained
several reports submitted by de Mohrenschildt to the CIA on topics
concerning Yugoslavia (162)

De Mohrenschildt testified before the Warren Commission that he
had never been in any respect an intelligence agent (163) Further the
committee's interview with Moore and its review of the CIA's Moore
and de Mohrenschildt files showed no evidence that de Mohrenschildt
had ever been an American intelligence agent (In this regard the
committee noted that during 1959-63 upon returning from trips
abroad as many as 25,000 Americans annually provided information
to the CIA's Domestic Contacts Division on a nonclandestine
basis (164) Such acts of cooperation should not be confused with an
actual Agency relationship).26

Prior to visiting Mexico in September 1963 Oswald applied in New
Orleans for a Mexican tourist card The tourist card immediately pre
ceding his in numerical sequence was issued on September 17 1963
(167) to William G Gaudet a newspaper editor Two days later
Gaudet departed on a 3 or 4-week trip to Mexico and other Latin
American countries (168) This happened to coincide with Oswald's
visit to Mexico City between September 27 1963 and October 3
19634169) After the assassination Gaudet advised the FBI during
an interview that he had once been employed by the CIA.(170)
Speculation about Gaudet's possible relationship with Oswald arose
when it was discovered that the Warren Commission Report contained
a list provided by the Mexican Government purporting to include all
individuals who had been issued Mexican tourist cards at the same time
as Oswald a list that omitted Gaudet's name (171)

In a committee deposition Gaudet testified that his contact with
the CIA was primarily as a source of information (obtained during
his trips abroad) In addition he explained that he occasionally per
formed errands for the Agency (177) Gaudet stated that his last con
tact with the CIA was in 1969 although the relationship had never
been formally terminated (173)

The committee reviewed Gaudet's CIA file but found neither any
record reflecting a contact between him and the Agency after 1961
nor any indication that he had "performed errands for the CIA A
memorandum dated January 23 1976 also indicated the absence of
any further contact after this time

The Domestic Collections Division (DCD) has an inactive
file on William George Gaudet former editor and publisher
of the Latin American Report The file shows that Gaudet
was a source of the New Orleans DCD (Domestic Contacts
Division) Resident Office from 1948 to 1955 during which
period he provided foreign intelligence information on Latin
American political and economic conditions resulting from
his extensive travel in South and Central America in pursuit

2aDe Mohrenschildt'sfilealso containsa referenceto an occasionwhenhe mayhavebeeninvolvedin arranginga meetingbetweena Haitianbankofficeranda CIAor Department of Defenseofficial.(165)The Departmentof Defenseofficialwheninterviewedbythe committeestated that the meetingwas arrangedby Departmentof Defenseofficialsand that de Mohrenschildt'spresence(in the companyof his wife) was unanticipated(166)Thecommitteedid not regardthis incidentas evidenceof a CIArelationship
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of journalistic interests The file further indicates that
Gaudet was a casual contact of the New Orleans Office
between 1955 and 1961 when at various times he furnished
fragmentary intelligence (174 )

Gaudet said he could not recall whether his trip to Mexico and other
Latin American countries in 1963 involved any intelligence-related ac
tivity (175) He was able to testify however that during that trip he
did not encounter Oswald whom he had previously observed on occa
sion at the New Orleans Trade Mart (176) 2 Gaudet stated that he
was unaware at the time his Mexican tourist card was issued that it
immediately preceded Oswald's and he could not recall having seen
Oswald on that day (177) Finally Gaudet said he did not have any
information concerning the omission of his name from the list pub
lished in the Warren Commission Report (178)

Based upon this evidence the committee did not find a basis for
concluding that Gaudet had contacted Oswald on behalf of the CIA
Although there was a conflict between Gaudet's testimony and his
CIA file concerning the duration of his Agency contacts as well as
the performance of errands there was no indication from his file or
testimony that Gaudet's cooperation involved clandestine activity
Again it should be stressed that the Domestic Contacts Division
which was the Agency component that was in touch with Gaudet was
not involved in clandestine operations

(16) Alleged intelligence implications of Oswald's military serv
ice.—The committee reviewed Oswald's military records because of
allegations that he had received intelligence training and had par
ticipated in intelligence operations during his term of Marine serv
ice.(179) Particular attention was given to the charges that Oswald's
early discharge from the corps was designed to serve as a cover for
an intelligence assignment and that his records reflected neither his
true security clearance nor a substantial period of service in Taiwan
These allegations were considered relevant to the question of whether
Oswald had been performing intelligence assignments for military
intelligence as well as to the issue of Oswald's possible association
with the CIA

Oswald's Marine Corps records bear no indication that he ever re
ceived any intelligence training or performed any intelligence assign
ments during his term of service As a Marine serving in Atsugi Ja
pan Oswald had a security clearance of confidential but never received
a higher classification (180) In his Warren Commission testimony
John E Donovan the officer who had been in charge of Oswald's crew
at the El Toro Marine base in California stated that all personnel
working in the radar center were required to have a minimum security
clearance of secret (181) Thus the allegation has been made that the
security clearance of confidential in Oswald's records is inaccurate
The committee however reviewed files belonging to four enlisted men
who had worked with Oswald either in Japan or California and found
that each of them had a security clearance of confidential.(182) 28

Gaudettestifiedthat he had nevermet Oswaldalthoughhe had knownof himpriorto the assassinationbecauseOswaldhad distributedliteraturenear his officeGaudetalsostated that on one occasionbe observedOswaldspeakingto GuyBannisteron a streetcorner2sJohnE DonovanOswald'scommandingofficerdidhavea securityclearanceofsecret
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It has been stated that Oswald claimed to have served in Tai
wan (183) The committee's review of his military records including
unit diaries that were not previously studied by the Warren Com
mission indicated however that he had not spent substantial 'line
if any in Taiwan These records show that except for a 31/2 month
period of service in the Philippines Oswald served in Japan from Sep
tember 12 1957 until November 2 1958 (184) Although Department
of Defense records do indicate that MAG (Marine Air Group) 11 Os
wald's unit was deployed to Taiwan on September 16 1958 and re
mained in that area until April 1959 an examination of the MAG 11
unit diaries indicated that Oswald was assigned at that time to a rear
echelon unit (185) The term rear echelon does not on its face preclude
service with the main unit in Taiwan but the Department of Defense
has specifically stated that "Oswald did not sail from Yokosuka Japan
on September 16 1958 He remained aboard NAS Atsugi as part of
the MAG–11 rear echelon. 29(186)

Oswald's records also reflect that on October 6 1958 he was trans
ferred within MAG 11 to a Headquarters and Maintenance Squadron
subunit in Atsugi Japan (187) He reportedly spent the next week in
the Atsugi Station Hospital (188) On November 2 1958 Oswald left
Japan for duty in the United States (189)

Accordingly based upon a direct examination of Oswald's unit
diaries as well as his own military records it does not appear that he
had spent any time in Taiwan This finding is contrary to that of the
Warren Commission that Oswald arrived with his unit in Taiwan on
September 30 1958 and remained there somewhat less than a
week,(190) but the Commission's analysis apparently was made with
out access to the unit diaries of MAG 11.39

Moreover even if Oswald in fact did make the trip with his unit
to Taiwan it is clear that any such service there was not for a sub
stantial time The unit arrived at Atsugi on September 30 1958 and by
November 2 1958 Oswald had left from Japan to complete his tour
of duty in the United States (10)

Finally with one exception the circumstances surrounding Oswald's
rapid discharge from the military do not appear to have been unusual
Oswald was obligated to serve on active duty until December 7 1959
but on August 17 he applied for a hardship discharge to support his
mother About 2 weeks later the application was approved (193) 31

It appeared that Oswald's hardship discharge application was proc
essed so expeditiously because it was accompanied by all of the
necessary documentation In response to a committee inquiry the De
partment of Defense stated that ".. to a large extent the time involved
in processing hardship discharge applications depended on how well
the individual member had prepared the documentation needed for

29Thisis contraryto statementsattributedto LieutenantCharlesR RhodesbyEdwardJ Epsteinin his book "The SecretWorldof Lee HarveyOswald. Rhodesmaintains
accordingto Epstein that Oswalddidmakethe trip withthe mainunit butwassentbackto JapanonOctober6 195830Similarlya messagesent on November4 1959 fromthe Chiefof NavalOperationsconcerningOswaldwhichstates that he had "servedwithMarineAirControlSquadronsin Japan and Taiwan, (191)mayhavebeenissuedwithoutcheckingunit diarieswhichindicatedthat Oswaldhadnotbeensodeployed3 By September4 1959 Oswaldhad beeninformedthat he wouldbe dischargedon
September11 1959(191)Thisexplainswhyhe wasableto tell passportofficialson that
day that he expectedto depart the UnitedStatesfor Europeon September21 1959
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consideration of his or her case."(195) A review of Oswald's case indi
cates that his initial hardship discharge application was accompanied
by all of the requisite documentation Oswald had met the preliminary
requirements of having made a voluntary contribution to the hardship
dependent (his mother) and of applying for a dependent's quarters al
lotment 32to alleviate the hardship (196) Even though all of the sup
porting affidavits for the quarters allotment had not been submitted at
the time that the hardship discharge application was filed the endorse
ments on the application indicated that the reviewing officers were
aware that both the requisite voluntary contribution and the applica
tion for a quarters allotment had been made.(197) Moreover that ap
plication was accompanied by two letters and two affidavits attesting
to Marguerite Oswald's inability to support herself (198)

Documents provided to the committee by the American Red Cross
indicate that Oswald had sought its assistance and therefore was
probably well advised on the requisite documentation to support his
claim (199) Indeed Red Cross officials interviewed Marguerite Os
wald and concluded that she "could not be considered employable from
an emotional standpoint. (200) The Fort Worth Red Cross office
indicated a quarters allotment was necessary for Marguerite Oswald
rather than a hardship discharge for Lee and assisted her in the prep
aration of the necessary application documents (201) Nevertheless
Oswald informed the Red Cross office in El Toro Calif. where he
was then stationed that he desired to apply for a hardship discharge
(202)

The unusual aspect of Oswald's discharge application was that
technically his requisite application for a quarters allowance for his
mother should have been disallowed because Marguerite's dependency
affidavit stated that Oswald had not contributed any money to her
during the preceding year (203) Even so the first officer to review
Oswald's application noted in his endorsement dated August 19 1959
that "[a] genuine hardship exists in this case and in my opinion ap
proval of the `Q [quarters] allotment will not sufficiently alleviate
this situation."(204) This quotation suggests the possibility that ap
plications for quarters allotments and hardship discharges are con
sidered independently of one another In addition six other officers
endorsed Oswald's application (205) The committee was able to con
tact three of the seven endorsing officers (one had died) two had no
memory of the event (206) and one could not recall any details (207)
The committee considered their absence of memory to be indicative of
the Oswald case having been handled in a routine manner

Based on this evidence the committee was not able to discern any
unusual discrepancies or features in Oswald's military record

(17) Oswald's military intelligence file.—On November 22 1963
soon after the assassination Lieutenant Colonel Robert E Jones operations officer of the U.S Army's 112th Military Intelligence Group
(MIG) Fort Sam Houston San Antonio Tex. contacted the FBI
offices in San Antonio and Dallas and gave those offices detailed in
formation concerning Oswald and A J Hidell Oswald's alleged alias
(208) This information suggested the existence of a military intelli

, A dependent'squartersallotmentis onethat is jointlypaid to the dependentby theservicemanand the service
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gence file on Oswald and raised the possibility that he had intelligence
associations of some kind (209)

The committee's investigation revealed that military intelligence of
ficials had opened a file on Oswald because he was perceived as a
possible counterintelligence threat Robert E Jones testified before the
committee that in June 1963 he had been serving as operations officer
of the 112th Military Intelligence Group at Fort Sam Houston Tex.33
Under the group's control were seven regions encompassing five States
Texas Louisiana Arkansas New Mexico and Oklahoma Jones was
directly responsible for counterintelligence operations background in
vestigations domestic intelligence and any special operations in this
five-State area (210) He believed that Oswald first came to his atten
tion in mid-1963 through information provided to the 112th MIG by
the New Orleans Police Department to the effect that Oswald had been
arrested there in connection with Fair Play for Cuba Committee ac
tivities (211) As a result of this information the 112th Military Intel
ligence Group took an interest in Oswald as a possible counterintelli
gence threat.(212) It collected information from local agencies and
the military central records facility and opened a file under the names
Lee Harvey Oswald and A J Hidell (213) Placed in this file were
documents and newspaper articles on such topics as Oswald's defection
to the Soviet Union his travels there his marriage to a Russian na
tional his return to the United States and his pro-Cuba activities in
New Orleans (214)

Jones related that on November 22 1963 while in his quarters at
Fort Sam Houston he heard about the assassination of President
Kennedy (21.5) Returning immediately to his office he contacted MIG
personnel in Dallas and instructed them to intensify their liaisons with
Federal State and local agencies and to report back any information
obtained Early that afternoon he received a telephone call from
Dallas advising that an A J Hidell had been arrested or had come
to the attention of law enforcement authorities Jones checked the
MIG indexes which indicated that there was a file on Lee Harvey
Oswald also known by the name A J Hidell (216) Pulling the
file he telephoned the local FBI office in San Antonio to notify the
FBI that he had some information (217) He soon was in telephonecontact with the Dallas FBI office to which he summarized the docu
ments in the file He believed that one person with whom he spokewas FBI Special-Agent-in-Charge J Gordon Shanklin He may have
talked with the Dallas FBI officemore than one time that day (218)Jones testified that his last activity with regard to the Kennedy
assassination was to write an "after action report that summarized
the actions he had taken the people he had notified and the times of
notification (219) In addition Jones believed that this "after action
report included information obtained from reports filed by the 8 to 12
military intelligence agents who performed liaison functions with the
Secret Service in Dallas on the day of the assassination (229) This
"after action report was then maintained in the Oswald file (221)Jones did not contact nor was he contacted by any other law enforce

a Questionshad beenraisedaboutthe contentsof someFBI communicationsonNovember 22 1983 that reflectedinformationallegedlyprovidedby militaryintelligenceInhis testimony Jones clarifiedseveral points and correctedseveral errors in thesecommunications
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meat or intelligence agencies concerning information that he could pro
vide on Oswald (222) To Jones knowledge neither the FBI nor any
law enforcement agency ever requested a copy of the military intelli
gence file on Oswald.(223) To his surprise neither the FBI Secret
Service CIA nor Warren Commission ever interviewed him.(224) No
one ever directed him to withhold any information on the other hand
he never came forward and offered anyone further information rele
vant to the assassination investigation because he "felt that the infor
mation that [he] had provided was sufficient and a matter of
record "(225)

The committee found Jones testimony to be credible His statements
concerning the contents of the Oswald file were consistent with FBI
communications that were generated as a result of the information
that he initially provided Access to Oswald's military intelligence
file which the Department of Defense never gave to the Warren Com
mission was not possible because the Department of Defense had
destroyed the file as part of a general program aimed at eliminating
all of its files pertaining to nonmilitary personnel In response to a
committee inquiry the Department of Defense gave the following
explanation for the file's destruction

Dossier AB 652876 Oswald Lee Harvey was identified
for deletion from IRR (Intelligence Records and Reports)
holdings on Julian date 73060 (1 March 1973) as stamped on
the microfilmed dossier cover It is not possible to determine
the actual date when physical destruction was accomplished
but is credibly surmised that the destruction was accom
plished within a period not greater than 60 days following the
identification for deletion Evidence such as the type of dele
tion record available the individual clerk involved in the
identification and the projects in progress at the time of dele
tion all indicate the dossier deletion resulted from the imple
mentation of a Department of the Army Adjutant General
letter dated 1 June 1971 subject Acquisition of Information
Concerning Persons and Organizations not Affiliated with the
Department of Defense (DOD) (Intl 1) Basically the letter
called for the elimination of files on non-DOD affiliated per
sons and organizations

It is not possible to determine who accomplished the
actual physical destruction of the dossier The individual
identifying the dossier for deletion can be determined from
the clerk number appearing on the available deletion record
The number indicates that Lyndall E Harp was the identify
ing clerk Harp was an employee of the IRR from 1969 until
late 1973 at which time she transferred to the Defense Investi
gative Service Fort Holabird Md. where she is still a civil
service employee The individual ordering the destruction or
deletion cannot be determined However available evidence
indicates that the dossier was identified for deletion under a
set of criteria applied by IRR clerks to all files The basis for
these criteria were [sici established in the 1 June 1971 letter
There is no indication that the dossier was specifically identi
fied for review or deletion All evidence shows that the file was
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reviewed as part of a generally applied program to eliminate
any dossier concerning persons not affiliated with DOD

The exact material contained in the dossier cannot be
determined at this time However discussions with all avail
able persons who recall seeing the dossier reveal that it most
probably included newspaper clippings relating to pro
Cuban activities of Oswald several Federal Bureau of Investi
gation reports and possibly some Army counterintelligence
reports None of the persons indicated that they remember
any significant information in the dossier It should be noted
here that the Army was not asked to investigate the assassi
nation Consequently any Army-derived information was
turned over to the appropriate civil authority

At the time of the destruction of the Oswald dossier IRR
was operating under the records disposal authority contained
in the DOD Memorandum to Secretaries of the Military De
partments DASD (A) 9 February 1972 subject Records
Disposal Authority (Intl 2) The memorandum forwards
National Archivist disposal criteria which is similar in nature
to the requirements outlined in the 1 June 1971 instructions
It was not until 1975 that the Archivist changed the criteria
to ensure non-destruction of investigative records that may
be of historical value (226)

Upon receipt of this information the committee orally requested
the destruction order relating to the file on Oswald In a letter dated
September 13 1978 the General Counsel of the Department of the
Army replied that no such order existed

Army regulations do not require any type of specific order
before intelligence files can be destroyed and none was pre
pared in connection with the destruction of the Oswald file
As a rule investigative information on persons not directly
affiliated with the Defense Department can be retained in
Army files only for short periods of time and in carefully
regulated circumstances The Oswald file was destroyed rou
tinely in accordance with normal files management proce
dures as are thousands of intelligence files annually (227)

The committee found this "routine destruction of the Oswald file
extremely troublesome especially when viewed in light of the Depart
ment of Defense's failure to make this file available to the Warren
Commission Despite the credibility of Jones testimony without access
to this file the question of Oswald's possible affiliation with military
intelligence could not be fully resolved

(18) The Oswald photograph in Office of Naval Intelligence files.—
The Office of Naval Intelligence's (ONI) Oswald file contained a
photograph of Oswald taken at the approximate time of his Marine
Corps induction It was contained in an envelope that had on it the
language "REC'D 14 November 1963 and "CIA 77978. (228) These
markings raised the possibility that Oswald had been in some way as
sociated with the CIA

In response to a committee inquiry the Department of Defense
stated that the photograph had been obtained by ONI as a result of
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an October 4 1963 CIA request for two copies of the most recent photo
graphs of Oswald so that an attempt could be made to verify his re
ported presence in Mexico City The requested copies however were
not made available to the CIA until after the President's assassina
tion. Because of the absence of documentation no explanation could
be given for how or when the Office of Naval Intelligence received
this particular photograph of Oswald (229)

The committee's review of CIA cable traffic confirmed that cable
No 77978 dated October 24 1963 was in fact a request for two copies
of the Department of the Navy's most recent photograph of Lee
Henry [sic] Oswald Moreover review of other cable traffic corrobo
rated the Agency's desire to determine whether Lee Harvey Oswald
had in fact been in Mexico City (230)

The committee concluded therefore that the ONI photograph of
Oswald bearing a reference to the CIA was not evidence that Oswald
was a CIA agent Again however the destruction of the military
file on Oswald prevented the committee from resolving the question of
Oswald's possible affiliation with military intelligence

(19) Oswald in Mexico City.—The committee also considered
whether Oswald's activities in Mexico City in the fall of 1963 were
indicative of a relationship between him and the CIA This aspect of
the committee's investigation involved a complete review both of
alleged Oswald associates and of various CIA operations outside of the
United States (231)

The committee found no evidence of any relationship between
Oswald and the CIA Moreover the Agency's investigative efforts
prior to the assassination regarding Oswald's presence in Mexico City
served to confirm the absence of any relationship with him Specifi
cally when apprised of his possible presence in Mexico City the
Agency both initiated internal inquiries concerning his background
and once informed of his Soviet experience notified other potentially
interested Federal agencies of his possible contact with the Soviet
Embassy in Mexico City (232)
Conclusion

Based on the committee's entire investigation it concluded that the
Secret Service FBI and CIA were not involved in the assassination
The committee concluded that it is probable that the President was
assassinated as a result of a conspiracy Nothing in the committee's
investigation pointed to official involvement in that conspiracy While
the committee frankly acknowledged that its investigation was not
able to identify the members of the conspiracy besides Oswald or
the extent of the conspiracy the committee believed that it did not
include the Secret Service Federal Bureau of Investigation or Central
Intelligence Agency

24As noted the military file on Oswald presumablyincludingthe ONI photographwasdestroyedbytheDepartmentofDefense





D AGENCIESANDDEPARTMENTSOFTHE U.S GOVERNMENTPERFORMED
WITH VARYINGDEGREESOF COMPETENCYIN THE FULFILLMENTOF
THEIR DUTIES PRESIDENTJOHN F KENNEDYDm NOT RECEIVE
ADEQUATEPROTECTIONA THOROUGHANDRELIABLEINVESTIGATION
INTOTHE RESPONSIBILITYOFLEE HARVEYOSWALDFORTHEASSASSI
NATIONWAS CONDUCTEDTHE INVESTIGATIONINTOTHE POSSIBILITY
OF CONSPIRACYIN THE ASSASSINATIONWAS INADEQUATETHE CON
CLUSIONSOF TIIE INVESTIGATIONSWERE ARRIVEDATIN GOODFAITH
BUTPRESENTEDIN A FASHIONTHAT WAS Too DEFINITIVE

1 THESECRETSERVICEWASDEFICIENTIN THEPERFORMANCEOFITSDUTIES

The assassination of President Kennedy was the first and only such
crime since the Secret Service was assigned responsibility for full-time
protection of the President in 1901 as a result of the assassination of
William McKinley (1) When originally formed in 1865 the Secret
Service had not been given responsibility for Presidential protection
even though that was the year Lincoln was murdered.(2) Its primary
purpose was to deal with counterfeiting which had become a national
outrage in the period before 1862 when a standardized national cur
rency was adopted (3) By the end of the 1860's the new agency had
all but eliminated the problem.(4)

For the balance of the 19th century the Secret Service engaged in
various criminal detection activities It investigated the Ku Klux Klan
in the 1870's,(5) Spanish espionage in the 1890's,(6) organized crime
in New York City in the 1880's and 1890's,(7) and syndicated gambling
in Louisiana at the turn of the century (8)

Even with the assignment of Presidential protection as its primary
purpose the Secret Service was not always given the necessary annual
appropriations to carry out the task (9) It was not until 1908 that
the agency's mission was better defined(10) and at that for an ironic
reason When the Secret Service exposed the participation in land
fraud schemes by Members of Congress from several Western States
legislation was passed restricting the operations of the Agency and
creating a new Federal law enforcement body that ultimately would
become the Federal Bureau of Investigation (11) Indeed the original
FBI men were eight agents transferred from the Secret Service.(12)

The law left the Secret Service with two concerns Treasury mat
ters or counterfeiting and protection of the President (13) On occa
sion however it was given special assignments During World War I
the Agency was concerned with German saboteurs (14) and in 1921 it
investigated the roles of Secretary of the Interior Albert B Fall and
Atty Gen Harry M Daugherty in the Teapot Dome Scan
dal (15) From about 1930 on however the Secret Service was an
anticounterfeiting agency with the additional assignment of protect
ing the President In its protective role on only two occasions before
November 22 1963 was it tested by an actual assault on a President

(227)
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In February 1932 the car in which President Roosevelt was riding
was fired on in Miami killing the mayor of Chicago Anton Cer
mak (16) In November 1950 members of the Puerto Rican Nation
alist Party tried to force their way into Blair House the temporary
home of President Truman (17)

(a) The Secret Service possessed information that was not properly
aanalyzed investigated or used by the Secret Service in correction
with the President's trip to Dallas in addition Secret Serv
ice agents in the motorcade were inadequately prepared to pro
tect the President from a sniper

President Kennedy posed a problem for the Secret Service from
the start As a policymaker he was liberal and innovative startlingly
so in comparison with the cautious approach of President Eisen
hower (18) His personal style was known to cause agents assigned to
him deep concern He traveled more frequently than any of his pred
ecessors and he relished contact with crowds of well-wishers He
scoffed at many of the measures designed to protect him and treated
the danger of assault philosophically (19) If someone wanted to kill
him he reasoned it would be very difficult to prevent (20) Comment
ing on the relationship between the President and the Secret Service
Presidential Assistant Kenneth O'Donnell told Gerald Behn Special
Agent-in-Charge of the White House Detail "Politics and protection
don't mix. (21)

The core of the Presidential security arm of the Secret Service is
the White House Detail which in 1963 was composed of 36 special
agents.(22) In addition there were six special agent-drivers eight
special agents assigned to the Kennedy family and five special officers
detailed to the Kennedy home in Hyannisport Mass On the trip to
Texas there were 28 special agents in the Presidential entourage (23)

In all out of 552 employees in November 1963 there were 70 special
agents and 8 clerks—or 14 percent of the total Secret Service work
force—assigned to protect the President and Vice President directly
or to the Protective Research Section a preventive intelligence divi
sion charged with gathering and evaluating threat information and
seeing that it is usefully disseminated (24r) In addition there were 30

employees in the office of the Chief of the Secret Service plus 313
agents and 131 clerks in 66 field offices all of whom were on call to
assist in Presidential protection (25)

The time when the most manpower was needed in 1963 (as it was in

1978) was when the President traveled and was exposed to crowds of

people in open spaces On such occasions the Secret Service called on
municipal county and State law enforcement agencies for personnel
who assisted in the preparation of large-scale protective plans (26)

(1) The committee approach.—From the beginning of its investi
gation of the Secret Service the committee realized the great impor
tance of the Protective Research Section renamed the Office of Pro
tective Research in October 1965 This office is the memory of the
Secret Service and is responsible for analyzing threat data (27) By
reviewing PRS files and interviewing its personnel the committee
sought to clarify just how much the Secret Service knew about the
nature and degree of the dangers the President faced in the fall of
1963 and to learn what protective tactics had been devised in response
to them
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The committee took care to distinguish between major and minor
threats to the President in order that it could concentrate on the fol
lowup action to the significant ones A threat was considered major if
(a) it was verbal or communicated by a threatening act or (b) it cre
ated a danger great enough to require either an in-depth and intense
investigation by the Secret Service or other law enforcement agency
or a cancellation or alteration of the President's planned trip itinerary

The committee examined all threat profile investigations from
March to December 1963 and incorporated into its analysis informa
tion on some major threat activities dating back to March 1961.(28)

The committee also considered the following questions in its investi
gation of Secret Service threat activity files questions raised by the
Kennedy assassination itself

Were there indications of a conspiracy behind threats to harm per
sons under Secret Service protection

'Was there information developed in investigations of earlier threats
that might have been useful in the investigation of the assassination

'Was the pertinent information in Secret Service files made avail
able to the 'Warren Commission

The committee began its investigation of Secret Service perform
ance by reviewing the Warren Commission's findings on it Although
the Commission had considered both the question of intelligence
gathering and threat identification and the question of physical pro
tection it had relied primarily on a study conducted by the Secret
Service in response to the President's assassination and to limited
questioning of Secret Service personnel in depositions and hearings
The Commission's findings in turn stressed inadequate liaison be
tween the Secret Service and other Government agencies in
intelligence-gathering (29) the need for broader criteria and automatic
data processing in the assimilation of intelligence data by the Pro
tective Research Section (30) and the need for closer working ar
rangements between the PRS and the advance survey teams that han
dled preparations for Presidential trips (31)

With respect to physical protection of the President the Commis
sion found that some aspects could have been improved citing spe
cifically the need for closer coordination and clearer definition of
responsibilities among Secret Service headquarters advance and pro
tective detail agents and local police authorities;(32) the failure to
arrange for prior inspection of buildings along the motorcade route
(33) and a lack of discipline and bad judgment by some members of
the Secret Service protective detail in Dallas who were drinking on
the night before the assassination (34)

In its investigation the committee relied heavily on Protective Re
search Section files In addition it took extensive testimony under oath
from agents and officials who occupied pertinent positions in the Secret
Service in 1963

The committee's investigation confirmed that the Warren Commis
sion's suggestions for improved Secret Service performance were well
founded The committee also noted that there were additional issues
not addressed by the Warren Commission One important one not
analyzed by the Commission was whether the information that the
Secret Service did possess prior to November 22 1963 was properly
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analyzed and acted upon The committee found that the Secret Service
did in fact possess information that was not properly analyzed and
disseminated within the Secret Service Consequently it was not put
to use with respect either to a protective investigation or to physical
protection of President Kennedy in advance of the trip to Dallas

The Warren Commission had found that the Secret Service should
have taken a broader view of information that was considered a threat
to the President (35) The committee also took a closer look at Secret
Service files to see if they contained what could have been recognized
as significant threats that were simply overlooked in connection with
the Dallas trip

The committee discovered that the 1963 Protective Research Section
files had since been summarized and computerized,(36) and the origi
nal files then destroyed The committee thus reviewed the computerized
summaries of PRS case files for the period March to December
1963 (37) The summaries indicated that during this period the PRS
received information on over 400 possible threats to the President
approximately 20 percent of which could have been attributed to politi
cal motivation The committee then reviewed the trip files for 1963 to
determine which threats the Secret Service had recognized as signifi
cant (38) Although there are other concepts of significance the com
mittee decided to limit its review to those that actually caused cancella
tion of a trip an alteration of the President's planned itinerary or
an intensive preliminary investigative effort by the Secret Service By
limiting the definition in this way the committee believed it could
reach a clear determination of the manner in which the Secret Service
responded to significant threats

The Secret Service "trip files actually consisted of two basic docu
ments—a preliminary survey report reflecting the basic plans for a
trip and a final survey report prepared after a trip had been com
pleted and incorporating any changes that had been made in the origi
nal plan (39) These files were intended by the Secret Service to reflect
principal problems encountered on each trip A comparison of the
preliminary and final reports should have revealed not only altera
tions of the President's itinerary but the reasons for such changes
Because the final survey reports did not always reveal the specific
nature of threats,(40) other files on investigations conducted prior to
the President's trips in 1963 were also reviewed and interviews with
agents who worked on each trip were conducted

(2) Significant threats in 1963.—The committee's review determined
there were three significant threats to the President in the March to
December 1963 period first a postcard warned that he would be
assassinated while riding in a motorcade—this resulted in additional
protection being provided when the President went to Chicago in
March (41) second a threat in connection with a November 2 trip to
Chicago that was canceled (42) third a threat in connection with a
trip to Miami on November 18 (43) t resulting in an extensive prelimi
nary investigation The nature of the threats on November 2 and
November 18 revealed these had been the reason for the Secret Service

1A Miamijournalistlater reportedthat a decisionwas madeto transport PresidentKennedyfromMiamiInternationalAirportto a MiamiBeachhotelbyhelicopterto avoid
exposinghimto assassinsbyhavinghimridein a motorcadeThecommitteecouldfindnodocumentationfor this report.(44)
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to have investigated individuals identified with them in terms of future
danger to the President (45)

The committee was unable to determine specifically why the Presi
dent's trip to Chicago scheduled for November 2 was canceled The
possibilities range from the condition of his health(46) to concern for
the situation in South Vietnam following the assassination of Presi
dent Diem (47) to the threat received on October 30 (48) On that date
the Secret Service learned that an individual named Thomas Arthur
Vallee a Chicago resident who was outspokenly opposed to President
Kennedy's foreign policy was in possession of several weapons

(l9)Further Vallee's landlady reported that he had requested time o
from his job on November 2 (50) Vallee was subsequently interviewed
surveilled and eventually arrested by the Chicago police who found
an M–1 rifle a handgun and 3,000 rounds of ammunition in his auto
mobile (51) Vallee was released from custody on the evening of No
vember 2.(52)

The committee found that the Secret Service learned more about
Vallee prior to the President's trip to Dallas on November 22 he was
a Marine Corps veteran with a history of mental illness while on active
duty (53) he was a member of the John Birch Society (54) and an
extremist in his criticism of the Kennedy administration (55) and
he claimed to be an expert marksman (56) Further he remained a
threat after November 2 because he had been released from jail.( 57)

The committee also learned that the information the Secret Service
obtained on Vallee was not forwarded to the agents responsible for the
President's trip to Texas on November 21–22 although it was trans
mitted to the Protective Research Section upon receipt on Octo
ber 30 (58) The potential significance of Vallee as a threat was illus
trated by the Secret Service's reports which included a notation on
November 27 1963 of the similarity between his background and that
of Lee Harvey Oswald,(59) and a record of extensive continued in
vestigation of Vallee's activities until 1968 (60)

In addition the committee obtained the testimony of a former Secret
Service agent Abraham Bolden who had been assigned to the Chicago
office in 1963 He alleged that shortly before November 2 the FBI sent
a teletype message to the Chicago Secret Service office stating that an
attempt to assassinate the President would be made on November 2 by
a four-man team using high-powered rifles and that at least one mem
ber of the team had a Spanish-sounding name (61) Bolden claimed
that while he did not personally participate in surveillance of the sub
jects he learned about a surveillance of the four by monitoring Secret
Service radio channels in his automobile and by observing one of the
subjects being detained in his Chicago office (62)

According to Bolden's account the Secret Service succeeded in lo
cating and surveillance two of the threat subjects who (63) when they
discovered they were being watched were arrested and detained on
the evening of November 1 in the Chicago Secret Service office.(64)

The committee was unable to document the existence of the alleged
assassination team Specifically no agent who had been assigned to
Chicago confirmed any aspect of Bolden's version (65) One agent did
state there had been a threat in Chicago during that period but he was
unable to recall details (66) Bolden did not link Vallee to the supposed
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four-man assassination team although he claimed to remember Val
lee's name in connection with a 1963 Chicago case (67) He did not rec

ognize Vallee's photograph when shown it by the committee (68)
The questionable authenticity of the Bolden account notwithstand

ing the committee believed the Secret Service failed to make appro
priate use of the information supplied it by the Chicago threat in early
November 1963

Similarly the Secret Service failed to follow up fully on a threat in

Miami also in November 1963 On November 9 1963 an informant for
the Miami police William Somersett had secretly recorded a conversa
tion with a rightwing extremist named Joseph A Milteer who sug
gested there was a plot in existence to assassinate the President with a

high-powered rifle from a tall building (69) Miami Police intelligence
officers met with Secret Service agents on November 12 and provided a

transcript of the Somersett recording (70) It read in part
SOMERSETTI think Kennedy is coming here November 18

to make some kind of speech ~I don't know what it is but I

imagine it will be on TV
MILTEERYou can bet your bottom dollar he is going to have

a lot to say about the Cubans there are so many of them here
SOMERSETTWell he'll have a thousand bodyguards don't

worry about that
MILTEERThe more bodyguards he has the easier it is to get

him
SOMERSETTWhat
MILTEERThe more bodyguards he has the easier it is to get

him
SOMERSETTWell how in the hell do you figure would be the

best way to get him
MILTEERFrom an officebuilding with a high-powered rifle

* * * * * *

SOMERSETTThey are really going to try to kill him
MILTEEROh yeah it is in the working

* * * * * *

SOMERSETT* * * Hitting this Kennedy is going to be a
hard proposition I believe you may have figured out a way to
get him the office building and all that I don't know how
them Secret Service agents cover all them office buildings
everywhere he is going Do you know whether they do that
or not

MILTEERWell if they have any suspicion they do that of
course But without suspicion chances are that they wouldn't

During the meeting at which the Miami Police Department pro
vided this transcript to the Secret Service it also advised the 'Secret
Service that Milteer had been involved with persons who professed
dislike for President Kennedy and were suspected of having committed
violent acts including the bombing of a Birmingham Ala. church in
which four young girls had been killed They also reported that Milteer
was connected with several radical rightwing organizations and trav
eled extensively throughout the United States in support of their
views (71)
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Although it would have been possible to read Milteer's threats as
hollow speculation the Secret Service did not dismiss them lightly
The case agent in the Miami office forwarded a report and a recording
of the Somersett-Milteer conversation to the Protective Research
Section (72) Robert I Bouck special agent in charge of PRS then
requested that the Miami office make discreet inquiries about
Milteer (73)

On November 18 1963 Special Agent Robert Jamison of the
Miami Secret Service office in an interview with Somersett had him
place a telephone call to Milteer at his home in Valdosta Ga. to
verify he was in that city (74) In addition Jamison learned that
Somersett did not know the identity of any violence-prone associates
of Milteer in the Miami area (75) The November 26 Miami field
office report indicated that the information gathered "was furnished
the agents making the advance arrangements before the visit of the
President * *

*."(76) PRS then closed the case and copies of its
report were sent to the Chief of Secret Service and to field offices
in Atlanta Philadelphia Indianapolis Nashville Washington and
Miami (77)

The Milteer threat was ignored by Secret Service personnel in
planning the trip to Dallas PRS Special Agent-in-Charge Bouck
who was notified on November 8 that the President would visit Miami
on November 18 told the committee that relevant PRS information
would have been supplied to the agents conducting advance prepara
tions for the scheduled trip to Miami (78) but no effort was made to
relay it to Special Agent Winston G Lawson who was responsible
for preparations for the trip to Dallas,2 or to Forrest Sorrels special
agent-in-charge of the Dallas office Nor were Sorrels or any Secret
Service agent responsible for intelligence with respect to the Dallas
trip informed of the Milteer threat before November 22 1963.(80)

Following the assassination Somersett again met with Milteer Mil
teer commented that things had gone as he had predicted Somersett
asked if Milteer actually had known in advance of the assassination or
had just been guessing Milteer asserted that he had been certain be
forehand about the inevitability of the assassination (81)

Bouck and Inspector Thomas Kelley who was assigned to rep
resent the Secret Service in the investigation of the Kennedy as
sassination testified to the committee that threat information was
transmitted from one region of the country to another if there was
specific evidence it was relevant to the receiving region (82) The fact
was however that two threats to assassinate President Kennedy with
high-powered rifles both of which occurred in early November 1963
were not relayed to the Dallas region

(3) Inspection of the motorcade route.—During the Secret Service
check of the Dallas motorcade route Special Agent-in-Charge Sorrels
commented that if someone wanted to assassinate the President it
could be done with a rifle from a high building.(83) President

sLawsonon November8 visitedthe PRSofficein Washingtonto checkgeographicalindexesTheyrevealedno listingof any individualor groupthat poseda potentialdangerto the Presidentin the territoryof the SecretServiceregionalofficethat includedDallasandFort Worth.(79)
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Kennedy himself had remarked he could be shot from a high build
ing and little could be done to stop it (84) But such comments were
just speculation Unless the Secret Service had a specific reason to sus
pect the occupants or activities in a certain building it would not
inspect it (85) The committee found that at the time of the Dallas trip
there was not sufficient concern about the possibility of an attack from
a high building to cause the agents responsible for trip planning to
develop security precautions to minimize the risk

The Warren Commission commented that a building survey con
ducted under a "level of risk criterion might well have included the
Texas School Book Depository (86) Although the agent in the lead
vehicle had some responsibility to scan the route for danger (87) this
would have been woefully inadequate to protect against a concealed
sniper Television films taken in Dallas on November 22 1963 show
foot patrolmen facing the motorcade but not the crowd or the build
ings (88) The police captain in charge of security on the route was
not instructed to have his men watch the buildings although they were
ordered to watch the crowds (89) The committee found that if the
threats that the PRS was aware of had been communicated to agents
responsible for the Dallas trip additional precautions might have
been taken.3

(4) Performance at the time of the a88assination.-The committee
concluded that Secret Service agents in the motorcade were inade
quately prepared for an attack by a concealed sniper Using films and
photographs taken of the motorcade at the time of the firing of the
shots and immediately thereafter the committee studied the reac
tions of Secret Service agents (96) In addition the committee ques
tioned agents who had been in the motorcade with respect to their
preparedness to react to gunfire

The committee found that consistent with the protective proce
dures and instructions they had been given,(97) the Secret Service
agents performed professionally and reacted quickly to the danger
But the committee also found that a greater degree of awareness of
the possibility of sniper fire could have decreased reaction time on the
part of the agents and increased the degree of protection afforded the
President.

No actions were taken by the agent in the right front seat of the
Presidential limousine to cover the President with his body although
it would have been consistent with Secret Service procedure for him

*Thecommittee'sinvestigationof the Valleeand Milteerthreats dealt primarilywith
the SecretServiceresponseto them It also howeverinvestigatedany actualconnection
they mighthavehad with the assassinationIn the Valleecase the committeecontacted
relativesand his union(90)and visited his most recent knownaddress(91)but was
unable to developadditionalinformationAlthoughMilteeras well as Somersetthad
sincedied the committeedid obtainthe namesand addressesof rightwingassociatesof
MilteerIt foundno connectionto Oswaldor Rubyor theirassociates.(92)Thecommittee
alsoinvestigatedinformationthat Milteerhad calleda friendfromDallasonthe morningof November22 1963,(93)as wellss an allegationthat MilteerappearedIn a photographof the Presidentialmotorcadein Dallas.(94)The committee'sinvestigation—whichincludedan analysisof the photographin questionby forensicanthropologists—couldfind
no evidencethat Milteerwas in Dallas on the day of the assassination.(95)In its
investigationthereforethe committeewasunableto finda connectionbetweenthe threat
in Chicagoor the threatin Miamiwiththeassassinationin Dallas*The committeeof course notedthat if sniperfirehad beenexpectedthe motorcade
shouldhave been canceledThe committeelearnedthat instructionreceivedby Secret
Serviceagentsin 1978in respondingto a varietyof emergencythreats and attackswas
far moreintensivethanit wasin 1963(98)
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to have done so (99) The primary function of the agent was to remain
at all times in close proximity to the President in the event of such
emergencies.(100) The committee found that the instructions to the
driver of the limousine were inadequate to maximize his recognition
of and response to such emergencies (101) He should have been given
the responsibility to react instantaneously on his own initiative and to
take evasive action Instead his instructions were to act only at the
judgment of the agent in the right passenger seat who had general
supervisory responsibilities (102)

The committee found from its acoustical analysis that approximately
8.3 seconds elapsed from the first shot to the fatal head shot (103)
Under the circumstances each second was crucial and the delay in
taking evasive action while awaiting instructions should have been
avoided Had the agents assigned to the motorcade been alert to the
possibility of sniper fire they possibly could have convinced the Presi
dent to allow them to maintain protective positions on the rear bumper
of the Presidential limousine and both shielded the President and
reacted more quickly to cover him when the attack began The com
mittee recognized however that President Kennedy consistently
rejected the Secret Service's suggestions that he permit agents to ride
on the rear bumper of the Presidential limousine or permit motorcycles
to ride parallel to the limousine and in close proximity to it (104)

Although the conduct of the agents was without firm direction and
evidenced a lack of preparedness (105) the committee found that many
of the agents reacted in a positive protective manner Agent Clint
Hill assigned to protect the First Lady reacted almost instantane
ously (106) Agent Thomas "Lem Johns left Vice President Johnson's
follow-up car in an effort to reach the Vice President's limousine but
he was left behind momentarily in Dealey Plaza as the procession sped
away to Parkland Hospital (107) Photographic analysis revealed that
other agents were beginning to react approximately 1.6 seconds after
the first shot (108)

In reviewing the reactions of the agents the committee also reex
amined the allegation that several had been out drinking the eve
ning before and the morning of the assassination.(109) Four of the
nine agents alleged to have been involved were assigned to the motor
cade and had key responsibilities as members of the President's follow
up car (110) The supervisor of the agents involved advised that each
agent reported for duty on time with full possession of his mental
and physical capabilities and was entirely ready to perform his
assigned duties (111) Inspector Thomas Kelley who was in charge of
an evaluation of Secret Service performance in the assassination testi
fied before the committee that an investigation of the drinking incident
led to a conclusion that no agent violated any Secret Service
rule (112)

In an effort to reach its own conclusion about the drinking incident
the committee reviewed film coverage of the agents movements at the
time of the shooting The committee found nothing in the reactions
of the agents that would contradict the testimony of the Secret Serv
ice officials (113)
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(b) The responsibility of the Secret Service to investigate the assas
sination was terminated when the Federal Bureau of Inivestiga
tion assumed primary investigative responsibility

The committee found that the investigation by the Secret Service
after the assassination was terminated prematurely when President
Johnson ordered that the FBI assume primary investigative respon
sibility (114) Although the initial investigative efforts of the Secret
Service lacked coordination individual field offices with information
that might have been related to the assassination had started their own
investigations and pursued them aggressively

How the Secret Service responded after the assassination is illus
trated by the investigation conducted by the Chicago Secret Service
office After the assassination the acting special agent-in-charge of
the Chicago field office wrote an urgent report indicating he had
received reliable information about "a group in the Chicago area who
(sic) may have a connection with the JFK assassination."(115) This
report was based on information received after the assassination from
a reliable informant who reported a conversation he had had on No
vember 21 1963 (116) The informant Thomas Mosley reported that
for some time he had been involved in negotiating the sale of illegal
arms with a Cuban exile an outspoken critic of President Kennedy
named Homer S Echevarria (117) On November 21 Echevarria had
said his group now had "plenty of money and that they were prepared
to proceed with the purchases "as soon as we [or they] take care of
Kennedy. (118)

After receiving the initial report the Secret Service surveilled sub
sequent meetings between Mosley and Echevarria,(119) received
reports from Mosley about the conversations (120) and discussed the
progress of the investigation with the local FBI office (121) By
December 3 1963 a fuller picture of Echevarria was obtained(122) and
reported to the Protective Research Section (133) By that date it
appeared that Echevarria was a member of the 30th of November
(Cuban exile) Movement,(124) that an associate of his who had also
spoken directly with Mosley about the arms sales was Juan Francisco
Blanco-Fernandez military director for the Cuban Student Revolu
tionary Directorate (PRE),(125) and that the arms purchases were
being financed through Paulino Sierra Martinez a Cuban exile who
had become a Chicago lawyer.(126) Mosley inferred from his con
versation with Echevarria and Blanco that Sierra's financial backers
consisted in part of "hoodlum elements who were "not restricted to
Chicago. (127)

The committee's investigation provided substantial corroboration
for the Secret Service's concern about the Mosley allegations The
committee found that the 30th of November Movement was receiving
financial backing through the Junta del Gobierno de Cuba en el Exilio
(JGCE) a Chicago-based organization led by Sierra JGCE was
essentially a coalition of predominantly right-wing anti-Castro
groups (128) It had been formed in April 1963 and abolished abruptly
in January 1964 (129) During its short life JGCE apparently
acquired enormous financial backing secured at least in part from

6Aspreviouslynoted the FBI hadlearnedthat the Miami-basedDREhada representative in NewOrleansCarlosBringuierwhohad contactwith Oswaldin the summerof
1963(seesectionI C3onanti-CastroCubanexiles)
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organized gambling interests in Las Vegas and Cleveland (130) JGCE
actively used its funds to purchase large quantities of weapons and
to support its member groups in conducting military raids on
Cuba (131) The affiliates of JGCE in addition to the 30th of Novem
ber Movement included Alpha 66 led by Antonio Veciana Blanch,
and the MIRR whose leader was the militant anti-Castro terrorist
Orlando Bosch Avila (1a)

The Secret Service recognized the need to investigate the alleged
plots by Cuban exile groups more fully especially that of Echevarria's
30th of November group (133) But when the progress of the investi
gation was discussed with the FBI the FBI responded that the 30th of
November group was not likely to have been involved in any illegal
acts.(134) The Secret Service initially was reluctant to accept this
representation in light of the evidence it had developed that indicated
the group was in fact involved in illegal activities (137) and there
fore began preparations to place an undercover agent in Echevarria's
groups to investigate his activities more closely.(138) On November
29 1963 however President Johnson created the Warren Commis
sion and gave the FBI primary investigative responsibility (139) Al
though the Secret Service understood the President's order to mean
primary not exclusive investigative responsibility,(140) the FBI
according to testimony of former Secret Service Chief James J Row
ley and Inspector Thomas J Kelley soon made it clear that it did not
consider the Secret Service to be an equal collaborator in the post-assas
sination investigation Rowley testified that "in the ultimate, there
was "no particular jurisdiction on the part of the Secret Service to
cooperate in the post-assassination investigation (141) Inspector Kel
ley testified that an order came down not only to the Secret Service but
to the Dallas Police Department that the FBI would take "full re
sponsibility, (14.) not joint responsibility for the postassassination
investigation of conspiracies

In summary the committee concluded that the Secret Service did
in fact possess information that was not properly analyzed and put
to use with respect to a protective investigation in advance of President
Kennedy's trip to Dallas Further it was the committee's opinion
that Secret Service agents in the Presidential motorcade in Dallas
were not adequately prepared for an attack by a concealed sniper
Finally the committee found that the investigation by the Secret
Service of a possible assassination conspiracy was terminated prema
turely when President Johnson ordered that the FBI assume primary
investigative responsibility

2 THEDEPARTMENTOFJUSTICEFAILEDTOEXERCISEINITIATIVEIN SUPER
VISINGANDDIRECTINGTHEINVESTIGATIONBYTHEFEDERALBUREAUOF
INVESTIGATIONOF THE ASSASSINATION

The position of Attorney General was created by law in 11'89 but
not until after the Civil War did the role of the chief legal officer of the

SeesectionI C3 onanti-CastroCubanexiles'rAs discussedin the sectionon the FBI investigationthe Bureau'sNationalities
IntelligenceSectionthe mostknowledgeableaboutanti-CastroCubanexileactivitiesdidnot activelyparticipatein the investigationnordid the Bureaueverfullyinvestigatethequestionof Cubaninvolvement.(135)After the SecretServiceprovidedthe resultsof itsEchevarriainvestigationto the FBI the FBI conductedonlya limitedinvestigationandclosedthe caseonhim.(136)
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U.S Government acquire its modern institutional forms Since the

post was (and is) appointive the Department of Justice was estab
lished in 1870 to insure continuity from one administration to another
Over time the Department increasingly took the lead in major Federal

prosecutions and other Federal legal matters
In the aftermath of the assassination of President Kennedy the

Justice Department participated in various discussions with White
House and FBI officials and it had a major part in the formation of
the Warren Commission The committee found however that the De

artment largely abdicated what should have been important responsi
gilities in the continuing investigation

The committee determined for example that during the critical

early days before there was a Warren Commission officials at Justice
did not exercise any significant role in shaping monitoring or evalu

ating the FBI's investigation despite the Bureau's organizational
status as an agency within the Department (1) Similarly the commit
tee discovered little indication that Justice Department officials moved
to mount a sophisticated criminal investigation of the assassination
including its conspiracy implications an investigation that could have
relied on the enormous resources of the Department—its specialized
investigative sections and attorneys as well as the powers and capa
bilities of a Federal grand jury and the granting of immunity (°2)
There was the committee concluded ample reason for the Depart
ment to have become so involved since various officials contacted by
the committee agreed that Federal jurisdiction existed in spite of
some confusion over each of the applicable statutes

In examining the performance of the Department of Justice in the

Kennedy assassination the committee took into account the importance
of the understandable personal situation of Attorney General Robert
F Kennedy during the period following his brother's death The
committee found that the Attorney General's deep-felt grief in fact
significantly affected the Government's handling of the investigation
and that this effect was magnified by the inability of Attorney General
Kennedy's deputies to take a strong position with FBI Director J
Edgar Hoover on the course of the investigation

The committee did note that officials at Justice notably Deputy At
torney General Nicholas deB Katzenbach were instrumental in creat
ing the Warren Commission in effect transferring the focus of the
investigation from the FBI to a panel of distinguished Americans
Nevertheless as before the Department exercised little authority in
the investigation that followed the formation of the Commission (3)

In testimony at a public hearing of the committee Katzenbach said
he believed it would have been distasteful and of questionable pro
priety for Robert Kennedy to have presided over the investigation of
his brother's death (4) He insisted there had been a need for a special
investigative body that could make use of the resources of a number
of Federal agencies (5) The committee agreed with Katzenbach's
general points

The committee observed nevertheless that it was regrettable that
the Department of Justice was taken out of the investigation for
whatever reason It was unfortunate that it played so small a role in
insuring the most thorough investigation of President Kennedy's as
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sassination The promise of what the Department might have realized
in fact was great particularly in the use of such evidence-gathering
tools such as a grand jury and grants of immunity

3 THE FEDERALBUREAUOF INVESTIGATIONPERFORMEDWITH VARYING
DEGREESOF COMPETENCYIN THE FULFILLMENTOF ITS DUTIES

The Federal Bureau of Investigation adequately investigated Lee
Harvey Oswald prior to the assassination and properly evaluated
the evidence it possessed to assess his potential to endanger the
public safety in a national emergency
The Federal Bureau of Investigation conducted a thorough and
professional investigation into the responsibility of Lee Harvey
Oswald for the assassination
The Federal Bureau of Investigation failed to investigate ade
quately the possibility of a conspiracy to assassinate the President
The Federal Bureau of Investigation was deficient in its shar
ing of information with other agencies and departments

(1) History of the FBI.—Until after the turn of the century Fed
eral agencies and departments were responsible for their own investi
gations The Department of Justice was primarily a prosecutorial
body although it had been given statutory authority to perform in
vestigations in 1891 In 1907 Atty Gen Charles J Bonaparte pro
posed an investigative force in the Justice Department and went ahead
with it despite objections in Congress His successor George Wicker
sham named the force the Bureau of Investigation (1)

By the end of World War I the Bureau was firmly established as the
main investigative arm of the Federal Government its size increasing
fivefold from 1916 to 1920 The two major influences on this growth
were (1) the war itself which confronted the Bureau with the task of
enforcing President Wilson's alien enemy proclamations and with the
problems of draft evasion and enemy espionage and (2) the passage
of the Mann Act which gave the Federal Government jurisdiction
over certain interstate criminal activities Both made increased per
sonnel and budgetary demands on the Bureau (2)

After the war—in the period 1919 to 1924—two successive Attorneys
General abused the power of the Bureau of Investigation A Mitchell
Palmer in his campaign against Bolshevist radicals acted with ques
tionable legality After the bombing of his home in June 1919 Palmer
created a General Intelligence Division within the Bureau to deal
with radicalism He named a young Justice Department attorney J
Edgar Hoover to head the Division It used covert as well as overt
means to gather information on suspected radicals (3)

In 1920 Attorney General Palmer also directed the wholesale depor
tation of members of the American Communist Party and the Commu
nist Labor Party This led to the controversial "Palmer raids, which
diminished the standing of American Communists and came to sym
bolize the misuse of police power for a political purpose

Then came the Harding administration under which Harry Daugh
erty the President's campaign manager was named Attorney General
He in turn appointed his friend William S Burns of the Burns De
tective Agency to run the Bureau Burns was antiradical and antilabor
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as well and he continued the questionable tactics of wiretapping and
surreptitious entry in investigative work Although the primary target
continued to be Communists the Bureau dealt a heavy blow to the Ku
Klux Klan (4)

Harlan Fiske Stone a New York attorney and civil libertarian was
appointed Attorney General by Calvin Coolidge in 1924 Stone was a
reformer and he named Hoover Director of the Bureau of Investiga
tion with a mandate to clean it up Hoover created a structure and a
set of policies that were to endure for the nearly 50 years of his ten
ure He also established the independence of the Bureau within the De
partment of Justice.

The Bureau stayed out of the limelight until the 1930's when the
emergence of a resourceful criminal underworld feeding on the public
response to Prohibition became a national menace The Bureau was
recognized as the single law enforcement agency in the country that
could cope with crime of such a national scope

In 1933 public outrage over the kidnapping of Charles Lindbergh's
infant son led to enactment of the so-called "Lindbergh Law. It added
kidnapping to the list of interstate crimes that came under the juris
diction of the Bureau

Then in 1934 there was a major expansion of Federal criminal laws
when Congress passed a package of nine new statutes They dealt with
such crimes as killing or assaulting a Federal law enforcement officer
fleeing across a State line to avoid apprehension or prosecution extor
tion involving interstate commerce (5) That same year Bureau agents
were granted authority to go beyond general investigative powers and
to serve warrants and subpenas to make seizures and arrests and to
carry arms They were soon to be tagged "G-men by the underworld

The Bureau w Is renamed in 1935 becoming the Federal Bureau of
Investigation and by the end of the decade it was able to point to an
array of accomplishments for example

A Division of Identification with central fingerprint records
An FBI laboratory with up-to-date scientific law enforcement

techniques and
A National Police Academy for training State and local law

enforcement officers (6)
The Bureau had no internal security or counterintelligence functions

until they were established beginning in 1936 by a series of Presiden
tial orders coupled with a secret oral agreement between Hoover and
President Roosevelt The FBI was authorized to store intelligence in
formation collected by other Federal agencies

In 1939 a written directive was issued providing that the FBI take

charge of investigative work relating to "espionage sabotage and vio
lation of neutrality regulations. Subversive activities were not specifi
cally mentioned until 1950 in an Executive order by President
Truman (7)

The FBI's primary responsibility during World War II was en
forcement of laws dealing with espionage sabotage and conscription
It also handled the apprehension of enemy aliens (Hoover was one of

I Hooveracceptedthe directorshipwith the assurancefromStonethat he wouldhavea
freehandin runningit andthat It wouldbecompletelydivorcedfrompolitics
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the few Government officials who opposed the relocation of Japanese
citizens as a violation of their civil rights.) (8)

The FBI also conducted foreign intelligence in South America
attempting to gather information on activities detrimental to U.S
interests FBI involvement in foreign intelligence was ordered termi
nated after World War II when the Central Intelligence Agency was
formed

After World War II the fear of communism was such that internal
security activities against it were acceptable to most Americans The
FBI's actions were based on statutes that covered membership in the
Communist Party including the Smith Act the Internal Security Act
of 1950 and the Communist Control Act of 1954 (9)

J Edgar Hoover himself defined as disloyal any acts that could pose
a threat to the Government and even after the anti-Communist fervor
of the McCarthy era had subsided the internal security operations of
the FBI continued at a high pace By 1960 Hoover had developed a
force of agents who employed sophisticated investigative techniques
and enjoyed unusual independence Hoover himself had become a for
midable figure who deftly handled Presidents Attorneys General and
Members of Congress He was looked upon as an extraordinary crime
fighter and FBI appropriations passed without serious opposition
after pro forma hearings

(2) The FBI iwvestigation.—From the beginning of its examina
tion of the performance of the FBI in the Kennedy investigation the
committee was impressed with the extraordinary work that was done
in certain aspects of the case The thoroughness and efficiency of the
collection and processing of such a mass of evidence for example could
hardly be overstated What can be said in criticism of the Bureau must
be placed in the context of the superior performance of the vast ma
jority of the agents who worked long hours on the investigation
Nevertheless the committee did find some deficiencies and shortcom
ings in the FBI investigation

The FBI was the only Federal agency to conduct a full field inves
tigation in the period immediately after the assassination the period
in which the evidentiary components at the crime scene for solving
a homicide are assembled in the great majority of cases Thereafter
the FBI continued to assume an overwhelming share of the burden
of the investigation Since the Warren Commission did not have its
own investigative staff the Bureau was responsible for the investiga
tive raw product including the evidence upon which the Commis
sion's deliberations about a possible domestic conspiracy were to be
based (10)

The committee concluded from its lengthy study of the roles of the
FBI Secret Service CIA and other Federal agencies that assisted the
Warren Commission that the final determinations of who was respon
sible for President Kennedy's murder and whether there had been a
conspiracy were based largely on the work of the FBI (11) With an
acute awareness of the significance of its finding the committee con
cluded that the FBI's investigation of whether there had been a con
spiracy in President Kennedy's assassination was seriously flawed
The conspiracy aspects of the investigation were characterized by a
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limited approach and an inadequate application and use of available
resources (1k)

The committee concluded that the FBI's investigation into a con

spiracy was deficient in the areas that the committee decided were most
worthy of suspicion—organized crime pro and anti-Castro Cubans
and the possible associations of individuals from these areas with
Lee Harvey Oswald and Jack Ruby In those areas in particular the
committee found that the FBI's investigation was in all likelihood
insufficient to have uncovered a conspiracy

Given the FBI's justifiable reputation as one of the most professional
and respected criminal investigative agencies in the world its effort
in the Kennedy assassination was expected to be of the highest degree
of thoroughness and integrity Indeed it was an effort of unparalleled
magnitude in keeping with the gravity of the crime resulting in the

assignment of more Bureau resources than for any criminal case in
its history (13) In terms of hours worked interviews conducted and
tests performed the FBI's response was in fact unexcelled It was so
wide-ranging that it could not be easily summarized as could the
FBI's investigation of the assassination in 1968 of Dr Martin Luther

King Jr Over 80 Bureau personnel were sent to Dallas over 25,000
interviews were conducted and 2,300 reports consisting of 26,400
pages were prepared (14)

The FBI collected and examined the physical evidence with an im

pressive array of scientific equipment and personnel By means of

unusually rapid compilation of test results laboratory and field per
sonnel of the Bureau were able to trace elements of the physical evi
dence to Oswald and a series of sophisticated techniques led to early
identification of Oswald's rifle as the murder weapon (15) Then using
spectrographic fingerprint textile and other analyses the Bureau was
able to assemble a substantial mass of evidence that led to the identi
fication of Oswald as a possible gunman (16) Based on the committee's

independent evaluation of the FBI's test results the committee found
that the FBI's performance in the investigation was at its best in the
area of scientific analysis Similarly the FBI's ability to compile an
abundance of disparate documentary evidence pertaining to Oswald's
background and activities at the time of the assassination was hi hlyy
commendable it made full and efficient use of hundreds of FBI
personnel (17)

On the other hand a qualitative assessment of aspects of the inves

tigation raised some perplexing questions From an appraisal of the
structure of the operation the committee detected weaknesses in both
formulation and execution The committee found evidence of orga
nizational fragmentation,(18) an allocation of duties among various
divisions of the Bureau that considerably if unintentionally com

promised the quality of the effort to investigate the possibility of a

conspiracy (19) .2
The assassination investigation was divided between two main divi

sions of the FBI the General Investigative Division and the Domestic

4Theformerassistantdirector sincedeceasedwhocoordinatedthe FBI's conspiracy
investigationhimselfcharacterizedthe effortin testimonybeforethe SenateSelectCom
mitteeto StudyGovernmentalOperationswithRespectto IntelligenceActivitiesas rushed
chaotic and shallowdespitethe enormityof paperworkthat wasgenerated.(f0)
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Intelligence Division A primary responsibility of the General In

vestigative Division(21) was assembly of the basic facts of the assassi
nation by means of testing and analysis of physical evidennce.(22)
Traditionally the General Investigative Division handled FBI murder
investigations and it was the official in charge of the bank robbery
desk in that Division who supervised the assassination investigation
since according to the Bureau's manual of operations jurisdiction for
assaults on Federal officials was appropriately assigned th his desk

The committee's conclusion that conspiracy was a blifld spot in the
FBI's investigation was reflected in the observation of the assistant
FBI director in charge of the General Investigative Division who
said that while the Division was charged with investigating who
specifically fired the shot or shots that killed President Kennedy
whether persons other than Oswald were involved was an "ancillary
matter that was not part of his division's responsibility (23) He also
characterized the investigation by saying "* * * we were in the posi
tion of standing on the corner with our pocket open waiting for some
one to drop information into it and we utilized what was fed to us
and disseminated it * * * to the Warren Commission."(24)

Within the General Investigative Division the probe of Jack Ruby
was delegated to the Civil Rights Division on the theory that Ruby
violated Oswald's civil rights by killing him (25) While the commit
tee in its investigation found that Ruby's links to various organized
crime figures were contained in reports received by the FBI in the
weeks following his shooting of Oswald the Bureau was seriously
delinquent in investigating the Ruby-underworld connections (26) The
committee established that the Bureau's own organized crime and
Mafia specialists were not consulted or asked to participate to any
significant degree (27) The assistant director who was in charge of the
organized crime division the Special Investigative Division told the
committee "They sure didn't come to me * * * We had no part in
that that I can recall."(28) The committee also determined that the
Bureau's lack of interest in organized crime extended to its investiga
tion of Oswald

The Domestic Intelligence Division was responsible for the FBI's
investigation of Oswalds activities associations and motivations and
it was assigned to consider all questions of a possible foreign con
spiracy (29) The assistant director who ran this phase of the investiga
tion however had been one of several FBI officials and agents who
were disciplined by Director Hoover following the assassination for
what the Inspection Division determined to have been deficient per
formance in the investigation of Oswald prior to the assassination The
disciplinary action was kept a Bureau secret Not even the Warren
Commission was informed of it

Within the Domestic Intelligence Division the investigation of
Oswald and a possible conspiracy was assigned to a team of agents
from the Bureau's Soviet section because Oswald had been an avowed
Marxist who had defected to the Soviet Union (30)

While numerous specialists on Cuban affairs and exile activities
were assigned to the Domestic Intelligence Division the committee
found that they were seldom consulted on the assassination or asked
to participate in the investigation despite the reported connections
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between both Oswald and Ruby and individuals active in Cuban revo
lutionary activities (31) Supervisors of Cuba-related activities at the
Bureau in the early 1960's told the committee they were unaware of
any investigation of the Cuban issue with respect to the assassination
Similarly the committee found that neither the Domestic Intelligence
Division nor FBI headquarters authorized an intelligence investiga
tion into possible foreign complicity in the assassination (33)

While the FBI Domestic Intelligence Division had some of the most
sophisticated investigators and resources at its disposal the commit
tee concurred with the conclusion of the Senate select committee when
it stated in 1976 "Rather than addressing its investigation to all
significant circumstances including all possibilities of conspiracy the
FBI investigation focused narrowly on Lee Harvey Oswald."(33)

The committee further concluded that the critical early period of
the FBI's investigation was conducted in an atmosphere of consider
able haste and pressure from Hoover to conclude the investigation in
an unreasonably short period of time (34) The committee also noted
that Hoover's personal predisposition that Oswald had been a lone
assassin affected the course of the investigation adding to the momen
tum to conclude the investigation after limited consideration of pos
sible conspiratorial areas While Hoover continued to press conspiracy
leads his apparent attitude was reflected in a telephone conversation
with President Johnson on November 24 1963 just hours after Oswald
had been shot of death by Ruby Hoover said "The thing I am most
concerned about * * * is having something issued so we can convince
the public that Oswald is the real assassin."(35) Two days later on
November 26 1963 Hoover received a memorandum from an assistant
director stating that "* * * we must recognize that a matter of this
magnitude cannot be fully investigated in a week's time."(36) In a
notation on the memo indicating his impatience Hoover jotted "Just
how long do you estimate it will take It seems to me we have the basic
facts now. (37) Three days later on November 29 in a memorandum
regarding a conversation he had with President Johnson earlier that
clay Hoover stated

I advised the President that we hope to have the investiga
tion wrapped up today but probably won't have it before the
first of the week due to an additional lead being pursued in
Mexico (38)

The committee also concurred with other House and Senate com
mittees that the FBI failed to cooperate fully with the Warren Com
mission The committee found the Bureau's relationship with the
Commission to have been distinctly adversarial and that there were
limited areas in which the FBI did not provide complete information
to the Commission and other areas in which the Bureau's informa
tion was misleading (39) An entry from Oswald's notebook contain
ing the name address and phone number of an FBI agent in Dallasfor example was initially withheld from the Warren Commission (40 )In addition the same special agent in Dallas destroyed a note he had
received apparently from Oswald within 2 weeks of the assassina
tion (4.1) The note in which Oswald reportedly threatened the agent
(12) was flushed down a toilet several hours after Oswald was mur
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dered by Ruby The existence of the note was also withheld from the
Warren Commission and did not come to light for over 12 years (43)

Warren Commission General Counsel J Lee Rankin addressed
himself to instances of FBI misconduct in testimony before the
committee

* * * it just raises doubt about the way our government has
been conducted and the fact that it seems to be more im
portant to people that they protect their particular agency
or bureau than their own country It does not prove that there
was ever a conspiracy By that I mean conspiracy to kill
President Kennedy But there may have been a conspiracy as
far as the Commission was concerned and what they were
going to do to it and it has worked (44)

The committee also found that the FBI was deficient in failing to
inform the Warren Commission that a number of Bureau officials
had been disciplined by Hoover for deficiencies in the security inves
tigation of Oswald prior to the assassination (45) These same officials
were subsequently assigned to the post-assassination investigation of
Oswald and the possible conspiratorial involvement of others Hoover
had ordered an investigation shortly after the assassination to deter
mine whether Bureau personnel had adequately probed Oswald's
potential for subversive actions or violence and whether he should have
been listed on the Bureau's security index (46) The FBI Inspection
Division concluded that there had been numerous deficiencies in the
preassassination investigation and recommended various forms of
disciplinary action or censure for five field agents one field super
visor three special agents-in-charge four headquarters supervisors
two headquarters section chiefs one inspector and one assistant
director.(47)

Subsequently Hoover did in fact carry out most of the disciplinary
actions recommended A former assistant director stated that such
action was taken in strict secrecy so that the Warren Commission
would not become aware of the deficiencies The committee found that
Hoover's action in ordering the official disciplining (48) of some of
these personnel went beyond what was justified and that the Bureau's
preassassination security investigation of Lee Harvey Oswald had
been adequate :3 Nevertheless the circumstances of such disciplinaryaction should have been communicated to the Warren Commission
particularly since a number of the personnel disciplined participatedin the assassination investigation

The committee determined further that in several instances Hoover's
pledge to the Warren Commission that the FBI would continue to
investigate information it received in years to come on the President's
murder was not kept The committee found specific cases in which
the Bureau did not follow up on such information provided to it (49)Two examples relate to leads received from underworld sources

3Thecommitteeexaminedthe basisfor this disciplinaryactionandfoundthe actiontohavebeenunwarrantedTheactionsof the agentsinvolvedwereappropriateunderthe circumstancesas theyknewthem That Oswaldturnedout to bean assassinshouldnot havebeenusedto fault the agents sincetheyhad no reasonto suspectthat wouldbethe casewhentheyweredealingwithhim If the agentswereto befaultedin Oswald'scase theywouldhaveto havebeenfaultedin all similarcases and the Bureau'sconductin securitymatterswouldhavetohavebeenradicallyaltered
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In the first instance the Bureau received information from Chief
Justice Warren regarding organized crime figure John Roselli's claim
of personal knowledge relating to Cuban or underworld complicity
The Bureau declined to investigate the information and did not take
any action until President Johnson personally intervened (50) In the
second instance the Bureau received information from a source in
1967 regarding a reported meeting at which New Orleans Mafia leader
Carlos Marcello had allegedly made a threat against the life of Presi
dent Kennedy (51) Rather than investigating the information Bureau
personnel took repeated action to discredit the source (52)

To summarize the committee found that the Bureau performed with
varying degrees of competency in the investigation of the President's
death Its investigation into the complicity of Lee Harvey Oswald
prior to and after the assassination was thorough and professional
Nevertheless it failed to conduct an adequate investigation into the
possibility of a conspiracy in key areas and it was deficient in its
sharing of information with the Warren Commission

4 THE CENTRALINTELLIGENCEAGENCYWASDEFICIENTIN ITSCOLLECTION
AND SHARINGOF INFORMATIONBOTHPRIORTO AND SUBSEQUENTTO
THE ASSASSINATION

Created by the National Security Act of 1947,(1) the CIA was in
fact a postwar outgrowth of the Office of Strategic Services (OSS)
The head of OSS though never a CIA official was William J Dono
van who in World War II adopted the British approach of combining
the intelligence activities of various agencies into one office

Toward the end of World War II President Roosevelt sought Don
ovan's advice on a permanent intelligence apparatus Donovan's
classified reply leaked to the press 3 months later described an "all
powerful intelligence service [which] would supersede all ex
isting Federal police and intelligence units. (2) The reaction among
the heads of existing intelligence and investigative agencies was pre
dictably negative Few wanted to see the OSS become more
powerful

President Roosevelt's death turned out to be a serious blow to
OSS—nearly crippling for President Truman abolished the wartime
agency without consulting Donovan or the Joint Chiefs of Staff As a
result the United States was handicapped by a serious intelligence
gap in immediate postwar international struggles

(a) Establishment of the CIA
Unification of the Armed Forces was the main objective of the 1947

act It also created the National Security Council of which the CIA
was to be the intelligence coordinating unit Under the act the CIA
was charged with four responsibilities

To advise the NSC on intelligence matters relating to na
tional security

To make recommendations on the coordination of intelligence
activities

To correlate evaluate and disseminate intelligence and
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To engage in additional intelligence activities and national
security functions at the direction of the NSC

The Agency was given no law enforcement functions
In its early years the CIA was hampered by internal organizational

difficulties and bad relationships with other agencies The turnover of
directors was rather rapid—Lt Gen Hoyt S Vandenberg in 1946
Adm Roscoe H Hillenkoetter in 1947 Lt Gen Walter Bedell Smith in
1950 Allen W Dulles in 1952

Dulles who had been a wartime master spy had strong opinions as
to the type of men who should be named to top posts in the Agency
At Senate Armed Services Committee hearings on the National Secu
rity Act he testified that the CIA

* * * should be directed by a relatively small but elite
corps of men with a passion for anonymity and a willingness
to stick at that particular job They must find their reward in
the work itself and in the service they render their Govern
ment rather than in public acclaim (3)

In addition in its formative period the CIA was subjected to the
harangues of Senator Joseph R McCarthy who demanded a purge of

Agency personnel The upshot was a severe tightening of employment
standards as well as a restriction within the Agency on the expression
of political viewpoints

Although the CIA is not required to make public its organizational
structure it is known to consist of five main entities—the Office of the
Director and four Directorates The L irector and Deputy Director
only one of whom may be a military officer are appointed by the
President The four Directorates are as follows

The Directorate of Operations—the clandestine services unit
which is comprised of a number of geographical operating divi
sions supplemented by functional staffs

The Directorate of Intelligence—its responsibility is to analyze
and then synthesize raw intelligence information into finished in
telligence products

The Directorate of Science and Technology—it is responsible
for basic research and development it operates technical systems
and analyzes highly technical information

The Directorate of Administration—the Agency's housekeeping
department

At one time there were also a number of proprietary organizations
front groups and social or political institutions that were run by the
CIA or on its behalf The best known proprietaries were Radio Free
Europe and Radio Liberty both established in the early 1950's Among
the front organizations were airlines and holding companies to support
clandestine operations In early 1967 it was learned that the CIA had
for years been subsidizing the country's largest student organization
the National Student Association Eventually it became known that
the Agency had channeled money to a number of business labor reli
gious charitable and educational organizations
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Rockefeller Commission investigation of CIA aetirvities
In 1974 and 1975 in response to charges that the CIA had engaged

in large-scale spying on American citizens and had compiled dossiers
on many citizens a commission headed by Vice President Rockefeller
investigated whether domestic CIA activities exceeded the Agency's
statutory authority Mail intercepts infiltration of dissident groups
illegal wiretaps and break-ins were among the subjects of the
investigation

The Rockefeller Commission concluded that the "great majority of
the CIA's domestic activities comply with its statutory authority

* * *

Nevertheless over the 28 years of its history the CIA has engaged in
some activities that should be criticized ,and not permitted to happen
again—both in light of the limits imposed on the Agency by law and
as a matter of public policy. (4)

The committee investigation
As the committee examined the Agency's role in the investigation

of the death of the President it focused its investigation in these areas
The Agency's handling of the Oswald case prior to the

assassination
CIA support of the Warren Commission investigation and
Developments relevant to the Kennedy assassination after pub

lication of the Warren report
The committee's investigation proceeded on the basis of interviews

depositions and hearings Evidence was received from present and
former CIA officials and employees as well as members and staff attor
neys of the Warren Commission The CIA personnel who testified or
were interviewed were assured in writing by the Acting Director of
Central Intelligence that their secrecy obligation to the CIA was not in
effect with respect to questions relevant to the ccmmittee's inquiry (5)
To the extent possible the committee pursued investigative leads by in
terviewing Cuban and Mexican citizens Further an extensive review
of CIA and FBI files on Oswald's activities outside of the United
States was undertaken The CIA materials made available to the com
mittee were examined in unabridged form (6)

Much of the information obtained by the committee came from pres
ent and former officials and employees of the CIA ,and dealt with sen
sitive sources and methods of the Agency Since these sources and
methods are protected by law from unauthorized disclosure this report
of the CIA investigation was written with the intention of not dis
closing them Much of what is presented is therefore necessarily con
clusionary since detailed analysis would have required revealing sensi
tive and classified sources and methods.l

(1) CIA preaasassinatiion performance—Oswald in Mexico Cifry.—
An individual identified as Lee Harvey Oswald came to the attention
of the CIA in the fall of 1963 when he made a trip to Mexico City The
committee examined the efforts of the CIA to determine the true iden
tity of the individual the nature of his visit to Mexico and with whom
if anyone he might have associated while there

CIA headquarters in Washington D.C. was informed on October 9
1963 that a person who identified himself as Oswald had contacted

Staffstudiesreflectinga comprehensiveexaminationof the issuesandcontainingpertinent informationand analysiswereclassifiedand storedat the NationalArchives
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the Soviet Embassy in Mexico City on October 1 1963 Headquarters
was also advised that Oswald had spoken with an individual possibly
identified as Soviet Consul Kostikov on September 28 1963 and that
a photograph apparently of an American had been obtained This
photograph which was thought by some Agency personnel to be of
Oswald did not purport to be a positive identification of him The sub
ject of the photograph was described as approximately 35 years old
6 feet tall with an athletic build a balding top and receding hairline

7
During October 1963,2 CIA intelligence sources abroad determined

that Oswald had visited the Soviet Embassy or the Cuban consulate in
Mexico City at least 5 times for the purpose of obtaining an in
transit visa to Russia via Cuba (8) Once CIA headquarters deter
mined that Oswald was a former defector to the Soviet Union his
activity in Mexico City was considered to be potentially significant by
both headquarters personnel and CIA intelligence sources abroad (9)
Headquarters however was not informed about Oswald's visa request
nor of his visits to the Cuban consulate As a result while other in
terested Federal agencies were apprised of Oswald's contact with the
Soviet Embassy they were not informed about his visa request or of
his visit to the Cuban consulate (10)

The committee considered the possibility that an imposter visited
the Soviet Embassy or Cuban consulate during one or more of the con
tacts in which Oswald was identified by the CIA This suspicion arose
at least in part because the photograph obtained by the CIA in Octo
ber 1963 was shown after the assassination by the FBI to Oswald's
mother as possibly showing her son (Mrs Oswald maintained the
person in the picture was her son's killer Jack Ruby.) (11) In addi
tion the description based on the photograph that the CIA had re
ceived in its first report of Oswald's contact with the Soviet Embassy
in Mexico City in fact bore no resemblance to Oswald (12) The man
in the photograph was clearly neither Oswald nor Ruby and the CIA
and FBI were unable (as was the committee) to establish the identity
of the individual in the photograph The overwhelming weight of the
evidence indicated to the committee that the initial conclusion of
Agency employees that the individual in the photograph was Oswald
was the result of a careless mistake It was not the committee believed
because the individual was posing as Oswald In fact the committee
established that the photograph was not even obtained at a time when
Oswald was reported to have visited the Soviet Embassy in Mexico
City (13)

The question of an Oswald imposter was also raised in an FBI
letterhead memorandum to the Secret Service dated November 23
1963 It was based in part upon information received by CIA head
quarters on October 9 1963 that on October 1 1963 Oswald had con
tacted the Soviet Embassy in Mexico City

The Central Intelligence Agency advised that on October 1
1963 an extremely sensitive source had reported that an indi
vidual identified himself as Lee Oswald who contacted the

2TheAgencymaintainedthat prior to the assassinationits fieldsourceshadnot actually linkedOswaldto the personwhovisitedthe Cubanconsulatein October1963Testimonyobtaineddirectlyfromthesesourceshoweverestablishedthat this connectionhadinfact beenmadein earlyOctober1963
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Soviet Embassy in Mexico City inquiring as to any messages
Special Agents of this Bureau who have conversed with Os
wald in Dallas Tex. have observed photographs of the indi
vidual referred to above and have listened to a recording of
his voice These Special Agents are of the opinion that the
above-referred-to individual was not Lee Harvey Oswald
(14)

In response to a committee inquiry the FBI reported that no tape
recording of Oswald's voice was in fact ever received The Bureau
explained that its Dallas office only received the report of a conversa
tion to which Oswald had been a party This explanation was inde
pendently confirmed by the committee A review of relevant FBI cable
traffic established that at 7:23 p.m (CST) on November 23 1963
Dallas Special Agent-in-Charge Shanklin advised Director Hoover
that only a report of this conversation was available not an actual
tape recording On November 25 the Dallas office again apprised
the Director that "[t]here appears to be some confusion in that no
tapes were taken to Dallas * * * [O]nly typewritten [reports were]
supplied

* * *. (15)
Shanklin stated in a committee interview that no recording was ever

received by FBI officials in Dallas (16) Moreover former FBI Special
Agents James Hosty John W Fain Burnett Tom Carter and Arnold
J Brown each of whom had conversed with Oswald at one time in
formed the committee they had never listened to a recording of
Oswald's voice 3(17)

Finally on the basis of an extensive file review and detailed testi
mony by present and former CIA officials and employees the commit
tee determined that CIA headquarters never received a recording of
Oswald's voice (18) The committee concluded therefore that the in
formation in the November 23 1963 letterhead memorandum was
mistaken and did not provide a basis for concluding that there had
been an Oswald imposter

The committee did however obtain independent evidence that
someone might have posed as Oswald in Mexico in late September
and early October 1963 The former Cuban consul in Mexico City
Eusebio Azcue testified that the man who applied for an in-transit
visa to the Soviet Union was not the one who was identified as Lee
Harvey Oswald the assassin of President Kennedy on November 22
1963 Azcue who maintained that he had dealt on three occasions in
Mexico with someone who identified himself as Oswald described the
man he claimed was an imposter as a 30-year-old white male about 5
feet 6 inches in height with a long face and a straight and pointed
nose (19

In addition the committee interviewed Silvia Duran a secretary in
the Cuban consulate in 1963 Although she said that it was in fact
Oswald who had visited the consulate on three occasions she described
him as 5 feet 6 125 pounds with sparse blond hair features that did
not match those of Lee Harvey Oswald ($0) The descriptions given
by both Azcue and Duran do bear a resemblance—height aside—to an

sThe committeedid not contactthe threeother FBI specialagentswhohad also conversedwithOswaldat onetime
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alleged Oswald associate referred to in an unconfirmed report pro
vided by another witness Elena Garro de Paz former wife of the
noted Mexican poet Octavio Paz Elena Garro described the associate
whom she claimed to have seen with Oswald at a party as "very tall
and slender [with] * * * long blond hair * * * a gaunt face [and] a
rather long protruding chin." (21)

Two other points warranted further investigation of the imposter
issue The Oswald who contacted the Russian and Cuban diplomatic
compounds reportedly spoke broken hardly recognizable Russian yet
there is considerable evidence that Lee Harvey Oswald was relatively
fluent in this language (22) In addition Silvia Duran told the com
mittee that Oswald was not at the Cuban consulate on September 28
1963 a day the consulate was closed to the public (23) The committee
obtained reliable evidence of a sensitive nature from another source
however that a person who identified himself as Oswald met with
Duran at the consulate that day (24)

The imposter issue could of course have been easily resolved had
photographs of the person or persons in question been taken at the
entrance to the Cuban consulate and Soviet Embassy The Cuban
Government maintained to the committee that the Cuban consulate
was under photographic surveillance In fact the Cuban Government
provided the committee with photographs of the alleged surveillance
camera location (25) The committee had other reports that the CIA
had obtained a picture of Oswald that was taken during at least one
of his visits to the Soviet Embassy and Cuban consulates (k,'6) The
CIA however denied that such a photograph had been obtained and
no such pictures of Oswald were discovered by the committee during
its review of the Agency's files (27)

Despite the unanswered questions the weight of the evidence sup
ported the conclusion that Oswald was the individual who visited the
Soviet Embassy and Cuban consulate Silvia Duran who dealt with
Oswald at three different times told the committee she was certain that
the individual who applied for an in-transit visa to Russia via Cuba
was Oswald (28) She specifically identified the individual in the photo
graph on Oswald's visa application form as the Lee Harvey Oswald
who had visited the Cuban consulate (29) Moreover Duran stated that
Oswald's visa application was signed in her presence (30)

Duran's statements were corroborated by Alfredo Mirabal who
succeeded Azcue as Cuban consul in Mexico City in 1963 Mirabal
testified that on two occasions from a distance of 4 meters he had
observed Oswald at the Cuban consulate and that this was the same
person who was later photographed being shot by Jack Ruby (31)
Further the committee was given access by the Cuban Government to
Oswald's original visa application a carbon copy of which had been
supplied to the Warren Commission Testimony before the committee
established that each of these forms had been signed separately.(32)
The application papers were photographed and the signature on them
was then studied by the committee's panel of handwriting experts The
panel's analysis indicated that the signature on both forms was that of
Lee Harvey Oswald.5 (33) Finally reliable evidence of a sensitive
nature provided to the committee by the CIA tended to indicate that

*ElenaGarro'sallegationis discussedin moredetailin sectionI C2 supra5CuoanConsulAzcueindicatedto the committeethat consulatepracticein 1963prohibitedapplicationsfrombeingremovedfromthe consulatepremisesto befilledout elsewhere SilviaDuranstated howeverthat applicationscouldbefilledout elsewhere
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the person who contacted the Soviet Embassy was the same Lee
Harvey Oswald who had visited the Cuban consulate (34)

It can be said that the fact that the Agency's field sources noted
Oswald's movements outside the United States was an indication of
effective intelligence work Nevertheless the CIA's handling of the
Oswald case prior to the assassination was deficientbecause CIA head
quarters was not apprised of all information that its field sources had
gathered with respect to Oswald and headquarters in turn was there
by prevented from relaying a more complete resume of Oswald's
actions in Mexico City tothe FBI which was charged with responsi
bility for the Oswald security case

The committee was unable to determine whether the CIA did in fact
come into possession of a photograph of Oswald taken during his visits
to the Soviet Embassy and Cuban consulate in Mexico City or
whether Oswald had any associates in Mexico City Nevertheless other
information provided by the CIA as well as evidence obtained from
Cuban and Mexican sources enabled the committee to conclude that
the individual who represented himself as Lee Harvey Oswald at the
Cuban consulate in Mexico was not an imposter

(2) The CIA and the Warren Commission.—The CIA took the
position that it was not to conduct a police-type investigation of the
assassination of President Kennedy According to the testimony of
former Director Richard M Helms its role was to provide support for
the Warren Commission's effort by responding to specific inquiries
(35) Nevertheless because the CIA was the Commission's primary
source of information beyond U.S territorial limits with respect to
the question of foreign complicity in the assassination the committee
sought to evaluate both the quality of the CIA's handling of the for
eign conspiracy question and the Agency's working relationship with
the Commission.6

The Senate Select Committee to Study Governmental Operations
with Respect to Intelligence Activities also studied the performance of
the intelligence agencies in conducting their investigation of the assas
sination and their relationship with the Warren Commission The
Senate committee's report emphasized the Agency's failure to pursue
certain leads to a possible Cuban conspiracy or to apprise the Warren
Commission of CIA assassination plots against Fidel Castro (36) In
response the CIA prepared a Task Force Report (1977 TFR) on the
accuracy of the Senate committee's analysis In its investigation the
committee reviewed the 1977 TFR and used it as a starting point in
assessing the timeliness and effectiveness of the CIA's responses to the
Warren Commission's periodic requests for information (37)

The CIA investigation of the Kennedy assassination was focused at
the outset on Oswald's trip to Mexico It was managed at Washington
headquarters by the desk officer responsible for intelligence activity
related to Mexico Immediately following the assassination the desk
officer was instructed by Richard Helms then Deputy Director for

9Resultsof the commitee'sinvestigationofhoweffectivelytheCIApursuedthe question
of foreigncomplicitycanbefoundin sectionsII C1 and2

?For the committee'sanalysisof the significanceof informationthat the CIAfailedto
providetheWarrenCommissionseesectionI C2
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Plans to coordinate efforts to compile and evaluate incoming informa
tion pertaining to the assassination The desk officer was assigned this
responsibility due to his past experience conducting internal CIA
security investigations and because Oswald had visited Mexico 2
months prior to the assassination (38) The cable traffic this officer
coordinated was voluminous

By late December 1963 it had become apparent that the CIA's
interest in information related to the assassination had extended be
yond Oswald's trip to Mexico It encompassed Oswald's defection to
the Soviet Union as well as the possible involvement of foreign powers
in an assassination conspiracy Consequently responsibility for coor
dinating CIA investigative efforts was shifted to the counterintelli
gence staff which had worldwide resources and expertise in investi
gating sabotage guerrilla activities and counterespionage (39)

The second phase of the Agency information collection effort de
signed principally to respond to the work of the Warren Commission
was coordinated by Raymond Rocca Chief of Research and Analysis
(Cl/R & A) for the counterintelligence staff Cl/R & A was the coun
terintelligence staff component particularly concerned with research
and analysis related to counterintelligence and the formulation of
policy based on the analysis Rocca was the CIA's working-level con
tact point with the Warren Commission consequently he was in a
position to review most CIA information pertaining to the assassina
tion which comprised a heavy volume of incoming cable traffic (40)
Due to compartmentalization however Rocca did not have access to
all materials potentially relevant to the Warren Commission investi
gation For example Rocca had no knowledge of efforts by the CIA to
assassinate Fidel Castro in the early 1960's (41)

An examination of the functioning of the Warren Commission
indicated to the committee that its staff assumed the CIA would
expeditiously provide it with all relevant information rather than
merely furnish data in response to specific requests (.4.2) An analysis
by the committee showed that the Warren Commission's view was not
shared by certain high-ranking officials of the Agency including
Deputy Director Helms In fact the CIA did not always respond to
the Commission's broad request for all relevant material In testi
mony to the committee Helms said the CIA's general position was
that it should forward information to the Commission only in response
to specific requests (43) Helms indicated that he did not inform the
Warren Commission of the anti-Castro plots because he was never
"asked to testify before the Warren Commission about * * *

[CIA]
operations."(44) This attitude caused in the view of the Senate com
mittee an interpretation of the Warren Commission investigation
that was too narrow in scope (45) s

Thecommitteeagreedthat this wasan unacceptableexplanationfor the CIA'sfailureto informthe WarrenCommissionof the anti-Castroplots It wasapparentthat the Commissionwas unableto makea specificrequestfor informationabout the plots sinceitwasunawareof their existenceIn this regard the observationsof the Senatecommitteeare worthquoting
"Whyseniorofficialsof the FBIand the CIApermittedthe investigationto goforwardin light of thesedeficienciesand why they permittedthe WarrenCommissionto reachits conclusionwithoutall relevantinformationis still unclear Certainlyconcernwithpublicreputationproblemsof coordinationbetweenagenciespossiblebureaucraticfailureand embarrassmentand the extremecompartmentationof knowledgeof sensitiveoperations mayhavecontributedto theseshortcomingsBut the possibilityexists that seniorofficialsin both agenciesmadeconsciousdecisionsnot to disclosepotentiallyimportantinformation.(46)
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The CIA also failed to provide the Warren Commission with all
information in its possession pertaining to Luisa Calderon a Cuban
consulate employee in Mexico City suspected of having ties to the
Cuban intelligence service Calderon who was alleged in 1964 by a
Cuban defector to have been in contact with an American who might
have been Oswald during the period of time of Oswald's visit to
Mexico City engaged in a conversation approximately 5 hours after
the assassination in which she indicated possible foreknowledge of the
assassination.9 The Warren Commission however was not apprised
by the CIA of this conversation (The CIA was unable to explain the
omission but the committee uncovered no evidence to suggest that it
was due to anything but careless oversight.) (47)

With the exception of that which was obtained from sensitive sources
and methods CIA information in general was accurately and expe
ditiously provided to the Warren Commission In cases of sensitive
sources and methods rather than provide the Commission with raw
data that would have meant revealing the sources and methods the
substance of the information was submitted in accurate summary
form (48)

As a case in point the committee determined that within two days
of the President's assassination CIA headquarters received detailed
reports of Oswald's contacts with the Soviet Embassy and Cuban con
sulate in Mexico City in late September and early October 1963 (4.9)
Accurate summaries of this material were given to the Warren Com
mission on January 31 1964 but direct access to the original material
(which would have revealed sources and methods that were sensitive)
was not provided until April 1964 when Warren Commission investi
gators traveling abroad met with a CIA representative who provided
it to them.( 50) One Warren Commission staff member who reviewed
the original material wrote an April 22 1964 memorandum which
indicated the impact of this material

[The CIA representative's] narrative plus the material we
were shown disclosed immediately how incorrect our previous
information had been on Oswald's contacts with the Soviet
and Cuban Embassies [in Mexico City.] Apparently the dis
tortions and omissions to which our information had been
subjected had entered some place in Washington because the
CIA information that we were shown by [the CIA representa
tive] was unambiguous on almost all the crucial points We
had previously planned to show the [CIA representative]
[Commission Assistant Counsel W David] Slawson's recon
struction of Oswald's probable activities at the Embassies to
get [his] opinion but once we saw how badly distorted our
information was we realized that this would be useless There
fore instead we decided to take as close notes as possible from
the original source materials at some later time during our
visit (51)

°The substanceof that conversationis coveredin sectionI C 2 on a possibleCubanconspiracyTheCIAmaintainedthat the originalAgencyreportsummarizingthis conversationwasinaccuratelytranslatedand that whenaccuratelytranslated it wasapparentthat there wasno basisfor sendingthe originalconversationto the WarrenCommissionThe committeehoweverconsideredthe CIA'srevisedtranslationof the report and didnot regard it as definitiveMoreoverevenif the Agency'srevisedtranslationwereaccepted the substanceof the report remainedessentiallyunchangedAccordinglyusingeither translationas the basis for analysis the WarrenCommissionshouldhavebeenapprisedof this conversation
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The committee did note that these distortions may have merely been
the product of the staff member's inaccurate analysis of the available
material since the record reflected that he had reviewed a CIA memo
randum dated January 31 1964 that accurately summarized these
records (52) Nevertheless as a result of his direct review of the origi
nal source materials he was able to clarify considerably his analysis
of Oswald's activities in Mexico City

Another instance in which the CIA's concern for protecting its
sensitive sources and methods resulted in delayed access by the Warren
Commission had to do with a photograph that was referred to when
CIA headquarters was informed on October 9 1963 that Oswald had
contacted the Soviet Embassy in Mexico City The photograph was
described as apparently depicting an American initially believed by
some CIA personnel to be Oswald (53) It was also the photograph
that was apparently shown to Marguerite Oswald after the
assassination (54)

The circumstances of the photograph's origin as well as the fact
that the individual in the photograph bore no resemblance to Oswald
were known to the CIA shortly after the assassination (55) Neverthe
less the Warren Commission was not told those details by the CIA
until late March 1964 (56)10 The Commission had requested an expla
nation of the photograph on February 12 1964 having inadvertently
learned of its existence from the testimony of Marguerite Oswald (60)

The committee did not conclude that the CIA's handling of infor
mation derived from sensitive methods and sources in fact substan
tially impeded the progress of the Warren Commission but it did
find that the Agency's policy with respect to this information was in
consistent with the spirit of Executive Order 11130 that "[a]11 execu
tive departments and agencies are directed to furnish the Commission
with such facilities services and cooperation as it may request from
time to time.

(3) Post-Warren report CIA znvve8tigation.-The committee found
that the CIA as had the FBI showed little or no inclination to develop
information with respect to the President's assassination once the War
ren Commission had issued its report Three cases in point that
emerged in the aftermath of the investigation and seemed relevant
enough to warrant more careful consideration than they received have
been described previously in this report

In the case of Yuri Nosenko the Soviet defector who claimed that
as an officer of the KGB he handled the Oswald file 11 the CIA
failed to capitalize on a potential source of critical evidence By em
ploying inexperienced interrogators who lacked interest in or
knowledge of Oswald or the assassination and by subjecting Nosenko
to hostile interrogation the CIA lost an opportunity to elicit
information that might have shed light on Oswald his wife Marina

10OneCIAofficerindicatedthat sincethe photographwasnot of Oswaldtherewasnoneedto informthe warren Commissionabout it therebyjeopardisinga sensitiveCIAsourceand method.(57)Further CIAdocumentsshowthat evenwhenthe Commission
soughtan explanationof the photographthe Agency'sconcernfor the protectionof itssourcesand methodsinhibitedimmediatecompliancewith the request (58) Thecommittee believednonethelessthat as the photographwasreferredto in the first reportthatCIAheadquartersreceivedon Oswald'scontactwith the SovietEmbassy (511)It was
directlyrelevantto the warren Commissioninvestigationand shouldhave beenmadeavailablepromptlyu SeesectionI C 1
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and a possible KGB connection to them In cases of two Mexican
citizens who claimed to have had contacts wit,n Oswald in Mexico City
in the fall of 1963 Elena Garro de Paz and Oscar Contreras,12 the
CIA took only perfunctory action consequently failing to gain insight
into actions by Oswald that might have had a bearing on the
assassination

b THE WARRENCOMMISSIONPERFORMEDWITH VARYINGDEGREESOF
COMPETENCYIN THE FULFILLMENTOFITS DITTIES

The Warren Commission conducted a thorough and professional
investigation into the responsibility of Lee Harvey Oswald for
the assassination
The Warren Commission failed to investigate adequately the pos
sibility of a conspiracy to assassinate the President This deficiency
was attributable in part to the failure of the Commi88ion to re
ceive all the relevant information that was in the pO88688ionof
other agencies and departments of the Government
The Warren Commission arrived at its conclusions based on the
evidence available to it in good faith
The Warren Commission presented the conclusions in its report
vn a fashion that was too defrmitivve

President John F Kennedy was the fourth American President to
be assassinated but his death was the first that led to the formation of
a special commission for the purpose of making a full investigation
In earlier assassinations the investigations had been left to existing
judicial bodies

In the case of Abraham Lincoln in 1865 a military commission
determined that John Wilkes Booth was part of a conspiracy and
the Office of the Judge Advocate General of the U.S Army saw
to the prosecution of six defendants four of whom were hanged

The assassins of James A Garfield in 1881 and William McKin
ley in 1901 were promptly tried in courts of law and executed

In the aftermath of the Kennedy assassination it was decided by
President Lyndon B Johnson and his advisers that a panel of distin
guished citizens should be given the responsibility for finding the full
facts of the case and reporting them along with appropriate recom
mendations to the American people

The Commission was authorized by Executive Order 11130 to set
its own procedures and to employ whatever assistance it deemed neces
sary from Federal agencies all of which were ordered to cooperate to
the maximum with the Commission which had under an act of Con
gress subpena power and the authority to grant immunity to witnesses
who claimed their privilege against self-incrimination under the fifth
amendment (1)

Chief Justice Earl Warren was selected by President Johnson to
head the Commission Two senior Members of the Senate Richard B
Russell Democrat of Georgia and John Sherman Cooper Republicanof Kentucky were chosen to serve on the Commission as were two
from the House of Representatives Hale Boggs Democrat of Louisi
ana and Gerald Ford Republican of Michigan Two attorneys lho

TASeesectionI C 2
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had long been active in Government service Allen W Dulles former
Director of the CIA and John J McCloy former president of the
World Bank were also named (°2) J Lee Rankin former Solicitor
General of the United States was sworn in as General Counsel on
December 16 1963 and 14 attorneys were appointed within a few
weeks to serve as assistant counsel (3)

The Commission did not employ its own investigative staff Instead
it relied on agencies in place—the FBI and Secret Service for domestic
aspects the CIA for activities involving foreign countries

In September 1964 following a 9-month effort the Warren Commis
sion published a report that not only included its conclusions and
recommendations but also a detailed analysis of the case The Com
mission had seen its task to be

* * * to uncover all the facts concerning the assassination
of President Kennedy and to determine if it was in any way
directed or encouraged by unknown persons at home or
abroad

While the committee concluded that the Warren Commission failed
in significant areas to investigate "all the facts and circumstances

surrounding the tragic events in Dallas the committee also found
that assigning the responsibility for that failure needed to be ap
proached with utmost caution and care In large measure the Warren
Commission's inadequacies in investigating important aspects of the
President's assassination were the result of failures by the CIA and
the FBI to provide it with all relevant evidence and information.(.)

It has been the contention of the CIA and FBI that they gave full
and complete responses to all specific requests of the Warren Commis
sion placing responsibility with the Commission for assuming it would
receive the relevant materials automatically (5) This apparent mis
understanding in the view of the committee compromised the effec
tiveness of the process by which the Warren Commission arrived at its
conclusions

The committee observed that during the course of its hearings nu
merous former Warren Commission members and staff attorneys testi
fied that the general atmosphere of Government had changed during
the years since President Kennedy's death They repeatedly noted
that they had been significantly more disposed toward trusting the
CIA and FBI in 1963 and 1964 than they would have been in 1978 (6)

As it began to prepare its report on the performance of the Warren
Commission the committee took note of the high level of professional
ism dedication and integrity it found to have characterized the mem
bers and staff of the Commission The committee noted that criticisms
leveled at the Commission had often been biased unfair and inac
curate Indeed the committee believed that the prevailing opinion of
the Commission's performance was undeserved The competence
of the Commission was all the more impressive in the opinion of the
committee in view of the substantial pressure to elicit findings in only
9 months (7) It was evident to the committee that the Commission
could have productively used several more months for its investiga
tion although the committee recognized that this was a judgment
based on the benefit of years of hindsight
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Nevertheless the committee made the judgment that the time pres
sures under which the Warren Commission investigation was conducted
served to compromise the work product and the conclusions of the
Commission (8) Early in the life of the Commission it was working
under internal deadlines of March or April 1964 for completion of the
investigation June 1 for a draft report and June 30 for a final report to
the American public Although these deadlines were finally abandoned
the committee found that the Commission staff was in fact under heavy
pressure to meet them President Johnson among others in his admin
istration was anxious to have the investigation completed in advance
of the 1964 Presidential conventions out of concern that the assassina
tion could become a political issue (9)

The committee also found that most of the attorneys recruited for
the Commission staff were promised their work would require no more
than 3 or 4 months Additionally a number of lawyers were hired on
a part-time basis.(10) Eventually the realities of the task began to be
apparent

It was not until March that staff attorneys did any real field work in
Dallas and elsewhere and it was the middle of March before an inves
tigation of Jack Ruby could get underway since he was on trial for
murder in Dallas Nevertheless a number of senior staff counsel those
who directed important areas of the case left their jobs with the Com
mission by early summer 1964 over 4 months before the investigation
officially ended (11)

The committee found that the Commission demonstrated a high
degree of competency and good judgment in its central determination
that Lee Harvey Oswald was the assassin of President Kennedy (1$)
Contrary to the allegations of some critics the Commission was not
part of a sinister Government coverup of the truth The committee
found that the Commission acted in good faith and the mistakes it
made were those of men doing their best under difficult circumstances
That being said on the subject that should have received the Com
mission's most probing analysis—whether Oswald acted in concert
with or on behalf of unidentified co-conspirators—the Commission's
performance in the view of the committee was in fact flawed.(13)
In its effort to fix responsibility for this failure the committee as
noted found one of the primary causes was the absence of the full and
proper cooperation of the FBI and the CIA along with the time pres
sures and the desire of national leaders to allay public fears of a
conspiracy (14)

Virtually all former Warren Commission members and staff con
tacted by the committee said they regarded the CIA-Mafia plots
against Fidel Castro to be the most important information withheld
from the Commission (15) They all agreed that an awareness of the
plots would have led to significant new areas of investigation and
would have altered the general approach of the investigation (16)
J Lee Rankin who was the Commission's General Counsel said he
was outraged on learning in 1975 of the CIA's use of underworld
figures for Castro assassination plots Rankin stated to the committee

Certainly * * * it would have bulked larger the conspir
acy area * * * we would have run out all the various leads and
* * * it is very possible that we could have come down with a
good many signs of a lead down here to the underworld (17)
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Burt W Griffin a Commission assistant counsel who directed much
of the investigation of the possible involvement of organized crime
and Cuban exiles told the committee

There was no showing that Oswald had any connection
with organized crime Therefore there was no reason to think
that simply because Ruby was involved in organized crime
that this would have been linked to the assassination of the
President

We needed to fill that in in some way but that is why the
Cuban link is so important If we had known that the CIA
wanted to assassinate Castro then all of the Cuban motiva
tions that we were exploring about this made much much
more sense If we had further known that the CIA was in
volved with organized criminal figures in an assassination at
tempt in the Caribbean then we would have had a completely
different perspective on this thing

But because we did not have those links at this point there
was nothing to tie the underworld in with Cuba and thus
nothing to tie them in with Oswald nothing to tie them in
with the assassination of the President (18)

Apart from the inability of the Commission to obtain all of the
information it needed from the CIA and FBI the committee found
inherent inadequacies in its investigation of an assassination con
spiracy (19) It was for example limited in approach and resources

(20) In the crucial areas of organized crime Cuban exiles and other
militant groups and foreign complicity the attorneys assigned were
lacking in experience and knowledge Moreover the committee found
little to indicate that outside experts in these areas were ever consulted
by the Commission

The committee also discovered certain basic deficiencies in the capac
ity of the Commission to investigate effectively the murder of a Presi
dent In the words of a Commission assistant counsel "The style of
the Commission's own staff * * * was not one of criminal investi
gators."(21) The committee found further that the Commission
consciously decided not to form its own staff of professional investiga
tors choosing instead to rely on an analysis by its lawyers of the in
vestigative reports of Federal agencies principally the FBI and CIA
(22) And even though its staff was composed primarily of lawyers
the Commission did not take advantage of all the legal tools available
to it An assistant counsel told the committee "The Commission it
self failed to utilize the instruments of immunity from prosecution
and prosecution for perjury with respect to witnesses whose veracity
it doubted. (23) While the Commission did go beyond the expected
role of traditional factfinding panels serving a President its inability
to break out of the mold of such blue-ribbon bodies severely restricted
its effectiveness in investigating the assassination of the President and
the murders of Dallas police officer J D Tippit and Lee Harvey
Oswald

The committee also found fault with the manner in which the conclu
sions of the Warren Commission were stated although the committee
recognized how time and resource limitations might have come into
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play There were instances the committee found in which the con
clusions did not appropriately reflect the efforts undertaken by the
Commission and the evidence before it (24) In the Warren report
the Commission overstated the thoroughness of its investigation and
the weight of its evidence in a number of areas in particular that of
the conspiracy investigation (p5) The Commission did not candidly
enumerate its limitations due to time pressures inadequate resources
or insufficient information Instead the language employed in the re
port left the impression that issues had been dealt with more thoroughly
than they actually had This was due in part according to attorneys
who worked for the Commission to pressure from Commission mem
bers to couch the report in the strongest language possible As an ex
ample the Commission declared in the beginning paragraph of its
conclusions section

No limitations have been placed on the Commission's in
quiry it has concluded its own investigation and all Govern
ment agencies have fully discharged their responsibility to
cooperate with the Commission in its investigation (06)

This in the opinion of the committee was an inaccurate portrayal
of the investigation

On conspiracy the Commission stated "* * * if there is any * * *
evidence [of it] it has been beyond the reach of all the investigative
agencies and resources of the United States and has not come to the
attention of this Commission."(27) Instead of such definitive lan
guage the Commission should have candidly acknowledged the limi
tations of its investigation and denoted areas where there were
shortcomings

As the committee's investigation demonstrated substantive new in
formation has been developed in many areas since the Warren Com
mission completed its work Particular areas where the committee de
termined the performance of the Commission was less than complete
include the following

Oswald's activities and associations during the periods he lived
in New Orleans

The circumstances surrounding the 21/2 years Oswald spent
in the Soviet Union

The background activities and associations of Jack Ruby par
ticularly with regard to organized crime

The conspiratorial and potentially violent climate created by
the Cuban issue in the early 1960's in particular the possible con
sequences of the CIA-Mafia assassination plots against Castro
and their concealment from officials of the Kennedy
administration

The potential significance of specific threats identified by the
Secret Service during 1963 and their possible relationship to the
ultimate assassination of the President

The possible effect upon the FBI's investigation from Director
Hoover's disciplining agents for their conduct of the Oswald
security case

The full nature and extent of Oswald's visit to Mexico City 2
months prior to the assassination including not only his contact
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with the Soviet and Cuban diplomatic offices there and the CIA's
monitoring of his activities there but also his possible associations
and activities outside of those offices

The violent attitude of powerful organized crime figures toward
the President and Attorney Genera] Robert Kennedy their capac
ity to commit murder including assassination and their pos
sible access to Oswald through his associates or relatives and

Analysis of all available scientific evidence to determine the
number of shots fired at the President

In conclusion the committee found that the Warren Commission's
investigation was conducted in good faith competently and with high
integrity but that the Warren Report was not in some respects an
accurate presentation of all the evidence available to the Commission
or a true reflection of the scope of the Commission's work particu
larly on the issue of possible conspiracy in the assassination It is a
reality to be regretted that the Commission failed to live up to its
promise





II FINDINGS OF THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON ASSASSI
NATIONS IN THE ASSASSINATION OF DR MARTIN
LUTHER KING JR. IN MEMPHIS TENN. APRIL 4 1968

INTRODUCTIONTHE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENTANDDR KING

Dr Martin Luther King Jr. an eloquent Baptist minister from
Atlanta Ga. was one of the most prominent figures in the civil rights
movement in America during its period of most visible achievement
1955 to 1968 A disciple of nonviolence and love Dr King became the
victim of savage violence killed by a sniper's bullet as he stood on the
balcony of a Memphis Tenn. motel on April 4 1968 His death sig
naled the seeming end of a period of civil rights progress that he had
led and for which his life had become a symbol Dr King's legacy
is one of profound change in the social fabric not only for Black
Americans but for all citizens But for some after his death as a
Washington Post writer observed "* * * his army of conscience dis
banded the banners fell the movement unraveled * * *.

HISTORYOF CIVILRIGHTSVIOLENCD(1)

Dr King's tragic death in Memphis in 1968 was not unfortunately
a historical aberration The first Blacks arrived in colonial America
at Jamestown Va. in 1619 as slaves from Africa As they were dis
persed among Southern plantations they were deprived of their tra
ditions and separated from the rest of the population by custom and
law Their fate was determined by the white majority

Civil rights violence dates back at least to the mid-18th century
with the slave revolts of that period and their brutal suppression by
whites Roaming bands of runaway slaves in the South attacked plan
tations and in 17'75 fears of a general slave uprising led to the annihi
lation of at least one group of Blacks by white soldiers in Georgia

After the American Revolution with the invention of the cotton
gin slavery in the South intensified Black Americans provided most
of the labor to support the economy of that region Laws restricting
Black mobility and educational opportunity were adopted by South
ern legislatures while the rights of slaveholders were jealously pro
tected Involuntary servitude was however outlawed in the North
and leaders of the new Nation such as Benjamin Franklin John Jay
and John Woolman called for an end to slavery

During the 1830's sentiment for emancipation of slaves solidified
The movement for the abolition of slavery led by "radicals, sparked
violence throughout the United States In 1835 a proslavery band
seized abolitionist William Lloyd Garrison and dragged him through
the streets of Boston Two years later the presses of the radical Alton
Ill. Observer were destroyed and its editor Elijah P Lovejoy was
shot to death by white vandals

(263)
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In the 1850's violence presaged the struggle that was to tear the
Union asunder The pillaging and burning of Lawrence Kans. by a
proslavery mob on May 21 1856 led abolitionist John Brown to
launch a bloody retaliatory raid on Potawatamie Kans. 3 days later
The massacre touched off a guerrilla war that lasted until Kansas
was granted statehood in 1861 In 1859 Brown seized the Federal
arsenal at Harpers Ferry W Va. in the hope of arming a Black
force that would free slaves in the South The arsenal was recaptured
2 days after Brown's raid and Brown was hanged following his trial
and conviction of treason conspiracy and murder

Sectional differences led to the Civil War that fractured the Union
in 1861 it lasted 4 years and became one of the bloodiest military con
flicts in U.S history Blacks served a limited role in the Union Army
over 200,000 of them were inducted Their presence in battle infuri
ated Confederate military leaders some of whom approved a no
prisoner policy for Blacks Combat reports indicate that Black pris
oners were murdered by Southern troops following for example the
1864 Battles of Fort Pillow Tenn. Poison Spring Ark. and the
Crater at Petersburg Va

In the decade following the Northern victory in 1865 and the free
ing of slaves from bondage a spate of laws engineered to guarantee
the rights of newly emancipated Blacks were adopted They included
the 13th 14th and 15th amendments and 7 civil rights acts The prom
ise of equality during postwar Reconstruction the period of reestab
lishment of the seceded States into the Union however was not real
ized Reforms were ultimately defeated by Southern white intransi
gence and violence With emancipation a wave of murders swept the
South and Reconstruction became the bloodiest period of civil rights
violence in U.S history as the caste system of segregation was violently
institutionalized Militant groups such as the White Leagues and the
Ku Klux Klan organized to oppose the new challenge to white
supremacy

Outbursts of violence were commonplace throughout the South dur
ing this period

According to General Philip Sheridan commander of troops in
Louisiana and Texas during Reconstruction 3,500 civil rights advo
cates were slain in Louisiana alone in the decade following the Civil
War 1,884 of them in 1868 alone

When Blacks in Memphis Tenn. appealed for their civil rights in
1866 rampaging white terrorists burned homes and churches in the
Black section of that city and massacred 47 Blacks

The killing of 27 delegates by a white mob at the Louisiana State
Convention in New Orleans in 1866 was described by one observer as
a "systematic massacre of Negroes by whites.

Of 16 Blacks elected as delegates to the Mississippi Constitutional
Convention in 1868 two were assassinated by whites

In the Alabama election campaign of 1870 four Black civil rights
leaders were murdered when they attended a Republican rally

White terrorists took control of Meridian Miss. in 1871 after they
killed a Republican judge and lynched an interracial group of civil
rights leaders
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In the Mississippi election campaign of 1874 several Black leaders
in Vicksburg were attacked and murdered by members of the Ku Klux
Klan

During the Louisiana election campaign of 1878 Klan gunmen
fired on Blacks in Caddo Parish killing 40 by one account as many as
75 by another

Systematic violence designed to terrify Blacks asserting their right
to vote led Attorney General Alfonso Taft to declare in 1876 "It is
the fixed purpose of the Democratic Party in the South that the Negro
shall not vote and murder is a common means of intimidation to
prevent them.

Radical Reconstruction in the South was defeated by 1877 and the
last of the Black militias in the South were dissolved Southern legisla
tures adopted laws to deprive Blacks of all opportunity for political
or civil participation and to segregate all facilities for education
travel and public accommodation Despite the waning of Reconstruc
tion mob violence and lynching occurred almost unchecked in the
South until World War I Blacks were removed from public affairs
by intimidation

In the 1890's the legislatures of all Southern States disenfranchised
Black citizens With its 1903 ruling in Giles v Harris the U.S Su
preme Court sanctioned this practice A few years earlier in 1896 the
Court had also approved racial segregation finding in Plessy V Fergu
son that "separate but equal facilities were acceptable under the Con
stitution As the Black vote disappeared in the South the murder of
civil rights leaders decreased dramatically only to be replaced by other
forms of white terrorism riots and lynching The National Associa
tion for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) was founded
in 1909 to deal with this intimidation at the expense of further asser
tion of Black political authority

EQUALITYIN EDUCATION-THE20THCENTURYOBJECTIVE(8)

The civil rights movement that became a major social and political
force in the 1950's and matured in the 1960's grew out of the efforts of
organizations founded during the first half of the 20th century One
prominent organization of this period the NAACP was responsible
for the gradual emergence of the Black protest movement It sought
an end to racial segregation primarily through the court system by
providing counsel to Blacks whose rights had been denied It also
pushed for reform in the Congress and in State legislatures and initi
ated programs to educate the public about existing racial injustice The
National Urban League worked on behalf of middle-class Blacks The
Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) a pacifist organization founded
in 1942 attacked discrimination in places of public accommodation in
Northern and Border States CORE took the lead in nonviolent direct
action organizing for example sit-ins in Chicago in 1943 bus rides
and stand-ins at Chicago's Palisades Pool in 1947-48 and in 1947
the Journey of Reconciliation a harbinger of later freedom rides
These activities of CORE in fact presaged the work of Dr Martin
Luther King's Southern Christian Leadership Conference in the late
1950's and 1960's
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With the signs of civil rights progress in the 1940's particularly
judicial responses to the NAACP a mass movement began to develop
The U.S Supreme Court prohibited all-white primary elections and
declared unconstitutional racially restrictive real estate covenants In
1941 President Franklin D Roosevelt issued an Executive order urg
ing fair employment practices in response to the threats of mass demon
strations from A Philip Randolph president of the Brotherhood of

Sleeping Car Porters The President's Committee on Civil Rights
recommended the enactment of fair employment legislation in 1947
and in 1948 President Harry S Truman barred segregation in the
Armed Forces and Government agencies The Congress however did
not act on civil rights issues until 1957

The modern civil rights movement set its roots in the field of educa
tion The NAACP had initiated litigation in the 1930's to end segre
gation in education At the beginning of 1954 17 States and the
District of Columbia required segregation in public schools while
three other States permitted localities to adopt the practice Then
on May 17 1954 the U.S Supreme Court announced its unani
mous decision in Brown v Board of Education that segregation in
public schools was unconstitutional In delivering the opinion of the
Court Chief Justice Earl Warren said that "separate education facili
ties are inherently unequal. A year later the Court followed with
a ruling that the process of public school desegregation must proceed
with "all deliberate speed, thus choosing a policy of gradualism
rather than requiring desegregation by a fixed date as urged by the
Brown plaintiffs through their NAACP attorneys

The Brown decision signaled the beginning of a long struggle for
it was not readily accepted in the South Segregationist and States
rights groups emerged to oppose the goal of integration and militant
organizations such as the White Citizens Councils and the Ku Klux
Klans attracted a new following Violence was resumed On August 28
1955 for example a white mob in Mississippi kidnapped and lynched
Emmett Till a 14-year-old boy from Chicago who had been visiting
his relatives

A NEW LEADEREMERGES

Many historians believe the beginning of the modern Black revolt
against inequality was marked in Montgomery Ala. on December 1
1955 Four Black passengers were asked by the driver of a downtown
bus to give up their seats Rosa Parks a 42-year-old Black seamstress
refused and was arrested under a local segregation ordinance In pro
test Black leaders organized a boycott of the Montgomery bus system
that lasted 382 days ending only when the U.S Supreme Court or
dered the buses integrated

The bus boycott was guided by the words of a 27-year-old Baptist
minister who emerged as a fresh and dynamic force among Blacks
Preaching the "Christian doctrine of love operating through the
Gandhian method of nonviolence, Dr Martin Luther King Jr. rep
resented a new leadership In Montgomery he demonstrated that non
violent direct action could be used effectively to achieve social justice
From that time until his death in 1968 Dr King's life was inex
tricably interwoven with the events of the civil rights movement
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Dr King was born in Atlanta Ga. on January 15 1929 the son of a
Baptist mmister Martin Luther King Sr. and the maternal grand
son of another Baptist minister He enrolled at Atlanta's all-Black
Morehouse College at age 15 and in his junior year decided to enter
the clergy In 1947 he was ordained a minister at his father's Ebenezer
Baptist Church in Atlanta The following year he continued his
studies at the Crozer Theological Seminary in Chester Pa He was
elected president of his class in his senior year and was named out
standing student when he graduated first in his class At Crozer he
became acquainted with the work of Christian social theologians as
well as Mohandas K Gandhi's doctrine of nonviolent direct action
Satyagraha (Sanskrit for truth-force) and Henry David Thoreau's
essay "On the Duty of Civil Disobedience.

With a fellowship he received to pursue his doctorate King entered
graduate school at Boston University in 1951 His doctoral thesis
compared the conceptions of God in the thinking of Paul Tillich and
Harry Nelson Weiman He received his doctorate in the spring of
1955

In Boston he met Coretta Scott a graduate of Antioch College who
was attending the New England Conservatory of Music They were
married in June 1953 and in the ensuing years had four children
Yolanda Martin Luther III Dexter Scott and Bernice

At the beginning of 1954 as he continued work toward his doctorate
Martin Luther King was hired as pastor of the Dexter Avenue Baptist
Church in Montgomery Ala. the city where he was to begin his civil
rights career

As president of the Montgomery Improvement Association (MIA)
Dr King led the bus boycott with the assistance of Montgomery Black
leaders E D Nixon a civil rights activist who had worked with
A Philip Randolph's Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters Reverend
Ralph David Abernathy and Reverend E N French At the first
meeting of the MIA on December 5 1955 Dr King enunciated the
principle from which he would never waver "We will not resort to
violence We will not degrade ourselves with hatred Love will be
returned for hate. In the tradition of Gandhi leader of the struggle
for Indian independence and an advocate of passive resistance Dr
King urged his followers to forswear violence and to work for ulti
mate reconciliation with their opponents by returning good for evil

After mass arrests threats and physical attacks including the dyna
miting of Dr King's home the Montgomery bus boycott ended
successfully in December 1956 That month the Southern Regional
Council announced that 25 other Southern cities had desegregated their
buses either voluntarily or as the result of boycotts

Despite the successful Montgomery bus boycott 1956 was also
marked by disappointments to the rising hopes of Black Americans
The admission of Autherine Lucy to the University of Alabama in
February was met by white mob violence To avert further disturb
ances she was expelled by university officials That decision was upheld
by a Federal district court and the University of Alabama remained
segregated until 1963 Also in 1956 101 members of Congress from the
11 States that had comprised the Confederacy signed the Southern
Manifesto which declared that the school desegregation decisions of
the Supreme Court were a "clear abuse of judicial power. Noting that
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neither the Constitution nor the 14th amendment mentioned education
and that the Brown decision had abruptly reversed precedents estab
lished in Plessy v Fergu8on and subsequent cases the manifesto signers
vowed "to use all lawful means to bring about a reversal of this deci
sion which is contrary to the Constitution and to prevent the use of
force in its implementation.

A PHILOSOPHYOF NONVIOLENCE

White resistance notwithstanding the civil rights movement con
tinued its growth in 1957 Recognizing the need for a mass movement
to capitalize on the Montgomery bus boycott Black leaders formed
the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) early in the

year and the boycott leader Dr Martin Luther King Jr. was elected
its first president Adopting a nonviolent approach and focusing on
the South the SCLC was dedicated to the integration of Blacks
in all aspects of American life

In May 1957 to commemorate the third anniversary of the Supreme
Court's Brown ruling on school desegration Dr King led a prayer
pilgrimage in Washington D.C. the first large-scale Black demon
stration in the capital since World War II In his first national ad

dress Dr King returned to a theme that had lain dormant for 80

years the right to vote "Give us the ballot, he pleaded "and we will
no longer have to worry the Federal Government about our basic

rights
* * we will quietly and nonviolently without rancor or bitter

ness implement the Supreme Court's decision. Dr King was on his

way to becoming one of the most influential Black leaders of his time a

symbol of the hopes for equality for all Americans
It was a time of fast-moving events actions and counteractions in

a continuing conflict On September 9 1957 President Dwight D
Eisenhower signed the first Civil Rights Act since 1875 The law

markedly enlarged the Federal role in race relations It established a
Civil Rights Commission and a Civil Rights Division in the Depart
ment of Justice Most important it gave the Attorney General author

ity to seek injunctions against obstruction of voting rights
That same month in Little Rock Ark. violent rioting erupted over

the integration of Central High School Nine Black students were

successfully enrolled but not before 1,000 paratroopers and 10,000
National Guardsmen were sent into the beleaguered city The appear
ance of Federal troops in Little Rock brought back unpleasant mem
ories of Reconstruction and the price of progress was a polarization
of southern attitudes Meanwhile as Dr King continued to carry the
civil rights banner he became the victim of a near fatal assault on

September 20 1957 As he was autographing copies of his first book
"Stride Toward Freedom, in a Harlem department store a deranged
Black woman Izols Curry stabbed him with an 8-inch letter opener
Though the weapon penetrated near his heart Dr King recovered
after 2 weeks of hospitalization

1960 THE YEAROF THE SIT-INS

Civil rights activism intensified in 1960 the year of the sit-ins On
February 1 1960 four Black students dedicated to nonviolent direct
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action sat at the lunch counter of a Greensboro N.C. Woolworth's
store Though they were refused service the students sat at the counter
until the store closed and each succeeding day they returned with more
students The sit-in movement spread to cities in Virginia Maryland
South Carolina Tennessee Alabama Kentucky and Florida Rec
ognizing the need for organization of this new movement the SCLC
provided the impetus for the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Com
mittee (S NCC) m April 1960

The sit-ins that continued throughout the year became a successful
means to protest By the end of 1960 Blacks were being served at lunch
counters in hundreds of southern stores

Inevitably there was white resistance As the sit-ins set the pace of
a campaign to open up public facilities of all sorts there were thou
sands of arrests and occasional outbreaks of violence Dr King was
arrested with other demonstrators at an Atlanta Ga. department store
sit-in in October 1960 Trespass charges were dropped against him at
his trial but he was sentenced to 4 months hard labor at the Reidsville
State Prison Farm on the pretext that he had violated probation for
an earlier minor traffic offense National concern for Dr King's safety
prompted the intercession of Democratic Presidential candidate John
F Kennedy which led to the civil rights leader's release Some observ
ers believed this action contributed to Kennedy's narrow election vic
tory over Vice President Richard M Nixon a week later by attracting
Black support

Violence increased with attempts to integrate the interstate trans

portation system in 1961 the year of the freedom rides They began
In May when members of CORE boarded two buses in Washington
D.C. and set out for New Orleans determined to test southern segrega
tion laws on buses as well as in terminals en route Trouble broke out
when the buses reached Alabama One bus was burned and stoned by
whites in Anniston and in Birmingham protestors on the second bus
were brutally beaten by a mob awaiting their arrival Another group
of students left Atlanta Ga. for Montgomery Ala. the following
week Attorney General Robert F Kennedy sent 500 Federal marshals
to protect them but the students arrived before the marshals and were
savagely beaten The next evening an angry throng of whites sur
rounded a church where Dr King was scheduled to speak The mar
shals and federalized National Guard troops had to rescue the
congregation and Dr King from the mob Although the freedom riders
met with little violence in Mississippi they did have to reckon with
an unsympathetic legal system Over 300 demonstrators were arrested
for breach of the peace and for disobeying police orders to disperse in
segregated Mississippi terminals

In response to the attacks on freedom riders Attorney General Ken
nedy petitioned the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) to adopt
stricter regulations against segregation On September 22 1961 the
ICC announced new rules prohibiting segregation on interstate buses
and in terminals

Across-the-board desegregation of all public facilities in Albany
Ga. was the focus of a campaign led by Dr King from late 1961
through the summer of 1962 The city reacted by arresting over 1,100
demonstrators during the campaign including Dr King and his
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colleague Reverend Abernathy City officials stubbornly refused to
confer with Black leaders and steadfastly rejected proposals for
desegregation By September 1962 public parks pools and libraries
had been closed or sold to white business groups The Albany cam
paign received national attention but it failed to crack the southern
resistance symbolized by the city From the Albany defeat Dr King
learned that the scattergun approach of simultaneously attacking all
as ects of segregation was ineffective

On the other hand the admission of the first Black student tc the
all-white University of Mississippi in the fall of 1962 marked a sig
nificant integrationist victory James Meredith an Air Force veteran
had been enrolled at Jackson State College when he decided to trans
fer to "Ole Miss. With the assistance of the NAACP he filed suit
when he was rejected After 16 months of litigation the Fifth Circuit
Court of Appeals ruled that he had been turned down solely because
of his race and ordered that he be accepted Outright obstruction by
State officials led the court to order that Mississippi's Gov Ross Bar
nett and Lt Gov Paul Johnson pay fines unless they stop interfering
with its ruling On October 1 1962 320 Federal marshals arrived at
Oxford to escort Meredith to his dormitory This action set off a riot
that left 2 persons killed and 375 injured before it was quelled by
Federal troops When the tear gas cleared Meredith was the first Black
student to enter "Ole Miss. Despite Governor Barnett's vow to con
tinue to fight his enrollment Meredith graduated in August 1963

1963 A YEAROF TRIUMPHANDDESPAIR

Dr King led an all-out attack in the spring of 1963 on racial dis
crimination in Birmingham Ala. which he described as "the most
segregated city in the United States. Civil rights activists sought
removal of racial restrictions in downtown snack bars restrooms and
stores as well as nondiscriminatory hiring practices and the forma
tion of a biracial committee to negotiate integration Sit-ins picketlines and parades were met by the police forces of Eugene "Bull
Connor commissioner of public safety with hundreds of arrests on
charges of demonstrating without a permit loitering and trespassing

On Good Friday April 12,1963 Dr King Reverend Abernathy and
Rev Fred Shuttlesworth were arrested for leading a demonstra
tion in defiance of an injunction obtained by Bull Connor Dr King
was placed in solitary confinement and refused access to counsel Dur
ing his incarceration he penned his "Letter from the Birmingham
Jail, a response to a statement by eight leading local white clergy
men—Protestant Catholic and Jewish—who had denounced him as an
outside agitator and urged Blacks to withdraw their support for his
crusade In this eloquent statement Dr King set forth his philosophy
of nonviolence and enumerated the steps that preceded the Gandhian
civil disobedience in Birmingham Specifically citing southern segrega
tion laws he wrote that any law that degraded people was unjust and
must be resisted Nonviolent direct action Dr King explained sought
to foster tension and dramatize an issue "so it can no longer be
ignored.
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-Dr King was released from jail on April 20 1963 The Birmingham
demonstrations continued On May 2 500 Blacks most of them high
school students were arrested and jailed The next day a group of
demonstrators was bombarded with brickbats and bottles by onlookers
while another cluster of 2,500 protestors was met by the forces of
Police Commissioner Connor with his snarling dogs and high
pressure firehoses

Worldwide attention was being focused on the plight of Blacks
whose reasonable demands were being met by the unbridled brutality
of the Birmingham police Senator Wayne Morse of Oregon said Birm
ingham "would disgrace a Union of South Africa or a Portuguese An
gola. The outcry led to negotiations with the city and Dr King
suspended his campaign on May 8 Two days later an agreement was
reached to desegregate lunch counters restrooms fitting rooms and
drinking fountains in department stores and to promote Blacks over a
60-day period The following day however the bombings of a deseg
regated hotel and the home of Dr King's brother Rev A D
King led to a disturbance by hundreds of Blacks that lasted until
State troopers arrived to assist local police Calm was restored Dr
King was considered victorious because of the attention he had at
tracted to racial injustice One by one public facilities in Birmingham
were opened to Blacks

Birmingham became a rallying cry for civil rights activists in
hundreds of cities in the summer of 1963 Marches were held in Selma
Ala. Albany Ga. Cambridge Md. Raleigh and Greensboro N.C.
Nashville and Clinton Tenn. Shreveport La. Jackson and Philadel
phia Miss. as well as in New York and Chicago

This period was also one of tragedy On June 12 1963 the day after
President Kennedy's dramatic call for comprehensive civil rights legis
lation Medgar Evers NAACP field secretary for Mississippi was shot
to death in front of his Jackson home Evers had been instrumental in
James Meredith's efforts to enter the University of Mississippi and a
month before his death had launched an antisegregation drive in Jack
son Byron de la Beckwith a fertilizer salesman was charged with
the murder and tried twice both trials ending in hung juries In
September 1963 attention reverted to Birmingham Ala. when the
16th Street Baptist Church was bombed killing four Black girls
aged 11 to 14 in their Sunday school class The tragedy was com
pounded by the deaths of two Black youths killed later that day in an
outburst of violence that followed the bombing

The climactic point of the campaign for Black equality came on
August 28 1963 when Dr King led 250,000 followers in the march
on Washington a nonviolent demonstration of solidarity engineered
by A Philip Randolph and Bayard Rustin to dramatize Black dis
content and demand an open desegregated society with equal justice
for all citizens regardless of race A goal of the march was passage
of a comprehensive civil rights bill to insure integrated education
equal access to public accommodations protection of voting rights and
nondiscriminatory employment practices In his address acclaimed as
the most memorable moment of the day Dr King recounted his dream
for an integrated society
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I have a dream that one day this Nation will rise up live
out the true meaning of its creed "We hold these truths to be
self-evident that all men are created equal. I have a dream
that one day on the red hills of Georgia sons of former slaves
and the sons of former slaveowners will be able to sit down
together at the table of brotherhood I have a dream that
one day even the State of Mississippi a State sweltering with
the heat of injustice * * * will be transformed into an oasis
of freedom and justice I have a dream that my four little
children will one day live in a nation where they will not be
judged by the color of their skin but by the content of their
character

Dr King pledged to continue to fight for freedom and concluded

When we allow freedom to ring
* * * from every town

and every hamlet from every State and every city we will be
able to speed up that day when all of God's children Black
men and white men Jews and Gentiles Protestants and
Catholics will be able to join hands and sing in the words of
the old Negro spiritual "Free at last ! Free at last ! Great God
A'Mighty we are free at last !

The march provided new impetus to the civil rights movement and
helped solidify the recognition of Dr King as one of the most im
portant spokesmen for the Black cause

Within weeks of President Kennedy's assassination on November 22
1963 his successor President Lyndon B Johnson asked the Congress
to end its deadlock and submit strong civil rights legislation for his
approval Congress responded by passing the Civil Rights Act of 1964
which contained provisions that Guaranteed Blacks the right to vote
guaranteed access to public accommodations such as restaurants
hotels and amusement areas authorized the Federal Government to
sue to desegregate public facilities including schools mandated non
discrimination in Federal programs and required equal employment
opportunity In addition on February 5 1964 poll taxes a device that
had been used to prevent Blacks from voting were barred with the
adoption of the 24th amendment

CORE and SNCC recruited 1,100 northern college students in a
drive to register on the voting rolls as many of Mississippi's 900,000
Blacks as possible in the freedom summer voter registration cam
paign of 1964 The campaign came to the forefront of public attention
on August 4 when the bodies of three civil rights workers—James E
Chaney Andrew Goodman and Michael Schwerner—were found
buried in a dam near Philadelphia Miss The three men missing since
June 21 had been shot to death Eighteen whites including several
police officers were arrested and charged with conspiracy to deprive
the victims of their civil rights Dismissed by Federal District Court
Judge W Harold Cox the charges were reinstated in 1968 after the
U.S Supreme Court decided that the Federal Government could pros
ecute State officials as well as private persons who conspire with them
who deprive persons of their constitutional rights

The year 1964 also marked an important personal achievement for
Dr King On December 10 he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in
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Oslo Norway At age 35 he was the youngest recipient of the award
in history and the second Black American after Dr Ralph J Bunche
the 1950 award winner Not only was the award a recognition of Dr
King's role in the nonviolent struggle for civil rights in the United
States but to many it signified official international recognition of the
Black protest movement

In 1965 civil rights advocates led by Dr King focused their atten
tion on Black voting rights At least two-thirds of Alabama's eligible
Black voters were not registered at the beginning of the year In Selma
Ala. on January 2 1965 Dr King announced a voter registration
drive centering on that city an attempt to dramatize the need for a
Federal voting rights law The violence directed against demonstrators
in Selma along with harassment by State and local authorities aroused
sentiment for such legislation In February Jimmy Lee Jackson a
civil rights worker from Perry County Ala. became the first martyr
of the campaign when he was killed by gunfire in a clash between dem
onstrators and State troopers Dr King organized but did not lead an
initial march from Selma to the State capital Montgomery on
March 7 The demonstrators were turned back just outside Selma by
State troopers with nightsticks tear gas and bull whips On March 9
1,500 Black and white marchers this time led by Dr King made a sec
ond attempt to reach Montgomery despite a Federal court injunction
They were again met by a phalanx of State troopers just outside Selma
Rather than force a confrontation Dr King asked his followers to
kneel in prayer and then instructed them to return to Selma His cau
tion cost him the support of many young militants who already mocked
him with the title "De Lawd. That evening in Selma three white min
isters were attacked and brutally beaten by white thugs Rev James
Reeb a Unitarian pastor from Boston died 2 days later as a result of
his injuries

On March 13 President Johnson addressed a joint session of Con
gress to propose enactment of a strong voting rights bill In one of the
most memorable speeches of his Presidency Johnson said

At times history and fate meet at a single time in a single
place to shape a turning point in man's unending search for
freedom So it was at Lexington and Concord So it was last
week in Selma Ala

In Alabama the twice-aborted march from Selma to Montgomery
began for a third time on March 21 led by two Black Nobel Peace Prize
winners Dr King and Dr Bunche On March 25 when the civil rights
marchers reached Montgomery their ranks had swelled to 50,000 In
an impassioned address on the statehouse grounds Dr King noted that
the Black protest movement was recognizing gains and no amount of
white terrorism would stop it He said

* * * I know some of you are asking today "How lo • will
it take I come to say to you this afternoon however d cult
the moment however frustrating the hour it will not be longbecause truth pressed to earth will rise again

How long Not long because no lie can live forever
How long Not long because you will reap what you sow
How long Not long because the arm of the moral universe

is long but it bends toward justice
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While the march was considered a success the tragedy that had
plagued it from the outset continued A civil rights transportation
volunteer Viola Liuzzo of Detroit was shot to death as she drove a
marcher home to Selma Four Ku Klux Klan members were arrested
for her murder three of whom were eventually convicted of violating
Mrs Liuzzo's civil rights and sentenced to 10 years in prison

The Selma campaign led to the passage of the Voting Rights Act
signed into law by President Johnson on August 6 1965 The act pro
vided for direct action through use of Federal examiners to register
voters turned away by local officials The Department of Justice moved
swiftly to suspend voter qualification devices such as literacy tests in
several Southern States and within 3 weeks of the law's enactment
Johnson announced that over 27,000 Blacks had been registered by
Federal examiners in three Southern States

Divisions in the ranks of Black Americans became painfully appar
ent in 1965 Militants labeled Dr King's nonviolence a tool of the white
power structure The February 21 assassination of Malcolm X a for
mer leader of the Black Muslims who had called for Black separation
underscored growing problems among Blacks Three Black men were
arrested for the Harlem shooting of Malcolm X

In early 1965 Dr King suggested that the SCLC wage a campaign
in northern cities for better housing for Blacks and nondiscriminatory
employment practices He spoke several times in the North That sum
mer he attacked patterns of de facto segregation in Chicago and
led a number of marches in predominantly Black neighborhoods of
that city It was also in 1965 that he first indicated a nexus between
Federal Government spending for the Vietnam war and cuts in Federal
assistance to the poor

The euphoria over the August 6 1965 signing of the Voting Rights
Act subsided a week later when the Watts section of Los Angeles ex

loded in the Nation's worst race riot since 1943 It lasted 6 days and
left35 dead 900 injured over 3,500 arrested and $46 million of prop
erty damage Dr King received a mixed welcome in Watts as he
preached nonviolence in the wake of the tragic disturbance He urged
massive Federal assistance for the northern urban poor who suffered
from economic discrimination and de facto segregation the underlying
causes of the Los Angeles violence

The Watts riot demonstrated the depth of the urban race problems
in the North At the beginning of 1966 Dr King launched a campaign
against discrimination in Chicago focusing his attack on substandard
and segregated housing He moved to a Chicago slum tenement in Jan
uary and promised to organize tenants and lead a rent strike if land
lords did not improve living conditions in the ghetto Mayor Richard
Daley met with Black leaders several times but he took no concrete
action to promote better housing or to implement nondiscriminatory
employment practices Violence against demonstrators plagued rallies
and marches led by Dr King in the spring and summer of 1966 At the
end of July he pressed his drive for better housing into Chicago's all
white neighborhoods Demonstrators were jeered and attacked during
these marches and Dr King himself was stoned in a parade through
the Gage Park section on August 5 Although he was stunned by the
vehement reaction of northern whites to civil rights activities Dr King
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planned a march through the all-white suburb of Cicero because de
mands for better housing were not acknowledged by the city He can
celed the Cicero protest however when the city administration and
Chicago business leaders agreed to meet with civil rights leaders The
city officials and Black leaders signed a summit agreement that mani
fested a commitment to open housing Though Dr King considered
the agreement a victory and moderate Black leaders saw it as setting
a new precedent by forcing the mayor to the conference table restive
Black militants criticized it as a middle class sellout The agreement
ultimately had little effect on the plight of Chicago Blacks and Dr
King's campaign was defeated by the combination of Mayor Richard
Daley's intransigence and the complexities of northern racism A posi
tive byproduct of the effort was the SCLC's Operation Bread Basket
that attacked economic ills and attempted to create new jobs for
Blacks

During 1966 the Black protest movement crumbled into several fac
tions SNCC led by Stokely Carmichael and CORE under Floyd
McKissick adopted the slogan "Black Power, symbolizing radicali
zation of the movement The term dramatically came to the attention
of the public during the Meredith march in June On June 6 1966
James Meredith had been shot and wounded shortly after he began a
220-mile "March Against Fear from Memphis Tenn. to Jackson
Miss He had hoped to embolden Blacks to register and vote as well as
to demonstrate the right of Blacks to move freely in the South On the
day after the assassination attempt the leaders of five major civil
rights organizations Dr King of the SCLC Roy Wilkins NAACP
Whitney Young Jr. National Urban League Floyd McKissick
CORE and Stokely Carmichael SNCC converged in Memphis to
pick up Meredith's march Dr King attempted to walk the line be
tween the militancy of SNCC and CORE and the moderate tactics of
the NAACP and the Urban League During the 3-week Meredith
march however the differing views of King and Carmichael became
increasingly apparent The SCLC president continued to advocate
nonviolence cooperation with whites and racial integration while
Carmichael urged Blacks to resist their white "oppressors and "seize
pc wer.

The marchers reached their destination Jackson on June 26 While
Meredith and King addressed the marchers it was Carmichael's plea
for Blacks to build a power structure "so strong that we will bring
them [whites] to their knees every time they mess with us that at
tracted the most attention In July 1966 CORE adopted "Black
Power rather than integration as its goal The NAACP disassociated
itself from the "Black Power doctrine

Urban riots in 1966 by angry and frustrated Blacks did not compare
to the magnitude of the Watts riot a year earlier but violence spread
to more cities 43 for the year including Washington D.C. Balti
more Dayton St Louis Brooklyn Cleveland Milwaukee and
Atlanta By the end of the summer 7 persons were dead over 400
injured 3,000 arrested property damage was estimated at over $5
million

1967 was a year of widespread urban violence sanctioned by some
Black militant leaders while abhorred by moderates who saw the up
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rising as ultimately counterproductive to Black interests It appeared
to some that the phase of the Black protest movement characterized by
nonviolent demonstrations led by Dr King was coming to an end
Many civil rights leaders thought violent upheaval inevitable In an
April 16 1967 news conference Dr King warned that at least 10
cities "could explode in racial violence this summer.

Urban racial violence did plague over 100 cities in 1967 During the
spring minor disturbances had occurred in Omaha Louisville Cleve
land Chicago San Francisco Wichita Nashville and Houston Then
in June Boston and Tampa experienced serious disorders The most
devastating riot since Watts in 1965 occurred however in Newark
from June 12 to 17 1967 an outburst that resulted in 25 deaths 1,200
persons injured and over 1,300 arrested The following month Detroit
was the site of the worst urban race riot of the decade one that left 43
dead over 2,000 injured and more than 3,800 arrested Rioting con
tinued around the country with outbreaks in Phoenix Washington
'D.C. and New Haven among other cities According to a report of
the Senate Permanent Committee on Investigations released in
November 1967 75 major riots occurred in that year compared with 21
in 1966 83 were killed in 1967 compared with 11 in 1966 and 36 in
1965

On July 27 1967 President Johnson established the National Ad
visory Commission on Civil Disorders chaired by Illinois Gov
Otto Kerner to investigate the origins of the disturbances and to make
recommendations to prevent or contain such outbursts On July 26 Dr
King with Roy Wilkins Whitney Young and A Philip Randolph
issued a statement from NAACP headquarters calling on Blacks to
refrain from rioting and urging them to work toward improving their
situation through peaceful means

Violence flared early in 1968 as students at South Carolina State
College on February 5 organized a protest against segregation at a
local bowling alley Following the arrests of several demonstrators
on trespassing charges a clash between students and police left eight
injured On February 8 renewed conflicts on the campus led to the
shooting deaths of three Black students The bowling alley was ulti
mately integrated but only after the National Guard was called in
Still sporadic disruptions continued

On February 29 a jolting summary of the final report of the Na
tional Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders was made public The
Commission found that the urban riots of 1967 were not the result of
any organized conspiracy as fearful whites had charged Rather it
concluded that the United States was "moving toward two separate
societies one Black one white—separate and unequal. The reportwarned that frustration and resentment resulting from brutalizing in
equality and white racism were fostering violence by Blacks The
Commission suggested that the Nation attack the root of the problemsthat led to violence through a massive financial commitment to pro
grams designed to improve housing education and employment op
portunities This advice was significant because it came not from mili
tants but from moderates such as Illinois Governor and Commission
Chairman Kerner New York City Mayor and Commission Vice
Chairman John V Lindsay NAACP executive board chairman RoyWilkins and Senator Edward W Brooke of Massachusetts In the con
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elusion of its report the Commission quoted the testimony of social
psychologist Dr Kenneth B Clark who referred to the reports of
earlier violence commissions

I read that report
* * * of the 1919 riot in Chicago and it

is as if I were reading the report of the investigating commit
tee on the Harlem riot of 1935 the report of the investigating
committee of the Harlem riot of 1943 the report of the Mc
Cone Commission on the Watts riot

I must in candor say to you members of this Commission
it is a kind of Alice in Wonderland with the same moving
picture reshown over and over again the same recommenda
tions and the same inaction

Black leaders generally felt vindicated by the report On March 4
1968 Dr King described it as "a physician's warning of approaching
death [of American society] with a prescription to life The duty of
every American is to administer the remedy without regard for the
cost and without delay.

In December 1967 Dr King had announced plans for a massive
campaign of civil disobedience in Washington to pressure the Federal
Government to provide jobs and income for all Americans In mid
March he turned his attention from this Poor People's Campaign to
a strike of sanitation workers in Memphis Tenn. and thus began his
last peaceful crusade

THEROADTO MEMPHIS(S)

A quest for world peace and an end to economic deprivation for all
American citizens regardless of race were uppermost in Dr King's
mind during the last year of his life as manifested by his staunch
opposition to the Vietnam war and his Poor People's Campaign an
effort designed to dramatize the scourge of poverty in the United
States In March 1968 he interrupted his planning of the Poor
People's March on Washington to travel to Memphis Tenn. where he
hoped to organize a nonviolent campaign to assist the poorly paid
mostly Black sanitation workers who were on strike for better pay
better working conditions and recognition of their union

By 1967 American forces in Vietnam had grown to over 500,000and more than 6,000 Americans had died in the escalating Southeast
Asian conflict.(!) Opposition to U.S involvement in Vietnam had
begun to intensify Dr King was among those who called for dis
engagement and peaceful settlement

The press pointed to Dr King's address at New York City's River
side Church on April 4 1967 as the time when the SCLC president
publicly disclosed his opposition to the Vietnam war even thoughhe had made similar statements and had been urging a negotiatedsettlement since early 1965 (5) He attacked the foreign policy of the
Johnson administration emphasizing the connection between waste
ful military spending and its harmful effect on the poor as social
programs were dropped in favor of Vietnam-related expendituresHe warned that this pattern was an indication of the "approaching
spiritual death of the Nation Dr King described the United States
as the "greatest purveyor of violence in the world today, and said
that the high proportion of fatalities among Black soldiers in Viet
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nam demonstrated "cruel manipulation of the poor who bore the
burden of the struggle On April 15 1967 at a rally at the United
Nations he called for a halt to U.S bombing

Dr King was stunned by the vehement reaction to his call for
peace especially from his colleagues in the civil rights movement For
example Urban League president Whitney Young and NAACP
executive director Roy Wilkins strongly condemned Kings paci
ficism (6) Moderate Black leaders feared that the generally sym
pathetic Johnson administration would be antagonized by the SCLC
president's ministrations while Dr King argued that war priorities
diverted valuable resources that could be used to improve the condi
tion of America's Blacks At the same time his indefatigable belief
in nonviolence was increasingly challenged by younger more militant
Blacks who did not renounce the use of violence to achieve their goals
A King biographer David L Lewis wrote that by early 1967 "the
verdict was that Martin was finished. (7)

In late 1967 in keeping with his belief that the problem of domestic
poverty was exacerbated by use of Government funds to finance the
war in Vietnam Dr King turned his attention to the plight of the
poor in America At an SCLC meeting in Atlanta in December 1967
he presented a plan for a nonviolent demonstration by a racially
integrated coalition of the poor to take place in Washington D.C.
in April 1968 Using creative nonviolence these ignored Americans
would demand an economic bill of rights with the objectives of a
guaranteed annual income employment for the able-bodied decent
housing and quality education Dr King planned that the poor would
demonstrate beginning on April 20 until the Government responded
to their demands He wrote

We will place the problems of the poor at the seat of the
Government of the wealthiest Nation in the history of man
kind If that power refuses to acknowledge its debt to the
poor it will have failed to live up to its promise to insure life
liberty and the pursuit of happiness to its citizens

iIn

the face of criticism of his antiwar views by moderate Blacks and
rejection of his tireless devotion to nonviolence by militants Dr King
also hoped to use the Poor People's Campaign to broaden his base of
support and buoy the SCLC In the opinion of Dr King's closest
associate Reverend Abernathy SCLC vice-president-at-large in 1968
and Dr King's successor as president of the organization SCLC
influence had declined since the Selma Ala. voter registration cam
paign in 1965 Stymied in its efforts to deal with the urban racism of
the North the SCLC had seen a decline in financial contributions after
the 1966 Chicago drive for better housing and nondiscriminatory
employment practices Abernathy described the SCLC's failure to

mplement
new policies in Chicago as "the SCLC's Waterloo.

Public sentiment for a negotiated settlement in Vietnam intensified
in early 1968 following the bloody Tet offensive during which the
National Front attacked almost every American base in Vietnam and
destroyed the U.S Embassy in Saigon Dr King continued his criti
cism of the Johnson administration's escalation of U.S involve
ment in Southeast Asia In a March 16 1968 address to delegates
at the California Democratic Council's statewide convention in
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Anaheim he urged that Johnson's nomination be blocked by the
Democratic Party that year charging that the President's obsession
with the war in Vietnam was undercutting the civil rights move
ment (8) According to one writer this was Dr King's first public call
for President Johnson's defeat (9) Although he did not endorse
either of the Democratic peace candidates Senator Eugene B Mc
Carthy or Senator Robert F Kennedy he did praise the civil rights
record of each aspirant

During the weekend of March 16 to 17 1968 Dr King told Rev
James Lawson of Memphis Tenn. that he would be willing to make
an exploratory trip to Memphis to speak on behalf of striking sanita
tion workers He was expected to appear there on Monday night
March 18 1968 Reverend Lawson had first contacted Dr King in late
February 1968 in the hope that the SCLC president could assist the
garbage workers in pressing their demands as well as avert further
violence between the strikers and the police

At the heart of the Memphis strike was the issue of racial discrim
ination (10) As the result of heavy rains in Memphis on January 31
1968 Black crews of sanitation workers had been sent home without
pay while white city employees had been allowed to work and re
ceived a full day's wage On the following day two Black sanitation
workers took shelter from the rain in the back of a compressor
garbage truck The truck malfunctioned and the two were crushed to
death These events were the catalyst for a strike of Memphis sanita
tion workers 90 percent of whom were Black they were protesting
the problems faced by the workers low wages unsafe working con
ditions lack of benefits such as medical protection and racial dis
crimination on the job On February 12 1968 all but 200 of the 1,300
Memphis workers walked off their jobs The American Federation of
State County and Municipal Employees (AFSCME) supported the
strike and demanded a pay raise recognition of AFSCME as sole
bargaining agent seniority rights health and hospital insurance
safety controls a meaningful grievance procedure and other benefits

Newly elected Memphis Mayor Henry Loeb III rejected the de
mands labeling the strike illegal and refusing to negotiate until the
workers returned to their jobs Using the slogan "I am a man, Blacks
believed that union representation was tantamount to their recogni
tion as human beings The racial issue became a central theme and the
NAACP intervened in the strike

When the Memphis City Council refused to hear their demands
for union recognition on February 23 1968 the striking workers had
responded with their first march They were ruthlessly dispersed by
police indiscriminately using mace and nightsticks Several marchers
were injured On the following day the city obtained an injunction
a ainst further marches

Deeply affected by the violence Black ministers in Memphis in
cluding Lawson Rev Samuel B Kyles and Rev H Ralph Jackson
formed a strike support organization Community on the Move for
Equality (COME) and called for a boycott of downtown stores Be
ginning on February •26 COME organized a large number of Black
Memphians to support the daily marches that continued for the dura
tion of the strike and COME leader Lawson invited Dr Martin Luther
King Jr. to Memphis
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In the midst of organizing his Poor People's Campaign Dr King
was reluctant to travel to Memphis when first approached by Lawson
in late February Rev Andrew Young in 1968 the executive vice
president of SCLC told the committee that the SCLC staff initially
opposed a King trip to Memphis Dr King eventually agreed how
ever to make an initial trip in an attempt to discourage further
violence rearranging his schedule and flying to Memphis on March 18
1968 He saw the poorly paid badly organized mostly Black garbage
workers as epitomizing the problems of the poor in the United States

On the evening of March 18 Dr King gave a well-received address
to a throng of 17,000 strikers and their supporters Encouraged by
his reception he announced he would head a citywide demonstration
and sympathy strike of other workers on Friday March 22 As the
result of a recordbreaking snowstorm the march was rescheduled for
Thursday March 28 In the meantime efforts to settle the strike failed
as Mayor Loeb tenaciously continued to reject union demands

At about 11 a.m on March '28 2 hours after the march had origi
nally been scheduled to begin Dr King arrived at the Clayborn Tem
ple in Memphis to lead the demonstrators By this time the impatient
and tense crowd of about 6,000 persons had heard rumors that police
had used clubs and mace to prevent a group of high school students
from joining the demonstration

The march led by Dr King and Reverend Abernathy began shortly
after 11 As it proceeded along Beale Street toward Main several
Black youths broke store windows with signpost clubs Police clad in
gas masks and riot gear blocked Main Street Abernathy and Dr King
were somewhere in the middle of the procession not at its head when
they heard the shattering of glass Some teenagers at the rear of the
march began breaking windows and looting stores When violence
appeared imminent Dr King asked Reverend Lawson to cancel the
march SCLC aides commandeered a private automobile and Dr King
was hustled away to safety at the Holiday Inn-Rivermont Hotel

As Lawson pleaded with the marchers to return to Clayborn Temple
police moved toward Main and Beale where youths met them with
picket signs and rocks Tear gas was fired into the mob of young Blacks
and stragglers who were unable to make their way back to the starting
point Police dispersed the crowd with nightsticks mace and finally
guns In the ensuing melee 60 persons were injured and Larry Payne
a 16-year-old Black youth was killed by police gunfire Much of the
violence was attributed to the Invaders a group of young Black mili
tants A curfew was ordered following the riot and Tennessee Gov
Buford Ellington called out 3,500 National Guard troops

Dr King was upset and deeply depressed by the bloody march
Never before had demonstrators led by Dr King perpetrated violence
according to Abernathy The press excoriated Dr King for inciting the
tragic confrontation even though he was quick to state that his staff
had not planned the march and it had been poorly monitored The
Memphis debacle was labeled a failure of nonviolence direct action

Three members of the militant Invaders visited Dr King on the
morning following the violence Friday March 29 They acknowledgedtheir role in inciting the disturbance but explained that they merely
wanted a meaningful role in the strike Dr King said he would do
what he could but stated emphatically that he could not support a
group that condoned violence At a press conference later that morn
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ing he announced that he would return to Memphis the following
week to demonstrate that he could lead a peaceful march (11) He and
Abernathy then left Memphis for Atlanta at 3 p.m Both Jesse
Jackson and Andrew Young members of the SCLC executive board
in 1968 told the committee that they believed Dr King would
not have returned to Memphis if the March 28 demonstration had
been nonviolent Following the Memphis incident critics including
civil rights leaders such as Roy Wilkins of the NAACP were doubtful
that Dr King could control a demonstration and asked that he cancel
the Poor People's Campaign to avoid another bloody eruption

On Saturday March 30 1968 in Atlanta Dr King along with the
SCLC executive staff including Abernathy Young Jackson James
Bevel Walter Fauntroy and Hosea Williams decided it was crucial
to resolve the Memphis dispute before marching on to Washington
with the Poor People's Campaign Abernathy said Dr King was "very
delighted by this plan which would allow him to prove the efficacy of
nonviolence The next day Dr King preached at Washington's Na
tional Cathedral urging human rights in the United States and with
drawal from Vietnam He mentioned the Poor People's march and
promised an orderly nonviolent demonstration That evening Presi
dent Johnson announced his decision not to seek reelection in 1968

On Monday April 1 an entourage of SCLC executive staff members
arrived in Memphis to lay the groundwork for a peaceful demonstra
tion in support of the striking garbage workers preparation that re
grettably had been ignored before the last march Memphis was the
focus of national attention the next day as hundreds of Blacks attended
the funeral of riot victim Larry Payne

Dr King with Abernathy and administrative assistant Bernard
Scott Lee arrived in Memphis on Wednesday April 3 That morning
their flight had been delayed in Atlanta for more than an hour by an
extensive search for a bomb following a threat against Dr King So
lomon Jones a local mortuary employee who served as Dr King's
chauffeur during his Memphis visits took Dr King and Abernathy
from the airport to the Lorraine Motel Dr King's April 3 return visit
to Memphis had received heavy publicity It was common knowledge
that he would be staying at the Lorraine and at least one radio sta
tion announced that he was booked in room number 306 according to
Kyles

On the morning of April 3 U.S District Court Judge Bailey Brown
issued a temporary restraining order against the SCLC-sponsored
demonstration that was originally scheduled to occur on Friday April
5 Dr King was determined to lead the march despite the injunction
and the planned protest became a major attraction for Blacks and
union leaders

Torn'do warnings were broadcast in Memphis during the afternoon
of April 3 and heavy rain fell on the city that night Despite the in
clement weather 2.000 persons gathered that evening at the Mason
Temple Church and awaited Dr King who was scheduled to speak
there King had asked Reverend Abernathy to talk in his place but
when Abernathy saw the enthusiastic crowd waiting to hear the SCLC
president he telephoned Dr King and urged him to give the address
King agreed to go to Mason Temple where he gave one of the most
stirring speeches of his career the last public address of his life
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After alluding to the bomb scare that morning and other threats
against him Dr King explained his return visit to Memphis despite
such intimidation Ambassador Young later remarked to the commit
tee that the address was "almost morbid, and Abernathy noted that
his friend appeared particularly nervous and anxious

Dr King concluded the speech with a reference to his own death
* * *

Well I don't know what will happen now We've got
some difficult days ahead But it really doesn't matter to me
now because I've been to the mountaintop I won't mind

Like anybody I'd like to live a long life Longevity has its
place but I'm not concerned about that now I just want to do
God's will and He's allowed me to go up to the mountain And
I've looked over And I've seen the Promised Land

So I'm happy tonight I'm not worried about anything I'm
not fearing any man "Mine eyes have seen the glory of the
coming of the Lord.

After the talk Dr King and Young had dinner at the home of Judge
Ben Hooks a Memphis Black leader Later that evening Dr King's
brother Rev A D King arrived in Memphis from his home in Louis
ville Ky He registered at the Lorraine Motel at 1 a.m on April 4 Dr
King who had not expected his brother in Memphis visited with him
until almost 4 a.m

THE LASTMOMENTSMEMPHIS TENN. APRIL4 1968

Dr King spent the last day of his life Thursday April 4 1968 at
the Lorraine Motel Walter Lane Bailey owner of the Lorraine later
recalled that the usually businesslike SCLC president was particularly
jovial that day "teasing and cutting up.

At an SCLC staff meeting that morning the march planned for
the next day was postponed until the following Monday April 8 In
addition that morning SCLC general counsel Chauncey Eskridge ap
peared before Judge Bailey Brown in Federal court and argued that
the city's injunction against the proposed demonstration should be
lifted In the meantime four members of the Invaders presented a
series of demands to Dr King including one for several thousand dol
lars He refused to entertain their demands After the men left he told
a group of executive board members that he would not tolerate advo
cates of violence on his staff and was angry that two Invaders had been
assigned to work with the SCLC

At about 1 p.m. Dr King and Reverend Abernathy had a lunch of
fried catfish at the motel then Abernathy went to his room to take a
nap while Dr King visited his brother in his room

At about 4 p.m on the afternoon of April 4 Abernathy was awak
ened from his nap by the telephone in his motel room He answered
and Dr King asked him to come to his brother's room No 201 so they
could talk

When Abernathy reached A D.'s room Dr King told him that
he and A D had called Atlanta and had spoken with their mother who
was pleased that her sons could get together in Memphis He also said
that they were all invited to the Kyles home for dinner At King's di
rection Abernathy called Mrs Kyles to find out what she would be
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serving and she said she would have a good dinner of prime rib roast
and soul food such as chitterlings greens pig's feet and blackeyed peas

At about 5 p.m. according to Abernathy he and Dr King returned
to room 306 to shave and dress for dinner He recalled Dr King's use
of an acrid sulfurous depilatory to remove his heavy beard part of his
daily shaving ritual As they were preparing to leave Abernathy
mentioned that he would not be able to attend the poor people's march
in Washington in April because he had planned a revival at his West
Hunter Street Baptist Church in Atlanta for that same day Dr King
told Abernathy he would not consider going to Washington without
him and attempted to make arrangements for someone else to handle
the Atlanta revival He called Rev Nutrell Long in New Orleans but
was unable to reach him

Dr King then told Abernathy to go to the West Hunter Street
Church and tell his congregation that

* * *
you have a greater revival you have a revival where you

are going to revive the soul of this Nation where you are
going to cause America to feed the hungry to have concern
for those who are downtrodden and disinherited you have a
revival where you are going to cause America to stop denying
necessities to the masses * * *

Abernathy agreed to go to Washington with Dr King
At about 5:30 p.m. Kyles went to room 306 and urged Dr King

and Abernathy to hurry so they would get to dinner on time "OK
Doc it's time to go, he urged Kyles had arrived at the Lorraine at
about 4 p.m and had run into the Bread Basket Band an SCLC sing
ing group He had been singing some hymns and movement anthems
with them until shortly after 5 p.m Dr King assured Kyles that he
had telephoned the preacher's home and that Mrs Kyles had said
dinner was not until 6 "We are not going to mess up her program,
Dr King insisted

When he finished dressing Dr King asked Kyles if his tie matched
his suit He was in a good mood according to Kyles who told the
committee that Dr King teased him about dinner saying he once had
been to a preacher's house for ham and Kool-Aid and the ham was
cold "I don't want to go to your house for cold food.

As Dr King adjusted his tie he and Kyles walked onto the balcony
outside room 306 The room overlooked a courtyard parking lot and
swimming pool The two men faced west toward the backs of several
rundown buildings on Mulberry Street Dr King greeted some of the
people in the courtyard below and Kyles said hello to SCLC attorney
Eskridge who had been in Federal court most of the day Eskridge
was challenging the injunction against the SCLC's proposed Monday
march and the court had decided to permit a demonstration though
it restricted the number of marchers and the route After court had
adjourned at 3 p.m. Eskridge went with Young to the Lorraine where
they saw Dr King in A D.'s room and informed him of the ruling At
that time Dr King invited Eskridge to join him for dinner at the
home of Reverend Kyles Thus Eskridge was standing in the Lor
raine's courtyard parking lot shortly before 6 p.m. awaiting Dr
King's departure for dinner Dr King leaning against the iron railing
of the balcony called to Eskridge and asked that he tell Jesse Jackson
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a manlier of the SCLC's Chicago chapter to come to dinner with him
Eskridge found Jackson who was also in the courtyard and invited
him to dinner suggesting that he change into something other than
the turtleneck he was wearing

Rev James Orange of the SCLC advance team and James Bevel
were also in the courtyard Both had been assigned by the SCLC staff
to work in Memphis with the Invaders in an effort to get the young
militants to cool down Orange had just arrived at the Lorraine with
Marrell McCullough a Memphis Police Department undercover offi
cer Orange and Bevel wrestled playfully in the courtyard Dr King
spotted them and shouted to Bevel "Don't let him hurt you.

Dr King's chauffeur Solomon Jones was standing next to the
funeral home limousine which he had parked in front of room 207
below room 306 Jones had been parked in front of the Lorraine
since 8:30 a.m that morning and he later recalled that this was the
first time Dr King had stepped out that day Dr King told Jones to
get the car ready for their trip to Kyles home and Jones urged him
to bring a top coat because it was chilly that evening "Solomon you
really know how to take good care of me, Dr King responded

Dr King's administrative assistant Bernard Lee along with
Andrew Young and Hosea Williams were also talking in the Lorraine
parking lot waiting for Dr King to leave for dinner Young recalled
that Jones said "I think you need a coat to Dr King Ben Branch
leader of the Bread Basket Band was also there with Jesse Jackson
Dr King called down to Branch "Ben make sure you play `Precious
Lord Take My Hand at the meeting tonight Sing it real pretty.

"OK Doc I will, Branch promised
Meanwhile in room 306 Abernathy recalled that at some point

shortly before 6 p.m. he and Dr King put on their coats and were
about to leave the motel Abernathy hesitated and said "Wait just a
moment Let me put on some aftershave lotion.

According to Abernathy Dr King replied "OK I'll just stand right
here on the balcony.

Kyles recalled that Dr King asked Abernathy to get his topcoat and
then called to Jackson "Jesse I want you to go to dinner with us this
evening, but urged him not to bring the entire Bread Basket Band
Kyles chided Dr King "Doc Jesse had arranged that even before
you had. Kyles then stood on the balcony with Dr King for a moment
finally saying "Come on It's time to go. Kyles turned and walked
away to go down to his car After a few steps Kyles called to lawyer
Eskridge in the courtyard below "Chauncey are you going with me
I'm going to get the car.

At 6:01 p.m. as Dr King stood behind the iron balcony railing in
front of room 306 the report of a high-powered rifle cracked the air A
slug tore into the right side of his face violently throwing him
backward

At the mirror in room 306 Abernathy poured some cologne into his
hands As he lifted the lotion to his face he heard what sounded like
a "firecracker. He jumped looked out the door to the balcony and
saw that Dr King had fallen backward Only his feet were visible one
foot protruding through the ironwork of the balcony railing Accord
ing to Abernathy the bullet was so powerful it twisted Dr King's
body so that he fell diagonally backward As Abernathy rushed out
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to aid his dying friend he heard the cries and groans of people in the
courtyard below

Just below the balcony Jones recalled that Young and Bevel shoved
him to the ground just after the firecracker sound He looked up and
saw Abernathy come out of the room and then realized that the prone
Dr King had been shot Lee who had been talking with Young and
Bevel took cover behind a car and then noticed Dr King's feet pro
truding through the balcony railing

Memphis undercover policeman McCullough recalled that immedi
ately before he heard the shot he saw Dr King alone on the balcony
outside room 306 facing a row of dilapidated buildings on Mulberry
Street As he turned away from Dr King and began to walk toward
his car McCullough an Army veteran heard an explosive sound
which he assumed was a gunshot He looked back and saw Dr King
grasp his throat and fall backward According to McCullough's ac
count he bolted up the balcony steps as others in the courtyard hit the
ground When he got to Dr King's prone figure the massive face
wound was bleeding profusely and a sulfurous odor like gunpowder
perhaps Dr King's depilatory permeated the air McCullough took a
towel from a housekeeping tray and tried to stem the flow of blood

Eskridge had heard a "zing and looked up toward the balcony He
saw that Dr King was down and as Abernathy walked out onto the
balcony Eskridge heard him cry out "Oh my God Martin's been shot.
A woman screamed

Abernathy recalled that when he walked out on the balcony he had
to step over his mortally wounded friend

* * * the bullet had entered his right cheek and I patted his
left cheek consoled him and got his attention by saying "This
is Ralph this is Ralph don't be afraid.

Kyles who had started to walk toward his car ran back to room
306 Young leaped up the stairs from the courtyard to Dr King whom
he found lying face up rapidly losing ,blood from the wound Young
checked Dr King's pulse and as Abernathy recalled said "Ralph it's
all over.

"Don't say that don't say that, Abernathy responded
Kyles ran into room 306 Abernathy urged him to call an ambulance

Kyles tried to make the call but was unable to get through to the motel
switchboard

Lee Jackson and Williams had followed Young up the steps from
the courtyard to room 306 Dr King's still head lay in a pool of blood
Abernathy kneeling over his friend tried desperately to save Dr
King's life Several of the men on that balcony pointed in the direc
tion of the shot Frozen in a picture taken by photographer James
Louw they were aiming their index fingers across Mulberry Street and
northwest of room 306

An ambulance arrived at the Lorraine about 5 minutes after Dr
King had been shot according to Abernathy By this time policeofficers "cluttered the courtyard. Abernathy accompanied the uncon
scious Dr King to the emergency room of St Joseph Hospital The
39-year-old civil rights leader described by Abernathy as "the most
peaceful warrior of the 20th Century, was pronounced dead at 7:05
p.m. April 4 1968





A JAMESEARLRAY FIREDONE SHOTATDR MARTINLUTHERKING
JR. THE SHOT KILLED DR KING

Shortly after 6 p.m on April 4 1968 Dr Martin Luther King
Jr. was shot and mortally wounded as he stood on the second-floor
balcony outside his room at the Lorraine Motel in Memphis Tenn He
was pronounced dead at 7 :05 p.m at St Joseph Hospital

James Earl Ray a 40-year-old convicted armed robber who had
escaped from the Missouri State Penitentiary in Jefferson City Mo.
on April 23 1967 pleaded guilty on March 10 1969 in Shelby County
(Tenn.) Criminal Court to the first degree murder of Dr King He
was sentenced to 99 years at the State penitentiary
(a) Biography of James Earl Ray

James Earl Ray was born on March 10 1928 in Alton Ill The Ray
family moved a few miles from Alton to Bowling Green Mo. in 1930
and 5 years later they moved to near Ewing Mo. where Ray received
his elementary school education

At age 16 Ray moved back to Alton where he lived with his grand
mother He worked in the dye room of the International Shoe Tannery
in nearby East Hartford Ill He was laid off in December 1945 and
6 weeks later enlisted in the Army He was stationed in West Ger
many where he was charged with drunkenness and breaking arrest
Ray was discharged for ineptness and lack of adaptability for service
in December 1948

After his discharge Ray returned to stay with his grandmother
in Alton Ill. and embarked on a life of odd jobs and jail sentences
He worked for the Dryden Rubber Co in Chicago until he was laid
off in September 1949 and then left for Los Angeles Calif On Octo
ber 11 he was arrested for robbing a cafe and was sentenced to 90 days
imprisonment

Upon his release from jail in Los Angeles in the spring of 1950 he
traveled back to Illinois where he worked until May 1952 During
this time he attempted to earn his high school diploma at night He
robbed a cab driver of $11.90 on May 6 1952 He was found guilty of
robbery and incarcerated at the State penitentiary at Joliet and later
at the State prison farm in Pontiac until his release on March 12 1954

Ray then moved to Quincy Ill On March 7 1955 Ray and an ac
complice Walter Rife broke into the Kellersville Ill. post office and
stole 66 postal money orders as well as a validating stamp The two
men fled to Miami Fla. but were arrested in Missouri on their return
Ray pleaded guilty to the robbery and on July 1 1955 was sentenced
to 45 months at the Federal penitentiary in Leavenworth Kans

Ray was paroled from Leavenworth in early 1959 He robbed two
grocery stores in St Louis Mo. and one in Alton during the summer

(287)
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and fall of 1959 He was eventually capture and tried for the St Louis
robbery in December 1959 On March 17 1960 hebegan serving a 20
year sentence at the Missouri State Penitentiary Ray tried to escape in
November 1961 and again in March 1966 Following the second at
tempt he was examined at the State hospital in Fulton Mo. and deter
mined capable of standing trial for escape

On April 23 1967 Ray did escape from the Missouri State Peni
tentiary Over the following 11½-month period he traveled exten
sively in North America residing in such cities as Chicago Montreal
Birmingham Los Angeles and Atlanta On the afternoon of April 4
1968 posing as John Willard Ray rented a room at a Memphis room
inghouse near the Lorraine Motel That day Dr Martin Luther King
Jr. was assassinated as he stood on the second-floor balcony of the
Lorraine Motel

On May 7 1968 the Shelby County Criminal Court named James
Earl Ray in an indictment for the first-degree murder of Dr King
An international manhunt culminated with Ray's capture at Heathrow
Airport in London England on June 8 1968 Following extradition
proceedings in England Ray was returned to the United States on
July 19 1968 Ray pleaded guilty to the murder of Dr King on
March 10 1969 Judge W Preston Battle sentenced him to 99 years
in the penitentiary

(b) The Committee's Investigation
With Ray's background and the record of his arrest trial convic

tion and sentence as background the committee undertook an exhaus
tive investigation of all available evidence bearing on Ray's involve
ment in the assassination of Dr King It conducted eight extensive
interviews with Ray at Brushy Mountain State Penitentiary in Petros
Tenn. where he is serving the 99-year sentence for the murder of
Dr King. The committee also listened to 3 clays of testimony by Ray
in public session on August 16 17 and 18 1978 and it closely exam
ined all known writings tape recordings transcripts and interviews
made by or about Ray since his April 23 1967 escape from the Mis
souri State Penitentiary Further the committee interviewed dozens
of associates of Ray and hundreds of other witnesses many of whom
testified under oath in executive session or during 20 days of public
hearings Thousands of Government documents were scrutinized par
ticularly files of the Memphis Police Department and the FBI. Rec
ords from other agencies such as the Department of State and the
Central Intelligence Agency were also reviewed Scientific evidence
was thoroughly analyzed by experts in such areas as firearms forensic
pathology and engineering

'Ray's interviewswith the committeewerepublishedas appendicesto the committee
hearings SeeAppendixto the Hearingsbeforethe SelectCommitteeon AssassinationsU.S Houseof Representatives95thCongress2d Session(WashingtonD.C U.S Govern
ment Printing Office1979) vol IX—XI(hereinafter—Appendixto the HSCA—MLK
Hearings—)2Becauseof widespreadpublicallegationsof FBI complicityIn the assassinationthe
committeerecognizedthat FBI fileswerepotentiallytainted Ultimatelyhoweverthe
committee'sinvestigationuncoveredno evidenceto supportthe allegations(seesectionII D) The committeedid note majordeficienciesin the scopeand methodof the FBI's
hostass"ssinationlnvesti+'ation(seesectionIi E) Neverthelessthe committeewassatisfiedthat it couldconsultFBI filesas oneof a numberof sourcesof informationin thecase
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Based on its investigation the committee determined that James
Earl Ray fired the shot that killed Dr Martin Luther King Jr

1 DR KINGWASKILLEDBYONESIIOTFIREDFROMIN FRONTOFIIIM

In March 1968 Dr Martin Luther King Jr. traveled to Memphis
Tenn. to lead a march in support of striking sanitation workers The
march was disrupted by violence and ended in a riot Dr King
returned to Memphis on April 3 1968 in an attempt to demonstrate
that a peaceful march could succeed in achieving desired social and
economic goals (1)

I)r King and his party were staying at the Lorraine Motel a Black
owned establishment near the waterfront area of Memphis Dr King
was sharing room 306 with his associate Dr Ralph Abernathy and it
was on a balcony in front of that room at 6:01 p.m on April 4 1968
that Dr King was struck by a bullet and mortally wounded.(2)

Shortly after Dr King was pronounced dead his body was taken
from St Joseph Hospital to John Gaston Hospital where an autopsy
was performed by Dr Jerry T Francisco the Shelby County medical
examiner He concluded that Dr King's death was the result of a

single "gunshot wound to the chin and neck with a total transection of
the lower cervical and upper thoracic spinal cord and other structures
of the neck. 3

Following the submission of Dr Francisco's report questions were
raised by critics of the investigation about the thoroughness of the
report and the procedures that were followed These included questions
about whether Dr Francisco properly traced the path of the bullet
through I)r King's body and perforated all the normal procedures of
a complete autopsy

To resolve issues raised by the autopsy the committee retained a
panel of three noted forensic pathologists to review the medical evi
dence pertaining to the assassination The panel examined all available
relevant evidence including clothing worn by Dr King at the time
of his death bullet fragments recovered from his body photographs
and slides taken (luring the course of the autopsy and microscopic
slides and tissue blocks from the autopsy and neuropathology study
The panel also reviewed the report of the committee's firearms panel
as well as X-rays medical reports notes and documents submitted
by physicians who treated Dr King (3) The forensic pathology panel
traveled to Memphis to view the crime scene and meet with Dr Fran
cisco and the physicians who treated Dr King at St Joseph
Hospital (4)

The panel determined that Dr Francisco had not dissected the path
of the bullet during the autopsy Dr Michael Baden chief medical
examiner for New York City and spokesman for (5) the autopsy
panel testified that this decision resulted entirely from Dr Francisco's
"concerns about not causing any unnecessary deformity to the body
and "his sensitivity to the treatment of the dead. Dr Baden also
noted however that `"tracing the bullet track proper at the time of

A detaileddiscussionof Dr Francisco'sfindingsand the separateconclusionsof the
committee'sforensicpathologypanelare containedin XIII appendixto the HSCA—MLK
hearings
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the autopsy would have given additional information for questions
that might arise later. (6)

The panel concluded nevertheless that the autopsy findings were
generally accurate Dr Baden testified that Dr King died as a result
of a single gunshot wound caused by a bullet that entered the right
side of the face approximately an inch to the right and a half inch
below the mouth.(') The bullet fractured I)r King's jaw exited the
lower part of the face and reentered the body in the neck area (8) It
then severed numerous vital arteries and fractured the spine in several
places causing severe damage to the spinal column and coming to
rest on the left side of the back The bullet traveled in a downward
and rearward from a medial direction (9)

The panel found that the wounds to I)r King were caused by the
bullet recovered from his body—a Remington-Peters soft-point
metal-jacketed bullet fired from a distance by a high-velocity
rifle (10) Based on the examination of the evidence by the forensic
pathology panel the committee concluded that I)r King died as a
result of one shot fired front in front of hint

2 TIIE SHOTTHAT KILLEDDR KLNGWASFIREDFROMTHE BATHROOM
WINDOWAT THE REAROF A ROOMINGHOUSEAT 4221/2 SOUTHMAIN
STREETMEMPHIS TENN

An important issue has always been the location of the assassin at
the time the shot was fired -Unfortunately precise directional and
trajectory data could not be obtained in this investigation through
forensic pathology for two reasons One a dissection of the bullet's
path was not performed during the autopsy and could not be clone at
the time of the committee investigation Two it was not possible to
determine I)r King's exact position at the time of the shooting (11)

Front extrinsic evidence the autopsy panel accepted that at the
moment the bullet entered his body I)r King was at the balcony rail
ing talking to someone on the pavement one story below.(12) Accord
ingly the panel found that the bullet pathway was consistent with the
shot coming front his right and above (1.3) The autopsy panel con
cluded that the single bullet that struck Dr King must have come from
across Mulberry Street, because Dr King's body was facing in that
direction and because a bullet coaling front that direction would have
traveled on a downward slope The panel concluded further that the
bullet was probably fired from the area of the roominghouse at 4'2'2½
South Main Street but the panel could not determine front the
medical evidence alone whether the shot was fired front the bathroom
window on the second floor or front the shrubbery below the
window (14)

Because of the importance of determining as accurately as possible
the location of the assassin the committee retained Koog'le and Pouls
Engineering Inc of Albuquerque N Mex. to conduct engineering

*SeeMLKExhibitF—19(crimescenediagram) Hearingsbeforethe SelectCommitteeon AssassinationsU.S Houseof Representatives95thCongress2d Session(WashingtonD.C. U.S GovernmentPrinting Office1979) vol I p 77 (hereinafterHSCA—MLKHearings)aThe panelwasaskedto concentrateon thesetwospecificareasbecausethe committeereceivedeyewitnesstestimonysupportingeachas the firinglocationof the assassin
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surveys at the scene of the assassination The engineering consultant
met the committee and committee medical panel members in Memphis
in June 1978 and the firm proceeded to conduct an engineering survey
using sophisticated scientific equipment (15)

Eyewitness testimony indicated that at the moment of the bullet's
impact Dr King was standing on the motel balcony in front of room
306 conversing with associates in the courtyard below (16) The engi
neering survey was based on scientific measurements of the rear of the
roominghouse from that position and of the probable posture of Dr
King's body at the instant of impact that is with his head forward
looking down into the parking area and with a slight forward bend
at the waist.(17) While the consultant was unable to state with
certainty the vertical angle of the trajecto'y,(18) the geometric data
was consistent with both the bathroom window at the rear of the roonl
inghouse(If)) and shrubbery within the garden area at the rear of
418–4221/2South Main Street (20) as possible locations for the assassin

Because the medical and engineering evidence was not conclusive
as to the precise origin of the shot,(21) the committee used the
testimony of witnesses at the scene to determine the most likely origin
Charles Quitman Stephens a roominghouse tenant who occupied room
6-B maintained in a sworn affidavit given on June 13 1968 that on
two or three occasions during the afternoon of April 4 1968 he "heard
footsteps leaving room 5–B and going past [his] rooms and into the
common bathroom at the end of the hall.' ° A second tenant William
Charles Anschutz told FBI interviewers that during the afternoon of
April 4 1968 he made two attempts to use the bathroom and found it
occupied on each occasion IIe recalled that Stephens told him through
the door of room 6–B that the bathroom was being used by the new
tenant in 5–B (22) This information became significant in light of
the uncontroverted evidence that Ray did in fact rent room 5–B on
the afternoon of April 4

Neither Anschutz nor Stephens could recall for the committee details
of these bathrooms visits by the occupant of rooms 5–B but Stephens
noted in a sworn statement that at the time of the assassination he
was seated at the kitchen table in room 6–B when he heard a loud
explosion that he recognized as a shot After looking out the window
toward the Lorraine Motel he heard footsteps running in the hallwayHe went to the door opened it looked out and observed a man with
something under his arm turning the corner at the end of the hallway
Stephens was sure the individual had come from the bathroom ad
joining his apartment because of the loudness of the shot.(23)

Stephens sobriety on the afternoon of April 4 was called into question by a number of sources and the committee slid not rely on his tes
timony for an eyewitness identification of the assassin It believed that
he was sober enough however to determine that a loud explosion had
occurred nearby and that he saw a man fleeing down the hallway (24 )
Similarly Anshutz heard a shot opened his door and saw a man fleeingdown the hallway from the direction of the bathroom.(25)

GraceWW'aldenwhooccnniedroomG-Bas Stephenscommon-lawwife gavea varietyof conflictingst'tementswith respectto her observationsimmediatelyafter the assassination SineeMs Walden'stestimonyIeea,nethesu!^ectofdisn''teandcausedcontroversyitIs discussedin a separatesectionof this report SeesectionII A b infra
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Witnesses in the vicinity of the Lorraine including several officials
of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) who were
awaiting Dr King for dinner pointed in the direction of the rear of
the roominghouse when asked by a Memphis police officer about the
direction of the shot.

Marcell _McCullough an undercover Memphis police officer was one
the first people to reach T)r King's body He testified in a committee
public hearing that based on his police training and experience he
determined from the position of the fallen body that the shot had come
from the area of the roominghouse (2G) Others in the courtyard in
chiding Ben Branch and Jesse Jackson also believed that the shot had
come from the direction of the roominghouse (27)

Solomon Jones who was serving as Dr Kings driver and who was
in the courtyard of the Lorraine at the time of the shot told the com
mittee in a sworn statement that he saw a movement of something
white and "as tall as a hinuan being in the brush beneath the rooming
house after Dr King was shot (2k) There had been speculation that
Jones observed in fact the hasty retreat of an assassin Jones told
the conuittee however that lie saw the object for only a brief time He
(lid not see a head or arms he could not tell whether the object was
Black or white male or female and he assumed the object was a human

being simply because he could think of no other explanation (29)
In addition Jones stated that at the moment of the assassination

both Bernard Lee and Andrew Young "reached and got me on each
shoulder and pulled nie to the ground. He stated further that by
the time he got up off the ground policemen had "almost arrived at
the Lorraine Motel from a nearby firehouse.(-30)

The committee believed that the movement Jones perceived actually
occurred several moments after the shot If it was in fact a person it
may have been a law enforcement officer responding to the shot

Other evidence while not weighted heavily «;as nonetheless con
sistent with the bathroom of the roominghouse as the likely firing lo
cation of the assassin A slight indentation in a windowsill in the
bathroom was originally thought by Memphis police to have been
caused by a rifle barrel FBI analysis could not confirm that the mur
der weapon was the cause of the indentation nor could the committee
The committee's firearms panel conducted a microscopic review and
chemical analysis of the windowsill but it too could not confirm or
eliminate the murder weapon or in fact any rifle or other object as the
cause of the indentation (-31)

Similarly scuff marks found in the bathtub could indicate that the
assassin stood in the tub while taking aim through the bathroom
window The committee determined in fact that a clear shot at room
306 of the Lorraine could only have been made from the bathroom if
the assassin was standing in the bathtub The committee however
was unable to eliminate the alternative possibility that these marks
apparently made by someone wearing shoes were left by police officers
attempting to check possible shooting angles immediately after the
assassination

7SeeMLKExhibitF—454VIHSCA—MLKHearings420(a photographof severalcCLC
memberspointingtowardthe roominghousefromthe balconyof the Lorraineimmediately
followingDr King'sassassination)
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Although the scientific evidence did not independently establish the
location of the assassin when it was combined with witness testimonyit pointed strongly to the rear of the roominghouse In light of the mu
tually corroborative testimony of Stephens and Anschutz and the
absence of significant evidence of an alternative firing location the
committee found that the shot that killed Dr King was fired from
the bathroom window at the rear of the roominghouse at 4221/2 South
Main Street

:i JAMESEARLRATPURCHASEDTILERIFLETHATWASUSEDTOSHOOTDR
KINGANDTRANSPORTEDIT FROMBIRMINGHAMALATOMEMPHISTENN.
WHEREIIE RENTEDAROOMAT422%SOUTHMAINSTREETANDMOMENTS
AFTERTIIE .ASSASSINATIONHEDROPPEDIT NEAR424 SOUTHSLAINSTREET

I)r King was killed by a Remington-Peters soft-point metal
jacketed bullet fired from a high velocity .30-06 rifle The committee
determined that a rifle purchased by James Earl Ray on March 30
1968 in Birmingham Ala. and which was found in front of Canipe's
Amusement Co. 424 South Main Street moments after the assassina
tion was the type of rifle that could have fired the bullet that killed
Dr King

From a combination of field investigation scientific data and ad
missions by Ray the committee was convinced that Ray purchasedthe rifle transported it to the scene of the crime and abandoned it
near the scene immediately after the shooting First the evidence is
conclusive that Ray purchased a .30-06 caliber Remington Game
master slide action rifle serial No 461476 model 760 with a Redfield
variable telescopic sight serial No A17330 and Weaver sight mount
This rifle sight and mount were recovered by police officers immedi
ately after the assassination and were later designated exhibit "Q2
by the FBI Ray repeatedly admitted as he did under oath at a
conunittee public hearing that on March 29 1968 he purchased a .243
caliber rifle and a telescopic sight at the Aeromarine Supply Co in
Birmingham Further Ray admitted that the next clay he exchanged
the .243 caliber rifle for a more powerful .30-06 Remington Game
master.(-12) That rifle was identified as the rifle found in front of
Canipe's Amusement Co on April 4 1968

Ray's admission about the purchase and exchange was corroborated
by the statements of V L Baker and Donald Wood the Aeromarine
employees who dealt with Ray on March 29 and 30 Wood in fact
identified Ray as the man known to him as Harvey Lowmeyer who
on March 30 received the .30-06 rifle in exchange for the original
.243 purchase (33) In addition the Aeromarine sales receipt reflects
the initial purchase and subsequent exchange by Lowmeyer the alias
Ray admitted using at the time of the rifle purchase.(34)

The committee found significant Ray's use of an alias other than
Eric S Galt during a transaction that could be directly tied to the
assassination Ray had established identification as Eric S Galt and
used that name almost exclusively for 9 months preceding the assassi
nation When he rented an apartment or a room bought a car secured
a driver's license took dance lessons rented a safe deposit box visited
a doctor attended bartending school and subscribed to a locksmith
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course all everyday activities he did so as Eric Starvo Galt.(35) On
the other hand in transactions directly linked to the assassination
and therefore the most incriminating Ray deviated from his estab
lished identity He used the name Harvey Lowmeyer only for the
purchase of the rifle (36) similarly he used the name John Willard
only to rent the room at Bessie Brewer's roominghouse at 422½ South
Main Street Memphis.8

Although Ray claimed to have taken a slow drive through Alabama
and Mississippi from March 31 to April 4 authenticated documents
and sworn testimony convinced the committee that Ray in fact re
turned to Atlanta and left there for Memphis no earlier than April 1
and possibly as late as April 3 Regardless Ray admitted transporting
the rifle from Birmingham to Memphis (37) claiming that he gave
it to Raoul at the New Rebel Motel on the evening of April 3 never
to see it again

Thus the committee established that Ray bought a .30-06 Remington
Gamemaster in Birmingham and took it to Memphis This same rifle—
with Ray's fingerprints on it—was found on the sidewalk in front of
424 South Main Street moments after the assassination

Ray also admitted renting room 5-B at Bessie Brewer's rooming
house using the name John Willard (38) In interviews with the com
mittee as well as in the original investigation Mrs Brewer recalled
renting room 5-B to John Willard She also noted that the tenant
rejected the first room shown to him one equipped with light house
keeping facilities saying he only wanted a sleeping room Willard
then accepted 5-B Mrs Brewer recalled which was in the rear of the
building near the bathroom and which offered a view of the front of
the Lorraine _Motel (39) 9 A man matching the general description of
Ray was also seen at the time he rented the room by Charles Stephens
and by Bertie Reeves another resident of the roominghouse (!0)

As noted previously both Stephens and Anschutz saw a man carry
ing a bundle that could have contained a rifle fleeing down the hallway
shortly after the shooting Bernell Finley who was shopping in
Canipe's Amusement Co at the time of the assassination recalled
hearing a sound like the backfiring of an automobile A short time
later he saw a man walking by the front of the store heard a noise and
saw a bundle in the entranceway of the store He then caught a glimpse
of the profile of a man walking away in haste (41) During his FBI
interview Finley described the man as a white male of average build
wearing a dark suit Shortly after he saw the man Finley heard the
screech of tires and saw a white Mustang pull away from the curb (42)

°Raytestifiedthat hemadethesenamechangesbecausehe knewhisinvolvementin gunrunningwith a personhe knewonlyas Raoulwas illegal (A completeanalysisof Ray'sRaoulstoryappearsat SectionII A 6 infra.) Thisexplanationis underminedhoweverbyRay'suseof the Galtaliasat the NewRel`elMotelin MemphisonApril3 1964wherehe
plannedto meetRaouland exchangethe rifle as wellas by his admittedinvolvementinpast criminalendeavorssuch as smugglingat the Canadianborder without similarlyelaborateprecautionarymeasuresThe committeebelievedRayrevertedto the Galt aliasat the NewRebelbecausehis stay there was not powerfullyincriminatingand to disassociatehimselffurtherfromtheactivitieshehadengagedin as LowmeyerandWillardinpreparationfor the assassination°Whileroom5—Boffereda viewof the LorraineMotel it did not providea steadycomfortablefiringpositionsincea shooterwouldhaveto leanout the windowto aimatthe motel Thewindowof the bathroomat the endof the hall frontingon the rear of theLorraine did not presentthis problemSeeMLKexhibitsF—19(crimescene) 7 HSCAMLKhearings 77 F—20(BessieBrewer'sroominghousesecondfloor) I HSCA—MLK
hearings 79
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Guy Canipe owner of the amusement company told the committee
he had no recollection of hearing the shot He did remember hearing
a thud at the front door and catching a glimpse of a dark-skinned
white man passing the store (43) In an earlier FBI interview Canipe
described the man as white between 5 feet 10 inches and 6 feet tall
with a chunky build wearing a dark suit and generally clean and neat
in appearance He also told the FBI that within moments of hearing
the bundle drop he saw a small white car pull away from the curb on
Main Street.(44) Canipe did not recall this car (45) when he was
interviewed by the committee Julius Graham another customer in
Canipe's store could not provide the committee with a description
of the individual who dropped the bundle but he did recall that a
white Mustang passed the store heading north shortly after the bundle
was dropped (446)

The bundle dropped in front of Canipe's was recovered immediately
afterward by Memphis police officers It contained among other items
two cans of Schlitz beer the April 18 edition of the Memphis Com
mercial Appeal a plastic bottle of aftershave lotion a .30-06 rifle
with a serial number matching that of the rifle purchased by Ray in
Birmingham ammunition and a pair of binoculars (47) The bundle
also contained a portable radio with an identification number scratched
off it When the FBI was able to decipher the number it was revealed
to be Ray's Missouri State Penitentiary inmate number (48)

The committee in an effort to evaluate the available fingerprint
evidence in the case retained a fingerprint expert Vincent Scalice of
Forensic Control Systems Scalice examined latent fingerprints lifted
from the rifle the binoculars a Schlitz beer can and the front page of
the Memphis Commercial Appeal All were found to be the prints of
James Earl Ray Because of other commitments Scalice could not
complete the fingerprint identification so the committee retained
Darrell D Linville and Ray Holbrook fingerprint specialists for the
Washington D.C Metropolitan Police Department They subse
quently identified Ray's prints on the telescopic sight on the rifle and
on the bottle of aftershave lotion No prints either identifiable or un
identifiable other than those identified as Ray's were found on the
rifle (4.9)

Having determined that Ray purchased the rifle that his prints
were on the rifle that no other prints were on the rifle and that a man
matching Ray's description dropped the rifle shortly after the shot
the committee turned to the firearms evidence in an effort to establish
if possible that the Q2 rifle was the murder weapon

The committee retained a panel of five of the foremost firearms
examiners in the United States to review the ballistics evidence.'o
A total of 257 man-hours were consumed by the firearms examination
which consisted of 81 comparisons of Q64 the bullet taken from
Dr King's body with test-fired bullets as well as exhaustive micro
scopic visual and chemical analyses Despite this effort. the panel was

10Asidefromthe obviousimportanceofan accurateanalysisof the firearmsevidencethecommitteenotedthat the firearmsexaminationin the originalFBI investigationwasinconclusiveThe FBI foundit was "* * * not possibleto determinewhetheror not Q64'the bulletremovedfromDr King'sbody]wasactuallyfiredfromthe Q2rifle.
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forced to conclude that "the bullet exhibit Q64 cannot be identified
or eliminated as having been fired from the rifle Q2. 11(50)

The panel however did make the following positive determinations
1 The Q64 bullet was a .30-06 caliber bullet of Remington

Peters manufacture
2 The bullet was imprinted with six lands and six grooves and

a right twist by the rifle from which it had been fired
The Q2 rifle had general class characteristics of six lands and

six grooves with a right twist
The cartridge case (Q3) found in the Q2 rifle had been fired

in the Q2 rifle
The damage to Dr King's clothing when tested microscop

ically and chemically revealed the presence of lead from a disinte
grating bullet and also revealed the absence of nitrites (the pres
ence of nitrites would have indicated a close-range discharge)

The damage to the clothing was consistent with the caliber
and condition of the Q64 bullet (51)

While the firearms panel could not say conclusively that the rifle
found in front of Canipe's one with Ray's fingerprints on the stock
and scope fired the fatal shot it did conclude that it was possible for
the shot to have been fired from that rifle When the panel's conclusions
were combined with Ray's admissions fingerprint evidence and the
testimony of other witnesses there was ample evidence for the coin
mittee to conclude that Ray had purchased the .30-06 rifle transported
it to Memphis shot Dr King and dropped the murder weapon in front
of Canipe's Amusement Co while fleeing from the scene of the crime

4 IT IS HIGHLYPROBABLETHATJAMESEARLRAYSTALKEDDR KINGFORA
PERIODIMMEDIATELYPRECEDINGTHE ASSASSINATION

The committee considered allegations that Ray stalked Dr King
for a period of time preceding the assassination and it developed evi
dence indicating a high probability that Ray did in fact pursue Dr
King from Los Angeles to Atlanta and ultimately to the Lorraine
Motel in Memphis

In all likelihood the stalking began about March 17 1968 the day
that Ray left Los Angeles and drove eastward Ray's decision to leave
California was not impulsive In discussions with his acquaintances
from a bartending school earlier in March 1968 he had mentioned his
plans to travel east on two separate occasions (52) Moreover Ray sub
mitted a postal change of address card 12with a forwarding address of
Atlanta Ga. Dr King's home city before leaving Los Angeles

Ray however never conceded his intent to travel to Atlanta from
Los Angeles In an interview with Dan Rather of CBS in 1977
Ray flatly stated that he never knew he was going to Atlanta until he
arrived in Birmingham "* * * and there was no forwarding address
[when I left Los Angeles] and of course that would be very damaging

11It is a commonmisunderstandingthat bulletscanalwaysbematchedto guns In factit is not alwayspossibleto matchbulletsto guns and no significanceshouldbe attachedto the failure Indeed the paneldeterminedthat the individualbulletsthat it firedfromthe Q2 rifle couldnot alwaysbe matchedscientificallywith the weaponsincethe rifleapparentlyenersvesineonoistentcharacteristicson successiverounds SeeMLKfirearmspanelreport XTIIHSCA—MLKhearings12See MLKexhibitF—52(postal changeof addresscard) II HSCA—MLKhearings50-51
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against me. (53) Similarly in his public hearing testimony Ray
emphatically denied filing a change of address in Los Angeles although
he did acknowledge the possibility that he mentioned Atlanta during
a telephone conversation with an associate of Raoul (54) When the
committee confronted Ray with the change of address card that he had
filed in Los Angeles on March 17 indicating a temporary change of
address to General Delivery Atlanta until April 25 Ray admitted the
card was his and that he must have filed it before his departure from
Los Angeles.( 55) Ray could not explain his statement to Rather that
an intent to go to Atlanta was damaging (56) Since Atlanta was the
national headquarters of the SCLC as well as Dr King's home the
committee found Ray's anticipated travel to that city as the first
significant indication of his interest in tracking the activities of Dr
King

Ray's probable stalking of Dr King continued with his trip to
Selma Ala. following his departure from Los Angeles Dr King was
in the Selma area on March 21 Ray admitted being in Selma on
March 22 (a motel registration card for his Galt alias confirms his stay
there) 13but his explanation for being there was not convincing He
claimed that while driving from New Orleans to Birmingham al
legedly to meet Raoul he got lost and had to spend the night in
Selma (57) The committee noted however that in 1968 there were
two direct routes from New Orleans to Birmingham and that Selma
was on neither of them It was situated in between the two routes about
45 miles out of the way The committee further determined that it
would have been difficult for Ray to have become lost between New
Orleans and Birmingham

The committee found Ray's activities following the purchase of the
rifle relevant to the stalking theory On March 28 the day after vio
lence cut short a Memphis march led by Dr King Ray purchased a
.243 caliber rifle in Birmingham.( 58) On March 30 he exchanged it
for a .30-06 Remington,(59) the rifle the committee concluded he used
to assassinate Dr King

Ray testified that between March 30 and April 3 he took a slow
drive through Alabama and Mississippi stopping at different motels
each night on his way to meet Raoul in Memphis (60) The committee
could find no evidence witness corroboration or documentation to
support this account.' On the other hand there was substantial evi
dence indicating that Ray returned to Atlanta following the rifle
purchase Thus Ray's movements roughly paralleled those of Dr
King who returned to Atlanta from Memphis on March 30 Except
for a trip to Washington D.C. on March 31 Dr King remained in
Atlanta until April 3 1968 when he returned to Memphis (61)

Ray adamantly denied that he returned to Atlanta before proceeding
to Memphis At a public hearing of the committee he testified "I know

13SeeMLKexhibitF—53(FlamingoMotelregistrationcard) II HSCA—MLKhearings5514Duringhis publichearingtestimonyJamesEarl Ray'sbrother Jerry assertedthatrecordsthat wouldhaveshownJames stay at the SouthernMotelin Mississippion April1 1968 had beendestroyedby the FBI ThecommitteeexploredJerry Ray'sallegation—it tooktestimonyfromthe managerof the motel and it reviewedregistrationcardsfromthe motelfor the appropriateperiod Thecommitteedeterminedthat Jerry Ray'sallegationwaswithoutmerit
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I didn't return to Atlanta If I did I will just take the responsibility
for the King case here on TV. (62)

The committee reviewed two incidents however that compellingly
show that Ray did in fact return to Atlanta after purchasing the
murder weapon in Birmingham First the committee established that
on March 31 Ray paid his Atlanta landlord Jimmy Garner for a
second week's rent he wrote his name on an envelope and gave it to
Garner (63) This payment was one of the 56 stipulations of material
fact that Ray agreed to in his guilty plea (64) In addition a commit
tee interview with Garner confirmed the date of the payment (65)
When Ray was confronted with Garner's statement he claimed Garner
was in error He suggested that the issue of his presence in Atlanta
could be cleared up by checking with the Piedmont Cleaners where he
left his laundry on March 25 26 or 27 and picked it up on April 5
1968.(66)

While Ray was correct about the date he retrieved the clothing both
the laundry receipts(67) and the Piedmont Cleaners ledger as well as
the public testimony of a retired Piedmont employee Annie Estelle
Peters proved that Ray left his laundry at Piedmont on April 1 1968
(68) Ray's charge that the incriminating documents were somehow
falsified was refuted by both the sworn public testimony of Mrs Peters
and the Piedmont ledger book

The committee observed that while Ray was in Atlanta on April 1
both the Atlanta Constitution and the Atlanta Journal published
stories about the volatile situation in Memphis and Dr King's inten
tion to return to the troubled city (69) The committee believed that
after learning from news accounts of Dr King's intention to return to
Memphis Ray left Atlanta and headed for Memphis himself After
arriving in Memphis on April 3 Ray checked into the New Rebel
Motel on the outskirts of the city (70) The next day he moved to a
roominghouse adjacent to the Lorraine Motel (71)

Rev Samuel B Kyles of Memphis an associate of Dr King re
called that on April 3 he heard a radio broadcast reporting that Dr
King was staying at room 306 of the Lorraine (72) Among Ray's pos
sessions left in front of Canipe's authorities recovered a copy of the
Memphis Commercial Appeal with a front page story about Dr King
one that placed him at the Lorraine Motel for lunch on April 3.( 73)
Ray's fingerprint was found on the front page of the newspaper (74)

With information that Dr King was staying at the Lorraine avail
able to Ray the transfer from the New Rebel Motel to Bessie Brewer's
roominghouse takes on special significance The rear of the rooming
house faces the Lorraine offering an ideal vantage point for one who
was stalking Dr King and waiting for an opportunity to assassinate
him (75)

Ray testified that he might have purchased the newspaper but that
he did not read it on April 4 and that he was not aware Dr King was
in Memphis "I really wasn't aware that he was existing,"(76) he
stated In light of the high visibility of the sanitation worker's strike
Ray's natural sensitivity to the increased police activity because of
his fugitive status the radio and newspaper coverage of Dr King's
activities and Ray's fingerprint on the April 4 edition of the Memphis
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Commercial Appeal the committee concluded that Ray's denial was
not worthy of belief

The manner in which Ray selected his room at Bessie Brewer's
roominghouse provided additional evidence of his intent to monitor
Dr King's movements Room 8 the first room Ray was shown was
located toward the front (South Main Street) side of the building It
was across the hall from the office where Ray had approached Mrs
Brewer It offered neither privacy nor the possibility of a view of the
Lorraine Motel located to the rear of the building.15 Ray rejected the
room telling Mrs Brewer he wanted only a sleeping room and not an
apartment (77)

The second room 5-B was located in another wing of the building
away from the office and toward the rear of the building Further its
window offered the possibility of a direct view of the Lorraine The
committee found no evidence that Ray entered the room and examined
the view from the window before accepting it Nevertheless the pri
vacy and its location at the rear of the building apparently made the
room more acceptable to Ray

Ray's monitoring of Dr King was also indicated by his purchase
of a pair of binoculars after renting the room Ray admitted pur
chasing binoculars on the afternoon of April 4 1968 (78) This admis
sion was corroborated by a sales receipt from the York Arms Co. 162
South Main Street Memphis dated April 4 1968 the statement of
Ralph Carpenter the sales clerk who sold the binoculars to Ray (79)
and Ray's fingerprint on the binoculars The binoculars with the re
ceipt were found in the bundle of evidence outside Canipe's Although
inexpensive they would have enabled Ray to keep a close watch on
movement at the Lorraine Motel from the rear of the roominghouse
Ray could have observed the Lorraine either from room 5-B by lean
ing slightly out of the window or from the bathroom at the end of the
hall Examination of room 5-B immediately after the assassination
revealed that a dresser had been pushed from in front of the window
and that a chair had been moved up to the window,(8O) indicating
that Ray had in fact used the window for surveillance of the Lorraine

Thus there is compelling circumstantial evidence that from
March 17 1968 Ray tracked Dr King's movements from Los Angeles
eastward and then followed him to Selma Ala. Atlanta Ga. and ulti
mately Memphis Tenn. where he rented a room from which he could
observe Dr King and purchased a pair of binoculars to assist him in
his observations The committee concluded that these were activities
performed by Ray in preparation for assassinating Dr King

5 JAMESEARLRAYFLEDTHE SCENEOF THE CRIMEIMMEDIATELYAFTER
THE ASSASSINATION

The committee concluded that James Earl Ray shot Dr King from
the bathroom window on the second floor of the north wing of "Bessie
Brewer's roominghouse fled from the building carrying a bundle
containing the weapon and other items and dropped the bundle in
the entranceway of Canipe's Amusement Co The evidence further

15See MLKExhibit F—20(diagram secondfloor BessieBrewer'sroominghouse)IHSCA—MLKhearings 79
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indicated that Ray then drove from the area in a small white car
heading north Police radio broadcasts shortly after the assassination
identified a white Mustang with a single white occupant as the car
and suspect seen fleeing the scene.16

After his flight from the immediate scene the evidence established
moreover that he drove for 11 hours to Atlanta Ga. where he
abandoned his automobile picked up laundry hastily packed some
belongings at Garner's roominghouse and then fled north to Can
ada.(81) Ray's flight alone provided substantial corroboration for
Ray's involvement in the assassination Thus the committee questioned
him about it at length in interviews and during his appearance at a
committee public hearing

Although Ray denied in his public testimony that he was at the

roominghouse at the time the shot was fired he admitted leaving
Memphis in the Mustang shortly after 6 p.m on April 4 1968 He
claimed that while returning from a service station shortly after 6

p.m. he saw a police roadblock near the roominghouse.(82) He gave
as a reason for leaving Memphis his instinctive fear of police and his
concern that something had gone wrong with Raoul's gunrunning
scheme (83)

By his own account Ray proceeded to drive south toward New
Orleans planning to telephone Raoul's associates in that city to see
whether they could explain what had happened at the roominghouse
Ray asserted that up to this time he was unaware of Dr King's
assassination in Memphis (84)

During his second interview with the committee Ray explained
that somewhere south of Memphis he had turned on his car radio
and heard for the first time of the attempt on the life of the civil

rights leader Ray claimed that at this time he saw no connection
between the police activity around the roominghouse Raoul and the

reported assassination attempt
STAFFCOUNSEL* * * [W]hen you first heard the bulletin

that Dr King had been shot did you in your mind then
realize that this had nothing to do with you or Raoul

RAY I didn't even pay too much attention to that There
was another bulletin and I listened to it and I think music
was on before it and

STAFF COUNSEL But his question is that when you heard
that did you at least then assume that that must have been
what the police car was blocking the

RAY No no there was no connection there whatsoever (85)

Approximately 15 minutes later while still driving toward New
Orleans and seeking a telephone to contact Raoul's associates Ray
stated that he heard a second report that announced that the police

leRay acknowledgedin publichearingsthat he purchaseda 1966white Mustangin
Birminghamin August1967and that he drovethe Mustangto the vicinityof the Brewer
roominghousein Memphison the day of the assassinationSeeI HSCA—MLKhearings
101.)I' Ray testifiedthat he reachedTorontoon April6 1968 after travelingby bus and
train fromAtlanta In fact his Torontolandl''dv Mrs FeliksaSzpakowskato'd authori
tiesin 1968that he had registeredonApril8 1968Whilea stopoverat somecitybetween
Atlanta and Torontothereforeseemedlikely the committeefoundno evidenceto show
therehadbeenone
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were seeking a person in a white Mustang in connection with the
assassination At this time Ray decided that he was somehow in
volved in the assassination and that the police were looking for his
white Mustang (86) The realization caused Ray to change his plans
immediately and head east for Atlanta He was by then convinced
that Raoul was involved in the assassination and he feared that he
had become the object of a nationwide manhunt Ray was so certain
of this involvement that he said he threw out everything he had in the
car including some expensive photographic equipment apparently
thinking that these items might link him to the assassination (87) By
his own account he continued nonstop for Atlanta

Ray was asked to explain the thought process by which he had con
cluded based on the information available to him that Raoul was
involved in the assassination Ray specified a general apprehension
about the "guns, that is the gunrunning operation and the involve
ment of a Mustang

STAFF COUNSEL Well that's what I'm trying to pin
point—when you started to think Raoul may be involved in
the shooting of Dr King what was it you were thinking of
It can't be the broadcast about the car it's got to be some
other things and what were they

RAY Well of course the guns was always a considera
tion I thought that when I I first pulled out of the area in
the car but I hate to keep getting back to this same thing but
that Mustang was what really concerned me

STAFFCOUNSELThat's why you wanted to get out of there
but I'm trying to find out what is it that made you decide or
think Raoul may be involved in the shooting of King

RAY Well I think it was his association with the
Mustang he was in the general area and of course the
guns.* * *(88)

At another time Ray described his thought process as follows
RAY * * * The assumptions were step by step The first

assumption I made was when they started looking for the
Mustang was that they were looking probably for me If
they were looking for me then the next assumption was
that they might have been looking for this Raoul and there
may have been some offense committed in this area (89)

Ray's explanation for his flight from Memphis to Atlanta was
crucial to his claim of innocence in light of the highly suspicious char
acter of his conduct during the hours following the assassination Con
sequently the committee examined his account in great detail and
found it unpersuasive

First there was no mention of the suspect's description or of any of
Ray's aliases—John Willard for example—during the broadcasts that
Ray heard He therefore had little reason to suppose the authorities
were looking for him

Second Ray testified in public hearings that he was unaware of
Dr King's presence at the Lorraine Motel.(90) Further the radio
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broadcasts apparently made no mention of the Lorraine Bessie
Brewer's roominghouse or the addresses of either There was no reason
therefore to associate the police activity at the roominghouse with the
reports of an assassination attempt on Dr King

Third Raoul had never exhibited overt racial animosity or men
tioned the possibility of shooting Dr King during their extended
period of criminal association (91) There was no reason therefore to
associate Raoul with the reported attempt on Dr King's life

Fourth Ray claimed that he was in his own Mustang—away from
the roominghouse—at the time of the assassination In addition he
stated that by the time he returned to the vicinity of the roominghouse
police roadblocks had already been erected a clear indication that the
Mustang reported to have been seen leaving the crime scene had de
parted some time before Thus it is difficult to understand why Ray
would have believed that the police were not looking for his Mustang

Fifth Ray's story of his flight assumes as a necessary ingredient
Raoul's presence in the Memphis roominghouse The committee how
ever found no evidence to support the existence of Raoul on April 4
1968 or any other time

Finally as an "innocent dupe, Ray's immediate danger stemmed
from the possibility of an erroneous stop of his white Mustang and
the subsequent discovery of his status as an escapee from Missouri
State Penitentiary Nevertheless he accepted this risk and remained
in the car for 11 hours during the drive from Memphis to Atlanta
This behavior was illogical and it suggested that Ray believed the
benefit to be gained in placing distance between himself and the area
of the assassination outweighed the substantial risk of an arrest on an
all points bulletin for the white Mustang The committee found Ray's
decision to accept this risk comprehensible only if he knew of the
bundle drop—and the substantial evidence he had left behind tying
him directly to the assassination

Ray's decision to flee south to Atlanta rather than directly north
to Canada was also significant since it too created an increased risk
of arrest The committee considered two explanations First Ray re
turned to Atlanta to receive money for the assassination Second there
was highly incriminating evidence in Atlanta that Ray needed to
eliminate before leaving the country

The committee found no evidence to support the first explanation
Some evidence indicated that Ray had photographed Dr King while
in Atlanta,18 raising the possibility that he had left photographs in
the city This possibility was perhaps corroborated by Ray's admis
sion that he threw out his camera equipment during the drive from
Memphis Ultimately however the committee was unable to developconcrete evidence supporting this explanation for Ray's return to
Atlanta Nevertheless the committee found Ray's conduct followingthe assassination and his inadequate explanation for that conduct to
be significant additional evidence of his involvement in the
assassination

18This evidencewas receivedin the formof a sworndepositionfrom a witnesswhorequestedanonymity
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6 JAMES EARLRAY'SALIBI FORTHE TIME OF THE ASSASSINATIONHIS
STORYOF "RAOUL, ANDOTHERALLEGEDLYEXCULPATORYEVIDENCEARE
NOT WORTHYOF BELIEF

(a) Ray's alibi
One of the best defenses available to a criminal defendant is an

alibi—"the plea of having been at the time of the commission of a
[criminal] act elsewhere than at the place of its commission. If the
defense can be established the prosecution's case inevitably fails

The committee received substantial evidence that James Earl Ray
was at Bessie Brewer's roominghouse during the hours immediately
preceding the assassination that he fired the murder weapon that
he fled the roominghouse that he dropped a bundle in the doorway
of Canipe's Amusement Co. and that he fled from Memphis to At
lanta in his white Mustang immediately after the assassination

Ray however asserted an alibi defense He told the committee that
he was not at the roominghouse at the moment Dr King was murdered
but was in fact blocks away at a service station attempting to get a
flat tire fixed It was upon his return from the service station to the
roominghouse that he ran into the police roadblock that precipitated
his flight from Memphis (92)

Ray's story to the committee was not his first alibi for the assassina
tion He hack told his attorney Arthur Hanes Sr. that at approxi
mately 6 p.m on April 4 1968 he was sitting in his parked Mustang
in front of 422½ South Main Street when Raoul came running out
of the roominghouse jumped in the back of the car threw a white
sheet over himself and told Ray to drive away Ray told Hanec that
he followed the instructions After they had driven a few blocks
Raoul jumped out of the car never to be seen again.(93) This story
was also given to author William Bradford Huie who was working
with Hanes Huie quoted it in his book about the King assassination
"He Slew the Dreamer."(94)

Ray changed his alibi to the gas station story after replacing Hanes
with Percy Foreman as his defense counsel (95) He relied on it to
prove his Innocence in his 1978 public testimony When questioned as
to why he switched alibis Ray said the "white sheet story was in
tended as a joke at the expense of Huie who had an interest in the
Ku Klux Klan (96) Ray claimed that he did not tell Hanes or Huie
the true story because he was afraid they would give the information
to the FBI whose agents would then be able to undermine it Ray said
he had planned to give the gas station account at his trial when he took
the witness stand in his own defense

Chairman STOKESAll I want to know is why you didn't tell
this man [Hanes] who is representing you in a capital case
the truth

RAY It wasn't I wasn't telling you the truth I just didn't
tell him that It was my intention to tell the jury that

Chairman STOKES You were going to spring this on your
attorney at the trial

RAY Yes that's correct (97)
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The committee was unable to understand why Ray who planned
to go to trial and take the stand would have decided to withhold a
valid alibi from his own attorney especially since Ray faced the possi
bility of capital punishment If the gas station story were true and
Hanes had been told of it he could have found witnesses to corrob
orate it and support Ray's testimony By withholding his story Ray
guaranteed that his testimony which was subject to impeachment be
cause of his prior criminal record would stand alone without inde
pendent corroboration

The committee found it impossible to believe that Ray would have

engaged in such risky trial tactics had the gas station story been any
thing more than an unsupportable fabrication

Mark Lane Ray's attorney at the time of the committee's public
hearings circulated Ray's gas station alibi and identified witnesses
who allegedly saw Ray at a Texaco service station at the corner of
Linden Avenue and Second Street in Memphis at the time of the assas
sination.19 When the committee investigated Lane's account however it
found no factual support for it Coy Dean Cowden one of the men
who according to Lane saw Ray at the station testified in public
session that he was 400 miles away in Port Naches Tex. at the time
of the assassination and therefore could have seen no one at a Memphis
service station on the evening of April 4 1968 (98) Cowden explained
that he fabricated the story to assist a friend Renfro Hays who had
been an investigator for Arthur Hanes Sr

Congressman EDGARCan you tell the committee why you
told this false story with such serious implications to the Na
tional Enquirer and also to Mark Lane

Mr COWDEN Yes Renfro Hays was a fellow that sup
ported me for a period of about 4 months completely while I
was unemployed He befriended me in that he gave me food
and lodging and he had the great ability to you know let you
know make you feel like that you really owed him something
you know and really what he was trying to do was sell the
movie rights a book I believe There were several things that
he mentioned from time to time that he was trying to market
and he would call on me especially with Mark Lane and some
other people that came by to talk to me from time to time
with basically this same story This story—I don't remember
how many of us not only Mark Lane and the National En
quirer but this was to five or six different people I do not
know who they represented what publication (99)

The committee also investigated the whereabouts at the time of the
assassination of Thomas I Wilson because he also could according
to Lane substantiate Ray's alibi Wilson had died by the time of
the committee's investigation but a friend of his Harvey Locke told
committee investigators that he and Wilson were at a store blocks
away from the Texaco station at the time of the assassination (100)

Finally Larce and Phillip McFall coowners of the Texaco station
in question testified in public session that no white Mustang entered
their station during the late afternoon of April 4 1968 (101)

19Lane'saccountof Ray's gas station alibi annearsin a panerbackeditionof "CodeName`Zorro. SeeMLKExhibitF—117III HSCA—MLKHearings518
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The committee therefore found that there was no evidentiary sup
port for Ray's alibi

(b) Ray's "Raoul story
A character named Raoul had 'been the cornerstone of Ray's defense

It was Raoul who according to Ray directed him at every incriminat
ing stage prior to the murder of Dr King from the purchase of the
murder weapon in Birmingham Ala (ostensibly a sample to show
prospective buyers in a gun-running scheme) to the rental of a room
in Bessie Brewer's roominghouse (where the gun-running deal was to
be negotiated) At Raoul's direction Ray traveled to Memphis and
purchased binoculars shortly before the assassination Without Raoul
therefore Ray would be left with no explanation for his highly in
criminatory behavior

The committee determined that much of Ray's Raoul story was
flawed Ray was unable to produce witnesses who saw him and Raoul
together at any time in their 9 months of association and he had no
explanation for the absence of Raoul's fingerprints on the murder
weapon Moreover while Ray told the story of Raoul countless times
over the years to lawyers journalists and congressional investigators
he was inconsistent on details as important as Raoul's physical de
scription Even in Ray's sworn testimony before the committee his
answers to questions about Raoul were vague incongruous and
evasive Ultimately the committee gave no credence to Ray's story of
Raoul Ray's resulting inability to explain his inculpatory behavior
must stand as one of the strongest indications of his involvement in
the assassination of Dr King

Conflicting descriptions of Raoul.—Ray's inability to give a
complete and consistent description of Raoul was a strong indication
of the invalidity of the story Ray had ample opportunity to observe
Raoul Although he denied in sworn testimony before the committee
spending a great deal of time with him Ray did claim to have met
with him from 12 to 13 times and to have engaged in 6 or 7 hours of
conversation (102)

The first publicized description of Raoul appeared in an article by
William Bradford Huie in the November 12 1968 edition of Look
magazine In this article Ray was quoted as describing Raoul as a
"blond Latin. (103) Huie subsequently published a book "He slew the
Dreamer that drew heavily on correspondence from Ray In the book
Raoul was described as a "red-haired French Canadian."(104) During
his testimony Ray explained this inconsistency by stating that he had
never mentioned blond hair to Huie and that the second description
was correct (105)

In subsequent interviews however Ray gave descriptions of
Raoul that differed from the first two In March 1977 Ray told CBS
reporter Dan Rather that Raoul was an auburn-haired "Latin Span
ish. (106) By September 1977 in Ray's interview with Playboy maga
zine Raoul had become a "sandy-haired Latin. (107) Ray asserted
that Playboy erroneously printed the description just as he alleged
Huie had done 10 years before (108)

Absence of witnesses to corroborate Raoul's existence.—Sig
nificantly Ray could not produce one witness to establish Raoul's exist
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ence although his meetings with him were more than occasional as
this account shows

Ray stated that he first met Raoul in July 1967 at the Neptune Bar
in Montreal,(109) and he continued to meet with him there "several
more times. (110) On August 21 1967 they smuggled contraband
across the United States-Canadian border at Detroit (111) On August
28 29 and 30 1967 they met at the Starlite Cafe in Birmingham Ala.
and later on August 30 they went to Ray's residence at Peter Cherpes
roominghouse (112) On October 7 1967 they met at a motel in Nuevo
Laredo Mexico crossed the border into Texas and then drove back
into Mexico with some unidentified contraband.(113) Ray recalled
spending that night at the motel where he had originally -met Raoul
Ray claimed however that he did not know where Raoul stayed (114)
The next morning they continued further into Mexico past an interior
customs point and then parted company (115) In mid-December Ray
met with Raoul in the LeBunny Lounge in New Orleans,(116) and on
March 23 1968 they met again in the Starlite Cafe in Birming
ham (117) That same day they traveled to Atlanta where Ray rented
a room at Jimmy Garner's roominghouse (118) They ate dinner to
gether at a Peachtree Street diner and on the next day Raoul visited
Ray in his room at Garner's roominghouse (119) On March 29 after an
absence from Atlanta Raoul returned to Ray's room and the two left
together for Birmingham to purchase the rifle that was used in the
assassination Ray checked into the Travelodge Motel in Birming
ham.(120) He could not remember whether Raoul accompanied him
to Aeromarine Supply Co or simply waited for him at the Trave
lodge (121) In any event they met at the Travelodge following the
purchase of the rifle that was exchanged the next day (122) On April 3
Ray met Raoul at the New Rebel Motel in Memphis and on April 4 at
.Tim's Grill (123) Together they went to the room Ray had rented in
Bessie Brewer's roominghouse (124) the last place Ray ever saw Raoul

The committee located and interviewed witnesses from the three
room'nghouses Cherpes Garner's and Brewer's where Ray main
tained he had met Raoul While these witnesses remembered seeing
Ray they did not recall seeing Ray with Raoul or with any other
individual

Other witnesses who allegedly could corroborate Raoul's existence—
for example Raoul's telephone contact in New Orleans (125) or his
smuggling companion in Nuevo Laredo—were impossible to locate
because of the inadequacy of Ray's descriptions He could provide no
names or addresses and the smuggling accomplice was described only
as Mexican with Indian-like features (126)

The committee conducted an extensive investigation of Ray's activi
ties during the preassassination period and yet uncovered no witnesses
who would corroborate the existence of Raoul Ray who could only
gain by such a discovery provided no identifying characteristics
names or addresses that might have assisted the committee The ab
sence of corroborating witnesses was a strong indication that Ray fab
ricated the "Raoul story

(c) Preassassination tran.saci.ions
The committee also found problems in Ray's account of crucial

moments in his preassassination relationship with his alleged corn
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panion For example there was overwhelming evidence to substantiate
Ray's purchase of the murder weapon and the binoculars that were
found in the bundle in front of Canipe's Amusement Co and his rental
of room 5–B at Bessie Brewer's Memphis roominghouse Ray did not
deny these crucial preassassination transactions but he contended that
he engaged in them at the direction of Raoul as part of a gunrunning
scheme (127)

Each of these transactions was examined in minute detail and no
support was found for Ray's claims

(1) The rifle incrchase.—In his correspondence with Huie Ray
wrote that while in Atlanta Raoul gave him a two-part role in the gun
running operation First he was to buy a large bore deer rifle fitted
with a scope second he was to inquire about the price of some "cheap
foreign rifles (128) According to this version Raoul told Ray about
the plan at Garner's roominghouse on the day after their arrival in
Atlanta (129) In a later interview with the committee however Ray
stated that Raoul did not outline the gunrunning scheme until the
morning they left Atlanta for Birmingham 6 days after his arrival
in the city (130) During his testimony before the committee Ray re
verted to the account he had given Huie in 1968.(131)

Whenever the plan was proposed Ray said Raoul initially instructed
him to make the weapon purchase in Atlanta.(132) Ray suggested
that since he had an Alabama driver's license in the name of Eric S
Galt as identification it would be easier to buy the rifle in Birming
ham Raoul agreed.(133) Ray's subsequent conduct however was in
consistent with this aspect of the Raoul story for when he bought the
rifle and ammunition in Birmingham he did not use his established
identity Eric S Galt but rather a new alias Harvey Lowmeyer for
which he had no documentation When asked why he used the Low
meyer name Ray replied that he thought it would be safer to buy the
guns under a different name (134) This explanation contradicted his
stated reason for traveling to Birmingham since he could have pur
chased the rifle in Atlanta under the Lowmeyer alias thus avoiding
a 250-mile drive

Once in Birmingham Raoul and Ray decided to purchase the rifle
at Aeromarine Supply Co.(135) Ray claimed that Raoul also in
structed him to look into military surplus rifles for possible sale in
their gunrunning operation Ray told the committee that he inquired
about the surplus rifles at Aeromarine.(136) The committee's investi
gation however failed to corroborate this aspect of Ray's story In a
sworn affidavit U L Baker the clerk who sold the first rifle to Ray
told the committee that Ray asked only general questions about deer
hunting rifles and said nothing about foreign or military surplus
rifles (137)

Ray testified before the committee that in furtherance of the gun
running scheme and on Raoul's instructions he also purchased some
military ammunition at Aeromarine (138) Although ammunition
with machinegun link marks was found in the bundle of Ray's belong
ings he apparently did not purchase it at Aeromarine Both Baker
and Donald Wood the store owner who sold the second rifle said they
did not sell military ammunition to Ray (139) Further the sales
receipt for the exchange of the rifle and the purchase of commercial
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ammunition did not reflect the purchase of military ammunition (140)
Confronted with this evidence at a hearing Ray said it had not
changed his story though he offered no explanation for the contra
dictory evidence other than to suggest there must have been a second
receipt (141)

(2) Fingerprints on the rifle.—The most significant problem with

Ray's story of the rifle purchase was his inability to explain the
absence of Raoul's fingerprints on the rifle In both the fifth(14) and
sixth (1.43) interviews with the committee Ray stated that he brought
the second rifle back to the Travelodge Motel where Raoul examined
it and approved the purchase In the sixth interview moreover Ray
conceded that Raoul handled the rifle Ray's responses illustrate the

vague and evasive manner in which he spoke of Raoul throughout his
interviews with the committee

STAFF COUNSELWhat did he do How did he decide that
it was OK What did he do with the rifle

RAY I really couldn't say he just looked at it and that was
it

STAFFCOUNSELWhen you say he looked at it ah how did
it what did he do

RAY Well he just checked it over and that was it Just like
you check a rifle over I guess you

STAFFCOUNSELWell I wasn't there how did he check it
over

RAY Well he checked the mechanism and every—I don't
remember all the details maybe he checked the mechanisms
I think and just give it cursory glance and that would be it

STAFF COUNSEL Did he check pick it up and check the
weight to see if it how heavy the rifle was

RAY I think he just said this was this will do or something
of that order

STAFFCOUNSELWhen you say he checked the mechanism
how did he check the mechanism

RAY I don't recall see I don't I don't have the least idea
on what the mechanism was all about

STAFF COUNSELWell he took it out did he take it out of
the box

RAY Ah yes I think it was in the box yes
STAFFCOUNSELAnd he took it out of the box
RAY Yes it was taken it was taken out of the box and

looked at yes
STAFFCOUNSELNow he did that Raoul
RAY Yes
STAFF COUNSELDid you lift it and check the weight and

check the sight and look through the magnifying mechanism
RAY No I no the only time I looked at it and I looked at

it quite a bit when I first purchased it I wanted to try to give
the guy the impression that I knew what I was doing But
after that I never did touch it There was never any touching
of the sights or checking the mechanism or anything like that
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STAFF COUNSELFrom the time you purchased that rifle in
Aeromarine that was the last time that you touched the rifle

RAY Ah yes I would say so
STAFF COUNSELAnd then after that Raoul picked up the

rifle and checked it out at at the motel in Birmingham is that
right

RAY Yes
STAFF COUNSEL And then how did it get back into the

package
RAY Well he must of put it there
STAFFCOUNSELAnd then he left the package with you
RAY Yes (14{4)

Ray stated during this exchange that he never handled the rifle
after Raoul examined it (He had transported it to Memphis in a box
given it to Raoul at the New Rebel Motel and never seen it again.) Yet
when the rifle was examined after the assassination two latent finger
prints of value were lifted from it both belonging to Ray (145) Ray
was confronted therefore with the need to explain how Raoul after
handling the rifle managed to remove all of his prints while leaving
two of Ray's

Ray addressed this problem in his public hearing testimony by
asserting that his previous statements during committee interviews
had been erroneous and that when he took the second rifle back to the
motel no one was there (115) Raoul had left town and did not see the
second rifle until Ray gave it to him in Memphis (1.47)

(3) Rental of room 5–B at Bessie Brewer's roominghouse.—Ray's
sworn testimony concerning the April 4 1968 rental of room 5B at
Bessie Brewer's Memphis roominghouse raised further doubts about
his Raoul story Ray told the committee that at the New Rebel Motel
in Memphis the previous night April 3 he and Raoul agreed to rent
the room under the new alias John Willard (148) Ray wrote that name
on a slip of paper for Raoul so that he could rent the room if he arrived
at the roominghouse first

He mentioned that if he were not in a room at the South
Main Street address when I arrived he would be in a bar and
grill located on the ground floor of the building

* * *
(144,9)

Sometime between 3 and 4 p.m the next day according to Ray's
account he drove to downtown Memphis where he parked his car in
a commercial lot some distance from Bessie Brewer's roominghouse
Ray had to make at least three inquiries before he could locate the
roominghouse (150) When he arrived he testified that he stopped
briefly in the tavern downstairs and then went into the rooming
house and registered as John Willard

Chairman STOKES Well when you got there you didn't
know whether he had taken a room in the name of John
Willard or not then did you

Mr RAY No I didn't know whether he had or not
Chairman STOKESAnd you didn't inquire did you
Mr RAY No I didn't make any inquiries
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Chairman STOKES So you just went right in furnished
your name as John Willard and got a room even though he

might have still been there already ahead of you and gotten
that room

Mr RAY He very well could have yes (151)
There seemed to be only one explanation for Ray's willingness to

stick to this story He realized that if he said he had asked the land
lady if John Willard had already arrived she could deny any recol
lection of this inquiry further undermining his Raoul story He chose
therefore to cling to an illogical version of the events

(4) The binocular purchase.—Ray testified that after the room was
rented Raoul told him to buy "a pair of binoculars with infrared
attachments saying that the 'people also wanted to examine some
glasses."(152) Thus the binocular purchase became another step in
the gunrunning scheme Ray testified further that after some initial
difficulty locating the store he entered the York Arms Co on South
Main Street and asked the clerk for infrared attachments for binocu
lars The clerk replied that the store did not carry such equipment He
suggested however that Ray could purchase the attachments at an
Army surplus store Ray bought ordinary binoculars from the clerk
and took them back to Raoul (153)

As with the rifle purchase at Aeromarine this aspect of the gun
running scheme could not be corroborated In 1968 Ralph Carpenter
the clerk at York Arms identified James Earl Ray from several pho
tographs he was shown by the FBI (154) Carpenter stated that Ray
asked to see a pair of binoculars that was in the window display After
learning the price he bought a less expensive pair It was established
in a later committee interview with Carpenter that Ray said nothing
about infrared attachments.(155)

In conclusion Ray's story of Raoul was deficient on a number of
points First Ray's descriptions of Raoul's physical appearance and
nationality changed significantly over the years Second the commit
tee was unable to find—and Ray was unable to produce—one witness
who could attest to Raoul's existence Third witnesses at Aeromarine
Supply Co in Birmingham and York Arms Co in Memphis as
well as documentary evidence from Aeromarine failed to corrobo
rate details of the gunrunning scheme Finally Rays statements about
Raoul over the years and even during the committee's investigation
were inconsistent and contradictory

The committee concluded that "Raoul, as described by Ray did not
exist.20

(d) Grace Walden Stephens
Aside from Ray's own account of his actions on April 4 1968

the committee investigated other evidence that had been offered as
exculpatory including the testimony of Grace Walden Stephens

A tenant of Bessie Brewer's roominghouse at 4221/2 South Main
Street Memphis Charles Stephens said he saw a man who fit the
general description of James Earl Ray running down a hallway from
the vicinity of the second-floor bathroom immediately after the shoot

20SeesectionII B of the reportfor a discussionof the possibilitythat Ray'sstoryof
Raoulwascreatedto concealcontactwithoneorbothofhisbrothers
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ing (156) William Anschutz another tenant said he also saw the man
although he was unable to give a good description of him (157)

It had been alleged that a third roominghouse tenant Grace Walden
who in 1968 was the common-law wife of Charles Stephens saw a
man who did not fit Ray's description fleeing down the hallway after
the shooting

Further it had been alleged that because Walden would not agree
to sign an affidavit identifying Ray as the assassin even though she
was offered a $100,000 reward to do so she was threatened by an FBI
agent and a few days later arrested by Memphis police and taken to
the mental ward of John Gaston Hospital Three weeks later the alle
gation continues she was taken by armed guards to Western State
Mental Hospital in Bolivar Tenn. and committed

Thus there had been claims that a witness who could identify
Dr King's assassin as someone other than Ray was silenced in an
effort by the Government to convict Ray and conceal the identity of
the true assassin

Walden's alleged importance as an eyewitness prompted the com
mittee to conduct a thorough investigation of her background her
story and the circumstances of her commitment to a mental institu
tion The committee learned that at the time of the assassination Wal
den was living with Stephens in room 6–B of Bessie Brewer's room
ins-house Their room was adjacent to 5-B the one Ray admitted
renting under the alias of John Willard The committee also learned
that Walden had a history of arrests and convictions going back to
1942 for a variety of offenses including public drunkenness and driv
ing while intoxicated

At a public hearing on Walden's account and her reliability as a
witness the committee was told that Wayne Chastain a Memphis
newspaper reporter was the first person to interview her after the
assassination that is even before the police arrived on the scene
At that time Walden described the man she had seen fleeing from the
bathroom as short and wiry with salt and pepper hair wearing a
colored plaid shirt and army jacket (158) During a committee inter
view Chastain asserted that he had interviewed Grace Walden on the
night of April 4 and that she had told him she had seen a man come
out of the bathroom with "a military jacket with a box."(159)

The committee's investigation revealed that Chastain's story is im
probable if not an outright fabrication First the committee deter
mined that Memphis police were at the roominghouse within moments
of the shooting(160) and were therefore most likely the first to take
statements from any residents of the roominghouse including Wal
den Second the committee found it to be highly improbable that
Chastain even spoke to Walden that first evening as the police had
sealed off her portion of the roominghouse Third there is some ques
tion about whether Walden admittedly bedridden that day was able
to see the bathroom door from her bed (161) Finally no mention of
Chastain's interview appeared in any Memphis paper immediately
after the assassination

The committee's investigation did determine that Grace Walden
had been interviewed numerous times beginning immediately after
the assassination and had given several conflicting stories
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Shortly after the shooting Walden was interviewed in her room
by Lt Glynn King and Capt R L Williams of the Memphis police
She told them that she and her husband had spent most of the day
in their room The tenant of room 5—Bhad been running back and
forth between 5—Band the bathroom and about 2 minutes before the
shot was fired he had returned to the bathroom After the shot the
person in the bathroom ran down the hall toward the front of the
building She said she was sick did not get out of bed that day and
did not see the man.(162)

She was interviewed again later that evening at Memphis police
headquarters by a police lieutenant and an FBI agent and again on

April 5 and April 24 by FBI agents The committee's investigation
revealed that at none of those interviews did Walden claim to have
seen anyone fleeing from the bathroom or running down the
hall (163)

Robert Jensen special agent in charge of the Memphis FBI field
office in 1968 supervised the FBI's local investigation of the assassi
nation He told the committee that Walden's statement to Memphis
agents was to the effect that she saw nothing following the shot that
killed Dr King because she was in bed all day He also stated that
she "* * * was never requested by the FBI or by anyone to sign an
affidavit identifying James Earl Ray as a man she observed exiting
the bathroom following the shot. In addition Jensen explained that
she was never offered a reward of $100,000 or any amount to sign such
an affidavit and she was never threatened for failing to sign such
an affidavit (164)

Thus by April 25 1968 Walden had said on numerous occasions
that she did not see the man who exited the bathroom following the
shot that killed Dr King In addition a careful review by the com
mittee of journalistic coverage of the assassination revealed numerous
references to statements by Stephens and Anschutz while there was
no mention of any account by Walden

In November 1968 however Walden allegedly gave a statement
to Renfro Hays,21 an investigator for Ray's original attorney Arthur
Hanes Sr. that she had seen a man fleeing from the bathroom who
fit the description attributed to her by Chastain The substance of
that statement appeared in the October 1969 and April 1977 issues of
Saga magazine

Walden's statement to the committee on July 26 1977 noted that
she did recall seeing a man leave the bathroom and though she could
not describe him because he was moving rapidly she was certain
he was white.(165)

Walden's most recent public statement concerning the events sur
rounding the assassination occurred on the August 15 1978 edition
of NBC television's "Today show She said "Charlie picked James
Earl Ray out I don't think the man looked anything like him In
the first place I think he was a nigger. (166)

Because of the differences in Walden's statements about whether
she saw anyone at all and if so whether the man she saw was white
or Black the committee found that her testimony was virtually useless

21The commiteenotedthnt RenfroTTnresnbscgncntlypersnndedCoyDeanCowdento
providefalsecorroborationfor JamesEarl Ray'sgasstationalibi
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In view of allegations that Walden was committed to mental in
stitutions beginning on July 8 1968 because of her failure to agree
that Ray was the assassin the committee investigated the circum
stances of her hospitalization The investigation included a careful
review of pertinent medical and other records interviews with indi
viduals knowledgeable about Walden's commitment treatment and re
lease and sworn public testimony from six persons who knew about
the situation

The investigation revealed that a few weeks after the assassina
tion Charles Stephens was taken into protective custody as a material
witness and was accompanied everywhere by two police officers On
July 8 Stephens took Walden who was complaining of a leg or ankle
injury to the hospital they were accompanied by two plainclothes
Memphis policemen The trip was unrelated to the King assassina
tion case and no request was made that Walden be examined by a
psychiatrist (167)

After admission to the emergency room at John Gaston Hospital
Walden was examined by Dr Mary Slechta a staff phychiatrist who
concluded that she was suffering from psychotic depression and was
dangerous to herself (168) Since she was diagnosed as exhibiting
"suicidal tendencies and presenting a danger to herself a record of ar
rest called for by Memphis police procedures in all similar cases was
filed for Walden at the hospital.(169) The officers signing the arrest
record stated "unequivocally to the committee that no instructions
were given by the Memphis Police Department Shelby County Attor
ney General's Office the FBI or anyone else to have Walden committed
to the John Gaston Hospital phychiatric ward Both officers indicated

* * * it was a matter of standard operating procedure for
a record of arrest to be filed with respect to each person who
was diagnosed by a staff physician to be dangerous to himself
or others and to be in need of admission for psychiatric
treatment

Other testimony corroborated the officers statement (170)
During her stay at John Gaston Walden complained that she con

tinued to hear voices and on July 29 she attempted to hang her
self with strips of bedding (171)

An allegation that Walden was given "mind crippling drugs after
her admission to the John Gaston psychiatric ward and that this
treatment led to a deterioration of her condition and her commitment
to Western State Mental Hospital in Bolivar Tenn. was found to be
unsubstantiated All treatment including drug therapy was found
to be within the range of generally accepted medical practice at that
time (172)

After Walden's suicide attempt on July 29 doctors at John Gaston
Hospital decided that due to her continued depression and suicidal
tendencies she should be transferred to Western State Mental Hos
pital for further treatment (173) A petition for commitment was
filed with the Shelby County Probate Court on July 29 1968 by John
A Henderson administrator of John Gaston Hospital Dr David
Moore supervising psychiatrist at John Gaston and Dr Sidney Vick
(174) certified that Walden's psychological condition indicated that
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she was a proper subject for treatment and care in a psychiatric
hospital

Dr Vick normally handled an average of 15 such commitments in a
month and he stated to the committee that

* * * the judicial commitment of Grace E Walden was
handled no differently than hundreds of other judicial com
mitments handled by me over my 13-year tenure (175)

While testimony at the committee's public hearing and official court
records showed that Tennessee commitment procedures in 1968 might
not stand constitutional scrutiny in 1978 they were applied equally to
all in 1968 including to Grace Walden The evidence showed that
there was no difference between the proceedings in the Walden case
and any of the several hundred other commitment proceedings held
each year (176) While there were references in Walden's medical rec
ords that noted she'was "a witness in the King case, the committee
determined that the question of her possible status as a witness had
no bearing on her commitment

Dr James H Druff Dr Jack C Neale and Dr Morris Cohen who
served successively as superintendents of -Western State during Wal
den's commitment testified before the committee that once committed
Walden received the appropriate treatment for somebody suffering
from her condition—chronic organic brain syndrome secondary to
alcoholism The symptomology of that disease includes impairment of
memory orientation and judgment a shallowness of affect and an im
pairment of all intellectual functions The doctors agreed that her drug
therapy occupational therapy and other treatment were well within
the acceptable practice of medical and psychiatric standards then pre
vailing In fact her drug dosage levels were on the moderate to low
side None of the drugs that she received were mind-crippling or dan
gerous to her case (177)

They also agreed that she was incapable of caring for herself and
should not have been released or discharged from the institution until
appropriate outside support facilities were available In 1978 when
such facilities were available 'Walden was released (178)

The testimony revealed that all judgments about Walden's treatment
and suitability for discharge were made on purely medical bases and
none of the superintendents was subjected to any pressure from any
Federal State county or municipal authorities concerning the com
mitment treatment or retention of Grace Walden (179)

On the recommendation of the National Institute on *Mental Health
the committee retained a psychiatric expert Dr Roger Peele to review
and evaluate the records from John Gaston Hospital and Western
State Mental Hospital to determine whether Walden's hospitalization
insofar as it was reflected in the records met acceptable professional
standards of reasonable care and treatment

Dr Peele reported
The treatment and medication afforded Walden were in

general consistent with her diagnosis and fell well within the
acceptable standard of psychiatric care In addition accord
ing to an examination of her records Walden's medical his
tory was consistent with her subsequent diagnosis.(180)
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Concerning her transfer from John Gaston Hospital to Western
State Hospital Dr Peele stated "The 23-day length of hospitalizationand the transfer to a State hospital were not inconsistent with the psychiatric practices in American psychiatry in 1968.

Taking into consideration these factors concerning Grace Walden
The numerous conflicting descriptions of what she saw or did

not see on April 4 1968
The evidence indicating there was nothing sinister in her com

mitment to John Gaston or Western State hospitals and
That her commitment was in no way related to her role as a

possible witness in the King assassination investigation
The committee concluded that Grace Walden's testimony would be

of little or no value and her statements to the effect that James Earl
Ray was not the assassin of Dr King were unworthy of belief

In summary after reviewing the evidence the committee concluded
that Grace Walden's alleged observation of someone other than Ray
leaving the roominghouse bathroom was not worthy of belief The com
mittee further concluded that her commitment to John Gaston Hos
pital and Western State Mental Hospital was based on medical consid
erations and was not related to her role as a possible witness in the
assassination investigation

7 JAMES EARL RAY KNOWINGLYINTELLIGENTLYAND VOLUNTARILY
PLEADEDGUILTYTOTHE FIRSTDEGREEMURDEROFDR MARTINLUTHER
KING JR

On March 10 1969 James Earl Ray appeared before Judge W
Preston Battle of the Criminal Court of Shelby County Tenn. and
pleaded gu'lty to the first degree murder of Dr Martin Luther KingJr (181) 22This plea resulted from negotiations between Ray's prin
cipal attorney Percy Foreman and Shelby County Attorney General
Phil N Canale (182) Foreman was assisted in his representation of
Ray by Hugh Stanton Sr and Hugh Stanton Jr. (183) both of the
Shelby County Public Defender's Office The maximum penalty under
Tennessee law in 1969 for first degree murder was death (184) Never
theless under the terms of the prosecution's recommendation to the
court Ray was spared the death penalty and was sentenced to 99 years
confinement in the State penitentiary (185)

During the hearing before Judge Battle the court questioned Ray
extensively in an effort to determine the voluntariness of the plea and
to insure that he knew the plea would result in the waiver of valuable
rights (186) In addition as a condition of the plea Ray agreed to a
proposed stipulation of the material facts that set forth all the details
of his whereabouts and actions that the State advanced to support its
case against him (187) Ray ultimately agreed to the stipulations
sought by the prosecution except one concerning his alleged political
activities A portion of the exchange between Ray and Judge Battle
on March 10 1969 indicated that Ray admitted his role in the assassi

2 A moredetailedanalysisof the guiltyplea appearsas Hartof an appendixto thenublichearings Seestaffreport "AnAnalysisof the GuiltyPleaEnteredby JamesEarlR~• CriminalCourtof ShelbyCountyTenn. Mar 10 1969, XIII appendixto the HSCAMLKhearings
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nation of Dr King and voluntarily and understandingly entered his
guilty plea

The COURTYou are entering a plea of guilty to murder in
the first degree as charged in the indictment as a compromise
and settling your case on an agreed punishment of 99 years in
the State penitentiary Is that what you want to do

ANSWER Yes I do
The COURTIs this what you want to do
ANSWERYes sir
The COURTDo you understand that you are waiving which

means you are giving up a formal trial by your plea of guilty
although the laws of this State require the prosecution to pre
sent certain evidence to a jury in all cases on pleas of guilty
to murder in the first degree by your plea of guilty you are
also waiving [the court explains Ray's rights in great detail]* * * Has anything besides this sentence of 99 years in the
penitentiary been promised to you to plead guilty Has any
thing else been promised to you by anyone

ANSWERNO it has not
The COURTHas any pressure of any kind by anyone in any

wa been used on you to get you to plead guilty
ANSWERNO no one in any way
The COURTAre you pleading guilty to murder in the first

degree in this case because you killed Dr Martin Luther
King under circumstances that would make you legally guilty
of murder in the first degree under the law as explained to
you by your lawyer

ANSWERYes legally yes
The CouRT Is this plea of guilty to murder in the first de

gree with an agreed punishment of 99 years in the State peni
tentiary free voluntarily and understandingly made and en
tered by you

ANSWER Yes sir
The COURTIs this plea of guilty on your part the free act

of your free will made with your full knowledge and under

standing of its meaning and consequences
ANSWERYes sir (188) 23

Within 3 days of the guilty plea Ray recanted his admission and

requested a new trial in a letter to Judge Battle dated March 13 1969

(189) Ray followed this letter with another dated March 26 1969 that
echoed the first also directed to Judge Battle (190) Judge Battle
died on March 31 1969 He had not taken any action on Ray's request
for a new trial (191)

Following Judge Battle's death on April 7 1969 Ray filed a formal

petition for a new trial The court denied the motion at the con
clusion of its hearing on Ray's petition on May 26 1969.(19)

After exhausting his right of appeal under Tennessee law Ray
sought relief in the Federal courts by filing a petition for a writ of
habeas corpus On March 30 1973 a Federal district court denied

2aA completetranscriptof the guiltypleaproceedingsappearsas MLKExhibitF—80
III HSCA—MLKhearings52
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Ray's request for relief ruling that Ray's constitutional rights had
not been denied (193) Ray subsequently appealed to the U.S Court of
Appeals for the Sixth Circuit That panel reversed the district court
on January 29 1974 finding that the lower court improperly denied
Ray an evidentiary hearing before it ruled on his motion (191) The
State of Tennessee appealed this decision to the U.S Supreme Court
which refused to hear the case on June 3 1974 (195) The matter was
returned to the district court where an evidentiary hearing was held
On February 27 1975 the district court ruled that Ray's constitu
tional rights had not been violated and denied his petition for a writ
of habeas corpus (196) Ray also appealed this decision and on May 10
1976 the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed the lower court's
decision ruling that the evidence sustained a finding that Ray had
voluntarily and knowingly pleaded guilty in State court to murder

Considering "all of the relevant circumstances surround
ing Ray's plea

* * * we agree with the district court that the
plea was entered voluntarily and knowingly As stated
Judge Battle very carefully questioned Ray as to the volun
tariness of his plea before it was accepted on March 10 1969
Ray specifically denied at that time that anyone had pres
sured him to plead guilty

* * * (197)
The court also noted that a February 18 1969 letter signed by Ray

authorizing Foreman to negotiate a guilty plea supported the finding
that the plea was voluntary that he had not been prejudiced by his
contracts with writer William Bradford Huie that he had not shown
inadequate investigation by his counsel that he had failed to estab
lish that Foreman gave him incompetent advice in urging him to plead
guilty and that he had not reasonably believed that he had no alter
native to a guilty plea The court also rejected Ray's contention that
he had been denied effective assistance of counsel by police surveillance
interception of mail and delivery of attorney-client communications to
the prosecution since he had been unable to demonstrate that these
activities affected the preparation of his defense.24 The court con
cluded that Foreman's representation of Ray was "within the range
of competence demanded of attorneys in criminal cases. (198)

Ray sought review of this decision in the U.S Supreme Court On
December 13 1976 the Supreme Court denied Ray's request for a writ
of cert'orari (199)

Ray's immediate repudiation of his guilty plea started speculation
that it had been part of an elaborate plot to silence Ray and protect
conspirators in the assassination Consequently the committee con
ducted a full factual and legal investigation of the plea to determine
whether it was voluntarily entered and legally sufficient applying ap
propriate legal standards in its assessment Ray had maintained that
a number of conditions rendered his guilty plea defective or involun
tary (200) including

Irreconcilable conflicts of interest involving his attorneys
Percy Foreman and Arthur Hanes Sr.

24Thecommitteedid reviewFBI filesthat clearlyestablishedthat interceptionof Ray'smail had occurredA detaileddiscussionof this matter is containedin the committee'sevaluationof the performanceof the FBI in the assassinationinvestigationSee infra atsec II E 2
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Inadequate investigation by Foreman Ray's chief defense coun
sel at the time of the guilty plea

Mental coercion exerted by Foreman and the Federal Govern
ment to force Ray to plead guilty and

Ray's belief that his guilty plea would not preclude his ability
to secure a subsequent trial

The committee reviewed each of the claims made by Ray

(a) Irreconcilable conflicts of interest of Foreman and Hanes

Initially in conjunction with Arthur Hanes Sr. Ray's first at

torney and then with Percy Foreman Hanes successor Ray entered
into contracts with William Bradford Huie for the literary rights to

Ray's version of the assassination of Dr King Ray subsequently
maintained that he signed these contracts only at the insistence of his

attorneys (201) The committee interviewed all parties to the contracts
and reviewed information from the papers filed in Federal court in

Ray v Foreman 24and Ray v Rose.25
The investigation revealed that Ray Hanes and Huie entered into

the first three-party contract on July 8 1968 just under a month
after Ray's arrest in London and 2 weeks before he was returned to
the United States (202) The contract gave Huie literary rights to
Ray's story and provided for a three-way split of the proceeds In
September 1968 Ray and Hanes amended the initial contract's provi
sion for Hanes fee limiting the total amount he could realize to
$20,000 plus expenses (203) After Foreman replaced Hanes he as
sumed contractual rights similar to those of Hanes but without the
$20,000 limit on his fee.(204) Ray maintained that these agreements
put Hanes and Foreman in conflict with his best interests as their
client

A review by the committee of the sworn testimony given in Ray v
Foreman and Ray v Rose indicated that Ray was an intelligent party
to the literary contracts In an interview with the committee Hanes
said the original and primary reason for entering into the contracts
was to assure enough money to finance Ray's defense (205) Ray main
tained that Foreman was initially critical of the Hanes contract and
he then broke his word to him by entering into a similar literary
contract with Huie (206) Foreman on the other hand contended that
he entered into the contract with Huie at Ray's request to secure funds
to finance the defense (207) When questioned about the arguably un
conscionable nature of his fee arrangement with Ray Foreman said
that he took an assignment of all Ray's interest in the literary con
tract at Ray's behest and held it in trust to protect Ray from attach
ment should Dr King's widow successfully mount a civil suit against
him for the wrongful death of her husband (9208) After examining
Foreman's contracts with Ray the committee rejected Foreman's con
tention that he intended simply to hold Ray's proceeds in trust The
contracts indicated an unconditional transfer of Ray's interest in the
literary proceeds to the trust Nevertheless Foreman testified that he
saw nothing wrong with the contract or with his fee of $165,000 plus
expenses (209)

R4Ray v Foremanwas a civil action filedby Ray followinghis guilty plea NameddefendantsincludedForeman Hanes and Huie Raychargedthemwith violationof hisconstitutionalrights and sought to enjoin Huie's Look "He Slew the Dreamer.25Rayv RosewasRay'shabeascorpusaction
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A further review of pertinent court documents indicated that the
financial interest of Huie and Foreman in the literary contract was
not enhanced by Ray's guilty plea In Ray v Rose all of the contract
ual obligations were subjected to judicial scrutiny An examination
of the contracts between Huie and the publishing houses that paid
him to collect information and write about Ray showed that the value
of Ray's story depreciated markedly once the guilty plea was entered
for it reduced public interest in the case (210) This finding supported
Foreman's claim that his only concern in urging Ray's guilty plea was
saving his life and that the money he stood to gain from the literary
contracts did not color his professional judgment

The committee's conclusions concerning the Hanes-Huie-Ray and
Foreman-Huie-Ray literary agreements were consistent with the find
ings in Ray v Rose In that case the court found there was no evidence
whatsoever to support Ray's allegation that the conflicts of interest
with his attorneys caused him to plead guilty involuntarily (211) The
court reached this conclusion despite its finding that the fee arrange
ment originally negotiated by Hanes was in apparent violation of the
American Bar Association's code of professional responsibility and its
finding that Foreman's fee had it been collectable was unreasonable

The committee found no evidence from its interviews reviews of
documents and other investigative methods to support Ray's claim
that the contractual agreements resulted in prejudice to his defense
While a conflict of interest did exist between Ray and his attorneys
it did not materially affect the quality of the representation Ray re
ceived In addition Hanes had disclosed the conflict to Ray and Fore
man warned Ray about such arrangements at the time he was hired
Thus Ray was both a voluntary and intelligent party to the contracts

(b) Foreman's failure to investigate the case
The committee reviewed with the aid of the Congressional Research

Service Library of Congress the judicial interpretations of the phrase
"effective assistance of counsel, and applied these standards to the
factual situation giving rise to Ray's claim that the assistance of coun
sel in the King case was ineffective

Ray became dissatisfied with the representation of his first attorney
Arthur Hanes Sr. primarily as a result of the relationship Hanes had
established with author William Bradford Huie (213) This dissatis
faction prompted Ray through the efforts of his brothers Jerry and
John Ray to contact Texas trial attorney Percy Foreman On No
vember 10 1968 2 days before Ray's scheduled trial Foreman replaced
Hanes (214) Foreman succeeded in postponing the trial until March 3
1969 to prepare a defense for Ray (215)

Ray alleged that Foreman's investigation was deficient and that he
was consequently deprived of the effective assistance of counsel (216)

The committee examined the merits of this allegation As with the
conflict of interest issue the committee referred to the court documents
filed in Ray v Rose and Ray v Foreman In addition the committee
interviewed Ray's defense attorneys including Foreman and inves
tigators who were in their employ Foreman's investigation was exam
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fined in light of the legal standard required of counsel in a criminal
case to determine if he was prepared to take the Ray case to trial

Foreman maintained that from the time he entered the case until
the March 10 1969 guilty plea he devoted 80 to 90 percent of his time
to Ray's defense (217) He estimated that he spent between 30 and 75
hours in interviews with Ray (218) He also said that he used eight
senior law students from Memphis State University as investiga
tors (219) Foreman however was vague about the duties of these
students (220) as well as other aspects of his investigation He appar
ently did speak to Huie Attorney Arthur Hanes Sr. Hanes inves
tigator Renfro Hayes and some potential witnesses (221) After a full
review however the committee concluded that Foreman did not con
duct a thorough and independent investigation into the death of Dr
Martin Luther King Jr. on behalf of Ray Foreman was unable to
provide a list of witnesses he interviewed (222) but the committee was
able to conclude that many potential witnesses were never interviewed
by Foreman or his associates Stanton did not complete a canvass of
witnesses by the time of the guilty plea (223) and Foreman's student
investigators apparently never conducted a single interview (224) In
fact one of the student investigators interviewed by the commit
tee indicated that the students never did any investigating for
Foreman (225)

The committee's review of Shelby County jail logs contradicted
Foreman's claim of 30 to 75 hours of consultations with Ray (226)
These hourly activity logs kept by Ray's jailers indicated that Fore
man visited with Ray approximately 20 hours from the time he en
tered the case in November 1968 until the March 10 1969 guilty plea
(227) According to the logs Foreman spent an inordinately small
amount of time with his client for a case of such magnitude

Foreman differed with the findings of the committee's review and
the committee found a possible explanation for the discrepancy Secu
rity slackened as time progressed and less accurate records may have
been kept on Ray after initial interest in his case diminished (228)
Ray's recollection of the time Foreman spent with him however was
Consistent with the hours shown in the jail logs (229)

Additionally Arthur Hanes Sr told the committee that he at
tempted to make his files on Ray's case available to Foreman but Fore
man only used a few of them Hanes also noted that Foreman never
fully questioned him about his personal knowledge of the case even
though Hanes had offered to help (230)

Although Foreman may be faulted for not conducting a more thor
ough independent inquiry before he advised Ray to plead guilty he
did have at his disposal the results of investigations by William Brad
ford Huie Arthur Hanes Sr and Renfro Hayes as well as those of
an investigation conducted by the Shelby County Public Defender's
Office The scope of the combined defense investigations was substan
tial (231) the public defender's probably being the most comprehen
sive Three investigators were assigned to the case and worked closelywith Foreman They interviewed numerous witnesses and followed up
investigative leads,(232) and they retraced the investigation done for
Arthur Hanes Sr by Renfro Hayes (Much of that work was later
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found to be unreliable.) (233) The product of the public defender's
work in Ray's defense filled between 10 and 12 files (234)

The defense team uncovered and considered weaknesses in the
State's case,(235) but when Foreman and co-counsels Hugh Stanton
Sr and Hugh Stanton Jr discussed the evidence against Ray they
decided even with the weaknesses that the Government's case could
not be beaten (236) Despite Ray's protestations the committee con
cluded that his decision to plead guilty was based primarily upon
Foreman's recitation of the State's case against him (237 )

Ray was unable to demonstrate any actual prejudice to his case and
the committee believed that the level of representation Ray received
from his attorneys including Foreman satisfied the standard estab
lished to measure effective assistance of counsel in the sixth circuit
in 1968

(c) Coercion by Foreman and the Federal Government
In his effort to repudiate his guilty plea Ray maintained he had

entered it against his will under pressure from Foreman who mis
represented the facts to him and gave him bad advice (238) While only
Ray and Foreman were present at conversations out of which the plea
arose rendering much of what Ray alleged unverifiable the commit
tee was able to establish certain facts from the record On February 13
1969 Foreman told Ray in a letter that if the case went to trial there
was a 100-percent chance he would be found guilty and a 99-percent
chance he would get the death penalty Foreman commented that it
would be "one of the great accomplishments of his career if he could
save Ray's life with a negotiated plea (239) Then in a letter prepared
by Foreman for Ray's signature and dated February 18 1969 Ray
authorized Foreman to negotiate a guilty plea for a term of years It
was stated in this letter that Foreman and Ray agreed it would be
impossible to dispute certain incriminating evidence and that they
believed a trial ending in a guilty verdict would result in a 99-year
sentence or the electric chair (240)

In its review of the district court's evidentiary hearing on Ray's
petition for habeas corpus relief the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals
summarized the lower court's reasons for its finding that Foreman had
not induced the guilty plea (241)

The court found that most of Ray's allegations regarding Fore
man's inducement of the guilty plea were not supported by the
proof Specifically the court found that Foreman did not advise
Ray even if innocent to plead guilty that Foreman suggested
to Ray that he would be better off financially with a guilty plea
but that this statement did not influence Ray in his decision that
Foreman did not advise Ray to plead guilty because he would be
pardoned by John J Hooker Jr. who would be the next Governor
of Tennessee and that Foreman did not attempt to persuade Ray
to plead guilty by telling him either that the prosecution was pre
pared to bribe a key witness against Ray or that Foreman would
exercise less than his best efforts if Ray insisted on a trial or that
Judge Battle would not allow him to change attorneys and that
Foreman would not withdraw

The committee found no evidence that would warrant a different
judgment
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At his March 10 1969 hearing Ray answered questions put to him
by Judge Battle not as an intimidated man but as a defendant con
vinced that he could not withstand the State's case against him Ray
indicated at the hearing that "no one in any way pressured him to
plead guilty (242) As for his quick repudiation of that plea the com
mittee found this to be consistent with Ray's pattern of behavior It
noted that in 1959 shortly after he was arrested for robbing a super
market Ray made a statement to police admitting the crime At the
trial however Ray reversed his position charging that his confession
had been coerced by police brutality (243)

Ray also claimed that part of the coercion to gain his guilty plea
was the "brutal conditions in the Shelby County jail during his
pretrial incarceration which had an ill effect on his physical
condition (244)

In its investigation of conditions at the jail the committee deter
mined that extraordinary measures were taken to safeguard Ray as
a result of the notoriety of the case The precautions included An en
tire cellblock to house Ray alone steel doors on the entrances to the
cellblock steel plate covers on all the windows in the cellblock two
guards to watch Ray on each of three daily shifts two closed-circuit
television cameras to monitor the cellblock constant illumination of
the cellblock special food selection microphone surveillance within
the cellblock (245)

The committee determined that Dr McCarthy DeMere was the
person best qualified to comment on Ray's physical condition during
his incarceration at the Shelby County jail and the possible effect of
the special precautions DeMere served as Ray's physician from the
time of his return to Memphis from England on July 19 1968 until
he was taken to the Tennessee State Penitentiary following his guilty
plea DeMere testified on Ray's health and conditions of confinement
at a 1974 evidentiary hearing on Ray's petition for habeas corpus
relief,(246) in an interview with the committee (247) and in a com
mittee public hearing (248) DeMere said Ray was in good health when
he arrived and that it remained excellent during his stay at the jail
In fact DeMere told the committee Ray gained weight while he was
in the jail Although Ray complained at first to DeMere about the
lights in his cell he never complained of losing sleep The only medical
complaints he made during his stay in the Shelby County jail con
cerned occasional headaches and nosebleeds

The facilities that Ray occupied were comparable to a good motel
suite and compared favorably to a first-grade suite in an ordinary hos
pital according to DeMere Additionally DeMere told the committee
he never saw Ray depressed and that he never exhibited any nervous
tension DeMere concluded that Ray was in better health when he left
the Shelby County jail than when he entered it

Ray argued that another aspect of the coercion was harassment of
his family by the Federal Government and Foreman to get him to
plead guilty He charged specifically

That the FBI threatened to have his father arrested and re
turned to a prison he had escaped from 40 years earlier (249)

That the FBI burglarized the home of his sister Carol
Pepper (250)
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That his brother John Ray had been sentenced to 18 years for
bank robbery an excessive sentence compared to those of his
codefendants (251)

That Foreman told him that his brother Jerry Ray would be
arrested and charged with conspiracy in the assassination if Ray
did not plead guilty (252) and

That Foreman tried to induce members of Ray's family to con
vince him he should plead guilty (253)

The committee explored Ray's allegations concerning the FBI and
Foreman This task was complicated because Ray's word and that of
members of his family provided the only support for his allegations
Given their probable bias the committee was reluctant to accept such
evidence without corroboration

The committee found no independent evidence to support Ray's con
tention that the FBI burglarized his sister's house The committee also
determined that John Ray had been incarcerated on the bank charge
almost 11/2 years after James entered his guilty plea (254) Ray's
brother Jerry was the original source of the story that the FBI
threatened to rejail their father and the committee was unable to
substantiate this story

Ray's allegations concerning Foreman were equally difficult to con
firm During an interview with the committee at the Brushy Mountain
State Penitentiary Petros Tenn. Ray admitted that Foreman at no
time said that the FBI had informed him of Jerry's imminent arrest
but Foreman had alluded to the possibility that he might be picked
up (255) No independent evidence was found to support the family's
claim that Foreman tried to force them to induce Ray's plea

The committee could not find substantiation for any of Ray's charges
that his guilty plea was coerced—specifically that his plea was in
duced by Foreman that he was subjected to brutal conditions at the
Shelby County jail that his physical condition was permitted to de
teriorate or that members of his family were pressured and harassed

(d) Ray's belief a guilty plea would not preclude a new trial
Statements made by Ray both before and after his guilty plea

raised questions about his understanding of the plea's finality In an
interview with the committee Ray said his main purpose in entering
the guilty plea was to get rid of Foreman (256) He looked upon the
plea as a technicality a way out of jail in Memphis (257) According
to Ray the guilty plea served as a convenient harmless alternative
to going to trial with Foreman whom he no longer trusted (258)
going to trial with the public defender whom he felt had neither the
skill nor the resources to handle this major case (259) and going to
trial unrepresented (260 )

Ray's background strongly indicated that he knew that the guilty
plea would effectively extinguish all of his legal remedies First he
had previous experience with the appellate court system as a result
of his unsuccessful appeal of a 1959 robbery conviction (261) In addi
tion he was fully apprised of the consequences of his guilty plea dur
ing the March 10 1969 proceedings

The committee believed therefore that Ray's plea was knowing
intelligent and voluntary and that constitutional requirements were
satisfied The committee further concluded that the plea was a sig
nificant indication of Ray's guilt in the assassination of Dr King





B TILE CUMMUFFLEBELIEVESON THE BASISOF THE CIRCUMSTANTIAL
EVIDENCEAVAILABLETO IT THAT THERE Is A LIKELIHOODTHAT
JAMES EARL RAY ASSASSINATEDI)R MARTIN LUTHER KING JR.
AS A RESULTOF A CONSPIRACY

As noted the committee concluded that James Earl Ray was the
assassin of Dr King Other aspects of the assassination remained to be
examined What was Ray's •motive Was he assisted in any way 'Was
there a conspiracy involved in Dr King's death

Several facts conditioned the thinking of law enforcement offi
cials and the American public since the day of the assassination Dr
King was an important leader of the civil rights movement he was
shot down in a southern city by a single shot from a high-powered
rifle in the midst of a series of turbulent civil rights demonstrations
only one assailant was seen fleeing the scene To most there would seem
to be reason to believe therefore that a lone assassin acting out of
racial animosity committed the assassination

1 TIIE FBI INVESTIGATION

Indeed as the FBI's investigation in 1838 progressed after that
tragic day in April the theory that Ray was a lone racially motivated
assassin gained plausibility With the identification of Ray as the
probable assassin an extensive background investigation began Mis
souri State Penitentiary inmates provided evidence indicating his dis
taste for association with Black inmates Further evidence of racial
incidents was developed in California and Mexico that reflected both
a volatile temper and a deep-seated racial prejudice Finally in early
interviews with the FBI members of Ray's family—and particularly
his brothers—exhibited strong strains of racism Although he held
open the possibility of conspiracy FBI Director J Edgar Hoover's
views had become clear by June 20 when he wrote a memorandum
summarizing a discussion with Attorney General Ramsey Clark

I said I think Ray is a racist and detested Negroes and
Martin Luther King and there is indication that prior to the
Memphis situation he had information about King speaking
in other towns and then picked out Memphis (1)

This view of the assassination is reflected in the work of some promi
nent authors who have written on the subject (2) In addition commit
tee interviews with FBI and Justice Department officials involved in
the original investigation indicated a general consensus that Ray was
a loner who was motivated in the assassination primarily by racial
hatred Finally while a 1977 Justice Department Task Force pro
posed varying interpretations of Ray's ultimate motivation ;(3)1 it
too agreed that he acted alone in the assassination

TThe task forcereport whilenotingin Ray "a strongracist attitude towardBlacks.concludedthat his motivewas a combinationof "apparenthatred for the civil rightsmovementhis possibleyearningfor recognitionanda desirefor a potentialquickprofit.
(325)



The committee recognized that despite the results of earlier inves
tigations a respectable body of public opinion supported the theory
that the King assassination was the product of a conspiracy In addi
tion the committee was faced with a variety of well-publicized con
spiracy allegations most based on speculation and not founded on fact
and many of them inconsistent with one another

2 TIIE COMMITTEEINVESTIGAT10N

The committee approached the issue of conspiracy with a range of
investigative techniques Where applicable the committee relied on
the skills of scientific experts (4) retaining panels in the fields of
forensic pathology firearms fingerprint analysis handwriting anal
ysis and polygraphy it also contracted with an engineering firm for
a survey of the assassination scene Finally the committee undertook
an extensive program of file reviews field interviews depositions and
hearings Where necessary immunity grants were employed to compel
the testimony of witnesses who claimed their privilege against self
incrimination

7'eansactional analysis
A major undertaking in the field investigation was an examination

of Ray's known transactions during the 14 months from his escape
from the Missouri State Penitentiary in April 1967 to his arrest in
London in June 1968 The committee closely examined each transac
tion for any indication that might lead to a finding of conspiracy on
April 4 1968 The committee traced every step of Ray's travels after
his escape—to suburban Chicago where he worked as a dishwasher
to the area of St Louis Mo. home of his brother John Larry Ray
to Montreal and to a resort in the Laurentian Mountains where he
vacationed to Birmingham Ala. where he purchased an automobile
to Mexico and to Los Angeles where he lived for 4 months until March
1968 except for a brief trip to New Orleans in December and finally
on his circuitous trip eastward in mid-March 1968 a trip that ended
with the assassination in Memphis and Ray's flight to Europe via
Canada

Ray's associates examined
The committee conducted a similar examination of Ray's known or

alleged associates concentrating on those with whom he was actuallyor reportedly in contact during the 14-month period They included
members of his family especially his two brothers John and Jerrythe mysterious Raoul Ray's alleged criminal associate Charles and
Rita Stein and Marie Martin Ray's acquaintances in California and
several individuals alleged to have been associated with RayIn addition to closely examining Ray and his associates in an effort
to find indications of conspiracy the committee considered a variety of
conspiracy leads to see if any could be independently established as
valid or connected to Ray The committee also investigated a varietyof extremist organizations including the Ku Klux Klan and the
Minutemen to determine if they were involved in the assassination
or linked to Ray Finally the committee examined more than 20
specific conspiracy theories or allegations Some were significant and



received close Attention the committee looked at others however that
could be and were discredited by a routine check of facts

By and large the committee's investigation of suspect organizations
and its exhaustive check of the specific theories and miscellaneous al
legations produced negative results In many cases these results were
in light of the mutually exclusive character of the allegations pre
dictable The committee was satisfied however that its effort was
not wasted for it provided a sound evidentiary basis for settling a
variety of long-lingering questions and eliminating deep concerns.

3 INVESTIGATIONOF RAY'SMOTIVE

Motive is of course an integral element of any murder Its sig
nificance is readily apparent in an examination of criminal trials
where the absence of convincing evidence of motive will often lead
to an acquittal Such evidence is not at least legally a necessary ele
ment of the prosecutor's proof Nevertheless many juries are simply
unwilling to convict a defendant for such a crime without first re
ceiving a satisfactory explanation to the question "Why

In addition the question of motive is intertwined in the issue of
conspiracy Several different yet complementary motives if estab
lished could be consistent with a single assassin theory If for exam
ple Ray were found to possess a strain of virulent racism a lone
assassin theory would be viable Similarly if it was established that
Ray were driven by a psychological need for recognition in the
criminal community his involvement in a notorious crime such as the
assassination without the help or urging of others would likewise be
understandable Nevertheless to the extent that a theory tied to Ray's
racism or some other motive did not provide a satisfactory rationale
other explanations had to be sought And with each additional expla
nation its consistency with a lone assassin theory had to be tested
anew

In its examination of the question of motive the committee was
aware that its ability ultimately to resolve this issue was necessarily
limited Ray consistently denied his involvement in Dr King's murder
The committee therefore did not have access to the most probative
evidence—Ray's own explanation for his conduct In the absence of
a confession the committee was forced to rely on the testimony of
others and on an analysis of Ray's conduct This evidence was valu
able but it was unsatisfactory for the purpose of understanding the
complexities of Ray's psyche which might lead to firm conclusions on
the issue of motive

(a) Ray's racial attitudes examined
The committee's investigation of Ray's racial attitudes was exten

sive in keeping with the significance of the issue Ray several family
members and a large number of Ray's associates were questioned on
the subject An effort was also made to explore the significance of cer
tain alleged incidents in his past that have been identified as showing
strong racial animosity

2A discussionof the committee'sinvestigationof privateorganizationsand of miscellaneo's conspiracyallegationsappearsin sectionII C of this report Thecommittee'sdiscussionofpossibleofficialcomplicityappearsin sectionII D ofthis report
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It had been reported for example that while at Missouri State
Penitentiary Ray exhibited extreme hatred for Black prisoners and
for Martin Luther King as well.( 5) To verify this allegation the com
mittee reviewed some 70 FBI inmate interviews compiling a smaller
list of inmates who had worked with Ray celled near or with him or
who professed knowledge of his personal life and habits The com
mittee then interviewed approximately 30 prison associates of
Ray (6) While some recalled that Ray had demonstrated anti-B'.ack
feelings the majority said he was not a racist On balance therefore
the committee viewed the inmate testimony as essentially inconclusive
It could not be relied on as proof that Ray harbored the kind of deep
seated racial animosity that might on its own trigger the assassina
tion of Dr King

The committee also closely examined the facts surrounding two
incidents with alleged racial overtones that occurred within a year
before the assassination They occurred in Canada and Mexico Wil
liam Bradford Huie author of "He Slew the Dreamer, had written
that a female companion of Ray in Canada in the summer of 1967
told him that Ray spoke disparagingly of Blacks during a dinner
conversation According to Huie she said

I can't remember how the subject came up But he said
something like "You got to live near niggers to know 'em.
He meant that he had no patience with the racial views of
people like me who don't "know niggers and that all people
who "know niggers hate them (7)

Despite the assistance of the Canadian authorities the woman a
Canadian citizen living in Canada in 1978 declined to be interviewed
so the committee was able only to review the files of the Royal Cana
dian Mounted Police (RCMP) which were attained by committee
subpena from local authorities During her RCMP interview the
woman said Ray never indicated any hatred of Blacks and never men
tioned Dr King in her presence Once more therefore the commit
tee's evidence tended to pull in opposite directions

The second incident that had been cited to show Ray's racism oc
curred when he was in Puerto Vallarta Mexico in October 1967
Manuela Aguirre Medrano who using the professional name of Irma
Morales worked ,at a brothel named the Casa Susana allegedly told
in 1968 of an incident involving Ray or "Galt, as he was calling him
self at the time Galt reportedly arrived at the Casa Susana about 9
p.m on a Sunday He and Morales drank together At a nearby table
there was a group that included four Blacks sailors who worked on a
private yacht Morales said Galt became angered at the Blacks one or
more of whom were laughing noisily He told Morales he hated Blacks
and he went over to their table and insulted one of them Then he
went to his car returned and stopped to berate the Blacks again When
he got back to his own table he asked Morales to feel his pocket She
noted he was carrying a pistol Galt said he intended to kill the Blacks
When one of them came over to Galt's table to try to make peace Galt
muttered another insult When the Blacks left Galt appeared to want
to go after them but Morales told him it was about time for the police
to pay a 10 p.m visit Galt said he wanted nothing to do with the
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police (8) This incident had since been reported in the writings of
popular authors (9) and was often cited as support for the proposition
that Ray harbored racial hatred toward Blacks

When investigated by the committee the evidence was contradictory
With the assistance of the Mexican authorities the committee reinter
viewed Morales in Puerto Vallarta.(10) Her recollection of her asso
ciation with Ray and of her period of employment at the Casa Susana
seemed clear and exact further her memory on many subjects was
corroborated by other evidence and testimony taken by the committee
Yet her description of the alleged incident varied significantly from
the published reports

Morales explained that she and "Galt had been seated in the club
when a Black sailor from a nearby table of both Black and white sailors
touched her as he was attempting to maneuver past them She recalled
thinking that the sailor was drunk causing him to stumble as he
passed her He reached out and touched her she explained in an effort
to break his fall Morales added that the sailor was escorted out by
another sailor and that Galt did become angry Nevertheless it was her
opinion that Galt's anger was prompted by the sailor touching her
and not because of his race She said further that Ray never men
tioned his feelings about Blacks to her Indeed she said that conver
sation had been quite limited because of the language barrier

The committee found that Morales was a reliable witness on this
point who was certain of her recollections of the Casa Susana incident
It would appear therefore that the racial overtones of this incident
were seriously distorted both in the original reports and in subsequent
popularized versions of the event (11)

While two of the most widely circulated stories of Ray's racism did
not withstand careful scrutiny the committee noted that a number
of Ray's reported actions or statements did tend to manifest racist
attitudes In sworn testimony before the committee Alexander An
thony Eist a former member of Scotland Yard who had extensive
contact with Ray during the first hours of his confinement in London
as well as during trips between prison and the extradition hearings
recalled specific examples of anti-Black sentiments expressed by Ray
(12) 3In addition Ray's interests in emigration to the white supremist
nations of Rhodesia and South Africa while probably just an effort
to reach a country where English was spoken and where there might
be sympathy for the assassination could also be evidence of Ray's sup
port of the general notion of white supremacy (13)

The committee saw a need to scrutinize closely the evidence bearing
on Ray's racial attitudes In light of the contradictory evidence the
committee was unwilling to conclude that deepseated hatred of Blacks

3The committeeconductedan investigationof Eist's backgroundin an attempt to
establishhis reliabilityas a witness It learnedthat in 1976 Eist had beenchargedwith
conspiracyto commitcorruptionand conspiracyto preventthe courseof justice In 1978
howeverEist wasfoundnot guiltyon all countsin a directedverdict (SeeMLKExhibit

certificateof acquittal IV HSCA—MLKHearings 28.) The committeefurtherlearnedthat Eist had givenhis accountof conversationswithRayto threeotherpersons
previouslya Londonnewspaperreporterin 1968(seeMLKExhibitF—131OwenSum
mers statementNov 2 1978IV HSCA—MLKHearings46) and an Americanserviceman
and his wife in 1977 (SeeMIX ExhibitsF—132133 statementsof Davidand Connie
MeurinasNov 2 1978IV HSCA—MLKHearings49 52.) Thecommitteealsonotedthat
Eist was honorablyretired with full nensionfrom ScotlandYard (See MLKExhibit

certificateof retirementIV HSCA—MLKHearings12.)Thecommitteedetermined
that Eisthadtestifiedin goodfaith andto thebestofhisrecollection
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was the sole or even the primary motivating factor in Ray's decision
to murder Dr King While the committee was satisfied that Ray's lack
of sympathy toward Blacks and the civil rights movement permitted
him to undertake the assassination it was equally convinced that the
murder did not stem from racism alone

(b) Ego gratification as a motive

The committee also examined the possibility that Ray assassinated
Dr King in ,an effort to gain recognition and gratification of his ego.
This psychological motive had chiefly been promoted by Huie in his
book "He Slew the Dreamer. (15) Huie supported this theory in part
through an examination of Ray's activities in California in early 1968
prior to the assassination He noted Ray's inability to secure legitimate
employment Ray's dancing lessons indicative of a "fantasy of

"doing the rhumba in some South American country from which he
could never be extradited ;"(16) and his consultation of "no fewer
than eight different psychiatrists hypnotists and scientologists try
ing to find relief from his depressions and feelings of inadequacy. (17)
Huie concluded

Ray didn't want to remain a nobody among prisoners all
his life Ray wanted to make the "Top Ten * * * Ray
wanted to see his own face in full color on his favorite TV
show Ray thought that attention and recognition would
relieve his feelings of inadequacy and make him feel like
somebody (18)

That the psychological motive could not be summarily dismissed
was also evidenced by the testimony of Eist Eist told the committee
that during discussions with Ray pending his extradition he had been
able to establish a rapport with Ray and that Ray had expressed a
feeling of pride for his act In particular Eist recalled Ray's interest
in the publicity he would receive in the news media

* * * He was continually asking me how could he hit the
headlines in the newspapers and he kept wanting news of
publicity

* * * * * * *
* * * In fact he said to me when I told him it hadn't

really made too much of an impact in the British press that
is as far as he was concerned he was telling me you haven't
seen anything yet I will be in the headlines one of these days
He was quite proud of the fact that he was going to make the
headlines (19)

The committee also interviewed a former inmate associate of Ray
George Ben Edmondson who characterized Ray as a man in need of
substantial egotistical fulfillment and who recalled speculation among

*Thecommitteecarefullyconsideredassemblinga panelof psychiatriststo explorewhyRay murderedDr King and in particularthe theorythat he did so out of a needforegogratificationA list of prominentcandidateswas compiledand interviewswereconductedwith the doctors (14) A clearmajorityraisedobjectionsto the pronosedprojectthe mainobjectionwastheprobabilitythat Raywouldrefuseto cooperateTheyalsonotedthe current controversyoverthe validityof psychiatricexaminationsthat are not basedon extensiveanalysisof the subjecthimself Based on this advice as well as otherconsiderationsthe committeedecidedto foregothe ideaof a psychiatricpanel
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Missouri State Penitentiary inmates that Ray killed Dr King to gain
a measure of self-importance.(20)

Taken as a whole however the evidence that Ray was motivated in
the assassination by a pressing need for recognition was not sub
stantial Many of Ray's activities in Los Angeles including his pur
chase of dance lessons his enrollment in bartending school and his
employment of a professional psychiatrist and a hypnotist may have
merely manifested an effort to attain self-confidence Similarly the
committee noted that there was an ego-satisfying dimension to Ray's
purchase of a late-model sports car and his reported practice of regu
larly paying for drinks in a Los Angeles nightspot with $20 bills (21)
To argue that Ray killed I)r King to become somebody however
necessarily must assume that Ray expected to be identified The
credible evidence did not support that possibility While it has been
argued that Ray dropped the bundle of evidence outside Canipe's
Amusement Co to insure his identification as the assassin the com
mittee rejected this theory Investigation at the crime scene revealed
that at the time of the assassination at least 13 members of the Mem
phis Police Department were at a fire station south of Bessie Brewer's
roominghouse on South Main Street (22) Further an official police
car parked in the fire station parking lot protruded onto the sidewalk
on the east side of South Main Street and would have been clearly
visible to Ray as he fled south from the roominghouse The committee
believed that Ray threw the bundle of evidence down in a moment of
panic probably triggered by his seeing police activity or the police
vehicle.

In addition Ray used two new aliases during the period
immediately preceding the assassination and went to a Los Angeles
plastic surgeon Both acts reflect 'a concerted effort to avoid identifica
tion as the assassin The committee was therefore unwilling to con
clude that Ray's participation in the assassination resulted solely from
a need for recognition and ego-fulfillment
(c) The prospect of financial reward

Having found in neither race nor psychology adequate motivation
for the assassination the committee considered a third possibility
financial reward The committee found substantial evidence that Ray
might have been lured by the prospect of money

Once more however the evidence was not uncontroverted First
while Ray had a background of financially motivated crime none of it
involved physical violence (23) From his military discharge in 1948
to the King assassination 20 years later Ray had spent 14 years in
prison In 1949 he h'ad been convicted of burglary in California and
sentenced to 8 months Returning to the Midwest after serving that
term he was arrested for robbery in 1952 and served 2 years Shortlyafter lns release he was in 1955 convicted for forging an endorsement
on a money order and sentenced to 3 years at Leavenworth Federal
Penitentiary In 1959 he was arrested in the armed robbery of a St
Louis grocery store and was sentenced to 20 years at the Missouri State
Penitentiary under the State's habitual offender law He was serving

6Duringa taped interviewwith the committeeEist recalledRay admittingthat hethrew the gun awayafter seeingpoliceactivity (III MLK—HSCAhearings 274.)
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this term when he escaped from MSP just short of a year before the
assassination

Apart from Ray's criminal record there was the question of Ray's
general character Here the committee found significant the opinions
of Ray's brothers John and Jerry both given at the time Ray was
named in the King assassination and in hearings before the committee

In an interview with the St Louis Post-Dispatch(24) the day fol
lowing his brother's 1968 arrest John Ray speculated on the possible
motive

If my brother did kill King he did it for a lot of money—
he never did anything if it wasn't for money—and those who
paid him wouldn't want him sitting in a courtroom telling
everything he knows

In the committee's public hearings in November 1978 John Ray
was asked if his statement was accurately recorded He responded "I
expect so. (25)

Similar indications of Ray's willingness to commit crimes and pos
sibly the assassination for money were voiced by Ray's second brother
Jerry Ray around the time of the assassination In a conversation with
an acquaintance Jerry's general response to a question concerning his
brother's involvement in the assassination was

This is his business I didn't ask him If I was in his posi
tion and had 18 years to serve and someone offered me a lot of
money to kill someone I didn't like anyhow and get me out
of the country I'd do it (26)

In other conversations with the same individual,(27) Jerry stated
that his brother had been paid a substantial sum for the assassination.6

Jerry Ray was questioned during public hearings concerning these
statements While denying his brother's knowing involvement in a
conspiracy his comments were illuminating to the search for Ray's
motive

It might have been true I can't remember exactly what I
said but I have told other people I said if he done it there
had to be a lot of money involved because he wouldn't do it
for hatred or just because he didn't like somebody because
that is not his line of work (28)

In a subsequent portion of his testimony Jerry Ray described his
initial feelings concerning the assassination

* * * before I knew anything about the murder you know
before it happened my kind of opinion was that he was in
volved some way I didn't know if he was unknowingly in
volved or knowingly involved but I knew there had to be a
lot of money involved in it before he would get involved in
anything like that (29)

As in the earlier mentioned possibilities concerning motive the evi
dence before the committee was not without contradictions Ray's par

°In committeetestimonyJerry Raydeniedknowledgeof a payoffin the assassinationMoreoverit is unclearwhetherhis statementsto the femaleacquaintancereflectedhisperceptionof the truth speculationor outrightfabricationThecommitteebelievedhowever that the statementsweremadeas reported
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ticipation in a London bank robbery shortly before his arrest (30) and
his impecunious condition at the time of his arrest were strong indi
cations that if the assassination were financially motivated he did not
receive a payoff Further despite a major effort by the committee no
evidence of a payoff was uncovered The committee noted however
that contrary to popular impression contract killings are not generally
paid for in advance Ray's failure to receive payment may have resulted
from his panicky unplanned flight abroad following the assassina
tion It is also possible that his coconspirators welshed on their pay
ment to him

Even though it could find no evidence of a payoff the committee
was convinced by Ray's lifetime pattern of crime for profit and by
testimony about his general character that one explanation for the
assassination probably lay in Ray's expectation of financial reward.

(d) Conclusion on motive
In conclusion the committee's investigation of Ray's motive re

vealed that while Ray's general lack of sympathy for Blacks or the
civil rights movement would have allowed him to commit the assassi
nation without qualms his act did not stem from racism alone The
committee was convinced that while Ray's decision to assassinate Dr
King may have reflected a desire to participate in an important crime
his predominant motive lay in an expectation of monetary gain This
conclusion necessarily raised the possibility of conspiracy.8

4 GENERALINDICATIONSOF CONSPIRACY

In its investigation of Ray's transactions and associates over the 14
months subsequent to his escape from Missouri State Penitentiary the
committee looked for associates during this period who had not pre
viously been connected to Ray activities or transactions with these
associates of a criminal nature or that might indicate complicity in the
assassination itself and activities and transactions with known asso
ciates that had not been previously known or fully understood and
that might have led to the assassination

As a fugitive Ray was on the move in 1967—68 he lived in second
rate motels and cheap roominghouses During much of the period he
was observed to be a man alone a man without friends or lasting
associates In Mexico his companions were prostitutes and bartend
ers (31) In California he was a regular visitor at the Sultan Room
of the St Francis Hotel but he was normally alone unless conversing
with employees of the bar (33) While some of Ray's activities such
as his enrollment iii dancing and bartending school in Los Angeles
brought him into regular contact with others a close investigation of
these activities revealed that significant friendships or associations
never developed (33) A large portion of the committee's evidence
therefore provided no signs of association or of criminal involvement

7The committeeconsideredand rejected the possibilitythat Ray's expectationsoffinancialgainlay with the possibilityof royaltiesfilmrightsandotherformsof paymentfor his story Thistheorywouldnecessarilyassumea planto beidentifiedafter the crimea theorythat the committeehadpreviouslyrejectedaA detailedexaminationof severaladditionalincidentsexaminedby the committeeduringits motiveinvestigationis includedin a staff report entitledDr MartinLutherKing Jr SupplementalStudiesPertainingto the MotiveofJamesEarl Ray %IIIAppendixto the HSCA—MLKHearingsp 241
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with individuals beyond the innocent relationships identified in
previous investigations of the assassination

(a) Transactions as evidence of associations
Despite this general picture of a lonely uninvolved individual the

committee's investigation of three separate transactions provided defi
nite evidence of association—in some instances criminal—with other
individuals They were Ray's activities in California on behalf of the
American Independent Party his brief but possibly sinister trip to
New Orleans in December 1967 and his purchase of the murder
weapon in Birmingham Ala. at the end of March 1968 Much of the
evidence of these transactions did not suggest a direct link to the
assassination It did convince the committee however that the gen
erally accepted image of Ray wandering aimlessly around the country
until he reached a lonely decision to assassinate Dr King was not a
complete picture

Ray's rather abrupt involvement with recruiting activity on behalf
of the American Independent Party in California while not criminal
in nature strongly suggested association with others.9 Ray's life to this
point had been from all known indicators apolitical He was not a
"joiner or a "grassroots volunteer In addition as a convicted felon
and escaped convict he could not expect to vote or to achieve a paid
position in the California AIP His recruitment of three individuals
(34) to register in support of Governor Wallace of Alabama and the
AIP therefore stood in stark contrast to a prior life of political
inactivity Further Charles Stein one of the three individuals re
cruited by Ray recalled that Ray appeared familiar with the AIP
headquarters as well as with the registering procedures,(35) thus sug
gesting additional campaign activity not disclosed during the investi
gation Standing alone Ray's AIP activity raised the definite possi
bility of association with individuals unidentified during earlier
investigations

Of similar interest was the evidence on Ray's abrupt trip to New
Orleans in December 1967 Ray's partner on the trip was California
resident Charles Stein.7o Stein was going to New Orleans to pick
up his sister's children The purpose of Ray's trip could not be
determined although the committee found it likely that Ray met
secretly with another associate in New Orleans The secretive nature
of that meeting was significant if not sinister Stein was certain when
he testified before the committee in executive session (37) that Ray had
his own reason for the cross-country drive He recalled that Ray told
him about a place where he was to meet an associate or associates and
he said that once or twice en route to New Orleans Ray stopped to
make a telephone call Stein speculated that in one of the calls Ray

9In identifyingthe associationof James Earl Ray with the AmericanIndependentParty and the Presidentialcampaignof GeorgeWallace the committeedid not meanto implythat eitherthe party or Wallacehad any relationto the eventsin MemphisAsin all large movementsor any nationwidecampaignnot everyonein the movementorthe campaigncan be held responsiblefor the acts of all thosein someway associatedwith it10Thecommitteedevoteda significantportionof its investigativeresourcesto Stein Itwas ultimatelysatisfiedthat his associationwithRaywasunrelatedto the assassinationfor four reasons (1) pronouncedpersonalitydifferencesbetweenRay and Stein (21evidencethat theymetonlya day beforethe NewOrleanstrip (3) Stein'semphaticandsworndenialsof criminalinvolvementwithRay and (4) extensivequestioningof friendsandrelativesofSteinInNewOrleansandLosAngeles.(36)
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informed an associate of his arrival time Further Stein recounted
how Ray told him after they had been in New Orleans for part of a
day that he had seen Stein walking in the French Quarter with his
son Ray explained he had been drinking in a Canal Street bar at the
time and Stein figured Ray had been with someone or else he would
have called to him

Stein also testified that Ray was ready to return to California the
day after they arrived in New Orleans His testimony and the willing
ness of Ray an escaped prisoner to drive several thousand miles
risking a random vehicle check were additional reliable indications
that Ray's purpose in going to New Orleans was to attend one brief but
important meeting (38)11

The committee discovered sound indications that Ray was not alone
or at least not without someone to consult when he purchased the
murder weapon in Birmingham on March 29—30 1968 First the fact
that he bought one rifle on the 29th then exchanged it for another—
the murder weapon—on the 30th indicated the possibility of advice
from an associate In addition Donald Wood Jr. the clerk at Aero
marine Supply Co where the rifle purchase and exchange took place
told the committee that while Ray was unaccompanied in his visits to
the store Ray said he had been advised by someone that the first rifle a
.243 caliber Remington was not the one he wanted (41) In an FBI
interview days after the assassination Wood recalled that Ray said he
had been talking to his brother (42) Ray told the committee he got his
advice on the rifle purchase from Raoul (42) The committee's investi
gation however provided no concrete evidence of the existence of a
Raoul.12 The connnittee concluded that the circumstances surrounding
the rifle purchase constituted significant signs of unwitting aid if not
knowing complicity in the assassination itself.13

A final indication of criminal association between Ray and others
in the period before and after the assassination arose from an analysis
of Ray's spending patterns (44) The committee estimated that Ray
spent approximately $9,000 during his 14 months of freedom That
figure included $1,800 for lodging $900 for food and drink $400 for
gasoline and $5,700 for miscellaneous purchases—his cars dance les
sons airline tickets camera equipment clothing the rifle and so on
Except for 6 weeks as a dishwasher in a restaurant outside Chicago
for which he earned $664.34 Ray was unemployed over the 14 months
The committee concluded that the most likely source of his funding
was criminal activity In light of Ray's record of criminal ventures
in combination with others the committee felt that this criminal
activity provided an additional indication of possible involvement
with others

11The committeealso receivedthe sworntestimonyof a NewOrleansfriendof Stein'sAnthonyCharlesDeCarvelhowhostatedthat hebroughtRayto the ProvincialMotelfora meetingwithan unidentifiedindividualon thedayof Ray'sarrivalin NewOrleans (39)Despitethecommittee'sgeneralfeelingthat DeCarvelhowasan honestandsincerewitnessthere wereseriousproblemswithhis testimonyFirst on severalpointshis accountwasinconsistentwith Stein's SecondDeCarvelho'sstatementsconcerninga ProvincialMotelmeetingin NewOrleansdid not appearin the reportsof his FBI interviewsconductedimmediatelyfollowingthe assassination(40) In the absenceof independentcorroborationof a ProvincialMotelmeetingthe committeedecidedto discountDeCarvelho'stestimonylaSeesectionII A of this reportfor discussionof Ray's"Raoul story1 The committee'sinvestigationof the rifle purchaseis morethoroughlydetailedinsec II A3
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Ray's explanation which the committee rejected was that he re
ceived a total of $7,750 from Raoul for two smuggling ventures at
the Canadian and Mexican borders and for being available for future
crimes including the gunrunning operation which Ray claimed was
the reason he went to Memphis

Thus the committee's analysis of Ray's AIP recruiting in Cali
fornia his abrupt trip to New Orleans in December 1967 the Birming
ham rifle purchase shortly before the assassination and his spending
habits provided ample evidence not only of associates but of crimi
nal associations during the 14-month fugitive period What had to be
determined therefore was whether these associations could be linked
to the assassination of Dr King

5 THE BROTHERSJOHN AND JERRY RAY

The committee viewed the likelihood of a financial motive in the
assassination as one general indication of conspiracy The finding
however brought the committee no closer to identifying Ray's ac
complice(s) Similarly while several of Ray's activities suggested
his preassassination involvement with others there was no immediate
evidence of their identity The committee's investigation therefore
necessarily focused on the assassin's known associates including his
brothers Gerald William Ray and John Larry Ray

The committee's decision to direct its attention to the brothers re
flected a variety of considerations Both had criminal backgrounds
that included financially motivated crime (.45) In addition the com
mittee was struck by the substantial evidence turned up in the original
investigation of Ray's contacts with one or another of the brothers
throughout the preassassination period In fact the 1977 Justice Task
Force criticized the FBI's original investigation for failing to investi
gate adequately the brothers possible involvement with Ray both be
fore and after the assassination (46) Finally on the assumption that
there was a conspiracy Ray's persistent refusals to identify his co
conspirators in the years following the assassination would be most
easily understood if his evidence implicated family members.

Jerry Ray was born July 16 1935 in Bowling Green Mo. the fourth
of nine Ray children and the third son His criminal record shows
convictions for grand larceny in 1954 and armed robbery in 1956 for
which he served prison terms His parole on the robbery conviction
was to become final in August 1958 but he held up a gas station before
it did and he was returned to Menard State Penitentiary in Chester
Ill. where he served an additional 2 years (48) Following his release
from Menard in 1960 he worked at odd jobs in St Louis and ChicagoIn September 1964 he was hired as a night maintenance man at the
Sportsman Country Club in Northbrook Ill. a job he held until the
summer of 1968 (49)

John Ray was born February 14 1933 in Alton Ill His criminal
record shows a conviction in 1953 for motor vehicle theft for which

14In 1970 Ray refusedto provideinformationto a Federalgrandjury on the subjectof conspiracyWhilethe termsof theproposedagreementwiththe justiceDepartmentwereunclear Ray'sattorneyunderstoodthat this assistancemightberewardedbyreleasefromimprisonmentand a newidentity Ray'sstated reasonsfor not cooperatingaccordingtohis attorney werethat he felt he did not haveenoughinformationto satisfythe JusticeDepartmentheonlyhadenoughto gethimselfkilled(47)
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he was sentenced to 5 to 10 years at Menard (50) During the years
following his release from the penitentiary in February 1960 he
worked as a bartender as an employee of the Greyhound bus depot in
Chicago and as a greenskeeper at the White Pine Golf Course near
Chicago (51) In 1964 and 1965 he worked for brief periods in
Florida and in the Catskill Mountains of New York He then traveled
to New York City where he collected unemployment and to the
Chicago area where he worked at various country clubs before his re
turn to St Louis in October 1966 (52) John had no formal employ
ment in 1967 although he testified that he "believes he was a painter
then.( 53) In January of 1968 he and his sister Carol Pepper opened
and operated the Grapevine Tavern at 1982 Arsenal Street in St
Louis (54)

(a) Evidence of Ray's contact with his bothers,1967-68
Since their first FBI interviews shortly after the assassination

Jerry and John Ray attempted to minimize the extent of their con
tact with their brother during the 14-month period from his prison
escape to his arrest in London On April 19 1968,(55) Jerry told the
FBI he had last seen James in 1964 but over the years he conceded
this statement was false Both Jerry (56) and James (57) told the
committee of at least three meetings following James escape from
Missouri State Penitentiary Two occurred while James was working
at the Indian Trails Restaurant in Winnetka Ill. from May 3 to
June 24 1967 the third came in August 1967 when James passed
through Chicago on his way from Montreal to Birmingham and gave
Jerry his 1962 Plymouth

Jerry Ray's testimony before the committee reflected at least "two
or three telephone conversations the last coming during James De
cember trip to New Orleans

The last time I talked to him was about four months
approximately four months before King got killed and I
thought he was calling from Texas but later he told me it
was New Mexico * * *

[T]he call was under 3 minutes and
just a friendly talk you know asking how my old man was
and asking about Carol and John and everybody because I
was the only contact he had with the whole family (58)

When he was interviewed by the FBI in April 1968 John Ray said
he had last seen James "2 to 4 years ago during a visit to Missouri
State Penitentiary and that prior to that he had not seen his brother
for some fifteen years (59) Unlike Jerry John persistently ad
hered to his original claim In fact in testimony before the committee
he insisted as he had before that he had been totally unaware of his
brother's escape from Missouri State Penitentiary until James was
named on April 19 1968 as the suspected assassin of Dr King (60)
James also denied to the committee that he was in contact with John
following his prison escape (61)

Despite the testimony of the Ray brothers the committee was con
vinced that there was substantially more contact among them than
they were willing to concede First the evidence indicated that the Ray
brothers were close Several Missouri State Penitentiary inmates inter
viewed by the committee when asked about James closest associates
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could only recall that he often mentioned a brother Some of them
remembered that he referred to his brother as a resident of St
Louis (62) The committee also interviewed inmate associates of Jerry
and John One who had known them both Harvey Lohmeyer con
firmed that the Ray family was close (63) 15

The best evidence of the close relationship between the Ray brothers
came from John Ray himself who was quoted in a June 9 1968 article
in the St Louis Post-Dispatch (64)

John Ray said that he and another brother Jerry 32
Chicago were the closest to James Ray * * * in the family
"James would do anything for us and we for him But he
wasn't particularly sociable with strangers, said Ray

In his appearance before the committee John Ray was asked about
the quote in the Post-Dispatch article

Congressman FITHIAN Then could you share the truth with
the committee as to whether or not that does reflect your
feeling toward your brother in June of 1968

RAY I already answered yes to that (65)
The committee took note of other factors that suggested the likeli

hood of contacts between Ray and his two brothers For example Ray
acknowledged he had been in the St Louis area where John lived
twice soon after his prison escape The first visit occurred right
after he broke out of prison in late April or early May 1967 (66) the
second was on a return trip after he quit his job in Winnetka Ill
Ray in fact told the committee the purpose for the second visit was
"to see some of my relatives down there, although he added "I never
did see them."(67) Further throughout his fugitive period—in loca
tions as varied as Montreal Los Angeles and Birmingham—Ray
talked of recent or intended contact with a brother Finally the com
mittee found significance in the fact that James and John—both
largely apolitical from all accounts and as convicted felons unable to
vote—began to campaign actively on behalf of the American Inde
pendent Party's "Wallace for President campaign at almost exactly
the same time James as noted worked for the AIP in California and
John was active in St Louis Mo. where his Grapevine Tavern served
as a distribution point for campaign literature

The committee recognized that at the time of their initial interviews
with authorities John and Jerry Ray could well have chosen to con
ceal contact with their brother even if innocent in an attempt to pro
tect him and avoid scrutiny during the assassination investigation
Another explanation however one that the committee deemed more
credible was that they were concerned with potential criminal liability
stemming from contact with their brother

The committee found that the evidence established that John Rayhad foreknowledge of his brother's escape from Missouri State Peni
tentiary It was equally apparent that Ray was assisted by both Jerry
and John following his escape making them potentially responsible as
accessories after the fact to both James escape and his interstate flight

0 AlthoughJames Earl Ray did not knowLohmeyerhe used his name (spellingitLowmeyer)whenhepurchasedthe murderweaponInBirmingham
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Finally the committee received substantial evidence indicating that
James and John were involved in the Alton bank robbery in East
Alton Ill. on July 13 1967 It was also shown that Jerry Ray was
aware of their participation in this robbery and helped to distribute
the proceeds of the crime to James during his fugitive period.ls The
evidence of Jerry Ray's actual involvement in that robbery was on
balance insubstantial

(b) Missouri State Penitentiary escape 17

James Earl Ray escaped from Missouri State Penitentiary on
April 23 1967 concealed in a box of bread in the back of a delivery
truck An investigation in 1967 concluded that Ray had escaped in a
bread box probably aided by at least one fellow inmate who placed
bread on top of him (68) Nevertheless Ray asserted for years that he
had escaped without assistance by scaling a prison wall (69) Finally
in an interview with this committee in December 1977 Ray confirmed
the accuracy of the official version He admitted he left the prison in
a delivery truck bound for a nearby prison farm and jumped out of
the truck as it slowed for an intersection Ray stated further that
while he planned the escape alone he was assisted in executing the
plan by two inmates He refused to identify them.(70)

Jerry Ray has over the years admitted meeting with James on at
least three occasions during the weeks immediately following his
escape from Missouri State Penitentiary.(71) On the last occasion
moreover Jerry shared a room with James for one night in Chicago
before putting his brother on a bus to Birmingham (77) His in
volvement in facilitating James interstate flight therefore seemed
clear John Ray on the other hand consistently maintained that he
did not even know of the escape until after the King assassination The
committee's investigation however produced substantial evidence to
contradict John's assertion

Certainly the strongest single piece of evidence before the commit
tee indicating John Ray's foreknowledge of his brother's escape plans
was found in the Missouri State Penitentiary visitor records (73)
These records indicated nine visits by John during James incarcera
tion The last four occurred during the year prior to the escape—on
July 10 1966 November 13 1966 December 20 1966 and April 22
1967 The final visit was of particular interest to the committee since
it was made on the day before the escape Given the relative sophisti
cation of James escape plans and the need for inside assistance from
fellow inmates to cover him with bread and to load the box on the
truck the committee believed that the escape had been planned by the
time of John Ray's visit It seemed reasonable therefore to assume
that a discussion of the break occurred during their meeting This
assumption was supported the committee found by Ray's admitted
trip to St Louis John's home city within a week of his escape (74.)

During his testimony before the committee John Ray was asked
about the visits reflected in the prison records His responses were

10Both John and Jerry Ray deniedany involvementwith Jamesin criminalactivitymostnotablyhis escapefromprisonand the bankrobberyin Alton Ill In light of theassassinationin Memphison April4 1968 thesedenialsmightwellhaverepresentedanefforttoavoidadmittingan associationthat eventuallymaturedintomurder17The committeealso investigatedthe MissouriState Penitentiaryescapefor evidenceofofficialcomplicityin theassassination(SeeSectionII D infra.)
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inherently incredible excellent examples of the obstructionist posture
John Ray assumed throughout the committee's investigation

STAFF COUNSEL I have at this time introduced into the
record MLK exhibit F-634 and I ask you whether this rec
ord accurately reflects the dates that you visited your brother
James Earl Ray while he was incarcerated at the Missouri
State Prison

RAY I could not remember any dates
Chairman STOKES Is the answer of the witness the fact

that he does not recall those visits
RAY No I do not recall them
Chairman STOKES Proceed * * *
STAFF COUNSELMr Ray I am particularly concerned

with the last visit that is reflected on that record That is
the visit on April 22 1967 That was the day prior to the
escape of your brother from Missouri State Prison

I ask you at this time do you have any recollection of visit
ing your brother James the day preceding his escape from
the State prison

RAY I do not have no recollection of that
STAFF COUNSEL Do you have any reason to offer this com

mittee at this time as to why this record before you would
not be accurate

RAY I did not say it wasn't accurate I just said I don't
recall visiting that certain day (75)

John Ray subsequently offered one explanation for the April 22 1967
entry on the records

* * * Jerry my visiting pass Jerry used it sometimes I
used it sometimes and a guy named John Gawron I believe
used it sometimes (76)

After investigation the committee rejected this explanation The
committee questioned both James and Jerry Ray about the possi
bility that someone posing as John visited the prison on April 22
1967 James indicated in an interview that one of his brothers and

probably John was the visitor

John or Jerry I'm not too positive now which one it was
It was I believe it was John I'm not certain (77)

18

Jerry Ray when questioned on the same matter did not recall using
another's pass and he denied emphatically visiting James the day
prior to his escape

RAY I positively didn't visit him That is a positive
STAFF COUNSEL Do you know if your brother John vis

ited him on that day
RAY I don't know if John did I know definitely I

didn't (79 )

1 Duringthe sameinterviewRayinsistedthat he did not tell the brotherwhovisited
himof his plannedescape since"that wouldhavebeenillegal. He continued

"I can't rememberall what I to'd him but I meanthey all knew bothJerry
and John knew that I was thinkingaboutescapingSo It wouldn'tof beenno
revelationif I if I wouldof mentionedsomethingshoutescaningBut therewas
nopre-arrangeddealwherebewouldbeoutsidewaitingin frontof theprisonand
I'd jumpoutandjumpin the car. (78)



The evidence before the committee indicated John Ray had fore
knowledge of his brother's prison escape The evidence included the
Missouri State Penitentiary visitor records the testimony of James
that a brother he believed John was his visitor John's letter to au
thor George McMillan John's alleged admission to Walter Rife
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The committee found other evidence of John Ray's knowledge of
and participation in Ray's escape and subsequent flight In a letter
to author George McMillan on March 5 1973 John referred to the
account of James escape by Gerold Frank the author of "An Ameri
can Death

He [Frank] stated that Jimmy walked for days to get to
St Louis from Jefferson City when he escaped when actu
ally he had a car and I.D waiting for him in Jefferson
City

* * * He also made a phone car [sic] to a certain party
in St Louis to come down and fix his car The person who
went and help him also is doing time now in a Federal
prison for a charge that I expect is a frameup (80)

At the time he wrote the letter John was serving time for a bank
robbery conviction that he claimed was an FBI frameup.19

John allegedly made a similar admission to a longtime criminal
associate of the Ray brothers Walter Rife who was incarcerated with
him in Leavenworth during the early 1970's In an unsworn interview
with the committee Rife stated that John told him that he had picked
James up on a highway near Jefferson City following the escape.(88)
The committee however found Rife's credibility on other matters
highly suspect and it gave little weight to this evidence.2O

Further evidence of John's willing assistance to James flight was
found in the fact that James left the Missouri State Penitentiary with
a social security number in the name of John L Rayns a number and
alias previously used by John Ray (83) During a committee interview
James described the number as

* * * one of my brother's old social security numbers
John L Rayns I believe it was I don't recall the social secu
rity number I didn't have the card I got the number off him
We interchanged these numbers all the time He used them
I used them So I used that social security number (84)

John Ray was questioned on James possession of his social security
number

Congressman FITHIAN Now my question is did you
prior to James Earl Ray's escape from Missouri State Peni
tentiary furnish James either with your social security card
or your social security number

RAY Well it is possible Sometime I might have gave him
a number But it is also possible he might have had the
number because he remembered probably that number I did
not give him no social security card I did not have one (85)

I°John Ray told the committeein executivesessionthat he fabricatedthis admissionto McMillanalthoughhe did acknowledeehe was referringto himselfwhenhe wroteofa "certainparty whohad beenimprisonedin a "fameup. (81)20SeetextualfootnoteSectionII—B5(e)
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James admitted possession of John's old social security number at the
time of his escape and James trip to the St Louis area shortly after
the escape

John's own denials—in particular his claim that he first learned
of the escape only when James had been named in the assassination—
served to add to the force of the evidence. The committee found
therefore that John Ray was involved with his brother James in the
escape from Missouri State Penitentiary

(c) The Alton bank robbery
The committee devoted considerable effort to an investigation of

Rays finances following his escape from Missouri State Penitentiary
on the theory that Ray's method of financing himself bore on the
assassination Indeed the committee considered but ultimately re
jected the theory that his escape and travels were part of a single
scheme that culminated in the assassination The committee also con
sidered a variety of alternative sources of finances payments from
time to time from Raoul as Ray claimed from narcotic trafficking
at Missouri State Penitentiary and during his flight and from the
robbery of the Bank of Alton Alton Ill. on July 13 1967.22

As has been noted the committee after due deliberation rejected
Ray's Raoul story Further the committee found it highly unlikely
that Ray left Missouri State Penitentiary with a substantial amount
of money Inmates interviewed by the committee characterized him as
a "second-rate hustler who engaged in bookmaking narcotics and the
sumggling of contraband but who operated on a relatively small
scale (86) The committee also found it improbable that Ray would
have engaged in the menial labor of dishwashing had he possessed a
significant sum of money at the time of his escape

The committee received evidence supporting the possibility that Ray
trafficked in marihuana during his stays in Mexico and California.
In addition to an assertion in Huie's "He Slew the Dreamer that
Ray left Mexico with "his Mustang loaded with marihuana,"(89) the
committee identified witnesses in both Mexico and California who
confirmed Ray's interest in and occasional use of marihuana (90) One
California witness Ronald Dennino provided sworn testimony indi
cating Ray's possession on at least one occasion of a kilo of mari
huana (91) Nevertheless Dennino's evidence was hearsay and when
his alleged source of information Marie Martin was questioned—also
under oath—she denied knowledge of Ray's trafficking in substan
tial amounts of marihuana (92)

The committee was unable to locate evidence beyond Dennino's tes
timony indicating that Ray received substantial income from dealings

=John Ray's testimonyon the prisonescapewas givenunder a grant of immunityFurther the ststllte of limitationsbud 'umon an potentialurneo',tio”sstemminu“fromhis foreknowledgeof and assistancein his brother'sescapeand flight Hisfalsetestimonyin this area thereforedid not stemfromfear of subsequentprosecution22Prior to the committee'sinvestigationthe Altonbankrobberyhad beeninvestigatedtwiceby the FBI—rt the time of the crimeand duringthe assassinationinvestigationThecaseremainedofficiallyunsolved28Ray acknowledgeddiscussingmarihuanawith some"hippies and a bartenderinPuerto vallarta Mexico.(87)Neverthelesshe has denied•in a characteristicallyvaguemanneranysmugglingactivitybetweenMexicoandCalifornia"STAFFCO"NSEr.Were you smugglinganything in particular Were yousmugglinganythingfromMexicointo intoCalifornia"RAYPh no notparticularlyI wasthinkingaboutit onetime. (88)
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in marihuana Thus while the committee did not foreclose the possi
bility that Ray supplemented his income through small-scale mari
huana trafficking there was no evidence that it constituted a primary
source of income during his fugitive period

On the other hand the committee did obtain and analyze a substan
tial amount of evidence establishing the likelihood that James and
John Ray robbed the Alton bank and that Jerry Ray while probably
not a participant in the robbery was aware of his brothers involve
ment and helped distribute funds from the robbery to James The
committee therefore concluded that the Alton bank robbery was the
most likely explanation for Ray's financial independence during his

fugitive period
The Alton bank was held up by two masked gunmen at approxi

mately 1:30 p.m on July 13 1967 One was described as a middle-aged
white male 5 feet 10 inches tall 150 to 160 pounds the other a middle
aged white male 5 feet 8 inches 170 to 180 pounds One was armed
with a handgun the other with a shotgun both wore stocking masks
and hats Once inside the bank the one with the shotgun stood guard
while the other collected $27,230 from behind the teller's counter The
two men then left the bank and walked westward to a nearby church
parking lot No further direct evidence was developed in the FBI's
investigation of the robbery or in this committee's reexamination of
the crime bearing on the manner or the direction of the robbers flight
from the immediate vicinity of the bank At the time of the commit
tee's investigation none of the stolen money had been recovered.(93)

The committee first examined eyewitness and physical evidence bear
ing on the robbery Because the bank robbers wore stocking masks
eyewitness descriptions were imprecise Nevertheless none of those
that were given would eliminate the Ray brothers as suspects.24 More
over the facts developed in the FBI's investigation—in particular the
aprarent route of flight taken after the crime and the location of dis
carded evidence—provided some evidence of the involvement of James
Earl Ray

Ray had been born in Alton on March 10 1928 After spend
ing his early childhood elsewhere he returned to Alton at the age of
16 joined a grandmother who ran a local roominghouse and spent
considerable time with his uncle William Mayer still a resident of
the city in 1978 (94) While much of his subsequent life was spent
either in the military or in jail Ray had returned to Alton for periods
in 1948 and again in 1954 On August 21 1959 he and an accomplice
robbed an Alton supermarket of about $2,000.25 Against this back
ground Ray's familiarity with the city of Alton was self-evident the
committee determined

In the FBI's investigation of the Alton bank robbery it was estab
lished that the shotgun and partially burned clothes used during the

24At the timeof their originalFBI interviewsin April1968 John Raywasdescribedas 5 feet 10 inchesto 5 feet 11inchestall 160poundsmediumbuild and Jerry Rayas5 feet 9 inchestall 178poundsmedium-stockybuild JamesEarl Raywasdescribedas5 feet 10 inchestall 165—174poundsmediumbuild on the wantedposterissuedfollowinghisMissouriStatePenitentiaryescapein April196725Ray's accomplicewas arrested whileRaygot away Ile was subsequentlyidentifiedhoweverand on Octoher27 Ie5n .•-asindictedfor this o'fenseRvthat time hop-everhehadbeenarrestedfor a supermarketholdupin St Louis(forwhichhe waslater sentencedto 20 yearsat MissouriState Penitentiary) lie was thereforeneverbroughtto trial forthe Altonsupermarketrobbery
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robbery were discarded in a wooded area near the National Cemetery
in Alton This area—a 3-minute car ride from the bank—is situated
at the end of a dead end street indicating that the suspects were fa
miliar with the area around the cemetery and that the evidence drop
was planned.(9a) Further the abandoned evidence was not found
along the most direct route from the bank out of Alton suggesting the
robbers were confident they could elude capture without heading di
rectly out of town These considerations standing alone suggested a
familiarity with the Alton area such as that possessed by James Earl
Ray In acldition the drop site for the incriminating evidence was near
the home in 1967 of Ray's uncle William Mayer and in the general
vicinity of former residences of Ray's mother and of Ray
himself.24 (96')

The committee next investigated the whereabouts of the Ray broth
ers on the day of the robbery James had quit his job at the Indian
Trails Restaurant in Winnetka Ill. on June 24 1967 approximately
three weeks prior to the bank robbery (97) Before that time while
still in prison he had decided to move to Canada,(98) as he later in
dicated in interviews with the committee But instead of heading
straight for Canada Ray made two trips in the opposite direction He
first went to Quincy Ill. where he stayed for approximately 12
days(99) before returning to Chicago for 4 to 5 days In Chicago he
picked up his last weekly paycheck from the Indian Trails (100) Then
on July 10 or 11,2 he drove to the St Louis area ostensibly to visit
"family members. (101) Ray however told the committee he did not
see any relatives particularly not his brother John In fact Ray testi
fied he did not even know John's address although as noted his
brother was close enough to him to have visited him regularly in
prison (102)

The committee found Ray's trip to the St Louis area 3 days before
the bank robbery especially interesting not only because it strongly
suggested a meeting with John but also because Alton Ill. is only
20 miles north of St Louis When Ray appeared before the committee
in a public hearing the committee pressed to learn why he had not
visited his St. Louis relatives on his earlier trip to Quincy which is
far closer to St Louis than Chicago In addition the committee sought
a logical explanation as to why once he did return to St Louis to see
relatives he did not see them Ray's testimony on these points was
crucial and at the same time characteristic of the evasive and illogi
cal nature of much of his testimony before the committee His re
sponses are therefore quoted at length

Congressman FITHIAN * * * if I remember my Illinois map
Quincy is a lot closer to the East St Louis area than Chicago
and you have 12 days where you were in Quincy * * * Just for
my own satisfaction could you share with the committee why
you didn't drop on over to East St Louis and try to see your
relatives in that 12-day period

2 The committeerecognizedthat this analysis in and of itself couldbe appliedtoany numberof Altonresidents It was givensignificanceneverthelessas oneof severalcomponentsof thecircums*antialevidencebearingontherobber27Thisdate wasdeterminedby usingRay'sestimatesof a 12-daystay in Quincyand a4 to 5-daystayin Chicago
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RAY I have no particular reason I always did like Quincy
Ill I have lived there quite a bit and I did intend to see my
aunt but I didn't Many people I know had since died since I
have been in prison I think the only person I really knew and
I think probably saw me and I talked to him several times
was a bar owner named Ted Crowley.25 Other than that I can't
think of anyone that knew me I know I inquired about sev
eral people and they had died

Congressman FITHIAN Here is my problem just in terms of
logic You were in the Chicago area and you decided to quit
your job and you have already decided much earlier you are
going to Canada according to what you just told me and then
you quit your job and you go down 280 miles southwest to
Quincy and spend 12 days there

RAY Yes sir
Congressman FITIIIAN You go back to the Chicago area

Then on the very eve of your departure for Montreal you
make a trip all the way down to the St Louis area I am hav
ing a little trouble with that just as a normal flow of move
ment Could you help me out on that

RAY No That may have been a little illogical I don't know
Of course I had been in jail 6 years Sometimes you do things
that are not exactly logical (104)
* * * * * * *

Congressman FITHIAN Did you then see your relatives in
the East St Louis area

RAY No I didn't (105)
* * * * * *

Congressman FITHIAN So anyway your testimony to the
committee is after you decided to go to Canada you traveled
the opposite direction to St Louis East St Louis for about
300 miles in order to visit relatives but you didn't visit your
relatives Is that your testimony

RAY Well I visited a close friend down there named Jack
Gawron.L9 Knew him on the street He knew all my relatives
and I sent a message via him I don't know if he delivered it
or not.(106)

The committee found Ray's explanation for his trip to St Louis in
July 1967 inadequate His presence in the vicinity of Alton at the time
of the bank robbery was highly incriminating albeit circumstantially
of his participation in the robbery

John Ray of course acknowledged that he was a St Louis resident
in July 1967 (107) Jerry was employed at the Sportsman's Club out
side Chicago The Alton bank robbery occurred on a Thursday which
according to Jerry was his day off (108) Assuming Jerry's recollec

2 In a sworndepositionTedCrowleystatedthat heknewJamesEarl Rayas a customerof his establishment—theGemTavern—inQuincyHe emphaticallydeniedseeingRayafter his April11.67escapefromMissouriSt•te 1'en~tentiarv.110.t129Gawronnowdeceasedwas interviewedby the FBI duringthe Bureau'sinvestigationof the Altonbankrobbery He stated that JamesEarl Ray was involvedin the crimeSubsequentinvestigationby the FBI howeverunderminedGawron'scredibilityThecommittee therefore did not rely on Gawron'sstatementsto the FBI in reachingits conclusionson the Altonrobbery
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tion in testimony to the committee was correct his presence in Alton
could not be discounted.30

More important than familiarity with Alton and physical where
abouts however was the evidence bearing on the financial condition
of James and John Ray during the period of the Alton bank robbery
At the time of his prison escape Ray according to his testimony had
about $250.(110) He got a job at the Indian Trails Restaurant in Win
netka Ill. earning about $85 a week so by the time he quit—on June
24 1967 (111)—he had netted $664.34 giving him a total cash accumu
lation of about $915

During the same period however Ray purchased a 1959 Chrysler
for $200 (112) Although he apparently lived frugally his living ex
penses placed a constant drain on his limited financial resources Dur
ing the first week of July in fact Ray drove approximately 300 miles
from Quincy Ill. to Chicago(113) to pick up his last paycheck of
$77.53 His conduct was not that of a man of substantial means

In late July Ray's pattern of frugality abruptly changed signif
icantly On July 14 the day after the Alton bank robbery he bought
a 1932 Plymouth for $210 at a dealership in East St Louis Ill.,(114)
having sold his Chrysler for $45 He then drove to Montreal where
he placed a $150 deposit on an apartment on July 18 and bought $250
worth of clothes on July 19.( 115 ) On July 30 he began a 1-week vaca
tion at Gray Rocks a resort north of Montreal his bill came to
$200.=1(116)

Ray clearly had come into a substantial amount of money by mid
July and it was evident that he received this income sometime after
the first week in July when he drove 300 miles from Quincy to Chicago
to get a $77.53 paycheck

The Alton bank robbery coming the day before his extensive spend
ing began could have explained his new-found wealth Ray however
gave the committee a different story He said he departed for Canada
with $260 or $270,(117) and after 2 days in Montreal he had almost
exhausted his cash reserve—for food and lodging on the road for the
deposit on his apartment and for two visits to a $25 prostitute (118)
Ray's solution was to rob a Montreal brothel

That evening I returned to the aforementioned nightclub
and meeting the same girl again accompanied her via taxi
to her apartment Inside her apartment I gave her another
$25 but this time showed her the pistol Mr Gawron had
purchased for me and told her I would go with her to wher
ever she was taking the money When she aroused the man
ager into opening the office I put the pistol on him We
moved back into the office wherein I asked him for the
money Taking out his wallet he offered me the small amount
in it approximately $5 or $10 When I told him I wanted

301ntestimonybeforethe committeeJerry Ray was certain that his day offfell onThursdayHis recollectionhoweverwascontradictedbyhis own1968interviewwith theFBI as wellas the 1968statementsof twoofficialsof the Sportsman'sCluh—allof whichdesignatedTuesday not Thursday as his day off.(109)The committeefoundthe 1968statementsmorereliable Dueto the destructionof his employmentrecordshowevertheissuecouldnot befirmlyresolved31SeeMLKexhibitF—362(diagramof Ray'sfinancialtransactionsduringhis fugitiveperiod)V HSCA—MLKhearings 664
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the rest of the money he spoke about a cabinet nearby and
motioned to a container Before leaving the office I had the
manager lie on a bed and the girl remove her stockings and
tie his hands and legs I then had her get under the bed before
departing Later I found I had taken approximately $1,700
in mixed currency from the manager's office (119)

The committee's investigation of the story tracing it back to its
origin revealed several problems First Huie had written in "He Slew
the Dreamer that Ray had told him initially of an $800 whorehouse
robbery then changed it to a $1,700 holdup of a Montreal food
store (120) 32In addition Jerry Ray was reported to have told McMil
lan the author that James had fabricated the brothel robbery
story (121) Ray's story moreover was one that could not be easily
confirmed or denied since the manager of a brothel was not the type
to report a robbery to police or cooperate with a congressional com
mittee.33 Ray agreed on this point during his public testimony

Congressman FITHIAN Mr Ray from your experience
would you expect the owner of an illegal house of prostitu
tion to report a robbery like this to the police

RAY No * * * I would think usually prostitution and gam
bling houses take care of their own legal problems (122)

James Earl Ray was an experienced criminal with an ability evi
denced by his April 1967 escape from Missouri State Penitentiary to
plan and execute criminal operations with some degree of sophistica
tion Moreover his decision to travel to Canada was not precipitous
It was a course of action he had apparently settled on while still in
prison The committee found it difficult to believe therefore that Ray
lingered in the United States for 2½ months traveled to a strange
city in Canada in a destitute condition and then committed an armed
robbery of a brothel manager A more sensible course of action would
have been for him to escape from prison make contact with John in
St Louis and take employment at some distant point while a suitable
crime could be planned After the crime he would flee to Canada
where he could live undetected and supported by the proceeds of the
crime The committee found that Ray's financial transactions in July
1967 strongly pointed to his receipt of unexplained income—probably
from crime—and that the Alton bank robbery was the most likely
source

An examination of John Ray's travels and financial condition in
1967 was similarly revealing His employment history in the 1960's
was sporadic He held a variety of jobs and spent at least one period
on collecting unemployment insurance In 1967 while living in St
Louis he was not a salaried employee although in interviews with
the FBI and the committee he said he had worked as a painter None
theless John went to San Francisco in July 1967 with $3,000 in
cash (12.1) his stated purpose being to purchase a tavern in California
or in Reno Nev.(124) Mrs Charles F Terry manager of an apart

32Ray's explanationto the committeewas that he fed Huie and his first attorneyArthurHanes Sr. a phonystoryas a test fearingtheywereleakinginformationhe gavethemto the authorities(RaytestimonyI HSCA—MLKhearings 163)mIn fact the committeewas unableto locatethe manageror the brothel
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rnent on Sutter Street in San Francisco told FBI agents that he had
resided in her building between July 23 1967 (10 days after the Alton
bank robbery) to August 15 1967 (125)

In testimony before the committee John Ray conceded he made the
trip to California with approximately $3.000 in his possession and
that he intended to purchase a tavern John claimed however that the
money constituted "savings and not proceeds from the Alton bank
robbery (126)

In light of John Ray's work history the committee was highly
skeptical of his claim to have set aside $3,000 in "savings. His posses
sion of this sizable sum together with his decision to leave the St
Louis area almost simultaneously with James trip north to Canada
provided additional circumstantial evidence of his participation in
the Alton bank robbery and of a common plan by both Ray brothers
to leave the St Louis area immediately following the robbery

(1) Bank robbery modus operandi analysis.—The committee also
examined the conduct of the Ray brothers subsequent to the Alton
bank robbery It found strong evidence indicating John Ray's in
volvement in five bank robberies in 1969 and 1970 for which the
modus operandi (127) was substantially similar to that of the Alton
bank robbery.34 The evidence surrounding these robberies demonstrated
several points It undermines John's credibility since he denied
participation in each of them it shows his character as a bank
robber and it demonstrates subsequent criminal activity by John
that is similar to and consistent with his involvement in the Alton
robbery

The committee obtained the following information on the bank
robberies from FBI files and through its own investigation

At 10 :45 a.m on October 17 1969 the Farmers Bank of Liberty Ill.
was robbed of $10,995 by two men wearing stocking masks and hats
one carrying a shotgun the other a revolver The one with the
shotgun stood guard while his accomplice collected the money from
behind the counter The stocking masks and an automobile were
abandoned near the crime scene after an attempt to burn them (128)
John Ray's involvement in the robbery of the Bank of Liberty Ill.
was established through the sworn testimony of his accomplice James
Rogers before the committee (129) When confronted with this
evidence John Ray denied involvement in the robbery.35

At 1 :05 p.m on January 28 1970 the Farmers & Traders State Bank
of Meredosia Ill. was robbed of $5,038 by two men wearing stockingmasks and hats one carrying a sawed-off shotgun the other a revolver
The one with the shotgun stood guard while his accomplice collected
the money from behind the counter The stocking masks and cloth
ing were left in a wooded area (131) John Ray's involvement in this
bank robbery was established through the sworn testimony of James
Rogers,(132) an accomplice and by the unsworn statement of Ronald
Goldenstein a second accomplice during an interview with coln

34WhileJameswasin prisonduringthe 1960—70periodandcouldnot haveparticipatedin the fivebank robberiesthe committeedid obtain proof that he committeda bankrobberyin LondonshortlybeforehisarrestonJune8 19683iJohn Rat as=erredthat sinceJamesRogers...Ason Federalparoleat the timeof histestimonybeforethe committeehe probablywouldtestify to anything.(130)
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mittee investigators (133) Nevertheless John Ray denied involvement
in the robbery (13.4)

At 1 p.m on June 11 1970 the Laddonia State Bank of Laddonia
Mo. was robbed of $13,975 by two men wearing stocking masks and
hats one carrying a sawed-off shotgun the other a revolver The
one with the shotgun stood guard while his accomplice collected
the money from behind the counter The stocking masks and an auto
mobile were abandoned near the crime scene and an attempt was
made to burn them (135) John Ray's involvement in the robbery was
established by the sworn testimony of two accomplices James Rogers
and Clarence Haynes.(136) Haynes was convicted of the robbery
John Ray nevertheless denied involvement in the robbery (137)

At 2 p.m on July 29 1970 the Bank of Hawthorne Fla. was
robbed of $4,514 by two men wearing stocking masks and hats each
carrying a revolver One of the men stood guard while his accom
plice collected the money from a vault The stocking masks were dis
carded following the robbery.(138) John Ray's involvement in the
crime was established by the sworn testimony of James Rogers,(139)
who was convicted of the robbery John Ray admitted being with
Rogers and a second convicted participant Carl Kent deceased
around the time of the robbery,(140) but he denied actual involve
ment or any knowledge of the involvement of others (141)

At 1:20 p.m on October 26 1970 the Bank of St Peters Mo. was
robbed of $53,128 by three men wearing stocking masks and hats
all carrying revolvers Two of the men stood guard while their
accomplice collected the money from behind the counter The stock
ing masks and clothing were left in a wooded area.(142) John Ray
was tried and convicted by a jury for his participation in this robbery
Before the committee however he denied his involvement and claimed
he had been framed (1.43)

In light of evidence from a variety of sources indicating John Ray's
involvement in these five robberies and considering his conviction
for robbery of the Bank of St Peters Mo. the committee found his
denials unworthy of belief His participation in these robberies and
the similarities they bore to the Alton bank robbery provided addi
tional circumstantial evidence of his involvement in the Alton bank
robbery

The committee also examined evidence of a subsequent bank rob
bery by James Earl Ray On June 4 1968 the Trustee Savings Bank
of Fulham in London England was robbed by a lone gunman the
amount taken was approximately 100 pounds or about $240 in U.S
currency Physical evidence from the crime scene included a paper bag
bearing a printed note which read "Place all 5—10pound notes in this
bag."(144) Fingerprint comparisons by both the FBI and a commit
tee consultant of a latent print taken from the bag identified it as the
right thumbprint of James Earl Ray (1.45) When confronted by this
evidence Ray still denied responsibility for the robbery (1.4.6) Ray's
denial was in light of this physical evidence unworthy of belief

The committee believed that the denials themselves (by James
with respect to the London bank robbery by .John with respect to
four robberies of which he was accused by his accomplices as well as
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a fifth for which he was convicted) provided an additional reason to
believe that James and John participated in the Alton bank robbery

The committee noted that James refusal to admit the London bank
robbery could not have been based on a fear of implicating others for
he had acted alone Nor was there reason to believe that he was
reluctant to associate himself with criminal activity since he willingly
told the committee about his alleged robbery of a brothel in Mon
treal and about his smuggling and gunrunning activities with Raoul
Likewise John could not have been impelled to deny the robberies
for fear of implicating accomplices since he was aware of their coop
eration with the committee or for fear of prosecution since the statute
of limitations had tolled in the unprosecuted cases

The committee believed that these denials in the face of substantial
evidence to the contrary reflected a concern by John and James that
an admission of involvement in any bank robbery might implicate
them in the Alton holdup This would in turn undermine Ray's
Raoul story the keystone of his defense in the assassination It would
also indicate a pattern of joint criminal behavior by the brothers that
would possibly raise a question about their collusion in the assassina
tion of Dr King

(d) A brother was Raoul
In its investigation of the Alton bank robbery the committee deter

mined it was unlikely that Jerry Ray was a participant He had a
steady job in the Chicago area at the time and he did not take an
abrupt trip or show signs of sudden wealth right after the Alton rob
bery as did James and John Nevertheless the committee received
significant evidence both circumstantial and direct indicating that
Jerry knew of the involvement of his two brothers and that he par
ticipated directly in the distribution of the robbery proceeds to James
at various times during his fugitive period

Jerry Ray met several times with John and James during the pe
riod of the Alton robbery In fact by his own admission James
traveled to Chicago,(148) where Jerry lived only a week before the
robbery occurred Further a committee witness who requested
anonymity but who gave a deposition under oath,(149) reported a
conversation in which Jerry revealed that John and James partici
pated in the bank robbery adding certain details about their prepara
tion for it The committee found particular significance in this
reported statement by Jerry to the witness in light of his close rela
tionship with his two brothers one that afforded ample opportunity for
them to have discussed the crime.36

Jerry's probable involvement in the distribution of funds from the
robbery was revealed through a close analysis of James Raoul story.37
Except for employment at the Indian Trails Restaurant and an alleged
robbery of a brothel in Montreal Ray's only acknowledged source of
income during the 14-month fugitive period was the payments he
claims to have received from Raoul The committee's evidence indi
cated the strong likelihood that Ray shared in the proceeds of the
Alton bank robbery His Raoul story was viewed therefore as a cover

S Jerry Ray in testimonybeforethe committeedeniedthe statementto the witness31A detailedanalysisof Ray'sRaoulstoryappearsin sectionII A supra
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not just for the assassination but also for the bank robbery The com
mittee did find that there was some basis in fact for the Raoul story
because Ray's spending pattern indicated that he received money from
some source at about the times he specified in his Raoul story Since
Ray was traveling throughout the United States and two foreign
countries Canada and Mexico it is not unreasonable to suppose that
he was reluctant to carry the entire proceeds of the robbery with him
At the same time he was not free as a fugitive to transfer his funds
through the banking system.38 The committee believed therefore that
the money he received was in fact his share of the Alton bank robbery
proceeds secured and periodically distributed to him by a brother
probably Jerry

In all Ray claimed he received $7,750 from Raoul in six payments
Aug 21 1967 at the United States-Canadian border (150)	$1 500
Aug 30 1967 in Birmingham Ala.(151)	 2,000
Aug 3J 1967 in Birmingham Ala (152)	 1 000
Oct 7 1967 in Nuevo Laredo Mexico(15.3) 2,000
Dec 17 1967 in New Orleans La.(154) 500
Mar 29 1968 in Birmingham Ala.(155)	 750

Total	 7,750
When added to the $1,700 Ray said he got in the holdup of a brothel
in Montreal his total reported income for the period came to $9,450.39
Moreover all of the alleged meetings with Raoul in which money was
passed except for the one in Nuevo Laredo Mexico coincided with
statements about a recent or imminent meeting with a brother

According to Ray's account he first met Raoul at a bar in Montreal
soon after he arrived in that city on July 18 (5 days after the Alton
bank robbery) (156) He had three or four meetings(157) with him
before he went on vacation at the Gray Rocks resort in the Laurentian
Mountains where he struck up a brief friendship with a woman who
worked for the Canadian Government In an interview with the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police after the assassination she said Ray told
her he had been at the resort for about a week and that "he would be
leaving within the next few days for Montreal to meet his brother.
(158) In fact he left the next day and returned to Montreal where
according to his story he had several more meetings with Raoul.(159)

The committee established that John Ray was in San Francisco be
tween July 23 and August 15 1967,(160) yso he could not have been
the brother referred to by James Consequently this was one of several
instances in which Ray's Raoul story seemed framed to conceal con
tact with Jerry

Approximately 2 weeks after his return from Gray Rocks on
August 18 or 19 Ray went to Ottawa to visit the Canadian Govern
ment worker She later reported to the RCMP

He (Ray] stayed in Ottawa for 2 days and I showed him
around Ottawa * * * I don't recall him saying where he
was coming from but I assumed it was Montreal * * * He

39Ironicallytherewasevidencethat Ray a bankrobberstoredportionsof his fundsin
a banksafetvvhoxin Birmingham39Whilethe committeewas unableto identifya third participantin the Altonhank
robbery it was reasonableto assumeone existed With two men in the bank a third
wouldhe necessaryoutsideto ins""rea speedygetawayA three-waysplit of the robbery
proceedswouldhavegivenRay$9,07:i
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mentioned that he was working for his brother in real estate
and that he did not do much but was paid well He also said
that he had no problems with money and could always get
some (161)

According to his own account Ray left Ottawa and on August 21
he engaged in smuggling a package of contraband across the U.S
border for which Raoul paid him $1,500 (162) Ray then went to Bir
mingham Ala A week later Raoul also arrived in that city Raoul
funded the purchase of a $2,000 1966 Mustang and gave Ray $500 for
"living expenses and another $500 for camera equipment (168) On
August 30 Raoul departed instructing Ray to "lay low and promis
ing to contact him later to discuss "the business at hand and the matter
of travel documents."(164) Between August 21 1967 and August 30
1967 then Ray claimed to have received $4,500 from Raoul

Ray's purchase of a $2,000 car in Birmingham on August 30 1967
was established independently clearly he then had a substantial
amount of money His rental of a safe deposit box on August 28
I967.(16.5) indicated however that he had that money before the al
leged arrival of Raoul since Ray in public hearing testimony said he
did not meet Raoul until that evening at the Starlite Cafe (166) The
committee found it significant therefore that both James and Jerry
Ray admitted meeting in Chicago between Ray's departure from
Canada and his arrival in Birmingham several days later (167) Ray's
Raoul fabrication by which he tried to explain his receipt of at least
$4,500 embraced a known and uncontroverted meeting with Jerry
Ray

The committee believed based on Ray's meeting with Jerry on
August 22 1967—followed by his rental of a safe deposit box on
August 28 1967 and his purchase of an expensive automobile on
August 30 1967—that Ray received substantial amounts of money
not frrm Raoul but from Jerry Further the committee believed the
most likely source of this money was the Alton bank robbery

Ray also claimed to have met with Raoul during his December 1967
visit to New Orleans.° According to Ray an associate of Raoul-told
him by telephone in early December to travel from Los Angeles to
New Orleans Inter in the month to n-ieet with Raoul Ray said he made
the trip with Charles Stein met Raoul at the Le Bunny Lounge dis
cussed a gunrunning scheme planned for early May and received $500
because he was "low on funds. (168 )

In addition to hearing Ray's account the committee examined evi
dence supplied by Mark O Freeman a clinical phychologist in Los
Angeles whom Ray consulted in November and December 1967 Dr
Freeman's records indicated that Ray's last appointment was at 10 a.m
on December 14 the day before he departed for New Orleans In an
FBI interview Dr Freeman told of a telephone call from Ray subse
quent to that appointment The FBI report stated

The doctor recalled that Rav bad telephone [sicl him at the
office after making the appointment for December 18 and

'oA detailedexaminationof the NewOrleanstrio appearsin a staff report entitledAn Analysisof James Earl Ray's Trip to New Orleans December15—December21
1967, xlll HSCA—MLKhearings265
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told him he would be unable to come to the office for the ap
pointment as he had received information from his brother
that the latter had "found a job for him in the Merchant
Marine in New Orleans La. The doctor is not sure of the
date or time that Ray telephone [sic] to cancel his last ap
pointment but feels sure that it was sometime after their 10
a.m appointment on December 14 * * * (169)

Dr Freeman's statement together with his appointment records
provided clear evidence that Ray's trip to New Orleans was more
impulsive than his Raoul story indicated and that Ray planned to
meet a brother in New Orleans This inference was strengthened by
the statements of Sharon Rhodes a Los Angeles dance school instruc
tor both in her initial FBI interview(17U) and in a statement to the
conunittee (171) In the FBI interview she recalled a discussion with
Ray following his New Orleans trip

She believes he was a southerner and she recalled that pos
sibly the first or second week during January 1968 he did not
attend dancing instruction and upon his return stated that
he had visited a brother in the State of Louisiana (172)

In addition to the separate witness statements indicating Ray met
with a brother in New Orleans the committee obtained convincing
evidence that he in fact received money on the trip On the day of his
return to Los Angeles December 21 Ray paid $365 the balance of
what he owed on the 50-hour (lance course Under his original agree
ment with the studio lie was obligated to pay only $50 a week (173)

James did not identify the brother in New Orleans during his con
versations with the California witnesses The committee found it
likely that Ray at least met with Jerry in New Orleans Jerry was still
employed at the Sportsman's Club in Chicago at the time but he
admitted to the committee that he went to St Louis for Christmas that
year (17.4) St Louis and New Orleans are only 675 miles apart so it
was at least reasonably possible for Jerry and James to have met
Further both James and Jerry Ray conceded to the committee that
they talked by telephone during James drive from Los Angeles to
New Orleans The committee was unable however to rule out the
possibility that it was John Ray--then an unemployed painter living
in St Louis—who traveled to New Orleans to meet James The com
mittee was also unable to determine fully the purpose of the New
Orleans meeting If in fact it was to receive only $500 that would
not seem to justify the risks Ray took in driving several thousand miles
on the open highway. The committee noted that the assassination
occurred 3 months after the New Orleans trip While the possibilit
of a connection between the trip and the murder of Dr King existed
the committee uncovered no direct evidence to that effect.42

91A randomvehiclecheckmightwellhaveresultedin his identificationas an escapeefromthe MissouriState Penitentiary94Twocircumstancessurroundingthe NewOrleanstrip did providesupportfor a linkbetweenthe NewCrleanstrip and the murder First in Ray'saccount Raoulproposedthe gunrunningschemefor the first timein NewOrleansIt was gunrunningaccordingto Ray that broughthimandRaoulto MemphisonthedaybeforeDr King'sassassinationSecondthere was Ray's abrupt activity on behalfof the AmericanIndependentPartyon the mornincof his de.,art *efor `e-' O-'le^^s 'o e o ev'dencethatindividualsinvolvedin the AIP movementin St Louisen^peedin a een9mracythat maywellhavebeenlinkedto the eventsin NewOrleansandsubsequentlyMemphis
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(e) The brothers and the rifle purchase
The final contact with a brother that James Earl Ray tried to con

ceal with his Raoul ruse was considered by the committee to have been
by far the most significant It occurred in Birmingham Ala. on
March 29 and 30 1968 just days before the assassination of Dr King
and its purpose the committee concluded was a transaction that sug
gested the likelihood that a brother was involved in a conspiracy in
the assassination The transaction was the purchase of the murder
weapon

Ray's testimony before the committee (175) corroborated by a postal
change of address that he mailed in Los Angeles (176) established that
he departed California for the Southeastern United States on March
17 1968 approximately 2½ weeks prior to Dr King's assassination.
On at least three occasions during the weeks immediately prior to his
departure Ray mentioned upcoming contact with a brother On one
of these accasions moreover he indicated a plan to meet that brother
in Birmingham

One of Ray's closest friends in Los Angeles was Marie Martin a
waitress at the Sultan Room in the St Francis Hotel who had a casual
relationship with him over a period of several months In an interview
with the FBI on May 14 1968 she reported that Ray using the Galt
alias asked in late February if he could leave some barbells at her
apartment

Martin * * * told Galt to leave the weights outside of the
door [to her apartment] Galt called her later the same day
on the phone and she asked him for some money for taking
care of the weights Galt claimed he was broke but said he
would leave her ten dollars * * * Galt claimed he was wait
ing for some money from his brother (177)

In testimony to the committee Martin repeated her recollection that
Galt received money by mail from a brother

I took it for granted it was on a regular basis because it
seemed every now and then he was waiting for an envelope
He asked me "When you pass the lobby will you check my
box ?"(178)

Martin's testimony provided the first indication of contact between
Ray and a brother during a period proximate to the assassination

On March 2 during graduation ceremonies at a bartending school
Ray had attended in California he was asked by the director of the
school Tomas Lau what he planned to do Ray's response was over
heard by Richard Gonzalez another student at the school and reported
to the FBI in an April 16 interview "* * * Galt stated he was going
to go to Birmingham Ala. to visit his brother for about 2
weeks."(179) In a public hearing in August 1978 Ray told the com
mittee that he met Raoul in Birmingham on March 23 exactly 3 weeks
after he reportedly made the statement to Lau.(180) Six days there
_

u The committeereceivedevidencethat Raywent throughSt Louison his wayeast
The sourceof the evidenceWalterRife also said that Ray told him he "had a deal
dqtwnthereaboutsomestuffto go into Cuba, conceivablya referenceto the gunrunningoperation Ravnevernientioneda trip to St Louis In addition the committeefoundno
evidenceto corroboratethe existenceof a gunrunningoperation(SeeSectionII A)
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after he and Raoul returned to Birmingham to purchase the rifle
that was used to kill Dr King (181)

On March 9 Ray talked by telephone to Tomas Lau who reported
the conversation to the FBI following the assassination

Lau recalls that approximately 1 week after Galt's gradua
tion on March 2 1968 Galt telephonically contacted him
[Lau] at which time Lau advised him that he had a possible
job opportunity for him as a bartender Galt advised Lau
that he was leaving town within 2 weeks for an undisclosed
location to visit his brother and did not wish to take a job
at this time (18 )

Precisely 2 weeks later according to Ray's testimony to the committee
he met Raoul in Birmingham The rifle purchase followed 6 days later

More significant than the three allusions in California to a brother
however was Ray's reference to a brother during the rifle purchase
itself On March 29 Ray went to the Aeromarine Supply Co and
bought a .243 caliber Winchester using the name Harvey Lowmeyer.'4
He later decided to exchange the rifle for another a transaction that
was described by Donald Wood a clerk at Aeromarine in a signed
FBI interview on April 5 1968

It was as best I recall either later that afternoon or early
the following Saturday morning when this individual called
on the telephone and stated that he had had a conversation
with his brother and decided that the gun he had purchased
was not the gun he wanted and he requested whether he could
exchange it for a Remington model 760 .30—06caliber (183)

Wood stated further that when Ray carne to the store on Saturday
he told him that the Winchester was a big enough gun to bring down
any deer in Alabama "He stated in an offhand manner that he wanted
the .30—06caliber gun because he was going to use it to hunt in Wis
consin. (184 )

Ray's version of the rifle purchase again seemed to be an effort to
disguise contact with a brother through the character of Raoul Ray
stated that he and Raoul traveled to Birmingham from Atlanta and
that Raoul gave him over $700 to purchase a "large deer bore
rifle."(18J) He bought the rifle and brought it back to the motel
Raoul disapproved of the choice and told Ray to exchange it for one
chosen from a brochure

Chairman STOKESSo then after you purchased the second
rifle at Raoul's direction because he told you the first rifle
was not adequate

RAY Yes he pointed out in a brochure—I had a brochure
with the second rifle

Chairman STOKESOK He sent you back to get the second
rifle and told you what kind to get didn't he

RAY That is correct
Chairman STOKES And you did what he told you to do
RAY Yes sir * * * I made a phone call to Aeromarine

* SeeMLKexhibitF—35(Aeromarinereceiptof riflepurchase) II HSCA—MLKhear
ings 39
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Supply and I asked them about exchanging it and they said
they could do it.(186)

Ray's use of the Harvey Lowmeyer alias also corrobated the possible
involvement of a brother in the rifle purchase Ray told the commit
tee he got the name from a friend or criminal associate in Quincy
Ill.(18i) Ray's last known visit to Quincy however had been in June
and July of 1967 9 months earlier Further the actual Harvey
Lohmeyer

45 told the committee in an interview that while he knew
John Ray and Jerry Ray from a period of overlapping prison terms
at Menard State Penitentiary in Chester Ill. in the late 1950's he
did not know James Earl Ray (188) The committee therefore believed
it more likely that James got the idea for this alias from either John
or Jerry Ray In the absence of any evidence that James stockpiled
aliases Ray's use of "Harvey Lowmeyer for the rifle purchase sug
gested contact with one or both brothers at that time

Percy Foreman Ray's attorney when Ray pled guilty to the assassi
nation on March 10 1969 testified in a committee hearing to admis
sions by Ray that his brother Jerry was with him at the time of the
rifle purchase.4 Foreman said

I cross-examined James Earl Ray for hours and the only
name that he ever mentioned other than his own at any phase
or time of his preparation for the killing * * * Dr Martin
Luther King

* * * the only person's name that he ever men
tioned to me was his brother Jerry

Jerry was with him when he bought the rifle in Birming
ham the one he did not use because it was a low caliber He
took it back and traded it for a more powerful one that would
be more likely to kill an individual The smaller caliber was
more suited for killing small animals And Jerry was not
with him according to Ray's statement when he bought the
gun that killed Dr Martin Luther King but he was with
him the day before at the same place where he bought an
other rifle for that purpose

* * * (189)
In his testimony before the committee Jerry Ray repeatedly denied

that he participated in the rifle purchase (190) or that he was the
Raoul that James referred to He also denied having transmitted any
funds to James (191) Finally he suggested that James used the
brother references as a means of disguising contact with Raoul

He would use the statement and he would go along—"My
brother said this and "My brother said that or "He wanted
the gun or "I'm going to go visit him or something That
was lust a way of you know of saying he was going to meet
somebody and instead of saying he was going to see Raoul
he wasn't going to tell everybody he was going to visit
Raoul (192)

u The committeenoted the slight snellinedifferencebetweenLowmeyerand Lowmeyeranddecidedit wasdneto an errormadebyRayVITheconn,itteenotedthat certainstatementsbyForemanwereat variancewithotherreliable evidence (See discussionof guilty plea at sec II supra.) The committeetherefore discountedhis testimonyconcerningJerry Ray's involvementin the riflepurchase
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The committee reviewed Jerry Ray's extensive testimony before the
committee as well as his prior statements to members of the press FBI
agents authors and a number of private citizens and it found his
testimony self-serving and generally unworthy of belief For example
the committee obtained evidence from several sources who requested
confidentiality that Jerry Ray believed parts of the Raoul story were
untrue yet he continued to insist to the conunittee that such a character
existed Further Jerry Ray admitted to the committee that he gave a
false description of Raoul in a New York City radio interview in
1977 (193) that he falsely denied that James ever mentioned Dr King
in their conversations during prison visits over the 10 years following
the assassination (194) and that he falsely claimed his brother was
not a beer drinker. (195) Jerry also admitted to the committee that
he supplied McMillan the author with bank records he had falsi
fied (196)

Finally during his testimony Jerry told the committee that he had
located the Mississippi motel where James had stayed during a drive
from Birmingham to Memphis that James claimed he made after the
rifle purchase Jerry added that he had talked to individuals who indi
cated that the FBI had destroyed the motel records that reflected this
stay When the committee investigated his charge however it found
the motel records still intact 48 and Jerry Ray's testimony an inten
tional distortion of the truth (197)

The committee found Jerry Ray's public hearing testimony includ
ing his denial of involvement in the Birmingham rifle purchase un
worthy of belief.49

The committee was at pains to make a careful assessment of the
evidence bearing on the rifle purchase No less than four separate
witnesses—Marie Martin Richard Gonzalez Tomas Lau and Donald
Wood—in separate interviews with authorities shortly after the
assassination provided evidence of Ray's receipt of money from or
contact with a brother during the month preceding the rifle purchase
Wood's testimony tied that brother directly into the rifle purchase
itself

Both Jerry and James asserted that James reference to a brother
was meant to conceal his involvement with Raoul (198) The com
mittee's investigation produced no evidence to corroborate the existence
of Raoul so the proposed explanation was worthless The committee
believed that Ray's postassassination tale of Raoul was fabricated
to conceal contacts with one or bothbrothers The committee was
however unable to establish the precise whereabouts of either John
or Jerry for the period of the rifle purchase John Ray stated in
executive session that he was operating the Grapevine Tavern in St
Louis at the time,(199) and the committee while unwilling to credit
John Ray's unsupported testimony received no evidence that contra

47The committeebelievedJerry lied on this matter to supportJames allegationthatbeercanswith Ray'sfingerprintsfoundin the bundleof evidencehad been"planted byauthorities18Therecordsdid not in fact reflectRay'sstay at the motel+8AuthorsHuie and McMillanhad each allegedthat Jerry Ray claimedto have receiveda telephonecall from James the night beforethe assassinationin whichJamespredictedthat the "bigniggerhas hadit. A discussionof this evidenceis containedin astaffreportentitled"SupplementalStudiesPertainingto the Motiveof JamesEarl Ray,XIII HSCA—MLKhearings par 64
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dieted his assertion Jerry Ray's working records were destroyed
approximately 6 months before the committee contacted his employer
the Sportsman's Club near Chicago Jerry's working hours at that
time were 11 p.m to 7 a.m (200) If his recollection that Thursday was
his day off was correct,50 he could conceivably have gone to Birming
ham given advice on the initial rifle purchase on the afternoon of
Friday March 29 1968 and returned in time to be on the job by 11
p.m that night

Finally although James presence at the Birmingham Travelodge
was verified the committee found no evidence of his brothers or of
any associates at the motel with him (201)

The committee also considered the possibility that James contact
with his brother was by telephone rather than in person but the
relevant telephone records had been destroyed

On balance therefore the committee believed the evidence convinc
ing that James had some form of contact with a brother both before
and during the rifle purchase The committee had no direct evidence
which it was willing to credit establishing the identity of the brother
Given the limits on the evidence available to the committee no more
definitive statement could be made

(f) Motive with respect to John and Jerry Ray
Since the evidence reflected a criminal association of Ray and his

two brothers that was far more substantial than any of the three were
willing to admit and since that association appeared to extend to
complicity in the assassination itself it was appropriate to examine
the question of motive with reference to John and Jerry

The investigation of James Earl Ray's motive in the assassination
revealed that while he was generally unsympathetic with the civil
rights movement he apparently did not harbor such an intense racial
hatred that he would have acted in the assassination without other
inducement While Ray might have been attracted by the notoriety
he would achieve for committing the crime the committee found that
his primary inducement was probably the expectation of financial
gain

The committee reviewed evidence bearing on the racial attitudes of
John and Jerry Ray and found it clear and compelling John Ray was
found to be a man of pronounced racial bias By his own admission
his place of business in 1968 the Grapevine Tavern in St Louis was
a segregated establishment in a segregated neighborhood.(202) In
addition many of John Ray's remarks both to the committee and at
the time of the assassination reflected strong opposition to the civil
rights movement and to Dr King himself In his first interview with
the FBI following the assassination—on April 22 1968—he voiced
approval of the murder of Dr King Quoting from the FBI report

It is noted that Ray was initially uncooperative and said
"What's all the excitement about He only killed a nigsTer
If he had killed a white man you wouldn't be here King
should have been killed 10 years ago. 51(203)

10The committeereceivedsignificantevidencethat Jerry Ray's day off was in factTuesday51Whenconfrontedwith his statement Raystated "I wasprobablydrunk. (204)He
added "t * * I ran a tavernin a racialneighborhoodAndeverybodymakesthesestatements similarstatements."(205)
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John Ray's testimony in public hearings while modified in tone
provided additional evidence of his general racial attitudes

STAFF COUNSELAgain Mr Ray my question was What
was your racial attitude toward Dr King and the civil rights
movement that he headed up in 1968
* * * * * * *

RAY I would guess you would say I was a mild segrega
tionist I guess (206)

One of the strongest indications of John Ray's opposition to
Dr King however appears in a letter that he wrote from prison to
George McMillan the author in June 1972.(207)

* * * the common man * * knows that King was not a saint
as these try to picture him There are millions of Rays in the
United States with the same background and beliefs who
know that King not only was a rat but with his beaded eyes
and pin ears looked like one.52

Over the years since Dr King's assassination Jerry Ray also overtly
exhibited racist attitudes He went to work in 1969 as a bodyguard for
J B Stoner leader of the National States Rights Party The com
mittee found it significant that he chose to work with the leader of an
organization which shortly after Dr King's death had declared in
The Thunderbolt the party newspaper that

The man who shot King was actually upholding the law
of the land and enforcing the injunction of the U.S District
Court of Memphis which had forbidden King's marches The
white man who shot King

* * * should be given the Con
gressional Medal of Honor and a large annual pension for
life plus a Presidential pardon (209)

Jerry Ray's support for the views expressed in The Thunderbolt was
confirmed in a letter he later wrote on "J B Stoner for United States
Senator stationery

I am sure when history is written my brother James Earl
Ray and the Hon Gov George Wallace will be heroes along
side of J B Stoner (210) 53

Finally Jerry Ray's racism was confirmed by the testimony of
Dr Edward Fields secretary of the National States Rights Party
who characterized Jerry as a "segregationist. (212)

Both Jerry and John Ray therefore manifested in their general
attitudes pronounced racial bias as well as willingness to commit crime
for financial gain 'attitudes that would be consistent with their par
ticipation in the assassination of Dr King

6 EVIDENCEOF A CONSPIRACYIN ST LOUIS

An offer on Dr King's life that existed in St Louis in late 1966 or
early 1967 was brought to the attention of the committee in March

52Whenquestionedin executivesessionaboutthis letter John Raystated "I moreorless g It ve snd that o get Mca1ilans goat for not pavingme the $700."(208)Whenasked about this letter in publichearings Jerry Ray concededhe was itsauthor but he insistedit wasa joke.(211)Whilethe letter maywellhavebeenan attemptat humor the committeebelievedthat its contentsofferedstrongevidenceof pronouncedracismandanti-Semitism
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1978 by the FBI.(213) A Bureau informant contact report dated
March 19 1974 had been discovered during a file review in an un
related investigation (211) 64It indicated that in the fall of 1973 an
informant advised that Russell G Byers of St Louis had told him
he had been offered $10,000 or $20,000 by a St Louis lawyer then
deceased to kill I)r King

The committee began its investigation of the lead by contacting
Byers who initially denied knowledge of the offer After consulting
with his attorney however Byers agreed to cooperate but only in re

sponse to a subpena and if he were granted inllnunity A subpena was
issued and when Byers appeared before an executive session of the
committee on May 9 1978 he was granted immunity under title II of
the Organized Crime Control Act of 1970 Byers testimony in commit
tee public hearings was also given under an immunity grant (p15)

(a) The Byers allegation
Byers gave the following account to the committee (216)
He was contacted in late 1966 or early 1967 by John Kauffmann

whom he had known since 1962 as a former stockbroker and operator
of the Buff Acres Motel and a drug manufacturing company both lo
cated in Imperial Mo Kauffmann had in return for payment per
mitted Byers to store stolen merchandise including stolen cars at his
motel Kauffmann asked Byers if he would like to make $50,000 and
Byers asked what he would have to do to earn it Kauffmann told him
to meet him at 6:30 that evening which Byers did and together they
drove to the home in Imperial of John Sutherland a St Louis patent
attorney The three men met in a study that Byers described as deco
rated with Confederate flags and Civil War memorabilia There was a
rug replica of a Confederate flag as well and Sutherland was wearing
what appeared to Byers to be a Confederate colonel's hat

After some social conversation Byers asked Sutherland what he
would have to do for the $50,000 Sutherland said he would have to kill
or arrange to have killed Dr Martin Luther King Byers who told
the committee he did not know at the time who Dr King was asked
where that amount of money would come from Sutherland told him he
belonged to a secret southern organization that had plenty of
money According to Byers no names were mentioned Byers said he
neither accepted nor rejected the offer indicating he would think it
over Outside the door of Sutherland's home however he told Kauff
mann he was not interested. He said he saw Sutherland only once
again at a water company meeting and that he soon severed his ties
with Kauffmann having learned he was involved in an illegal drug
operation Byers indicated he feared he would end up murdered or in
the penitentiary if he got involved in drugs

54The informantcontactreport had not beendisseminatedby the St LouisFBI fieldofficeso there had beenno officialinvestigationof the informationit containedTheFBIconductedinterviewsin 1978with the twoformerspecialagents sinceretired whohadhandledthe informantIt wasdeterminedthat the failureto followup on theInformationresultedfrominadvertenceon the part of the agentswhostated in retrospectthat theyshouldhaveactedon the lead Thecurrentleadershipof the Bureauis to he commendedfor creatinga climatewithinthe Bureauwherean informantreportof this charactercouldhe forwardedto a congressionalcommitteerather than ignoredor destroyedssThecommitteesubpenaedBeulahKauffmannthewidowof JohnKauffmannto appearin executivesession (In lightofher convictionondregchargesin 1^67Mrs Kauffmann's
testimonywas regardedwith someskepticismby the committee.)Sheconfirmedthat herlate husbandand Sutherlandhad beenbusinessassociatesand Wallacesupporters Shealso recalledthat Kauffmannhad takenByersto Sutherland'shomeon oneoccasionbutthat Sutherlandwasnot home (217)
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To determine if Byers story was credible the committee initiated a
full-scale investigation of Byers Kauffmann and Sutherland Dozens
of associates of each were interviewed or deposed and several were
called to testify in executive session In addition files of local State
and Federal agencies were reviewed

Although the investigation was hampered by the death of many of
the principals the committee uncovered enough evidence to be con
vinced that the Byers allegation was essentially truthful There was in
existence in 1966 or 1967 a St Louis conspiracy actively soliciting the
assassination of Dr King The committee found that Byers was a log
ical target for solicitation in such a conspiracy even though he testi
fied that he did not know why Kauffmann would have approached him

The committee learned that Byers had a reputation at the time
of the offer for associating with people known to have a propensity
for violence More specifically his brother-in-law John Paul Spica
had been convicted of the contract murder of a St Louis businessman

Kauffmann and Sutherland could well have been led to believe
the committee reasoned that while Byers might not have been willing
to undertake the murder himself he could have established contact
with people willing to accept the offer

Nevertheless the committee sought further corroboration for Byers
account realizing that his criminal record raised substantial doubts
concerning his credibility (220) In addition questions were raised by
his failure to approach authorities with his information in 1968 Byers
himself explained that he had not wanted to get involved in any way
or attract attention to his criminal activities (221) He did say how
ever that he told two St Louis attorneys Lawrence Weenick 58and
Murray Randall about his meeting with Kauffmann and Sutherland
According to Byers Weenick was told in 1974 Byers had two conver
sations with Randall one in 1968 and the other in 1974 (222)

Byers waived his attorney-client privilege with Weenick and Ran
dall and they were interviewed by the committee (223) Their accounts
to staff counsel and committee investigators essentially supported the
testimony Byers had given in executive session The two attorneys were
then subpenaed to appear at a committee public hearing Weenick testi
fied that in 1974 or 1975 while he was representing Byers in several
civil matters Byers told him he had been offered $50,000 by Kauffmann
and Sutherland to murder Dr Martin Luther King and that Byers
gave him the impression that while the offer was seriously made he
(Byers) never took it seriously Weenick was pressed by the committee
on his assessment of Byers credibility He replied

* * * Byers had absolutely no reason to tell me this at the
time he told it to me or any other time Whether he made it
up T not I don't know There was—there seems to be no
credible reason why he would have made it up and told it to
me and to Mr Randall and evidently to this other person
who was an FBI informant * * *

* * * I can't say for certain that he is not lying but I cer
tainly don't know what his motive would be for doing so (°2°24)

When Randall who had since become a judge in the Court of Crimi
nal Corrections in St Louis learned he might be subpenaed to tes

56WeenickalsorepresentedKauffmannin his1967drugcase
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tify before the committee in public session he attempted to avoid
an appearance arguing that his testimony would be of no value
and expressing concern over the effect the publicity could have on
his reelection to the bench He complained to staff counsel (225) com
mittee investigators,(226) the chairman of the committee,(227) and
another Member of Congress To support his position about the value
of his testimony he raised—for the first time with the committee—
doubts he said he had about Byers credibility He offered the specula
tion that Byers might have concocted the story in 1973 and told it to a
person he suspected of being an FBI informant to test his suspicion
According to Randall's theory if the FBI subsequently contacted
Byers about the King assassination he would have his suspicions
about the informant confirmed (228)

Nevertheless Randall was called to testify as was Weenick at a
public hearing on November 29 1978 (229) He said he first met Byers
in 1967 when Byers pled guilty to a stolen car charge He next saw
him when he assisted him in incorporating a business in 1968 He then
stated to the committee that he had run into Byers at the courthouse
in 1974 shortly before he left private practice to take the bench Byers
asked his advice on the procedures for claiming immunity in a grand
jury investigation saying he thought he might be questioned by Fed
eral authorities about his knowledge of a plot to assassinate Dr King
Byers then told Randall a story that reflected in essential details
Byers testimony before the committee and the story Byers told Ween
ick During his committee testimony Randall said he did not remem
ber that Byers had told him of the King offer prior to the 1974 meet
ing (230 ) 57In response to questioning Randall also repeated his spec
ulation about Byers and the informant conceding it was only "specu
lation * * * "my belief and opin;on. (231)

The committee accepted the basic outlines of Judge Randall's testi
mony Indeed he added valuable detail to the story told by Byers As
such his testimony contributed to the work of the committee Never
theless the committee found that Judge Randall's memory that onlyone conversation took place was in error The committee also rejected
Randall's speculation about Byers possible effort to unmask an FBI
informant It believed that the theory was offered to undermine the
witness own testimony in order to discourage the committee from
compelling his public appearance.58 In addition the committee found
Randall's speculation about Byers story to be implausible Byers was
a relatively sophisticated and experienced criminal and he would have
known such a ploy would not work It would only have served to ex
pose him to an FBI investigation that he with a long history of dealingin stolen property would have wanted to avoid The very significanceof his information would have subjected him to increased scrutinyThe committee's chief investigator testified that based on his ex
perience Byers more likely course of action would have been to dis

v7Durine an earlier conversationwith the committeeRandallrecalleda 1968meeting with ByersduringwhichBvers'to'dhim that someprominentneon'ewereinvolvedin Dr King'sMurderByersalso recalleda 1968discussionwith Randallaboutthe offerfor the assassinationof Dr King5 JudgeRandall'stheorywasunderminedby the likelihoodof a 1968conversationaboutthe offeras wellas by the statementof a St LouispoliceDetectivewhotold the committee that a St LouisPost-Dispatchreporterhad beenlookinginto a rumorin 1971or 1972of Byers involvementwith a patent attorneyin t',e Kine essassination.(233)Thecommitteewasunableto contactthe reporter whohad diedin 1974
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continue dealing with the suspected informant (232) Moreover it was
considered highly unlikely that the FBI would have approached Byers
in such a way since this would have risked making Byers aware of the
role of the informant

The committee agreed with Weenick's testimony that Byers had no
motive to lie about the offer Unlike many sources of King death
threats who have fabricated information for publicity Byers conduct
since 1967 has demonstrated a consistent unwillingness to get involved
in the investigation of the King assassination He did not volunteer
his information to the committee he refused to cooperate until he
was subpenaed and granted immunity

The committee's conclusion that Byers testimony of a serious con
spiracy to kill Dr King in the St Louis area was essentially truthful
was independently substantiated by the sworn testimony of an unpaid
informant for the Jefferson County Mo. sheriff's office in 1967 and
1968 This witness spent 3 years thereafter with a State police agency
He requested anonymity since he was concerned that his failure to
take more vigorous action in 1968 with the information might damage
his reputation destroy his marriage and injure his career in private
industry.59 The committee decided based on these considerations and
a judgment that the witness was candid and forthcoming to grant his
request for anonymity and refer to him in this report as witness
A (234)

As a sheriff's office informant witness A spent much time at the
Buff Acres the motel operated by Kauffmann in Imperial Mo He had
been asked to investigate numerous individuals who frequented the
motel He testified that Kauffmann was accepting stolen property in
exchange for room rent running a prostitution ring out of the motel
and dealing in drugs He then recounted conversation he had heard at
the motel regarding a standing offer to murder Dr King

* * * there was a frequent remark whenever any more than
two of the members got together if they were hard up for
money somebody would say "Well we can always make
$20,000 or $30,000 for killing Martin Luther King, or on
another occasion and quite frequently "We can always make
$20,000 or $30,000 if we kill the big nigger for John.

Asked who John was witness A replied "John Kauffmann."(235)
The committee found certain elements of the Sutherland/Kauffmann

conspiracy particularly interesting First it provided a source of funds
that could explain the involvement of a financially motivated criminal
such as Ray The committee had noted that if in fact the Alton bank
robbery involved three people—as circumstances seemed to indicate—
James expenditures in his fugitive period would have almost com
pletely exhausted his share of $9,077 by the time of the assassina
tion (236) Even if a two-way split were assumed his funds would
have been substantially depleted In either case he would have been
interested in a new source of income at about the time of the
assassination

5°He stated that he gavethe informationto twoofficershe workedwithbut pursueditno further Wheninterviewedby the committeeLt WallyGanzmansaid he couldnot-.rail the incident but he did not denythat it occurredThesecondofficerhadsincedied
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Second the Sutherland-Kauffmann conspiracy was located in the
St Louis area The principals lived there and the offers were made
there—both Sutherland's offer to Byers and the standing offer at
Kauffmann's motel James Earl Ray visited St Louis at least twice
during his fugitive period and his brother John was a permanent
resident Given the circulation of the offer among the area's criminal
elements at least at the Buff Acres Motel it seemed entirely possible
that word of the offer might reach the Ray family
(b) The backgrounds of Kauffmann and Sutherland

John Kauffmann was born April 7 1904 and died April 1
1974 (237) He was a lifelong St Louis resident involved in a variety
of business activities including the manufacture of gliders and real
estate development From the early 1960's to his death he owned and
resided at the Buff Acres Motel in Barnhardt Mo His widow Beulah
still lived there in 1978

Kauffmann's criminal record (238) disclosed that he was arrested and
convicted for the manufacture and sale of amphetamines in 1967.60The
committee reviewed the files of the Federal drug case that led to Kauff
mann's arrest and conviction (239) They revealed he had been operat
ing a legitimate drug company that marketed a cough mixture called
Fixaco Through the company he was ordering amphetamine sulfate
powder in bulk and making amphetamine pills from the powder
Kauffmann sold an estimated 1 million pills illegally to undercover
Federal agents in 1967

Testimony given at Kauffmann's narcotics trial revealed a link be
tween his illegal drug operation and the Missouri State Penitentiary
where James Earl Ray was incarcerated until his escape in April of
1967 (240) A Federal informant indicated that some of the illegal
contraband was delivered to the prison by one of Kauffmann's accom
plices During an interview with the committee one of Kauff
mann's codefendants disclosed that Kauffmann had arranged for an
additional delivery to the Missouri State Penitentiary on the day of
his arrest.( 241 )

Kauffmann's criminal record did not reflect a conviction for any
crimes of violence Nevertheless the committee learned that a Federal
narcotics agent was ambushed and shot just after talking to an in
formant about Kauffmann This incident occurred shortly after Kauff
mann's arrest but following disclosure that the victim was a Federal
agent who had worked undercover on the Kauffmann case (24.2)
Kauffmann also once told an undercover agent he had threatened a
person who owed him money in order to scare him (243)

In addition while the committee was unable to obtain information
that would provide substantial details on Kauffmann's political atti
tudes it did establish that he was associated with John Sutherland in
efforts to establish an American Party chapter in the St Louis area in
1967-68 The American Party supported the candidacy of Governor
George Wallace of Alabama Examination of numerous American
Party petitions filed with the Missouri Secretary of State for the 1968
Presidential election showed Kauffmann's signature as either circulat
ing officer or as notary public (244)

e0Kauffmannwas freeon an appealbondat the timeof Dr King'sassassination
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John Sutherland a descendant of early colonists was born in
Charlottesville Va. October 19 1905 He died in 1970 (245) He was a
1926 graduate of Virginia Military Institute with a degree in electrical
engineering he received a bachelor of laws degree from City College
of Law and Finance St Louis 1931 and a master of laws degree from
Benton College of Law He held a commission in the U.S Army Re
serve from 1926 to 1936 though he apparently never served on active
duty He was married in 1930 to Anna Lee of Atlanta.61 (246)

Sutherland practiced patent law in St Louis He was a lifelong
resident of the St Louis area and had no criminal record

A number of associates of Sutherland were interviewed by the com
mittee One characterized him as a "die-hard southerner who "never
let the Civil War die. (247) Others described him as a "strong Wal
lace supporter, anti-Black an "outspoken conservative, and opposed
to civil rights integration and the Supreme Court (248) There were
several associates however who said that they could not conceive of
Sutherland's involvement in an assassination plot

Sutherland belonged to a number of social and professional organi
zations and he was active politically throughout his adult life A
segregationist or anticivil rights strain was apparent in many of these
organizations For example information obtained from FBI St Louis
field office files indicated that Sutherland was the founder and chair
man of the steering committee of the first St Louis Citizens Council
in 1964 (249) The local group had ties to a parent organization in the
deep South with stated principles of "States rights and "racial in
tegrity. (250)

Available information indicated that Sutherland withdrew from an
active leadership role in the citizens council after the first year of
its existence (251) Gordon Baum the field director of the St Louis
organization in 1978 stated during a committee interview that to his
knowledge Sutherland had ceased formal ties with the citizens coun
cil prior to 1967 (252) Other members however indicated that Suther
land's name was well known in citizens council activities and that he
had served as an adviser on the group's activities until his death in
1970 (253)

Sutherland was associated with a second organization of interest to
the committee the Southern States Industrial Council (SSIC) head
quartered in Tennessee The SSIC was an organization of businessmen
and industrial leaders and its policies as of 1967 reflected opposition
to the civil rights movement and a suspicion of Communist infiltration
of the "Negro movement."(254) Sutherland served as a regional
director of the association and was an associate of its 1968
president Theodore Sensing.(255) The committee's examination
of the council developed evidence that some of its members were
unsympathetic to Dr King Sensing for example addressed the
Daughters of the American Revolution in Washington on April 15

6 John Sutherland'swidowAnnaLee Sutherlandconfirmedin a committeeinterviewthat her husbandhadbeenextremelyoutspokenin his racialviewsandstronglyanti-BlackSheal,o confirmedthat her husband'sdenwasdecoratedwithConfederateparaphernaliaincludinga Confederateflag Shevolunteeredthat Sutherlandhad beenan activememberof the SouthernStates Industrial Counciland at one time had inquiredinto possiblemembershipin the NationalStates RightsParty Mrs Sutherlandsaid John Kauffmannhad not beena closeassociateof her husband and she disclaimedany knowledgeof anoffertokillDr Kingora discussionofsuchanoffer
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1968 less than 2 weeks after the King assassination While Sensing
called it a "senseless tragic crime and recommended that the
killer be apprehended if possible and brought to trial for leis
crime, he also used the occasion to criticize Dr King and those
associated with him He stated at one point "It is not too much to
say in fact that Martin Luther King Jr. brought this crime upon
himself. Holding Dr King to account for his attitude toward civil
disobedience Sensing speculated that the assassin may well have
said to himself `I think Martin Luther King should be killed I realize
there is a law against murder but in this case I think the law was
unjust. "(256) While this speech did not of course provide any
evidence of complicity by members of SSIC in the assassination it did
give an indication of the political persuasion of Sutherland's
associates

The committee was unable to identify the secret southern organiza
tion to which Sutherland referred as the source of payment when he
allegedly made the offer to Byers It did however establish that he
belonged to at least two organizations with extreme segregationist
leanings,82 and it developed evidence of pronounced racial bias in
Sutherland himself

A committee investigation of Sutherland's financial condition re
vealed that he left an estate valued at more than $300,000 (258)

Based on this background investigation the committee concluded
that the two principals Sutherland and Kauffmann met the criteria
for being serious conspirators

They had the motive i.e. Sutherland's avowed social and po
litical attitudes and Kauffmann's readiness to earn money legally
or illegally

They had the monetary means either from Sutherland's own
funds or from associates and

They actively sought the opportunity to carry out a plot as
evidenced at least by their solicitation of Byers

(c) Connectives to James Earl Ray
The committee turned finally to an examination of the possibility

that the Sutherland-Kauffmann offer might have reached James Earl
Ray Four possible connectives were explored.c3

The first connective was John Paul Spica brother-in-law of Russell
Byers and a fellow inmate of Ray at Missouri State Penitentiary

The committee determined that Spica was convicted and imprisoned
in 1963 for the contract murder of a St Louis businessman Missouri
State Penitentiary records showed that he was incarcerated from 1963
to 1973 and that for at least part of that time he occupied a cell in the
same cell block and same tier of the prison as Ray (259)

In executive session testimony before the committee Spica acknowl
edged that he was acquainted with Ray but he denied close contact
with him (260) Committee interviews with prison officials and other

" Sutherlandwasalsoa memberof the Orderof theVeiledPropheta socialorganizationwith membershiprestrictedto caucasiansIt was the target of protestby St Louiscivil
rightsorganizationsfor its restrictedmembershipnolicies.(2577)630fthe fourconnectivesconsideredthe committeedeemedthe first threeto bepossiblebut less likely whilethe fourthwasregardedas possibleand morelikely Consistentwithits duty to becautiousin its evaluationof the evidencethe committeeacknowledgedthatnoneof thefourconnectivescouldbefirmlyestablished
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inmates on the other hand indicated a much closer friendship between
Spica and Ray than Spica admitted (261) Spica also testified that
he knew nothing of the offer to Byers by Sutherland and
Kauffmann (262)

Byers testified during public hearings that he visited Spica regu
larly until his conviction in December 1967 on a Dyer Act charge
(interstate transportation of stolen automobiles) Nevertheless he
stated emphatically that he did not discuss the Sutherland-Kauffmann
offer with him (263)

In light of Spica's incarceration at Missouri State Penitentiary until
1973 his only potential role in the assassination might have been as a
conduit of information between Byers and Ray The committee found
no evidence to contradict the denials of both Spica and Byers that the
Sutherland-Kauffmann offer was discussed prior to the assassina
tion Finally the committee believed that active planning for the
assassination of Dr King did not begin until early March 1968 a
period when Ray had discussions with California associates about
his plans to travel east Thus if Ray did receive word of the Kauff
mann-Sutherland plot while still in Missouri State Penitentiary it
would have to be assumed that Ray stored it away for later
consideration

The second possible connective developed by the committee was
Dr Hugh Maxey a medical officer at the Missouri State Penitentiary
Committee interviews with relatives and associates of John Kauff
mann indicated that Kauffman and Maxey were associated for several
years (264) Mrs Kauffmann characterized it as a purely social rela
tionship one that lasted from the early 1960's until Kauffmann was
sent to Federal prison for the sale of amphetamines (265)

The committee looked into other reasons for an association between
Maxey and Kauffmann It was learned for example that Maxey
assisted Kauffmann in obtaining the services of parolees in work re
lease programs (266) In addition the committee received allegations
that Maxey was involved with Kauffmann in the distribution of am
phetamines in the prison (267) While the existence of an amphetamine
problem at the prison was confirmed the committee found no evidence
to support the charge that Maxey was involved in illegal distribution

An examination of prison records established that Maxey had con
tact with James Earl Ray at the prison and further that Ray pushed
a food cart in the prison hospital on occasion (268) Thus an opportu
nity for significant contact between the two existed

Maxey who was over 80 and of failing health when he was inter
viewed by the committee denied his own involvement in illegal drug
distribution He characterized his relationship with Kauffmann as
social and declined to discuss the association further Finally Maxey
stated that he had contact with James Earl Ray only as a patient
He denied any knowledge of an offer to kill Dr King circulating at
the prison during his employment there (269)

The committee's investigation did not substantiate a Maxey connec
tive The committee was unable to establish firmly any criminal ac

84Beersallegedvisits to mica conhdnot i'e substantiatedby the committee'sinvestiga
lion Prison authoritiesinformedthe committeethat visitingrecordsfor the pertinent
periodweremissingfromSpica'sfile
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tivities shared by Maxey and Kauffmann thus the likelihood that the
two would have discussed the Sutherland offer seemed slim In addi
tion while the opportunity existed for extensive contact between Ray
and Maxey there was no evidence that any relationship developed
beyond that of doctor and patient

The third connective explored by the committee was Naomi Regazzi
an employee of the Grapevine Tavern when it was operated by John
Ray in 1968 Byers told the committee that he was acquainted with a
St Louis resident named Robert Regazzi and that Regazzi and Spica
also knew each other The significance of this was amplified by the fact
that Naomi Regazzi a former wife of Robert was a bartender at the
Grapevine Tavern in St Louis from January to July 1968

In an attempt to substantiate this connective the committee heard
testimony from a number of people Byers stated that to the best of
his recollection he did not discuss the offer with Regazzi (270) Spica
also questioned under oath confirmed that he knew Regazzi but as
serted there was no friendship between them Spica further stated
that he had had no knowledge of an offer to kill Dr King (271) thus
making it impossible for him to have passed the offer to Regazzi Re
gazzi in an interview with the committee claimed that he had no
knowledge of events leading to the King assassination He said he had
been separated from Naomi during the period of her employment at the
Grapevine so he could not have communicated an offer to her had
he known about it (272)

Finally the committee subpenaed Naomi Regazzi to testify under
oath in executive session She confirmed her employment at the Grape
vine between January 1 1968 and July 1968 She recalled seeing her
ex-husband during this period only when he wanted to see their son
She stated that he was never in the Grapevine itself (273) Finally
she testified that she did not know Byers personally and she could
recall no discussion concerning an offer to kill Dr King at the Grape
vine She added that she discussed Dr King with John Ray only
after the assassination when he confirmed that the assassination sus
pect was his brother (274)

While Naomi Regazzi who had become Naomi Denny could have
brought information concerning the offer on Dr King's life to John
Ray's tavern the committee found no evidence that she in fact did
Mrs Denny was separated from Robert Regazzi as of 1965 or 1966
and her relationship with him afterwards was limited to his visits
to see their son (275) It would seem unlikely under these circumstances
that they would have discussed an offer for the murder of Dr King
In addition Byers did not recall telling Regazzi of the offer and
both Regazzi and his former wife denied having heard of it The com
mittee noted that an examination of Mrs Denny's testimony indi
cated that she was not always candid The connective remained
unsubstantiated

The fourth and final connective between Kauffmann Sutherland
and James Earl Ray was the American Party campaign of Alabama
Governor George C Wallace for the Presidency in the late months
of 1967 and early months of 1968 Both Sutherland and Kauffmann
supported the party also known as the American Independent Party
In fact Floyd Kitchen an organizer for the American Party in St
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Louis in 1968 and Missouri State chairman of the American Inde
pendent Party indicated to the committee in a sworn statement that
his AIP salary of $600 a month was paid by Sutherland (276) Addi
tionally committee interviews with persons who were officials of the
American Party in 1968 revealed that Sutherland was active at both
the local and national levels of the party and was a candidate for
Presidential elector (277)

Former associates of Sutherland reported that his strong support
of the American Party was based in large degree on the party's con
servative position on civil rights The committee also learned that
considerable support for the American Party campaign was drawn
from the White Citizens Council in St Louis an organization dedi
cated to racial separation As has been noted Sutherland was a mem
ber of the council

John Ray was apparently active in the 1968 American Party cam
paign His support for Wallace was reflected in an article in the St
Louis Post-Dispatch

John Ray said he last saw his brother at the prison "He
and I are both strong supporters of George C Wallace * * *
so maybe we talked about him a little. (278)

Jerry Ray's attitude toward Governor Wallace was characterized
by Edward Fields secretary of the National States Rights Party and
editor of The Thunderbolt who said that Jerry "is very strongly for
George Wallace and always has been a strong Wallace supporter.
(279)

John Ray's Grapevine Tavern was a distribution point for Ameri
can Party campaign literature as the committee's investigation de
veloped from sources including his brother Jerry (280) Further John
helped transport prospective party registrants to the registration of
fice (281) During the same general period evidence before the com
mittee indicated James Earl Ray was engaging in AIP campaign
activities in California. These activities by John and James Earl
Ray were considered significant by the committee in that they indi
cated a common pursuit strongly suggesting a link between the brothers
that neither was willing to admit Further James persistent denials
of his AIP activity despite clear and convincing evidence to the
contrary

G6
necessarily raised the additional question What beyond

the activity itself was he trying to conceal Ray's concern about his
AIP activities was best reflected in his curious sensitivity about one
of the proposed "stipulations of fact that he was asked to sign as
part of the proceedings leading to his guilty plea in March 1969.(282)
The stipulation involved an admission that he had taken three Cali
fornia residents to register for Wallace Ray through his attorney
Percy Foreman deleted the reference to Wallace headquarters No
other stipulations in the 56-paragraph document were altered.67

wJameswasalsoinvolvedin transportingregistrantsto a localAIPheadquarterseeThree witnesses—CharlesStein Rita Stein and MarieMartin—gaveswornstatementsto thecommitteeconcerningRay'sAIPactivities87Ravto'd the ron8m+treethat he oh-pctedto otherstinulat'onsand that his attorneyPercyForemanrefusedto makethe reouestedchanges(JamesEarl Rayte.timony Aug18 1978 III HSCA—MLKhearings 19—20)In light of the fact that Ray's initialsas wellas Foreman'sappearon eachpageof the draft stipulations (MLKexhibitF—79III HSCA—MLKhearings46) the committeewasunwillingto acceptthis explanation
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John Ray's interest in AIP politics also seemed out of character
since he apparently had never evidenced it before 1967 or 1968 and
since as a convicted felon he was not able to vote For this reason
and because of demonstrated ties between both Sutherland and Kauff
mann and the AIP the committee's investigation was focused on this
connection

It was determined that a significant amount of AIP campaign ac
tivity occurred in the neighborhood of the Grapevine Tavern For ex
ample Viola Anderson who lived only oneblock from the Grapevine
Tavern,(283) was active in both the St Louis Citizens Council and
the American Party (284) In fact her residence was a neighborhood
campaign headquarters in the south St Louis area and a likely place
for John Ray to have acquired his Wallace campaign paraphernalia 89

The committee also closely examined Glen Shrum since deceased a
close friend of Viola Anderson and one who was instrumental in
American Party organization in the Third Congressional District the
district in which John Ray's tavern was located Shrum was described
to the committee as an activist member of radical right-wing organiza
tions such as John Birch Society and the Minutemen Further he re
portedly attended meetings of the National States Rights Party and he
may have been in contact with the Ku Klux Klan (286) His friends
also indicated to the committee that he held strong opinions on civil
rights leading him to be openly critical of Federal legislation and
court actions dealing with equality for Blacks (287)

The committee contacted several American Party and White Citi
zens Council members who said that several informal meetings were
held in the neighborhood in which Ray's tavern was located during the
1968 campaign Reportedly Shrum attended many of them (288)
In addition Shrum was apparently at least an occasional patron of
the Grapevine Tavern raising the realistic likelihood of a contact
with John Ray (289)

Ultimately however the committee's investigation of the St Louis
conspiracy proved frustrating Only circumstantial evidence was de
veloped Direct evidence that would connect the conspiracy in St
Louis to assassination was not obtained Several of the principals and
possible suspects were of course no longer living and others were
clearly not inclined to be truthful with the committee even when
faced with the possibility of perjury or contempt prosecutions Never
theless in light of the several alternate routes established by the evi
dence through which information of the offer could have reached
James Earl Ray the committee concluded it was likely that he was
aware of the existence of the St Louis conspiracy.69

,sThoughMrs Andersondiedin 1977 her widowerStanleyAndersonconfirmedherparty activities Andersonfurther acknowledgedto committeeinvestigatorsthat his latewifehad metSutherlandbut statedshewasnot closeto him AlthoughAndersonsaidhecouldnot rememberever meetingJohn Ray he volunteeredthat he and his wife andanotherparty workervisitedthe Grapevineon at least oneoccasionFinally Andersondeniedeverhearingof an offerto assassinateDr King but he indicatedafter repeatedquestioningthat conversationscritical of Dr King'sactivitiesoccurredfrequentlyatmeetingshe and his wife attendedprior to the assassination.(285)Duringhis publicappearancebeforethe committeeJohn Ray deniedknowingeither ViolaAndersonorher husband and he stated that he attendedno AmericanParty meetingsat their residence (JohnRaytestimonyVIII HSCA—MLKhearings591-592.)d'John Raydeniedunderoath knowingJohn SutherlandJohn Kauffmannor RussellByers and he stated that he neverheardor participatedin conversationsat the Grapevine of an offerto fund the assassinationof Dr King.(290)
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7 CONCLtiSION

The committee concluded that there was a likelihood of conspiracy
in the assassination of Dr King To summarize several findings were
central to the committee's conspiracy conclusion First James Earl
Ray was the assassin of Dr King and Raoul as described by Ray did
not exist In reaching these conclusions the committee rejected the
possibility that James Earl Ray was an unwitting "fall guy manipu
lated by others The committee found rather that Ray acted with
full knowledge of what he was doing in the murder of Dr King

Second an analysis of Ray's conduct before the assassination pro
vided compelling indications of conspiracy Ray was not in fact a
man without significant associations His financing in all likelihood
supplied by the Alton bank robbery in July 1967 was strong evidence
of significant criminal associations with his brothers during the pre
assassination period Further his campaign activities in California
viewed against the background of his 1967–68 fugitive status his
apolitical nature and his consistent refusal to admit the activities also
strongly suggested involvement with others Ray's trip to New Or
leans too was significant The abrupt nature of his departure from
Los Angeles the risks he took on the road his receipt of money during
the visit and the speedy termination of his mission all indicated Ray's
involvement with others in an important meeting with a preplanned
purpose

Third the analysis of Ray's motive was crucial to the conspiracy
conclusion After examining Ray's behavior his character and his ra
cial attitudes the committee found it could not concur with any of the
accepted explanations for Ray as a lone assassin Historically Ray was
a financially motivated criminal While unsympathetic to the civil
rights movement he did not manifest the type of virulent racism
that might have motivated the assassination in the absence of other
factors While the committee recognized the presence of other possible
motives—racism or psychological needs—it concluded that the expecta
tion of financial gain was Ray's primary motivation The committee's
finding on motive therefore carried conspiratorial implications

Just as significant in the committee's ultimate conclusions on con
spiracy was the evidence bearing on the complicity of the brothers
John and Jerry Ray Three factors negative in character raised the
possibility of the involvement of one or both brothers

First despite an exhaustive and far-reaching field investigation
neither the committee nor previous investigators were able to identify
significant associates of the assassin other than his brothers The possi
bility of their involvement in the assassination was necessarily in
creased by the absence of alternatives

Second despite an offer of assistance from the Justice Department
Ray refused to provide credible evidence on the subject of conspiracy
His self-sacrificial posture was possibly explained as an effort to pro
tect his brothers

Third the Ray brothers consistently attempted to conceal the true
scope of their preassassination contact with each other John and
James denied any contact at all This conduct could be explained
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by a sense of family loyalty Nevertheless it also raised the possibility
that preassassination contact if revealed would lead to implication
in a conspiracy

Additional positive factors ultimately convinced the committee of
the likelihood of the involvement of one or both brothers in the
assassination James was of course a fugitive from Missouri State
Penitentiary Automatically this should have led him to limit the
duration of meetings with his brothers Nevertheless substantial con
tact in a variety of forms apparently persisted throughout the pre
assassination period Much of this contact moreover was criminal in
nature Both John and Jerry met with and assisted James during the
months immediately following his escape from Missouri State Peniten
tiary In addition John clearly had foreknowledge of the escape plans
and provided James with an alias and social security number for
immediate use More significantly the committee found it highly likely
that John and James robbed the Bank of Alton in Alton Ill. on
July 13 1967 Jerry knew of the robbery and assisted in distributing
the proceeds to James throughout his fugitive travels There was
evidence of the receipt of money by James from a brother as late as
February 1968 only weeks before the assassination Further the com
mittee concluded that James trip to New Orleans in December 1967
could best be understood as a meeting with one or both of his brothers
with circumstantial evidence suggesting it was Jerry Ray The pur
pose of that meeting beyond the transfer of funds could not be firmly
established but its sinister significance was clear Finally there was
strong circumstantial evidence of the involvement of a brother in a
consulting capacity during Ray's purchase of the murder weapon
itself although the evidence was insufficient to determine the identity
of the brother or the nature of the contact

Nevertheless the evidence with respect to Ray and his brothers con
tained one serious flaw by itself it provided no convincing explanation
for their combination in a plot on Dr King's life The committee did
receive strong evidence of pronounced racist attitudes in both John
and Jerry Yet the committee believed it unlikely that James or his
brothers would have killed Dr King solely for racial reasons The de
velopment of additional evidence on a credible St Louis-based plot
therefore became a crucial element in the committee's conspiracy
analysis

The committee found that there was substantial evidence to establish
the existence of a St Louis-based conspiracy to finance the assassina
tion of Dr King A serious effort to solicit Russell Byers was made by
John Sutherland and John Kauffmann in late 1966 or early 1967 ap
parently on behalf of a wider authority In addition knowledge of
Kauffmann's role in the effort to broker the assassination was circu
lated and frequently mentioned at his Buff Acres Motel in 1967 Ac
cording to witness A it was perceived as a standing offer The commit
tee frankly acknowledged that it was unable to uncover a direct link
between the principals of the St Louis conspiracy and James Earl Ray
or his brothers There was no direct evidence that the Sutherland of
fer was accepted by Ray or a representative prior to the assassination
In addition despite an intensive effort no evidence was found of a payoff to Ray or a representative either before or after the assassination
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Despite this the committee believed that there was a likelihood that
word of the standing offer on Dr King's life reached James Earl Ray
prior to the assassination This conclusion was based on several con
siderations John was a permanent resident of St Louis from October
1966 forward Ray himself was in the St Louis area on at least two
occasions during his early fugitive period—once immediately after his
escape and again in July 1967 when he participated in the robbery of
the Bank of Alton It was possible that either John or James or both
received word of the standing offer through criminal associates in the
St Louis area It was more likely however that John Ray heard of the
offer through AIP campaign activities in and around the Grapevine
Tavern George Wallace's Presidenial bid stirred up intense support
in the Grapevine's neighborhood—the south St Louis area Race re
lations and the civil rights movement became subjects of daily and in
creasingly polarized debate At the same time Dr King's efforts in the
civil rights movement were expanding to encompass opposition to the
Vietnam war and support for the economically oppressed—to cul
minate in a Poor People's Campaign in Washington The committee
found it reasonable to believe that with an increase in the intensity of
the St Louis AIP campaign effort and the heightened visibility of I)r
Bing discussion of the Sutherland offer could well have come to James
Earl Ray's attention This possibility was only strengthened by Suther
land's heavy involvement in the AIP effort in St Louis Kauffmann
also did significant work with Sutherland on behalf of the party In
addition the committee found at least two individuals who knew
Sutherland were active in the AIP campaign and who had been in the
Grapevine Tavern Finally John Ray's tavern was used as a local dis
tribution point for AIP campaign literature and paraphernalia It was
in these campaign activities that the committee found the most likely
connective between James Earl Ray and the St Louis conspiracy In
sung the coniniittee believed that the weight of the evidence bearing on
James and his brothers taken in combination with the evidence of the
St Louis-based conspiracy established the likelihood of a conspiracy
in the death of 1)r King

Because of a failure of the evidence the committee's ultimate con
clusion must however be phrased in terms of alternatives The com
mittee believed that the St Louis conspiracy provided an explanation
for the involvement of Ray and one or both brothers in the assassina
tion The manner of their involvement could have taken one of two
forms James Earl Ray may simply have been aware of the offer and
acted with a general expectation of payment after the assassination
or he may have acted not only with an awareness of the offer but also
after reaching a specific agreement either directly or through one or
both brothers with Kauffmann or Sutherland The legal consequences
of the alternative possibilities are of course different Without a spe
cific agreement with the Sutherland group the conspiracy that even
tuated in I)r King's death would extend only to Ray and his
brother(s) with a specific agreement the conspiracy would also en
compass Sutherland and his group In the absence of additional evi
dence the committee could not make a more definite statement The
committee believed nevertheless that the evidence provided the likelyoutlines of conspiracy in the assassination of Dr King
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It is unfortunate that this information was not developed in 1968
when it could have been pursued by law enforcement agencies equipped
with tools not available to the committee and at a time when the
principals were still alive and witness memories were more precise.70
It is a matter on which reasonable people may legitimately differ but
the committee believed that the conspiracy that eventuated in Dr
King's death in 1968 could have been brought to justice in 1968

70John Kauffmannwas still alivein 1973whenthe informationof the St Louiscon
spiracyfirstcameto theattentionoftheFBI
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C THE COMMITTEEBELIEVESON TIIE BASISOFTILEEVIDENCEAVAIL
ABLETOIT THAT NO PRIVATEORGANIZATIONSORINDIVIDUALSOTHER
THAN THOSEDISCUSSEDIf NDERSECTIONB WERE INVOLVEDI'_\THE
ASSASSINATIONOF DR KING

Since the assassination of I)r Martin Luther King Jr. numerous
conspiracy allegations have been advanced by authors independent
investigators attorneys for James Earl Ray and Ray himself The com
mittee examined these as well as others that were uncovered during a
review of agency files or were otherwise brought to the committee's at
tention during the course of its investigation Some of the leads merited
exhaustive investigation All were pursued until it was determined to
the satisfaction of the committee that there was no link to the King
assassination

1 RIGHTWINGEXTREMISTORGANIZATIONS

The committee investigated rightwing segregationist extremist
groups and individuals to find out if their outspoken opposition to Dr
King and their demonstrated propensity for violence might have
resulted in their involvement in the assassination FBI files on the
Minutemen Ku Klux Klan and other extremist organizations were
examined and while the committee found no evidence that these or
ganizations had anything to do with the assassination the committee
did discover conspiracy allegations that warranted additional field
investigation beyond that performed in the original investigation

(a) The :Minutemen 1

A review of FBI files on the Minutemen revealed a possible plot
against Dr King's life that had received some attention by law enforce
ment officials shortly before Dr King's death On January 15 1968
Vincent DePalma a close associate of Robert B DePugh the founder
of the Minutemen told a Denver agent of the Bureau of Alcohol
Tobacco and Firearms (ATF) that he had defected from the Minute
men and wished to supply information (1) DePalma revealed that
there were 19 Minutemen strike teams across the United States as
signed to assassinate several prominent persons including Dr King
in the event DePugh was ever imprisoned (2) According to DePalma
the Minutemen also planned to incite race riots in the summer of
1968.0)

After it received this information from the ATF the FBI attempted
unsuccessfully to locate DePahna who had said he was moving to

I The Minutemenorganizationwasferventlyanti-CommunistIn 1968 it believedthatleftist infiltrationof the Governmenthad progressedto the extentthat Americacouldno
longerbesavedby the traditionalpoliticalprocessMembersweretrainedin guerrillawarfare techniquesDr Kingwasviewedbythe Minutemenas a Communistand an enemyofthe AmericanpeopleThe committeefound numericalestimatesof Minutemenmembershipin 1968to beunreliable
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Oregon (4) As for DePugh he disappeared in February 1968 follow
ing his indictment by a Federal grand jury in Seattle Wash. for con
spiracy to commit bank robbery The FBI made no further attempts to
investigate the threat until shortly after Dr King's assassination
when one of DePalma's Minutemen associates Edward Baumgardner
told a reporter that the artist's drawing of the suspected assassin
resembled DePalma (5) Baumgardner was interviewed several times
by the FBI He said that he and DePalma were members of a Min
utemen strike team that had been formed at a training camp in
Colorado during the summer of 1967 Baumgardner repeated the
information that DePalma had provided ATF and said DePalma
had been assigned the code name Willard (James Earl Ray used the
alias John Willard when renting a room in a roominghouse in Memphis
on April 4 1968.) (6)

DePalma was located by the FBI several days after Dr King was
killed He again detailed information on the Minutemen strike teams
that had targeted Dr King and on Minutemen plans to precipitate
race riots in the summer of 1968 as a means of facilitating a takeover
of the Government

Work records showed that DePalma was in Newport R.I. on
April 4 1968 Information he furnished during 3 days of interviews
was verified by several FBI offices (7) DePugh and his chief associate
in the Minutemen Walter Peyson remained fugitives until their cap
ture in July 1969 There was nothing in the FBI files to reflect they
were ever interviewed regarding possible involvement of the Minute
men in the assassination of Dr King

The committee found that the DePalma lead had not been fully
investigated by the FBI so it examined it anew It found that De
Palma had been murdered in an unsolved gangland slaying in Janu
ary 1978 in Los Angeles (8) The committee did locate and interview
four persons who had attended the Colorado training camp in the
summer of 1967 Both Jerry Brooks (9) an associate of DePugh's for
at least 12 years and Mary Tollerton,(10) DePugh's secretary until
late 1967 denied knowing of any plot to kill Dr King Although
Brooks told of other assassination plots by the Minutemen and of
intelligence files on Dr King and other "subversives, Tollerton
claimed that these activities were not serious Tollerton added that
DePugh had trouble keeping the organization together in 1968 while
avoiding capture so he could not have been involved in Dr King's
assassination Walter Peyson(11) and Robert DePugh,(12) brought
to Washington under subpena testified under oath that they were
not involved in any plot to kill Dr King They insisted that all dis
cussions of assassination plots and strike teams were mere paper prop
aganda.(13) Both Peyson and DePugh also explained that because
DePalma and Baumgardner were believed to be infiltrators they were
often fed false information (14)

As a final investigative step the committee compiled a list of all
individuals associated with the Minutemen in the cities visited by
James Earl Ray following his escape in April 1967 from Missouri
State Penitentiary This list was cross-checked against a list of known
or possible Ray associates The results were negative
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Based on the testimony it heard interviews with the assistant U.S
attorney who prosecuted DePugh and Peyson in 1966 and ATF agents
who had encountered DePugh extensive file reviews and the Ray
associates name check the committee concluded there was insufficient
evidence to indicate that the Minutemen were involved in Dr King's
death

(b) Klan organizations
A review of extensive FBI files on a number of Ku Klux Klan or

ganizations revealed approximately 25 Klan-related leads to potential
conspiracies in the assassination of Dr King Four of them warranted
the attention of the committee

Information from a Mobile Ala. FBI report indicated an in
formant had told the Bureau that Sidney Barnes and several others
had gone to Birmingham Ala. in the fall of 1963 to kill Dr King (15)
The FBI also learned that a secret meeting had been held in Birming
ham before the September 15 1963 bombing of a Birmingham church
that left four young Black girls dead Barnes William Potter Gale
Noah Jefferson Carden and John C Crommelin attended this meet
ing (16)

The FBI had attempted to determine the whereabouts of the partici
pants in the 1963 Birmingham meeting during the week following
Dr King's assassination (1 ) The Bureau files reflected that the FBI
ended its investigation of Barnes after it found no indication he was
away from his home before or after the assassination (18)

When the committee approached Barnes for an interview he refused
to cooperate (19) The committee however extensively interviewed
an individual who was deeply involved in racial violence in the South
in the mid-1960's and who was willing to provide the committee with
detailed information This person who was considered very reliable
by the committee said he had met Barnes in 1963 He characterized
Barnes as an independent rightwinger who despite deep-seated racial
animosity had never been involved in violence This source also told
the committee he had been in contact with Barnes and Noah Jefferson
Carden during March and April 1968 and he recalled no indications
of their participation in a conspiracy to kill Dr King (20)

Additional interviews (21) and file reviews by the committee failed
to reveal evidence that would indicate Barnes was in any way involved
in Dr King's death

In an interview with an agent of the Dallas FBI field office on
April 22 1968 Mortis Ruth Hendricks accompanied by Thomas
McGee maintained she had overheard discussions of a conspiracy to
kill Dr King (22) Hendricks said that while working as a waitress
at John's Restaurant in Laurel Miss. on April 2 1968 she heard the
owner Deavours Nix say he "had gotten a call on King. Nix was
then head of intelligence and the grand director of the Klan Bureau
of Investigation for the White Knights of Ku Klux Klan of Missis
sippi (WKKKKOM) the most violent Klan organization during 1967

-An extensivecommitteeinvestigationre-ultra in no evidenceof a directlinkbetweenBarnesand any specificKlanorganizationsHedidhaveeloseassociatesin Klanorganizations howeverincludingthe WhiteKnightsof the KuKluxKlanin Mississippi
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and 1968 Hendricks said that on April 3 1968 she saw in Nix's office
a rifle with a telescopic sight in a case which two men put in a long
box in the back of a 1964 maroon Dodge Hendricks alleged that on
the following day Nix received a phone call announcing Dr King's
death before the news was broadcast on the radio Hendricks left
Laurel shortly after Dr King's death to join her boyfriend Thomas
McGee in Texas.

The Bureau had independently confirmed that John's Restaurant
was a gathering place for known Klan members and that members had
been there on April 3 and 4 1968 Nevertheless it found no corrobora
tion of the Hendricks rifle story The committee's review of FBI files
concerning the White Knights activities uncovered informant in
formation similar to the Hendricks allegation In addition state
ments attributed to Samuel H Bowers the imperial wizard of the
WKKKKOM in John's Restaurant on April 5 1968 raised the pos
sibility of his involvement in the assassination.(23) As a result of this
information and an indication that it was not developed further in the
FBI investigation the committee pursued the lead

Myrtis Hendricks denied the substance of her allegation when con
tacted by the committee (24) 'While admitting that she had worked for
Nix she said she was afraid of her former boyfriend Thomas McGee
but refused to elaborate further The committee's attempt to interview
FBI informants who had furnished relevant information was unsuc
cessful.(25) The informants were either unavailable or uncoopera
tive (26) Although the committee initially issued subpenas to Nix
Bowers and McGee time and cost constraints prevented their appear
ance in executive session.( 27)

The committee was however able to question at length a former
member of the White Knights who had participated in racial violence
in the 1960's This witness who was considered reliable and well
informed on the activities of the White Knights could provide no in
formation to indicate that Bowers or any other member of the White
Knights was involved in Dr King's death Further he remarked that
it would not have been characteristic for members of the White Knights
to leave Mississippi and go to an unfamiliar locale to commit the
assassination

The committee concluded that in light of Hendricks refusal to re
peat her original allegation and the absence of evidence of a connec
tion with James Earl Ray the lead should be discounted

3 On June 15 1968 1 week after Ray's arrest a long-distance tele
phone operator in Racine Wis. contacted the FBI with information
she believed pertinent to the King assassination She said she had
placed calls for an unknown male caller on June 11 1968 to three
numbers in North Carolina (28) She added that in one call she over
heard a man who identified himself as "Robert ask for his money so
he could leave the country immediately (29) In a separate call
"Robert referred to the Klan as the source of this money and said he
feared that Ray would "spill his guts when he got back in the
country (30)

3The committeenoted that Laurel Miss. the sceneof these allegedactivities liesbetweenNew Orleansand BirminghamJames Earl Ray traveled betweenthese twocitiesin March196S
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The Bureau identified the subscribers to the three North Carolina
telephone numbers as a used car dealer and his two brothers (31) Local
law enforcement officials told the Bureau that a third brother was
involved with stolen cars and bad checks (32) When interviewed by the
Bureau the two brothers had denied any knowledge of the telephone
calls or their brother's activities (33) The FBI found no connection
between the subscribers to the numbers and any Klan organizations
No further attempts to pursue this lead were initiated by the Bureau

The committee decided to examine this allegation further despite
the FBI's conclusions in 1968 An attempt to locate the source of the
information through the Wisconsin Telephone Co revealed that the
supposed operator had never been employed by that company Based
on this information the committee concluded that the lead was not
based on credible evidence and not worthy of further investigation

4 The most significant Klan-related lead involved informant
information that implied a financial relationship between Arthur
Hanes Sr. James Earl Ray's attorney in 1968 and Robert Shel
ton Imperial Wizard of the United Klans of America (UKA)
This information indicated Shelton's Klan organization had con
tributed to Ray's defense through his attorney and further that Shel
ton had made arrangements with Hanes to review the jury list for
Ray's trial in order to identify potentially sympathetic jurors While
neither of these acts were illegal cooperation between the leader of the
UKA and Ray's attorney if proven would have raised the possibility
of preassassination agreement between the UKA and Ray especially
in light of Ray's choice of Hanes as his attorney following his arrest

In January 1978 George Wilson (34) a former midwestern leader
of the UKA told the committee that the UKA had contributed $10,000
to Hanes when he was representing Ray under the pretense of paying
for Hanes legal representation of a group of North Carolina Klans
men (35) Wilson said this payment was mentioned in a speech al
legedly made at a Klan meeting by Furman Dean Williams Grand
Dragon of the South Carolina UKA The statement was made in the
presence of other persons whom Wilson also named

Two documents in the FBI file covering the murder of Dr King
indicated that two sources independently corroborated some of Wil
son's information

Source A alleged that Shelton advised that in August 1968 the de
fen-:e was in need of money for Ray's defense Shelton inquiry whether
Klan members would be willing to donate money for Ray's defense
Shelton added that he intended to review the jury list in Ray's case
when it was available (36)

Source B learned that a UKA board meeting was held in 1969 and
attended by Hanes and Melvin Sexton the UKA secretary who han
dled Klan finances, among others The meeting was convened to dis
cuss the Klan's national defense fund a fund to assist members ar
rested while participating in Klan activities Hanes defense of klans

t The Im'er{a1Ro'rd of the UKAco*mistedof the nationalofficersof the Klan RobertShelton whohad begunservinga sentencefor contemptof Congressin February1969was absentfromthe meetingThecontemptconvictionresultedfromShelton'srefusaltotestify beforethe HouseUn-AmericanActivitiesCommittee
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men in North Carolina for $12,500 was specifically mentioned After
Hanes left the meeting Sexton allegedly commented on the King
assassination and said he had a piece of paper for Hanes pertaining
to the Ray case (37)

The committee's file review also revealed documentation of a con
tact between Shelton and Hanes in June and August 1968 relating
to legal assistance of Shelton by Hanes The document did not how
ever specifically refer to Hanes representation of Ray (38) The com
mittee was unable to locate any FBI documents indicating that the
Bureau attempted to interview Hanes Shelton Sexton or other prin
cipals concerning cooperation between the Klan and Hanes during
Ray's trial

The committee's initial interest in Ray's choice of Hanes as his first
attorney following his June 1968 arrest combined with the FBI in
formant material led to an extensive investigation by the committee
to ascertain the nature of the Hanes-Shelton relationship (39) First
George Wilson was interviewed at length (.40) Then sources A and
B were contacted by the FBI and after giving consent were inter
viewed by the committee The committee found no indication of a
motive to lie on the part of Wilson or either of the informants Fur
ther no financial remuneration was offered in return for information
and there was no sign of a personal vendetta against Hanes Shelton
or Sexton

In addition Shelton (.41) Sexton (42) Hanes (.43) Williams (.44)
and James Robertson Jones (45) Grand Dragon for North Carolina
in 1967 and 1968 testified before the committee in executive session
Williams and Jones stated under oath that they knew nothing of an
understanding or agreement between Hanes and Shelton or Sexton
for funding or any other assistance for Ray's defense (46) Hanes Shel
ton and Sexton vigorously denied ever considering such an arrange
ment (47)

The committee also uncovered discrepancies between the testimony
of Hanes and that of Shelton and Sexton For example Hanes and Sex
ton disagreed substantially regarding the duration of their friendship
and whether Hanes helped establish the Klan's national defense
fund (48) Further the Klansmen and Hanes attempted to minimize
their association specifically denying meetings between July 1968 and
July 1969 that had been reported to the FBI While these contacts were
important in establishing the credibility of the witnesses they did not
bear specifically on Dr King's assassination and therefore were not
pursued further The discrepancies between the testimony of Hanes
and Sexton regarding the duration of their friendship and whether
Hanes took part in establishing the national defense fund could have
been explained by the lapse of time or by an attempt by Hanes to mini
mize his relationship with Sexton and the legal work he did for him

While the committee was unable ultimately to resolve all conflicts
in the evidence it found no indications of an agreement between the
UKA and James Earl Ray prior to Dr King's assassination The com
mittee concluded that there was no evidence that Ray and members of
the United Klans of America entered into a conspiracy to assassinate
Dr King
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(e) J B Stoner
J B Stoner a Georgia attorney and virulent segregationist had

represented numerous defendants in racially motivated crimes against
Blacks (49) A founder and leader of the fanatically anti-Black and
anti-Semitic National States Rights Party (50) Stoner frequently ex
coriated Dr Martin Luther King Jr. and his campaign for racial in
tegration in the South.5 After Dr King's assassination the FBI in
vestigated Stoner's activities on April 4 1968 (52) Once the FBI
established that Stoner had been speaking at an NSRP rally in Merid
ian Miss. on that day it eliminated him as a suspect in Dr King's
murder (53)

Stoner became James Earl Ray's attorney in 1969,(54) and he rep
resented John L Ray (55) and Jerry W Ray (56) in separate criminal
matters in 1970 In addition Jerry Ray was employed as a bodyguard
for Stoner in 1969 Based on Stoner's blatant racism and his relation
ship with the three Ray brothers the committee decided further to
investigate his possible involvement in the assassination

The committee's review of FBI files on Stoner revealed that in
the late 1950's Stoner was a suspect in a series of bombings directed
against Black and Jewish targets throughout the South.(57) Al
though no charges had been brought at the time Stoner was under
indictment in 1978 for the 1958 bombing of a Birmingham church (58)
An undercover Birmingham police officer who took part in the bomb
ing investigation said Stoner had a proven propensity for violence (59)
In testimony before the committee Dr Edward R Fields a close
friend of Stoner and a leader of the NSRP provided the committee
with the names of other segregationists with violent backgrounds whom
Stoner knew (60) In addition Stoner Dr Fields and several co
defendants were indicted in 1963 for obstruction of justice in connec
tion with their efforts to thwart desegregation efforts in Birmingham
Ala (61) The case was dismissed in 1964 for deficiencies in the word
ing of the complaint (62)

Stoner has been extremely active politically In 1964 he was a can
didate for Vice President of the United States on the NSRP
ticket..(6.9) He ran unsuccessful eamnaiens for Governor of Georgia
in 1970,(64) for Senator from Georgia in 1972(6'5) and for Governor
of Georgia in 1978.(66)

The first apparent contact between Stoner and members of the Ray
family occurred following James Earl Ray's apprehension in London
on June 8 1968.(67) Although it has been suggested that Stoner and
Ray or other members of the family had contact before the assassi
nation (68) 6 The committee found no evidence of such an associa
tion (70) Ray maintained that he first heard of Stoner when Stoner's

5Stonernarticipatedin a July 26 1964 Klan rally at whichDr Kingwasburnedin
effigy(51) He was alsoquotedin the NSRPnewspaperThunderboltwith the following
reactionto Dr King'sdeath "Hehasbeena goodniggernowsince6 or 7 o'clock. (MLKexhibitF—593VII HSC4—MLKHearin^s^ 331.1

Harry Avery commissionerof correctionsfor the State of Tennesseein March1969claimedthat followingRay's guilty plea Jerry Ray told him that Stonerhad beenan
attorneyfor Jerry and James2 yearsbeforethe assassination(69) Thecommitteewaslinableto findevidenceto supportthis allegation
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Patriotic Legal Fund contacted him in London with an offer to finance
his defense (71) Ray refused the offer at the time (72) Stoner appar
ently first met with Ray in late 1968 and discussed a civil suit against
Time Inc to stop pretrial publicity (73) Stoner did not represent
Ray however until after his March 10 1969 guilty plea to the murder
of Dr King Ray retained Stoner as cocounsel in the motion for a new
trial (74)

Stoner had indicated publicly that he had information about a con

spiracy to assassinate Dr King,(75) but when he testified before the

committee he denied any knowledge of an assassination plot (76)
Further when asked specific questions relating to James Earl Ray and
the assassination Stoner declined to answer as was his duty on the
basis of the attorney-client privilege.(77) (At the time of Stoner's
testimony Ray had executed waivers of attorney-client privilege for
all of his previous attorneys except Arthur Hanes Jr. and Stoner (78)
Ray later executed a waiver for Hanes(79) but refused to waive his
privilege for Stoner.)

For several reasons—his relationship with the three Ray brothers
his racist views his demonstrated propensity for violence as well as
his recalcitrant behavior before the committee—led to a suspicion that
Stoner might have had information about the assassination that he
would not divulge The committee found no evidence however that
Stoner in fact participated in the plot to assassinate Dr King

(d) William Hugh Morris
J B Stoner told the committee in 1978 that William Hugh Morris

offered him $25,000 in the late 1950's to locate a skilled marksman to
assassinate Dr King (80) Stoner who had contended repeatedly that
the FBI was responsible for Dr King's death said he believed Morris
was a Bureau informant (81) Stoner said he told Morris that for
$5,000 in advance he would kill Dr King with a bomb (8,°L)but Morris
explained that the persons financing the assassination wanted it done
with a rifle (83) Stoner contended that he asked for the $5,000 up
front to insure his receipt of the money beforehand although he had
no intention of carrying out the assassination (84) Stoner believed
the offer was part of an FBI plot to entrap him (85)

Stoner testified before the committee that there were no witnesses to
his discussion with Morris but he said Morris had approached Asa
Carter a Stoner associate with the same offer (86) Carter told the
committee that he had been active in white supremacist groups in the
1950's and 1960's but he denied that he had been offered a contract to
kill Dr King (87) Carter added however that threats on Dr King's
life were commonplace in the 1960's (88)

In an attempt to resolve the Stoner allegation the committee re
viewed FBI files concerning Morris and questioned him extensively in
interviews and under oath The committee learned that the elderly
Morris had been actively involved in Klan organizations most of his
adult life and in 1978 was the Imperial Wizard and Emperor of the
Federated Knights of Ku Klux Klan an organization with over 1,000
members in at least 7 States (89) Morris only known criminal con
viction had occurred in 1949 when he was charged with contempt of
court for refusing to provide a Jefferson County Ala. grand inry with
a list of the Alabama members of the Federated Knights of Ku Klux
Klan
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In executive session testimony before the committee Morris
vehemently denied ever engaging in a conversation about a bounty
on Dr King's life with Stoner Carter or anyone else (90) Morris
stressed that he was never involved in violence or advocated its use in
effectuating the Klan's principles (91) Nevertheless in its review
of the FBI files concerning Morris the committee found several FBI
intelligence reports based on informant information that indicated
Morris at an October 1961 Klan meeting had said southern racial
problems could be eliminated by the murder of Dr King (92) Morris
then apparently boasted that he had a New Orleans underworld as
sociate who would kill anyone for a price (93) Under oath Morris
denied making these statements (94)

For a brief period in the 1960's while Morris was active in the Klan
he also served as an informant to Federal State and local law en
forcement officials (95) Although Morris readily admitted this ac
tivity he explained that he had never been paid and that he had never
provided original information to any law enforcement agency (96)
Rather Morris contended that he had been merely a conduit between
agencies for information which the FBI the Alabama attorney general
and the Birmingham police obtained from their own independent
sources (97) He claimed his underlying objective in acting as an in
formant was to ascertain the identities of actual informers in the Klan
organizations (98)

Morris said he believed that Stoner had lodged the allegation
to discredit him (99) He explained that he and an undercover Bir
mingham police detective had been regarded by the Alabama attorney
general's office as key witnesses against Stoner in the 1958 bombing
of the Bethel Baptist Church in Birmingham (100)

The committee uncovered no evidence to support Stoner's allegation
against Morris and concluded that Morris was not involved in the
assassination of Dr King

2 CONSPIRACYALLEGATIONSMEMPHIS

(a) Citizen's band radio broadcast
At approximately 6:36 p.m on April 4 1968 an unidentified citi

zen's band radio operator in Memphis was heard broadcasting over
channel 17 (101) He stated he was pursuing a white Mustang driven
by the killer of Dr King The CB operator contrary to lawful radio
procedure never identified himself He announced that he was chas
ing the white Mustang east on Summer Avenue from Parkway Street
at a high rate of speed and requested a land line to communicate to the
police department (102) The broadcast was made about 33 minutes
after the first announcement over police radio that Dr King had been
shot

A Memphis CB operator William Herbert Austein among others
heard the original broadcast As he was driving through the inter
section of Jackson Avenue and Hollywood Street Austein halted a
Memphis police cruiser driven by Lt Rufus Bradshaw (103) Austein
relayed information received from the unknown CB operator to the
poliep,(101,.) and for the remainder of the broadcast Austein received
transmissions over the CB unit in his automobile and they were
relayed by Bradshaw to Memphis police headquarters (105)

Shortly after 6 :36 p.m. in response to a request from Austein the
unidentified operator said that he was pursuing the Mustang east on
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Summer Avenue from Highland Street (106) In subsequent transmis
sions the operator told Austein he was accompanied by two white
males in a blue Pontiac and they were chasing the Mustang east on
Summer Avenue from Waring They then followed the Mustang north
on Mendenhall Road from Summer Avenue At approximately 6:41
p.m. the chase r oceeded north on Jackson Avenue toward Raleigh a
suburb northeast of Memphis according to the broadcast (107) At
approximately 6 :44 p.m. the operator reported that he had just chased
the white Mustang through a red light at the intersection of Jackson
and Stage Roads at 95 miles per hour (108)

At this point Memphis police began to suspect that the broadcast
was a hoax.(109) Two units of the Shelby County Sheriff's Depart
ment stationed at an intersection at the very moment the Mustang
and Pontiac were supposed to have passed through informed the dis
patcher they had seen no one.(110)

At approximately 6:45 p.m. the unidentified operator broadcast
his position as going out Austin Peay Highway and said the occu
pant of the Mustang was shooting at him (111) In the CB operator's
final broadcast at approximately 6:48 p.m. he said he was approach
ing Millington Road heading to a naval base from Austin Peay
Highway (112)

In its subsequent investigation of this CB broadcast the Memphis
Police Department concluded it had been a hoax and that the chase
had never occurred (113) The FBI relying on the field investigation
by the Memphis police concurred (114)

The committee also concluded that a chase as described in the
mysterious post-assassination CB broadcast never occurred and that
the broadcast was in fact a hoax The committee noted first that at
approximately 6 :44 p.m. the moment the chase was said to have sped
through the intersection of Stage and Jackson Roads at 95 miles per
hour officers in two patrol cars from the Shelby County Sheriff's De
partment stationed at the intersection saw nothing unusual (115)

Further the committee's examination of a map of the route re
vealed that the chase covered about 10.5 miles from the first trans
mission at approximately 6:36 p.m to the transmission at approxi
mately 6:44 p.m that described the blue Pontiac passing through the
intersection of Jackson and Stage (116) For the two automobiles to
have covered such a distance in that time—10.5 miles in 8 minutes—
they had to have averaged a speed of 78 miles per hour A large seg
ment of the alleged chase route was on a busy artery that was at the
time crowded with rush-hour traffic Under such conditions a high
speed chase such as that described in the broadcast would have at
tracted considerable attention caused numerous traffic infractions and
undoubtedly given rise to citizen complaints The committee's exami
nation of Memphis Police Department records revealed no supporting
evidence of such a chase on April 4 1968

Investigative records of the Memphis police and the FBI indicated
that an 18-year-old CB enthusiast Edward L Montedonico Jr. was
considered the most likely perpetrator of the hoax although prosecu
tion was not recommended (117) Memphis police officers chiefly re
sponsible for the investigation told the committee that Montedonico
was considered the prime suspect (118)
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The committee's investigation into the identity of the broadcaster
although hampered by Montedonico's refusal to cooperate,(119) re
vealed that the evidence relied upon by the Memphis Police Depart
ment and the FBI in naming Montedonico as the suspect was appar
ently based on an erroneous interpretation of a key witness state
ment (120) Additionally an extensive background investigation of
Montedonico failed to reveal incriminating evidence (121) Indeed
the committee uncovered specific exculpatory evidence relating to
Montedonico as the broadcaster,(122) and the committee's own con
sultants Federal Communications Commission engineers doubted
that Montedonico was responsible for the hoax (123) Ultimately Mon
tedonico decided to cooperate with the committee and he denied under
oath that he made the broadcast (124)

Additional possible suspects were identified and interviewed in the
course of the committee's investigation of the CB broadcast (125) The
committee also made an effort to pinpoint the broadcast by identifying
all operators who had overheard the broadcast and by obtaining techni
cal data concerning their location their equipment and the strength
of the signal they had received.(126) The committee used FCC engi
neers in an attempt to identify the broadcaster (127) As stated by the
FCC in its report to the committee,(128) however the interval of 10

years made virtually impossible a task that would have been difficult
even in 1968 The committee therefore was unable to identify the
broadcaster

The committee considered indications that the broadcast was a con
spiratorial act For instance the broadcaster asked for a land line relay
to police headquarters a request that shows he wanted the information
to get to the police and suggests he had more than a hoax in mind
Further the broadcaster attempted to lead police to the northern part
of Memphis while the most accessible route out of town from the
vicinity of the Lorraine Motel was to the south the direction the com
mittee believed James Earl Ray did indeed follow

Although its failure to identify the broadcaster prevented the com
mittee from determining definitively whether the broadcast was in any
way linked conspiratorially to the assassination of Dr King several
factors indicated it probably was not a conspiratorial act The broad
cast came a full 35 minutes after the assassination so it could not have
assisted in the immediate flight of the assassin out of Memphis A de
scription of the suspected assassin's white Mustang had been broadcast
over the police radio at 6:10 so a CB operator who had been monitor
ing police calls would have had the description of the automobile More
over the broadcaster did not use the best means of penetrating the po
lice network He used channel 17 one of the lesser used CB frequencies
Consequently while the identity of the CB operator remained undeter
mined the committee found that the evidence was insufficient to con
clude that the Memphis CB broadcast was linked to a conspiratorial
plot to kill Dr King

(b) John McFerren
The committee's review of Memphis FBI files revealed that John

McFerren approached agents on April 8 1968 with information con
cerning the assassination (129) McFerren said that on the afternoon
of April 4 1968 while he was shopping at the Liberto Liberto and
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Latch Produce Store in Memphis he overheard a "heavy set white
male, later identified as Frank Liberto,7 the company's president talk

ing on the telephone (130) McFerren asserted that Liberto indicated
that his brother in New Orleans La. was going to pay $5,000 to some
one to kill a person on a balcony (131) After hearing of Dr King's
death later that day and observing a sketch of the assassin in the news

paper the following day he felt an individual that had been employed
at Liberto Liberto and Latch Produce during the last year might be
the fugitive assassin (132) Based on McFerren's story a writer
William Sartor hypothesized that organized crime was responsible for
the King assassination In his investigation Sartor attempted to con
nect Frank Liberto with organized crime figures in Memphis and New
Orleans (133) 8

In its 1968 investigation of McFerren's allegation the FBI and
Memphis Police Department interviewed Liberto and members of
his family in New Orleans and James W Latch vice president of
Liberto Liberto and Latch Produce All those interviewed denied
any involvement in or knowledge of Dr King's assassination Both
Frank Liberto and his business partner Latch however admitted
making disparaging remarks about Dr King in the presence of their
customers (134)

Because Liberto lived in the Memphis area and because of reports
that he had displayed pronounced racial bias the committee determined
that McFerren's story warranted additional investigation It con
ducted extensive interviews of Liberto (135) members of his family
(136) neighbors(137) and business associates,(138) in addition to

checking the backgrounds of Liberto and his brother through the FBI
and municipal police departments Liberto and members of his family
provided the committee essentially the same information they had
given the FBI in 1968 Liberto stated under oath that while on occasion
he had made disparaging remarks concerning Dr King he did not
recall making the April 4 1968 statements attributed to him by
McFerren (139) Although an indirect link between Liberto's brother
Salvatore and an associate of New Orleans organized crime figure
Carlos Marcello was estahlished,(1/f0) no evidence was found to sub
stantiate the claim that Frank Liberto or Carlos Marcell() were in
volved in the assassination

In its attempt to evaluate McFerren's credibility the committee
interviewed local police and FBI agents who had received informa
tion from him McFerren had a reputation for furnishing the officials
with information that could not be substantiated (141) The com
mittee noted however that this evaluation by law enforcement offi
cers may have been tainted by McFerren's work as a Black civil rights
activist who frequently lodged complaints of police brutality

Extensive interviews of McFerren by the FBI in 1968 (112) and
the committee (143) revealed inconsistencies in his basic allegation
that could not be reconciled For instance McFerren had told the
original investigators as well as the committee that James Earl Ray
had worked at the Liberto produce company before the assassination

7The committeereceivedadditionalallegationswith respect to Frank Libertofrom
MorrisDavis(seeSecIle(5)(a) In ra)eSeetext infra at subsectionM(3) (a) for a discussionof Sartor'sinformation
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either in the fall or early winter of 1967 (144) McFerren also told
members of the committee staff that at this time Ray had "jungle rot
on his cheek and neck (1.45) The committee however had no evidence
of Ray's presence in Memphis during the period alleged by McFerren
and persons who had seen Ray during that period did not recall a
similar skin disease

McFerren also claimed he had positively identified James Earl Ray
to the FBI as the individual who worked at the produce company
before the assassination (146) An FBI memorandum concerning this
incident revealed that McFerren eliminated all photographs (includ
ing one of Ray) of Bureau suspects that he reviewed McFerren only
claimed that Ray closely resembled the person who worked at the
market after a picture of Ray was pointed out to him (117)

On the basis of witness denials lack of corroborating evidence and
McFerren's questionable credibility the committee concluded that his
allegation was without foundation and that there was no connection
between his story and the assassination of Dr King

3 CONSPIRACYALLEGATIONSNEW ORLEANS9

(a) William Sartor
Writer William Sartor in an unpublished manuscript advanced

the possibility among other allegations that organized crime partici
pated in Dr King's assassination The committee focused its attention
on Sartor's contention that in New Orleans in December 1967 James
Earl Ray met with Charles Stein and three persons who were con
nected with organized crime and white supremacist groups (1.48) The
meeting allegedly was held at either the Town & Country Motel owned
by New Orleans Mafia boss Carlos Marcello or the Provincial Motel
where Ray stayed from December 17 to 19 1967 (1.49)

Sartor who died in 1971,(150) had provided no information about
how he discovered that such a meeting occurred and he wrote that he
was not aware of the subject of the meeting (151) In support of his
speculation that this meeting was in some way linked to the assassina
tion of Dr King however Sartor pointed to the following
considerations

The proximity in time between the meeting and the assassina
tion

The occurrence of the meeting in a city Sartor described as a
bastion of racist thinking

The location of the meeting at either one of two hotels that
Sartor suggested were guest houses for an underworld clientele
and

Ray's statement to author William Bradford Huie that he left
New Orleans with $2,500 cash and the promise of $12,000 more
for doing one last big job in 2 to 3 months.(152)

Sartor wrote that Sam DiPianzza Sol La Charta and Lucas Dilles
were also at the meeting DiPianzza and La Charta were described by
Sartor as involved in organized crime as well as avid racists Dilles

aA staff report An Analysisof JamesEarl Ray'sTrip to NewOrleansDecember15
21 1967appearsIn XIII Apnendixto the HSCA—MLKhearings(hereinafterreferredtoas staffreport NewOrleanstrip)
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also 'a racist was allegedly connected with the late Leander Perez
Louisiana political boss and virulent segregationist (153)

Further investigation by the committee revealed that the correct
spelling for names of the persons alluded to by Sartor was Salvadore
"Sam DiPiazza Dr Lucas A DiLeo and Salvadore La Charda

Sartor also speculated that Ray may have been told during this
meeting that Carlos Marcello would protect him after the assassination
because Sartor believed both DiPiazza and La Charda had direct ties
to Marcello (154)

The committee checked the backgrounds of the three persons
named by Sartor DiPiazza a suburban New Orleans resident was a
gambler and bookmaker with reputed connections to Marcello and
other underworld figures Approximately 3 weeks before the alleged
meeting DiPiazza was sentenced to 10 years in prison on a gambling
conviction Although he was free on bond at the time of the alleged
meeting he denied in a committee interview ever meeting with
Ray (155) DiLeo a practicing physician in a New Orleans suburb
had a record for such minor offenses as disturbing the peace resisting
arrest and assault When questioned by the committee he maintained
that he never had heard of the Provincial Motel but admitted he was
familiar with the Town & Country Motel where he had stayed once
20 years earlier He stated that he had never met or spoken with Ray
or Marcello (156) Salvadore La Charda formerly Chief Juvenile
Probation Officer in the St Bernard Parish Sheriff's Office committed
suicide in June 1968 He had no criminal record.(157) DiLeo and
DiPiazza were unable to account for their whereabouts on Decem
ber 17 through 19 1968

A review of the Provincial Motel records indicated that the persons
named by Sartor had not registered at the motel while Ray was there
Town & Country records were no longer available Both Charles
Stein 1'0(158) and Carlos Marcello(159) told the committee they knew
of no such meeting with Ray or the others

In his manuscript Sartor named two sources of his information
Carlton Pecot the first Black police officer in New Orleans and the
director of a Federal education program aiding minority students in
1978 appeared to be the primary source of Sartor's New Orleans infor
mation When questioned under oath by the committee with regard to
Sartor's reliability and the accuracy of his notes Pecot claimed how
ever that he was unfamiliar with most of the facts and statements in
Sartor's manuscript (160) Pecot did recall meeting with Sartor five to
eight times to assist with his investigation of relevant leads in the
King case (161)

Robert Lyons another purported Sartor source told the FBI in
1968 that Sartor had attributed false information to him that in reality
originated with Sartor (16k)

The committee found no support for Sartor's contention that Ray
met with persons involved in organized crime in New Orleans before
the assassination

10A majorfieldinvestigationof CharlesSteinwasperformedby the committeein lightof his associationwith Ray in Californiaand on the NewOrleanstrip The committeeconcludedthat Steinwasnot involvedin the assassination(Seestaffreport NewOrleans
xIII appendixto theHSCA—JILL{hearingspar 10.)
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(b) Raul Esquivel
In 1969 Charles Stein gave Dave Larsen and Jerry Cohen investi

gative reporters for the Los Angeles Times a New Orleans telephone
number that Stein said was Ray's contact number for his alleged
criminal accomplice Raoul Larsen and Cohen discovered that the sub
scriber to the number was Troop B of the Louisiana State Police As
signed to that suburban New Orleans barracks was trooper Raul
Esquivel The reporters theorized that Esquivel might be the Raoul
to whom Ray had referred

In an attempt to determine whether Stein actually received this
number from Ray or merely represented it as Ray's contact number
so he could sell it the committee reviewed the entire FBI investiga
tion of the information and the FBI interviews with Larsen Cohen
and Stein Larsen and Cohen were interviewed by the committee and
Stein testified in executive session

The committee received several different accounts about how Stein
originally obtained this number ,and the conversations that led Larsen
and Cohen to believe that the number belonged to a Ray contact There
were allegations that the phone number was in Ray's handwriting
(168) that the phone number was in Stein's handwriting (164) that
Ray gave Stein the number ,and told Stein it was where he could be
reached (165) that Ray told Stein he could get a weather report at
the number (166) that Ray never gave Stein the number but Stein
saw the telephone number on a paper in Ray's car and copied it (167)
that Stein never gave the reporters the number ,at all because they only
offered him $15 or $20 for the note (168) and finally that Stein ob
tained the number of a highway patrol office from a service station
attendant to check road conditions

Although the committee could not find satisfactory proof that this
number actually came from Ray it conducted a full investigation of
Raul Esquivel's background and his whereabouts on the dates in 1967
and 1968 that Ray alleged he met with Raoul. The committee found
that Raul Esquivel was not the Raoul implicated in the assassination
by Ray Criminal indexes of Federal and local law enforcement agen
cies failed to reveal any intelligence data indicating that Esquivel had
a criminal background His record as a Louisiana State trooper was
unblemished except for one complaint of use of excessive force a
charge later found by the office of the U.S attorney to lack prosecu
tive merit.(169) Work records for 1967 and 1968 indicated that Es
quivel could not have met Ray at the times and places Ray alleged he
was with Raoul Moreover in a sworn statement to the committee
Esquivel denied ever having met with Ray or with a person using
any of Ray's known aliases or with Charles Stein (170) Finally
Esquivel did not fit any of the physical descriptions of Raoul provided
by Ray (171) The committee concluded that there was no evidence
linking Esmlivel with Ray or the assassination of Dr King and that
the Larsen-Cohen theory was unsupported by fact

n A similar investigationhad also been conductedby the FBI during the 1968
investigation
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Reynard Rochon

According to author George McMillan's unpublished notes from
interviews with Jerry Ray James Earl Ray had a New Orleans drug
contact named "Eddie. (172) McMillan made the notes while work
ing on "The Making of an Assassin, a biography of James Earl Ray
While McMillan's notes were unclear it appeared that Jerry Ray told
McMillan that James made money on drugs he secured from "Eddie
and then delivered them to Los Angeles (173) Jerry recalled that
James asked him to contact this person in New Orleans and tell him
that James had not disclosed their relationship to authorities which
Jerry claimed he did (174)

In notes of a much later interview McMillan noted that Jerry re
ferred to "The Fence in New Orleans and suggested to McMillan
that James carried drugs for this person to Los Angeles.(175) Jerry
seemed to indicate "The Fence was Reynard J Rochon and that he
had twice met with Rochon (176) Jerry claimed he received money
each time he met Rochon and implied according to McMillan's notes
that the money was paid to induce James not to expose his relationship
with "The Fence. (177) Jerry told McMillan that "The Fence knew
James as Harvey Lowmeyer but was unaware that James intended to
kill King (178)

It was unclear from McMillan's notes whether "Eddie, "The
Fence and Reynard J Rochon were supposed to be the same person
As a result the committee asked McMillan but he could not recall
with any certainty whether Jerry was using "Eddie and "The Fence
as nicknames for Rochon (179) McMillan said that after he learned
from his own investigation that Reynard Rochon was a postal worker
he dropped the matter (180)

The committee although able to confirm Jerry's presence in New
Orleans on the dates he purportedly met with this person (181) un
covered no evidence that the meetings he described took place A com
plete background check on Rochon was conducted through the Drug
Enforcement Administration,(182) the FBI (183) and the New Or
leans Police Department no records were found indicating any crimi
nal activities Finally the committee deposed Rochon a successful
Black accountant in New Orleans concluding he had never met with
James Earl Ray (184) Rochon vigorously denied that he had been
known by the nicknames "Eddie or "The Fence (185) or that he
ever trafficked in narcotics (186)

The committee was unable to ascertain why either James Earl Ray
or his brother Jerry Ray might choose to implicate Rochon in Ray's
1967 and 1968 activities The committee concluded that there was no
connection between Rochon and either Ray brother and that the al
legation was without foundation

Herman Thompson
James Earl Ray maintained that following his October 6 1967

departure from Birmingham he drove through Baton Rouge La. and
called a telephone number he had been given by his mysterious co
conspirator Raoul The subscriber to this number according to Ray
was to give him instructions about his next rendezvous with
Raoul (187)
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The committee hoped to identify and locate the subscriber to that
Baton Rouge telephone number Ray's conflicting accounts about this

part of his journey however cast doubt on the Baton Rouge story
In a March 3 1977 interview with CBS reporter Dan Rather Ray

indicated that his destination was New Orleans when he left Birming
ham Ala. in October 1967 (188) Ray claimed he called the number
Raoul had given him when he reached Baton Rouge and the party
that answered told Ray his next meeting with Raoul had been changed
to Nuevo Laredo Mexico (189)

During the committee's third interview with Ray 6 weeks after
the Rather interview he indicated however that he knew his desti
nation was Nuevo Laredo when he left Birmingham (190) Ray said he
called a number given him by Raoul while driving through Baton

Rouge but he never spoke with the subscriber of the number because
the line was busy when he made the call Ray later received more
detailed instructions concerning his next meeting with Raoul by
calling a New Orleans number Raoul had given him (191)

Ray told the committee that he had the name of the subscriber to
the Baton Rouge number (192) At the time he called the number he
said he was unaware of the subscriber's identity but he later discovered
the name by spending several hours skimming through a local tele
phone book in a Baton Rouge motel (193) Once he found a number
ending with the correct last two digits he explained he looked at
the whole number until he found the one Raoul had given him (194)
Ray's efforts ultimately led him to the name Thompson (195) Ray
contended he had never spoken with Thompson and never mentioned
Thompson's name to Raoul (196)

The person Ray identified was Herman Thompson Thompson had
been an assistant chief criminal deputy of the East Baton Rouge
Sheriff's Department for 26 years In 1978 Thompson resided at the
same address and had the same telephone number as in 1967 (197)

Thompson was a cooperative committee witness who submitted to a
deposition following an interview He stated under oath that he never
knew anyone named or nicknamed Raoul (198) Although he had
heard of James Earl Ray in connection with the King assassination
he denied ever meeting or speaking with Ray or anyone using Ray's
known aliases (199) The committee did attempt to determine whether
Ray may have maliciously implicated Thompson as a means of settling
a grudge or aiding a fellow inmate Thompson could not recall ever
arresting incarcerating or transporting any person who had contact
with either Leavenworth Federal Penitentiary or Missouri State
Penitentiary where Ray had been an inmate (200)

Thompson stated that he was never a member of any white extremist
organization (201) and that he never had any unusual complaints or
disciplinary actions filed against him while he worked with the sheriff's
department (202) Thompson's former employer confirmed his state
ments to the committee

The committee found no evidence to indicate that Herman Thomp
son was involved in the assassination or with an individual named
Raoul The committee concluded further that Ray's allegation was
merely an attempt to gain credence for his Raoul story and to raise
an implication of official complicity in the assassination
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(e) Jules Rime Kimble
In June 1968 The Toronto Star named Jules Ricco Kimble as a

possible criminal associate of James Earl Ray in 1967 (203) A reporter
for the newspaper wrote that Kimble a member of the right-wing
Minutemen had lived within a few blocks of Ray's 1967 Montreal
residence and had met Ray in both Montreal and New Orleans (204)

Upon receipt of this information following the assassination the
FBI reviewed its files on Kimble They reflected that Kimble had an
extensive criminal record and associations in 1967 with the Ku Klux
Klan (205) The files did not establish ties between Kimble and the
Minutemen (206)

In light of Kimble's criminal background and his possible presence
in Montreal during the period Ray resided in the city July and August
1967 the committee decided that the allegation warranted further in
vestigation The committee interviewed Toronto Star reporters Andre
Salwyn (207) and Earl MacRae (208) who had developed this lead
and reviewed an investigative report on the Kimble lead prepared by
the RCMP The reporters recalled the story in detail Their recollec
tions however as well as the version of the allegation that appeared
in the RCMP report (209) differed on several major points For in
stance Salwyn alleged that MacRae got the lead from author William
Bradford Huie for whom he was doing research in 1968 (210) and
MacRae said that Salwyn received the information from a police con
tact in Montreal (211) RCMP files however indicated that a news
paper article regarding James Earl Ray's residence in Montreal
aroused Salwyn's curiosity and the reporter subsequently discovered
Kimble had lived in the same area.(212) Salwyn wrote that a person
whose name was actually Raoul drove a white Mustang with Louisiana
plates equipped with guns and a police radio (213) RCMP files indi
cated that this person named Kimble made daily calls to New Orleans
listened to police broadcasts carried guns and made racist com
ments (214)

The committee performed a thorough background check of Kimble
Files from the offices of Jim Garrison New Orleans district attorney
in 1968 Joseph Oster a former investigator for the Louisiana Labor
Management Commission of Inquiry the FBI and the CIA reflected
that Kimble had an extensive criminal background including active
participation in the Ku Klux Klan in 1967 (215) There was no indica
tion however that Kimble was involved in narcotics smuggling and
gunrunning the criminal activities that James Earl Ray attributed
to his contact Raoul

Extensive interviews with Oster who was familiar with Kimble's
history,(216) and Kimble's former wife(217) indicated that Kimble(
was in New Orleans in December 1967 when Ray visited that city
although he apparently did not visit Montreal until after Ray had
left that city in August 1967 Although generally uncooperative dur
ing his interview Kimble confirmed that he did not go to Canada
until September 1967 (218) Kimble also denied meeting Ray or a per
son using any of Ray's aliases (219)

The committee found no evidence to support a Ray-Kimble connec
tion or to indicate that Kimble was involved in any plot to kill
Dr King
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(f) Randy Rosenson
In a 1977 interview with the Canadian Broadcasting Co.

James Earl Ray intimated that Randolph Erwin Rosenson might
have information about Raoul the mysterious figure who Ray main
tained was responsible for the King assassination Ray asserted that
while cleaning his Mustang when he was in Mexico in November
1967 a few weeks after Raoul had been in the car he found a busi
ness card with Rosenson's name on it (220)

Although Ray apparently withheld this information for 10 years
and was elusive about the nature of Rosen son's possible involvement
the committee conducted an exhaustive i:vestigation of Rosenson's
background associates and movements the 1960's It uncovered
evidence indicating that Rosenson and Ray had had several oppor
tunities to meet prior to the assassination of Dr King

Evidence developed by the committee showed that Rosenson had
traveled to Mexico in late 1965 and early 1966 (221) According to

Ray Raoul was dealing in unspecified contraband perhaps narcotics
or stolen cars in Mexico in late 1967 In addition Rosenson's opera
tion of a traveling carnival business gave him mobility (222) The
committee surmised that he may have been in some of the same cities
Ray visited after escaping from the Missouri State Penitentiary in
1967 For example Rosenson often traveled to New Orleans to visit
friends and relatives although the committee found no evidence that
he was in New Orleans in December 1967 when Ray drove there from
Los Angeles and allegedly met Raoul (223) The committee did estab
lish however that Rosenson was in Los Angeles and Birmingham
Ala. at the same time as Ray in 1967 (224) Rosenson and Ray used
the same Birmingham bank (225) Rosenson was also in the Birming
ham area in March 1968 when Ray was purchasing the murder weap
on there (226) Finally Rosenson traveled in many of the same New
Orleans circles as Ray's associate Charles Stein a former New Orleans
resident who lived in Los Angeles in 1967 Both Rosenson and Stein
were known to the New Orleans Police Department for similar
criminal conduct (227) They also had mutual acquaintances fre
quented the same bars and had retained tl.e same lawyer (228)

Rosenson was interviewed by the committee on at least six occa
sions and he appeared before the committee in executive session He
repeatedly denied knowing Ray any Ray family members or any
known Ray associates including a Raoul or Charles Stein Further
he emphatically denied any involvement in the King assassination
and could provide no reason why Ray would implicate him (229)

Despite the opportunities for Ray and Rosenson to have met an
extensive field investigation including interviews of Rosenson's rela
tives friends business associates criminal contacts and numerous
law enforcement officials failed to establsh a definite link between
Ray and Rosenson (230) The committee concluded that Rosenson
was not involved with Ray in a conspiracy to assassinate Dr King
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4 CONSPIRACYALI.FOATIONSATLANTA

Edna Mathews Lancaster
Edna Mathews Lancaster told the committee in late 1977 that she

was associated with a group of people including James Earl Ray
who met at a laundry where she worked in Mableton Ga. to plot the
assassination of Dr King (231) According to Mrs Lancaster this

group which she called "the secret American Revolutionary Army,
not only planned but carried out the assassination.(232) She claimed
she had met James Earl Ray in the early 1950's when he and her
husband were stationed in the Army in California (233)

The committee reviewed FBI files concerning this allegation in an

attempt to check Lancaster's story The files reflected that after pro
viding a similar although not identical story Lancaster had named
several persons who allegedly could verify certain aspects of her
account (234) When subsequently interviewed by the FBI each per
son had denied any knowledge of the discussions and most character
ized Lancaster as an unbalanced person with an overactive imagina
tion (235) During interviews conducted by the committee Lancaster's
husband (236) and former employees (237) of the Mableton laundry
reported that she had a severe drinking problem and was generally
unstable In addition they denied any knowledge of an assassination

plot
The committee found that Edna Mathews Lancaster was not a

credible person Its investigation revealed substantial variations in
her story over the years to accommodate new revelations about the

CIA FBI and prominent figures associated with various assassina
tions and government scandals.(238) A further indication of Lan
caster's lack of credibility was her son's statement to the committee
that his mother had convinced him that James Earl Ray was his
father (239)

The committee concluded that Lancaster's story was not worthy of
further investigation

Claude and Leon Powell
In January 1976 Leon Powell contacted the FBI about a possible

conspiracy involving the King assassination In February 1978 he
testified before the committee concerning the details of the allega
tion (214) According to Powell he and his brother Claude Powell
were in an Atlanta bar known as "Pete's, or "Pete Bailey's, in the
fall of 1967 when Arnold Ray Godfrey a mutual friend told them he
could put them in touch with a person who would pay a large sum of

money to anyone willing to kill Dr King (241) Several days later at
the same bar Claude and Leon were approached by a white male who
introduced himself only as Ralph (242) After indicating that he was
the person to whom Godfrey had referred Ralph displayed an open
briefcase full of money (243) Ralph said it contained $25,000 and
promised that if they took the job they would receive $25,000 more
when it had been completed (21J,,) The Powells hesitated to accept the
offer and Ralph closed his briefcase and left the bar (245) Leon said
he never saw or heard from this person again (246)
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In its investigation of the assassination of Dr King the FBI inter
viewed Claude Powell who essentially corroborated his brother's

story The FBI also conducted polygraph examinations of both
brothers (2 7) Leon's examination was inconclusive (248) while re

sponses by Claude to questions about the assassination plot indicated
his responses were not deceptive (24,9) After a full investigation of
the Powell allegation the FBI was unable to corroborate or discredit
the story The matter was turned over to the Department of Justice
for possible submission to a Federal grand jury No further action
was taken by the Department (250)

After reviewing FBI files concerning the Powell brothers the com
mittee conducted an extensive field investigation It interviewed the
FBI agent who first received this information (251) and also made an
effort to locate "Ralph through interviews of associates of Arnold
Ray Godfrey and of customers of Pete's Bar.(252) In addition a
composite drawing of Ralph was released by the committee to na
tional news organizations it did not lead to his identification.12 The
committee investigated several possible links between Ralph's offer
to the Powells in Atlanta and John Sutherland's offer to Russell Byers
in St Louis primarily because of their similarity and proximity in
time.13 Nevertheless the committee found no evidence linking the two
offers

The committee was unable to locate any witnesses to the alleged
Ralph offer other than the Powell brothers Thus their credibility
became a crucial issue Both brothers had a history of alcohol abuse
and a reputation for violence (253) Annie Lois Campos Leon Powell's
former wife testified in executive session that Leon told her about the
offer in 1973 or 1974 when he was under the influence of alcohol.(254)
In executive session testimony before the committee Arnold Ray
Godfrey flatly denied ever discussing the assassination with the
Powells (255) Claude Powell resisted the committee's subpena indi
cating he feared for his life and subsequently pleaded guilty to con
tempt of Congress for his refusal to testify

As a result of Claude's refusal to cooperate and the absence of
corroborating evidence to support the allegation the committee was
unable to investigate this allegation further Although the committee
concluded that the Powell brothers story was credible it was not able
to uncover any evidence that would link it to the assassination of
Dr King
(c) Robert Byron Watson

Robert Byron Watson maintained that on March 28 1968 exactly
1 week before the assassination he overheard a conversation con
cerning a plot to kill Dr King in Memphis on April 4 1968 in Magel
lan's Art Gallery in Atlanta Ga (257) Watson then 14 worked at
the gallery after school (258) He identified those involved in the dis
cussion as Harold Eugene Purcell and Jerry Adams co-owners of
the gallery as well as their associates Lawrence Meier and Bayne

14The committeenoted that the compositewas releasedalongwith severalunrelated
photographsand another unrelatedcompositeWithin days individualsin the photo
graphswereidentifiedNoidenticationof eithercompositewasmadelaTheSutherlandoffertoByersis discussedin sec II Bofthisreport
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S Culley Several other persons were also present (259) According
to Watson Jerry Adams emphasized that the date and time of the
assassination attempt would be "exactly 1 week from then and about
the same time of day. (260) Adams further said he had just learned
King would be in Memphis Purcell allegedly made reference to "fram
ing a jailbird, as in the assassination of President John F Kennedy
(261)

Watson said he told his mother that afternoon where and when
King was to be murdered but withheld the details from authorities
until after the assassination (262) Lawrence Meier allegedly con
fronted Watson after James Earl Ray's arrest and threatened him
with violence if he talked about what he had overheard (263)

Watson outlined his allegation in numerous letters to the commit
tee In order to evaluate Watson's credibility as well as his story
the committee reviewed all available documents on the allegation

Watson's allegation had been covered extensively in the Atlanta
newspapers and was investigated by the Atlanta Police Department
but the police found no evidence to substantiate it (264)

In its review of Atlanta police files the committee noted that in
1970 Bernard Fensterwald an attorney for James Earl Ray during
his habeas corpus action looked into Watson's allegation Fenster
wald's investigator Ken Smith verified some aspects of the allega
tion but could not produce any reliable documentation to support
key elements of the story (265) Subsequently Fensterwald com
missioned Cleve Baekster an established polygrapher to examine
Watson about the allegation The results indicated Watson was 90–95

percent truthful (266)
The committee's review of the FBI's assassination investigation

revealed that in April 1971 Watson admitted fabricating the Magel
lan Gallery story about a plot to kill Dr King (267) Watson made
the story up because he believed someone at the Magellan Gallery
had defrauded his mother of $50,000 (268)

Watson told various accounts of the plot to the committee and to
other sources (269) He vacillated significantly on the time of day of
the meeting and in November 1977 Watson revealed for the first
time that the conspirators mentioned Ray's name (270)

Finally the committee noted that Dr King did not publicly an
nounce his decision to return to Memphis until March 29 (271) the
day after Watson allegedly overheard the conversation

The committee concluded that Watson was an unreliable witness
and that his story was false

5 CONSPIRACYALLEGATIONSBIRMINGHAM

(a) Morris Davis
In early 1977 Morris Davis provided the committee with informa

tion that Frank Liberto two members of the SCLC and others were
involved in a conspiracy to kill Dr King (272) Davis claimed that
in 1967 or 1968 he became acquainted with Dr Gus J Prosch (273)
a Birmingham Ala. doctor who in 1970 was convicted for possession
of a large cache of illegal weapons and for income tax evasion (274)
According to Davis he often met Prosch in early 1968 at the Gulas
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Restaurant in Birmingham During one of these meetings Prosch
allegedly introduced Davis to an associate Frank Liberto (275)
Davis said he witnessed a meeting in Gulas parking lot of Prosch
and Liberto with Rev Ralph D Abernathy a close friend of Dr
King and Rev Fred Shuttlesworth also a friend of Dr King (276)
A week later Prosch and Liberto again met at the Gulas Restaurant
this time with a man introduced to Davis as Eric Galt Davis also
asserted that he saw a subsequent meeting of these persons at the res
taurant on March 29 1968 (277)

Davis maintained that on April 3 1968 he met Prosch at the Gulas
Restaurant and agreed to drive with him to the Aeromarine Supply
Co (Ray bought the weapon used to kill Dr King at Aeromarine
on March 30 1968.) Prosch allegedly went in the store and returned
15 minutes later with a large wooden crate that he put in the trunk of
the car (278) They then drove back to the restaurant where in the
parking lot Prosch opened the crate and showed Davis a rifle inside

Davis claimed that Prosch told him that he and Liberto had
accepted a contract from Abernathy and Shuttlesworth to kill Dr
King for $265,000 and that this weapon would be used in the killing

Eric Galt who had already purchased a similar rifle at Aero
marine was to be the decoy (281) Galt was to meet Liberto in Detroit
after the assassination and collect $25,000 as payment for his partici
pation in the murder (282)

Davis told the committee that Prosch often used the name John
Willard at the Gulas Restaurant to avoid being recognized as a
doctor (283) Davis also claimed that the Eric Galt he met was identi
cal to photographs he had seen of James Earl Ray (284)

Davis who had a background of supplying reliable information
to the Drug Enforcement Administration told the committee he
had approached the FBI several times with this information since
1970 (285) I

A review of the FBI file concerning the murder of Dr King re
vealed a December 1976 interview with Davis during which he sup
plied similar information In light of Davis background and the
serious nature of the allegation the committee conducted a thorough
investigation of his story Davis and those persons named in his
allegation were extensively interviewed by the committee

During executive session testimony Dr Ralph B Abernathy denied
any knowledge of such a plot (286) Rev Fred Shuttlesworth also
said he knew of no such conspiracy to kill Dr King (287) Frank
Liberto stated under oath that he had never been to Gulas Restaurant
in Birmingham and never had met Prosch Abernathy or Shuttles
worth (288)

The committee questioned Donald Wood of the Aeromarine Supply
Co about Gus Prosdh.(28.9) Wood recalled that Prosch was a regular
customer at Aeromarine from 1968 until 1970 When Prosch was ar
rested for possession of illegal weapons Wood pulled all invoices and
receipts pertaining to Prosch's purchases made copies of them and
set them aside (290) A review of these receipts by the committee in
dicated the purchase of two pistols on March 25 1968 and a purchase

14Davisexplainedhe had beenarrestedand imprisonedshortlyafter the assassination
and not releaseduntil 1970
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of a semiautomatic rifle on April 5 1968 There is no record of Prosch
buying any weapons on April 3 1968 (291) Wood mentioned that a
customer would use a large wooden crate only if buying more than
one rifle All single rifles were packed in cardboard boxes

The committee then located and interviewed Prosch (°292) He
denied involvement in any plot to kill Dr King and denied knowing
any of the persons connected with the allegation including Davis

As a result of its investigation the committee called into question
Morris Davis credibility Further interviews with Davis revealed
basic inconsistencies in his story that could not be reconciled.(293)
Davis additionally claimed that various Government agencies and

prominent individuals associated with Government scandals were in
volved in the assassinations of President Kennedy and Dr King (294)
Davis refused however to provide the committee with the source of
this information

After a thorough field investigation the committee was unable to
corroborate Davis allegation and found that his allegation was false

(b) Walter Maddox
Walter and Virginia Maddox owned and operated the South

Birmingham Travelodge Motor Inn (295) when James Earl Ray reg
istered there as Eric Starvo Galt on March 29 1968 When questioned
by the committee concerning Ray and his alleged companion Raoul
Walter Maddox recalled that at approximately that time there were
three men living at the motel one of whom was called Raoul by his

companions.(296) Maddox added that one of the men was named

Billy Fisher and that they resided there for almost a year and that

they left without paying $1,500 room rent (297) 15

The committee reviewed the financial records of the motel in the

Travelodge executive offices and found that Billy E Fisher had stayed
at this motel between May 1965 and February 1966 (298) Fisher was

subsequently questioned by the committee and admitted that he and
two companions Jack Cunningham of Biloxi Miss. and Leroy Roell
of Jackson Miss. had spent considerable time at the Travelodge
Motor Inn during this period (099) Fisher said the three were attempt
ing to obtain financial backing in Birmingham to purchase a motel
in Huntsville Ala (300)

Leroy Roell who in 1978 owned two Travelodge Inns in Jackson
Miss. was questioned by committee staff and confirmed Fisher's

story (301) Roell stated he had lost $30,000 in the venture and there
fore had a vivid recollection of it (302)

Although attempts to locate Jack Cunningham were unsuccessful
both Fisher and Roell stated they assumed the Raoul referred to by
Walter Maddox was actually Leroy Roell (303) Given this explana
tion and the 2 to 3-year difference between Roell's residence and

Ray's stay at the motel as evidenced by motel records the committee
concluded there was no connection between the three men and James
Earl Ray

15The committeenoted that the personreferredto as Raoulby Ray allegedlyspent
substantialtimein Can.,daMexicoandNewOrleanswhileRavneverindicatedhe staved
in Birminghamfor morethan brief periods The committeebelievedneverthelessthat
the leadwarrantedinvestigation
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6 CONSPIRACYALLEGATIONSLOUISVILLE

(a) Clifton Baird
A former Louisville Ky. police officer Clifton Baird raised the

possibility of FBI complicity in Dr King's assassination He testi
fied before the committee in 1977 that on September 18 1965 another
Louisville police officer Arlie Blair offered him $500,000 to kill Dr
King (304) Blair allegedly told Baird that an organization he be
longed to was willing to pay someone to assassinate Dr King (305)
Baird refused the offer (306) The next day he overheard several
Louisville police officers and FBI agents discussing the offer at Louis
ville police headquarters during afternoon rollcall.(307) In an effort
to document this apparent conspiracy Baird tape recorded a conversa
tion on September 20 1965 in which Blair again referred to the
$500,000 bounty (308) Baird turned this recording over to the
committee.16

Blair testified under oath that he had no recollection of offering
Baird any money to kill Dr King and denied he had been a member
of any organization seeking to assassinate Dr King (309) Blair did
not deny however that his voice was on Baird's recording and he
explained his inability to recall the conversation was the result of a
general physical and mental deterioration caused by alcoholism (310)

Baird told the committee the names of five other police officers and
three FBI agents he believed participated in the conversation he over
heard on September 19 1965 (311) Each police officer named was
questioned either by deposition or in executive session Each claimed
to have no knowledge of any meeting or discussion concerning an
offer to kill Dr King (312)

Special Agent William Duncan FBI liaison with the Louisville
Police Department in 1965 testified in executive session that he did
remember the discussion of an offer to assassinate Dr King (313) Ac
cording to Duncan however the discussion was part of a practical
joke initiated by Sgt William Baker of the Louisville police (314)
Duncan testified that sometime in the midsixties he was at police
headquarters when Sergeant Baker asked him to help "put some boys
on."(315) Duncan agreed At Baker's direction he went to the roll
call area and confirmed a rumor that there was a reward of $250,000
or $500,000 on the head of Dr King and that the Ku Klux Klan or
the Communist Party was the source of the offer (316) Duncan re
called adding that Special Agent Robert Peters and Special Agent
in-Charge Bernard C Brown would confirm the offer (317) Duncan
testified that he made this statement concerning verification solely
to lend credence to the story (318) Duncan followed this description
of the offer by mentioning to the committee the poor relationship
between FBI Director J Edgar Hoover and Dr King (319) Duncan
recalled that he made his statement to a group of three to six people
primarily uniformed officers whose identities he could not recall (320)
He did not remember any other remarks and said he left the room
almost immediately after he made the statement (321) Although he

1EThe tape was transcribedby the committeeIt containedreferencesto a previousdiscussionabout"knockingoff Dr King
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did not know to whom the joke was directed Duncan testified that
he believed it was a gag and characterized Baker as a practical
joker (322) He was certain that no one connected with the FBI urged
that he make this remark(323) and testified that no other FBI agent
was present during his statement about Dr King (324)

The committee interviewed three other FB1 agents from the Louis
ville office Special Agent Robert Peters Special Agent Warren L
Walsh (retired) and Special Agent-in-Charge Bernard C Brown
Each denied any knowledge of an offer to kill Dr King.(325) Peters
who testified in executive session stated that in his opinion Sergeant
Baker would not have concocted such a story even as a joke (326) Since
Baker had since died it was difficult for the committee to determine
his motive or whether he actually knew of an assassination conspiracy

Retired Louisville police officer Vernon Austin in a designated
counsel statement maintained that he did not know of such an offer
but added that he believed Baker was capable of fabricating this
information (327)

The committee conducted a thorough background investigation
of Clifton Baird including a review of medical and criminal
records (328) It concluded that Baird was highly credible Results of
a technical evaluation of Baird's tape conducted by the FBI indicated
that it was consistent with those known to have been used in 1965 (329)
The committee reviewed the personnel files and attendance records
for all the officers allegedly involved The documents indicated that
all but two officers were on duty on September 19 1965.(330) Both
officers however testified that it was possible they came into the office
on their designated day off (331)

Duncan's testimony supported a finding that the 1965 conversation
did take place It may be that someone hearing such an offer such as
Baird did would consider it serious There was no evidence however
to support a finding that an actual conspiracy existed or that the
events in Louisville in September 1965 were in any way connected
with the assassination in Memphis in April 1968 The committee con
cluded that both Duncan and Baker purposefully circulated a rumor
of an offer to kill Dr King Their conduct reflected in the committee's
view an absence of professionalism The committee found no evidence
contrary to Duncan's statement that he .acted alone and not at the
direction of any FBI official or agent
(b) Charles Lee Bell

Charles Lee Bell claimed in an interview with the committee that
Albert Ridley and Bishop Eubanks Tucker allegedly told him in 1967
and 1968 that Louisville Ky. was an alternate site for the assassination
of Dr King if the attempt in Memphis failed Ridley was to funnel
Cuban money from a man named Cordova an underworld figure to
Louisville police and to an FBI agent assigned to Louisville to insure
that protection was withdrawn from Dr King when he came to Louis
ville (333) Bell claimed that Bishop Tucker learned of the plot from
Reverend A D King Dr King's brother who in turn was told by
a Black director of safety for the city of Louisville (334)

Bell told the committee that a number of persons including Huey
Newton and Stokely Carmichael knew of the conspiracy,(335) since
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Black militants were receiving aid from the Cubans and wanted Dr
King killed because of his commitment to nonviolence (336) Bell added
that he had worked as an FBI informant for years(337) and was
certain the FBI did not kill Dr King (338) He also provided elaborate
details of an alleged 1977 plot to kill Ambassador Andrew Young
again involving Ridley and Cordova (339)

Bell came to the attention of the committee when his attorney James
Skinney notified the committee that Bell had information on the King
assassination Despite a long criminal history (340) that cast doubt on
Bell's veracity the committee staff questioned him twice while he was
incarcerated in Georgia (341) and reviewed a 23-page account of the al
legation that he provided (342) Although Bell recounted contradictory
details in several different versions of his story the committee at
tempted to verify the information he provided

The committee identified and interviewed the only Black Director
of Safety in Louisville's history A Wilson Edwards (343) Edwards
who knew both Bishop Tucker and Reverend A D King denied
knowing Bell and further stated that he did not live in Louisville
from 1968 through 1970 (344)

The committee also interviewed Thomas Kitchen According to Bell
Kitchen was an FBI agent assigned to Louisville and an alleged par
ticipant in the conspiracy Kitchen told the committee he had not been
assigned to Louisville until 1972 and he had served there as special
agent-in-charge until 1975 (345) Kitchen denied knowing Bell Ridley
or Cordova but admitted they may have known him as the special
agent-in-charge in Louisville (346)

The committee attempted to locate other persons who Bell said could
verify the conspiracy but efforts to find them failed (347) Both
Reverend A D King and Bishop Eubanks Tucker had died before the
committee's 1977 probe of the Bell contention Given the lack of witness
corroboration of this allegation the death of two central figures and
Bell's questionable background the committee concluded his story was
not credible and did not merit further investigation

7 CONSPIRACYALLEGATIONSST LOUIS

(a) Delano Elmer Walker
Delano Elmer Walker told the committee that some time in 1965 he

received a $500 down payment from three unidentified white men for
his participation in a plot to assassinate Dr King (38) Walker al
leged that the men approached him with this offer in St Louis Mo.
while he was under the influence of alcohol (349) Only after discussingthe proposition with his wife Ruth Ann did Walker decide to report
the plan to Sheriff Ken Buckley in Farmington Mo.(350) Walker
asserted that his meeting with the sheriff and an FBI agent ended
when they decided he was insane (351) Soon afterward according to
Walker he was committed to a mental health facility (352) Walker
was sentenced to 18 months in Missouri State Penitentiary in October
1967 following an assault conviction (353)

In June 1968 Walker's physician Dr C W Chastain contacted a
San Francisco magazine and reported that the FBI had questioned
him extensively in 1965 regarding Walker's allegation (354) After
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learning of that contact the committee located Dr Chastain and veri
fied this FBI questioning (355) Dr Chastain explained that in 1977
Walker and his wife had described the King offer in detail (3.56) Dr
Chastain mentioned that Sheriff Ken Buckley of Farmington Mo.
believed Walker's story (357)

The committee interviewed both Delano(358) and Ruth Ann
Walker (359) about the allegation and received substantially different
accounts from each While Walker said that he had offered to use his
gun to murder Dr King.(360) his wife explained that he did not pur
chase the weapon until 1970 (361) Mrs Walker stated that Delano told
her the assassination offer was initiated at their house in Elvins Mo.
not at a tavern in St Louis (362) She also said she did not see the down
payment money that Delano supposedly showed her on the day of the
agreement (363) Walker could not locate the documents that he said
would support his allegation specifically a card noting the name of the
tavern where the offer was made and his wife did not know of such a
card (364)

The inconsistencies in details of Walker's story his inability to pro
vide leads to the identities of those who made the offer and his mental
problems led to the committee's conclusion that this allegation was not
worthy of further investigation

8 CONSPIRACYALLEGATIONSMIAMI

(a) William Somersett
The committee explored a conspiracy allegation that originated with

William Somersett a long-time informant in Miami who died in
1970 (365) Somersett had worked with various law enforcement agen
cies including the FBI and the Miami Police Department (366) He
achieved notoriety with his story that just weeks before the 1963 assas
sination of President John F Kennedy he received information that
the President would be killed by someone in an office building with a
high-powered rifle.14

According to an article in Miami Magazine Somersett at
tended a National Labor Relations Board meeting in Washington
on April 1 1968 at which he overheard a conversation among long
shoremen and sanitation workers indicating that Dr King on his next
visit to Memphis would be killed for meddling in the sanitation
strike (367) Somersett reportedly told a Miami police officer of the
death threat on April 3 1968 the day before the assassination (368)

A review of FBI and Miami Police Department files on Somersett
revealed a career of supplying law enforcement officials with valuable
and reliable information since the 1950's (369) In the early 1960's
however the FBI discontinued Somersett as an informant because of
his increasing unreliability (370) The files showed Somersett had re
peatedly supplied information about political assassinations (371) In
addition to the Kennedy and King death threats he also reported to
the FBI and the Secret Service alleged conspiracies to kill Presidents
Johnson and Nixon (372) These allegations had been investigated and
found to be unsupported by independent evidence

17Somersettdid not pass this informationto authoritiesuntil after the President'sassassination
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The committee sought to verify Somersett's story by interviewing
the Miami police officer to whom he said he allegedly reported the King
death threat Detective Sgt Charles Sapp was questioned under oath by
the committee He said he remembered receiving the information on
April 3 the day before the assassination (373) Further an April 25
1968 memorandum he wrote (374) 18 (the earliest documentation the
Miami Police Department could locate pertaining to the matter) was
not the first document he had prepared concerning Somersett's infor
mation on the King assassination He maintained that an earlier de
partmental memo would reflect his receipt of the information prior to
the assassination

Following Sapp's deposition an earlier police memorandum by
Sapp dated April 17 1968 was discovered in the files of a former
prosecutor in the State attorney's office (376) The document indicated
that on April 16 the State attorney's officeasked Sapp to contact Som
ersett to determine if he had any information pertaining to the King
murder (377) The memo indicated further that Sapp contacted Som
ersett on April 17 1968 Somersett told him that he had learned of a
death threat against Dr King "on the eve of his death. (378) When
questioned about this document Sapp insisted that there was still an
earlier memorandum dated April 14 1968 that would reflect Somer
sett's transmittal of the information to him before the assassination
(379) No additional reports however were discovered by the com
mittee In addition the clear implication of the April 17 memorandum
was that Sapp contacted Somersett for the first time on that date The
committee concluded therefore that despite Sapp's recollection he
did not receive the information from Somersett until a week after the
assassination of Dr King

The committee also questioned several other police officers to whom
Sapp said he relayed Somersett's information prior to April 4 (380)
These individuals however did not recall receiving the account before
the assassination (381) The committee believed that these veteran po
lice officers would have recalled receipt of the information before the
assassination had it in fact been received

The committee also attempted to determine whether there was an
NLRB meeting on April 1 1968 in Washington Several agencies and
labor organizations including the NLRB were contacted The com
mittee discovered that available files did not reflect such a meeting
(382)

Further the committee found a number of inconsistencies between
the police reports and Sapp's recollection Thus the committee con
cluded that Sapp did not know of Somersett's story before Dr
King's death but learned of it after the assassination probably on
April 17 1968

The committee was unable to uncover any evidence supporting the
purported plot described by Somersett to Sapp Indeed the committee
found it improbable that sanitation workers would plot to kill Dr
King a supporter of their strike In view of Somersett's background
of informing law enforcement officials of unfounded assassination

18The April25 1968memorandumreflectedSapp'sreceiptof informationon the KingassassinationfromSomersettbut the implicationof the memorandumwasthat Somersettdid not providethe informationto Sappuntil daysafter the assassination
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plots and the lack of evidence to corroborate his allegation the com
mittee found that Somersett's information was without substance

9 CONSPIRACYALLEGATIONSTEXAS

(a) Otis Moore

Otis Humphrey Moore alleged that while he was stationed at Fort

Hood Tex. in April 1965 (383) an unnamed white male offered him

$50,000 to assassinate Dr King (384) The conversation took place in an
unknown bar outside Temple Tex (385) Moore said when he returned
to the bar shortly after Dr King's murder in April 1968 a new build

ing stood in its place (386)
Also present at the bar during the 1965 conversation according to

Moore was a man he described as a "million dollar lawyer from Dal
las (387) Moore believed the prominent attorney's presence in the run
down bar indicated his involvement in serious plans to kill Dr King
although the supposed lawyer did not participate in the conversation
(388) Moore however could give no leads to identify the man (389)

The committee interviewed Moore after he wrote that he had "cer
tain information that I am sure will give a clue to the people really
involved in the conspiracy * * *. (390) Moore provided the com
mittee with a detailed narrative and records of attempts he made to
tell his story to among others the FBI (391) the Senate Select Com
mittee to Study Government Operations with Respect to Intelligence
Activities,(392) Senator Edward M Kennedy,(393) and the Board
of Ebenezer Baptist Church Atlanta Ga. the church of Dr King's
father Rev Martin Luther King Sr (394)

In an attempt to evaluate Moore's credibility the committee re
viewed relevant FBI files on him and discovered that Moore's wife
had said he was extremely drunk on the night he returned home with
the assassination story (395)

The vagueness of Moore's allegation and the interval since he al

legedly came upon the offer made corroboration of this story virtually
impossible Further the lack of geographical and time proximity to
the assassination of Dr King in Memphis in 1968 reduced the signifi
cance of Moore's allegations No further action was taken on the lead

10 CONSPIRACYALLEGATIONSNEW YORK

(a) Myron Billett

Myron Billett a convicted felon claimed that in the spring of 1968
during a meeting he attended of organized crime figures Sam Gian
cana and Carlos Gambino as well as CIA and FBI agents an offer
was proposed for the assassination of Dr King (396) Billett said he
drove Giancana to this meeting at the Skyview Motel near Bingham
ton N.Y (397) Martin Bishop and Lee Leland allegedly of the CIA
offered Giancana and Gambino money to kill King (398) Giancana
and Gambino refused because as Giancana supposedly commented
the CIA had messed up the assassination of President John F Ken
nedy (399) Billett also claimed he had been to a similar meeting at
tended by Giancana Lee Harvey Oswald Jack Ruby and others in
1963 in Dallas Tex. where an offer to kill President Kennedy was
made (.4.00)
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Billett originally came to the committee's attention when a Wash
ington D.C newspaper printed a story concerning his conspiracy
allegation At the time Billett was interviewed by the committee he
was in prison for armed robbery and manslaughter convictions Al
though cooperative with the committee Billett changed important
details of his story several times (401)

In its investigation of Billett's story the committee tried to verify
the names of the alleged CIA and FBI agents None of the alleged
agents existed.( 402) Although Billett said he had a close relation
ship with several persons involved in organized crime he could not
supply details that would enable the committee to verify these asso
ciations (403) Giancana and Gambino were dead in 1977 when this
allegation was investigated

The committee found that Billett's story about the meetings involv
ing the assassinations of President Kennedy and Dr Martin Luther
King was not credible.(404)





(407)

D No FEDERALSTATEORLOCALGOVERNMENTAGENCYWAS INVOLVED
IN THEASSASSINATIONOFDR KING

Allegations of government complicity in the assassination of Dr
Martin Luther King have been made by attorneys for James Earl Ray
authors of books and articles even prominent civil rights leaders and
they have aroused suspicion in the minds of political leaders as well as
the general public For the most part the charges have been pointed at
agencies assigned to investigate the assassination specifically the FBI
and the Memphis Police Department or authorities at the Missouri
State Penitentiary from which Ray escaped a year before the assassi
nation The committee examined each of those agencies in light of the
allegations

1 THE FEDERALBUREAUOF INVESTIGATION

Speculation that the FBI—or more probably members of that or
ganization including highly placed Bureau officials—might have had
a role in the assassination originated in the early 1970's when the pub
lic became aware of COINTELPRO the Bureau's counterintelligence
program that had Dr King as one of its targets When in 1976 the
report on the investigation of the Senate Select Committee to Study
Governmental Operations with Respect to Intelligence Activities was
published and the full scope of the attempt by the FBI to discredit
Dr King became recognized suspicions were widely rekindled.19

In November 1975 as the Senate committee was completing its in
vestigation the Department of Justice formed a Task Force to examine
the FBI's program of harassment directed at Dr King the Bureau's
security investigations of him his assassination and the criminal in
vestigation that followed One aspect of the Task Force study was to
determine "whether any action taken in relation to Dr King by the
FBI before the assassination had or might have had an effect direct or
indirect on that event.

In its report the Task Force criticized the FBI not for the opening
but for the protracted continuation of its security investigation of Dr
King

We think the security investigation which included both physical and tech
nical surveillance should have been terminated * * * in 1963 That it was in
tensified and augmented by a COINTELPRO type campaign against Dr King
was unwarranted the COINTELPROtype campaign moreover was ultra vires
and very probably * * * felonious (1)

1 The origin scope rationale techniquesand targets of the Bureau'sCOINTELprogramare tracedin BookIII of the FinalReportof the SenateSelectCommitteeto StudyGovernmentalOperationswith Respectto IntelligenceActivities S Rent 94–75594th
Cong. 2d sess 1–77 (1976) The effortsof the Bureauagainst Dr King the securityinvestigationas wellas COTNTT;LPROalsoanpenras a casestudy Id at 81–183For
this reason those programswill not be reviewedhere exceptas necessaryfor back
groundor as they focuson the questionof responsibilityin the assassinationSeealso
infrasec II D
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The Task Force concluded however that the evidence was over
whelming that Ray was a lone assassin and it found no evidence of
FBI involvement

The question of FBI complicity lingered nonetheless and alleged
deficiencies in the FBI assassination investigation raised the possibility
of a coverup after the fact Because of these persistent doubts and be
cause the committee questioned both the method and the reasoning be
hind the Justice Department's report a decision was made to reexamine
the question of involvement by the FBI in the assassination

Ultimately the committee found no evidence that the FBI inten
tionally brought about the death of Dr King In reaching that con
clusion it sought answers to specific questions that bore on FBI com
plicity

Did the counterintelligence program initiated in August 1967
against the Southern Christian Leadership Conference and in March
1968 against Dr King result in Dr King's staying at the Lorraine
Motel in Memphis on April 4 1968

Did the Bureau pay members of the Invaders an organization of
young Black activists in Memphis or act through its informants in
the Invaders to incite the violence on March 28 that led Dr King to
return to Memphis

Did the Bureau have foreknowledge of the assassination through
surveillance informants or other means on which it did not act

Did the Bureau through the use of an undercover agent or inform
ant act with James Earl Ray in the assassination of Dr King

The committee began its analysis with a review of the investigations
by the Senate committee and the Justice Department It then turned
to the FBI files generated during both the agency's security investiga
tion and COINTELPRO 2 against Dr King and the SCLC

While the files reviewed by the committee contained substantial de
tail and were invaluable in providing an understanding of the nature
and scope of the FBI's operations certain decisions and actions were
often ambiguous or unexplained In addition there were critical peri
ods of time for which documentation was either scarce or nonexistent
For these reasons the committee chose to supplement its file review
with extensive interviews of FBI field agents and headquarters per

2In October1962 the FBI openedits securityinvestigationof the SCLCand its presi
dent Dr King Theinvestigationwasauthorizedbythe AttorneyGeneralTheinitialpur
poseof the investigationwasto examinewhat if any Communistinfluenceexistedin the
SCLCThecommitteeconcurredwith the 1977JusticeDepartmentstudyin its conclusion
that no evidenceexistedthat Dr Kingwasa Communistor everwasaffiliatedwith the
CommunistParty that the SCLCunder Dr King was ever anythingother than an
organizationdevotedto civil rights that Dr King'sallegedCommunistadvisorsnever
"sold Dr Kingany courseof actionthat couldbeidentifiedas Communistand that the
securityinvestigationshouldhave beenterminatedshortlyafter it commencedIndeed
as the 1977reportnoted oneadviserwasnot influentialand the otherdisassociatedhim
self from the party in 1963 "becauseit failed adequatelyto serve the civil rights
movement.2COINTEL-typeactivitiesagainstDr Kingandthe SCLCarebestdatedfromDecember
1963 althoughDr Kingwas not formallytargeteduntil March1968 Theirpurposewas
not onlyto gatherinformationbut to use it to undermineDr Kingand his influencein
the civil rights movementActivitiesof this type with regardto CommunistParty and
white hate groupswereknownin a neneralway to variousadvisorsto the President
and congressionalleaders but their extensionto the SocialistWorkersParty the Black
Nationalists(that accordingto the Bureau incl"dedthe SCLCand Dr King)and the
NewLeft was knownonly to the Bureau The FBI's effortto discreditPr Kingand to
underminethe SCLCtouchedeveryaspectof Dr King'slife includinghis privatelife
whichwassubjectedto extensiveelectronicsurveillanceReligiousleadersand institutions
werecontactedand leaks weremadeto the press Membersof CongressWhiteHouse
officialsandotherWashingtonleaderswerecontacted
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sonnel These interviews were initially unsworn but because of the
gravity of the issues and the serious implications of the FBI's cam
paign to undermine Dr King's stature as a civil rights leader exten
sive testimony was taken under oath in executive session and in public
hearings With the exception of J Edgar Hoover Director of the Fed
eral Bureau of Investigation Clyde Tolson his Associate Director
and 'William C Sullivan Assistant Director of the Domestic Intelli
gence Division all of whom were deceased,3 FBI officials and agents
whose testimony was considered essential to a thorough examination
of the issue of FBI complicity were interviewed

(a) The Lorraine Motel issue
The committee investigated the possibility that the FBI's

COINTELPRO effort influenced Dr King's decision to be in Memphis
on April 4 1968 and more specifically to stay at the Lorraine Motel
The committee determined that Dr King had been designated as a
man to be discredited as early as December 1963 (2) On August 25
1967 FBI headquarters directed 22 field offices including Memphis to
commence COINTELPRO activities against "Black Nationalist—
Hate Groups. (3) The purpose of the directive as reflected in sup
porting documents was to expose disrupt misdirect or otherwise
neutralize the activities of specified organizations including the
Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) Instructions
were issued "that no opportunities be overlooked for counterintelli
gence action."(4)

On March 4 1968 a second memo was issued expanding the COIN
TELPRO effort to include 44 field offices and for the first time specifi
cally naming Dr King (5) Several goals of COINTELPRO were
set out One of them was to "[p]revent the rise of a `messiah who
could unify and electrify the militant black nationalist movement.
The memo continued

Malcolm X might have been such a "messiah" Martin
Luther King Stokely Carmichael and Elijah Muhammad
all aspire to this position

* * * King could be a very real
contender for this position should he abandon his supposed
obedience to white liberal doctrines (nonviolence) and em
brace Black Nationalism (6)

For the first time specific reporting requirements were established
with the first response due from all offices within 30 days Imagina
tion and initiative were stressed although specific operations were
to be approved by headquarters to avoid embarrassment to the
Bureau (7)

The committee found no evidence of COINTELPRO initiatives
against Dr King or the SCLC from the Memphis field office in re
sponse to the March 4 memorandum FBI files did reflect a March 14
1968 response from the Memphis field office (8) but it contained no
reference to Dr King or the SCLC

From the testimony of FBI personnel as well as that of members of
the SCLC and the Invaders the committee found that Dr King's

3The committeefranklyacknowledgedthat its investigationof the FBI was severely
restrictedby its inabilityto put questionson the Bureau'scampaignto discreditDr King
to these three top officialssincetheyhad beenprimarilyresponsiblefor it
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decision to return to Memphis and stay at the Lorraine Motel was not
influenced by COINTELPRO initiatives While it was apparent that
the FBI learned of Dr King's decision to return to Memphis from an
informant within SCLC there was no evidence that the informant
influenced the decision itself.

The testimony of Ralph Abernathy Dr King's close associate and
successor as the leader of SCLC established that Dr King's decision
to return to Memphis after the March 28 violence was a personal
choice made after some debate with his SCLC colleagues It stemmed
from Dr King's desire to erase the effects of the highly publicized
violence on the success of the upcoming Poor People's Campaign (10)

The committee explored the possibility that a March 29 1968 FBI

headquarters COINTELPRO initiative directed at Dr King influ
enced his decision to stay at the Lorraine Motel when he returned to

Memphis on April 3 (11) The headquarters memorandum from G C

Moore Chief of the Racial Intelligence Section to William C Sulli

van Assistant Director in charge of the Domestic Intelligence Divi

sion recommended release of a news item which read in part
The fine Hotel Lorraine in Memphis is owned and patron

ized exclusively by Negroes but King didn't go there after
his hasty exit [from the demonstration of March 28] Instead
King decided the plush Holiday Inn Motel white-owned op
erated and almost exclusively white patronized was the place
to "cool it. There will be no boycott of white merchants for

King only for his followers

The memo was initialed by Hoover who indicated his approval and

by Sullivan and Moore The notation "handled 4/3/68, was written
at the bottom The committee was unable to determine the meaning
of the notation.5 The committee received testimony which it credited
from Dr Abernathy that Dr King's normal practice was to stay
at the Lorraine Motel when he was in Memphis and that his choice
of the Lorraine on April 3 reflected this past practice (12) Given
Dr Abernathy's testimony the committee was satisfied that the March
29 memorandum did not cause Dr King to stay at the Lorraine

The FBI's intent in drafting the memorandum however remained
an open issue If its purpose was to cause Dr King to take ,a room at
the Lorraine its intent remained sinister no matter what the reasons
were for the choice of lodgings On the other hand if the purpose
was to embarrass Dr King it was simply one of many
COINTELPRO initiatives that had no connection with the assassi
nation

4The committeelearnedof the identityof the SCLCinformantwhenhe acknowledged
his formerstatus in a committeeinterview he wasalsoaskedaboutthe natureof his re
lationshinwith the Bureau the instructionshe receivedparticularlyduringMarchand
April1968 the type of informationhe sought FBI counterintelligenceactivitiesagainst
Dr Kingand SCLC andFBI activitiesin Memphisin April1968.(9)Thecommitteealso
reviewedhis FBI informantfile Basedon this independentinvestigationthe committee
foundthat whilethe informantwasin MemphisperiodicallyduringMarchandApril1968
therewasnoindicationthat heinfluencedeventsthat tookplacethere

ThecommitteeinterviewedSnecialAgentHaroldLeinbaughwhowrotethe "handled
notationon the memoHe stated that whilehe had no recollectionof the COINTELPRO
initiative he couldoffertwopossibleinternretationsof the notation It couldmeanssimnly
that the proposalhad beenreceivedby the MassMediaSectionwherehe workedat the
time or it mightsignifyactualplacementof the proposededitorialswith a friendlynews
outlet Leinbaughaddedthat if a proposalwasnot considerednewsworthyno effortwas
madeto passit to cooperativemediaoutlets
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An examination of Ray's conduct in Memphis led the committee to
conclude that the latter is the more credible alternative Dr King
returned to Memphis and checked into the Lorraine on the morning
of April 3 1968 Ray arrived in Memphis on the evening of April 3
Yet Ray chose to stay at the New Rebel Motel and did not check into
the roominghouse at 4221/2 South Main Street until the afternoon of
April 4 To assume the FBI's purpose on March 29 was to set Dr
King up for assassination at the Lorraine is to assume that the Bureau
had control over Ray's movements Ray's presence at the New Rebel
on April 3 was evidence that it did not have such control The commit
tee concluded therefore that the drafters of the March 29 memo
randum did not intend to set Dr King up for assassination at the
Lorraine

(b) The inciting of violence by informants issue
The committee investigated the possibility that the violence that

interrupted the sanitation workers march in Memphis on March 28
1968 leading to Dr King's return to the city was provoked by FBI
agents or FBI or law enforcement informants working within a
militant organization known as the Invaders

The Invaders came into being in late 1967 when a number of Black
youths politically conditioned by the Vietnam war the civil rights
movement and economic conditions in Memphis created what they
envisioned would be a coalition of groups to challenge the established
leadership of Memphis The coalition came to be known as the Black
Organizing Project its most widely known group was the Invaders

The committee found evidence that some members of the Invaders
resorting to inflammatory rhetoric and acts of violence encouraged
the disturbances that marred the sanitation workers march In its
investigation of the Invaders the committee took testimony from
several former members (the organization had since been disbanded)
some of whom had provided written releases authorizing the FBI to
turn over their files investigative or informant In addition the
committee reviewed reports of Invader activities in the files of the
FBI and the Memphis Police Department and it took testimony from
FBI agents who controlled informants in Memphis and monitored
the activities of groups and individuals connected with the sanitation
strike Finally the committee took testimony from Marrell McCul
lough an undercover Memphis police officer who had infiltrated the
Invaders in 1968

The investigation established the existence of five FBI informants
who provided intelligence on the racial situation to the Memphis field
office their reporting touched on Invader activities.(13) The commit
tee then gained access to the headquarters and field office files the FBI
maintained on them In accordance with an understanding that had
been worked out with the FBI all information that might identify the
informants was excised before the files were turned over to the com
mittee The committee specified the informant it considered most
likely to have been influential in Invader activities and the FBI was
asked to approach him and determine if he would agree to be inter
viewed by the committee An interview was arranged and the inform
ant was questioned about the nature of the information provided to
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the Bureau as well as the nature of the instructions given the inform
ant by Bureau personnel (14) The other four informants were not in
a position to have influenced Invader activities Nevertheless reviews
of their files were conducted Nothing in the committee's investigation
file review or interview of the informant indicated that FBI inform
ants were used as agent provocateurs during the March 28 violence

Two serious discrepancies between the testimony of the informant
as opposed to the files and the word of the relevant FBI agents
however did arise as a result of the committee's interview The FBI
informant denied having provided certain information that had been
attributed to him and placed in his informant file He also denied
ever having received any instructions from the FBI as to the conduct
of his informant activities (15) The committee could only speculate
about the significance of the discrepancies and believed such specu
lation would have served no useful purpose The committee was
forced to conclude however that the discrepancy tarnished the evi
dence given by both the Bureau and the informant and it left the
committee with a measure of uncertainty about the scope of FBI
involvement with the Invaders

Marrell McCullough the undercover Memphis police officer whose
intelligence on the Invaders was transmitted regularly to the local
FBI office was in the parking lot of the Lorraine Motel at the time
of the assassination and was among the first to reach the fallen Dr
King Since there had been allegations that McCullough was a Fed
eral agent the committee was particularly interested in his testimony
He denied having had any connections with the FBI or any other
Federal agency and he specifically stated he had no part in pro
voking violence on March 28 1968.(1q) Members of the Invaders sup
ported his testimony and while the FBI and other intelligence
agencies received his intelligence regularly from the Memphis Police
Department the committee could find no evidence that the Bureau
or any other agency was aware of McCullough's role or his identity
as an undercover police officer (17)

The committee noted further that in an interview by the FBI
shortly after the assassination McCullough was treated no differ
ently than other eyewitnesses indicating the FBI was unaware of
his official ties to the Memphis Police Department (18) Thus the
committee found that McCullough was not employed by the FBI
or any Federal agency Nor did he have knowledge as far as the
committee could determine that his information was being trans
mitted to the Bureau or the Federal Government (19)

While the committee found no basis for a conclusion that the FBI
directly or through its informants provoked the violence on March 28
FBI files and sworn testimony to the committee did indicate an
awareness by members of the Memphis field office of the potential
for disturbances (20) The committee reviewed a memorandum indi
cating that the Bureau received information prior to the march that
violence was likely to occur (21) Agents of the field office at the time
confirmed it One or two hours before the march an FBI informant
reported that particinants had purchased several hundred two-bv
two sticks to which they had attached cardboard placards and that
there was a possibility they would be used in a violent manner (M)
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This information was corroborated by Memphis police sources who
provided an additional report that members of the Invaders were
distributing the sticks to "impressionable youngsters between the
ages of 10 and 13."(23)

The Memphis office notified FBI headquarters and kept close con
tact with the Memphis police but no steps were taken to relay the
warning either to the strike leaders or to Dr King and his associ
ates (24) The committee believed such preventive steps should have
been taken even though the FBI had no authority to provide pro
tection to the strike participants The committee stressed however
that it found no evidence that the FBI's failure to warn the strike
leaders or Dr King and his party indicated a plan to disrupt the
march

(c) The FBI foreknowledge issue
While the committee believed the FBI was guilty of no more than

unwarranted neglect in its failure to alert the organizers of the march
of the threat of violence it considered the issue of foreknowledge of
the assassination to be potentially much more significant The com
mittee noted that the FBI—in particular the Memphis field office—
closely monitored developments in the sanitation strike (25) Further
the committee found that Dr King's Washington spring project
the upcoming march on Washington was the subject of great concern
at FBI headquarters (26) Consequently the committee found it
curious that in its review of the King security file it found a scarcity
of intelligence pertaining to Dr King's activities between March 28
and April 4 1968

The committee was told by agents in the Memphis field office at the
time that the absence of data on Dr King for that period was indica
tive only of the fact that the main area of FBI coverage in Memphis
was the sanitation strike (27) Moreover Memphis agents adamantly
maintained in sworn testimony that no efforts were made to monitor
Dr King physically or electronically following his arrival in that city
on April 3.(28) Finally a thorough review of FBI files produced no
evidence that documentation of a surveillance of Dr King's activities
in Memphis had been destroyed.6

The committee also reasoned that as ironic as it may seem the pres
ence of the FBI COINTELPRO initiatives against Dr King up to the
day of his death could be used to show that FBI headquarters did not
have foreknowledge of his assassination It would hardly have been
necessary to continue a nationwide program of harassment against
a man soon to be killed In a review of all COINTELPRO files on
I)r King the committee found substantial evidence that the harass
ment program showed no signs of abatement as the fateful day ap
proached For example the Mobile Ala. FBI field office proposed
using an unwitting minister one influential in Selma Ala. and some
what hostile to Dr King for personal reasons to effect a COINTEL
PRO objective (29) The minister was to be sent an anonymous letter
stating that Dr King was using Blacks for personal aggrandizement

A committeereviewof a separateFBI fileon the Memphissanitationworkersstrikedid in fact showthat Dr King'sparticipationin the March28demonstrationanda pressconferencethat followedhad beencoveredThus the absenceof similarreferencesto Dr
King'sactivitiesin the Kingsecurityfilebecamemoreunderstandable
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that demonstrators would be stranded without food or shelter and
that there might be violence A copy of the letter would be sent to
the Selma Times Journal with a suggestion that the paper interview
the minister On April 2 headquarters authorized Mobile to issue
the letter suggesting that it be mailed from Baltimore to disguise the
origin.7(30) Consequently the committee could find no indication in
its interviews of agents or its file reviews that the FBI had foreknowl
edge of the assassination of Dr King

(d) The FBI assistance for Ray issue
The committee investigated the possibility that the FBI either

through an agent or informant may have acted with James Earl Ray
in the assassination of Dr King

The committee first sought to identify all persons who met with Ray
during the period of his incarceration at Missouri State Penitentiary
and from the time of his escape from MSP on April 23 1967 to the day
of the assassination April 4 1968 A list was compiled of 663 possible
Ray associates fellow inmates at MSP criminal associates and other
persons known to have had even fleeting contact with Ray The list
included individuals associated with establishments frequented by
Ray or registered at motels hotels and roominghouses where Ray
staved during his fugitive period

The committee also identified the FBI agents in Jefferson City Mo.
where Missouri State Penitentiary is located and those assigned to
the unlawful flight case following Ray's MSP escape

From the list of known probable or possible Ray associates the
FBI was asked to indicate if any were informants and the Bureau
acknowledged in fact that three of them had at one time or another
supplied information to the Bureau on a regular basis Two of these
informants were not active in 1967—68 one did have a confidential
relationship with the Bureau in 1968 (32)

Independent of information supplied by the Bureau the 1968 in
formant was interviewed by the committee (33) He acknowledged his
relationship with the Bureau and indicated that

His confidential relationship with the FBI dated back to the
late 1950's (34) and

He had known Ray casually while the two men were serving
terms together at Missouri State Penitentiary in the early
1960's (35)

It was also learned that the informant left MSP nearly 3 years
before the assassination and was returned there shortly after Ray's
escape (36) The committee checked the respective whereabouts of
the two men during the period in 1967 when they were both at liberty
and could find no evidence that they had been in contact

Seven key FBI agents were questioned with respect to a direct con
nection between Ray and the Bureau one of whom was in the Jefferson
City field office for the entire period of Ray's detention at MSP (37)
From these interviews no direct contact between Rav and the FBI
either at MSP or during the fugitive period could be established The

7Of similarimnortwasan Anril2 1988 reeuestfromthe FRI to the JnstieenPnartment for authorizationto implementelectronicsurveillanceon Dr King'sSCLCheadquarters in Atlanta (see e.g. testimonyof RamseyClark Nov 28 1978 VII HSCAMLKHearing's140.)
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interviews also failed to indicate a contact between the Bureau and
any individual who was also in contact with Ray from the time of his
escape to the assassination

Based on this investigation the committee found no evidence that
Ray had contact either at Missouri State Penitentiary or during the
fugitive period with any FBI agent or active FBI informant In the
absence of known contact between Ray and the FBI either through
an agent or an informant the committee found no evidence that Ray
acted with the FBI either knowingly or unwittingly in the
assassination .8

(e) FBI surveillance files in the National Archives
From the beginning of the committee's investigation James Earl

Ray had suggested that his innocence or the FBI's role in the assassi
nation of Dr King might be revealed by an examination of FBI docu
ments and tape recordings that are sealed and stored in the National
Archives as a result of a court order in Lee v Kelley.9 (38) In its effort
to seek information from every possible source the committee sought
access to these materials (39) Permission was obtained from the court
for the committee to have access to the files deposited in the Archives
(40) The access sought and obtained was the minimum necessary to
ascertain the relevancy of the material to the work of the committee
Every effort was made to minimize the invasion of the privacy asso
ciated with the review

A review was conducted in the latter part of December 1978 of an
inventory of the materials approximately 845 pages in length Each
entry in the inventory included the serial number of the document
the date it was written the name of the individual who originated it
and the person to whom it was directed In addition a separate por
tion of the inventory cataloged the tapes that were produced during
the various electronic surveillances that were conducted on Dr King
written transcripts of some of those tapes and handwritten logs and
notes made by the agents who supervised the surveillance

While the entire inventory was examined the portion relating to the
actual tapes and transcriptions of the tapes was of particular interest
The committee's review determined that the earliest item in this cate
gory in the inventory was dated February 18 through 20 1964 The
latest entry was dated May 16 1966 This information was compared
with an internal FBI memorandum dated April 18 1968 from Charles
D Brennan to William C Sullivan.( 41) The purpose of the memo
randum was to identify all of the microphone and wiretap installa
tions that had been employed by the Bureau during the course of its
security investigations of Dr King and the SCLC (4) While the
memorandum indicated that the last electronic surveillance of Dr
King terminated on November 30 1965 as opposed to the May 16

sThe committeefranklyacknowledgedthat contactbetweenRayand the Bureaucould
havebeenmadeindirectlythroughseveralintermediariesNeverthelesssincethere was
no reasonablewayto investigatethis theoreticalpossibility(absenta concretelead) no
investigationwasnndertairento exploreitUAn actionfiledIn 1977by BernardLee a formermemberof the executiveboardofSCLCnamedes defendantsClarenceKelley who had teen Tlirecterof the FRT andotherformerFBIofficialsIn the suit Leesoughtto recoverdamagesfor allegedviolations
by the FBI of his civil rights throughthe use of illegalelectronicsurveillancein the1960's
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1966 termination date 10contained in the inv,'ntory neither document
indicated that electronic surveillance was directed at Dr King after
mid-1966 The committee's file review uncovered a memorandum ap
parently issued for record purposes from Atlanta Special Agent in
Charge Joseph Ponder dated June 23 1966 (43) It recounted a June
21 1966 order from headquarters to remove an existing technical
surveillance on SCLC headquarters This would indicate that the
technical surveillance of King through the SCLC tap continued at
least until June 21 1966 in Atlanta These dates are consistent with
information given to the Senate Select Committee to Study Govern
mental Operations With Respect to Intelligence Activities by the Bu
reau on July 21 1975 in response to a request concerning electronic
surveillance of Dr King from January 1 1960 until April 5,1968 (44)

The discrepancies existing between these various dates were not con
sidered significant by the committee Former Attorney General Ram
sey Clark testified that during the tenure authorizations for electronic
surveillance by the Bureau were severely curtailed (45) The commit
tee's investigation revealed that during 1968 the Bureau tried un
successfully to have Clark authorize electronic surveillance of SCLC
and Dr King (46) The committee's investigation uncovered no evi
dence that the Bureau ever disregarded the Attorney General's refusal
to authorize the requested surveillance Given their distance in time
from the assassination it is extremely improbable moreover that the
actual tapes transcripts and other materials underlying these inter
cepts would have information pertaining to the assassination Because
of the invasion of privacy that a review of the raw materials would
have entailed the committee decided it was not necessary to under
take one It would have been ironic indeed if a committee out of a con
cern for what happened to Dr King unnecessarily invaded his
privacy

2 MEMPHISPOLICEDEPARTMENT

In its investigation of possible official complicity in the assassination
the committee considered allegations suggesting that the Memphis
Police Department facilitated Dr King's murder.11 For example
there had been wide dissemination of a theory that a Black detective
was removed from his post at a fire station adjacent to the Lorraine
Motel so that he would not interfere with the assassination (47)

To resolve questions concerning the possible complicity of the MPD
the committee conducted extensive interviews with Memphis police
officials officials of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference and
citizen witnesses it also took sworn testimony in depositions and hear
ings Further the committee reviewed the pertinent files of the MPD
the FBI and the Department of Justice

With regard to possible MPD complicity in the assassination four
main issues were explored

Why was an MPD security detail assigned to Dr King with
drawn on April 3 1968

10TheMay16 1966date wasestablishedwhenthe committeediscovereda referencetoa surveillancelogfor that date Surveillancelogsare normallycreatedto providean indexforan ongoingtap11As directorof fire and safety in Memphisin 1968 Frank C Hollomanwas responsiblefor the performanceof the MemphisPoliceDepartmentBecauseof Holloman'sextensivebackgroundwith the FBI the actionsof the MemphisPoliceDepartmenthadbeenviewedby someas additionalevidenceof FBI complicityin the assassination
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Why was Detective Edward Redditt removed from his observa
tion post at a fire station next to the Lorraine on April 4 1968

Why where two Black firemen transferred from the same fire
station shortly before the assassination

Were the alleged deficiencies in the postassassination conduct
of the MPD intentionally designed to facilitate the escape of the
assassin

(a) Withdrawal of the security detail
On April 3 1968 at approximately 10 :30 a.m. Dr King arrived at

the airport in Memphis where he was met by a four-man security detail
ordered by Chief of Detectives W P Huston and led by Inspector
Don H Smith (since retired) (48) The purpose of the detail was to
provide physical protection for Dr King and it was apparently pro
vided at the initiative of the Memphis Police Department because of
the violence that had occurred during Dr King's visit to Memphis the
previous week It did not appear to the committee that Dr King or
members of his party requested that the MPD provide security.12(.49)

At the airport the security detail asked members of Dr King's
party what their schedule was to be during their stay in Memphis
Rev James Lawson a Memphis minister who had been instrumental
in getting Dr King to come to Memphis on March 28 responded that

they had not made up their minds Inspector Smith testified that he
inferred from Lawson's response that a security detail would not be
welcome (51) Mrs Tarlese Matthews a member of Dr King's party
specifically told the police that a security detail had not been requested
Inspector Smith said he perceived that the detail was not welcome (52)
Detective Edward Redditt who was at the airport was also told that
Dr King's party did not want protection

The security detail followed Dr King from the airport to the Lor
raine Motel arriving at approximately 11:20 a.m At the request of

Inspector Smith another security unit composed of an inspector and
two additional Memphis police officers arrived at the Lorraine to
assist. (53) Shortly after noon the detail followed Dr King to the
Centenary Methodist Church where it secured the front and rear en
trances (54) As they were returning to the Lorraine at approximately
2:15 p.m.,(55) Dr King's party took side routes and avoided the
main streets giving Inspector Smith the impression he testified that
Dr King's party was trying to lose the detail.( 56)

Inspector Smith further testified that his belief that Dr King and
his party did not want the detail was reinforced by their refusal to
tell police officers where they were going or how long they were to
remain at a given stop and the security detail just had to "tag along.
(57) At approximately 5 p.m. Smith telephoned Chief of Detectives
Huston and requested permission to remove the detail due to this
apparent lack of cooperation (58) According to Smith Huston had a

quick conference with "someone while Smith held the phone and
he then granted the request (59)

According to Henry Lux who subsequently became police chief and
who had since retired Huston's conference was with Police Chief

12The committeetried to determineIf Dr Kingwas providedprotectionby the MPD
on earlier trios to Memphishut it co,ildnot resolvethe question.(50)Thecommitteede
cided howeverthat this did not fundamentallyaffectits assessmentof the removalof
thedetailonApr 3 1968
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James MacDonald now also retired Lux stated that Huston told Mac
Donald that Smith's request was based on the failure of the King party
to cooperate with the security detail.(60) While Lux told the com
mittee that Huston authorized Smith to secure the detail after receiv
ing permission from MacDonald (f1) MacDonald stated he had no
recollection of Huston's decision to remove the detail or of his request
ing permission to do so (62)

Having obtained permission from Huston Smith testified he with
drew the detail shortly after 5 p.m No attempt was made to inform
anyone in Dr King's party that it was being pulled bac.k.(63)

Regardless of the attitude of Dr King and of members of his party
toward the security detail the committee believed that in light of Dr
King's prominence the violence that attended the March 28 demon
stration the tension in Memphis and the numerous threats that had
been made on Dr King's life it was highly improper for the security
detail to have been withdrawn The committee also believed it im
proper for members of Dr King's party not to have been informed of
the withdrawal of the detail The committee noted that Frank Hollo
man director of fire and safety in Memphis at the time maintain
ing he had not been informed of these decisions,13 concurred in 1978
that they were wrong (64)

The security detail was removed over 24 hours prior to Dr King's
assassination All the evidence the committee obtained indicated that
the detail was removed because of an evident sense of exasperation at
what was perceived to be an uncooperative attitude on behalf of Dr
King's party Its removal was not the committee found a part of a
conspiracy to strip Dr King of his protection in order to facilitate the
assassination

(b) The removal of Detective Redditt
In conjunction with its assessment of the withdrawal of Inspector

Smith's security detail the committee investigated the allegation that
Detective Edward Redditt who had been assigned to a security detail
near the Lorraine was removed two hours prior to the assassination
The fact of Detective Redditt's April 4 removal from his post at the
firehouse across from the Lorraine Motel was uncontested The nature
of the assignment that Redditt had on April 3 and 4 1968—whether
it was security or surveillance—was central to an assessment of the
significance of his removal Redditt and his partner Patrolman W B
Richmond met Dr King at the airport on April 3 1968,(65) on orders
from Inspector Graydon Tines who was in charge of the Inspectional
Bureau (66) Redditt claimed that he was ordered to go to the airport
and report to a detail headed by Inspector Smith that was to provide
security for Dr King (67) At the airport Redditt said he was threat
ened by Mrs Tarlese Matthews a young Black woman who had met
Dr King's party.(68) He also testified that a member of Dr King's
party told him security was not wanted (69)

Redditt said that he and Richmond followed Dr King to the Lor
raine Upon arriving at the Lorraine he saw Smith talk to members
of Dr King's party and then proceed to make a phone call After

1 The committeenoted that retired Chiefof PoliceHenryLux stated that Holloman
was not consultedwhenthe decisionto withdrawthe detailwas transmittedby Huston
to Smith
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the phone call he said Smith moved the men back to the sidewalk
away from the patio area (70) Redditt testified Smith made another
phone call and then ordered the security detail withdrawn (71) Red
ditt testified that he spoke with Smith and then decided by himself to
"set up security in the firehouse.(72)

The committee observed that Redditt's claim to have been assigned
to security for Dr King at the airport was not supported by the facts
In fact Redditt's role was that of surveillance and not security In
spector Tines who ordered Redditt to the airport was in charge of
the Inspectional Bureau in 1968 of which the Intelligence Section was
part He testified in executive session that he ordered Redditt and
Richmond to go to the airport for surveillance purposes "* * * just to
find out who was coming in and who all was around the airport. (73)
The surveillance at the airport as well as for the remainder of Dr
King's stay in Memphis was ordered

"* * * not only because Dr
King was a controversial public figure but also because he had been
meeting with local Black militants while in Memphis on prior
visits."(74)

Patrolman Richmond Redditt's partner stated he understood his
assignment to be surveillance and that no one ever told him they
were part of a security detail (75) Inspector Smith also testified
that neither Redditt nor Richmond had been assigned to the security
detail on April 3 and he would have been aware of it if they had
been.(76) Redditt conceded that he did not even speak to Inspector
Smith at the airport or beforehand.(77)

Finally Redditt's account of the events after he arrived at the
Lorraine was clearly in error Smith's security detail was not as
Redditt claimed removed right after King arrived at the Lorraine
As previously described Dr King's party arrived at the Lorraine
at approximately 11:30 a.m Smith's security detail stayed with the
party during its trip to Centenary Church and it was not removed
until approximately 5 p.m Redditt apparently did have Dr King
under surveillance during this period and his own report to Tines
dated April 4 1968 was entitled "Surveillance of MLK Jr. and re
lated activities. (78) It appeared in fact that Redditt may have set up
at the firehouse shortly after King arrived at the Lorraine A memo
randum prepared for Assistant Chief W E Routt by Tines noted that
Redditt was on "surveillance at the firehouse while Smith's detail was
on "security for King and that that was one reason Redditt's reports
while they corroborated Smith's contained more detail about who
came and went from the area (79)

The committee noted that when questioned about why he would be
chosen to be on a security detail Redditt first claimed he believed he
was chosen because he had provided security for Dr King in the
past (80) He later admitted he had never previously provided secu
rity for Dr King (81)

The committee did not believe Redditt's representation that on
April 3 1968 he was assigned to the airport as part of a security
detail for Dr King headed by Inspector Smith,(82) and remained
in that capacity until the withdrawal of Smith's security detail The
committee found that Redditt's sole function was to observe Dr King
from the moment of his arrival at the airport
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The nature of Redditt's activities while he was at the firehouse
was then explored by the committee This was considered more
significant than his activities at the airport on April 3 since Redditt
concededly would have been at the firehouse on April 4 1968 at the
time of the assassination had he not been removed some 2 hours
earlier After Smith's security detail was withdrawn Redditt first
testified he set up a kind of "security surveillance at the firehouse
He characterized it as "still giving security in some way form or
fashion. (83)

During his testimony the committee explored with Redditt his
characterization of his job at the firehouse as "security. The com
mittee noted that both Inspector Tines (84) and his partner Rich
mond,(85) characterized Redditt's job at the firehouse as one of
surveillance Further the committee observed Redditt did not phys
ically accompany Dr King to and from the Clayborn Temple on
the evening of April 3 after he set up his post at the firehouse as
he would have done had he been providing physical protection or
security for Dr King (86) In addition Redditt admitted to the
committee that the firehouse was at least 180 feet away from Dr
King's room and he was in no position to provide physical protection
for Dr King (87) His actions at the firehouse such as the covering
of most of the windows with newspaper so that he could see out with
out being noticed from the street (88) further demonstrated to the
committee that he was surveilling not providing security for Dr
King Finally the committee showed him his own statement given
April 10 1968 in which he stated his assignment on April 3 and 4
1968 was "* * * to keep Dr Martin Luther King under surveillance
and observation while he was in the city. (89)

When confronted with the evidence that his jdb on the day of the
assassination was to surveil Dr King and not to provide security
Redditt conceded that this was correct Finally Redditt admitted
it would be "absolutely false to characterize his function as one of
security on the day of the assassination (90)

The committee observed that Redditt previously had appeared on
television with various authors (91) granted interviews to the BBC
and actively participated in the public forum knowingly allowing the
nature of his job on the day of the assassination to he misrepresented
and exploited by advocates of conspiracy theories The committee be
lieved that Redditt's participation in such activities was reprehensible
In a committee hearing Redditt retracted statements made to the
BBC and others that he had provided security for Dr King on the
day of the assassination.(92) Redditt also formally apologized to the
committee if statements he had made might have caused people to
misinterpret the nature of his assignment on the day of the assas
sination (93)

Despite the clear evidence that Redditt's function was surveillance
and not security the committee explored the reason for Redditt's re
moval from the firehouse 2 hours prior to the assassination since it
had been alleged that Redditt had a plan that he had shared with Rich
mond in case of trouble on the scene (94) and that Redditt's removal
facilitated the escape of the assassin

Redditt first stated he had a contingency plan in case of trouble near
the Lorraine The plan was to have Richmond remain looking out the
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window while he would go to Main Street (95) Redditt stated he
communicated this plan to Richmond and his superiors (96) During
the hearing the committee informed Redditt that his partner Rich
mond had stated that Redditt never communicated a plan to him (97)
Similarly Redditt was informed that Inspector Tines had testified he
had no knowledge of a contingency plan formulated by Redditt (98)

Redditt then equivocated and acknowledged that he was "almost
sure he had devised a plan because "you usually in your own mind
think of ways to protect yourself. (99) He first stated that he perhaps
only discussed it with Richmond and not his superiors (100) He
then conceded that there was no defined plan he had communicated
to anyone and that the formulation of any plan was only in his mind
(101) He eventually admitted that he did not have even a definitive
plan in his own mind (102)

The committee found that Redditt did not communicate a plan
relating to what he would do in the event of trouble to anyone
Indeed he did not have a concrete plan formulated in his own
mind Thus his removal obviously could not have been an intentional
attempt to facilitate the escape of the assassin The committee believed
as Redditt ultimately testified that allegations that he was removed to
facilitate the assassination were without substance (103)

The committee concluded that Redditt was removed from his sur
veillance post 2 hours prior to the assassination primarily because his
superiors perceived a threat on his life Their perception and evalua
tion of the threat was apparently reinforced by previous threats that
1-ad been made against Redditt

On March 8 1968 Redditt wrote a memorandum to Tines relating
a threat made to him by people sympathetic to the sanitation strike
The memo noted that he was warned not to attend a meeting because
people planned to harm him and strike sympathizers saw him as "the
type of Negro that was not needed. (104) Other threats were made di
rectly to Redditt on April 3 and 4,(105) although it was unclear if
these were brought to the attention of Redditt's supervisors by the time
they had ordered his removal

There was conflicting evidence as to the specific source of the threat
that prompted the meeting that resulted in Redditt's removal Tines
testified that on April 4 Lt E H Arkin told him that Philip Manuel
an investigator for the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations of
the U.S Senate had received information that someone was en route
to Memphis to kill a police lieutenant.(106) Arkin however believed
he was called into the officeby Tines and told of the threat (107) Tines
believed he then discussed this with Chief McDonald and Fire and
Safety Director Holloman (108) Holloman testified he could not re
member who first told him of the threat on Redditt's life (109) Arkin
was sent to get Redditt and bring him back to headquarters ( 110)As to who was present in the meeting at headquarters when Redditt
was brought back the testimony was conflicting McDonald only re
membered Holloman Redditt and himself being there (111) Tines re
called that Manuel and he were also present (112) Holloman remem
bered that an agent of the Secret Service was there,(113) and Redditt
recalled that Holloman introduced a person at the meeting as a representative of the Secret Service (111)
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Redditt was informed ,at the meeting that there was a contract on his

life that he was being relieved from duty at the firehouse (115) and
that he and his family were to be placed under police protection (116)

Holloman testified he believed the threat might have been passed to
the Memphis police by the Secret Service.(117) A check by the com
mittee with the Secret Service however revealed no contact with the

Memphis Police Department that might have resulted in Redditt's be

ing relieved of his post (118) Holloman testified he was not informed
of the substance of an internal MPD memorandum dated April 4 1968
and titled "Information concerning assassination plot of possibly
Det Redditt. (119) The memorandum referred to Philip Manuel as

transmitting information concerning a possible plot to kill a Negro
lieutenant in Memphis Holloman did not recall if he was aware of this
threat when he made the decision to relieve Redditt though he did not
believe it was the basis for his decision.(120) Tines(121) and Arkin
(122) however recalled that the threat relayed by Manuel was the
basis for the decision to relieve Redditt

When interviewed by the committee Manuel stated he had no inde
pendent recollection of the Redditt affair but he did remember receiv
ing a call from his office in Washington informing him that a confiden
tial source had stated a Black Tennessee policeman's life was in danger
He knew from reading files that Redditt's life had previously been
threatened and he therefore believed the threat was directed to Red
ditt He so informed the Memphis Police Department The committee
deposed Manuel's confidential source who stated that he personally
told Manuel over the phone of the threat but he also informed him
that the target was a police sergeant in Knoxville The source further
said he did not leave messages in Washington that he telephoned in
formation only to Manuel direct (124)

The committee believed on the basis of Manuel's testimony as well
as that of Arkin and Tines that Manuel believed the threat to be
directed at Redditt and that some officials of the MPD believed this
also as confirmed in the April 4 1968 memorandum from Tines to
McDonald (125) The committee therefore concluded that this
threat was the one that resulted in the meeting where the decision to
transfer Redditt was made

The committee questioned Tines and Holloman about an internal
MPD memorandum (126) from Arkin to Tines that indicated Arkin
had received information at 4:15 p.m on April 4 1968 that the threat
Manuel had passed along was directed at a Black sergeant in Knox
ville and not as had first been reported a Black lieutenant in Memphis
The memorandum stated the information had been incorrectly trans
mitted from Washington Tines maintained (127) as did Hollo
man (128) that they did not receive this information prior to the
decision to remove Redditt It appeared that this information was
being received by Arkin as Holloman was holding his meeting with
Redditt

Redditt himself in a statement he gave on April 10 1968 at police
headquarters stated Tines relieved him because of a threatening
phone call Redditt received at the firehouse on the afternoon of
April 4 1968 another threat Redditt had received at the airport on
Dr King's arrival and the report from the Justice Department in
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dicating his life was in danger (129) It seems likely that Redditt
would have discussed the other threats on his life in the meeting
with Holloman concerning Redditt's removal from duty because of a
specific threat.14

The committee believed that Redditt was removed because his
superior perceived real danger to his safety In addition Richmond
was not removed he remained at the firehouse surveillance post The
committee found that Redditt's removal was not part of any plot to
facilitate the assassination of Dr King

(c) The transfer of two Black firemen
Two Black firemen Floyd Newsum and Norvell E Wallace were

transferred on April 3 1968 from the firehouse where Redditt and
Richmond were conducting a surveillance It has been charged that
their transfers were part of a conspiracy to facilitate the assassination
and the assassin's escape (130)

Newsum stated that in April 1968 he was working the B shift at
fire station No 2 of the Memphis Fire Department and was assigned
to a truck company that required a minimum of five men B shift
did not work the 24-hour period from 7 a.m. April 3 to 7 a.m. April 4
but it was scheduled to work the following 24-hour period Conse
quently Newsum would have been at the firehouse at the time of the
assassination (131)

According to Newsum sometime on the night of April 3 while he
was at the Mason Temple rally where Dr King spoke a message was
left with his daughter for him to call the fire station When he did
at about 11:30 p.m. he was told to report the following morning to
company 31 in Frazier (North Memphis) not to fire station No
2.15(132)

The transfer appeared to be uncalled for since the company to
which he was detailed already had the minimum number of men to
operate (133) while his regular company would be left one man
short Thus Newsum's transfer meant that another man would have
to be transferred to his former company Newsum stated that he
subsequently placed a telephone call to another member of his regular
company and learned that such a transfer had in fact been made (134)An examination of Memphis Fire Department records supported New
sum with respect to his characterization of personnel transfers and
personnel levels of the companies involved (135)

On April 3 1968 Wallace was working the A shift at fire station No
2 where he was assigned to a pumper company that required a min
imum force of five.(136) A shift had begun work at 7 a.m. April 3and was to be relieved at 7 a.m. April 4 At approximately 10 p.m on
April 3 Wallace recalled he was detailed to pumper company 33 at
the Memphis Airport where he was an extra man (137)Evidence obtained by the committee demonstrated that the trans
fers of Newsum and Wallace were prompted by a request from Red
ditt Tines testified that Redditt or Arkin informed him there was "a
fireman or firemen at the firehouse who Redditt believed would hinder

This likelihoodwas supportedby PoliceChiefMcDonald'smemorythat Redditt'stransferwasthecumulativeresultofall thepriorthreatsonhislife15SeeMLKexhibitF—19(crimescenediagram) I HSCA—MLKhearings77
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the functioning of the surveillance post and that he was asked "if
there was some way they could be moved."(138) Tines then called
either Chief Hamilton or Williams of the fire department and re
quested they be transferred (139)

Tines testimony is corroborated by a memorandum he received from
Redditt Dated April 4 1968 it referred to Newsum as being very
sympathetic with the sanitation strike and possibly the cause of the
threats he had received (14f)) When confronted by the committee with
the memorandum Redditt acknowledged that his request could have
been the reason the firemen were transferred (141)

In an interview with the committee Newsum acknowledged he had
been very sympathetic with the strike that his support for it was well
known and that he had in fact passed information to persons affiliated
with the strike.(I.4.) He conceded that his reporting of information
may have had something to do with his transfer,( 43) since such ac
tivity on his behalf would have jeopardized the surveillance post

While Wallace did not have a history of specific activities that would
account for his transfer it appeared that his transfer was prompted
by Redditt's request to Tines Wallace's and Newsum's supervisor
James O Barnett recalled that the transfers were made because some
one in the police department was uncomfortable with Black firemen
sympathetic to the strike in the vicinity of the surveillance post (144)

The committee found that the transfers of Newsum and Wallace
were made at the request of the Memphis Police Department out of
a concern for the security of the surveillance post Redditt himself
was the person who initiated the request The committee found that
the transfers in no way facilitated the assassination or the escape of
the assassin The firemen obviously had no protective or surveillance
responsibilities Allegations that the transfers were part of a con
spiracy to assassinate Dr King were determined to be groundless.16

(d) The postassassination performance of the Memphis police
The committee also investigated the possibility that the postas

sassinat.ion conduct of the Memphis Police Department was indicative
of an official effort to facilitate the escape of the assassin When Dr
King was shot at approximately 6 p.m on April 4 1968 there were
from 53 to 66 law enforcement officers within a mile of the Lorraine
Motel (I i) Included in this force were six "tact or tactical units
each consisting of three or four vehicles The purpose of the tact units
was to respond to any disorder or emergency.''( 1%6)One of the units

10Manyof the allegationsof conspiracythe committeeinvestigatedwerefirst raisedby
MarkLane the attorneywhorepresentedJamesEarl Rayat the committee'spublichear
ings As has beennoted the facts wereoften at variancewith Lane's assertions For
exampleCoyDeanCowdendid not seeJamesEarl Rayat a servicestation at the time
of the assassination(sectionII A 6 a) Further GraceWaldenwas not hospitalisedto
preventher from testifyingand presentingexculpatoryinformationon behalf of Ray
(sectionII A 6 c) and the FBI did not lure Dr Kingto the LorraineMotelfor the
purposeof settinghimup for assassination(sectionII D 1) Finally the committeefound
that DetectiveEdwardReddittwasnot relievedof his postto strip Dr Kingof securityand FiremenNewsumandWallacewerenot transferredto assuretheescapeofan assassinIn manyinstances the committeefoundthat Lanewaswillingto advocateconspiracytheoriespubliclywithouthavingcheckedthe factualbasisfor them In other instancesLane proclaimedconspiracybasedon little more than inferenceand innuendoLane'sconductresultedin publicmisperceptionaboutthe assassinationof Dr Kingand mustbecondemned17The tact units had beenpatrollingthe streets immediatelysurroundingthe Lorraine
until in responseto a requestfromsomeonein Dr King'sparty theywereorderedto pullback so as not to be visiblefrom the Lorraine (SeeMLKexhibitF—193affidavitofWilliamO CrumbyIV HSCA—MLKhearings279.)
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(tact 10) was on a rest break at fire station 2 within 100 yards of the
Lorraine Motel (117 )

Aside from the 12 officers in tact 10 there were two other officers
in the immediate vicinity of the motel—Patrolman Richmond in his
observation post at fire station 2 and Marrell McCullough an under
cover officer who was in the Lorraine parking lot (48)

Despite the presence of so many law enforcement officers James
Earl Ray was able to assassinate Dr King gather his belongings and
successfully flee the scene without being observed by a single police
man Ray's ability to avoid detection has led to speculation that there
may have been official complicity in the assassination by Memphis of
ficials This suspicion has even been voiced by members of the
Memphis Police Department (1.19)

Consequently the committee closely scrutinized the actions of key
law enforcement personnel following the shooting The committee
sought to determine (1) what actually occurred following Dr King's
assassination (2) whether this conduct constituted irregular or sub
standard performance on the part of the local law enforcement per
sonnel and (3) if this conduct indicated official complicity in the
murder of Dr King

Ray was able to escape the scene without detection for two main
reasons All of the officers rushed toward the Lorraine immediately
after the shot leaving South Main Street unsecured and there was
in fact no contingency plan for units in case of trouble near the
Lorraine Right after Dr King was shot McCullough who was stand
ing in the parking lot of the Lorraine ran to Dr King's side in an
effort to render aid (150) Simultaneously Richmond ran from his
observation post to a telephone several feet away and placed a call to
the intelligence section at police headquarters to inform them of the
assassination (151)

Eleven members of tact .10 had been on a rest break at the fire sta
tion for several minutes (152) while one member had remained in the
lead patrol vehicle to monitor the radio (153) Upon realizing Dr
King was shot the 11 men in the firehouse hurriedly exited the build
ing and started to rush toward the Lorraine Most dropped over a 10
foot retaining wall at the rear of the fire station in their rush toward
the Lorraine.(154) Some of them then went to the balcony while
others continued north and then west back to South Main Street (155)
The commander of the unit remained at the edge of the retaining wall
for a few moments from which he saw most of the men running to the
Lorraine He then returned to South Main Street where he moved
northward toward the roominghouse (156) The other patrolman who
had not gone over the wall also remained at its edge for a few moments
He then went to the lead patrol vehicle to radio news of the assassina
ion (157)

The lead patrol vehicle was parked adjacent to the firehouse Upon
realizing something had happened the member of the unit who had
stayed in the vehicle ran a short distance along the side of the fire
1house He then returned to the vehicle and radioed news of the shoot
ing to the police dispatcher (158) After he was joined by the member
of the unit who had returned to the car they pulled out and turned
south on Main Street to get to the Lorraine (159)
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The focus of attention of all members of the Memphis Police Depart
ment was on the Lorraine During this time Ray apparently exited the
roominghouse on South Main moved southward dropped his bundle
into the inset doorway of Canipe's Amusement Co. entered his white
Mustang parked just south of Canipe's and sped northward on South
Main It seemed likely that Ray dropped the bundle with its incrim
inating evidence because he either observed the members of tact 10
departing the firehouse to rush to the Lorraine or else because he
spotted the lead tact 10 vehicle parked on the north side of the fire
house and protruding on the sidewalk

Ray's departure in the Mustang apparently preceded the arrival on
South Main of two officers from tact 10 by only a matter of seconds
The two approached the roominghouse on South Main from opposite
directions after having first concentrated their attention on the Lor
raine.(160)

The failure of the units patrolling the general vicinity to have a
contingency plan in case of trouble near the Lorraine also contrib
uted to Ray's ability to escape The assassination took place at approx
imately 6:01 p.m Although members of the Memphis Police Depart
ment were aware of the event almost immediately it was not until
approximately 6:03 p.m. after receiving confirmation that the dis
patcher transmitted its occurrence over the air (161) Immediately
thereafter patrol cars and units in the general vicinity began moving
toward the immediate area of the Lorraine This activity however
duplicated the individual actions of both the undercover policeman and
the members of tact 10 Further it was not until 6:06 p.m. almost
5 minutes after the assassination that the dispatcher ordered the two
block area around the Lorraine and the roominghouse sealed off.( 162)
By this time Ray had almost certainly left the vicinity of the Lorraine
and was headed out of Memphis

Other questions about the performance of the Memphis Police De
partment have been raised They pertained to the extent of the MPD
fugitive search the failure of the MPD to issue an all points bulletin
for the white Mustang and its failure to establish roadblocks on the
major arteries leading out of Memphis

At 6 :07 p.m. the dispatcher was advised by a member of tact 10 that
the murder weapon had been recovered in front of 424 South Main
Street and that the suspect had run south on South Main (163) At
6:08 p.m. the description of the suspect was broadcast as a young
well-dressed white male and at 6:10 p.m. the description of the sus
pected getaway car as a late model white Mustang was broadcast (164)

Memphis Police Department records reflecting the actions of the
general ward cars and tact• units with respect to the extent of the fugi
tive search conducted immediately following the assassination do not
exist The committee however was able to reconstruct a broad outline
of these actions through an examination of the April 4 1968 MPD
radiotapes and a series of interviews with individuals involved

The transcript of the April 4 1968 Memphis Police Department
radio transmissions immediately following the assassination reflected
that the general ward cars halted at least three white Mustangs (165)
though it was impossible for the committee to ascertain the actual
number of such vehicles halted (166) Nevertheless field interviews
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conducted by the committee revealed that none of the city's tact units
engaged in a fugitive search following the assassination (167) This
meant that an approximate total of from 49 to 110 patrol vehicles and
from 186 to 440 Memphis law enforcement officers never responded to
the 6:10 p.ni broadcast of the white Mustang According to Mem
phis Police Department officials the reason for the failure of the tact
units to engage in the search was that their primary concern was with
the rioting firebombing and looting that occurred throughout the city
following news of the assassination (168) This was corroborated in
interviews with various members of miscellaneous tact units (169)

The committee's investigation further revealed that contrary to
established Memphis Police Department procedures roadblocks were
not established on major arteries leaving Memphis and an all points
bulletin (APB) for a white Mustang was never broadcast to the sur
rounding jurisdictions including Arkansas Mississippi and Ala
bama (170) The committee's investigation revealed that in all prob
ability Ray was already two to three blocks away from the rooming
house making his escape in the white Mustang by the time the news
of the assassination was broadcast at 6:03 p.m By 6:06 p.m. when
the two-block area around the crime scene had been sealed off Ray
could have been in Arkansas By 6:10 p.m. when the description of
the white Mustang was broadcast Ray could have been halfway to
the Mississippi State line

These time estimates are significant only if Ray did in fact drive to
either Arkansas or Mississippi Based on Ray's testimony to the corn
mittee,(171) corroborated in part by the fact that he did abandon the
Mustang in Atlanta Ga. the following morning it is probable that
Ray did drive to the Mississippi State line following the assassina
tion The route through Mississippi would have been the quickest to
Atlanta The failure of the dispatcher to alert the neighboring States
therefore may have substantially facilitated Ray's flight from the
scene of the assassination

According to the MPI) officer who was in charge of communica
tions at the time of the assassination it was his negligence that re
sulted in no APB broadcast and no roadblocks on major arteries (177)
The officer stated that the loop lights had been switched to red to
permit the passage through town of emergency vehicles and emer
gency radio silence had been maintained following news of the as
sassination He stated however that a signal Y calling for an APB
and roadblocks was never broadcast due to the immense volume of
traffic and confusion in the aftermath of the assassination Further
it was not his normal practice to issue an APB to Mississippi because
of "a past history of noncooperation from that State.

The committee found the performance of the Memphis Police De
partment deficient following the assassination in a number of respects
The absence of a contingency plan to seal off the area around the Lor
raine immediately was inexcusable especially in light of the violence
that had occurred during Dr King's appearance in Memphis on
March 28 Since the MPD was aware of numerous threats to Dr King
it had good reason to expect trouble in the vicinity of the Lorraine
as the number of tactical units assigned to the area indicated It would
have only been logical in the view of the committee to have developed
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a contingency plan for the use of these tactical units Similarly the
failure to issue an all points bulletin or to block egress routes from
the city was indefensible Nevertheless the committee found no evi
dence that the substandard performance of the Memphis police in
the aftermath of the assassination was part of a conspiracy to facil
itate the assassination of Dr King or the escape from Memphis of
James Earl Ray The committee found instead that these defects
resulted from inadequate supervision lack of foresight and individ
ual negligence They did not constitute complicity in the assassination

3 MISSOURISTATEPENITENTIARY

The committee also examined James Earl Ray's escape from the
Missouri State Penitentiary which occurred on April 23 1967.(175)
The possibility of the involvement of prison authorities in the escape
had been raised by critics based on two separate sets of circumstances
(1) The release shortly after Ray's escape of a fugitive-wanted poster
with incorrect fingerprints (2) the apparent need for Ray to have
secured inside assistance

The committee sought information from a variety of sources First
it undertook a complete review of existing prison records including
visitor cards (176) financial records (177) and the report of the
prison's official investigation into the escape.(178) Second extensive
field interviews were held with key prison officials and former inmate
or criminal associates of Ray (179) Finally sworn testimony was taken
from members of the assassin's immediate family as well as from Ray
himself.

Following the escape prison officials issued a wanted poster to
hundreds of law enforcement agencies throughout the country that had
Ray's photograph and physical description on it The fingerprints
on the poster were however those of another escaped prisoner,(180)
leading to speculation that government authorities had sought to
thwart Ray's apprehension and thus facilitate the assassination

The committee was informed by Harry F Lauf the records officer
at the prison that the erroneous poster had been printed by inmates
at Moberly Training Center for Men a medium security institution
at Moberly Mo (181) When the poster was ready for distribution
Lauf did not check the prints against the original fingerprint card
that had been sent to Moberly (18.) The mistake was apparently
inadvertent the result of deadline pressure on Lauf

The committee then learned that after the mistake was uncovered
'mmediate instructions were issued to destroy the old posters By
the early summer of 1967 corrected posters had been printed and dis
tributed (183) Finally after Ray was positively identified as a suspect
in the assassination an oral report about the incident was made by
Lauf to Fred T Wilkerson director of the Missouri Department of
Corrections (184)

The evidence before the committee indicated therefore that the
release of erroneous posters was the result of regrettable but innocent

"While there were indicationsthat John Ray may have assistedhis brotherin the
escape(sec II B) the committeelimitedthis phaseof its investigationto the questionof officialcomplicity
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oversight by prison officials and that efforts made after discovery of
the error to rectify it minimized its effect These considerations to
gether with the fact that this incident occurred a full year before
the assassination led the committee to find that the mistaken posters
were not part of a conspiracy to assassinate Dr King

The method of Ray's escape from the Missouri State Penitentiary
was not so easily resolved Following his arrest in London in June
1968 Ray gave an account of the escape to his attorneys and others
that he later admitted was false.19 It was not until his eighth interview
with the committee at Brushy Mountain Penitentiary that he detailed
an escape plan that involved concealment in a breadbox while being
transported beyond prison walls by the innocent driver of a delivery
truck en route to a nearby prison farm.(185) Ray claimed to have
planned the escape alone though he indicated he received assistance
from two inmates whom he refused to identify.20 (186)

The breadbox story conformed to conclusions reached by prison
officials after their original investigation (187) and it was more or
less corroborated by committee interviews with prison inmates (188)
Nevertheless the committee was unable to learn the identity of the
inmates who assisted Ray Specific inmates who worked with Ray iii
the kitchen were suggested both by informants during the original
investigation (189) and by individuals interviewed by the commit
tee (190) One inmate Frank Guinan actually admitted in an unsworn
committee interview that he covered Ray with bread pushed the bread
box to the loading dock and with the assistance of one other inmate
whom he refused to identify loaded the box on the truck (191) Guinan
however later retracted his admission (19) and Ray has denied know
ing him.(193) With the exception of a statement by an inmate(194)
whose reliability was challenged by several sources,(195) Guinan's
original admission was uncorroborated The committee therefore was
reluctant to reach a conclusion on such tenuous evidence It merely
found that Ray escaped from Missouri State Penitentiary in a bread
box with inmate assistance

The committee also investigated a number of events at the prison
that aided Ray in his escape For example as a result of an earlier
escape attempt when he hid within the prison officials were still search
ing for Ray inside the walls three days after his break.(198) Records
indicated that law enforcement agencies were alerted to a "possible
escape after Ray was missed at a 5 p.m prisoner count on April 23
1967 (197) Nevertheless Lt William R Turner the yard officer at
the time told the committee that an inmate informant told him at
approximately 9 that morning that Ray had just escaped possibly in
a breadbox.(198) Turner said he immediately told his supervisor and
alerted the two prison farms that would receive a breadbox

Despite some immediate inquiries about the bread deliveries prison
authorities did not learn of the crushed condition of the bread that

11Raytold WilliamBradfordHide authorof "He Slewthe Dreamer, that he escapedwithoutassistancefromother inmatesby scalingthe prisonwall (SeeXII HSCA—MLK
hearings 106—09.)toPrison officialsspeculatedto the committeethat the breadboxescapeplan was
actuallyformulatedbyanotherinmatewhohadbeenplacedin solitaryconfinementbeforehe gotan opportunityto carryit out It wasfurtherspeculatedthat Rayknewof the planand decidedto try It out whilethe other inmatewasin solitary
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arrived at Renz Prison Farm until 10 days later when the manner
of Ray's escape was finally determined (199)

Although it was unable to resolve every inconsistency in the various
statements the committee found that negligence on the part of prison
officials not conspiracy was an appropriate explanation for Ray's
escape.21 The committee did not find any evidence of official complicity
in Ray's escape or in the assassination

f1The committeenotedthat as a result of Ray's escape someprisonemployeeswere
disciplinedfor failureto performtheir dutiesproperlyalthoughnoneweredismissed



E THE DEPARTMENTOFJUSTICEANDTHE FEDERALBUREAUOFINVES
TIGATIONPERFORMEDWITH VARYINGDEGREESOF COMPETENCYAND
LEGALITYIN THE FULFILLMENTOF THEIR DUTIES

Having determined that no agency of Government participated in a

conspiracy to assassinate Dr King the committee turned its attention
to the performance of the Department of Justice and the Federal
Bureau of Investigation with respect to the King case The committee
was concerned with the activities of the Department and Bureau before
as well as after the assassination since the Bureau had conducted an
active campaign to discredit Dr King and to compromise his standing
in society The results of this phase of the investigation are presented
in two parts

Section E 1 contains an evaluation of the FBI COINTEL program
against Dr King to determine if it might have had any effect on the
assassination and if consequently the Bureau or the Department
should bear any responsibility for the assassination

Section E 2 contains an analysis of the performance of the Depart
ment and the Bureau in investigating the assassination in which par
ticular emphasis was placed on the ability of the Bureau to conduct
a full and complete investigation in light of its campaign to discredit
Dr King

1 THE DEPARTMENTOF JUSTICEFAILEDTO SUPERVISEADEQUATELYTHE
DOMESTICINTELLIGENCEDIVISIONOFTHE FEDERALBUREAUOFINVESTI
GATION IN ADDITIONTIIE FEDERALBUREAUOF INVESTIGATIONIN
THE DOMESTICINTELLIGENCEDIVISION'S COINTELPROCAMPAIGN
AGAINSTDR KING GROSSLYABUSEDANDEXCEEDEDITSLEGALAUTHORITY
ANDFAILEDTO CONSIDERTHEPOSSIBILITYTHATACTIONSTHREATENING
BODILYHARMTODR KINGMIGHTBEENCOURAGEDBYTHEPROGRAM

An assessment of responsibility for murder is a difficult and complex
task requiring a consideration of a wide range of moral and legal con
cepts. The extent to which law ought to reflect a particular view in the
assessment of responsibility and the merits of competing moral philoso
phies have been the subject of debate for centuries Society's concepts
of moral as opposed to legal responsibility moreover are frequently
at variance Law can strive at best only to reflect a consensus of so
ciety's moral values Consequently a legal assessment of responsibility
may be either narrower or broader than a moral assessment Further
the extent to which concepts of individual responsibility may be used
to assess institutional responsibility is largely unprecedented and there
fore not settled

I For a discussionof these conceptsand the difficultiesin assessingresponsibilityfor
murder seethe statementof ChairmanStokeson November26 1978hearingsbeforethe
SelectCommitteeon AssassinationsU.S Houseof Representatives95th Congress2d
sess (WashingtonD.C. U.S GovernmentPrintingOffice1979) vol VII p 111

(431)
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As it addressed the broad question of the institutional responsibility
of the FBI for the assassination of Dr King the committee was aware
of the complex nature of its undertaking As noted in section D the
committee found there was no evidence that FBI personnel took inten
tional action to accomplish or facilitate Dr King's assassination It
then proceeded to consider a far more difficult aspect of the question of
responsibility one that arose from the FBI campaign to discredit Dr
King and destroy his standing in society

To resolve this issue the committee examined both the FBI's security
investigation of Dr King and its subsequent expansion into a
COINTELPRO effort against Dr King and the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference.2 A security investigation—the collection of
intelligence on a specified target  is and was in 1967-68 a legitimate
function of the Bureau when directed at an appropriate individual
COINTELPRO on the other hand was never a legitimate FBI func
tion While it had no fixed definition it may be described in Dr King's
case as an active covert campaign intended to influence "political
choices and social values."(1) As noted by the Senate select committee
that investigated COINTELPRO there is a gray area between
"aggressive investigation and "counterintelligence, and the "line
between information collection and harassment can be extremely
thin."(2) It must be concluded that in its COINTELPRO activities
the Bureau grossly abused and exceeded its legal authority

The committee recognized that Dr King was a prominent social
leader and critic and that his activities and public positions were the
subject of considerable debate and controversy that existed apart from
the conduct of the FBI Consequently it could not be easily deter
mined to what degree the Bureau in fact contributed to the climate
of controversy that surrounded Dr King Nevertheless it was neces
sary to review the history of Bureau activities pursuant to the security
investigation and COINTELPRO campaign to understand the
intensity of anti-King feeling within the FBT and the possible sig
nificance of these activities with respect to responsibility for the
assassination by the Bureau or the Department of Justice

Dr King's developing stature in the civil rights movement became
apparent in 1955 as he led a successful effort to eliminate discrimi
natory seating practices on the buses of Montgomery Ala.,(3) and
shortly thereafter with the creation of SCLC (4) In July 1959 the
first of many FBI files was officially opened on Dr King (5) although
Bureau interest in him was minimal and no data was gathered on his
activities for 22 months.(6)
(a) Security investigation and COINTELPRO

The security investigation of SOLO was opened in 1962 based on a
suspicion that Dr King was taking advice from two Communist as
sociates It was the responsibility at FBI headquarters of the Domestic
Intelligence Division which was supervised by Assistant Director
William C Sullivan (7) The general function of the Division was to
gather intelligence on individuals and organizations considered to be

SectionII D of this report includesmaterialsgenerallydescribingthese programsSeealso BookIII of the Final Reportof the SenateSelectCommitteeto StudyGovernmentalOperationsWithRespectto IntelligenceActivities94thCongress2d sess (Washington D.C. U.S GovernmentPrintingOffice1976) whichcontainsan in-depthreviewof the FBI'sCOINTELPROoperationsgenerallyas wellas againstDr King
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a security threat to the Nation (8) The investigation of Dr King and
SCLC was handled in the Division by the Internal Security Sec
tion (9) In October 1967 the Racial Intelligence Section was formed
within the Division,(10) and the investigations of Dr King the
SCLC and the civil rights movement in general became its responsi
bility The Racial Intelligence Section also carried out the separate
COINTELPRO campaign against so-called Black nationalist hate
groups and their leaders including the SCLC (the campaign was
formally initiated in August 1967) (11) and Dr King (formally
initiated in March 1968).(12) The Crime Records Division the
Bureau's principal point of contact with Congress and the news media
was the conduit for many of the COINTELPRO initiatives includ
ing derogatory information on Dr King (13)

FBI field offices also had an important role in the security investiga
tions as well as COINTELPRO With respect to the security investi
gations Atlanta was designated as the "office of origin, coordinating
point for data obtained by all field offices on the SCLC and Dr
King (14) With respect to COINTELPRO field offices were asked to
submit proposals on ways to implement the program (15) Virtually
all COINTELPRO proposals originated in the field offices and were
promptly passed through the Bureau hierarchy for review and
authorization (16)

The Department of Justice played a role in the security investi
gation since it was necessary to obtain the Attorney General's ap
proval to tap telephones,(17) but the Department had no role in
COINTELPRO Nevertheless,both the 1977 Justice Department Task
Force and the Senate select committee found that the Department
failed in its responsibility to supervise the FBI during the develop
ment of COINTELPRO operations and the committee concurred in
this judgment

The position of the FBI toward Dr King and the SCLC cannot be
understood apart from personalities As noted Dr King was a social
critic and FBI Director J Edgar Hoover was a man who strongly
resented criticism of the Bureau from any source The initial personal
interest of Hoover in Dr King is said to have originated with an article
in The Nation in 1959 in which Dr King commented on the scarcity of
Black Federal agents including FBI agents (18) This and subsequent
criticisms of the FBI by Dr King were undoubtedly one explanation
for Hoover's intense animosity toward the civil rights leader Examples
of the Director's attitude appeared with frequency during the com
mittee's review of FBI files In February 1962 James Bland Chief of
the Subversive Control Section sent a memorandum to Assistant Di
rector Sullivan asking whether King should be warned about the
suspected Communist background of one of his advisers A copy of
the memo was sent to Hoover who rejected the proposal writing in
the margin "King is no good anyway. 3(19) In December 1963 Time
announced its decision to name Dr King "Man of the Year. Hoover
wrote on a copy of the news release on the decision "They had to dig
deep in the garbage to come up with this one. (20) Hoover's resent
ment had apparently been compounded by remarks made by Dr King
in 1962 in Albany Ga. criticizing the Bureau for its failure to pursue

TheBureaupassedthe informationto the JusticeDepartmentwhichin turn informedDr Kingof the allegation
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aggressively civil rights violations in the South In the opinion of
several FBI agents questioned by the committee the Albany statement
was from the Director's standpoint the single most significant reason
for the feud,(21) one that came to a public climax in November 1964
when Hoover in a press briefing referred to Dr King as "the most
notorious liar in the country (22)

In addition to Dr King's criticism of the FBI other factors were
suggested to the committee to explain the Director's deep-seated
hostility They include "qualities of racism in Hoover's charac
ter;(23) Dr King's violation of the Director's strict almost puri
tanical standards for behavior by members of the clergy (24) and
Dr King's philosophy of nonviolence thought to stand at odds with
the Director's personal belief in the ultimate importance of power (25)
In addition it was suggested to the committee that Hoover whose
opposition to communism was unswerving was convinced that Dr
King and his movement were susceptible to Communist influence (26)
even though a contrary assessment had been made by FBI experts

(1) Hoover's dislike for Dr King.—The committee concluded
based on an exhaustive review of FBI files and on the sworn testi
mony of former FBI and Justice Department officials that the cam
paign to discredit Dr King up to the time of his death and beyond
(27) continued as long as it did and as intensely as it did only be
cause of Hoover's deep personal dislike for Dr King Evidence ob
tained by the committee indicated that the allegation that Dr King
posed a threat to national security was merely a convenient rationaliza
tion used by the Director to justify his personal vendetta against the
civil rights leader For example in April 1962 the Atlanta "office of
origin (28) submitted to headquarters a report on Dr King that con
cluded there was no significant Communist influence being exerted on
him (29) Nevertheless Hoover ordered that Dr King's name be added
to section A of the reserve index. (30) And by October 1962 a full
scale security investigation of Dr King and the SCLC had
begun.(.92) The initiation of these investigations however can
not be attributed wholly to the personal animosity of Hoover They
also stemmed from a general concern by the FBI about Communist in
filtration of the civil rights movement that was prompted by influ
ential people including Congressmen who claimed that pending
civil rights legislation was inspired by a Communist conspiracy

The investigations that followed on the other hand revealed there
was little basis in fact for this concern (.33) In August 1963 the Domes
tic Intelligence Division completed a synopsis of the Communist
Party's effort to exploit the American Negro (34) It concluded that
while the party had expended enormous effort and resources to influ
ence and control Black Americans it had been largely unsuccess
ful (35) In sworn testimony before the committee agents from the
Domestic Intelligence Division insisted that their conclusion of insig
nificant infiltration into the civil rights movement reflected their pro
fessional judgment then as well as in 197R (36)

*Asdescribedby the SenateSelectCommitteeto StudyGovernmentalOperationsWith
Respectto IntelligenceActivitiesthe indexwasforpeoplewho theFBIbelieved * * *in
a timeof nationalemergency[were]in a positionto influenceothersagainstthe national
interestor werelikelyto furnishmaterialfinancialaid to subversiveelementsdueto their
subversiveassociationsandideology.(31)
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Director Hoover's reaction reflected in notes appended to the synop
sis was sharply critical

This memo reminds me vividly of those I received when
Castro took over Cuba You contended then that Castro and
his cohorts were not Communists and not influenced by Com
munists Time alone proved you wrong

* * * (37)
Hoover's irritation resulted in a sharp and immediate change in the

position of the Domestic Intelligence Division Reacting to Dr King's
famous "I Have a Dream address Sullivan wrote in a memorandum
to Assistant to the Director Alan Belmont

The Director is correct We were completely wrong about
believing the evidence was not sufficient to determine some
years ago that Fidel Castro was not a Communist or under
Communist influence In investigating and writing about
communism and the American Negro we had better remem
ber this and profit by the lesson it should teach

* * *
Personally I believe in the light of King's powerful

demagogic speech yesterday he stands head and shoulders
over all other Negro leaders put together when it comes to
influencing great masses of Negroes We must mark him now
if we have not done so before as the most dangerous Negro of
the future in this Nation from the standpoint of communism
the Negro and national security (38)

By the end of 1963 FBI files reflected a marked difference in the
Bureau's approach toward Dr King and the beginning of a campaign
to discredit him On December 23 1963 a conference was held in Wash
ington,(39) with members of the Atlanta field office and the heacTquar
ters Domestic Intelligence Division in attendance A memorandum
written by Sullivan the following day summarized the results of the
meeting

Recognizing the delicacy of this entire situation because of
the prominence of King the primary purpose of the confer
ence was to explore how best to carry on one investigation to
produce the desired results without embarrassment to the
Bureau Included in the discussion was a complete analysis of
the avenues of approach aimed at neutralizing King as an
effective Negro leader and developing evidence concerning
King's continued dependence on Communists for guidance
and direction (4D)

Less than 2 weeks later the direction of the Bureau's developing
course of action hecrme clear Assistant Director Sullivan authorized
a proposal that the FBI consider promoting a new leader for the
Black community who would alleviate the confusion expected once
Dr King had been "taken off his pedestal."( 4I) Hoover attached s
note to Sullivan's memo

I am glad to see that light has finally though dismally
delayed come to the DID I struggled for months to get
over the fact that the Communists were taking over the racial
movement but our experts here couldn't and wouldn't see
it (42)
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(2) Electronic surveillance of Dr King.—From October 24 1963
to June 21 1966,(43) the FBI also engaged in an extensive program
of electronic surveillance of Dr King The committee found it was
conducted in a particularly abusive fashion FBI agents who monitored
the devices although they were initially instructed to be especially
alert for contacts between Dr King and Communist connections,(44)
exercised little discretion in deciding what to overhear and record
Private and personal conversations were recorded as were conver
sations between Dr King and Government officials.° In fact the
development of personal information that might be derogatory to
Dr King became a major objective of the surveillance effort (45)
The committee found that the Department of Justice shared respon
sibility for the surveillance since it was initially authorized by Attor
ney General Robert F Kennedy.°(46)

The nature of the Bureau's campaign against I)r King is vividly
illustrated by one incident Shortly after Director Hoover's press
conference in November 1964 in which he referred to Dr King as the
country's "most notorious liar, (50) a package was mailed to Dr King
Lt contained an anonymous diatribe against the civil rights leader and
a copy of an electronic surveillance tape apparently to lend credence to
threats of exposure of derogatory personal information made in the
letter (51) The committee was unable to locate the original letter but
an apparently authentic copy was found in the files of Assistant Di
rector Sullivan The final paragraph clearly implied that suicide would
be a suitable course of action for Dr King

King there is only one thing left for you to do You know
what it is You have just 34 clays in which to do (this exact
number has been selected for a specific reason it has definite
practical significance) You are done There is but one way
out for you You better take it before your filthy fraudulent
self is bared to the Nation (52)

In addition to Sullivan's admission of involvement in the scheme in
testimony before the Senate select commit.tee.7 (53) the committee
received evidence raising the possibility that the package was deliv
ered to Assistant to the Director Belmont prior to mailing (55) If
this was the case the committee considered it highly likely that Direc
tor Hoover had before-the-fact knowledge of the action

5Duringthis period there was no statute or regulationrequiring"minimizationof
the monitoringto insurethat onlyrelevantinformationwasoverheardsuchas is embodied
in currentlaw

"While authorizationby the AttorneyGeneralwas requiredfor wiretaps in 1963
microphonesurveillancecouldbe initiated by the FBI Director accordingto a 1954
AttorneyGeneralmemorandum(47) In 1965 the procedurewas changedby Nicholas
deB Katzenbachwho replacedRobertF Kennedyas AttorneyGeneral Katzenbach's
order made microphoneand wiretap surveillancethe responsibilityof the Attorney
General.(48)Subsequentto the Katzenbachorder accordingto sworntestimonybefore
the committeethe FBI implementedmicrophonesurveillancein hotelroomsof Dr King
on at least three occasions (49) WhileformerAttorneyGeneralKatzenbachtestified
beforethe Senateselectcommitteethat he had no specificrecollectionof the authoriza
tions the committeefound that he had at least after-the-factknowledge'+Thecommitteewasunableto take testimonyfromSullivanwhowaskilledin a hunt
ing accidentin 1977 He testifiedhoweverbeforethe Senateselectcommitteethat the
project had Hoover'sprior knowledgeand was in fact authorizedby the Director
Sullivansaid at the time that he personallyopposedthe idea becauseit placedfutureelectronicsurveillanceof Dr Kingin jeopardy.(54)Thecommitteenotedthat at the.timeof Sullivan'stestimony he had brokenwith the Director and his testimonymust beviewedaccordingly
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In the final analysis the committee was unable to fix personal re
sponsibility for the threatening letter to Dr King but it noted that
it did reflect the extent of the hostility in the Bureau toward Dr King

The FBI campaign against Dr King extended beyond the invasion
of his privacy Efforts were made to interfere with SCLC fundraising
and with the awarding of degrees and other honors to Dr King (56)
Further an extensive effort was made to smear his name through the
dissemination of derogatory information,(57) and attempts were
made to create ill feeling between Dr King and his associates as
well as his wife (58)

The FBI effort to smear Dr King by the dissemination of deroga
tory information was targeted at two general audiences One was
officials of the Government in Washington—congressional leaders
White House personnel and Federal agency staff members all of
whom were briefed regularly about Dr King's personal life and the
alleged Communist connections and sympathies of his advisers
Lengthy monographs were distributed to Government officials in No
vember 1964 (59) April 1967 (60) and March 1968 (61) and certain
key persons were from time to time given personal briefings by the
Bureau (62)

(3) Manipulation of the media.—Of far greater significance to the
conunittee for the purpose of assessing any responsibility of the FBI
for the assassination was the Bureau's program to achieve public
awareness of derogatory information about Dr King By using
friendly media outlets—newspaper and other sources who published
material favorable to or supplied by the Bureau—the FBI had poten
tial access to a vast audience.(63) The committee was able to docu
ment this COINTELPRO technique from FBI files and from the
testimony of Bureau personnel assigned to the Crime Records Di
vision (64) It was apparent that the FBI's manipulation of the media
contributed to a hostile attifude toward Dr King and what he repre
sented As an illustration the committee selected a case that raised dif
ficult and complex questions with respect to the bearing this sort of
COINTELPRO activity might have had on the assassination The
committee found the case to be particularly significant since it oc
curred in St Louis where the committee conducted an extensive con
spiracy investigation.$

The case involved the relationship between the FBI and the St
Louis Globe-Democrat,9 as it was uncovered by a rival newspaper
the St Louis Post-Dispatch In a series of articles published in
1977 the Post-Dispatch identified the publisher of the Globe-Democrat
and a reporter on the paper's staff as individuals who "were looked
upon by the St Louis FBI office as key outlets in the mid-1960's for
news the Bureau wanted published * *

*"(65) The Post-Dispatch
series was the result of a review of FBI documents the paper had
obtained in a Freedom of Information Act request (The documents
were also reviewed by the committee.) The publisher was identified
as Richard H Amberg who died in 1967 and the reporter as Denny

SeesectionII B for a detaileddiscussionof the committee'sconspiracyevidenceSeeMLKexhibitsF—515to F-522 VII HSCA—MLRhearings 95 97 99 101 103106 108 110in sequence
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Walsh who had since left the paper (66) The name of the publisher
of the Globe-Democrat in 1968 G Duncan Bauman had been deleted
from certain documents the FBI provided to the Post-Dispatch

The committee obtained copies of internal documents referred to
in the Post-Dispatch series and they revealed the ease with which the
Bureau had been able to use the newspaper for its counterintelligence
initiatives For example a memorandum from the St Louis special
agent-in-charge to Director Hoover on May 28 1968 (67) discussed
activities to disrupt "new left organizations

The feeding of well chosen information to the St Louis
Globe-Democrat a local newspaper whose editor and as
sociate editor are extremely friendly to the Bureau and the
St Louis Office has also been utilized in the past and it is
contemplated that this technique might be used to good ad
vantage in connection with this program

Then on October 18 1968 (68) the St Louis field office received a
memorandum from FBI headquarters giving permission to provide
a source on the Globe-Democrat with information to disrupt organiz
ing activities by Students for a Democratic Society at area high
schools A note appended to the memorandum praised the newspaper
and its staff

The St Louis Globe-Democrat has been especially coopera
tive with the Bureau in the past Its publisher tname de
leted] is on the Special Correspondents List

Denny Walsh a Globe-Democrat reporter named in the released
FOIA documents was interviewed by the Post-Dispatch and by the
committee He verified that the Globe-Democrat as well as he per
sonally had enjoyed a close working relationship with the FBI (69)

Knowledge of the presence of a willing news media outlet for the
FBI in St Louis led the committee to scrutinize carefully a CO
INTELPRO initiative from FBI headquarters and Globe-Democrat
editorial both of which preceded the assassination of Dr King by less
than a week.10 The editorial addressed a march on Washington that
Dr King had scheduled for the spring of 1968

In late 1967 Dr King had announced plans to lead a massive march
on Washington in the spring of 1968 Alternately called the Washing
ton Spring Project and the Poor People's Campaign it generated a
great deal of interest as well as considerable concern among the hier
archy of the FBI Following the sanitation workers march in Mem
phis led by Dr King on March 28 1968 the Bureau decided to seize
upon the violence that had erupted as evidence that Dr King was

10Becausethe committeedid not direct its attentionto a possibleconnectionbetween
COINTELPROand evidenceof a conspiracyin St Louisuntil the latter Hart of its
investigationit was not possibleto reviewfully the relationshipof the FBI with the
St LouisGlobe-Democrator to assessits possiblelink to the assassinationSpecificallythe committeewasnot ableto identifyeacheditorialor articlewhosepublicationmayhave
beeninfluencedby the Bureau determineif the editorialor articlewas in fact read by
anyoneconnectedwith a conspiracythat mighthaveresultedin Dr King'sdeath and
assessthe effectif any of the editorialor article The committeewasableto establish
however—byinterviewswith the publisherof the paper and with formernews and
editorialpagepersonnel(71)—that(1) therewasa closerelationshipbetweenthe Globe
Democratpublisher'sofficeandofficialsof theFBI that (2) the paperfollowedan editorial
policythat was generallyopposedto Dr King and that (3) the paper quite possiblypublishedmaterialaboutDr Kingat the behestof the Bureauotherthan that whichthecommitteeconsidered
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unable to conduct a peaceful demonstration by a large number of

people The theory behind the strategy was to call into question the

peaceful intentions of the Washington Spring Project On the very
day of the ill-fated march a memorandum was circulated outlining an
FBI-authored editorial to be placed with "cooperative news media
sources. 11 (70) It took Dr King to task for getting involved in the

Memphis strike and for not being able to control the march suggesting
that Memphis was merely a prelude to what was coming in Washing
ton (72) The editorial was "handled that same day (73)

On March 30 an editorial appeared in the Globe-Democrat,(74)
accompanied by a disparaging cartoon of Dr King The editorial's
similarities to the one outlined in the FBI memorandum were too

close in the view of the committee to have occurred by chance The
memorandum and the editorial reflected the same basic argument
King called for a strike that he knew would get violent and then

King fled Language in the editorial was virtually plagiarized from
the FBI memorandum

Memphis may only be the prelude to civil strife in our
Nation's Capitol [sic].—FBI memorandum March 28 1968

Memphis could be only the prelude to a massive blood
bath in the Nation's Capitol [sic] * * '—Globe-Democrat
editorial March 30 1968

In light of the past relationship between the Bureau and the paper
the committee found that there was sufficient evidence in the editorial
itself to conclude that it had been inspired by the FBI memorandum
although the only written documentation of this was the notation
"handled, on the memorandum Independent testimony to the coin
mittee indicated that the normal method the Bureau used to place
material with a friendly news source was by telephone (75) The com
mittee deduced that the placing probably occurred the same day
the memorandum was circulated winch would account for its prompt
appearance in the Globe-Democrat.

(4) Analysis of the impact of the FBI-inspired editorial.—The
committee carefully considered the possibility that the FBI's actions
were more than defamatory and that they might have placed Dr

King's life in danger by exacerbating anti-Kin„ emotions and by
seemingly justifying violent action to remove Dr King from his
position of prominence The committee was not able to determine
however that James Earl Ray read the Globe-Democrat editorial
Ray testified to the committee that he had been in the habit of pur
chasing a daily newspaper;(70) the evidence established however
that he was in Birmingham on March 30 purchasing the rifle he used
to assassinate Dr King so it is unlikely that he read the Globe
Democrat that day

Even if Ray had read the editorial he had the committee noted
already begun to stalk Dr King when it was published Thus at
worst the editorial might have reinforced a plan that had already

u A conyof the March28 1968memorandumis publishedas MLBexhibitF-521 VII
IISCA—1ILIihearings108u Sincethe March30 Globe-Democratwasa weekendeditionof the paper the deadline
probablywouldhaverequiredtelephonictransmissionfromthe FBI
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been set in motion On the other hand the editorial had illustrative
significance If there had been other editorials or articles discrediting
Dr King that had been planted by the Bureau prior to the assassina
tion their potential significance might have been great To evaluate
this significance however would as noted require detailing all the
COINTELPRO activities in St Louis attempting to determine if
these activities had come to the attention of Ray or others residing in
St Louis who might have been involved in an assassination con
spiracy—John Ray John Sutherland or John Kauffmann as ex
amples—and attempting to assess the impact if any of these activities
on these individuals

The committee did obtain evidence that John Ray read and absorbed
the editorial On June 13 1972 he wrote to author George McMillan
the following description of Dr King

* * * King was not a saint as these try to picture him
There are millions of Rays in the United States with the same
background and beliefs who know that King not only was a
rat but with ,his beaded eyes and pin ears look like one A piece
in the editorial sections of the St Louis Globe-Democrat said
that King led marches until he got them stir [sic] up then
used a excuse to leave while the dumb Blacks got their head
beat in by police A week before he was kill [sic] it also said
he ran down the alley and jump into a waiting cadiliac [sic]

The letter was written over 4 years after the assassination It cannot
be reliably determined when John Ray first read the editorial—before
the assassination or later in prison—though his failure to reflect its
content accurately indicates he may not have had it to refer to when he
wrote to McMillan What is indicated however is that the editorial
made a significant impression on Him

The committee did not obtain evidence to indicate that any of the
other individuals who the committee believes may have been involved
in a conspiracy to kill Dr King read the Globe-Democrat editorial
prior to the assassination The committee was only able to determine
therefore that the Bureau-inspired editorial was used to rationalize
the assassination

The committee could find no evidence that the Bureau ever specifi
cally considered the possibility that planting derogatory editorials
might encourage certain parties to cause bodily harm to Dr King In
its review of FBI COINTELPRO operations against a wide variety of
targets the Senate committee did note that the dangerous character of
some of its COINTELPRO initiatives was however recognized by the
Bureau Those techniques that were seen as likely to cause physical
emotional or economic harm to the target "were scrutinized carefully
by headquarters supervisory personnel in an attempt to balance the
`great good to be achieved by the proposal against the known or
risked harm to the target If the `good was sufficient the proposal was
approved. (78)

The Bureau also recognized that some of their COINTELPRO
activities would entail the risk of murder of the target It realized that
falsely labeling someone as an informant in a group that was the target
of a COINTELPRO operation always carried the risk that the infor
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mant would be killed by the target group (79) Apparently the Bureau
would not run the risk if it "had information that the [target] group
was at that time actually killing suspected informants. (80)

Apparently similar caution was not observed in the implementation
of COINTELPRO activities against Dr King Given the highly
charged and emotional atmosphere surrounding Dr King's activities
the committee concluded that the FBI should have considered the real
possibility that its activities might encourage an attack on Dr King

While the evidence was insufficient to link COINTELPRO to the as
sassination the committee obtained ample evidence to warrant strop
condemnation of FBI efforts that were directed against Dr King and
SCLC for the risk they created for Dr King The editorial writers at
the Globe-Democrat were exercising first amendment freedoms so
their conduct was constitutionally privileged There was however no
similar privilege covering the conduct of the FBI Not only did this
conduct contribute to the hostile climate that surrounded Dr King it
was morally reprehensible illegal felonious and unconstitutional
There is no place in a free society for such governmental conduct It
deserves the strongest condemnation

2 THE DEPARTMENTOF JUSTICEANDFEDERALBUREAUOFINVESTIGATION
PERFORMEDA THOROUGHINVESTIGATIONINTOTHE RESPONSIBILITYOF
JAMESEARLRAYFORTHE ASSASSINATIONOFDR KING ANDCONDUCTED
ATHOROUGHFUGITIVEINVESTIGATIONBUTFAILEDTOINVESTIGATEADE
QUATELYTHE POSSIBILITYOFCONSPIRACYIN THE ASSASSINATIONTHE
FEDERALBUREAUOF INVESTIGATIONMANIFESTEDA LACKOF CONCERN
FORCONSTITUTIONALRIGHTSIN THEMANNERIN WHICHIT CONDUCTED
PARTSOFTHEINVESTIGATION

The extensive FBI effort against Dr King in both its security inves
tigation and COINTELPRO operations posed for the committee the
additional troubling question of whether the agency had been either
willing or able to conduct a thorough and far-reaching criminal in
vestigation of the assassination It was the committee's task to deter
mine therefore whether the FBI had been able to abandon its adver
sary posture vis-a-vis Dr King and carry out an aggressive and ob
jective investigation of the person or persons responsible for the
murder.13

In order to answer this ultimate question the committee undertook
as its first step a thorough review of pertinent investigative files of the
Department of Justice and Federal Bureau of Investigation Of
primary importance were the files of MURKIN (for Murder-King
the official designation of the Martin Luther King assassination in
vestigation) at both FBI headquarters and the Memphis field office
the office of origin In addition the committee reviewed field office
reports from 16 FBI districts including those covering the key cities
of Atlanta Birmingham New Orleans St Louis Kansas City Chi
cago and Los Angeles It also looked at Justice Department files on
the investigation a separate department file on Ray's extradition and

A more detailed discussionof the investigationconductedby the FBI and the
JusticeDepartmentappearsin a committeestaffreport "AnAnalysisof the Assassination
Investigationof the Departmentof Justiceand FederalBureauof Investigation.XIII
appendixto the TISCA—ILKhearings(hereinafterreferredto as InvestigationReport)
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the 1977 Justice Department Task Force Report entitled "Martin
Luther King Jr. Security and Assassination Investigations Report.

The file review was followed by a series of lengthy in-person inter
views with former officials of both the Justice Department and the
FBI who played significant roles either as supervisors or field agents
in the assassination investigation The interviews were supplemented
by the executive session and public hearing testimony of former Attor
ney General Ramsey Clark former Assistant Attorney General (for
Civil Rights) Stephen Pollak former Assistant to the Director of the
FBI Cartha DeLoach and former Memphis Special Agent-in-Charge
Robert Jensen

With the exception of J Edgar Hoover FBI Director in 1968
Clyde Tolson FBI Associate Director and Thomas Robinson U.S
attorney in Memphis in 1968 all of whom were deceased the commit
tee was able to interview all individuals whose testimony was consid
ered necessary for a thorough examination of the quality of the per
formance of the FBI and the Justice Department in the assassination
investigation

(a) The FBI chain of command
In 1968 the FBI was divided into 10 internal divisions (81) Divi

sion Six the General Investigative Division headed by Assistant
Director Alex Rosen had overall responsibility for investigation of
Federal crimes including civil rights violations Following Dr King's
assassination Federal investigative jurisdiction was predicated on a
possible violation of 18 U.S.C 241 the Federal civil rights statute
barring conspiracies to interfere with or impede the constitutional
rights of an individual (8°2) Thus the General Investigative Division
assumed responsibility for the King investigation

Within the division the investigation was managed by the Civil
Rights Section A headquarters "case agent was appointed and in
formation on developments in the investigation passed up through the
chain of command to Cartha DeLoach Assistant to the Director Clyde
Tolson the Associate Director and Director Hoover In a case of such
magnitude major case developments were summarized and passed up
ward at least once daily

In the field the Memphis FBI office which initiated an investigation
shortly after the assassination was designated "office of origin and
assumed major administrative and coordination functions While di
rection of the case was a responsibility of FBI headquarters in Wash
ington—reflecting the national and international scope of the inves
tigation—Memphis received copies of most of the reports from the 57
other domestic offices assigned to the case In addition Memphis co
ordinated and at times initiated investigative leads

Because the FBI was only one of several component agencies
of the Department of Justice conduct of the MUR.KIN inves
tigation was ultimately the responsibility of Attorney General Clark
and attorneys he assigned to supervise it The Civil Rights Division
was formally responsible for the conduct of the investigation and for
any Federal prosecutions that might develop (83)

Outside of Washington the Department of Justice was rep
resented by U.S attorneys one for each Federal district Although
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the actual prosecution of a Federal criminal case is the responsibility
of a U.S attorney subject only to supervision by the appropriate divi
sion of the Justice Department this was not the practice in civil rights
prosecutions in 1968 Political considerations and the need to maintain
working relations with local law enforcement agencies often made it
awkward for a U.S attorney to bring Federal civil rights cases against
local authorities At the time therefore Federal civil rights investiga
tions and prosecutions were with very few exceptions the responsibil
ity of the Civil Rights Division in Washington (84)

This was the practice in the investigation of the King assassination
The committee's review of investigative files indicated that while the
FBI's investigation was carried out by offices throughout the country
local U.S attorneys in important cities—Atlanta Memphis New Or

leans Los Angeles Chicago and St Louis—were excluded from the
chain of information and necessarily therefore from decision

making (85)

(b) The fugitive investigation
In light of James Earl Ray's ability to elude authorities for over 2

months subsequent to the assassination of Dr King the committee
examined the FBI's post-assassination fugitive investigation The

purpose was to determine whether all available resources had been
committed to the task of identifying and locating the assassin

As a first step the committee pieced together a detailed chronology
of the investigation that preceded Ray's apprehension Dr King had
been shot at 6 :01 p.m on April 4 1968 at the Lorraine Motel in Mem

phis Tenn Within moments members of the Memphis Police Depart
ment were at the scene The Memphis field officeof the FBI was notified
and Special Agent-in-Charge Robert Jensen contacted Washington
headquarters Jensen recalled that he was put through to DeLoach (86)
who in turn notified Director Hoover (87)

As the news of the assault on Dr King was moving through the
FBI's command structure Attorney General Clark was first contacted
he believed by a Justice Department community relations specialist
who was with Dr King at the time (88) A short time later Clark was
in telephone contact with DeLoach and thereafter with Hoover A
decision was made apparently almost automatically to involve the
FBI immediately in the investigation Later that evening a memoran
dum was sent from the Justice Department to the FBI ordering "a
full investigation into the possible violation of 18 U.S.C 241 (89)

The committee's inquiry revealed that the FBI had no specific writ
ten guidelines in 1968 for the conduct of an assassination investigation
FBI files as well as committee interviews reflect however that the in

vestigation was treated from the beginning as a "major case or "spe
cial investigation Additional administrative personnel and agents
were assigned to Memphis during the initial stages including an ac
countant to maintain nationwide cost figures on the investigation (90)
A 24-hour deadline was imposed on all field offices for checking leads
and a reminder system was set up at headquarters to monitor compli
ancewith the deadlines (91) On April 7 1968 an "All SAC memo
was issued from headquarters with instructions similar to those nor
mally issued in "major cases investigations
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All investigations must be handled under the personal di
rection of the SAC Leads are to be afforded immediate
thorough investigative attention You must exhaust all possi
bilities from such leads as any one lead could result in the solu
tion of this most important investigation SAC will be held

personally responsible for any failure to promptly and thor

oughly handle investigations in this matter (9.2)

Finally in further recognition of the special nature of the MURKIN

investigation the FBI sent an inspector from headquarters to oversee

progress in key field offices (93)
Following these initial administrative steps there was according

to FBI files a widespread and extensive effort to identify and appre
hend the assassin of Dr King Exhaustive field interviews and record
checks were performed with every conceivable source of information—

banks telephone companies audit agencies and police departments
as well as motor vehicle bureaus motels and hotels even dry cleaning
establishments and dancing schools

Many early investigative breaks resulted from a thorough analysis
by the Bureau of physical evidence much of which had been found

shortly after the assassination in a bundle that had been left in the

doorway of Canipe's Amusement Co on South Main Street Mem

phis Both a pair of binoculars and a .30-06 rifle were traced to their

respective places of purchase The binoculars had been bought in

Memphis itself (94) while the suspected murder weapon was traced to
the Aeromarine Supply Co in Birmingham Ala.(9.5) Early ballis
tics tests on the rifle and the bullet taken from Dr King's body during
the autopsy revealed that while "the bullet could have been fired from
the rifle found near the scene, the mutilation of the bullet made it

impossible to state "that it was actually fired from this one rifle."(96)
Interviews with clerks at Aeromarine established that the rifle had

been purchased on March 30 1968 by an individual using the name
of Harvey Lowmeyer Lowmeyer was generally described as a "white

male 36 years old 5 feet 8 inches tall 150 to 160 pounds black or
dark brown hair (97) Finally in a clear example of both the skill
and detail of the Bureau's fugitive investigation laundry marks found
on a pair of undershorts and an undershirt in the bundle were traced
to a specific machine model and ultimately to a particular laundry
Within 1 week of the assassination the as-yet unidentified suspect's
use of the Home Service Laundry in Los Angeles had been estab
lished (98 )

Nevertheless despite the extensive FBI effort the suspect continued
to elude authorities On April 17 in order to secure an arrest warrant
and additional publicity in the fugitive search the Government filed
a complaint with the U.S Commissioner in Birmingham It charged
Eric S Galt 14"and an individual alleged to be his brother with con

spiracy to interfere with the constitutional rights of Martin Luther

King Jr (99) A fugitive press release was issued with the complaint
and media distribution of the information and accompanying photo
graph was encouraged (100)

14The suspect'suse of the Galt name was establishedthrough examinationof a
registrationcard at the NewRebelMoteloutsideof MemphisHe had stayedthere the
night beforethe assassinationSee "InvestigativeReport, XII HSCA—MLKhearings
para 29
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While the Department of Justice and the FBI were trying to iden

tify "Galt by issuing a press release asking for public assistance a

fingerprint project was in progress at FBI headquarters Almost

immediately after the assassination the Bureau had obtained uniden
tified latent prints of value from the rifle binoculars beer cans and a

copy of the Memphis Commercial Appeal all of which were found in
the bundle thought to have been dropped by the assassin shortly after
the murder An additional latent print was obtained from a map of
Mexico discovered in an Atlanta roominghouse used by Galt shortly
before the assassination Comparisons revealed that prints on the
Mexico map the rifle and binoculars were identical Apparently made

by a left thumb the print was identified as "an ulner loop with 12 ridge
counts. (101)

(1) James Earl Ray identified.—This and other prints taken from
the evidence were compared unsuccessfully with known prints of

approximately 400 suspects whose navies were drawn from the FBI's

single fingerprint file and from outstanding FBI identification
orders (102) Then a systematic manual search of fingerprints records
of fugitives was initiated concentrating on a group with similar left
thumb print characteristics Shortly after the initiation of this process
and 15 days after the assassination a positive match was made with the

prints of James Earl Ray a fugitive from Missouri State Peniten

tiary.(103)
The length of time it took the FBI to match the evidence prints to

those of Ray has been the subject of public concern so the committee

closely examined the procedures that were used The committee found
the FBI's performance in the fingerprint check to have been thorough
professional and without defect (104)

It is apparent from the review of FBI files that the identification of
James Earl Ray was the termination point of a major phase of the
Bureau's investigation An inspector from headquarters who had been

assigned to coordinate activities in the Memphis and Atlanta field
offices was taken off the case (105) and the Memphis field office was
directed to phase out 15 agents and three stenographic clerks who had
been assigned to it at the beginning of the investigation (106)

With the positive identification of Ray a number of investigative
steps were repeated A new press release was issued with directions to
all field offices to insure "repeated and widespread distribution."(107)
Three days later a directive was sent to all offices reemphasizing the
24-hour lead deadline ,and directing additional contact with criminal
racial and security informants to determine whether any possessed
information on James Earl Ray

For only the second time in Bureau history approval was given for
a special addition to the Ten Most Wanted List (108) Short appeals
for public assistance in the fugitive investigation were drafted and
approved for use on the April 21 and April 28 installments of "The
FBI on television (109) And within a week of the positive identifica
tion various institutions and officials had offered a total of $150,000 for
information leading to the apprehension and conviction of Ray (110)

Finally the positive identification prompted additional field inves
tigation at banks telephone companies credit agencies police depart
ments car rental agencies motor vehicle departments dance schools
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hotels and motels laundries libraries utility companies selective serv
ice bureaus and labor unions (111)

Despite the extensive nationwide effort FBI files indicated a belief
within the Bureau that the best chance for success in the fugitive inves
tigation lay with Ray's family Instructions were sent to the four field
offices responsible for areas inhabited by key members of his family

Full coverage is to be afforded relatives of subject residing
in your respective territories This will include a spot surveil
lance of these persons as well as a determination of their
associates and individuals making frequent contact with them
You should also obtain all long distance telephone calls from
their residences for period April 23 1967 to the present time
You should make this a continuing project until otherwise
advised by the Bureau * * * You should insure that each
relative is adequately covered to possibly assist in the
subject's location and apprehension (112)

In the weeks that followed Ray's identification dozens of inter
views with Ray's family members including his brothers occurred A
close examination of these interviews indicated however that their
primary purpose (consistent with the directive quoted above) was to
secure information on the whereabouts of the suspect not to investi
gate the possibility of family involvement in the assassination

(2) Surveillance of Ray family considered.—On May 9 1968 the
FBI clearly concerned about its inability to locate Ray,(113) began
to consider microphone and technical surveillance (bugs and wiretaps)
of John Ray and Carol Pepper Ray's brother and sister at their
homes and at the Grapevine Tavern a St Louis business they jointly
owned and operated The justification used in the authorization re
quest transmitted to the Justice Department on May 13 read as
follows

These installations could assist in the early apprehension
of the subject which could possibly be instrumental in reduc
ing the stresses and tension placed on our national security
subsequent to the death of Martin Luther King Jr (11/ )

The committee after a thorough consideration of circumstances
surrounding the surveillance request was concerned about several
aspects of the surveillance proposal

First the national security justification seemed at best to have been
insubstantial since the rioting that had been triggered by Dr King's
assassination had subsided In addition it is clear that the requested
electronic surveillance if installed would almost certainly have been
judged illegal under 1968 constitutional standards The purpose
stated explicitly in FBI memorandums was to surveil the family in
hopes of apprehending Ray and not to gather evidence of the commis
sion of a crime by Carol Pepper or John Ray.(115) Moreover as to
Carol Pepper at least there was no significant evidence in FBI files to
indicate her involvement in any criminal activity Absent a clear threat

ssIn early1968 internalDepartmentof Justiceproceduresrequiredthat electronicsur
veillancewhetherby wiretapor bug be submittedto the AttorneyGeneralfor approvalprior to installation
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to national security or probable cause as to the commission of a crime
that might have justified an effort to secure a judicial warrant no
constitutional basis existed for the surveillance Finally a clear statu
tory basis for such surveillance did not become law until June 19 1968

It is clear that the FBI recognized these legal difficulties In an in
ternal FBI memorandum analyzing the legality of the proposed sur
veillance it is stated

The worst that could happen [if the proposed electronic
surveillance were implemented]

* * * is that we illegally learn
where the subject is located and thus are able to arrest him on
that knowledge

* * * The Court would not allow the prose
cution to use as evidence any information obtained through
the illegal surveillance but the illegal surveillance would not
taint the use of any other evidence obtained either before or
after and which was gotten in a legal manner Nor to repeat
would the illegality of the arrest alone resulting from where
abouts disclosed by unlawful surveillance prevent the Court
from trying the subject for the offense) (116)

The memorandum continued and warning
* * * that since this search and seizure is unconstitutional

as to the Peppers they have at least a theoretical cause of
action for damages against those who installed the devices by
trespass

* * * Moreover in any such case the Government of
the United States should surely be willing to pick up the tab
for any judgment had against those who installed the micro
phones (I17)

The initials of Assistant to the Director DeLoach and Associate Direc
tor Tolson appear on this memorandum

The committee found that the willingness of the FBI to proceed
with this investigative approach in the face of an internal legal analy
sis recognizing its unconstitutional nature reflected an absence of con
cern for the fundamental rights of the surveillance targets In addition
the proposal was a clear indication either of the Bureau's failure to
consider seriously the possibility of conspiratorial involvement by
members of Ray's family or of its reckless disregard for the damage
that this investigative approach could have done to any later prosecu
tion of Ray's brothers Assuming as FBI officials clearly did the
illegality of the proposed electronic surveillance any evidence of
conspiracy intercepted by the tap would have been inadmissible against
individuals with standing to contest that illegality in addition the
installation of an illegal tap or bug would have raised significant taint
problems 17 and seriously jeopardized the ability to use any subse
quently developed evidence in a later conspiracy prosecution

The problems that could have been created by the FBI's proposal
never materialized While Attorney General ,Clark had no recollection

1eThismemorandumappearsin full as MLKexhibitF—502VII 1ISCA—MLKhearings
p 1117 problemarises when the defendant in a criminal prosecutionargues that
evidenceis inadmissibleagainsthimbecauseIt wasdevelopedas a resultof or "throughtheexploitationof. priorillegalconductbytheGovernmentIf this conductcanbeshownthe evidenceis saidto be"tainted andis inadmissibleagainstthedefendant
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of receiving or acting on the request it seems clear from the files and
from interviews that the proposal sent to the Justice Department was
neither authorized nor implemented The FBI case agent for the
assassination investigation in St Louis field office which had jurisdic
tion for the area of the proposed electronic surveillance told commit
tee invt•stigators he authorized no electronic surveillance in the MITR
KIN investigation He stated specifically there were no surreptitious
entries into the Ray family residences or the Grapevine (118) In addi
tion the committee's review of the St Louis field office files and of the
FBI headquarters _MURKIN files produced no evidence of implemen
tation of the electronic surveillance

In a June 11 1968 memorandum to Attorney General Clark Direc
tor Hoover withdrew the May 13 request for electronic surveillance
in light of Ray's apprehension in London (119)

When questioned in public hearings former Assistant to the Di
rector DeLoach stated that the opinion of the Division and the attorney
who provided the legal analysis of the proposed electronic surveil
lance was apparently that this investigative step would have been
illegal (120) He also acknowledged that his initials appeared on that
memorandum (121) and that he had reviewed the memorandum at
the time (122) When asked by staff counsel to explain this attempt
by the FBI to use what was analyzed and recognized by FBI head
quarters as unconstitutional and illegal electronic surveillance in the
assassination investigation DeLoach responded

DELoACH My only answer * * * is that I did not recall
these memoranda You have given me the opportunity of
reviewing them I recall none of the circumstances surround
ing them The Department of Justice makes the legal deter
mination insofar as the FBI is concerned The FBI was fol
lowing an investigative lead through the Department of
Justice and the Department of Justice had the responsibility
of either accepting it or turning it down in accordance with
the rules of the United States as understood by the Attorney
General

STAFF COUNSELWould it be fair to conclude from these
memos that the FBI in recommending this investigative step
was willing to engage in what it recognized as a violation of
constitutional rights of the Peppers and perhaps of other peo
ple in order to achieve the investigative ends of the proposal

DELoACH The conclusion I draw from it is the FBI was
very seriously concerned about the national security of the
United States by the incident I mentioned previously and the
fervent desire to apprehend the man responsible for the
assassination of Dr King They followed an investigative
lead to the Attorney General and the Attorney General would
make a decision as to whether or not this would be produe
tive.(123)

Efforts to secure precise information on Ray's location from the
family did not meet with immediate results Nevertheless in a May 9
interview in St Louis John Ray reported that James had mentioned
an intention to leave the country if he escaped and that he had indi
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cated on one occasion admiration for Rhodesian Prime Minister
Ian Smith (124) On May 10 based on the interview as well as on
other independent evidence of Ray's interest in African coun
tries,(125) FBI headquarters initiated a passport review in the

Washington field office (126) It was directed initially at the 2,100,000
applications that had been filed since April 1967 the month of Ray's
escape from Missouri State Penitentiary Washington requested
Canadian authorities to review Canadian passports records (127)

(3) Ray arrested in London.—On June 1 a break occurred when
a possible photographic match of Ray turned up in the Canadian pass
port of George Ramon Sneyd RCMP officials determined from the
Kennedy Travel Bureau in Toronto that "Sneyd had purchased a
Toronto-London-Toronto airlines ticket with a scheduled departure
of May 6 and return on May 21 1968 Meanwhile the FBI ascertained
through fingerprint comparisons that Ray and "Sneyd were in fact
the same person (128) One week lateri at 11:11 a.m on June 8 1968
Ray was arrested in Heathrow Airport in London

(c) The conspiracy investigation
The conclusion reached by the Justice Department and the FBI fol

lowing their investigation was that James Earl Ray acting alone
killed Martin Luther King Jr In interviews conducted and testimony
taken by the committee no dissent from this conclusion was voiced

Director Hoover's views on the question of conspiracy were clearly
stated in a memorandum he wrote on June 20 1968 summarizing a
discussion with Attorney General Clark At one point during the
conversation Hoover said "* * * in Ray's case we have not found a
single angle that would indicate a conspiracy. Later in the discus
sion he added his personal opinion that "he [Ray] acted entirely
alone, but then assured the Attorney General that "we are not clos
ing our minds that others might be associated with him and we have
to run down every lead. (129)

Clark in an interview with the committee indicated his agreement
with Hoover's views adding that the Bureau was probably more
inclined to view the assassination in conspiratorial terms than he was
As Clark explained he believed instinctively that Dr King's death
was the act of an eccentric racist loner He said he believed that Ray's
reference to a brother with respect to the rifle exchange in Birming
ham the week before the assassination (a remark that was to provide
the factual basis for a Federal conspiracy complaint filed in that city
approximately 2 weeks after the assassination) was merely an ex
cuse created by the assassin on the spur of the moment rather than
sound evidence of conspiracy (130)

Clark characterized the evidence developed during the investiga
tion in the following manner

I don't recall any presentation of evidence as distinguished
from the circumstances that ever implied direct involvement
of another person and simultaneously I believe I saw an
enormous amount of evidence of the direct participation of
a single person whose identity was fairly consistently estab
lished because I felt I should go on the facts available rather
than the circumstances (131)
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Despite the ultimate conclusion of officials in both the Justice De
partment and the FBI that no conspiracy existed in the assassina
tion FBI investigative files reflect throughout a consciousness of the
possibility of a conspiracy For example on April 26 1968 3 weeks
after the assassination and subsequent to Ray's identification the FBI
documented from a complete review of the King security file some 50
prior threats on Dr King's life These threats were set out in investi
gative leads and transmitted to the appropriate field office for resolu
tion accompanied by the following instructions

The main file on King has been reviewed at the Bureau and
leads are being sent out concerning persons involved in prior
threats against King These leads as well as leads concerning
any other suspects developed from any source must be given
immediate and thorough handling on a top priority basis
Process has been obtained against James Earl Ray and ex
tensive investigation is continuing to locate Ray and to estab
lish motive of crime You have been and will be furnished
information relating to other possible conspirators These
must all be thoroughly resolved no matter how remote
(132)

Moreover a review of FBI investigative efforts following Ray's
arrest revealed that while there was a significant overall reduction in
Bureau expenditures at about this tinie,18 a limited number of addi
tional conspiracy leads were still pursued The major postarrest
effort an attempt to determine the source of Ray's funds through
an intensive reinvestigation of the July 1967 bank robbery in Alton
I11.,19stemmed almost entirely from the Bureau's awareness that Ray's
extensive expenditures during 14 months of freedom strongly sug
gested his association with unidentified individuals

In addition FBI files reflected efforts over the months following
Ray's arrest (1) to identify possible criminal associates through
rechecking the registrations at the New Rebel Motel in Memphis
just before the assassination and at motels hotels and roominghouses
in Birmingham for the time period of the,,rifle purchase (133) (2)
to investigate the possibility that a Louisiana State policeman was
the mysterious Raoul (134) and (3) to interview Ray himself on
the issue of conspiracy Thus while officials in both the Justice De
partment and the FBI were rapidly reaching a unanimous no-con
spiracy conclusion at least a limited amount of conspiracy investiga
tion continued after Ray's arrest

Despite these efforts the committee found serious defects in both
the method and focus of the FBI's conspiracy investigation

(1) The method.—First conspiracy leads were at times resolved
simply by establishing a potential coconspirator's alibi during the
period of March 29 to April 4 1968 designated by the FBI as the
"pertinent period of the assassination investigation (135) The in
adequacy of this approach is demonstrated by the FBI's own case

I SeeMILKexhibitF—500(committeediagramofFBIexpendituresin the investigation)vII HSCA-1H.Khearings61 Thecommitteeconcludedafter a reviewof FBI filesand an extensivefieldinvestiga
tion that Ray's mostlikelysourceof fundsduringthe preassassinationfugitiveperiod
was in fact the AltonbankrobberySeesectionII B of the finalreport
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against Ray which had produced evidence that his plan to kill Dr

King had begun to take form before March 17 1968 while he was
still a resident of California The notion that a conspiracy suspect
can be absolved by establishing his absence front the scene of a crime
or his nonparticipation in an overt act (the rifle purchase) reflects
an erroneous view of the law of conspiracy In 1968 as in 1978 a

conspiracy prosecution requires only an agreement and one subse

quent overt act by any of the parties in furtherance of that agreement
Proximity to the scene of the crime while clearly relevant and

significant is not the ultimate issue

Second while there was a general canvass of "all racial criminal
and security informants at various stages of the investigation (136)
FBI files indicate only limited efforts independent of specific leads
to investigate the possible involvement of extremist organizations
such as the White Knights of the Ku Klux Klan of Mississippi or
the Minutemen even though they had demonstrated both a pro
pensity for violence and a clear antagonism toward Dr King

For example the Bureau received evidence of Ray's possible in
volvement with the United Klans of America when Ray after his
arrest in London chose Arthur Hanes Sr. as his defense counsel
Hanes was well known for his defense in 1965 of Klansmen charged
with the murder of civil rights worker Viola Liuzzo In addition in
formant information was subsequently received indicating that the
UKA might become involved in the funding of Ray's defense Never

theless no concerted effort was made to pursue the conspiratorial im

plications of this information Additional steps might have included
a cross check of Bureau hate-group indexes against Ray's known or

possible associates or taking of sworn testimony from Klan officials

through the use of a grand jury subpeua and immunity grants.20
Third FBI and Department of Justice files reflect almost total

reliance on field interviews as a means of resolving issues relevant to the
overall conspiracy investigation At no time was a grand jury used to

supplement the investigation of numerous conspiracy allegations de
spite circumstances which the committee believed may have been ap
propriate for grand jury investigation Some examples

Ray's possible association with a Missouri State Penitentiary inmate
organization was left essentially unresolved Extensive field interview
with MSP associates and former associates of Ray confirmed the exist
ence of the group but "failed to ascertain information concerning
the principles or membership or the extent of its network. (137) The
use of a grand jury to explore this lead—a logical step following the
unsuccessful interview process—was apparently never considered

Similarly the FBI's investigation of a CB radio broadcast heard in
Memphis shortly after the assassination thought by some to have been
an effort to divert police attention and facilitate the flight of the as
sassin was terminated with attention focused on one individual who
flatly denied involvement in the incident Authorities evidently never
considered placing this individual before a grand jury for testimony
under oath.21

20SeeII C for a summaryof the committee'sinvestigationof this and severalother
leadssuggestingthe involvementofextremistgroupsin the assassination2 Seesec II C for summaryof the committee'sinvestigationof the CBbroadcast
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Also the possibility of Ray family involvement in the assassination
could have been explored by a grand jury and the judicious use of im
munity grants Nevertheless the FBI and the Justice Department
were satisfied to resolve the issue solely through field investiga
tion.22 (138)

When questioned concerning the failure to use the grand jury dur
ing the assassination investigation Assistant to the Director DeLoach
offered the following opinion concerning its usefulness

[T]he grand jury would be laborious inefficient might
perhaps slow down the investigation when we were looking
throughout the world as intensively as we could for James
Earl Ray and would be of little usage

* * * I think [if] we
had established the grand jury investigation during the
fugitive investigation [it] would have taken the time of
officials of the Department of Justice and I doubt very
seriously whether it would have been productive as later
investigation has more or less established (139)* * * the matter of an establishment of a grand jury is
entirely up t.o the Department of Justice Based upon the
facts furnished to them by the FBI the FBI could not in
my opinion to the best of my recollection go to the Depart
ment of Justice and say we want a grand jury It is not up
to the FBI to do that We are an investigative agency We
determine the facts the Department handles the prosecu
tion they determine whether or not a grand jury is to be
established (140)

The committee found DeLoach's remarks well taken
When asked further however why this technique had not been

used following Ray's arrest "in order to determine whether * * *
there might have been associates of Mr Ray involved in the assassi
nation,"(111) DeLoach responded that after the Justice Department
turned down an FBI request to use a grand jury subpena to secure
the notes of author William Bradford Huie the feeling must have
been that the Justice Department was opposed to the use of the grand
jury generally in the investigation

I am testifying strictly based on opinion But I would
certainly think that after a turndown by the Department of
Justice in this one instance this spread the philosophy that
would have kept the FBI from making further requests for
grand jury investigation It would appear the philosophy
of the Department of Justice was there should be no grand
jury investigation (142 )

In light of the specific legal grounds for the Department's decision
however the committee found DeLoach's explanation for the absence
of further FBI proposals for grand jury work to be inadequate.23

Former Attorney General Clark testified there was simply no sit
uation in the investigation which warranted grand jury investigation

='2Seesec II B for summaryof committee'sinvestigationof familyinvolvementin theassassination
231 discussionof the proposalto subpenaHufe's notes appears in "InvestigationReport, XIII HSCA—MLKhearings
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* * * I do not recall any suggestion that a grand jury
would have utility any proposal that a certain person be

put before a grand jury The impression I had was that we
had hundreds maybe even thousands of FBI agents try
ing

* * * to see whther they could pick up a trace of the

guy who led us to believe he might be in hippie areas of
different towns of hundreds of agents looking through
millions of passport applications and things like that I
didn't see a grand jury utility It never—nothing I ever
heard or saw or have seen indicates it would have had any
utility (143)

The committee noted that on June 19 1968 after several years of

uncertainty concerning the legality of electronic surveillance as a
criminal investigative tool Congress passed title III of the Omnibus
Crime Control and Safe Streets Acts of 1968 It permitted the use
of court-authorized electronic surveillance by law enforcement officers
in certain enumerated cringes including murder. Nevertheless in

signing title III into law President Johnson announced that the ad
ministration's established policy of confining wiretapping to national

security cases would continue in force (144) Ironically a law which
was passed in part because of I)r King's assassination (145) could not
be considered by the FBI during the investigation of that crime

The committee in nuking this observation did not take a position
on the desirability of the use of electronic surveillance generally in

society It merely noted that President Johnson's decision as imple
mented by Attorney General Clark (146) placed one more potentially
crucial limitation on the investigation of conspiracy in Dr King's
assassination

(2) The focus.—Of far greater potential significance than the de
fects that have been noted was the failure of the FBI and the Justice
Department to focus a concerted effort on Ray's family specifically
his brothers during the conspiracy investigation Absent any extrinsic
evidence family members of the suspected triggerman deserved at
least some investigative attention given the significant amount of
direct and circumstantial evidence received by the FBI during the
months following the assassination that strongly suggested a great
deal more contact among the three brothers than they were willing
to admit The failure to pursue this area more aggressively consti
tuted a serious defect in the overall investigative effort

Because the evidence implicating the brothers has been reviewed

previously,25 no effort will be made to repeat the specifics It is ade

quate to say simply that within a relatively short time after Dr King's
assassination the FBI had collected evidence of possible family
involvement from a number of separate sources including

Reference by James Earl Ray to a brother being involved in
the critical preassassination activities most significantly the pur
chase of the rifle

2*The potentialfor imaginativeinvestigativeeffortsprovidedin this act in murder
investigationshas beennotedin the Reportof the NationalCommissionfor the Reviewof
Federaland State LawsRelatingto Wiretappingand ElectronicSurveillancepp 150—51
(1970)25SeesectionII B of this report see also "InvestigationReport, XIV HSCA—MLK
hearingsXII
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Strong signs of racism exhibited by both John and Jerry Ray
The probable involvement of John in James escape from the

Missouri State Penitentiary
The probable involvement of James John and possibly Jerry

in the Alton bank robbery and
Statements by Jerry indicating his knowledge of a possible

$100,000 payoff for the assassination
Finally with publication of Hide's Look magazine articles in No

vember 1968 and his book "He Slew the Dreamer, striking coinci
dences appeared between the timing of Ray's claimed involvement
with Raoul and his preassassination dealings with a brother raising
the strong possibility that Raoul was created to conceal Ray's associa
tion with one or both of his brothers

Clearly this evidence warranted a major and concerted effort by the
FBI and the Civil Rights Division of the Justice Department to deter
mine the extent and the nature of Ray's actual preassassination con
tact with his brothers In fact no such concerted effort was made

It cannot be said that the Bureau ignored the Ray family in its
investigation As has been indicated previously an intense effort was
made to secure assistance and information from various family mem
bers during the prearrest fugitive investigation and during this pe
riod the brothers were interviewed on numerous occasions concerning
the suspect's location.26 In fact at one point the Bureau's preoccupa
tion with the fugitive investigation became so great that a recom
mendation was made for the use of illegal electronic surveillance on
John Larry Ray and Carol Pepper in an effort to locate the subject
Had such a tactic been implemented any subsequent conspiracy case
against family members could have been seriously jeopardized

Nevertheless with the exception of comparisons of the finger
prints(147) and palm prints of the two brothers with unidentified
latent prints an effort to verify Jerry Ray's alibi for April 4 1968
(148) and the posing of some interview questions arguably connected
to a conspiracy investigation investigative files reflected no significant
efforts to determine the extent of their involvement with James in
the assassination

No effort was made for example to determine if the 1967–68 travels
of either brother coincided with those of Raoul as Ray related them
Such an effort might have included motel and airline canvasses for
Ray brother aliases and employment verifications for appropriate
periods

'Similarly no effort was made other than through direct question
ing of the brothers themselves to establish the alibis of either Jerry
or John during the time of the rifle purchase John's alibi even for
the day of the assassination went unchecked The Bureau did cover
this ground routinely with other conspiracy suspects Further Jerry
Ray's statements in June 1968 27and again in March 1969 indicating
knowledge of a conspiracy were not adequately pursued He made his
March 1969 remarks to Kent Courtney publisher of the Conservative
Journal in Louisiana He indicated that he would discuss the "conspir

2 TheFBI interviewedrelativesof JamesEarl Rayapproximately100times Jerry RayandJohnRaywereinterviewedapproximately20timeseach27SeeMLKexhibitF—606(June 11 1968FBI interview) vii ITSCA—DMLKbearings457
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acy with Courtney in a meeting on March '20 1969 (149) Despite
Courtney's apparent willingness to cooperate with the Bureau,(150)
no consideration was given to the use of consensual electronic surveil
lance or of an undercover FBI agent during Jerry's discussion with

Courtney Rather a decision was made—based on "background data
on Courtney and a consequent fear of Bureau embarrassment—to con
duct yet another field interview with Jerry Ray (151) However when

Jerry Ray refused to be interviewed Bureau efforts to pursue the lead
ceased

FBI files revealed no efforts to investigate the associates of Ray's
brothers either through direct saturation interviews or through the

development of an informant apparatus Thus Ray's possible con
nection with a conspiracy through one of his brothers was not thor

oughly investigated Given the criminal nature of many of John's
associates this might well have required the use of a grand jury and
immunity grants investigative tools which might have been useful
in the additional areas of John's probable involvement in the MSP

escape and in the Alton bank robbery in July 1967 Some of this grand
jury and immunity work could have been accomplished without vio

lating a Justice Department policy against compelling testimony of
a family member or facing the issue of immunity with either of the
brothers

The committee also sought to evaluate the performance of the FBI
in investigating a 'St Louis conspiracy involving John Sutherland
and John Kauffmann that subsequently came to light.28 The object
was to determine if the information should have been uncovered by
the Federal authorities during the original investigation The findings
were as follows

There was credible evidence—developed from a police inform
ant in St Louis in the 1960's a man who holds a respectable
position with a major manufacturing company--that an offer of

money for the murder of Dr King was in fact known in the 1966–
68 period Specifically it was circulating among individuals
who spent considerable time during the period at a motel owned
by John Kauffmann (152)

Circumstantial evidence also indicated that the offer may have
been communicated to a person who did undercover work for
several Federal agencies.28

Nevertheless information about the conspiracy was not de
veloped by the FBI until 1974 and then apparently due to an
agent's error the information was misfiled and not actively
pursued.3o

Had a more rigorous conspiracy investigation been conducted in
1968 the existence of the 'St Louis-based conspiracy might have come
to the attention of the Bureau and the Department of Justice at the
time when it could have been successfully investigated The ability
of the committee to investigate the St Louis conspiracy and Ray's
possible connection with it was severely hampered by the passage of so
much time and the deaths of principals

28SeesectionII B28Duringexecutivesessiontestimonybeforethe committeethis witnessdeniedknowl
edgeof the Sutherland/KauffmannconspiracyOtherevidencereceivedby the committee
madeit skepticalaboutthisdenial'°SeesectionII B supra for discussionof the FBI's misfiling
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(d) Investigative excesses
As was discussed the FBI's attempt to use electronic surveillance

during the fugitive investigation reflected a lack of concern for the
constitutional rights of persons targeted by the proposed surveillance
FBI files reflected a similar lack of respect for the constitutional rights
of the defendant James Earl Ray in two separate incidents following
his arrest and return to Tennessee to stand trial for murder

Prior to his return to the United States Ray retained Arthur Hanes
Sr. to represent him Hanes was Ray's primary attorney until No
vember 10 1968 when Ray replaced him with Percy Foreman

On September 18 Hanes filed a motion before Judge W Preston
Battle seeking to modify various aspects of his client's conditions of
confinement During an evidentiary hearing on September 30 to deter
mine the facts underlying the motion testimony was taken on various
subjects including the methods used to monitor Ray's mail A repre
sentative of the Shelby County Sheriff's Department stated that
Ray's general mail was read and censored but he then assured the
court that written material passing between Ray and his attorney was
perused for security purposes only and was not read to determine the
contents (153)

Following the hearing Judge Battle memorialized this procedure
in the form of a judicial order and in a teletype sent from the FBI's
Memphis field office to Washington the essence of the court's ruling
was conveyed as follows

Judge Battle ruled that written notes exchanged between
Ray and his attorney are privileged However the Shelby
County sheriff or his designated agent has the authority to
peruse these notes to determine if there is any attempt to
breach security of the jail These notes should not be perused
for the purpose of ascertaining the full contents of the
message.31(154)

Despite the FBI's clear understanding of Judge Battle's order
however within a month of its issuance three letters from Ray to
Hanes had been intercepted photocopied passed to the FBI's Mem
phis field office and transmitted to FBI headquarters in Washing
ton.32(155) On one occasion the covering memorandum sent to Wash
ington directed the reader's attention to particularly interesting parts
of the letter

Of significance Ray in his letter to Hanes requests that
Mr Huie not go 'to any of the addresses in Miami until after
the trial In this connection Ray also states "that part of the
story just covers a few days anyhow and is not too impor
tant. (156)

Robert Jensen SAC in Memphis at the time conceded in interviews
and executive session testimony that his signature or initials were on
memoranda transmitting two of the three letters( 157) and speculated
although he could not recall definitely that the source of the letters

31SeeMLKexhibitF—503VIIHSCA—MLKhearings1432Thesethree separateletters and accompanyingFBI memorandaappear as MLK
exhibitsF—508F—509and F—510VII HSCA—MLKhearings81 83 86 respectively
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was Shelby County Sheriff William N Morris (158) When interviewed
by the committee Morris did not deny the mail photocopying had oc
curred but stated he had no recollection of specific details surrounding
the situation (159) Jensen testified further that he believed the letters
were volunteered to him rather than having been solicited by the
Bureau (160) He had no recollection of informing the State prosecu
tor or defense counsel of his receipt of the letters (161) and he did not
consider the possibility that receipt of privileged information might
taint the prosecution (162) He explained the situation as follows

Where the U.S Government or the FBI or the Justice
Department has an interest in a matter and I am volunteered
information relative to the matter I am afraid that I would
accept it and I think this is what happened in this case (163)

During his testimony before the committee Assistant to the Director
DeLoach stated that while he had no personal knowledge of the mail
interception he believed the intent of the Memphis office was to peruse
the documents for security reasons only,(164) as allowed by the court
order

The committee found DeLoach's explanation completely unsatis
factory First su i an explanation was not offered by Memphis SAC
Jensen who was directly involved in the mail interception Second as
DeLoach conceded during his testimony the FBI "had no responsi
bility * * * for the custody of Ray at the time."(165) Third if the
Memphis office was interested solely in detecting breaches of prison
security there would seem to be no reason to highlight portions of
Ray's letters in which he wrote of "addresses in Miami, or in fact
to photocopy and transmit the correspondence to FBI headquarters
in Washington

The inherent confidentiality of communications between a defendant
and his attorney is a fundamental principle of American jurisprudence
It stems from fundamental individual rights established in the Con
stitution The FBI's Memphis office was aware of a specific court order
reinforcing the significance of the principle Even if the FBI did not
initiate the mail interception process its willing and repeated receipt
of letters sent by the defendant to his attorney showed a total dis
regard for Ray's right to privacy during the preparation of his trial
defense and encouraged an activity by local officials that was both
illegal and unconstitutional The committee found no justification for
such conduct by Federal agents

On October 31 one month after Judge Battle's order FBI head
quarters using a carefully worded directive initialed by Associate
Director Tolson Assistant to the Director DeLoach Assistant Director
Rosen and others instructed the Memphis office as follows

In view of the above order of W Preston Battle [referring
to Sept 30 1968 order] you should not accept any written
communication from the sheriff regarding correspondence
between Ray and other individuals If it is not in violation
of the court order you may accept information from the
sheriff if he volunteers this information and it is on an oral
basis only (166)
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With the receipt of this directive the Bureau's practice of receiving
photocopies of Ray's correspondence apparently ceased There was no
evidence in files reviewed by the committee that knowledge of the
operation or of information found in the intercepted mail spread
beyond the Memphis field office and FBI headquarters in
Washington.33

Another illustration of the Bureau's lack of concern for the con
stitutional rights of James Earl Ray as well as insensitivity to legal
issues that may have arisen in subsequent trials occurred after James
Earl Ray had entered his guilty plea on March 10 1969 Immediately
following the plea Assistant Attorney General Jerris Leonard of
the Civil Rights Division (who had replaced Stephen Pollak with
the change of Presidential administrations in January 1969) instruct
ed the Bureau to consider various approaches to obtain information
Ray might possess on conspiracy Alternatives considered included
an immediate interview,(167) an interview at some later date and
testimony under oath before a Federal grand jury The action was
being taken in light of President Nixon's reported plan "to take the
position in a future press conference that the Federal Government was
continuing to give intensive interest to the possibility of the existence
of a conspiracy. (16R)

Following some discussion a decision was made to attempt an im
mediate interview of Ray The Memphis field office contacted Shelby
County District Attorney Phil N Canale Ray's attorney Percy Fore
man,34 and Harry Avery Commissioner of the Tennessee Department
of Corrections Foreman approved the interview of his client (169)
and neither Canale nor Avery raised objections

The interview itself was conducted by Memphis SAC Jensen Au
thority for the FBI to conduct the interview was given by D Robert
Owen (170) Deputy Assistant Attorney General of the Justice De
partment's Civil Rights Division In an interview with the committee
Owen recalled no consideration of the possibility of having a Depart
ment attorney present during the interview Director Hoover gave
specific instructions that results of the interview be given to him prior
to dissemination to the Department (171)

Jensen's interview with Ray lasted 50 minutes It covered a variety
of topics including Ray's dissatisfaction with his attorneys his plans
to reopen his case Charles Stephens Charles Stein "The FBI tele
vision show fingerprints on the rifle and Inspector Thomas Butler of
Scotland Yard Ray provided no evidence supporting the possibility
of a conspiracy (172)

Ray was not accompanied by an attorney during the interview nor
was he informed specifically of his right to have a lawyer present
his right to terminate the interview at will his right to remain silent
to have the Government pay for a lawyer if he could not afford one
or the Government's ability to use his statements against him at a later
date (?Miranda rights) In an interview with the committee Jensen

asA reviewof the MiamifieldofficeMURKINfiles for exnmplerevealsno lead sentout fromWashingtonor MemphisfollowingRay'smentionof "Miamiaddress in his letterto Hanes34Raywastakingstepsat this timeto renlaceForemanwithcourt-appointedattorneysto handlean appealfromhis guiltyplea Noattorneyhad yet beenappointed
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confirmed that he did not advise Ray formally of his Miranda rights
explaining that surrounding circumstances including Ray's exten
sive criminal record indicated that he was aware of his rights with
out formal notification Moreover Jensen stated that the interview
was not a hostile one that he had called the guard to terminate the
interview when Ray stated he wished to leave and that he changed
the subject matter of the interview when Ray refused to continue
along a specific line.( 173)

Accepting the accuracy of Jensen's recollection the committee was
disturbed by his failure to consider the implications of interviewing
Ray without prior advice of his Miranda rights as well as by the lack
of concern for the defendant's constitutional rights as evidenced by
this interview procedure This interview of Ray was the first official
effort to gain information on the possibility of conspiracy from the
self-confessed assassin The ability to use any of Ray's statements in a
conspiracy case against him would have depended on the Govern
ment's ability to survive a motion to suppress the statements that
would automatically be filed by a defense counsel

The committee recognized that many law enforcement officials be
lieved the administration of Miranda rights inhibit a person from
freely divulging information he may possess Jensen may well have
believed that he would be able to establish a more productive rapport
if he omitted the formal warnings While this argument is not without
merit the committee believed that the fundamental protections de
signed to be achieved by the administration of Miranda warnings
required that they be given to Ray in this case regardless of competing
strategic considerations (174 )

(e) Concbusion
The FBI's investigation of Dr King's assassination exemplified at

times the hest of police work Efforts first to identify and then to
locate and apprehend Ray represented the work of thousands of agents
on a national and international scale In addition close coordination
was required with law enforcement authorities in Mexico Canada
and Europe At times the work was meticulous and tedious ultimately
the fugitive investigation only can be categorized a success

The committee received testimony indicating that the major effort
made by the Bureau in the investigation apprehension and prosecu
tion of Ray may well have reflected Director Hoover's concern that
failure might be attributed to his well-publicized animosity for Dr
King In executive session testimony before the committee former
Attorney General Ramsey Clark stated

I had the stronn_est clearest conviction that the FBI would
do everything in its power to investigate this case quickly
effectively and successfully and it wasn't -lust logic It was
I mean my total being told me that the thing Mr Hoover
really loved most the Bureau was on the line here and that
if they couldn't produce here where many would suspect their
concern that their failure would do more damage to them in
the o,;,,ds of the people than any other case they had worked
on (17.5)
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Similar sentiments were voiced by other officials from both the Justice
Department and the FBI.(176)

Ironically this explanation for the best in the investigation may
also explain the worst The disturbing investigative "excesses detailed

above—including the proposal of illegal electronic surveillance FBI

participation in an ongoing process of mail interception at the

Shelby County jail and the failure to administer Miranda rights
prior to Ray's post-guilty plea interview—may well also reflect the

importance placed on the case by Director Hoover While the com
mittee stresses that it had no direct evidence to this effect it is clear
that in all three incidents a priority was placed on investigative breaks
with a simultaneous tendency to overlook the constitutional rights
of the parties involved It seemed reasonable to assume that this

reflected at least in part pressure from above
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III RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON ASSASSINATIONS

In 1968 the Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Vio
lence—the Eisenhower Commission—conducted an extensive study
which dealt in part with assassination Reports prepared for the
Commission concluded that the level of assassination in America was
high (1) particularly in relation to other Western democracies and
populous countries (2) Indeed nine U.S Presidents one in four have
been the targets of assassins (table 1) and four died as a result (3)
In addition between 1835 and 1968 81 other public officials or candi
dates Federal State and local were assaulted some fatally (4)

The Eisenhower Commission did not offer a definition of assassina
tion although its basic elements were specified in papers prepared for
the Commission Assassination was seen as a murder whose target was
a prominent political figure there was a political motive for the
murder or the murder would have a political impact( 5) The exist
ence of any one of the three elements it was pointed out would qualify
a murder as an assassination

The Eisenhower Commission also identified five broad categories
of assassination It noted that not all of them had historical prece
dents in the United States (6) The categories were based on objectives

assassination as a means by which one political elite re
places another without effecting systemic or idealogical change

assassination whose purpose is to destroy the legitimacy of
the ruling elite and to effect systemic or ideological change

assassination ordered by the ruling elite to counteract polit
ical challenge

assassination for propaganda purposes—to promote an
ideology and

assassination to satisfy the pathological needs of abnormal
individuals acting under an ideological guise

The Eisenhower Commission found the typical assassination in
the United States to be the act of a deranged self-appointed savior (7 )
In contrast to worldwide patterns assassination by an organized poli
tical group was thought to be rare in this country Only in the years
immediately following the Civil War was assassination undertaken
by organized groups to alter government through terror Further
while the Commission identified as many as 11 public officials who
had been targeted for assassination by organized criminal elements
it characterized the victims as low-level officeholders who had either
threatened the criminal elements or had been involved with them (8)
The classic form of assassination therefore did not generally apply
to the United States
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TABLE1.-ASSASSINATIONATTEMPTSAGAINSTPRESIDENTSANDPRESIDENTIALCANDIDATES

AssailantandprofessedMethodofattack Activityofvictim
Year Victim orallegedreason andresult Location attimeofattack

1835AndrewJackson___RichardLawrence Pistolmisfired____WashingtonD.C__Attendingfuneral
declaredinsanesaid serviceinCapitol
Jacksonwasprevent rotunda
inghimfromobtain
inglargesumsof
money

1865AbrahamLincoln__JohnWBoothloyalty Pistolkilled do Attendingtheatrical
totheConfederacy performancein
revengefordefeat FordTheatre
slaveryissue

1881JamesGarfield.____CharlesGuiteaudis 	do do Passingthroughtrain
gruntledoffice-seeker stationtogoon
supporterofopposite vacation
factionofRepublican
Party

1901WilliamMcKinley__LeonFCzolgoszan 	do BuffaloN.Y Standinginreception
archistideology lineatPan-American

Exposition
1912TheodoreRooseveltJohnSchrankdeclaredPistolwounded___MilwaukeeWis___Leavinghoteltode

(candidate) insanehadvision liveracampaign
thatMcKinleywanted speech
himtoavengehis
death

1933FranklinD GuiseppeZangarahatedPistolbullets MiamiFla Leavingafterdeliver
Roosevelt(Presi rulersandcapitalists missedthe ingspeechinBay
dent-elect) President sidePark

1950HarryS Truman___OscarCollazoand AutomaticweaponWashingtonD.C__InsideBlairHouseas
GriselioTorresola preventedfrom assassinsattempted
PuertoRicaninde shootingat tobreakin
pendence President

1963JohnF Kennedy___LeeHOswaldmotive Riflekilled DallasTex Takingpartinmotor
unknown cadethroughDallas

streets
1968RobertF Kennedy_SirhanSirhanopposi Pistolkilled LosAngeles Leavingprimarycam

(candidate) tiontoU.SMideast Calif paignheadquarters
policy throughhotelkitchen

afterdelivering
speech

SourceTaskForceReportAssassinationandPoliticalViolence(NationalCommissionontheCausesandPrevention
ofViolenceOctober1969)

The legitimacy of achieving change by extralegal actions has long
been a subject of debate among philosophers and political and legal
scholars.(9) Historically illegitimate authorities have been over
thrown by forces acting outside the legal process with the rationale

being natural law customs or belief in the primacy of spiritual scrip
tures In ancient Greece for example it was considered acceptable
to murder usurpers Likewise medieval Christian thought acceptable
assassination of usurpers but not of oppressive tyrants although
that distinction eventually disappeared During the Reformation and
Counterreformation the Jesuit theologian Mariana and the Scottish
Calvinist Buchanan held assassination of a tyrant to be acceptable
under certain circumstances In recent history the experience of Nazi

Germany—and of this country as well—in which certain groups have
suffered indignities and inequities has served to raise the question once

again But generally arguments for justified assassination have

applied only to cases of totalitarian rule illegitimate leadership or
the unjust suppression of certain groups within a society although
many foremost thinkers accept no justification whatsoever for
assassination

The Eisenhower Commission nevertheless asked the question Had
assassination become a part of political life in the United States It
noted that violence seemed interwoven with American history—the
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fight for independence the Indian wars slavery and the secession of
the South agrarian reform the emergence of organized labor the civil
rights movement and conflicts based on religious and ethnic even poli
tical grounds (10) The Commission also cited factors present at times
of assassinations in other countries (11) finding them to be increas
ingly evident in the United States The publication of extremist
rhetoric and vilification of political leaders and Government institu
tions rapid socioeconomic change widespread belief that legitimate
demands of Government are not being met urban guerrilla warfare
social group confrontations a belief in the efficacy of violence all
leading to a general atmosphere of violence

Since publication of the Eisenhower Commission's report in 1968
its concern has been underscored by a rash of assassinations or at
tempted assassinations Governor George Wallace of Alabama in 1972
President Ford twice in 1975 California Congressman Leo Ryan and
San Francisco Mayor George Moscone in 1978 These acts of assassi
nation this committee noted had a disturbing effect on society that
goes beyond their immediate impact which is the deplorable destruc
tion of human life These results flow not just from the act of assassi
nation itself but also from the responses it provokes from citizens and
from government The committee found that assassination is more
than a deadly assault

It is an attack on the foundations of democracy—majority rule
due process of law consensual decisionmaking individual rights
and liberties

It undermines the political system by deterring qualified people
from seeking public office or exercising leadership

It produces fear among the citizenry a "siege mentality, and
often leads to the creation of vigilante groups civil disorder and
other counterterrorist activities

It results in a feeling that the President and other national
leaders should be isolated for their protection

It leads to demands that Government cut short conventional
legal processes in bringing assassins to justice and for stronger
measures to deal with violence i.e. increased surveillance security
checks at public facilities capital punishment and so on

It exerts pressure on law enforcement agencies that can lead to
abuse of authority

The committee also discovered that assassinations in the United
States have seldom achieved the end of causing or preventing change
In fact in many instances the opposite effect has occurred Change
that an act of assassination was designed to prevent has been hastened
and responsible citizens have been bound closer together in working to
achieve objectives for the good of society (112) The two-party system
has been remarkably stable and the process for the transfer of the
Presidency has been effective

Assassination in the United States has however caused serious
destructive upheavals such as the riots that followed the murder of
Dr Martin Luther King Jr Further the committee recognized that
an act of assassination may in times of strife result in fundamental
change and a recurrent pattern of such acts might in time undermine
the social and political systems of the country
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The act of assassination and its threat demand response by both the

citizenry and Government Historically this response has ranged from
the imposition of totalitarian rule to capitulation to the demands of
dissidents In the United States there has generally been a balanced

response Recognizing that grievances that lead to violence are often

legitimate Government has attempted to eliminate inequitable condi

tions but it has also prosecuted those who have circumvented legal
processes to achieve change In addition the Government has sought
legislative and administrative means to prevent recurring violence
and to provide more protection for those who are threatened by it

The committee was acutely aware of the problem of insuring that
civil liberties are preserved while affording adequate protection to
the institutions of democratic society and to public figures.l It recog
nized the difficulty in finding a balance between liberty and order
In carrying out its mandate requiring it to address the question of

legal and administrative responses to assassination the committee
was mindful of the need to weigh the costs that could accrue to indi
vidual privacy group protest legitimate dissent political compe
tition and social change against the benefits of stronger protective
measures

While the committee addressed itself to legal and administrative
measures primarily it was fully cognizant that they can account only
partially for the solution to the problem of violence and assassination
It is equally important that society deal with the fundamenthl prob
lems that underlie violence and that it always adhere to legal responses
As the Eisenhower Commission aptly observed

[I Jf measures of control were this society's only response
to violence they would in the long run exacerbate the prob
lem The pyramiding of control measures could turn us into a
repressive society where peace is kept primarily through
official coercion rather than through willing obedience to law
That kind of society where law is more feared than respected
where individual expression and movement are curtailed is
violent too—and it nurtures within itself the seeds of its own
violent destruction (13)

The recommendations that follow are addressed to legislative and
administrative issues as well as the conduct of congressional investiga
tions They are presented in a logical order that does not reflect relative
priorities

E LEGISLATIVERECOMMENDATIONSONISSUESINVOLVINGTHEPROHIBITION
PREVENTIONAND PROSECUTIONOF ASSASSINATIONSAND FEDERALLY
COGNIZABLEHOMICIDES

(a) Prohibition and prevention
1 The Judiciary Committee should process for early consideration

by the House legislation that would make the assassination of a Chief
of State of any country or his political equivalent a Federal offense

At the requestof ChairmanStokes the AmericanCivil LibertiesUnionsubmitted
for the committee'srecorda comnrehensiveanalysisof the committee'srecommendations
See Legislativeand AdministrativeReform SelectCommitteeon AssassinationsU.S
Houseof Renresentatives95thCong.2dsess. (WashingtonD.C U.S GovernmentPrint
ingOffice1978)vol I p 148et seq
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if the offender is an American citizen or acts on behalf of an American
citizen or if the offender can be located in the United States

Evidence received by the committee indicated that the CIA in
conjunction with criminal elements in the United States plotted the
death of foreign leaders (14) These plots gave rise to widespread
speculation that the death of President Kennedy may have been an
act taken in retaliation It was conceded by those involved in the plots
that they were without moral justification.(15) Federal law today
gives uneven protection to foreign leaders While assassination is con

trary to executive order,(16) it is criminal only under limited circum
stances (17) Proposed legislation would make it criminal (18) Testi

mony before the committee supported that legislation.(19) The com
mittee has no hesitancy in recommending that legislation be enacted

embodying a prohibition against the assassination of a foreign leader

by those subject to Federal criminal jurisdiction
2 The Judiciary Committee should process for early consideration

by the House comprehensive legislation that would codify revise and
reform the Federal law of homicide paying special attention to assas
sinations The Judiciary Committee should give appropriate attention
to the related offenses of conspiracy attempt assault and kidnapping
in the context of assassinations Such legislation should be processed
independently of the general proposals for the codification revision
or reform of the Federal criminal law The Judiciary Committee
should address the following issues in considering the legislation

Distinguishing between those persons who should receive
the protection of Federal law because of the official positions they
occupy and those persons who should receive protection of Fed
eral law only in the performance of their official duties

Extending the protection of Federal law to persons who
occupy high judicial and executive positions including Justices of
the Supreme Court and Cabinet officers

The applicability of these laws to private individuals in the
exercise of constitutional rights

The penalty to be provided for homicide and the related
offenses including the applicability and the constitutionality of
the death penalty

The basic for the exercise of Federal jurisdiction incLud
ing domestic and extraterritorial reach

The preemption of State jurisdiction without the neces
sity of any action on the part of the Attorney General where the
President is assassinated

(q) The circumstances under which Federal jurisdiction should
preempt State jurisdiction in other cases

The power of Federal investigative agencies to require
autopsies to be performed

The ability of Federal investigative agencies to secure
the assistance of other Federal or State agencies including the
miiitarai other laws notwithstanding

The authority to offer rewards to apprehend the perpetra
tors of the crime

A requirement of forfeiture of the instrumentalities of the
crime
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(1) The condemnation of personal or other effects of historical
interest

The advisability of providing consistent with the first
amendment legal trust devices to hold for the benefit of victims
their families or the General Treasury the profits realized from
books movie rights or public appearances by the perpetrator of
the crime and

The applicability of threat and physical zone of protec
tion legislation to persons tender the physical protection of Fed
eral investigative or law enforcement agencies

Federal law prohibiting homicide has grown in response to particu
lar events or circumstances (20) The process has been piecemeal On
November 22 1963 there was no general Federal statute that pro
hibited the assassination of the President (21) One recommendation of
the Warren Commission was that such a statute be enacted (22) Public
Law 89—141signed on August 28 1965 enacted 18 U.S.C 1751 pro
hibited the killing kidnapping conspiracy assaults or attempt to kill
or kidnap the President or Vice President Similarly when Senator
Robert F Kennedy was killed in June 1968 there was no general Fed
eral statute that prohibited the assassination of Members of Congress
Public Law 91—644signed on January 2 1971 enacted 18 U.S.C 351
which extended the protection of the Federal criminal law to Mem
bers of Congress paralleling that extended to the President and the
Vice President Next after an attack on the Israeli Olympic team in
Munich Germany in 1972 Public Law 92—539was enacted It extended
the protection of Federal criminal law to foreign guests in the United
States

While the committee heard no testimony on issues surrounding the

general codification revision and reform of the Federal criminal
code its study of Federal law of homicide led it to the conclusion that

comprehensive legislation in this area is needed The piecemeal ap
proach should be abandoned In this connection the committee iden
tified a number of policy questions which should be resolved in the
course of processing the legislation

(a) Traditionally the general Federal murder statute applicable
to Federal officials has been limited to homicide of designated officials
killed "while engaged in the performance of official duties or on
account of the performance of official duties (23) When
18 U.S.C 1751 (President and Vice President) and 18 U.S.C 351

(Members of Congress) were enacted no similar limitation was placed
on their coverage This reflected the recommendations of the Warren
Commission (24) and the Senate Judiciary Committee (25) While
all categories at their outer edges seem arbitrary (even though
the policy behind the classification may readily be conceded to be
valid) it can be argued that a line ought to be drawn between those
who because of the nature of their office ought to receive the protec
tion of Federal criminal law without limitation that is the President
Vice President Members of Congress Supreme Court Justices
Cabinet officers et cetera and those who ought to receive such protec
tion only when the threat of homicide is related to their work Since
the committee did not take testimony on where the line should be
drawn it only recommends some category be specifically set forth
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Current Federal law does not extend to high judicial positions
or to Cabinet officers the protection of the Federal criminal law (26)
although it is proposed in legislation that has been recently introduced
in the Congress (27) It would seem logical that such protection be so
extended

The assassination of Dr Martin Luther King Jr. was not a
Federal offense since he was not a public official whose assassination
was covered by Federal law The basis for an FBI investigation was
the theory that Dr King's right to travel had been abridged under 18
U.S.C 242,(28) it was described in testimony to the committee as "a
pretty tenuous basis for asserting jurisdiction. (29) This illustrates the
difficult public policy issues associated with extending protection of
Federal criminal law beyond "officials to "public figures."(30) While
a general Federal homicide statute raises the specter of a Federal
police agency to enforce it FBI Director William Webster testified

[A]ll of us have today intense sensitivity to people who
are injured or killed in the exercise of civil rights or in the
assertion of civil rights or in encouraging others to assert le
gitmate civil rights It is a special kind of area where we think
the Federal Government has such an interest in seeing that
constitutional rights are protected

* * * (31)
The committee recognized that there could be homicides that go

unpunished at least to the degree that the Federal Government might
wish because of differing local policies and investigative capabilities
This is the price of a Federal system since appropriately drafted and
specific language is required for a Federal homicide statute to cover
private individuals That coverage cannot be comprehensive and the
statute still constitutional The committee recommends therefore that
careful attention be given to the reach of Federal criminal laws when
new legislation is enacted

The penalty structure of Federal criminal statutes is not uni
form or appropriate Each statute tends to carry with it its own
penalty provision which may or may not be consistent with similar
statutes The need for a rational just and equitable penalty structure
is manifest

Discussion of the penalty structure of homicide statutes necessarily
raises the delicate issue of capital punishment (32) The testimony of
law enforcement officials before the committee supported it (33) The
committee noted too that testimony before it recognized that provi
sions of current law are most likely constitutionally infirm.(34) The
committee however conducted no independent study of capital pun
ishment As a committee therefore it had no special expertise with
which to judge the merits of the arguments that had been made over
the years

Testimony before the committee addressed the jurisdictional
reach of Federal homicide statutes (35) Traditionally Federal stat
utes do not reach overseas although the question is one of congres
sional intent and power under international law In light of evidence
before the committee as noted of efforts by a U.S Government agency
to assassinate foreign leaders it would be appropriate to give careful
attention to the extraterritorial reach of any comprehensive
legislation
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(f) (g) Federal and State criminal laws generally operate side by
side and a Federal criminal statute does not automatically preempt
State jurisdiction But since there was confusion in Dallas following
President Kennedy's assassination over who should exercise certain
responsibilities (in the absence of a Federal statute) the Warren Com
mission was led to suggest Federal legislation (36) Further Congress
placed specific language in 18 U.S.C 1751(h) the Presidential-Vice
Presidential statute suspending State action until Federal action is
terminated if "Federal investigative or prosecutive jurisdiction is
asserted *. Similar language appears in 18 U.S.C 351 the Mem
ber of Congress statute Testimony before the committee raised a
number of problems with the language in these statutes It is not clear
for example how and by whom Federal action is to be asserted—by a
statement of the Attorney General (37) or by actions (38) of the Federal
investigative agencies such as the Secret Service in a Presidential
assassination (39) Questions were also raised about whether Federal
action should be optional,(40) and about situations where State law
ought to control if the target of the assassin is the President Because
of these questions the committee recommends careful attention to
Federal and State issues in drafting comprehensive new legislation

Considerable controversy surrounded the autopsy of President
Kennedy Questions arose over the removal of the body from Dallas
over the nature of the autopsy and the manner in which it was
performed

No doubt exists that the President should receive in life the finest
medical attention available Similarly in death particularly by un
natural means the President should receive the best attention by
forensic pathologists Arrangements must also be made to perform
forensic autopsies in federally cognizable deaths

Curiously no Federal statute explicitly designated who is to per
form such autopsies although authority to perform them in the case
of the President's death may be implied from 18 U.S.C 1751(h) The
committee recommends that any question not answered by existing
law (41) be cleared up in any new legislation

When Public Law 89-141 the Presidential-Vice Presidential
statute was enacted in 1964 language was added to it in 18 U.S.C 1751
(i) that authorizes the use in the investigations of the assistance of the
"Army Navy and Air Force and statute rule or regulation to the
contrary notwithstanding. Similar language appears in 18 U.S.C 351
(g) the Member of Congress statute In all likelihood,(42) this lan
guage was added to these two statutes to set aside the effect of 18 U.S.C
1385 which makes it a crime to use the military as a "posse comitatus.
Nevertheless questions were raised before the committee as to what
extent this language might apply to recently passed legislation restrict
ing law enforcement access to certain kinds of Federal records (43)
Questions were also asked relating to who (44) had to request the
assistance and whether it had to be rendered (4F5)The committee rec
ommends that attention be given to resolving these questions in the
processing of comprehensive new legislation

When Public Law 89-141 the Presidential-Vice Presidential
statute was enacted in 1965 language was added to it in 18 U.S.C 1751
(g) authorizing the offer of a reward not to exceed $100,000 to be paid
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for information given or services rendered in connection with a viola
tion of the statute This provision had the effect of raising from $25,000
the amount authorized for reward in general Federal criminal mat
ters (46) The policy question remains whether these amounts ade

quately reflect the full range of federally cognizable homicides a ques
tion to be resolved in new legislation

(k) (1) Following the assassination of President Kennedy two
issues arose with reference to the personal property of the alleged
assassin.(47) Was any of it subject to forfeiture as the instrumentali
ties of a crime Could any of it be condemned as of historical interest
This second question also related to the personal property of the Presi
dent himself as well as that of others in some way involved

Forfeiture proceedings were in fact initiated with respect to Lee

Harvey Oswald's rifle (48) They were unsuccessful since under the
law at that time the rifle was not used to commit a Federal offense (4.9)
A special statute Public Law 89-318 was passed "for the acquisition
and preservation by condemnation of evidence relative to the Presi
dent's assassination. (50) A variety of personal items have been held
to have been validly transferred to the National Archives under the

statute.(51)
The assassination of a public official or public figure naturally

attracts a great deal of public attention that may be converted into
revenue through personal appearances books movie rights etc Testi
mony before the committee demonstrated that this is what followed the
assassination of Dr King (52)

The committee while it made no special study in this area noted that
legislation had been enacted at the State level to curb what may be
fairly described as crass commercialization of macabre situations.( 53)
Such a provision should be considered in the drafting of any new com
prehensive legislation at the Federal level

The committee heard testimony that it would be advisable to
extend the protection of Federal threat legislation (54) and Federal
zone of protection statutes(55) to individuals occupying offices other
than the President (56) Mindful that there may be significant differ
ences in the scope of protection required for these other officials the
committee recommends that consideration be given to these suggestions

3 The appropriate committees of the House should process for early
consideration by the House charter legislation for the Central Intelli
gence Agency and Federal Bureau of Investigation The comimittees
should address the following issues in considering the charter legis
lation

the proper foreign and domestic intelligence functions of
the intelligence and investigative agencies of the United States

the relationship between the domestic intelligence functions
and the interference with the exercise of individual constitutional
rights

the delineation of proper law enforcement functions and

techniques including
the use of informants and electronic surveillance
guidelines to circumscribe the use of informants or

electronic surveillance to gather intelligence on or investi
gate groups that may be exercising first amendment free
doms and
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(iii) the proper response of intelligence or investigative
agencies where information is developed that an informant
has committed a crime

guidelines to consider the circumstances if any when an
investigative agency or a component of that agency should be
disqualified from taking an active role in an investigation because
of an appearance of impropriety growing out of a particular
intelligence or investigative action

definitions of the legislative scope and extent of "sources
and methods and the "informant privilege as a rationale for the
executive branch withholding information in response to congres
sional or judicial process or other demand for information

institutionalizing efforts to coordinate the gathering shar
ing and analysis of intelligence information

insuring those agencies that primarily gather intelligence
perform their function so as to serve the needs of other agencies
that primarily engage in physical protection and

implementing mechanisms that would permit interagency
tasking of particular functions

The committee did not conduct a general inquiry into the operations
of the intelligence or law enforcement agencies Nevertheless its exami
nation of the performance of the agencies with respect to the deaths
of President Kennedy and Dr King afforded it a unique perspective
from which to view their operations In effect the committee conducted
case studies of the FBI and CIA an experience that led the committee
to make a number of recommendations

The most important single recommendation the committee can make
in this regard is that the proposals for charter legislation be processed
for early consideration by the House Law enforcement without law
is a contradiction in terms Those who enforce our law must be able to
look with confidence to a basic charter Otherwise their power will not
be legitimate they will not know their duties and they will not know
their constraints All too often the pressure of the moment will dictate
their actions Just as important there must be limitations on those who
exercise power to protect those over whom the power is exercised Free
dom is made possible by power limited by law There are a variety of
reasons for the abuses of power uncovered by the committee partic
ularly the harassment of Dr King One may be clearly identified and
must be remedied It is the lack of basic charter legislation In a so
ciety that prides itself on the rule of law it is remarkable that so im
portant an area has been left lawless for so long

Charter legislation must go to the root of the role that intel
ligence and law enforcement agencies play in a free society It should
clearly delineate the difference between the foreign and domestic roles
of the agencies Society must not permit the morals of war to become
the routine policy of domestic agencies Citizens at home must not be
treated as enemies abroad

Close attention must also be paid to the relation between intel
ligence functions and first amendment rights The first amendment
seeks to assure those out of power that they can still participate in the
shaping of policy The cry for change must not be misunderstood as a
call for violent revolution Nowhere did the committee find this con
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fusion more clearly demonstrated than in the FBI's efforts to "neutral
ize Dr King in his efforts to secure social and economic justice

Particular attention too must be paid to the proper role in law
enforcement of such potentially abusive information-gathering tech

niques as informants electronic surveillance and the infiltration of

groups Abuses or misuses of these techniques characterized the work
of the FBI in its investigation of Dr King Charter legislation offers
a hope of assisting in the effort to control such abuses in the future

Propriety—and the appearance of propriety—must be the hall
mark of the enforcement of law Power alone is never sufficient to
hold the allegiance of a people Obedience to law is best secured not

through a threat of sanctions but through respect for legitimate au

thority Appearances therefore may sometimes be as important as

underlying reality The processes of justice must not only be just they
must appear to be just

This issue was sharply delineated by the FBI's investigation not only
of Dr King but of his assassination Understandably many people
questioned whether an agency that undertook to discredit Dr King
could be relied upon to seek out his murderer

Existing guidelines promise that such campaigns to discredit will not
occur again (57) Nevertheless it is possible to foresee that an individ
ual legitimately under investigation would be an assassination target
To what degree should the agency—or the investigators immediately
involved in the investigation—be disqualified from conducting the as
sassination investigation It is a difficult issue one that charter legisla
tion ought to address and hopefully resolve

The intelligence and law enforcement agencies relationship with

Congress must also be spelled out Individual citizens must be protected
against those who would harm our society or violate the laws they
must also be protected against those whose job it is to protect our so

ciety and enforce the law Yet there is little an individual can do by
himself The courts and the Congress therefore play an important role
in assuring effective performance and protecting civil liberties Never
theless in order to act the courts and the Congress must have access to
information

One of the most delicate problems that faced the committee in exam

ining the CIA and the FBI had to do with access to restricted informa
tion some of it classified to protect the national security some that was
confidential to protect the identity of informants The CIA sought to
rely on the National Security Act of 1947 section 102(a) to uphold its
position (58) the Department of Justice cited the informant's priv
ilege (59) While the committee never conceded that either basis was
legally valid to withhold information from Congress the committee
was generally able to negotiate with the agencies the necessary access
On one occasion the committee voted a suhpena for certain materials
but a confrontation was avoided through compromise Nevertheless
the committee recommends that charter legislation be applied to the
security issue so there can be a fixed system for obtaining access and
at the same time protecting confidentiality

(g) (h) Finally the committee noted that as long as the functions
of the various intelligence and law enforcement agencies are separated
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between agencies and assigned to sections within agencies there must be
institutionalized efforts made to compensate for that separation
(b) Prosecution

1 The Judiciary Committee should consider the impact of the pro
visions of law dealing with third-party records bail and speedy trial
as it applies to both the investigation and prosecution of federally
cognizable homicides

Testimony before the committee raised questions about such
recent legislation as that dealing with third-party records (60) bail
(61) and speedy trial (62) as it might affect the investigation and
prosecution of assassination cases or other federally cognizable
homicides Concern was expressed that such legislation might have
unforeseen adverse consequences

The testimony indicated that recent third-party records legislation
had made the acquisition of records in the course of investigation
"more difficult than in the past."(63) "[I]nformal access had been
largely ended (64) The effect extended beyond the records covered in
the legislation Other holders of such records are apparently concerned
and they are granting access only with "increasing difficulty"(65)
because of a fear of "personal liability."(66) To the degree that some
recent legislation recognized the special responsibilities of the Secret
Service it was supported (67)

As for speedy trial legislation while testimony before the commit
tee was not explicit in its treatment of special problems that might
arise in an assassination prosecution the legislation was thought to be
adequate (68) Nevertheless it was termed "hastily drawn, (69) and
it was observed that the "public would be outraged"(70) if it inter
fered with the prosecution of an assassin

While the committee recognizes that it is not possible to draft legis
lation with all problems in mind it is possible to review it periodically
in terms of special problems making modifications when they are in
order Nevertheless the committee agrees with FBI Director William
Webster who advised that special rules can raise troublesome is
sues (71) and it would be preferable if special cases could be handled
without radically altering the system Declaring "martial law is
not "acceptable (72) Webster stated

While it is a traumatic experience for anyone to live through
the assassination of a President it ought not to be the predi
cate for an investigative conduct which in essence is the dec
laration of martial law I just simply do not believe that we
ought to * * * suspend everything that was put in place to pro
tect the rights of citizens (73)

aThe committeealso observedduringits examinationof the agenciesthat substantial
questionshad beenraised about the effectof laws suchas the Freedomof InformationAct and the PrivacyAct on the abilityof the agenciesto obtainnecessaryinformationIn addition the committeenotedthe substantialcostsimposedon the agenciesfor compliancewith the laws

The committeealsorecognizedthe benefitsof theselaws Theymay for exampledeteragenciesfromkeepingfileson individualswhoare of no legitimateconcernto the Government In addition the inform"tionthat theselawshavebroughtto publicattentionwasa significantfactorin the creationof this committeeThecommitteebelievedthat an assessw,entof the Freedomof InformationendPrivacyActs to includean analysisof the cost of compliancewith them their effecton thequalityand quantityof intelligenceinformationavailableto the agenciesand the benefitsachievedby the laws is warranted
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That such legislation ought to be reviewed nonetheless seems ap
propriate in the opinion of the committee

2 The Judiciary Committee should examine recently passed special
prosecutor legislation to determine if its provisions should be modified
to extend them to Presidential assassinations and the circwmstamees
if any wader which they should be applicable to other federally cog
nizable homicides

Recognizing the special problems associated with the investigation
of possible improprieties by a President Vice President and certain
other officials special prosecutor legislation was enacted in 1978 (74)
Testimony before the committee considered the wisdom of extending
the legislation to Presidential assassinations uniformly and to other
federally cognizable homicides on a case-by-case basis The point most
often raised in favor of such legislation was the appearance of impro
priety in having the Attorney General the new President's lawyer
conduct the investigation into the former President's death (75)
Generally however the witnesses who appeared before the commit
tee—high Government officials for the most part—tended to prefer
the established system that relies on Federal investigative and prose
cutive agencies that are in place in the absence of specific questions
about the suitability of the Attorney General or the Department of
Justice (76')

The committee recommends nevertheless as part of comprehensive
legislation dealing with Federal homicides that special prosecutor
legislation be carefully considered

II ADMINISTRATIVERECOMMENDATIONSTO THE EXECUTIVE

The Department of Justice should reexamine its contingency plans
for the handling of assassinations and federally cognizable homicides
in light of the record and findings of the committee Such an exami
nation should consider the following issues

Insuring that its response takes full advantage of inter and
intra-agency task forces and the strike force approach to investi
gations and prosecutions

Insuring that its response takes full advantage of the ad
vances of science and technology and determinina when it should
secure independent panels of scientists to review or perform
necessary scientific tasks or secure qualified independent forensic
pathologists to perform a forensic autopsy

Insuring that its fair trial/free press guidelines consistent
with an alleaed offender's right to a fair trial allow that informa
tion about the facts and circumstances surrounding an assassina
tion promptly be mode public and promptLrt be corrected when
erroneous information is mistakenly released

Entering at the current time into negotiations with repre
sentatives of the media to secure voluntary agreements provid
ing that photographs audio tapes television trines and related
matters made in and around the site of assassinations be made
available to the Government by consent immediately following
an assacs'nation

Testimony before the committee indicated that many of the lessons
learned in the months after the tragic events in Dallas in 1963 have
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been incorporated into the contingency plans of the various Federal
intelligence and law enforcement agencies Nevertheless there is
much that can be learned for the future in reviewing the record of the
past particularly with the perspective that the passage of time affords
Four lessons stand out The need to integrate investigative and pros
ecutive efforts to take advantage of the advances of science and tech
nology particularly in such a fashion as its independence will not only
exist but be seen to exist to insure that aecnrate infnrmat~~n 's im
mediately given out consistent with any alleged assassin's right to a
fair trial and to obtain as soon as possible and with as little difficulty
as is possible as much hard evidence as is possible

One of the most troubling aspects of the investigations of the
deaths of President Kennedy and Dr King was the failure of Federal
agencies to share and use information and to bring to bear on prob
lems the array of talents expertise and legal tools available Even
from the point of view that it was not reasonable to do everything
all that could have been done was not done The need for a task force
approach was according to testimony before the committee a point
well taken (77) There should also be a requirement for the use of the
strike force approach with particular respect to conspiracy issues
not settled by forensics and field interviews (78) For the future con
tingency plans should be written with flexibility in mind (79)

The most significant new knowledge the committee was able
to develop about events in Dallas on November 22 1963 stemmed
from the work of the committee's scientific panels (In the case o] the
assassination of Dr King to the regret of the committee there was
not as much scientific evidence that could be subjected to scientific
analysis and thus cast new light on the assassination.) The lesson
for the future is therefore very clear The potential benefits of science
in an investigation must be better realized The committee noted that
science was used to advantage in 1964 and 1968 Nevertheless its
recommendation is designed to insure that the promise of science and
technology not be overlooked in the event of another tragedy

The committee also found reason to comment on the approach that
is contemplated for scientific analysis in the future particularly in
the case of a Presidential assassination The issue was raised before
the committee of the use of nongovernmental experts to achieve not
only the greatest degree of expertise but also the ultimate in pro
priety (80) It was noted for example that in its major case operations
plan the FBI contemplates using forensic pathologists from the Armed
Forces Institute of Pathology (81) While not wishing to call into
question the competency or the integrity of doctors associated with
the institute the committee posed this question In a society in which
liberty has traditionally depended on civilian control of the military
should not efficiency (82) be set aside in favor of symbolism (83) The
committee thought it should

The handling of public information in Dallas in November 1963
was criticized by the Warren Commission (8.10 for reasons this com
mittee considered valid Public comments by officials of the Depart
ment of Justice at the time of Dr King's death also seemed to emanate
without careful attention to a set of public information principles
The Department of Justice has guidelines for public information policy
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in criminal cases,(85) which were being reviewed at the time this
committee completed its investigation (86) But since the impact of
such policy pervades all of government all interested individuals and
agencies should participate in the review (87) It seems important that
one objective of this review would be to formulate a procedure for
distinguishing between a routine case and one of urgent impor
tance (88) Beyond that the committee hopes the Department of Jus
tice's new guidelines will take into account the public information
problems that have been exposed by its investigation

(D) While it is vitally important that the best scientific experts
be retained in an assassination investigation it is equally essential
that they be given the best evidentiary materials to examine This
committee demonstrated in its investigation as did the Warren Com
mission in the case of the Kennedy assassination that access to high
quality materials is crucial Thus the committee sought the best ways
to achieve such access In testimony before the committee it became
clear that the best approach would be to make an immediate effort to
negotiate agreements with various news organizations so that right
after an assassination law enforcement agencies can have access to
the product of news coverage (89) These news organizations are under
standably concerned with first amendment freedoms At the same time
law enforcement must have the access It would be unfortunate if
a confrontation occurred over a search warrant or a subpena So the
time to act is now Negotiations started at this time would be "very
very useful, (90) according to testimony before the committee The
process may turn out to be a "long ongoing dialog which ought
to be underway. (91) Because the witness from the Department of
Justice who testified in this regard indicated the Department would
favor discussions with the news media,(92) the committee is hopefill
this recommendation will be acted upon forthwith

III GENERALRECOMMENDATIONSFOR CONGRESSIONALINVESTIGATIONS

The founders of the American system divided the Govemnment into
three branches The purpose of the separation of the branches was
not to enhance efficiency but promote liberty Each branch was to check
the others Together they would govern the new Nation under the
Constitution realizing it was honed the promise of its preamble

The balance of power between the executive and legislative branches
has always been fluid although the trend in modern times has been for
the executive branch to be dominant That trend was sharply reversed
in 1974 principally because of Congress power to investigate the alle
gations of wrongdoing by the President The exercise of the power
to investigate first in the Senate and then in the House eventually
led to the resignation of the President Ironically the power that may
have done the most to return the Nation to the values of the Constitu
tion in 1974 was not explicitly recognized in the Constitution when it
was drafted in 1787

The investigative authority of Congress is not expressly written
into the Constitution but the precedent for that power is longstand
ing both in theory and practice The British Parliament and the
Assemblies of the American colonies frequently exercised it (93)
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Political scientists and parliamentarians have long argued that inher
ent in the power to make laws must be the power to investigate before
they are enacted and later to see that they are carried out In "Con
sideration on Representative Government, John Stuart Mill wrote
that the legislature was best fitted not for administration or lawmak
ing but for the review of the public's business

* * * to watch and control the Government to throw
the light of publicity on its acts to compel a full exposition
and justification of all of them which any one considers
questionable to censure them if found condemnable.(94)

In more modern times Woodrow Wilson propounded a similar
viewpoint in "Congressional Government "Quite as important as
legislating is vigilant oversight of administration. (95) He felt that
a self-governing people discusses and interrogates its administration
For him Congress power to inform was as important as its power to
legislate (96) Congress was he thought the "eyes and voice of the
Nation Like the British Parliament Congress was in the words of
William Pitt the Elder the "Grand Inquest of the Nation. (97)

The power of Congress to investigate has been challenged a number
of times not only by the executive branch but also by recalcitrant
witnesses who were private citizens and others The grounds for the
challenges have been many ranging from questions about Congress
right to review the executive branch or private organizations and citi
zens to doubts about various procedures committees have used in con
ducting investigations Since the first congressional investigation in
1792 into the humiliating defeat of General St Clair by a small band
of Indians in which the House asserted its right to call for persons
and papers (98) the basic power of the Congress to investigate has
been acknowledged The Supreme Court has always upheld that power
although recognizing that it was subject to certain limitations

At first Congress attention focused on government itself Subse
quently however the laws became broader The first instance in which
Congress requested that private citizens appear before it and provide
documents was in 1827 when the Committee on Manufacturers was
considering tariff legislation (99) Since that time in areas where
business activities or behavior of private individuals are subject to
congressional regulation Congress power to investigate has always
been recognized

The investigative charter of the committee was narrow—to examine
the facts and circumstances surrounding the deaths of President Ken
nedy and Dr King and if necessary to recommend appropriate meas
ures for the future Nevertheless because of the nature of the lives
and the deaths of these two great men the scope of what was per
tinent to the mandate of the committee was wide In a real sense it
encompassed the history of the United States in a turbulent and vio
lent decade Consequently the appropriate limitations on the scope
of a congressional investigation were ever in the minds of the commit
tee particularly as that investigation touched on private groups or in
dividuals raising however indirectly questions of their possible con
nection to the death of either man How ironic it would have been had
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the committee a major concern of which was unlawful Government
intrusion into the life of Dr King been reckless with the lives of
others

Traditionally two constitutional limits on the power of congres
sional inquiry have been raised to circumscribe congressional investi
gations Assuming that the subject matter is itself one on which legis
lation may be enacted and the proper procedural steps have been fol
lowed the first and fifth amendments have been the main shields
raised to protect individual liberties having as a consequence the effect
of blocking the inquiry

The committee looked into the conduct of a variety of groups whose
activities however personally objectionable were protected by the
first amendment In all situations it was possible to conduct the
inquiry without subjecting the groups to unnecessary publicity or to
invade their privacy beyond that which was essential to a search for
the truth None of the subjects of the investigation felt it necessary
to try to block the investigation by contemptuously resisting the com
mittee's processes or questioning

The committee also looked into the conduct of a variety of individ
uals whose activities were such that they could legitimately claim
this privilege against self-incrimination While this area of the com
mittee's work is not the subject of a specific recommendation a com
ment about it is appropriate

In 1970 Congress passed legislation changing the character of the

immunity it could grant in compelling a witness testimony over fifth
amendment objections (100) The use immunity concept reflected in
the provisions of the 1970 act (101) respects comity between State
and Federal jurisdictions limits interference between congressional
and executive functions and does not disrupt administrative remedies
of a civil character For these reasons the general reluctance that has
traditionally accompanied immunity grants by congressional com
mittees is no longer applicable If the grant is coordinated with the
necessary executive officials and the testimony is safeguarded until
it is suitable for release grants of immunity can be made without
causing objections The 1970 act was first used in a more than token
fashion in the Watergate hearings in the Senate it was first used
extensively by this committee Indeed it constituted a centerpiece in
the committee's investigative strategy The committee found the 1970
act to be a powerful tool in finding the truth But while the com
mittee recognized the essential application of the act in future investi
gations it cautions that it must be used carefully The promise of
the act in uncovering the truth is only fulfilled by its power to compel
reluctant witnesses to speak A society that ranks individual privacy
among its more precious values must recognize that a price is paid for
attaining the truth It may be necessary to pay that price in important
matters such as determining the truth in the deaths of two great lead
ers Nevertheless it ought to be paid only when necessary

In the course of the investigation the committee learned a great
deal about congressional investigations and came to certain conclu
sions about them There are a variety of issues that ought to be
addressed by one or more committees of the House to strengthen and
increase the fairness of investigations in the future
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The appropriate committees of the House should consider
amending the rules of the House to provide for a right to appointive
counsel in investigative hearings where a witness is unable to provide
counsel from private funds

A witness before a congressional committee has no general right to
counsel but the rules of the House recognize that witnesses may be
accompanied by counsel at investigative hearings to advise them of
their constitutional rights (10.) Nevertheless there is no provision
for paying for a counsel in the event a witness is unable to afford one
The committee in its rules,(103) made an effort to find a solution by
arranging with the District of Columbia Bar Association to provide
counsel on certain occasions The arrangement worked well and the
committee believes that an amendment to the rules of the House
incorporating such an arrangement should be considered by the ap
propriate committees

The appropriate committees of the House should examine the
rules of the House governing the conduct of counsel in legislative and
investigative hearings and consider delineating guidelines for pro
fessional conduct and ethics including guidelines to deal with con
flicts of interest in the representation of multiple witnesses before a
committee

The rules of the House provide that the chairman of a committee
may punish breaches of decorum or professional ethics on the part
of counsel by exclusion from the hearing (I04) This committee read
this rule to deal with the ethical problems of multiple representation
Not all multiple representation presents a conflict of interest Some
conflicts that exist may be cured by full disclosure to the clients and
informed consent Nevertheless disclosure and consent cannot cure
all conflict Those that touch on the integrity of the factfinding
process may not be waived Consequently the committee did not
follow a blanket rule it waited until a conflict was ripe on the record
It held a hearing to establish the conflict It then appropriately dis
qualified the offending attorney if disclosure and waiver did not con
stitute an adequate cure The standard employed for disqualification
was that of professional societies (105) and the courts (106) Like
the Watergate special prosecutor (107) the committee must express
its concern with the conduct of the bar that represented witnesses
in its executive sessions Too often the lawyers seemed insensi
tive to their duty to their clients to represent them as individuals
and not part of a group It was necessary for the committee to dis
qualify more than one attorney to preserve the integrity of the com
mittee's processes In addition the committee experienced tactics on
the part of several lawyers who represented individuals before the
committee that can only be described as efforts to disrupt or obstruct
the work of the committee as it labored to determine the truth There
is a need for clearer guidance to investigative committees to deal with
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these problems The appropriate committee of the House should look
into what if anything may be done to assure the integrity of Con
gress factfinding processes

The Judiciary Committee should examine the adequacy of Fed
eral law as it provides for the production of Federal and State pris
oners before legislative or investigative committees under a writ of
habeas corpus ad testificandum

On more than one occasion the committee heard testimony from
witnesses who were incarcerated Usually a subpena will guarantee
the presence of a witness.Nevertheless a subpena is unavailing when
the witness is incarcerated Then a writ of habeas corpus ad testi
ficandum is usually employed Such writs may be issued by Federal
courts under the current law (108) During its tenure the Watergate
committee obtained 20 such writs.(109) The language of current
law however does not explicitly grant Federal courts the right to
issue such writs in behalf of congressional committees It is necessary
to read the current statute in light of its extensive history to arrive
at its proper meaning (110) The committee was able to secure the
writ it sought but the process was not without difficulty since the
matter of jurisdiction had to be litigated It would be helpful if
clarifying amendments were added to present law if after careful
study they are thought essential

The appropriate committees of the House should examine and
clarify the applicability to congressional subpemas of recently
enacted legislative restrictions on access to records and other
documents

During the course of its investigation the committee sought
access to or subpenaed numerous documents In one instance the
committee's subpena was challenged Usually congressional sub
penas can only be resisted through the contempt process The speech
and debate clause of the Constitution precludes court litigation (111)
Nevertheless it was argued that by virtue of an act of Congress,(112)
the speech and debate clause had been waived Ultimately the com
mittee thought it inappropriate to subject those involved to the con
tempt process and it submitted the issue to the only court that appar
ently had jurisdiction the Probate Court of Shelby County Tenn The
verdict of the court was favorable to the committee The committee be
lieved that this result—Congress submitting its processes for review
to a State court not of record—was an unintended consequence The
committee therefore recommends that the appropriate committee of
the House undertake a survey of similar restrictive legislation to de
termine to what degree it was intended to apply to congressional
process Where necessary clarifying legislation should be enacted to
resolve ambiguous language If such legislation is to be made applica
ble to congressional process provisions should be made for a suitable
forum in which to hear pertinent cases
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The appropriate committees of the Howse should consider legis
lation that would authorize the establishment of a legislative coun
sel to conduct litigation on behalf of committees of the House incident
to the investigative or legislative activities and confer jurisdiction on
the U.S District Court for the District of Columbia to hear such law
suits

The committee found itself in court on a variety of occasions to se
cure immunity grants to enforce its process and on occasion to de
fend its work or to secure the assistance of the Department of Justice
It was necessary to amend the committee's resolution to authorize
these appearances in court,(113) and it was necessary to devote to this
litigation resources of the committee that would have been better used
if devoted to the investigation The committee recommends therefore
that the appropriate committees of the House give careful considera
tion to the establishment of an office of legal counsel for the House
similar to that established for the Senate (114) The committee recom
mends further the conferring of appropriate jurisdiction on the Dis
trict Court of the District of Columbia in such cases

The appropriate committees of the House should consider if rule
XI of the House should be amended so as to restrict the current access

by all Members of the House to the classified information in the pos
session of any committee

Rule XI(e) (2) of the House provides that committee "records
shall be the property of the House and all Members of the House shall
have access thereto * * *. Access does not include the right to copy
or to use the records even on the floor of the House provision for
release or access may be regulated by committee rules (116) The com
mittee adopted special rules governing access to classified docu
ments (116) Nevertheless the existence of rule XI posed a sensitive
and delicate problem in dealing with governmental agencies from
whom the committee sought access or delivery of classified materials
Concern was not expressed with granting access or delivery of mate
rial to members of the committee No problem was raised with dis
closure based on a need to know to members of the staff of the com
mittee each of whom had received an appropriate clearance Fear was
expressed however that under rule XI any Member of the House and
possibly personal staff members might gain access to the materials
Obviously the larger the circle of individuals who had access the
greater the danger of intended or inadvertent disclosure While the
committee was able to work around these concerns it would facilitate
cooperation between agencies and committees given the task of over
sight if the degree of disclosure could be kept within reasonable
bounds Consequently the committee recommends that appropriate
committees of the House carefully study the issue

IV RECOMMENDATIONSFOR FURTHERINVESTIGATION

A The Department of Justice should contract for the examination
of a film taken by Charles L Bronson to determine its significance if
any to the assassination of President Kennedy

Toward the end of the committee's investigation the existence of
a film taken by Charles L Bronson in Dealey Plaza approximately
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5 minutes prior to the assassination was brought to the attention of the
committee It was suggested that the movie an 8-millimeter color film
that focused on the area around the sixth floor window of the Texas
School Book Depository showed a figure walking behind the window
The film was forwarded to the committee's photography panel The

panel was unable to discern a figure and it was unable to say con

clusively whether apparent motion behind windows on the fifth and
sixth floors was due to film artifacts or real motion (117) Nevertheless
because the Bronson film was of a quality superior to that of another
motion picture film that the panel had subjected to computer process
ing the panel recommended that similar work be done on the Bronson
film (118) In light of the recommendations of the panel the commit
tee recommends to the Department of Justice that it contract for

appropriate research to be done to determine what if any significance
the Bronson film may have to the assassination of the President

The National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal
Justice of the Department of Justice and the National Science
Foundation should make a study of the theory and application of the

principles of acoustics to forensic questions using the materials avail
able in the assassination of President John F Kennedy as a case study

It would be difficult to understate the significance of the acoustical
analysis done by the committee in its investigation of the death of
President Kennedy As the committee noted it can be expected that
the opportunity and necessity to do similar work will arise in the
future Consequently it would seem judicious to study the theory and
application of the principles of acoustics to forensic issues The best
case study available for such testing is the assassination of President
Kennedy not only for what additional light it might cast on that

investigation but also for the benefit of future investigations Con

sequently the committee recommends that the National Science
Foundation and the National Institute of Law Enforcement and
Criminal Justice of the Department of Justice undertake appropriate
studies and publish the results so that they may be widely known and
used The committee notes that it would be appropriate for NSF and
LE AA to take advantage of the considerable expertise in the private
sector and in Federal law enforcement particularly the FBI in mak
ing the study

The Department of Justice should review the committee's find
ings and report in the assassinations of President John F Kennedy
and Dr Martin Luther King Jr. and after completion of the recom
mended investigation enumerated in sections A and B analyze whether
further official investigation is warranted in either case The Depart
ment of Justice should report its analysis to the Judiciary Committee

All the obstacles this committee faced in its investigation of the
death of President Kennedy and Dr King stand in the way of any
institution that would continue its work As even more time has
passed since this committee was formed the trail is colder and it has
been trod upon one more time The difficulties are formidable and it
may be that little more can be profitably done

In 1964 it was indicated that the file in the assassination of Presi
dent Kennedy would remain open and the same is true in the case
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of Dr King's murder But in light of this committee's investigation
more is required than keeping open files It would seem only appro
priate for the Department of Justice to perform the scientific studies
recommended herewith and to analyze the committee's record
Then the Department could assess the wisdom of taking additional
steps that might move one or both of these cases toward final resolution

The choice is not between a full-scale reopening of both investiga
tions and doing nothing since there are in each case limited areas that
lend themselves to further exploration What the committee found that
had not been known before should be applied to a reconsideration by
the Justice Department of its original investigations Whatever the
Department decides is the preferable course of action it should report
to the Judiciary Committee so that its determination may be reviewed
by an appropriate congressional body



IV SEPARATE REMARKS VIEWS AND DISSENT OF
MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE

SEPARATEREMARKSOFHON CHRISTOPHERJ DODDDISSENTINGFROM
THE FINAL REPORTOFTHE SELECTCOMMITTEEON ASSASSINATIONS

I voted against the adoption of the "Summary of Findings and
Recommendations by the Select Committee on Assassinations I did
so because I could not agree with the committee's first finding which
reads

Lee Harvey Oswald fired three shots at President John F
Kennedy The second and third shots he fired struck the Presi
dent The third shot he fired killed the President

On December 29 1978 I was called upon to decide whether Oswald
fired three shots from the Texas School Book Depository The acous
tical evidence showed that the second shot was fired approximately
1.66 seconds after the first shot. The committee had two pieces of
evidence available to it that indicated how fast Oswald might have
fired his rifle First there was a test conducted by the FBI in 1964
using Oswald's rifle which was a bolt-action rifle manufactured by
Mannlicher-Carcano The results showed that this rifle could not be
aimed and fired using the telescopic sights in less than 2.25–2.3
seconds. Second two committee staff members conducted a prelimi
nary test in September using a Mannlicher-Carcano similar to
Oswald's The results of this test showed that using the open iron
sights the fastest that the rifle could be fired was somewhere between
1.65 and 1.75 seconds.

On the basis of these tests I could not conclude that Oswald fired
both the first and second shots The FBI test did not show that it
was possible for Oswald to have aimed and fired in 1.66 seconds and
the committee's test was only preliminary. I dissented

It was the committee's original plan to conduct a final test before
voting on the report and in expressing my concern over this issue in
the weeks prior to the vote I repeatedly requested that a final test be
done Unfortunately it was not possible to bring together all of the
elements required for the final test before the December vote

1Thefact that the timingwasestablishedby acousticalevidenceis discussedbelowInaddition it shouldbe notedthat originallythe expertsstated that the timebetweenthefirst twoshotswasslightlyunder1.6secondsII JFK 63 74 (Barger1.57or 1.6) Thiswasthe timingI understoodas agreeduponby the expertswhenI cast my dissentingvoteSincethen the expertshave further refinedtheir figuresby adjustingfor the speedatwhich the soundswere recorded The expertsnow believethat the time betweenthefirst two shots was approximately1.66secondsV JFK 724 (Blakeymemorandum)Iusetheadjustedfiguresin thesesenareteremarks23 H 407(Frazier2.3) 5 H 153(2.25)3There is no direct evidencewhic wouldprovehow Oswaldaimedthe rifle Thecommittee'sfirearmspanel testifiedthat he couldhave aimedthrougheither the telescopicor openironsights 1JFK 483(Lutz)*ProfessorG RobertBlakey the committee'schiefcounselstated that the test was"preliminary whenhe describedit to the committeein publicsession II JFK 105—106(Blakey)
(483)

43-112 0 79 32
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On March 29 1979 a final test was conducted In this test a
Mannlicher-Carcano was repeatedly fired using the open iron sights
This test was conducted by four expert marksmen from the District
of Columbia Police Department and two relatively inexperienced
committee staff members.5 None of the expert marksmen were able to
aim and fire two consecutive shots within 1.66 seconds The committee
staff members were able to fire two consecutive shots in less than 1.66
seconds by "point aiming that is not aiming through the telescopic
or iron sights These results have not allayed my concern over this
issue When I consider all the available evidence on this problem I
find myself no more near a solution than I was on December 29

The available evidence as I see it presents three options If the
acoustical evidence on this issue is valid then two shots were fired
within 1.66 seconds of one another.6 This leads to the first two options
either one person fired both shots in 1.66 seconds or one person fired
the first shot and 1.66 seconds later another person fired the second
shot The third option is that the shots were spaced more than 1.66
seconds apart allowing ample time for one person to have fired both
shots This third option necessitates a conclusion that the acoustical
evidence is invalid on this point I will discuss these three options in
turn

Option one.—Oswald fired the first two shots within 1.66 seconds of
one another.—To believe that this option is correct one must accept
that Oswald was more proficient with a rifle than any of the committee's
four expert marksmen or that like the committee staff members who
participated in the test Oswald "point aimed and did not take the
time necessary to line up his target in the iron sights or the telescopic
sight on his rifle Despite the fact that Oswald may have been more
familiar with a Mannlicher-Carcano than any of the committee's
expert marksmen his record as a rifleman makes it hard for me to
accept that he was able to fire faster than the experts and still hit both
President Kennedy and Governor Connally

It is even more difficult for me to believe that having missed with
his first shot as the committee finds he did not take the time ncc^ssary
to properly aim his second shot This becomes almost impossible to
believe in that Oswald by merely pointing the rifle from 165 feet
would have had to hit a target that was moving at 11 miles an hour.
It should be noted that the second shot referred to here struck both
President Kennedy and Governor Connally This is the foundation of
the single-bullet theory

There is circumstantial evidence however that tends to indicate that
Oswald did fire all three shots Three cartridge cases were found on the
sixth floor of the Texas School Book Depository and ballistics evi
dence establishes that all three came from Oswald's rifle In that there
is no evidence to suggest that more than three shots came from the

sThe two committeestaff memberswho participatedin this test were the sametwomemberswho conductedthe preliminarytest DeputyChiefCounselGaryCornwellandChiefCounselG RobertBlakeyI readilyconcedethat this analysisIs "finelytuned. Weare consideringdifferencesintenthsofa secondWeare usingdata moreoverthat whileit maybesubjectedto highlyscientificanalysiswasnot initiallygatheredbyprecisioninstrumentsNeverthelesstheseare the factswehaveto workwithaThetest firingsin Marchof this year as wellas the preliminaryfiringsin 1978wereaimedat stationarytargets
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Texas School Book Depository the cartridge cases support the theory
that Oswald fired both the first and second shots

The cartridge cases are not however conclusive proof that Oswald
fired both of the first two shots The ballistics evidence merely shows
that the cartridge cases were fired in Oswald's rifle at some point in
time there is no way to tell when they were in the rifle or when the
bullets that they encased were fired In other words one of the car
tridge cases could have been from a bullet fired from Oswald's rifle a
day a week or a month earlier That cartridge case could then have
been ejected from the rifle before firing on November 22 1963 or in
some other way dropped on the floor

At first glance it seems easier to believe that the three cartridge cases
mean that Oswald fired all three shots than to believe the "ejection
theory Nevertheless as this requires me to accept that Oswald fired
within 1.66 seconds the "ejection theory appears more likely than it
does at first glance

Option two.—An unidentified person fired the first shot and Oswald
fired the second shot 1.66 seconds later.8—There is one major problem
with this option there is no other evidence of a second gunman in the
Texas School Book Depository which according to the acoustical evi
dence was the origin of both of the first two shots This brings me to
the first two of my recommendations for further study

First a detailed photographic analysis should be made of the Bron
son film to determine whether it shows more than one figure in the sixth
floor windows of the Texas School Book Depository.9

Second further mathematical calculations should be performed on
the data developed by the acoustical experts to determine more pre
cisely the location from which each of the first two shots was fired The
acoustical experts testified that they were able to pinpoint within a few
feet the location of the gunman on the grassy knoll They did so by a
series of geometric computations based on the original data developed
in the reenactment of the shooting This more complete analysis was
only undertaken for the third shot in a sequence of four If a similarly
fine-tuned analysis were conducted for the first two shots it might be
determined whether or not they both came from the same window

Option three.—Oswald fired both the first two shots and took longer
than 1.66 seconds between the shots giving himself adequate time to
properly aim.—On its face this option seems very attractive however
it means that the acoustical evidence is invalid at least on this issue

The acoustical testimony before the committee is most renowned for
the portion of it that indicates that a second gunman fired at the Presi
dent from the grassy knoll The validity of this evidence has been
widely debated in the short time since it was first presented to the com
mittee and the public and I suspect that it will remain the subject of
debate for years to come

The acoustical evidence came in two phases The first time Dr
Barger testified he indicated the time sequence between the shots but
did not state any firm conclusion about the existence of a shot from the

ai identifyOswaldas firingthe secondshot rather than the first becausethe secondshot appearsto be the one that hit the Presidentand GovernorConnallyand that bulletmatchesOswald'sgun Of course the unidentifiedpersoncouldhavebeenusingOswald's
gun and Oswaldhis but that is in the realmof pure speculation9ThecommitteesorecommendsIII IV A
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grassy knoll.10 The reaction of the committee and the public was one of
frustration with the indefinite conclusions with regard to existence of
a shot from the grassy knoll but the nature of the evidence itself and
the expertise of the witness were generally accepted I do not recall any
challenges at that time to an "arcane science

The second phase of the acoustics testimony was received quite dif

ferently This time Barger Weiss and Aschkenasy all testified that
there was a 95-percent probability that a shot was fired from the grassy
Knoll.11 This time the reaction of the public and committee members
was much more skeptical And rightly so since this conclusion had
much greater significance

When I first learned of the "new acoustical evidence and before I
heard the testimony I was very doubtful that it would prove con

vincing Nevertheless after listening to the experts in closed session
and going over the data which they presented I found myself slowly
coming to believe that they might be right Realizing the significance
of their conclusion I determined to withhold belief until I had another
chance to question them this time in open session I spent a great deal
of time preparing myself for the next round of questioning I decided
that the most useful role I could play would be to act as attorney for
the opposition I would look for the weaknesses in their theory so that
I could better judge its strengths its accuracy I believe that I suc
ceeded in holding to my plan to be as tough with my questions and as
difficult to convince as possible Yet after listening to the testimony I
was persuaded.12

I remain convinced that the preponderance of the evidence supports
the finding of the committee that a gunman fired from the grassy knoll

Yet I believe that further study of the acoustical evidence is neces

essary The acoustical evidence of a gunman on the grassy knoll has
enormous significance for our Nation This by itself makes real the
idea of a conspiracy to kill the President The data upon which the

experts base their conclusion should therefore be reviewed by other
noted experts in this field If further study would resolve any linger
ing doubts as to the conclusion failure to pursue the answers would be
inexcusable On the issue of a President's death we should not deal
in shadows of suspected truths when we might have light In its report
the committee criticizes the Government for its failure in 1963–64 to

diligently pursue the truth on the question of conspiracy our Govern
ment should not make the same mistake today

In addition to the need for continued study of the "grassy knoll
shot, further study of the acoustical evidence is necessary to answer
the questions surrounding the first two shots As discussed in option
3 above the answer may be that the time sequence provided by the
acoustical evidence is invalid This possibility should be explored
Another explanation discussed in option 2 above is that the acous
tics time sequence is correct and that some unidentified gunman fired
the first shot while Oswald fired the second Further work on the
acoustics data as described previously could conceivable prove the

10II JFK 94 101(95percent2 shots 60—70percent3 shots 50percent4 shots)u VJFK556(WeissandAschkenasy)673—674(Barest)
17Iadd too that I amimpressedwith the corroborationOvento the basicanthenti.ity

of the tape and the eventsit portraysby the other scientificevidencesummarizedin
sec I Bofthecommittee'sreport
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existence of a second gunman in the Texas School Book Depository or
elsewhere in the plaza

Therefore I recommend that a general review of the acoustical evi
dence and all other scientific evidence bearing on these questions be
conducted by the National Science Foundation or some other appropri
ate body.13 Specifically I recommend that

A photographic analysis of the Bronson film be conducted
The detailed analysis that was done with regard to the third shot

be done with regard to shots one two and four
An attempt be made to ascertain the source of the carillon bell

which appears on the dictabelt
A thorough review of the tape be conducted in an effort to dis

cover whether shots might have originated from locations other than
the grassy knoll and the Texas School Book Depository

An analysis of the various other sounds (for example the siren)
be made to test the tape's authenticity.

I agree with paragraph II B on its face which reads
The committee believes on the basis of the circumstantial

evidence available to it that there is a likelihood that James
Earl Ray assassinated Dr Martin Luther King as a result
of a conspiracy

After analyzing all the evidence particularly the testimony of
James Earl Ray his demeanor and his actions prior to the crime I
am persuaded that he did not act alone in planning the death of Dr
King Therefore I agree with the committee's finding in this para
graph

I cannot however agree to all of the underlying commentary Spe
cifically I dissent from any and all parts of the King section of the re
port which identify particular coconspirators The evidence which
the committee musters may suggest the outlines of a conspiracy but
in my opinion it falls short After reviewing all the evidence I am
unable to say with any degree of certainty who conspired with James
Earl Ray or under what plan they were acting

THE COMMITTEERECOMMENDATIONS

I offer the following comment on paragraph III B (1) which reads
The Judiciary Committee should consider the impact of the

provisions of law dealing with third-party records bail and
speedy trial as it applies to both the investigation and pros
ecution of federally cognizable homicides

COMMENT

The third-party record statutes were enacted to protect an in
dividual's right to privacy in a society which requires that in a variety

13ThecommitteesorecommendsIII IV B14After the committee'svote on Dec 29 1978 the committeereceivedfrom RobertJ Grodena photographicconsultantto the committeea seriesof photosand filmframesthat purportto showH B McLainthe Dallasmotorcycleofficerin the placewheretheacousticsexpertssaidhe wouldhe I notethat after his appearancebeforethe committeeMr McLainpubliclystatedthat his motorcyclewasnot the onewiththe stuckmicrophoneThe materialprovidedby Mr Grodenshouldbe analyzedas the Zanruderfilmhas beene.g. the framesnumberedthe cameraspeedtimed et cetera SeeVJFK 703-721
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of situations individuals divulge personal information and place that
information in the hands of third parties and institutions Indivi
duals must put aside their interests in privacy in order to share in
many of the benefits of modern society and to comply with Govern
ment regulation of certain activities With increasingly sophisticated
means of maintaining records the threat of misuse has grown and in
the last decade the American public has become more aware of the ease
with which individual rights of privacy may be violated by the keepers
of the files and the seekers of information

In a series of statutes Congress has acted to protect the right of
privacy from undue infringement These statutes were not enacted in
a void they were drafted to protect privacy rights but other societal
interests were recognized as well Chief among these interests was the
need for adequate law enforcement Without exception the privacy
acts adopted by Congress provide the means for law enforcement
agencies to obtain information needed to conduct lawful prosecutions
and investigations of criminal conduct

It may be true as the testimony before this committee indicated
that informal access to third-party records has ended that acquisition
of records in the course of an investigation is more difficult than in the
past and that holders of third-party records are more reluctant to
grant access because of potential civil liability for invasion of privacy
If these results are in fact present the privacy acts are working to
protect those rights which they were intended to protect "Informal
access is a dangerous tool and prior to the enactment of the privacy
statutes it was grossly abused The power to acquire records in the
course of an "investigation was so liberally construed that the require
ment that there be an ongoing lawful investigation was for practical
purposes nonexistent And the irresponsible manner in which some
third-party recordkeepers shared information with others showed
little or no recognition of the rights of the individuals involved There
fore this affirmative testimony on the "need to reconsider the privacy
acts is unpersuasive and is the same sort of testimony considered by
the committees which recommended the adoption of the privacy acts

The testimony of the witnesses before this committee is most striking
for its failure to identify any unique problems that might arise in an
assassination case or other federally cognizable homicide case which
would justify a recommendation that the privacy acts be reexamined
with a special eye to these crimes

I have carefully examined the Speedy Trial Act and am convinced
that its provisions are drawn with adequate breadth to allow ample
time for the prosecution to prepare its case in the event of an assassina
tion or other federally cognizable homicide as well as to allow ample
time for the Federal agencies to investigate any such crime Under the
act in setting a date for trial the court may consider the unique
factors which might be present in the event of an assassination

The witnesses who testified before this committee while voicing
some general complaints about the act agreed that in the event of an
assassination the act would provide the Government with adequate
time to prepare for trial Responding to general complaints about the
Speedy Trial Act is not properly within the scope of this committee's
mandate nor did this committee attempt to take testimony on whether
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the Speedy Trial Act was in general a good thing I do not believe
that such gratuitous complaints are sufficient basis for recommending
that the Speedy Trial Act be reevaluated especially in light of the
fact that witnesses including the representative of the Department
of Justice found the act adequate to deal with an assassination

The Federal bail statutes were the subject of limited testimony and
consideration by this committee They were considered only in an ef
fort to determine whether the unconstitutionality of the Federal death
penalty 18 U.S.C 1111 et seq. would in effect classify Federal homi
cide as a noncapital crime for purposes of bail I think it is appropriate
for this committee to recommend that the Judiciary Committee ex
amine the bail statutes in considering the Federal death penalty I
do not feel any further recommendation on the bail statutes is
warranted

All of the statutes in this section which the committee recommends
be reconsidered are designed with a delicate balance in mind the bal
ance between individual rights and the state's police power Disturb
ing that balance can lead to disastrous results 'While individual situa
tions must be considered in striking this balance without clear and
compelling justification new exceptions should not be made and the
overall balance should not be shifted Undoubtedly assassination is a
heinous crime and society demands that the perpetrators of such a
crime be brought to justice but we must not lose sight of other societal
values in our eagerness to see justice done Justice is never served when
in moving toward it we blindly trample on rights which in calmer
moments we earnestly fight to preserve

CONCLUDINGREMARKS

I would like to make some general comments regarding my service on
this committee and in doing so discuss an issue which deserves particu
lar attention

My service on the House Select Committee on Assassinations was a
painful experience For 2 years my colleagues and I listened to the cir
cumstances surrounding the death of two men One an inspired indi
vidual who gave this Nation a special understanding of the meaning
and importance of freedom the other a President who transferred his
hope his ideals and his youth to a Nation growing old before its time
While they lived the shoulders of a Nation were sturdier its back was
stronger and its heart a little greater And although what they gave
will remain with this country for all time with their death we lost
forever the glowing promise of their tomorrow

Thus my service on the committee was a painful one But hearing of
the conduct that was engaged in by various agencies of our Govern
ment in the name of security in the name of law enforcement not only
added to that pain but caused me to feel shame and anger in a way in
which I can only hope I will never feel again

The evidence before this committee on some of the activities of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation and the Central Intellirrence Agency
consisted of story after story of abusive practices The FBI an arm of
our Government engaged in what was tantamount to a private war
against one individual—not a criminal just a man who spoke out
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against injustice The FBI's conduct toward Dr King not only dis
honors that agency but dishonors each and every one of us

The CIA an arm of our Government locked Mr Nosenko in a cell a
"vault for 3 years For 3 years this agency kept a man in solitary con
finement without resort to legal process and under conditions designed
to break his mind and his spirit In addition the CIA made a number
of efforts to kill the leader of a foreign nation and joined forces with
organized crime so that they might better accomplish their goal We
must never permit these agencies to dishonor us in like manner again

This committee heard over and over again from both these agencies
that the abuses of the past would never be repeated Heartening as
these assurances are they are not enough Now that these abuses have
been publicly aired we have a responsibility to do everything we can
to see to it that they are not repeated Ignorance of the danger can
never again be an excuse

The only means of fulfilling our responsibility to insure that the
abuses which occurred in the 1960's do not occur again is to pass legis
lation restricting the activities in which these agencies may lawfully
engage I however am not confident that charter legislation is enough
In addition I think Congress should consider imposing crimi Tel lia
bility on officers and employees of these agencies who engage in wrong
ful activities which may now be technically outside the reach of crimi
nal statutes

These two agencies need the rule of law The attitude that they were
free to function outside or above the law allowed these abuses to occur
There must be no question that Congress intends for these agencies to
operate within the law and that the American public demand that they
do so I believe that even today the attitude of being in some way above
the law lingers in these agencies It was apparent in the CIA's choice
of a witness to appear before this committee in a public hearing The
CIA sent someone who had an agreement with that agency not to
sneak about the primary subject of this committee's work Lee Harvey
Oswald

Upon what meat cloth this our Caesar feed
That he is grown so great

"Julius Caesar. William Shakespeare

Perhaps it is the meat of our indifference If so we can afford to be
indifferent no longer
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Although seldom achieved unanimity is often sought in reaching
decisions in matters of controversy Such is the case with the final
report of the Select Committee on Assassinations

Members present in a rather hasty session on December 29 1978
discussed a draft summary of findings and recommendations Word
ing was changed and revised in some portions and although most
members were in agreement with most of the provisions not all mem
bers present totally agreed with all of the findings and/or recom
mendations

It is the opinion of the undersigned that Chairman Louis Stokes
members of the select committee Chief Counsel Robert Blakey and
his staff did an outstanding job in an extremely difficult situation
Professionalism dominated the performance of the investigation and
hearings and the congressional mandate has been met with dignity
and efficiency free of political manipulation or personal grandstand
ing

The fact all members of the select committee do not totally agree
with all of the conclusions should not be construed as any suggestion
of dissention or conflict but merely an indication of a respected legal
maxim "Reasonable minds can reach different conclusions from the
same set of facts.

Was there really a conspiracy to assassinate President John F
Kennedy in Dallas This is the question that many people ask since
the U.S House Select Committee on Assassinations released its pre
liminary report stating the President "was probably assassinated
as a result of a conspiracy.

The report raised nearly as many questions as it answered and the
public understandably wants to know what was the basis for the
startling conclusion The release of the full report offers informa
tion on this important point

How did the committee arrive at its conclusion pointing to a con
spiracy A premature leak of technical evidence from acoustics ex
perts was overemphasized in the national media although this evi
dence was only one facet of a very comprehensive investigation

As a result the committee arranged a previously unscheduled pub
lic hearing at the 11th hour to clarify the acoustical evidence

The testimony of acoustical experts was given such weight that
most committee members were persuaded that a fourth shot was
fired at Kennedy This shot actually the third in a sequence of four
apparently came from a "shooter on the grassy knoll

Was there actually another "shooter at another location and did
this person conspire with Lee Harvey Oswald

Evidence for this view rests on a tape recording made in the dis
patcher's radio room of the Dallas Police Department

(491)
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An open microphone on a police radio inadvertently recorded the
events during the time period immediately before during and after
the assassination Experiments with this tape have produced varying
conclusions

Although acoustical study techniques are not new or novel and
were available at the time of the Warren Commission investigation
scientific advances permitted experts to separate noises distinguish
ing the sound of a motorcycle from street noises The acoustical ex
perts believed they could identify gunfire

The experts concluded there were four shots fired and one of those
did not come from the Texas School Book Depository where Lee

Harvey Oswald was
The experts told the committee they were 95 percent certain—be

yond reasonable doubt—there was a second "shooter.
Based on this evidence and testimony a majority of the select

committee concluded there was a "high probability of a conspiracy.
This is a conclusion that must be rejected

First standing alone the opinion of acoustics experts that a third
shot came from the grassy knoll is simply their opinion Unless sup
ported by other evidence it is not sufficient to establish conclusively
there was indeed another shot another shooter or a conspiracy

Committee Chairman Louis Stokes Democrat of Ohio has said he
felt this conclusion was supported by "eye and ear witnesses. Some do
not share this view

The ear witnesses were people in the area to watch the Kennedy
motorcade—and they disagreed about what they heard

Less than 12 percent said they heard shots from the grassy knoll
But over 27 percent said the shots came from the Texas School Book
Depository

Another group (17 percent) of ear witnesses believed the shots
came from still another building to the rear of the President's
limousine

And nearly 49 percent simply did not know or could not tell
In short the ear witnesses disagreed among themselves
Among the eyewitnesses there was one who thought he saw a "puff

of smoke in the grassy knoll area But a "puff of smoke is not
necessarily evidence there was another shooter particularly with
smokeless powder generally used or indeed a conspiracy

The acoustics experts are top men in their special field and there
is no question as to their integrity or credibility However any expe
rienced trial lawyer would apply the same basic legal maxim "Rea
sonable minds can reach different conclusions from the same set of
facts.

Assuming for the sake of argument there was actually another
"shooter. this would simply be circumstantial not conclusive evi
dence of a possible conspiracy

Apparently the majority of the select committee dismissed the
idea more than one person in the tens of thousands gathered in Dallas
that day might have independently desired to kill the President

There is another reason to doubt the open-microphone evidence
Officer H B McLain of the Dallas Police Department was identified
by the acoustics experts as being the operator of a motorcycle with
an open mike to the left and rear of the President's limousine
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But apparently the officer himself rejects the assumption which
led to the test and re-enactments He asks a very simple but important
question "If it was my radio on my motorcycle why did it not record
the revving up at high speed plus my siren when we immediately took
off for Parkland Hospital

The investigation testimony and evidence established the facts that
Lee Harvey Oswald fired at least three shots from his rifle from the
sixth-floor window of the book depository

It established the facts that two of these three shots hit the President
first in the lower neck upper back exiting from the front of the throat
of the necktie knot

This bullet the evidence shows then struck Gov John B Connally
passing through his chest cavity from the rear then emerging and

entering his thigh and right wrist
Also the investigation established the fact that the next shot hit

the President in the right skull and brain area resulting in nearly
instantaneous death

There were important results in the investigation of the death of
Dr Martin Luther King Jr. too

Here the possibility of a conspiracy is somewhat more plausible
because of the direct evidence and testimony involving specific persons
with plans or plots to kill King and thousands of dollars being sug
gested as a payoff

The committee concluded that James Earl Ray fired the fatal shot
with his rifle from a roominghouse in Memphis and then escaped

His apprehension in London and apparent admissions to Inspector
Eist of Scotland Yard together with his decision to plead guilty
assisted the committee to draw this conclusion

However evidence of a successful conspiracy to murder King is
not conclusive Plots plans and designs to commit murder separate
and apart from the actual murder do not necessarily amount to a
murder conspiracy

Although some members of the select committee felt a climate was
created where the natural consequence of a U.S Government agency's
conduct may ultimately have resulted in the murder of King the
committee found no evidence direct or indirect that the FBI had any
part in or engineered this assassination

All members did not agree with all findings conclusions and rec
ommendations but they did conscientiously seek answers to murders
10 and 15 years old

Anv further action in these matters should be nursned in the Justice
Department since the select committee has concluded its work

SAMUELL DEVINE
ROBERTW EDGAR
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An Introduction

It was 10:30 p.m on Friday December 29 1978 when I was faced
with one of the most difficult decisions of my congressional career
Chairman Louis Stokes of Ohio challenged those of us on the Select
Committee on Assassinations to come to grips with over 2 years of in
vestigative evidence and to decide on what we had found The mood
was somber and sobering each member weighing months of delibera
tions There were a number of important questions to be answered Did
Lee Harvey Oswald act alone Was it possible for the second shot fired
from the Texas Book Depository to pass cleanly through President
Kennedy and Governor Connally in near perfect condition Were
there signs of involvement by the Russians the Cubans the under
world What happened in the King case Did James Earl Ray have
help Who is the mysterious Raoul How did Ray finance himself dur
ing the period from April 23 1967 when he escaped from the Missouri
State Penitentiary until June 8 1968 when he was captured in Eng
land These and thousands of other important questions had been the
subject matter of our committee's efforts

The select committee came into being in September 1976 in response
to a perceived need in the Nation to look again into the deaths of Dr
Martin Luther King and President John F Kennedy At that time
it was clear that many people were dissatisfied with the investigations
conducted by the Warren Commission and the FBI The Gallup Poll
revealed that over 80 percent of the American people believed that
despite the findings to the contrary some kind of conspiracy lurked
behind both deaths A host of speculative and often bizarre theories
had been promulgated in book and article form and people calling
themselves "assassinologists had diligently kept alive their pet
theories Thus Congress responding to continued interest and pressure
from the American people for further investigation established our
controversial committee

Almost immediately we fell into disfavor Part of the problem was
uncertainty about the leadership of the committee and our task
Congressman Tom Downing from Virginia the first chairman served
only from October 1976 to early January 1977 when he retired Then
Representative Henry Gonzalez an outspoken Congressman from
Texas became the chairman and immediately came into conflict with
the equally outspoken new chief counsel Richard Sprague from Phila
delphia Congressman Gonzalez and Richard Sprague spent a good
deal of time from January through March struggling over budgets
and funding measures Little time was spent in actual investigations
In March 1977 Representative Gonzalez resigned his chairmanship
of the committee Richard Sprague left shortly thereafter I took
Henry Gonzalez place as a member of the committee

(494)
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Our first priority was to find a new chief counsel We were able to
secure the services by June 1977 of Professor Robert Blakey of Cornell
University who had extensive experience in the Justice Department as
well as some Capitol Hill experience working with the Senate As a
result of these early problems the actual investigations did not start
until July 1977 Mr Blakey began work by reviewing the staff and
making some immediate changes and by trying to put together a com
plete investigative plan We divided our staff into two separate groups
one focused primarily on the death of Dr King the other primarily
on the death of President Kennedy

The 12 Members of the House who served on the committee separated
into two task forces The Dr King task force was led by the Delegate
from the District of Columbia Walter Fauntroy The task force look
ing into the death of President Kennedy was led by Congressman
Richardson Preyer from North Carolina In the fall of 1977 we began
months of executive session hearings receiving testimony privately in
order to protect the rights of the individuals from whom we heard

In August 1978 after completing almost a year of executive session
testimony we opened the hearings to public scrutiny James Earl Ray
was brought in for a week of testimony He and others were cross
examined regarding their involvement in Dr King's death In Sep
tember we had 27 days of hearings into all phases of the death of
President Kennedy In November 2 days after the congressional elec
tions the committee reviewed during 17 days of public sessions the
events surrounding the death of Dr Martin Luther King Finally in
December a month before the committee was scheduled to go out of
existence we began considering in great detail what we had discovered

The vote that was to be taken on the evening of December 29 fol
lowed 2 weeks of extensive review by the committee of some last
minute information that was troubling to all of us I voted "No on
the committee findings I voted "No on that evening after reviewing
the evidence and the material very carefully I voted "No because I
could not accept such a rapid change from the finding that Lee Harvey
Oswald acted alone to the new finding that there were two gunmen
involved in a conspiracy The following is a discussion of my reasons
for this dissent

A Was there a conspiracy
I agree with the December 13 1978 first draft of our final report

which states on page 64

The committee finds that the available scientific evidence is
insufficient to find that there was a conspiracy to assassinate
President Kennedy

Up to that moment in the life of the committee we were prepared to
go to the American people with this conclusion Only after the report
of Mark R Weiss and Ernest Aschkenasy in the 11th hour of our
investigation was the majority persuaded to vote for two gunmen and
a conspiracy I respectfully dissented

The use of the term conspiracy does a disservice to the understand
ing of the American public As was again noted in our draft report on
page 51

Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes defined con
spiracy as "a partnership in criminal purposes. A conspiracy
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cannot be said to exist unless evidence is found from which
such a partnership may be inferred

We found no evidence to suggest a conspiracy We found no gunmen
or evidence of a gunman We found no gun no shells no impact of
shots from the grassy knoll We found no entry wounds from the front
into any person including President John Kennedy and Gov
John Connally We found no bullets or fragments of bullets that did
not belong to the Oswald weapon And we found little if any evi
dence of partnership with Lee Harvey Oswald Few credible ear-wit
ness accounts back up the marginal findings of our acoustics experts

According to the committees own investigation of the statements
taken from 178 persons in Dealey Plaza that were available to the
Warren Commission we found the following

Forty-nine of them (27.5 percent) believed the shots had
come from the Texas School Book Depository 21 (11.8 per
cent) believed the shots had come from the grassy knoll 30
(16.9 percent) believed the shots had originated elsewhere
and 78 (43.8 percent) were unable to tell which direction the
shots were fired from Only four individuals believed shots
had originated from both the grassy knoll and the Texas
School Book Depository (P 32 draft final report of the
House Select Committee on Assassinations.)

One of the eyewitnesses referred to in the committee's final report as
illustrative of those present in Dealey Plaza on November 22 1963
who believed a shot came from the grassy knoll was the late S M Hol
land a signal supervisor for the Union Terminal Railroad Holland
was standing on top of the overpass above Elm Street looking down
on Elm Street The committee will quote from a deposition by Mr
Holland given to the Warren Commission on April 8 1964 to sub
stantiate its theory of a fourth shot For the record let me share part
of S M Holland's affidavit taken shortly after the assassination

I am signal supervisor for the Union Terminal and I was
inspecting signal and switches and stopped to watch the
parade I was standing on top of the triple underpass and the
President's car was coming down Elm Street and when they
got just about to the arcade I heard what I thought for the
moment was a firecracker and he slumped over and I looked
over toward the arcade and trees and saw a puff of smoke
come from the trees and I heard three more shots after the
first shot but that was the only puff of smoke I saw I im
mediately ran around to where I could see behind the arcade
and did not see anyone running from there But the puff of
smoke I saw definitely came from behind the arcade through
the trees After the first shot the Secret Service man raised
up in the seat with a machinegun and then dropped back
down in the seat And they immediately sped off Everything
is spinning in my head and if I remember anything else later
I will come back and tell Bill (P 387 "November 22 1963
You Are the Jury, by David W Belin Esquire affidavit
by S M Holland.)
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Notice the confusion of his account First he hears what he believes is
a firecracker then sees a "puff of smoke coming from the trees then
three more shots But he sees only one "puff of smoke after the first
shot not the third He runs around behind the arcade and sees no one
Notice also the reference to the Secret Service man rising up within the
car itself with a machinegun I doubt that we should place much ac
curacy on this witness.l

I saw little evidence of a conspiracy I saw little evidence of a sec
ond shooter And until further study of the acoustics work is under
taken I will stand by my belief that Lee Harvey Oswald acted as the
lone assassin

B How accurate is the 9.5percent or better probability of the alleged
grassy knoll shot

I agree with the words of Dr Marvin E Wolfgang professor of
sociology and law University of Pennsylvania in his letter dated
January 2 1979

I think the works of Barger and of Weiss and Aschkenasy
have been exciting from a scientific perspective I hope their
studies will be published in traditional scientific journals
where they will receive the usual form of scrutiny However
I think it is premature and inappropriate for a Federal
group like your committee to make a major policy decision
on the basis of their findings

I also agree with the words of Dr Francis K Davis dean of science
Drexel University in his letter dated January 8 1979

Lacking something like that [a scientific report] to look at
critically I certainly think that the 95 percent confidence
claim is grossly exaggerated and it would take considerably
more scientific evidence to convince me and most other scien
tists that their conclusions were valid As it is I believe that
their chi-square probability test indicates a 95 percent prob
ability that certain events on the tape could not occur by
chance but not that there is a 95 percent probability that a
shot came from the grassy knoll

Probabilities are based on history While the acoustics study is a
scientifically derived body of data there is little precedence as to how
to contextualize the acoustics study Further the test firings in Dallas
which are the basis for the comparison study failed to fully utilize all
possible shot directions and/or locations Many many questions re
main such as

On what universe of data are the 95 percent probabilities based
How adequate were their consideration of temperature and tem

perature gradients in their findings
Could strong thermal gradients in Dealey Plaza markedly

change the direction of sound waves Even to the point of producing
an acoustical mirage

Was the same analysis done on shots 1 2 and 4 that was done
on apparent shot 3

i For the commentof the committeeonthis observationseeIB referenceNo 155
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Should an echo pattern history be developed by looking at other
locales and other positions in Dealey Plaza to establish the uniqueness
of the pattern or apparent shot number 3

How certain are we of the identity of the other sounds on the
tape The bell sound The sirens

Are we 95 percent confident that we have the right motorcycle
in the right location at the right time

Could there have been more than one motorcycle police micro
phone receiving sounds at the same time and making an acoustical
collage

Was the December 13 1978 report of Anthony J Pellicano
carefully reviewed prior to our December 29 1978 finding

Do we know enough to make our judgment on conspiracy
accurate

To the last question I say no I call upon the Congress of the United
States to immediately request a full and proper restudy of the acous
tics project I suggest that this be the first step toward completing
our investigation This restudy must involve a full review of the work
of James E Barger Mark R Weiss and Ernest Aschkenasy After
more analysis we may be able to better judge what level of merit we
should place on this piece of evidence As indicated by Dr Wolfgang

That a shot was made from the grassy knoll is not ruled out
by any of the acoustical testimony But neither is it confirmed
by the testimony I have read or heard (Letter to Congress
man Edgar dated January 2 1979.)

C Did we rush to a conspiratorial conclusion
I believe that exhibit "A will clearly demonstrate a rush to con

spiratorial conclusions You will note three sets of black letter findings
The first in column 1 was presented to the committee for its considera
tion on Monday December 18 1978 (the date of the draft was Decem
ber 13 1978) It was on that Monday that we met in executive session
to discuss our findings and come to our final conclusions It was also
that Monday when Weiss and Aschkenasy interrupted our session to
share their final report Less than 2 weeks later on December 29 1978
we met in public session to review the report finding That evening at
approximately 6 p.m. we began to consider draft No 2 dated Decem
ber 29 1978 and found in column 2 of exhibit "A. The final released
document appears in column 3 Note the changes within such a short
span of time

I believe the Members of Congress did not have sufficient time or ex
pertise to ask the tough questions I believe the committee failed to
properly consider how much weight to assign this evidence due to
our own limitations of time and familiarity with the science I believe
we rushed to our conclusions and in doing so overshadowed many im
portant contributions which other aspects of our investigation will
have on history We did a great job up to the last moment when in
our focus on the acoustics we failed to give proper weight to other
findings of the investigation

In the King case
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D Should James Earl Rxy have been brought back before the commit
tee for questioning in the area of conspiracy

Yes One of the major holes left open in the final days of our investi
gation into the death of Dr Martin Luther King was our failure to
bring James Earl Ray back before our panel in the November public
session Our final report will be filled with important information taken
from hours of extensive private sessions with Mr Ray at Brushy Moun
tain State Penitentiary in Tennessee But in August when he first
appeared in public we had implied strongly to him and his attorney
Mark Lane that he would be given an additional opportunity to appear
in public session to respond to questions in areas such as conspiracy and
his activities after the assassination and before his capture in London

While I believe that James Earl Ray was the assassin of Dr King
and while I agree that our committee did an extensive investigation
into all aspects of the crime and while I believe that our conclusions
would not have been altered by whatever Mr Ray would have shared
in additional public session I think we failed to give the American
public full access to the key actor in what I believe was an assisted effort
to kill Dr King

Where do we go from here
I recommend that the Congress immediately order a full and de

tailed restudy of the acoustics work perhaps through the National
Science Foundation Included in this restudy a panel of scientific ex
perts with knowledge of acoustics should be employed to monitor the
methodology used in the study to insure accuracy and determine the
level of weight which should be given to this evidence

I recommend an immediate meeting with the President and the
Attorney General by all members of our committee to outline in detail
our findings

If after restudy the science of acoustics is confirmed along the
lines of Barger Weiss and Aschkenasy's report I recommend the ap
pointment of a special investigator to pursue the leads developed by
our committee in the Kennedy case

I recommend that the Justice Department immediately reopen its
investigation into the death of Dr Martin Luther King and focus on
the possible St Louis conspiracy and the possible involvement of others
in this death

I recommend that the appropriate committees of Congress which
have jurisdiction over science and criminal justice immediately begin
to explore the value of acoustics as a forensic science and possible new
tool in the criminal investigation field

I recommend that the Congress weigh carefully the experience of
the House Select Committee on Assassinations in order to evaluate the
pros and cons of the use of special committees for the purpose of crim
inal justice investigations Do we have the tools to fully handle all legal
rights
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EXHIBITA—(BLACKLETTERFINDINGS)

DraftDec131978finalreportofthe
SelectCommitteeonAssassinationsU.SHouseofRepresentatives95th
Con. 2dsess.volI findingsand
recommendations

(1)

DraftfindingsDec2919786p.m

(2)

FinalreportoftheSelectCommitteeon
AssassinationsU.SHouseofRepre
sentatives95thGong.2d sess.
summaryof findingsandrecom
mendationsDec29 1978(butreleasedonDec301978)

(3)

FINDINGSANDRECOMMENDATIONS
OFTHESELECTCOMMITTEEON
ASSASSINATIONS—TABLEOF
FINDINGS
Natureandscopeoftheinvestigation
FindingsoftheSelectCommittee

onAssassinationsintheAssas
sinationof PresidentJohnF
KennedyA LeeHarveyOswaldwasthe

assassinof President
Kennedy

PresidentKennedywasstruckby2
shotsfiredfrom
behindthePresi
dent

2 Theshotswhich
struckPresident
Kennedywere
firedfromthe6th
floorwindowof
theTexasSchool
BookDepository
Building

Lee HarveyOs
waldonNov22
1963shortlybe
foretheassassi
nationhadac
cesstoandwas
presenton the
6thfloorofthe
Texas School
BookDepository
Building4 LeeHarveyOswald
ownedtherifle
fromwhichthe
shotsthatkilled
PresidentKen
nedywerefired

Lee HarveyOs
wald'sotherac
tionsare more
consistentwitha
findingthathe
shot President
Kennedythana
findingthat he
didnotshootthe
President

B Thereis insufficientevi
dencetofindthatthere
wasa conspiracytoas
sassinatePresidentKen
nedy

FINDINGS

I FindingsoftheSelectCommitteeon
AssassinationsintheAssassina
tionofPresidentJohnFKennedy

A LeeHarveyOswaldfired3
shotsatPresidentJohnF
KennedyThe2dand3d
shotsstruckthePresident
The3dshotkilledthe
President

1 PresidentKennedywasstruckby2
rifleshotsfired
fromhisrear

2 The shots that
struckPresident
Kennedyfromhis
rear werefired
fromthe6thfloor
windowof the
TexasSchoolBook
DepositoryBuild
ingLeeHarveyOswald
ownedthe rifle
thatwasusedto
firetheshotsfrom
the6thfloorwin
dowoftheTexas
SchoolBookDe
positoryBuilding

4 LeeHarveyOswaldonNov221963
shortlybeforethe
assassinationhad
accesstoandwas
presentonthe6th
flooroftheTexas
SchoolBookDe
positoryBuilding5 LeeHarveyOswald's
otheractionstend
to supportthe
conclusionthathe
killed President
Kennedy

B Acousticalevidenceestab
lishesa highprobabilitythat2gunmenactingas
partofaconspiracyfired
atPresidentJohnF Ken
nedy other scientific
evidencedoesnotprecludethepossibilityof2
gunmenfiringat the
Presidentbutdoesnegatesomespecificconspiracy
allegations

1 FindingsoftheSelectCommitteeon
Assassinationsin theAssassina
tionofPresidentJohnF KennedyinDallasTex.Nov221963

A LeeHarveyOswaldfired3
shotsatPresidentJohnF
KennedyThe2dand3d
shotshefiredstruckthe
PresidentThe3dshothe
firedkilledthePresident

PresidentKennedywasstruckby 2
rifle shotsfired
fronbehindhim

2 Theshotsthatstruck
PresidentKennedyfrombehindhim
werefiredfromthe
6thfloorwindowof
the southeast
corneroftheTexas
SchoolBookDe
positoryBuildingLeeHarveyOswald
ownedtheriflethat
wasusedtofirethe
shotsfromthe6th
floorwindowofthe
southeastcornerof
the TexasSchool
Book Depository
Building

4 LeeHarveyOswald
shortlybeforethe
assassinationhad
accesstoandwas
presentonthe6th
flooroftheTexas
SchoolBookDe
positoryBuilding

LeeHarveyOswald's
otheractionstend
tosupportthecon
clusionthatheas
sassinatedPresi
dentKennedy

B Scientificacousticalevidence
establishesa highproba
bilitythat2gunmenfired
at PresidentJohn F
KennedyOtherscientific
evidencedoesnotprecludethepossibilityof2gunmen
firingat the President
Scientificevidencenegatessomespecificconspiracy
allegations



2 Thecommitteebe
lieveson the
basisoftheevi
denceavailable
to it thatthe
SovietGovern
mentwasnotin
volvedintheas
sassinationof
PresidentKen
nedy3 Thecommitteebe
lieveson the
basisoftheevi
denceavailable
to it that the
CubanGovern
mentwasnotin
volvedintheas
sassinationof
PresidentKen
nedy4 Thecommitteebe
lieveson the
basisoftheevi
denceavailable
to it thatanti
CastroCubanor
ganizationswere
notinvolvedin
theassassination
ofPresidentKen
nedy

5 Organizedcrimeas
aninstitutionwas
notinvolvedin
theassassination
ofPresidentKen
nedy On the
basisoftheevi
denceavailable
to it thecom
mitteeisnotable
to determineif
individualmem
bersof it were
involvedin the
assassination

6 TheSecretServiceFederalBureau
of InvestigationandCentralIn
telligenceAgnecywerenotinvolved
intheassassina
tionofPresident
Kennedy
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EXHIBITA—(BLACKLETTERFINDINGS)—Continued

DraftDec131978finalreportofthe
SelectCommitteeonAssassinationsU.SHouseofRepresentatives95th
Cong.2dsess.volI findingsand
recommendations DraftfindingsDec2919786p.m

FinalreportoftheSelectCommitteeon
AssassinationsU.SHouseofRepre
sentatives95thCong.2d sess.
summaryof findingsandrecom
mendationsDec 29 1978(butreleasedonDec301978)

(3)

C Thecommitteeisunableon
thebasisoftheavailable
evidencetoidentifythe
othergunmanortheex
tentoftheconspiracy

1 Thecommitteebe
lieves on the
basisoftheavail
ableevidencethat
theSovietGovern
mentwasnotin
volvedintheas
sassinationof
PresidentKen
nedy

2 Thecommitteebe
lieves on the
basisoftheavail
ableevidencethat
theCubanGovern
mentwasnotin
volvedintheas
sassinationof
PresidentKen
nedy

3 Thecommitteebe
lieves on the
basisoftheavail
ableevidencethat
anti-CastroCuban
groupswerenot
involvedin the
assassinationof
PresidentKen
nedy

4 Thecommitteebe
lieves on the
basisoftheavail
ableevidencethat
thenationalsyndicateoforganizedcrimewasnotin
volvedintheas
sassinationof
PresidentKen
nedy

5 TheSecretServiceFederalBureauof
Investigationand
Central Intelli
genceAgencywere
notinvolvedinthe
assassinationof
PresidentKen
nedy

C Thecommitteebelieveson
thebasisoftheevidence
availabletoit thatPresi
dentJohnF Kennedywas
probablyassassinatedasa
resultofaconspiracyThe
committeeis unableto
Identifytheothergunmanor the extentof the
conspiracy1 Thecommitteebe

lieves on the
basisof the evi
denceavailableto
it thattheSoviet
Governmentwas
notinvolvedinthe
assassinationof
PresidentKennedy

2 Thecommitteebe
lieves on the
basisof the evi
denceavailableto
it thattheCuban
Governmentwas
notinvolvedinthe
assassinationof
PresidentKennedy

3 Thecommitteebe
lievesonthebasis
of the evidence
availabletoit that
anti-CastroCuban
groupsasgroupswerenotinvolved
intheassassination
of PresidentKen
nedybuttheavail
ableevidencedoes
not precludethe
possibilitythatin
dividualmembers
may have been
involved

4 Thecommitteebe
lievesonthebasis
of the evidence
availabletoit that
thenationalsyndicateof organized
crimeasa groupwasnotinvolvedin
theassassinationof
PresidentKennedybut the available
evidencedoesnot
precludethe pos
sibilitythat indi
vidual members
may have been
included

5 TheSecretServiceFederalBureauof
Investigationand
CentralIntelligence
Agencywerenot
involvedintheas
sassinationofPres
identKennedy



DISSENT ANDADDITIONALREMARKSOF HON HAROLDS SAWYERTO
THE FINAL REPORTOF THE SELECTCOMMITTEEON ASSASSINATIONS

SUMMARYOF FINDINGSANDRECOMMENDATIONS

As filed December 29 1978

The summary of findings and recommendations of the Select Com
mittee on Assassinations having been set forth in summary outline

form this dissent follows the same form adopting the numerical and

alphabetical paragraph designations of the report to which a dissent
and disagreement is intended to apply

I disagree with the following designated sections of the summary
report
Kennedy

Paragraph IB
Paragraph IC
That portion of subparagraph IC3 which reads "but that the

available evidence does not preclude the possibility that individual
members may have been involved.

That portion of IC4 where it is stated on the fifth line "as a

group and its concluding clause "but that the available evidence does
not preclude the possibility that individual members may have been
involved.

That portion of subparagraph ID wherein said subparagraph
states (a) "varying degrees of, (b) "President .John F Kennedy did
not receive adequate protection. and (c) "The investigation into the
possibility of conspiracy in the assassination was inadequate The con
clusions of the investigations were arrived at in good faith but pre
sented in a fashion that was too definitive.

That portion of subparagraph ID1 wherein it states "The
Secret Service was deficient in the performance of its duties.

Subparagraph ID1(a))
Subparagraph ID2
Subparagraph ID3(c)

That portion of subparagraph ID5 in that it uses the phrase
"varying degrees of.

Paragraph ID5 (b) I agree however that information relat
ing to the attempted assassination of Premier Castro which could
have been a relevant consideration was withheld from the Warren
Commission by the Central Intelligence Agency

Paragraph ID5 (d)

King
Paragraph IIB
Paragraph IIE2 insofar as it states "but failed to investigate

adequately the possibility of conspiracy in the assassination The Fed

(503)
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eral Bureau of Investigation manifested a lack of concern for consti
tutional rights in the manner in which it conducted parts of the in
vestigation.

RECOMMENDATIONSOF THE SELECTCOMMITTEEON ASSASSINATIONS

(1) Section IV in its entirety
Attached hereto are additional remarks together with my originally

submitted proposed findings and recommendations which I continue
to urge

ADDITIONALREMARKS

Having dissented from the committee's apparent acceptance of the
validity and reliability of the expert acoustical testimony presented to
the committee and essentially those other portions of the findings and
recommendations flowing directly from such acceptance I find it
incumbent to explain (or perhaps in this context "amplify would be
a more appropriate word) the reasons for my disagreement

As a threshold premise it should be noted that I believe it is impor
tant that despite the lapse of 15 years and at least two independent
investigations one by the Warren Commission and the other by this
committee which by any investigatory standards were exhaustive no
other evidence or even what might be termed a "scintilla of evidence
has been uncovered which would substantiate a conspiracy or which
tends to negate the fact that Oswald operated alone Those facts which
have been highly exploited by the cult of assassinologists and writers
namely errors and inadequacies in original autopsy testimony the
alleged invalidity of the "single-bullet theory the alleged "cropping
of the so-called backyard pictures and the apparent backward motion
of the President's head as shown in the Zapruder film have been in my
opinion totally discredited or explained beyond any reasonable doubt
by evidence developed by this committee

There were a number of witnesses present in Dealey Plaza who
believed that they heard one or more shots from the direction of the
grassy knoll There were a larger number who believed that all of the
shots came from this School Book Depository and there were others
who just did not have an opinion as to the point of origin of the shots
One witness believed he saw a puff of smoke in the area of the grassy
knoll If it is borne in mind that none of these listeners were anticipat
ing a shot and in fact few if any recognized the initial shot or shots as
such small weight can be given to those beliefs This weight is further
diminished by the echo potentials of Dealey Plaza being ringed on
three sides by tall buildings and the wide divergence of beliefs ex
pressed by those present The so-called puff of smoke is in my opinion
of little or no evidentiary value in that rifles using modern smokeless
powder do not under normal conditions emit visible smoke puffs when
fired

The committee is therefore in a position of being asked on the sole
basis of the opinion of three experts all of whom are presently of the
same view and persuasion to make the momentous decision to dis
regard everything else and conclude that a second gunman was situated
on and fired at the President from the grassy knoll This I do not find
it possible to do
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The tape or more properly the dictabelt which is the basis of the
expert acoustical testimony is now 15 years old its chain of custody is
less than certain and it has been played a wholly indeterminate number
of times To the unaided ear the dictabelt appears to contain only the
noise of a motorcycle at one point the faint noise of sirens and at
another the faint ringing of chimes Nowhere on it is there any noise
or series of noises even suggesting gunfire No acoustical expert has
testified that even his trained ear had detected such All of the acous
tical expert opinions are based upon the tape or print-out of a com
puter showing three groupings of oscilloscope-like stylus amplitude
markings which remain after the filtering out of the motorcycle noise
from the dictabelt The acoustical experts acknowledged that because
of the "cutoff point of a radio transmitter the full amplitude of loud
sounds would not have been transmitted to and recorded on the dicta
belt For this reason Dr James E Barger the committee's initial
acoustical expert was unable to say with either certainty or any degree
of conviction whatever that the bursts of amplitude shown on the
computer tape were in fact either gunshots or even sounds similar to
gunshots

Other difficulties also exist The transmitter which was stuck on
"open position the transmissions of which are recorded on the dicta
belt were on Dallas police channel 1 whereas the entire motorcade
including of course all of its escorting police were guarding and trans
mitting on the specially assigned Dallas police channel 2 so we must
make the initial assumption in accepting the validity of the acoustical
testimony that the officer on whose motorcycle the transmitter was
located was tuned to the wrong channel In light of the known possi
bilities of human error this would perhaps be acceptable if the trans
mission in question had occurred in the early stages of the motorcade
The transmission with which we are concerned however occurred vir
tually at its end and therefore one is required not only to accept the
occurrence of such human error but also its tenacious persistence
throughout the entire motorcade during which time the officer on
whose motorcycle it was located would for some reason have to remain
oblivious to the fact that he was not receiving the rather continuous
talk on the motorcade channel and also remain oblivious to the fact
that he was receiving constant and totally extraneous communications
whicl were continuously being sent over channel 1 the regular Dallas
police channel

The officer who has been identified by the committee staff as the
rider of the motorcycle on which the stuck transmitter was located has
testified that he was in fact guarding the correct channel namely
channel 2 and denies that he was equipped with the stuck transmitter

The same officer together with other police officials located near the
Presidential limousine at the time the shots were fired in Dealey Plaza
all agree that sirens were activated and motorcycles and other vehicles
were subjected to emergency acceleration within not more than a few
seconds following the shots having been fired No change in the
rhythm or intensity of the motorcycle noise appears anywhere on the
relevant dictabelt There is no audible sound even resembling sirens
until a full 2 minutes following the last of what is interpreted by the
acoustical experts as the shots When this faint noise of sirens first be
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comes audible approximately 2 full minutes following the so-called
shots they seem to be approaching cresting and then receding These
several facts would therefore be more consistent with the transmitter
being situated on a motorcycle located somewhere between Dealey
Plaza and Parkland Hospital which motorcycle would incidently
have been properly guarding channel 1

As stated earlier the dictabelt also contains the faint sound of
chimes Despite a search by our staff and despite a wide ranging check
with others who were familiar with the Dealey Plaza area and en
virons 15 years ago no chimes have been discovered or were found to
have existed 15 years ago which were audible in Dealey Plaza On the
other hand they located one set of known chimes which were regularly
used and did exist 15 years ago and do now exist in the area between
Dealey Plaza and Parkland Hospital

It is also worthy of note that the police radio monitor or dispatcher
within minutes following the shots having been fired in Dealey Plaza
called a squad car on police channel 1 and requested that the car go to
an area lying between Dealey Plaza and Parkland Hospital and have a
motorcycle officer in that vicinity turn off his transmitter which was
stuck in the transmit position on channel 1 and was interfering with
central police communications on that channel

Laying aside the physical and circumstantial items of evidence al
luded to above the testimony of the experts themselves is somewhat
disturbing When Dr Barger first presented to the committee in ex
ecutive session the computer tape purporting to show three spaced
amplitude bursts or groupings he stated that he did not know whether
or not these groupings represented gunshots and explained the prob
lems of the volume cutoff point or limitations of transmitters He ob
served that the third or last amplitude grouping on the tape sequence
consumed approximately one and one-half again the time span of
each of the earlier two which puzzled him but on which he could not
express an opinion whatever as to whether or not it represented the
noise of two partially overlapping shots He stated that to answer this
question it would be necessary to locate the position of the motorcycle
with the offending transmitter at the time of the shots He stated that if
this could be accomplished he could then specifically answer the ques
tion as to whether this third burst represented one or two shots

On this basis the committee authorized Dr Barger to conduct live
firing tests in Dealey Plaza To accomplish this live ammunition was
fired from a Mannlicher-Carcano rifle from the sixth floor window of
the Texas School Depository aimed at sandbags which approximated
the position of the President at each of the three known shots A
series of microphones with recorders were spaced at intervals along
the parade route as it entered and traversed Dealey Plaza

My next information on the results of these tests was when Dr
Barger some months later appeared before the committee in public
testimony He stated then that he thought the amplitude bursts shown
on the tape were gunshots (but could not be certain) and he thought
there was a "50–50 chance that the third and last burst was either one
or two shots Dr Barger testified that through his firing tests he had
satisfied himself that he had located the approximate position of the
motorcycle namely 120 feet behind the President's limousine I found
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the uncertainty of his public testimony very disappointing and at vari
ance with what I had understood to be the assurance given by him in
executive session I felt impelled at that time to comment on the rec
ord at that time that as a lawyer I could not even commence a civil
suit based on such vague testimony let alone institute criminal
proceedings

The committee to my knowledge received no further information on
the acoustical evidence until during the closing weeks of the com
mittee's existence Dr Barger reappeared in conjunction with two
colleagues from the faculty of Queens College N.Y. Dr Mark
Weiss and Dr Ernest Aschkenasy Dr Weiss acted as spokesman for
the two and testified that he and his colleagues had accepted as a
"given the motorcycle's location as established by Dr Barger in his
Dealey Plaza test That such data taken together with the other raw
data earlier developed by Dr Barger was further developed with the
use of simple mathematics namely algebra and geometry This exer
cise evolved from this same data predicated on which Dr Barger had
been unable to arrive at any firm conclusion a 95 percent or greater
degree of certainty not only that the third amplitude burst constituted
two separate noises but that they were in fact two shots each from a
high-power supersonic rifle and that the first of the two was fired from
a point on the grassy knoll from a point determined within plus or
minus 10 feet Dr Barger then without reservation endorsed these
conclusions and stated that he concurred in them All three experts
appearing en bane stated in response to a question I asked that we
would not be able to find a qualified acoustics expert who would dis
agree with either their conclusions or the degree of certainty of these
conclusions

In weighing this testimony laying aside questions of physical or
circumstantial evidence alluded to earlier in these remarks I find it
very difficult to accept the fact that a gentleman of Dr Barger's sci
entific qualifications would have appeared for public testimony with
ample time to review and study the results of his tests in Dealey Plaza
without having applied all of the techniques that a qualified acoustics
expert would or could apply to all of the various data in his possession
after all at that time he was under oath giving what was then his final
expert opinion on the matter

In his testimony Dr Weiss said that all of his mathematical compu
tations which resulted in his positive conclusions were predicated upon
the position of the motorcycle with the stuck transmitter as determined
by Dr Barger in his tests in Dealey Plaza

Dr Weiss when asked however as to whether all of his conclusions
were then dependent upon the accuracy of this given location stated
that unless he were shown an exact replica of Dealey Plaza elsewhere
in Dallas that his comnutations had confirmed or independently ver
ified the correctness of Dr Barger's motorcycle location

While I am acquainted with "bootstrap scientific analytical pro
cedure it would appear to me that there are far too few if any estab
lished or verifiable facts in this entire acoustical scenario to permit the
use of bootstrap analysis to determine or sufficiently verify a given
predicate to permit even reasonable reliability of the conclusions
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As a committee we were presented with the expert acoustical testi
mony which I have described by three experts who were all in agree
ment with each other one of whom had somewhat inexplicably drasti
cally modified his earlier testimony to conform with that of the other
two on the basis of merely an exercise in simple mathematics

The committee did not have the benefit of either a wholly independ
ent consultant knowledgeable in the science of acoustics or the testi
mony of a qualified acoustics expert who disagreed with the expert
testimony and conclusions which were presented (which despite the
statement of the acoustics witness that did appear I cannot from long
experience believe are not available or could not easily be found)

Under the foregoing circumstances and giving due weight to both
items of physical and circumstantial evidence which I deem to be
contradictory to the expert opinions and what I find to be a less than
satisfactory series of presentations by Dr Barger and the unper
suasive conclusions of Dr Weiss and his colleague from Queens Col
lege I do not accept the acoustical testimony and the conclusions
flowing from it Instead I remain persuaded of the accuracy of my
earlier submitted proposed findings of facts and recommendations a
copy of which for reference I attach hereto

CONGRESSOFTHEUNITEDSTATES
HOUSEOFREPRESENTATIVES

Washington D.C. December 6,1978
To Hon Louis Stokes Chairman Select Committee on Assassinations
From Hon Harold Sawyer

I am prepared to vote for the following findings of fact

Kennedy
1 Lee Harvey Oswald was the lone assassin of President Kennedy

firing three shots from the sixth story window of the School Book
Depository The first shot missed completely The second shot (the
media dubbed "pristine bullet") entered the President's back to the
right of his spine and below the shoulder line and emerged at the
center base of the neck the same bullet continued to enter the right
back of Governor Connally traversing his chest shattering one rib
and emerging approximately one inch below the right nipple then
shattering his right wrist and coming to rest beneath the skin of his
right thigh This was the bullet found on the stretcher used to trans
port Governor Connally at the hospital This so-called single bullet
theory has been conclusively established in my opinion by the testi
mony using still photographs taken at the scene showing the lateral
positions and vertical elevation differential of the President and
Governor Connally in the limousine

It also was established by the neutron analysis of the bullet frag
ments and the estimates of the velocity of the bullet at various points
including its estimated velocity when it struck Governor Connally's
wrist such velocity being substantially below its impact distortion
level and very substantially above the velocity impact required to
shatter bone
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The third bullet entered the rear top of the President's head and
shattered the entire right hemisphere of the brain and skull and the
several pieces of it were found in the limousine No other shots were
fired from any other place The origin of the shots that struck the
President were established conclusively by the reverse projection
from the wounds developed by the NASA expert and the character
istics of the wounds including the beveling in the skull wound
definitely established that both bullets struck from the upper right
rear of the President The Army film taken in 1948 of the goat shoot
ing episodes convincingly explained the rearward reaction of the
President's head as seen in the Zapruder film and very convincingly
demonstrates that it could not have been caused by the frontal impact
of a bullet and equally convincingly demonstrates that it was caused
by the convulsion of upper dorsal musculature receiving false signals
from an exploding brain

Oswald acted alone There is no evidence of any coconspirators
His trip to Mexico and visit to the Cuban and/or Soviet Embassies
were not shown to have any significance vis-a-vis the assassination and
the so-called "mystery man photograph was merely the product of
compounded mistakes

Oswald was probably stopped by Officer Tippit because of suspi
cious demeanor and behavior to which an officer such as Tippit would
be extremely sensitive The probabilities are that at the time of his ap
prehension by Tippit Oswald was en route to the home of the person
identified by the Dallas press as being the Communist defector or
informant who through information provided by the FBI had des
troyed the Communist Party in Texas which story appeared on the
same page as the story making reference to the New York lawyer who
was defending Communists in New York and who Oswald requested be
retained as his attorney immediately following his arrest and which
page also contained the announcement and description of the Presi
dent's projected visit to Dallas The home of this informant was only
two short blocks further up the street on which Oswald was proceeding
when apprehended by Tippit The fact that Oswald left his wedding
ring in a teacup at the Payne home when he left on the morning of the
assassination would be indicative of a total and determined suicidal
effort

Oswald's motive was a psychotically proportioned egomania and
drive for recognition and importance

As to agency performance Oswald's presence in Dallas should
have been made known to the Secret Service and more effective use
should have been made of local police and/or screened volunteers in
being present on the floors of such buildings as the School Book
Depository and particularly in such areas as the so-called grassy knoll
which was a perfect sniper location with ready escape routes

A further comment on agency performance is in order on the Yuri
Nosenko (the KGB defector) episode The taking into custody of Mr
Nosenko within the State of Virginia without resort to a court and
only under the most tenuous color of authority was itself surprisingThe then building of a special cell described as a "vault by the CIA
themselves and holding him there in solitary confinement subjected to
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continuous mental psychological and actual physical torture for a
period of over 3 years would have been absolutely unbelievable had
not the CIA themselves together with its then Director Richard Helms
fully and in horrible detail admitted it Mr Nosenko was paid off with
a six-figure cash settlement and apparently a lifetime "consulting
stipend of about $35,000 per year all surreptitiously with taxpayers
funds as opposed to either killing him or destroying his brain with a
drug ministration which were alternatives that were considered I
believe there is a need for the availability of criminal prosecution to
prevent this intolerable type conduct by agencies of the U.S
Government

King
James Earl Ray was the lone assassin of Martin Luther King Jr

He stalked King for a number of days prior to the assassination
James Earl Ray obtained his financing through participation by

him in a series of bank robberies the modus operandi of which and
his presence at the times and places are quite circumstantially per
suasive Raoul was a fictitious character and based on the sequence of
numerous meetings was used as a substitute identity to some degree
for one or both of James two brothers

I do not accept as reliable the testimony of Byers with respect to
the $50,000 offer for the killing of King I feel this story was totally
fabricated by Byers and when first used by him some years after the
assassination was used to "smoke out the identity of one of his as
sociates as an FBI informant It had nothing to do with the
assassination

The motivation of James Earl Ray for the assassination was ra
cial hatred and bias reinforced and made respectable in his mind in
part by the COINTEL program waged publicly (but covertly as to
source) by the FBI against King This I believe reinforced his per
ception that he would become a national hero with much of the power
structure of the country and particularly the South would serve a
nominal length of time if at all and could reasonably expect handsome
rewards of various kinds and from various sources in the future for
his deed

I believe that consciously or subconsciously Ray deliberately
dropped the plastic bag of evidence adjacent to the scene for the pur
pose of assuring his identification with the commission of the crime

Ray's trips into Mexico involved smuggling and were unrelated
to the assassination and he had no other assistance in the planning
execution or escape from the assassination

The testimony of the young man in executive session who claimed
he had been hired to kill James Earl Ray is totally without credibility

Ray's escape from prison was not planned or executed with the
assassination of King in mind

Ray obtained his Canadian passport by stealing the identification
of Canadian citizens through a methodology he had probably heard
described in prison and with the exercise of no more cunning and abil
ity than-the ordinary criminal would be capable of
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The failure of the Memphis police to institute roadblocks and
other shortcomings of which they have been accused were merely the
probable foreseeable fallout of the much greater concern of destructive
rioting and general civil disobedience that they were immediately
faced with upon news of King's assassination in the city

The behavior of the FBI throughout the extended preassassina
tion period vis-a-vis King was shocking and unbelievable for an agen
cy of the U.S Government and I believe it lent its contribution to the
twisted perception of James Earl Ray that he would become some
thing of a national or at least a regional hero if he carried out the dic
tate or inclinations of his racial hatred of King by an assassination

LEGISLATIVERECOMMENDATIONS

I think any employee of any agency of the United States should
be subject to conviction of a felony carrying a maximum term of 5
years and $10,000 fine if acting under the color of the authority of his
position he either orders carries out or participates in the carrying
out of depriving any person within the United States of their freedom
without due process of law

I believe it should be made a Federal crime carrying a 5 year
maximum sentence and a $10,000 fine for any member of an agency of
the Federal Government to either order carry out or participate in
the carrying out of any program designed to discredit humiliate or
harass any person in the United States who is not a fugitive from
justice
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SELECTCOMMITTEEONASSASSINATIONS

STATEMENTOFEXPENDITURES

FORTHEPERIODSEPTEMBER17 1976 TODECEMBER31 1978

1976 1977 1978 Total

Salaries $111,026 $1,726,412 $2,313,886 $4,151,324

Travel 11,132 173,424 357,047 541,603

Cn Consultants -0 79,835 106,219 186,054

Scientific Projects -0 -0 168,082 168,082

Witnesses -0 13,134 82,233 95,367

Telephone &Telegraph 2,477 30,979 59,905 93,361

Equipment Lease 1,644 23,531 34,187 59,362

Stationery & Supplies 10,703 32,820 11,853 55,376

Reproductions Printing &Graphics 1,052 15,111 35,689 51,852

Books &Periodicals 4,331 2,750 2,694 9,775

Totals $142,365 $2,097,996 $3,171,795 $5,412,156
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SELECTCOMMITTEEONASSASSINATIONS

STATISTICALDATA

1977and 1978

95th CONGRESS

1977 1978
Grand
Total

Numberof Persons
Traveling 387 620 1,007

Numberof Areas
.Visited 562 901 1.463

Numberof ManDays
Traveled 1.882 2,876 4.758

Numberof
Witnesses 35 300 335

Numberof Consultants
UnderContract 28 47 47 *

Numberof Hearings and
Meetings Held 42 128 170

Numberof Interviews
Conducted 1,400 3,524 4.924

Numberof Subpoenas
Issued 103 439 542

Numberof Immunity
Grants 5 160 165

* This numberis accumulative the 28 consultants used in
1977were augmentedby 19 more in 1978



SELECTCOMMITTEEONASSASSINATIONS

ANALYSISOF TRAVELPERFORMED

FORTHEYEAR1977

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Alai Sep Oct Nov Dec
Total cn

1977 tt..D

Number of Persons
Traveling 0 0 22 19 19 17 26 47 38 78 70 51 387

Number of Areas
Visited 0 0 36 23 29 23 38 70 44 108 115 76 562

Number of Man
Days Traveled 0 0 59 54 84 44 129 193 213 537 325 244 1,882



SELECTCOMMITTEEONASSASSINATIONS

ANALYSISOF TRAVELPERFORMED

FORTHEYEAR1978

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Total

1978
Grand
Total

Number of Persons
Traveling 67 68 79 85 141 45 34 40 29 12 20 0 620 1,007

Number of Areas
Visited 121 112 105 119 208 51 50 59 40 14 22 0 901 1,463

Number of Man
Days Traveled 355 367 417 390 458 210 183 176 152 86 82 0 2,876 4,758
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SELECTCOMMITTEEONASSASSINATIONS

ANALYSISOFCONSULTANTSUNDERCONTRACT

1977AND1978

95th CONGRESS

No
No of
Days Fees Expenses Total

Photo Analysis and Enhancement 16 279 $ 28,330 $ 25,044 $ 53,374

Organized Crime 1 172 22,360 13,126 35,486

Pathology 9 118 15,340 13,825 29,165

Ballistics 6 185 -0 19,209 19,209

Medical Illustrations 1 126 15,750 115 15,865

HandwritingAnalysis 3 72 9,360 1,625 10,985

Fingerprint Analysis 3 44 5,400 474 5,874

Police Procedures 1 18 2,340 2,315 4,655

Polygraph Testing 4 32 4,160 627 4,787

Methodology 1 18 2,340 374 2,714

Neutron Activation 1 16 2,050 -0 2,050

Dentistry 1 10 1,300 590 1,890

Totals 47 1,090 $108,730 $ 77,324 $186,054



SELECTCOMMITTEEONASSASSINATIONS

CONSULTANTSUNDERCONTRACT

FORTHEYEAR1977

Jan Feb Mar Apr Mai Jun Jul AR& Sew Oct Nov Dec

Photography 3 4 4 4 4 4

Pathology 1 1 9 9 9 9

Dentistry

Ballistics

Neutron Activation 1 1 1 1 1

Handwriting 1 1 1 1 1

Polygraph 4 4

Organized Crime 1 1 1 1 1

Police Procedures 1 1

Totals 4 13 22 23 28 28

Total AmountExpended $79,800



SELECTCOMMITTEEONASSASSINATIONS

CONSULTANTSUNDERCONTRACT

FORTHEYEAR1978

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Photography 4 4 16 16 16 16 14 14 14 14 14 14

Pathology 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 3 3 3 3

Dentistry 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

Ballistics 6 6 6 6 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 0

NeutronActivation 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Handwriting 1 1 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Polygraph 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 1 1 1

OrganizedCrime 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Police Procedures 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

MedicalIllustrator 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Methodology 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Fingerprinting 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 3

Totals 28 28 40 45 45 45 37 37 30 28 28 28

Total AmountExpended $106,000
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SELECTCOMMITTEEONASSASSINATIONS

ANALYSISOF SCIENTIFICPROJECTS

1977 AND1978

95th CONGRESS

No of
Contractors

No of
Man Days Amount

Photo Analysis and Enhancement 8 470 $ 83,154

Acoustical 5 200 76,318

Simulated Gun Test 2 38 3,682

Engineering Survey 1 15 3,650

Miscellaneous 2 10 1,278

Totals 18 733 $168,082
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APPENDIXV AFFIRMATIVEACTION PROGRAM

The committee made a successful effort to meet its affirmative ac
tion goals in the employment of minority members on its staff Of
the staff attorneys for example 11 of them 35 percent of the total
were minority including a special counsel deputy chief counsel two
senior staff attorneys six staff attorneys and a research attorney

Of 27 investigators 11 or 41 percent were minority including two
chief investigators

Of 29 researchers seven or 24 percent were minority including
one chief researcher and one deputy chief researcher

Of 34 administrative or clerical personnel 11 or 32 percent were
minority

In summary of 121 staff members employed during the period of
July 1977 to January 1979 30 or 33 percent were minority

The committee's record in the employment of minority personnel
was not achieved without considerable effort The recruitment of 11
minority attorneys for example required 67 interviews and 8,000
miles of travel The committee had to make these efforts because of a
relatively small number of available minority attorneys who had the
required experience owing in turn to the traditional educational dis
advantage of minority Americans.) The committee experienced diffi
culty in identifying many minority attorneys with criminal investiga
tive backgrounds In addition many who had excellent credentials
were reluctat to take a position of short duration and relatively Iow
salary

1Accordingto a reviewof LegalEducationin the UnitedStates Fall 1977 publishedby the AmericanBar AssociationSectionon LegalEducationand Admissionsto the Barout of a total lawschoolenrollmentof 118,557for 1977-78therewere1,945BlackAmericansenrolledin approvedlaw schoolsor slightlyover1 percent HoweverBlackenrollmentin U.S law schoolshas not keptpacewith total enrollmentIn 1972-73whenoverall enrollmentwas 101.664Blackenrollmentwas 1,907 and in 1969-70whenoverallenrollmentwas68,366Blackenrollmentwas1,115
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APPENDIXVI ENABLINGRESOLUTIONS

House Calendar Na 468

H RES 1540

[Report No 94-1566]

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

SEPTEMBER14 1976
Mr GONZ:ILEZ(for himself Mr DowNINGof Virginia and Mr FAUNTROY)

submittedthe followingresolution whichwasreferredto the Committee
on Rules

SEPTEMBER15 1976
Referredto the Ilouse Calendarand orderedto be printed

RESOLUTION

1 Resolved That there is hereby created a select commit

2 tee to be composed of twelve Members of the House of Rep

3 resentatives to be appointed by the Speaker one of whom

4 he shall designate as chairman Any vacancy occurring in

5 the membership of the select committee shall be filled in the

6 same manner in which the original appointment was made

7 The select committee is authorized and directed to con

S duet a full and complete investigation and study of the cir

9 cmnstances surrounding the death .of John F Kennedy and

10 the death of Martin Luther King Junior and of any others

11 the select committee shall determine

12 For the purpose of carrying out this resolution the select

V
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1 committee or any subcommittee thereof authorized by the

2 select committee to hold hearings is authorized to sit and

3 act during the present Congress at such times and places

4 within the nited States including any Commonwealth or

5 possession thereof whether the House is in session has re

6 cessed or has adjourned to hold such hearings and to re

7 quire by subpena or otherwise the attendance and testimony

8 of such witnesses and the production of such books records

9 correspondence memorandums papers and documents as it

10 deems necessary except that neither the select committee

11 nor any subcommittee thereof may sit while the House is

12 meeting under the five-minute rule unless special leave to sit

13 shall have been obtained from the House The chairman of

14 the select committee may establish such subcommittees of the

15 select committee as he considers appropriate A majority of

16 the members of the select committee shall constitute a quorum

17 for the transaction of business except that the select corn

18 mittee may designate a lesser number as a quorum for the

19 purpose of taking testimony The select committee may em

20 ploy and fix the compensation of such clerks experts con

21 sultants technicians attorneys investigators and clerical and

22 stenographic assistants as it considers necessary to carry out

23 the purposes of this resolution The select committee may re

24 imburse the members of its staff for travel subsistence and

25 other necessary expenses incurred by them in the perform
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1 ante of the duties vested in the select committee other than

2 expenses in connection with meetings of the select commit

3 tee or any subcommittee thereof held in the District of

4 Columbia Subpenas may be issued under the signature of

5 the chairman of the select committee or any member of the

6 select committee designated by him and may be served by

7 any person designated by such chairman or member

g The select committee shall report to the House as soon

9 as practicable during the present Congress the results of its

10 investigation and study together with such recommendations

as it deems advisable Any such report which is made when

the House is not in session shall be filed with the Clerk of

the House
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94Ta CONGRESS̀ HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES j REPorrr
&dSession f L No 94—1566

CREATINGA SELECTCOMMITTEETO CONDUCTAN INVESTIGATION
ANDSTUDYOFTHE CIRCUMTANCESSUIIROUNI)INGTHEDEATHOF
JOHNF KENNEDYANI)THE DEATHOF MARTINLUTHERKING JUN
IOR ANDOF ANYOTHERSTHE SELECTCOMMITTEESHALLDETER
MINE

SEPTEMBER15 1976.-Referred to the HouseCalendarand orderedto be printed

Mr MADDENfrom the Committee on Rules
submitted the following

REPORT

[To accompanyH Res 1540]

The Committee on Rules having had under consideration House
Resolution 1540 by a record vote of 9 yeas 4 nays and 1 voting "pres
ent, report the same to the House with the recommendation that the
resolution do pass

SUMMARYOF TILEMAJORPROVISIONS

H Res 1540 provides for a select committee to be composed of 12
members to be appointed by the Speaker The select committee is
directed to conduct a full and complete investigation and study of
the circumstances surrounding the death of John F Kennedy and the
death_ of Martin Luther King Junior and of and others the select
committee shall determine

H Res 1540 provides that the select committee is authorized to
sit and meet throughout the remainder of the 94th Congress whether
or not the House is m session and also provides that the select com
mittee shall have subpoena power

H Res 1540 provides that the Chairman of the select committee
may establish such subcommittees as he considers appropriate and
that the select committee may designate a lesser number than a major
ity as a quorum for the purpose of taking testimony

H Res 1540 provides that the select committee may employ and
fix the compensation of such clerks experts consultants technicians
attorneys investigators and clerical and stenographic assistants as it
considers necessary to carry out the purposes of this resolution that
the select committee may reimburse its staff members for travel and
other necessary expenses and that the select committee shall report to
the House the results of its investigation and study together with
such recommendations as it deems advisable
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LEGISLATIVEIIISTORYANDCOMMITTEEACTION

The Committee on Rules held one day of hearings on similar resolu
tions on March 31 1976 The Committee ordered reported H Res
1540 by a record vote of 9 ayes and 4 nays and 1 "present on Septem
ber 15 1976

STATEMENTUNDERCLAUSE2 ANDCLAUSE2(1)(3)(4) OF RULENI OF THE
RULESOFTHEHOUSEOFREPRESENTATIVES

Oversight statement
The Committee made no special oversight findings on this

resolution

Budget statement
No budget statement is submitted
Estimate of the Congressional Budget Office
No estimate or comparison was received from the Director of the

Congressional Budget Office as referred to in subdivision (C) of
Clause 2 (1) (3) of the House Rule XI

Oversight findings and recommendations of the Committee on Gov
ernment Operations

No findings or recommendations of the Committee on Government
Operations were received as referred to in subsection (d) of clause
2(1) (3) of House Rule XI
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Funding

House Calendar No.493

H RES 1557

[Report No 94–1685]

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

SEPTEMBER21,1976
Mr DowNINGof Virginiasubmittedthe followingresolution which was

referredto the CommitteeonHouseAdministration

SEPTEMBER24,1976
Reportedwithanamendmentreferredto the HouseCalendarandorderedto

be printed

[Strikeoutallaftertheword"Resolved,andinsertthepartprintedinitalic]

RESOLUTION

1 Resolved That -(effeetive Septerfther 4-7 ) et

2 penses of investigations and stttFliesto he conducted by the

3 Select Committee en Assassinations aeting as ft whole or by

4 i ittee net to exceed ine1nding expexfli

5 hires for the employment of investigators attorneys and

6 eler-ieal and other awl for the procurement of.assistantsy

7 serviees of individual eonitltants or erganizations thereof

S pttmsttttntto section 202 (i) of the 4,egislative R-eefganitatiefi

9 Act of 1946 as amended {-a Q.S.C 72a (i) ) shall he paid

10 out of the contingent fund of the Ilettse en vettehers anther

11 .4%4 strop coixmittee signed lwythe chairman of stteh earn

12 tutee and approved by the Conithittee en House Atknat
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2

istratiem Net to exceed $307000 of the total amount pro

2 vided by this resolution mey he used to procure the tern

3 perary er intermittent services of individual consultants er

4 organisations thereof pursuant to seetion 202 (i) of the Leg

islttive Reorganization Act of 1046 its amended -(4 U.S.C

6 72a (i) ) hut this monetary limitation en the preettrement

7 of sttehhservicca shall net prevent the use of such fends for

8 any other authorized purpoose

9 Sae 2 No part of the funds authorized by this reoelm

10 Lienshall he available for expenditure in connection with the

11 study er investigation of any sttlrjeet which is being investi

12 gated for the same purpose by any ether eemmittee of the

13 Rouse and the chairman of the Select Committee on Assas

14 oblations shall furnish the Committee on Reuse Administra

15 tier information with respect to any study or investigation

16 intended to be financed from such funds

17 fie 2a Funds authorised by this resolution shall he

18 expended pant to regulations established by the Cher

19 mittee on Rouse Administration in accordance with existing

20 lei

21 That (effective September 17 1976) expenses of investiga

22 Lionsand studies to be conducted by the Select Committee on

23 Assassinations acting as a whole or by subcommittee not to

24 exceed $150,000 including expenditures for the employment
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of investigators attorneys and clerical and other assistants

and for the procurement of services of individual consultants

3 or organizations thereof pursuant to section 202(i) of the

4 Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946 as amended (2

5 U.S.C 72a(i)) shall be paid out of the contingent fund of

6 the House on vouchers authorized by such committee signed

7 by the chairman of such committee and approved by the

8 Committee on House Administration Not to exceed $30,000

9 of the total amount provided by this resolution may be used to

10 procure the temporary or intermittent services of individual

11 consultants or organizations thereof pursuant to section 202

12 (i) of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946 as

13 amended (2 U.S.C 72a(i));but this monetary limitation on

14 the procurement of such services shall not prevent the use of

15 such funds for any other authorized purpose

16 SEC 2 No part of the funds authorized by this resolu

17 Lionshall be available for expenditure in connection with the

18 study or investigation of any subject which is being investi

19 gated for the same purpose by any other committee of the

20 House and the chairman of the Select Committee on Assassi

21 nations shall furnish the Committee on House Administration

22 information with respect to any study or investigation in

23 tended to be financed from such funds
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1 SEC 3 Funds authorized by this resolution shall be

2 expended pursuant to regulations established by the Corn

3 mittee on House Administration in accordance with existing
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95T11CONGRESS
1STSESSION

H RES 9

IN TIlE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JANUARY4.197
i\(r A'n1OITTsubmittedthe followingresolution whir])1-asreferredto the

Committeeon Rules

RESOLUTION

1 Resolved That effective January 3 1977 there is

2 hereby created a Select Committee on _Assassinations to be

3 composed of twelve Members and Delegates of the House of

4 Representatives to be appointed by the Speaker one of

5 whom he shall designate as chairman Any vacancy occur

6 ring in the membership of the select committee shall be filled

7 in the some manner in which the original appointment was

8 made

9 The select committee or a subcommittee thereof is

10 authorized and directed to conduct a full and complete in

11 vestigation and study of the circumstances surrounding the

12 assassination murder homicide and death of President John
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1 F Kennedy and the assassination murder homicide and

2 death of Martin Luther King Junior and of any other per

3 sons the select committee shall determine in order to ascer

4 tain whether the existing laws of the United States in

5 eluding but not limited to laws relating to the safety and

6 protection of the President of the United States assassi

7 nations of the President of the United States deprivation

8 of civil rights and conspiracies related thereto as well as

9 the investigatory jurisdiction and capability of agencies and

10 departments of the United States Government are adequate

11 either in their provisions or in the manner of their enforce

12 ment and shall make recommendations to the House if

13 the select committee deems it appropriate for the amend

14 ment of existing legislation or the enactment of new

15 legislation

16 For the purpose of carrying out this resolution the select

17 committee or any subcommittee thereof authorized by the

18 select committee to hold hearings is authorized to sit and

19 act during the present Congress at such times and places

20 within the United States including any Commonwealth

21 or possession thereof or in any other country whether the

22 House is in session has recessed or has adjourned to hold

23 such hearings and to require by subpoena or otherwise the

24 attendance and testimony of such witnesses and the produe

25 tion of such books records correspondence memorandums
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1 papers and documents as it deems necessary to take testi

2 moray on oath anywhere within the United States or in anv

3 other country and to authorize designated counsel for the

4 select committee to obtain statements from any witness who

5 is placed under oath by an authority who is authorized to ad

6 minister oaths iii accordance with the applicable laws of the

7 United States or of any State except that neither the select

8 committee nor any subcommittee thereof may sit while the

9 House is reading a measure for amendment under the five

10 minute rule unless special leave to sit shall have been ob

11 tamed from the House The chairman of the select commiit

12 tee may establish such subcommittees of the select committee

13 as he considers appropriate One-third of the Members of the

14 select committee shall constitute a quorum for the trans

15 action of business as permitted by the rules of the House

16 except that the select committee may designate a lesser

17 number as a quorum for the purpose of taking testimony

18 but not less than two The select committee may employ

19 and fix the compensation of such clerks experts consultants

20 technicians attorneys investigators and clerical and steno

21 graphic assistants as it considers necessary to carry out the

22 purposes of this resolution The select committee may rein

23 burse the members of its staff for travel subsistence and

24 other necessary expenses incurred by them in the perform

25 ante of the duties vested in the select committee other than
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1 expenses in connection with meetings of the select commit

2 tee or any subcommittee thereof held in the District of

3 Columbia

4 Subpoenas may be authorized by the select committee

5 or any subcommittee thereof or the chairman of the select

6 committee and issued under the signature of the chairman

7 of the select committee or any member of the select commit

8 tee designated by him and may be served by ally persons

9 designated by such chairman or member

10 The select committee shall be considered a committee of

11 the House of Representatives for all purposes of law includ

12 ing but not limited to section 102 of the Revised Statutes of

13 the United States (2 U.S.C 192) and sections 6002 and

14 6005 of title 18 United States Code or any other Act of

15 Congress regulating the granting of immunity to witnesses

16 The select committee shall adopt written rules govern

17 ing its procedures which rules shall not be inconsistent with

18 this resolution and the Rules of the House of Representatives

19 The select committee shall report to the House as soon

20 as practicable during the present Congress the results of its

21 investigation and study together with such recommendations

22 as it deems advisable Any such report which is made when

23 the House is not in session shall be filed with the Clerk of

24 the House
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99ThCONGRESS
1STSESSION

H.RES 11

IN THE .IIOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Jnctueey4 1977
Mr Tnomrsox submittedthe followingresolution which was considered

and agreed to

RESOLUTION

Resolved That (a) there shall be paid out of the con

tingent fund of the House of Representatives in accord

ance with subsection (h) for the period beginning Janu

ary 3 1977 and ending at the close of March 31 1977

such sums as may be necessary for the continuance of the

same necessary projects activities operations and services

by contract or otherwise (including payment of staff salaries

for services performed) and for the accomplishment of the

9 same necessary purposes undertaken in calendar year 1976

by each standing or select committee established in the Rules

of the House of Representatives

(b) Each standing committee or select committee re

ferred to in subsection (a) shall be entitled for each month
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1 or portion of a month occurring during the period specified

2 in subsection (a) to payments out of the contingent fund

3 of the House of Representatives in amounts equal to one

4 twelfth of the total amount authorized for use by the stand

5 ing committee or select committee involved during calendar

6 year 1976

7 SEC 2 (a) In the case of any select committee of the

8 House of Representatives which

9 (1) was established by resolution during the

10 Ninety-fourth Congress

11 (2) did not complete the functions assigned to it by

12 such resolution or any subsequent resolution before the

13 close of the Ninety-fourth Congress and

14 (3) is reestablished by resolution during the

15 Ninety-fifth Congress before the close of March 31

16 1977 to carry out functions substantially similar to func

17 tions assigned to such select committee during the

18 Ninety-fourth Congress

19 such select committee shall be entitled for each month or

20 portion of a *onth occurring during the period beginning on

21 the effective date of the resolution reestablishing such select

22 committee and ending at the close of March 31 1977 to

23 payments out of the contingent fund of the House of Rep

24 resentatives for the expenses and purposes specified in
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1 subsection (a) of the first section of this resolution in

2 amounts equal to the greater of

	3 (A) one-twelfth of the amount determined under

	4 subsection (b) or

	5 (B) the total amount of expenditures made by the

	6 select committee involved during December 1976

7 except that the entitlement of such select committee for the

8 month during which such select committee is reestablished

9 shall be prorated based upon that portion of such month

10 during which such select committee is in existence

	11 (b) The amount which shall be the basis for an entitle

12 meat under subsection (a) shall be the amount which bears

13 the same ratio to the total amount authorized for use by the

14 select committee involved during calendar year 1976 as 12

15 months bears to the number of months during which such

16 select committee was in existence during such year For

17 purposes of the preceding sentence any portion of a month

1S in calendar year 1976 which is 15 days or more and during

19 which any such select committee was in existence shall be

20 considered to be a complete month

	21 SEc 3 The entitlement of any standing committee or

22 select committee of the House of Representatives to pay

23 ments out of the contingent fund of the House of Repre

24 sentatives pursuant to the provisions of this resolution shall
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1 cease to be effective on the effective date of the primary

2 expense resolution adopted with respect to the standing

8 committee or select committee involved

4 SEC 4 Funds authorized by this resolution shall be

expended pursuant to regulations established by the Coni
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H Res 222

In the House of Representatives U S.

February 2 1977

Resolved That effective January 3 1977 and until March

31 1977 there is hereby created a Select Committee on Assassi

nations to be composed of twelve Members and Delegates of the

House of Representatives to be appointed by the Speaker one

of whom he shall designate as chairman Any vacancy occurring

in the membership of the select committee shall be filled in the

same manner in which the original appointment was made

The select committee or a subcommittee thereof is authorized

and directed to conduct a full and complete investigation and

study of the circumstances surrounding the assassination and

death of President John F Kennedy and the assassination and

death of Martin Luther King Junior and of any other persons

the select committee shall determine might be related to either

death in order to ascertain (1) whether the existing laws of

the United States including but not limited to laws relating to

the safety and protection of the President of the United States

assassinations of the President of the United States depriva

tion of civil rights and conspiracies related thereto as well
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as the investigatory jurisdiction and capability of agencies

and departments of the United States Government are adequate

either in their provisions or in the manner of their enforcement

and (2) whether there was full disclosure and sharing of in

formation and evidence among agencies .and departments of the

United States Government during the course of all prior investi

gations into those deaths and whether any evidence or informa

tion which was not in the possession of any agency or depart

ment of the United States Government investigating either death

would have been of assistance to that agency or department and

why such information was not provided to or collected by the

appropriate agency or department and shall make recommenda

tions to the House if the select committee deems it appropriate

for the amendment of existing legislation or the enactment of

new legislation

For the purpose of carrying out this resolution the select

committee or any subcommittee thereof authorized by the select

committee to hold hearings is authorized to sit and act during

the present Congress at such times and places within the United

States including any Commonwealth or possession thereof or in

any other country whether the House is in session has recessed

or has adjourned to hold such hearings and to require by sub

pena or otherwise the attendance and testimony of such wit

nesses and the production of such books records correspondence
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memoranda papers documents tangible objects and other things

of any kind as it deems necessary to take testimony on oath any

where within the United States or in any other country and to

authorize designated counsel for the select committee to obtain

statements from any witness who is placed under oath by an

authority who is authorized to administer oaths in accordance with

the applicable laws of the United States or of any State except

that neither the select committee nor any subcommittee thereof

may sit while the House is reading a measure for amendment

under the five-minute rule unless special leave to sit shall have

been obtained from the House The chairman of the select com

mittee may establish such subcommittees of the select committee

as he considers appropriate One-third of the members of the

select committee shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of

business as permitted by the rules of the House except that the

select committee may designate a lesser number as a quorum

for the purpose of taking testimony but not less than two The

select committee may employ and fix the compensation of

such clerks experts consultants technicians attorneys investiga

tors and clerical and stenographic assistants as it considers

necessary to carry out the purposes of this resolution The select

committee may reimburse the members of its staff for travel

subsistence and other necessary expenses incurred by them in

the performance of the duties vested in the select committee
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other than expenses in connection with meetings of the select

committee or any subcommittee thereof held in the District of

Columbia

The procedure for the select committee or any subcommittee

to authorize and issue a subpena shall be that provided for in

clause 2 (m) (2) (A) of rule XI of the Rules of the House of

Representatives Subpenas may be served by any persons desig

nated by the chairman or any member

The select committee shall be considered a committee of the

Rouse of Representatives for all purposes of law including but

not limited to section 102 of the Revised Statutes of the United

States (2 U.S.C 192) and sections 6002 and 6005 of title 18

United States Code or any other Act of Congress regulating

the granting of immunity to witnesses except that the select

committee shall not be considered a standing committee of the

House of Representatives for the purpose of Clause 6 (a) and

Clause 6 (b) of Rule XI of the Rules of the House of Rep

resentatives

The select committee shall adopt the Rules of the House

of Representatives as part of the rules governing its procedures

It shall adopt additional written rules governing its procedures

which rules shall not be inconsistent with this resolution or the

Rules of the House of Representatives and which rules shall

be public
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The select committee shall report to the House as soon as

practicable during the present Congress but not later than

March 31 1977 the results of its investigation and study to

gether with such recommendations as it deems advisable Any

such report which is made when the House is not in session

shall be filed with the Clerk of the House

The provisions of H Res 11 Ninety-fifth Congress shall

apply to the select committee

Attest
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H Res 433

In the House of Representatives U S.
March 30 1977

Resolved That the Select Committee "on Assassinations

(hereinafter referred to in this resolution as the "select commit

tee") established by H Res 222 Ninety-fifth Congress

adopted February 2 1977 shall continue in operation for the

duration of the Ninety-fifth Congress

SEC 2 The select committee shall report to the House

as soon as practicable during the present Congress the results

of its investigation and study together with such recommenda

tions as it deems advisable Any such report which is made when

the House is not in session shall be filed with the Clerk of the

House

SEC 3 The provisions of H Res 222 Ninety-fifth Con

gress adopted February 2 1977 shall apply to the select com

mittee during the period of its operation under this resolution

except to the extent such provisions are inconsistent with any

provision of this resolution
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SEC 4 The provisions of clause 6 (a) (3) of rule XI of

the Rules of the House of Representatives shall apply to the

select committee

Attest

Clerk
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House Calendar No 79

H RES 465

[Report No 95—223]

IN TIIE IIOT SE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MAaclr31,1977
Mr SToicrssubmittedthefollowingresolutionwhichwasreferredtothe Com

mitteeon HouseAdministration

APRIL26 1977

Reportedwithan amendmentreferredto the HouseCalendarandorderedto
be printed

[Strikeoutnilaitettheword"Resolved,andinsertthepartprintedinitalic]

RESOLUTION

Resolved Thfth of eeti-e ,Tfmuftfy 1977 the cxpense3

of tiens and studies to he e d by the'8eleet

i tee ee Assassination acting as a whole of by Ruh

eemerittee net to exceed X42,796,650 ifteh+fliuge-xpemkres

fef the employment of invstigatoes attorneys and clerical

and ether sta is ao6 fei the present of 9	of

i eottsttl-tftntsof organizations thereof pursuant to

seetion 202-(4) of the I-iegislatrve Reorganization A-et of

1946 as amended .ci.C 72a (i) shah be paid out of

theft fitful of the Reuse on vettehees authorized

stteh eo mittee signed by the ehait Iran of saeh een-

tnittee and d by the Committee on Rouge inie

V
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1 tratien Net to eneeed 808450 of the total amount pre

*Wed by this resolution may he used to preettre the tern

3 pera or intermittent seri-iees of individual consultants er

4 organizations thereof pursuant to section 202 (i) of the heg

5 islatiee Ieerganizatien Act of 1916 as amended {-2 U.S.C

6 72a (i) ) hat this monetary limitation of the procurement

7 of seek aerviecs shall net prevent the use of stteh funds for

8 any ether authorized parpese

9 See 2 Ne part of the funds authorized by this resolu

10 tier shall he available for expenditure in eonneet-ion with the

11 study or investigation of any subjeet whit h is tieing investi

12 gated for the saute purpose by any ether eemmittee of the

13 Ileesel and the chairman of the Select Committee en Assas

14 sinatiens shall furnish the Committee en House Ad airtistra

15 tier information with respeet to any study er investigation

16 intended to he financed from sueh funds

17 Sty 3 The authorization granted by the resolution shall

18 expire immediately prier to neon on January 87 1978

19 See 4 Roads a erized by this resolution shall he

20 expended pursuant to regulations estftblishecl by the Gem

21 mittee en House Administration in accordance with existing

22 iav7

23 That effective January 3 1977 the expenses of investiga

24 Lions and studies to be conducted by the Select Committee

25 on Assassinations acting as a 'whole or by subcommittee
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1 not to exceed $2,514,400 including expenditures for the

2 employment of investigators attorneys and clerical and

3 other assistants and for the procurement of services of

4 dividual consultants or organizations thereof pursuant to

5 section 202(i) of the Legislative Reorganization Act of

6 1946 as amended (2 U.S.C 72a(i)) shall be paid out

7 of the contingent fund of the House on vouchers authorized

8 by such committee signed by the chairman of such com

9 mittee and approved by the Committee on House Adminis

10 tration Not to exceed $108,750 of the total amount pro

11 vided by this resolution may be used to procure the tern

12 porary or intermittent services of individual consultants or

13 organizations thereof pursuant to section 202(i) of the Leg

14 islative Reorganization Act of 1946 as amended (2 U.S.C

15 72a(i)) but this monetary limitation of the procurement

16 of such services shall not prevent the use of such funds for

17 any other authorized purpose

18 SEC 2 No part of the funds authorized by this resalu

19 tion shall be available for expenditure in connection with the

20 study or investigation of any subject which is being investi

21 gated for the same purpose by any other committee of the

22 House and the chairman of the Select Committee on Assas

23 sinations shall furnish the Committee on House Administra

24 tion information with respect to any study or investigation

25 intended to be financed from such funds
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1 SEC 3 The authorization granted by the resolution shall

2 expire immediately prior to noon on January 3 1978

3 Sic 4 Funds authorized by this resolution shall be

4 expended pursuant to regulations established by the Com

mittee on House Administration in accordance with existing

6 law
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House Calendar No 171

H RES 760

[Report No 95-606]

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

SEPTEMBER13 1977
Mr STOKES(for himself Mr PREYERMr FAUNTROYMrs BURKEof Cali

fornia Mr Donn Mr FORDof TennesseeMr FITHIANMr EDGARMr
DEVINEMr MCI{INNEYMr THONEand Mr SAWYER)submittedthe
followingresolution whichwasreferredto the Committeeon Rules

SEPTEMBER16,1977
Referredto the HouseCalendarand orderedto be printed

RESOLUTION

1 Resolved That for the purpose of carrying out H Res

2 222 Ninety-fifth Congress when authorized by a majority

3 of the committee or subcommittee members voting a ma

4 jority being present the Select Committee on Assassinations

5 or any subcommittee thereof is authorized to make applica

6 tions to courts and to bring and defend lawsuits arising out

7 of subpenas orders immunizing witnesses and compelling

8 them to testify testimony or the production of evidence

9 and the failure to testify or produce evidence
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House Calendar No 206

H RES 879

[Report No 95-786]

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

OCTOBER27,1977
Mr TxoMrsoNsubmittedthe followingresolution whichwasreferredto the

CommitteeonHouseAdministration

NOVEMBER1 1977
Referredto the HouseCalendarand orderedto be printed

RESOLUTION

1 Resolved That (a) there shall be paid out of the

2 contingent fund of the House of Representatives in accord

3 ante with subsection (b) for the period beginning January

4 3 1978 and ending at the close of March 31 1978 such

5 sums as may be necessary for the continuance of necessary

6 projects activities operations and services by contract or

7 otherwise including payment of staff salaries for services

8 performed by each standing or select committee established

9 in the Rules of the House of Representatives

10 (b) Each standing committee or select committee

11 referred to in subsection (a) shall be entitled for each

12 month or portion of a month occurring during the period

v—O
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1 specified in subsection (a) to payments out of the contin

2 gent fund of the House of Representatives in amounts equal

3 to one-twelfth of the total amount authorized for use by the

4 standing comniittec or select committee involved during the

5 first session of the Ninety-fifth Congress

6 Sue 2 (a) In the case of any select committee of

7 the House of Representatives which

8 (1) was established or reestablished by resolution

9 during the first session of the Ninety-fifth Congress and

10 (2) did not complete the functions assigned to it

11 by such resolution or any subsequent resolution before

12 the close of the first session of the Ninety-fifth Congress

13 such select committee shall be entitled for each month

14 during the period .January 3 1978 and ending at the close

13 of March 31 1978 to payments out of the contingent fund

16 of the House of Representatives for the expenses and pur

17 poses specified in subsection (a) of the first section of this

18 resolution in amounts equal to

19 (A) one-twelfth of the amount determined under

20 subsection (b) or

21 (B) the total amount of expenditures made by

22 the select committee involved during December 1977

23 except that the entitlement of such select committee for

24 the month during which such select committee is restab
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1 lished shall be prorated based upon that portion of such

2 month during which such select committee is in existence

3 (b) The amount which shall be the basis for an entitle

4 ment under subsection (a) shall be the amount which bears

5 the same ratio to the total amount authorized for use by the

6 select committee involved during the first session of the

7 Ninety-fifth Congress as twelve months bears to the number

s of months during which such select committee was in exist

9 ence during such session For purposes of the preceding sen

tence any portion of a month in calendar year 1977 which

11 is fifteen days or more and during which any such select

12 committee was in existence shall be considered to be a

13 complete month

14 SEC 3 The entitlement of any standing committee or

15 select committee of the House of Representatives to pay

16 ments out of the contingent fund of the House of Representa

17 tives pursuant to the provisions of this resolution shall cease

18 to be effective on the effective date of the primary expense

19 resolution adopted with respect to the standing committee or

20 select committee involved

21 SEc 4 Funds authorized by this resolution shall be

22 expended pursuant to regulations established by the Commit

23 tee on House Administration in accordance with law
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IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JULY18 1978
Mr STOKESsubmittedthefollowingresolutionwhichwasreferredto theCom

mitteeonhouseAdn)inistration

RESOLUTION

1 Resolved That for the further expenses of investigations

2 and studies to be conducted by the Select Committee on

S Assassinations acting as a whole or by subcommittee not to

4 exceed $790,000 including expenditures for employment of

5 investigators attorneys and clerical and other assistants

6 shall be paid out of the contingent fund of the House oil

7 vouchers authorized by such committee signed by the chair

man of such committee and approved by the Committee on

House Administration

Suc 2 No part of the funds authorized by this resolu

tion shall be available for expenditure in connection with the

study or investigation of any subject which is being inves
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1 tigated for the same purpose by any other committee of the

2 House and the chairman of the Select Committee on Assas

3 sinations shall furnish the Committee on House Adtninistra

4 tion information with respect to any study or investigation

intended to be financed from such funds

6 SEC 3 The authorization granted by the resolution

shall expire immediately prior to noon on January 3 1979

SEC 4 Funds authorized by this resolution shall be

expended pursuant to regulations established by the Com

mittee on House Administration in accordance with existing

law
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House Calendar No 250

H RES 956

[Report No 95—898]

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JANUARY19,1975
MRSTOKESsubmittedthefollowingresolutionwhichwasreferredto theCom

mitteeon HouseAdministration

FEBRUARY23 1978

Reportedwithan amendmentreferredto the IlouseCalendarand orderedto
be printed

[Strikeoutallafter"Resolved,andinsertthepartprintedinitalic]

RESOLUTION

1 Resolved That effective dtoitiftfy 37 1978 the expenses

2 of ins aed studies to he conducted by the Select

3 `mot et A;r n:,s ratio acting as tt hole or by sob

4 eennnittee oet to exceed 78,00 iftelttdiftg expendi

5 torts fer the etfple eft of stia tors attorneys mid

6 elerieal aid other assistants and for the procurement of

7 services of indiiidual consultants of erns thereof

8 pursuant to section 202 (i) of the Legislative weft

9 Act of 1946 as amended f 72a (i)) shad he paid

10 ottt of the contingent food of the l4ettse eft vouchers au

11 ther-iced by sttek committee sigh by the chairman of stteh

12 eemmi-ttee and approved by the Qeffiffti tee en Noose Ad
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ministration Not to exceed 4-3?E 39 of the tend amount

pre led by this reselatien may be used to procure the ton

per-r of intermittent services of consultants of

organisations thereof pursuant to seetien 202 (i) of the Le,
n ,.,.ga ;. do Act of 1916 as amended -( L .S.C

72a (i) ) hart this monetary 1-infitat4onof the procurement

7 of such services shall aot preen-eatthe ase of such funds €er

any et-lief 'mitoses

SEA 2 No part of the funds z°rc"'ctIfeeize by this resolu

tietr shall be mailable fee txpendit{tre in connection with the

11 study of investigation of any subject whieh is being investi

12 gated for the same purpose by any other committee of the

13 House and the chairman e4 the Select Committee en Assas

14 s ens shall €trrnish the Committee en II-ease ra

15 Lien itffofmftt-ieftwith respect to any study er investigation

16 intended to be fnaneefl from such funds

17 SEc The ftathefication granted by the resolution

18 shall expire immediately profito neon on January -371979

19 SEc ¢ Funds ftnthefifted by this resolution shall he

20 expended pursuant to regulations established by the Corn

21 mittee en Hesse Administration in aeeerdanee with existing

22 lam

23 That effective January 3 1978 the expenses of investiga

24 Lionsand studies to be conducted by the Select Committee on

25 Assassinations acting as a whole or by subcommittee not to
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exceed $2,500,000 including expenditures for the employ

ment of investigators attorneys and elerical and other as

sistants and for the procurement of services of individual

consultants or organizations thereof pursuant to section

202(i) of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946 as

amended (. C.S.C 7.?a(i)) shall be paid out of the con

tingent fund of the House on vouchers authorized by such

committee signed by the chairman of such committee and

approved by the Committee on House Administration Not to

exceed $132,000 of the total amount provided by this reso

lution may be used to procure the temporary or intermittent

services of individual consultants or organizations thereof

pursuant to section 202(i) of the Legislative Reorganization

Act of 1946 as amended (2 U.S.0 72a(i)) but this mone

15 tary limitation of the procurement of such services shall not

16 prevent the use of such funds for any other authorized

17 purposes

18 S.t;c 2 No part of the funds authorized by this resolu

19 tion shall be available for expenditure in connection with the

20 study or inresti(Jotim2of any subject which is being investi

21 gated for the same purpose by any other committee of the

22 house and the chairman of the Select Committee on Assas

23 sinations shall furnish the Committee on House Administra

24 tion information with respect to any study or investigation

25 intended to be financed from such funds
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} SEC 3 The authorization granted by the resolution

2 shall expire immediately prior to noon on January 3 1979

3 SEC 4 Funds authorized by this resolution shall be

4 expended pursuant to regulations established by the Com

5 mittee on 'louse Administration in accordance with existing

6 law
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APPENDIXVII INDEXFORTHE INVESTIGATIONOF THE ASSASSINATION
OF PRESIDENTJOHN F KENNEDY

A PUBLICHEARINGSOFTHECOMMITTEE

Date
(1978) Volume/Page

1 Statementsbymembersofthecommittee
StatementbyChairmanLouisStokesIssuesintheInvestigation 9-6 I-1
OpeningStatementbyRepresentativeRichardsonPreyer 9-6 1-3StatementofChairmanLouisStokesConcerningtheCooperationReceivedbythe 9-18 III-193CommitteeonitsTriptoCuba
StatementbyRepresentativeRichardsonPreyerConcerningActivitiesoftheCentral9-22 IV-250

IntelligenceAgency
OpeningRemarksbyChairmanLouisStokesConcerningthePossibilityofConspiracy_9-25 IV-251
SpecialAcknowledgmentbyChairmanLouisStokestotheDallasPoliceDepartment9-26 IV-607StatementbyChairmanLouisStokesConcerningtheHearingsandInvestigation9-28 V-486intotheAssassinationofPresidentKennedy
ClosingRemarksbyChairmanLouisStokes	12-29 V-697

2 NarrationsbyGRobertBlakeyChiefCounselandStaffDirector
PresidentKennedy'sDecisionToVisitDallas 9-6 1-5
TestimonybyCriticsRobertGroden 9-6 1-61
TheAutopsyofPresidentKennedy 9-7 1-141
AnalysisoftheKennedyX-Rays 9-7 1-148
IntroductionofCaptJamesJ HumesM,D 9-7 1-323
IntroductionofDrCyrilHWecht 9-7 1-332
IntroductionofDrCharlesS Petty 9-8 1-375
AnalysisoftheWoundBallisticsEvidence 9-8 1-381
AnalysisoftheForensicFirearmsEvidence 9-8 1-442
NeutronActivationAnalysis 9-8 1-489
NumberofShotsStartleReactionAnalysis 9-11 11-2
AcousticsAnalysis___ 9-11 11-16
BulletTrajectoryAnalysis 9-12 11-139
MarinaOswaldPorter 9-13/14------------------------------___ 11-205
AuthenticityoftheBackyardPhotographs 9-14 11-319
OtherAnalysesoftheBackyardPhotographs	9-14 11-347
PhotographicAnalysis 9-14 11-348
YuriNosenko 9-15 11-436
OswaldCubaandMexicoCity 9-18 III-1
InterviewwithPresidentFidelCastro 9-19 III-195
ElenaGarroPaz 9-19 111-285
PerformanceoftheSecretService 9-19 111-319
InvestigationbytheFBI 9-19 III-457
TheFBI'sPerformanceintheOswaldSecurityCase 9-20 III-512
PerformanceoftheWarrenCommission____ 9-21 III-559
PerformanceoftheCIA 9-22 IV-1
AnthropologicalAnalysis 9-25 IV-365
GunmeninDealeyPlazaPhotographicAnalysis 9-25 IV-386
TheUmbrellaMan 9-25 IV-429
ConspiracyTheories 9-26 IV-469
EarlRuby 9-26 IV-539
LewisJ McWillie	9-27 V-1
lackRubyAssociates 9-27 V-240
AcousticsAnalysis—IheFourthShot 12-29 V-499
DallasPoliceDepartmentTape 12-29 V-553
FiringTimeofaMannlicher-CarcanoRifle 12-29 V-617
ClosingComments 12-29 V-690

3 Witnesses:*
Aleman,Jose	9-27 V-301
AschkenasyErnest.(vii) 12-29 V-555
AzcueLopezEusebio 9-18 III-126
BadenDrMichael	9-7 1-180
BargerDrJamesE (vii) 9-11 11-17
BatesJohnS.Jr (iii)	9-8 1-444
CanningThomas(i)	9-12 11-154
ChampagneDonaldE(iii) 9-8 1-444
ConnallyGovernorJohnB 9-6 I-11
ConnallyMrsJohnB	9-6 I-11
CooperSenatorJohnSherman 9-21 III-561
Dox,Ida	9-7 1-146
FordPresidentGeraldR 9-21 111-561
GaleJamesH 9-20 111-513
GreenDrDavid(vii)	9-11 II-111
GriffinJudgeBurtW(xi)	9-28 V-471

Seefootnoteatendoftablep.574
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A PUBLICHEARINGSOFTHECOMMITTEE—Continued

Date
(1978) Volume/Page

3 Witnesses:'—Continued
GrodenRobert(i) 9-6 1-62
GuinnDrVincentP 9-8 1-491
Hart,John	9-15 11-487
HartmannDrWilliam(i)	9-11 11-4
HelmsRichardM 9-22 1V-5
HessJacqueline	9-25 IV.454
HumesCaptJamesJ. M.D(ii) 9-7 1-323
HuntDrBobR (i) 9-25 IV-387
Katzenbach,NicholasdeB 9-21 111-642
KelleyInspThomas	 9-19 111-323
KirkSergeantCecilW(I) 9-14/1511-349

9-25 IV-362
LevineDrLowell(ii) 9-7 1-149
LutzMontyC(m) 9-8 1-444
McCaghrenPaul 9-11 11-107
McCamyCalvinS (I) 9-7 1-149

9-12 11-142
9-14/1511-349

McCIoy,JohnJ 9-21 III-599
McLainHB (iii) 12-29 V-617
McNallyJosephP 9-14 11-372

9-25 IV-254
McWillieLewisJ 9-27 V-2
MalleyJamesR 9-20 III-462
MirabalDiazAlfredo 9-18 111-173
NewquistAndrewM(iii) 9-8 1-444
PettyDrCharlesS (i0)--. 9-8 1-375
PorterMarinaOswald(xwu) 9-13/1411-206
RankinJ Lee(xi) 9-21 111-612
RevillCaptJack	 9-26 IV-568
RowleyJamesJ 9-19 111-356
RubyEarl	 9-26 IV-500
SalernoRalph(viii) 9-28 V-378
SnowDrClydeCollins(i)	 9-25 IV-367
SturdivanLarry 9-8 1-383
TrafficanteSantos	 9-28 V-346
WechtDrCyrilH(ii) 9-7 1-332
WeissMark(viii) 12-29 V-555
WhiteJackD(i) 9-14 11-322
WittLouieSteven 9-25 IV-429

*Personswhosenamesarefollowedbya(i-xx)contributedtothescientificreportsorgavedepositionsorotherstate
mentswhicharecontainedinthevariousstaffreportsSeetheindexofKennedyappendixesforthelocationsofthe
referencedmaterial

B EXHIBITS'—JOHNF KENNEDYPUBLICHEARINGS

Date
Exhibit Entered
No Description (1978) Volume/Page

F-1 DepositionofNosenko5/30/78 6/19
F-2*	Visa applicationofLeeHarveyOswald12/29/59 6/20
F-3 ArticlesNewYorkTimesdated9/5/59DatelineMoscow 6/20
F-4*	Medical RecordsofLeeHarveyOswaldRussianHospital 6/20
F-5	FBI ReportofYuriNosenkodated3/5/64	6/20
F-6'	Transcript ofNosenkotestimonytoCIAdated7/3/64 6/20
F-7*	Tape Recording(2reels)dated7/3/64and7/27/64 6/20
F-8 FilmofMotorcade 9/6 1-39
F-9	Map ofDallasshowingmotorcaderoute 9/6 1-37
F-10A AerialviewsofDealeyPlaza 9/6 1-38
F-10B AerialviewsofDealeyPlaza 9/6 1-38
F-11	Photograph ofPresidentJohnF KennedyandGovernorJohnBConnallyin 9/6 1-34

FortWorth
F-12	Photograph ofPresidentJohnF KennedyandGovernorJohnBConnallyat 9/6 1-35

theDallasairport
F-13	Photograph ofPresidentJohnF KennedyandGovernorJohnBConnallyin 9/6 1-36

themotorcade
F-15	Aerial viewofDealeyPlaza 9/6 1-38
F-16	Not used
F-17	Article "KennedytoVisitTexas11/21-22DallasMorningNews9/26/63_9/6 1-20
F-19	List ofmaterialsexaminedbythedoctors 9/7 1-182
F-20	Drawing showingbackentranceofwoundofPresidentJohnF Kennedy 9/7 1-186

Seefootnotesatendoftablep 583
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B EXHIBITS—JOHNF KENNEDYPUBLICHEARINGS-Continued

DateExhibit EnteredNo Description (1978) Volume/Page

F-21	Photograph ofthebackentrancewound 9/7 -187F-22	Photograph ofportionofbackwoundphotograph 9/7 1-188F23	Diagram ofprincipleofabrasioncollar—perpendicularentry 9/7 1-190F-24	Diagram ofprincipleofabrasioncollar—angularentry___ 9/7 1-191F-25	President Kennedy'sshirt 9/7 1-193F-26	President Kennedy'sjacket 9/7 1-194F-27 PresidentKennedy'stie 9/7 1-195F-28	X-ray ofpaththroughbackofKennedy(#8Ebersalp 97 1-196F-29	X-ray ofpaththroughbackofKennedy(#9Ebersall)	9'7 1-196F-30	Photograph ofX-rayofpathofmissilethroughback-_-_	9/7 F-197F-31	Photograph ofX-rayofpathofmissilethroughback	. 9,g 1-198F-32	Report ofDrDavidODavis8/23/78 9/7 1-200F-33	Report ofDrGMMcDonnel8/4'78 9/7 1-204F-34 OutsideContactReportwithDrNormanChase2/27/78HearingsoftheSelect9/7 1-209CommitteeanAssassinationsF-35	Outside ContactReportwithDrWilliamBSeaman2/27/78	9/7 1-212F-36	Drawing oftheneckwoundofJohnF.Kennedy_____ 9/7 1-215F-37	Photograph oftheneckwoundofJohnF Kennedy	9/7 1-215F-38	Photograph ofportionoftheneckwoundphotograph 9/7 1-216F-42	Autopsy ProtocolReport	9/7 1-218F-43 Autopsysupplementalreport12/6/63	9/7 1-225F-44 Autopsydescriptivesheet 9/7 -228F-45___Photographicenlargementofautopsydescriptivesheet	9/7 1-217F-46	Photograph ofdrawingofpathofbulletthroughJohnF Kennedy'sback 9/7 1-231F-47	Warren Commissiondrawingofpaththroughneckshowingentryandexit9/7 1-232
paths(CE385)F-48	Drawing ofbackofJohnF Kennedy'sheadwithruler 9/7 1-234F-49a Detailofcowlickarea 9/7 1-235F-49b Areaofhead	9/7 1-235F-50	Photograph ofwoundinbackofhead	9/7 1-236F-51	Photograph ofbraintissueinbackofhead 9/7 1-237F-52 PhotographoflateralskullX-ray	9/7 1-239F-53__ PhotographoflateralskullX-rayenhancement 9/7 22F-54_	Lateral skullX-ray	1-243F-55 PhotographoffrontskullX-ray	9/7F-56 PhotographoffrontskullX-rayenhancement 9/7 1-244F-57	Front skullX-ray 9/7 1-242F-58	Drawing ofthefrontheadwound 9/7 1-245F-59	Photograph ofJFK'sneckwound___	9/7 1-246F-60 Enlargementofthephotographoftheheadwound 9/7 1-247F-61	Diagram ofbevelingF-64____PhotographofX-rayofthreeskullfragments____9/7 1-249F-65	Drawing ofbulletpaththroughhead(intactview) 9/7 1-251F66 Photographofdrawingofbulletpaththroughhead(explodedview) 9/7 1-252F-67 EnlargementofZapruderframe312 9/7 1-253

F-68 WarrenCommissiondiagramofpathofbulletthroughhead(CE388)	9/7 1-255F-79	Warren CommissiontestimonyofDrRobertShaw,4/21/64 9/7 1-257F-71	Interview ofOrShaw11/9/77HearingsoftheSelectCommitteeon"Issas9/7 1-272
sinationswithdiagram

DiagramofConnallybodyfrontview 1-295F-74 GovernorConnally'sshirt(CE394)frontandback 9/7 I 278-279F-75	Governor Connally'sjacket(CE393)frontandback	 9/7 1-280-281F-76___ PhotographofConnallychestX-ray 9/7 1-283
F-77_-__PhotographofConnallychestX-ray-___ _ 9/7 1-284
F-81	Diagram ofConnallybody—bothsidesshowingbulletpaththroughbody 9/7 1-286
F-84 	PhotographofrightwristX-ray	9/7 1-288
F-85 PhotographofrightwristX-ray	9/7 1-22896
F GovernorConnally'strousers 9/7 1-291
F-89__PhotographofConnally'sthighX-ray	9/1 1-292F-90	Photograph ofConnallythighX-ray	9/7 1-293
F-95 BulletfoundonConnally'sstretcher 9/7 1-297
F-96	Composite photographofsixrifleswithsimilarcharacteristicstotheMann9/8 1-448

licher-CarcanoF-97 Compositephotographofsixrifleswithidentification 9/8 -448
F-98___CompositeofthreephotographsofcartridgecasefoundinTSBDCE543 9/8 1-456
F-99	Composite oftwophotographsofCE543andPanelTests1and3 9/8 1-457
F--100 CompositeoftwophotographsofPanelTests1 2 3and4 9/8 1-458F-101	Composite oftwophotographsofCE141andPanelTest#4 918 1-461
F-102 CompositeoffourphotographsofvariousviewsofCE399 9/7

14463546
-3F-103	Composite ofthreephotographsofvarioustest-firedbulletsandCE572 9/8-F-104	Composite ofthreephotographsshowingphotomicrographoflandandgroove9/8

1-6comparisonsofCE399andCE572KIA
F-105 CompositeofeightphotographsofCE567CE569CE840CE842andCE8439/8 1-472
F-106 Compositeoftwophotographs—photomicrographsoflandandgrooveimpres9/8 -473

sionsonCE567569and572Kl-AandKl-B
F-107	Photograph ofWalkerbullet—CE573 9/8 1-474
F-108	Composite oftwophotographsofOswald'srevolver—CE143 9/8 -477
F-109	Composite oftwophotographsofCE594Q74Q77andPanelTest#1 9/8 1-478

photomicrographoffiringpinimpressions
Seefootnotesatendoftablep 583
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B EXHIBITS—JOHNF KENNEDYPUBLICHEARINGS—Continued

Date
Exhibit Entered
No Description (1978) Volume/Page

F-110	Jack Ruby'srevolver	9/8 I-480
F-111 PhotographofbulletinflightshowingN-wave 9/8 1-387
F-112	Composite offourphotographsofSparkshadowgraphof30caliberbulletin 9/8 1-389

airandgelatinF-113 CompositeoftwophotographsofM-16bulletexplodingingelatin 9/8 1-389
F-114 CompositeoftwophotographsofM-193bulletexplodingingelatin	9/8 1-390
F-115 Dragforceformula.___ 	9/8 1-396
F-116 Photographofpermanentcavitiesleftingelatinby6.5mm7.62mmand.2579/8 1-392

caliberbullets
F-117	Film ofgelatinexperiment 9/8 1-397
F-118 DrawingofthethreeviewsofbulletsCE399andtwotestbullets	918 1-111
F-121 CompositeoftwophotographsbyHughesTSBDwindow 9/6 1-102
F-122	Photograph byDillardTSBDwindow	9/12 1-103

11-169
F-123 CompositeoftwophotographsbyPowellTSBD 9/12 1-104
F-124 PhotographbyAltgensofmotorcade—Milteerincrowdallegation 9/12 1-116
F-125	Composite oftwophotographsofJ AMilteer 9112 1-117
F-126	Photograph byAltgensTSBDdoorway 9/12 1-107
F-127	Composite offourphotographsofOswald—BillyLovelady 9/12 1-122
F-128	Photograph byAltgensfireescapeimage 9/19 1-108
F-129	Photograph ofwallimagebyMoorman	9/6

9/25
1-109
IV-416V

F-130	Composite offourphotographsoftheumbrellaman 9/6 I-114
F-131	Composite offourphotographsofthe"3tramps 9/6 1-119
F-132	Composite ofthreephotographsofOswald—"two-Oswaldtheory 9/6 1-130
F-133 TopographicsurveymapofDealeyPlaza 9/12 11-148
F-134	Zapruder frame312	9/12 11-160
F-135	Photograph byCroft(161)oflimousineandoccupants 9/12 11-174
F-136	Composite offourphotographs—Betznerandlimousine 9/12 11-182
F-137	Diagram—locationofheadwoundsinPresidentKennedy 9/12 11-159
F-138 Diagram—lineofsightfromZapruder'scameratoJohnF Kennedy/direction9/12 11-166

ofbulletcausingheadwound
F-139 Diagram—lineofsightfromZapruder'scameratoJohnF Kennedy/slopeof 9/12 11-167

bulletcausingheadwound
F-140 Diagram—directionofbulletcausingJohnF Kennedyback-neckwound 9/12 11-177
F-141 PhotographofanthropologicalheadbasedonZapruderframe312—likenessof 9/12 11-163

KennedyF-142 Diagram—slopeofbulletcausingJohnF Kennedyback-neckwound 9/12 11-177
F-143 Diagram—relativepositionsofKennedyandConnally	9/12 11-183
F-144 Diagram—directionofsinglebullettheorytrajectory	9/12 11-189
F-145 Diagram—slopeofsinglebullettheorytrajectory 9/12 11-189
F-146 Diagram—elementstodeterminingtrajectoryofKennedytoConnallybullets9/12 11-161
F-147 Diagram—locationofheadwoundsinPresidentKennedy 9/12 11-159
F-148	Zapruder film—rotoscopecopy 9/6 1-68
F-149_	Diagramofcomputerscanofimage	9/25 IV-390
F-150	Composite oftwophotographs—exampleofcomputercontrastenhancement9/25 IV-393
F-151	Composite oftwophotographs—exampleofcomputerimagedeblurring 9/25 IV-393
F-152__ Compositeoftwophotographs—exampleofunsuccessfulimagedeblurnng9/25 IV-396
F-153	Composite oftwophotographsbyDillardofTSBD(originalandRITenhance9/25 1V-399

ment)F-154	Composite oftwophotographs—SRIdemonstrationofautoradiographicimage9/25 IV-397
enhancement

F-155	Photograph—fullframeenlargementofWillisslide#5motorcade 9/69/12 1-109
9/25 11-175IV-417
12/29 V-509

F-156 Compositeoftwophotographs—SRIenhancementofDillardphotographs9/25 IV-407
F-157 Compositeoftwophotographs—PowellslideofTSBD(originalandUSCcorn 9/25 IV-400

puterenhancement)F-159 Diagram—Hughesfilmmotionanalysis#1changesinshapeandposition 9/25 IV-403
F-159A Chart/graph—Hughesfilmmotionanalysis#2nearbeginning/nearend	9/25 IV-403
F-160-. Photograph—computerenhancementofWillis#5 9/25 IV-409
F-161 Photograph—AerospaceenhancementofsegmentsofNixfilmwallimage 9/25 IV-418
F-162_ Photograph—USCenhancementofNixfilmofclassicgunman___ _ 9/25 IV-412
F-163 Photograph—AerospaceenhancementofNix	9/25 IV-419
F-164	Photograph—LASLenhancementofZapruderframe413headinbush 9/25 IV-414
F-166 Photograph—OswaldMarinephotograph 9/6 1-131

9/25 IV-388
F-172	Composite offourphotographsofthreetramps—TrampAValleeandCars 9/25 1V-374

well
F-173	Composite oftwophotographs—SturgisandTrampB	9/6 -11

9/25 1119315
F-174	Composite ofthreephotographsofTrampCHuntandChrisman 9/6

9/25 1-,376
F-175	Hartman measurementchart—bluranalysis 9/11 11_19V
F-176 Scottmeasurementchart—frametoframedeparturefromsmoothpanning9/11 11-13
F-177	Combined bluranalysischart	9/11 11-14
F-177A AcousticsoverlayforF-177 9/11 11-133
F-178 Compositeofsevenphotographsofprintsandnegativesexamined(133AB 9/14 11-350

andC)F-179	Composite oftwophotographsCE133AandB 916 1-124
9/13 11-245
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B EXHIBITS—JOHNF KENNEDYPUBLICHEARINGS—Continued

DateExhibit EnteredNo Description (1978) Volume/Page

F-180_ PhotographbyDeeprint133-C_____ 9/13 11-246F-182	Photograph ofthereversesidesof133AandB 9/14 11-352F-183	Photograph—DeMohrenschildtoriginalprint133Afront 9/13 11-245F-184	Photograph—DeMohrenschildtoriginalprint133Areverse 9/13 11-245F-185	Photograph—Stovallcopyof133A 9/14 11-357F-187	Photograph ofinsideviewofOswaldImperialReflexcamera 9/14 11-362F-188	Photograph—133Bnegativeshowingedgemarks/scratches 9/14 11-367F-189	Photograph—Oswaldbabypictureshowingedgemarks/scratches	 9/14 11-370F-190	Photograph—edgemarks/scratchesonpictureoftheCapitol 9/14 11-364F-191	Photograph—RITtestcameraedgemarks/scratches 9/14 11-366F-192	Composite ofsixphotographs—133Acontactprints	 	9/15 11-403F-I93 Compositeofsixphotographs—1338contactprints 9/15 11-404F-194	Composite offourphotographs—lineacrossOswald'schin(2parts)	9/15 II-401F-196 Compositeoffourphotographs—Stovall133Aandclose-upsofthewatermark9/15 11-399F-197	Composite offourphotographs—USC-,renhancement#1 9/15 11-406
F-198	Composite oftwophotographs—USComputenhancement#2 9/15 11-406
F-203	Diagram ofstereoviewconcept 9/7 1-178

11-4179/15F-206	Photograph oftherifledisplay—comparisonofidentificationmarks	9/15 11-425F-207	Photograph oftherifledisplay—Archivesriflefromfivedifferentperspectives9/15 11-435
F-208	Photograph oftherifledisplay—JackWhiteexhibitsa-g 9/6 1-127
F-209	Zapruder frame139 9/6 -69
F-210	Zapruder frame154 9/6 -69
F-211	Zapruder frame160	9/6 1-71
F-212	Zapruder frame158 9/6 1-70
F-213	Zapruderframe 159 9/6 1-70
F-214	Zapruder frame162 9/6 1-71
F-215	Zapruder frame165 9/6 1-72
F-216 Zapruderframe166 9/6 1-72
F-217 Zapruderframe169 9/6 1-73
F-218	Zapruder frame175 9/6 1-73
F-219	Zapruderframe 178 9/6 1-74
F-220	Zapruder frame180 9/6 1-74
F-221	Zapruder frame183 9/6 1-75
F-222 Zapruderframe186 9/6 1-75
F-223	Zapruder frame187 9/6 1-76
F-224	Zapruderframe 188

9/12
9/61

11-186
1
11-76

F-225	Zapruderframe 189 9/6 1-77
9/11 11-7

F-226	Zapruder frame190 9/6 1-77
911 11-7
9/12 11-172

F-227	Zapruder frame191 9/6 1-78
9/11 11-8

F-228	Zapruderframe 192 9/11 1-78
F-229 Zapruderframe193 9/6 I--78

9/12 11-186
F-230	Zapruder frame194 9/6 1-79
F-231	Zapruder frame195 9/6 1-80
F-232	Zapruder frame196 9/6 I-80

9/12 11-187
F-233	Zapruderframe197 9/12 1-81
F-234	Zapruder frame198 9/12 1-81
F-235	Zapruder frame199 9/12 1-82
F-236	Zapruder frame200 9/6 -82

9/12 11-187
F-237	Zapruder frame201 9/6 1-83
F-238	Zapruder frame202 9/6 1-83
F-239	Zapurder frame203 9/6 -84
F-240	Zapruder frame204 9/6 1-84

9/12 11-188
F-241	Zapruder frame205 9/12 1-85
F-242	Zapruder frame206 9/12 1-85
F-243	Zapruderframe221 9/12 1-86
F-244	Zapruder frame225 9/12 1-87
F-245	Zapruder frame230 9/12 1-87
F-246	Zapruder frame237 9/12 1-88
F-247	Zapruder frame238 9/12 1-88
F-249	Zapruder frame274 9/12 1-89
F-250	Zapruder frame288 9/12 1-89
F-251	Zapruder frame289 9/12 1-90
F-252	Zapruderframe290 9/12 1-90
F-253	Zapruderframe291 9/12 1-91
F-254	Zapruder frame312 9/12 1-91
F-255	Zapruder frame313 9/12 1-92
F-256	Zapruderframe314 9112 1-92
F-257	Zapruder frame315 9/12 1-93
F-258	Zapruder frame316 9/12 1-93
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F-259	Zapruder frame317 9/12 1-94
F-260	Zapruder frame318	9/6 1-94
F-261	Zapruder frame319 9/6 1-95
F-262	Zapruder frame320 9/6 1-95
F-263	Zapruder frame321 9/6 1-96
F-264	Zapruder frame335 9/6 1-96
F-265	Zapruder frame337 9/6 1-97
F-267	Nix frame—correspondstoZapruderframe313 9/6 1-110
F-270	Composite oftwophotographsofOswald'schin 9/6 1-125
F-271	Composite offourphotographs—RIT-noseshadow 9/15 11-413
F-272	Zapruderframe222 9/6 1-86
F-273 Diagramofsinglebullettheory 9/6 1-65
F-274	Zapruder frame413 9/6 1-97
F-275	Report offirearmspaneltoHSCAfourvolumes 9/8 1-444
F-276	6.5mm Mannlicher-CarcanorifleCE139 9/8 1-445
F-277A-CCartridgecasefoundon6thfloorTSBDCE543 9/8 1-451-452
F-278	Cartridge casefoundon6thfloorTSBDCE544 9/8 1-452
F-279	Cartridge casefoundon6thfloorTSBDCE545 9/8 1-453
F-280	4 Paneltestcartridgecases—Mannlicher-CarcanoWesternC.C 9/8 IV-454
F-281	Unfired cartridge—CE141foundinchamberofCE139 9/8 1-459
F-282	FBI test-firedbulletsK1-AandK1-BCE572 9/8 1-463
F-284	Bullet fragmentsfoundonfrontseatofPresidentiallimousine—CE5679/8 1-467
F-285	Bullet fragmentsfoundonfrontseatofPresidentiallimousine—CE5699/8 1-467
F-286	Bullet fragmentsrecoveredfromunderleftjumpseat—CE840 9/8 1-468
F-287	Bullet fragmentsrecoveredfromGovernorConnally'sarm—CE842 9/8 1-468
F-288	Bullet fragmentsremovedfromKennedy'sbrain—CE843 9/8 1-469
F-289	Bullet removedfromGeneralWalker'sresidence—CE573 9/8 1-471
F-290	Oswald's revolver—CE143 9/8 1-474
F-292	Four cartridgecasesfoundatthesceneoftheTippitmurder—CE594 9/8 1-475
F-293	4 PanelTestcartridges	9/8 1-475
F-294	Composite photograph—CE399CE572CE853andCE856 9/7 1-335
F-295	Photograph—compositeofeightX-rays—dentalcomparison#1 9/7 1-150
F-296	Photograph—compositeofeightX-rays—dentalcomparison	9/7 1-151
F-297	Photograph ofskullX-raytakenoneyearbeforeassassination 9/7 1-241
F-302	Drawing ofJohnF Kennedy'sbrain 9/7 1-328
F-303 MomentumvelocityandenergyequationforMannlicher-Carcanobullet	9/8______ 1-414
F-304	Film oftomatocanshootexperiment 9/8 1-403
F-305	Film ofskullshootexperiment 9/8 1-403
F-306	Composite oftwophotographsofskulls 9/8 1-405
F-307	Drawing oftherearviewofJohnF Kennedy'sheadandlocationofentry9/8 1-406

wounds
F-309	Film ofgoatshootexperiment 9/8 1-416
F-310 Photographofbullettrackingelatin 9/8 1-391
F-311_-TranscriptofHSCAinterviewofJoseVerdacia8/26/78 9/27 V-327
F-312	Affidavit ofTadeuszSadowski9/12/78 9/14 11-388
F-320	Diagram illustratingpositionofoccupantsofthePresidentiallimousine 9/7 1-341
F-323 ReportofDrLowellJ LevineD.D.S.9/7/78 9/7 1-153
F-328	Two graphsshowingantimony 9/8 1-499
F-329	Two graphsshowingsilver 9/8 1-501
F-330	Chart oftablevalues 9/8 1-503
F-331 ReportofDrVincentPGuinnNeutonActivationAnalysis9/8/78 9/6 1-506
F-332	Letter fromHoovertoRankin7/8/64 9/8 1-558
F-333	Firearms paneltestcartridge 9/11 1-459
F-334	Diagram oftriangulationprinciples(echopatterns) 9/11 11-24
F-335	Photograph ofwaveformsrecordedwithstuckmicrophone(DPDtape)	9/11 11-28
F-336A Photographsofadaptivefilteredwaveformsrecordedwithstuckmicrophone9/11 11-30

andB (showingover5secondsbetweenshots)
F-337 DrawingofDealeyPlazashowingmicrophonelocationsfortest 9/11______ 11-49

12/29 V-646
F-338	Photograph ofcomparisontestechopatternsshowingWinchestervsNorma9/11 11-57

ammunition
F-339	Photograph oftestsitefromTSBDwindow 9/11 11-52
F-340	Photograph oftestsite—ElmStreetfromnorth 9/11 11-52
F-341	Photograph oftestsite—ElmStreetfromsouth 9/11 11-53
F-342	Photograph oftestsite—riflemaninwindow 9/11 11-53
F-344	Chart ofthesequenceoftestshots—arrayI 9/11 11-50
F-347 Chartofthetestpatternforshot2(DPDtape) 9/11 11-62
F-349	Chart testpatternforshot8 12/29 V-561
F-351	Tape recordingsofmuzzleblast 9/11 11-116
P-352 TaperecordingsofsoundofNwave	 9/11 11-116
F-353 SoundrecordingsofrifleshotsinPlaza 9/11 11-88
F-355 Chartofenergyspectrumoftapesegmentcontainingthebellsound 9/11 11-34
F-356	Chart ofspectrogramsfromwaveformsrecordedfromChannel1showing9/11 11-32

heterodynetones
F-357	Chart withoverlayshowinglociofmuzzleblastandshockwaves 9/11 11-20
F-358	Aerial photographofDealeyPlaza—1978 9/11 11-55
F-359	Aerial photographofDealeyPlaza—1978 9/11 11-55
F-360 Chart—numberofshotsreported 9/11 11-122

12/29 V-502
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F-361	Aerial photographofDealeyPlaza1972 9/11 11-121
12/29 V-501

F-362	Chart ofthereportedoriginofsound 9/11 11-127
F-363	Diagram showingshockwave 9/11 11-114
F-364	Chart—muzzleblastandshockwaveformsforMannlicher-CarcanoandM-19/11 11-22

rifles
F-365	Graph—leastsquaresfittoChannel1 9/11 11-41
F-366	Graph—leastsquaresfittoChannel2 9/11 11-38
F-367 Chartof15bestcorrelations 9/11 111-63

12/29 V-648
F-368	Chart ofmuzzleblastsandshock-waveformstransmittedbysimilarpolice9/11 11-44

radio
F-369	Graph—leveloftransmittedwaveformsasafunctionofwaveformlevelatthe 9/11 11-46

microphoneF-370	Chart ofthecorrelationofbestmatchestodeterminemotorcyclelocation 9/11 11-65
F-371	Chart ofthepanningorjigglerecordoftheZapruderfilm—Scotttechnique9/11 11-111

illustration
F-372	Chart ofScottexampleofZapruderframes139-208 9/11 II-11
F-373	Chart—full ScottpanningorjigglerecordofZapruderfilm_ 9111 11-12
F-376	Drawing ofKennedy'swoundlocati.nasdeducedfromthepathologypanel's9/12 11-170

reportF-377	Drawing—locationofirsheotwoundofConnallyinback 9/12 11-181
F-381 Oswald'sImperialReflexcamera 9/13 11-248
F-382	Photograph—deMohrenschildtprint133A—front_ 9/13 11-247
F-383	Photograph—deMohrenschildtprint133A—back	 9/13 11-247
F-386 CompositeofsixphotographsofOswald 9/15 II-408
F-387	Photograph—133Avanishingpoint 9/15 11-410
F-388	Photograph—1338vanishingpoint___ 9/15 11-411
F-389	Diagram—photographiceffectofrifletilt 9/15 11-427
F-390	Photograph—133CStovalloriginalprint 9/14 11-354
F-391	Photograph—threesectionsofoverlaysofCE133AandB 9/14 11-326
F-392	Photograph—fulloverlaysofCE133AandB__ _ 9/14 11-329
F-393 Photograph—overlayofheadsinCE133AandB______ 9/14 II-330
F-394	Photograph—fourfacesofLeeHarveyOswaldandtwochinlines 9/14 11-332
F-395	Photograph—side-by-sidecomparisonsof133ABandC 9/14 11-334
F-396	Photograph—compositeoffourrifles 9/14 11-342
F-397	Photograph—deMohrenschildtprintshowingedgemarks	9/14 11-368
F-398	Photograph—133AStovalloriginalprint 9/14 11-356
F-399	Index ofmaterialsviewedbyquestioneddocumentspanelmembers 9/25 IV-255
F-400	Oswald's fingerprintcard—NewOrleansPoliceDepartmentAugust1963 9/14 11-379
F-401A CopyofOswald'spassportapplication6/24/63—front 9/14 11-374
F-401B CopyofOswald'spassportapplication6/24/63—reverse 9/14 11-375
F-402A CopyofOswald'sself-questionnaire	9/14 II-381
F-402B_CopyofOswald'sself-questionnaire 9/14 11-382
F-402C CopyofOswald'sself-questionnaire 9/14 11-383
F-402D CopyofOswald'sself-questionnaire	9/14 11-384
F-403_ MemorandumofCharlesThomaswithattachments7/25/69andcoverletter9/19 111-288

toStokesfromBennet9/20/78
F-404	Photograph oftwomensittingoncurbinDealeyPlaza 9/25 IV-435
F-405	Black umbrella 9/25 IV-430
F-406	Drawing—Cutlerdiagramof"ThePiece 9/25 IV-437
F-407	Copy ofOswald'svisaapplicationWarrenCommissionversion 9/18 111-137
F-408	Copy ofOswald'svisaapplicationfromCuba1978 9/18 III-129
F-409	Jack Andersoncolumn"BehindJohnFKennedy'sMurder,TheWashington9/28 V-13-61529

Post9/7/76F-410	Statement oftheCubangovernmentreAmericangamblers 9/27 V-325
F-411	Immunity orderforSantosTrafficante r 9/28 V-347
F-412___	Letter fromWatsonClinicreTrafficante'shealth11/23//777 9/28 V-349
F-413A Memorandumfortherecord4/3/64fromHoustonreNosenko 9/22 IV-26
F-413B	MemorandumforDirectorofSecurityfromHouston4/3/64reparolestatus9/22 IV-27

ofdefectors
F-414 ReportofStewartStout4/14/61 9/19 111-399
F-415	Report ofSecretService11/30/62	9/11 111-401
F-416	Report ofSecretService12/19/62 9/19 111-425
F-417	Report ofSecretService11/30/62 9/19 111-433
F-418	Report ofSecretService12/14/62 9/19 111-436
F-419	Report ofSecretServicereQuinlinPinoMachado11/29/63 9/19 111-361
F-420	Report ofSARobertJ Jamison11/12/63 9/19 111-363
F-421	MemorandumofSAWilliamAPatterson11/25/63 9/19 111-366
F-422	Report ofSecretServicereMosley-Echevarriainvestigation12/9/63 9/19 111-311
F-423 OrganizationchartSecretService1964	9/19 111-324
F-424	Photograph ofRolandaCubela 9/19 III-285
F.-425	Staff reportonYuriNosenkoHSCA9/15/78 9/15 11439
F-426	Results ofWeschlertestgiventoNosenko 9/15 11-530
F-427	Portion ofnotesfromHartcitingalternativeactionsp 23 9/15 11-536
F-428	Article byComerClark"NationalEnquirer,10/15/67 9/19 111-282
F-429A PhotographofCastroconference 9/19 111-196
F-429B__TapeofCastrointerview 9/19 111-196—F-429C TranscriptofCastrointerview9/18/78 9/19 111-197
F-430 PhotographofBettySerratos 9/18 111-125
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F-431	Photograph ofRubenDuran___ 9/18 III-124F-432	Photograph ofHoratioDuran 9/18 III-123F-433	Photograph ofSilviaDTirado 9/18 III-5F-434	Copy ofpagefromOswald'spassport	9/18 III-138F436 CopyofsketchofTrescorniaprisonbyVerdacia 9/27 V-166
F-437___.PhotographofEAzcue 9/18 !11-146
F-438	Composite offivephotographsprovidedbyCubansresurveillanceofapartment9/19 I11-318

house
F-439	Tape ofSilviaDuranTiradointerview 9/18 III-5F-440A TranscriptofSilviaDuranTiradointerview 9/18 III-6
F-440B_DiagramofCubanConsulatehanddrawnbyDuran 9/18 III-121F-441

	

MemorandumfromDeLoachtoMooresubjectassassinationofthePresident9/21 III-594
12/12/63F-442

	

MemorandumfromDeLoach12/17/63subjectLHO-InternalSecurityPresi 9/21 III-596dentialCommission
F-443

	

MemorandumfromEvanstoBelmont11/25/63withattachedmemorandum9/21 ill-566
fromKatzenbachtoMoyersF-446

	

StatementofNosenkotoHearingsoftheSelectCommitteeonAssassinations9/22 IV-106
8/7/783pF-447

	

MemorandumfromColemanandSlawsontoWarrenCommissionreNosenko9/21 III-634
6/24/64F-448	MemorandumfromHubertandGriffintoWillensretelephonerecords2/24/649/21 III-656

	9/26 IV-540
F-449AB ThreechartsdepictingmonthlyprogressoftheWarrenCommission

	

(2) (2)C
F-450	Excerpts ofSomersett-Milteerconversation11/9/63 9/19 III-447
F-451	Secret Service—PrinciplesofProtectionofthePresidentJanuary4 1954 9/19 !II-451
F-452	Affidavits ofSecretServiceagents6/1/64and7/30/64 9/19 III-454
F-456	FBI functionalorganizationalchart1964 9/20 III-478
F-457

	

MemorandumfromJenkinstoPresidentLyndonBJohnson11/24/63"Mr.J 9/20 III-468
EdgarHooversaidasfollows

F-458	MemorandumfromEvanstoBelmont11/26/63 9/20 III-474
F-459 Excerptfromp34BookVSenateReportreHoovermemorandumof11/29/639/20 III-476
F-460	FBI memorandumtoTolsonfromGale12/10/63 9/20 111-514
F-461	FBI memorandumtoTolsonfromGale9/30/64 9/20 III-531
F-462	FBI memorandumfromDonahuetoBelmont11/22/63 9/21 111-665
F-463	FBI memorandumfromBelmonttoTolson11/24/63 9/21 111-666
F-464

	

CIAmemorandumtoChiefwith/attachedmemorandum11/25/68reusing9/21 III-571
Oswald

F-465	FBI memorandumfromBelmonttoSullivan11/25/63 9/21 III-668
F-466	FBI memorandumfromDeLoachtoMohr11/25/63 9/21 111-670
F-467

	

MemorandumfromHoovertoDepartmentofState6/3/60reOswaldimposter9/21 III-573
theoryF-471	FBI memorandumfromBelmonttoTolson12/3/63	9/21 III-672

F-472	Letter fromKatzenbachtoWarren12/8/63 9/21 III-674
F-473	FBI memorandumfromDeLoachtoMohr12/20/63 9/21 111-677
F-476	OrganizationalchartoftheWarrenCommission 9/21 111-611
F-477	Photograph ofWarrenCommissionmembers 9/21 III-611
F-478	Record ofemergencydata—Oswald	9/25 IV-260
F-479	USMC enlistmentcontract10/24/56 9/25 IV-262
F-479a USMCenlistmentcontract10/24/56 9/25 IV-263
F-480	USMC examinationofOswald10/24/562p 9/25 IV-264
F-481	Oswald's loyaltycertificateforArmedServicespersonnel 9/25 IV-266
F-482	USMC masterfingerprints,10/15/56 9/25 IV-269
F-483	Oswald miscellaneousinformationandindexform 9/25 IV-271
F-484	Oswald Securityterminationstatementandindex	9/25 III-159IV-272
F-485	Notice ofObligatedServiceDischarge 9/25 III-179IV-273
F-486	Passport #1733242(copy)	9/25 IV-274
F-487	Selective Serviceregistrationform 9/25 IV-284
F-488	Declaration requestingrevocationofU.Scitizenship(C.E244) 9/25 IV-285
F-489	Account ofinterviewwithAMosbybyOswald11/15/59 9/25 IV-286
F-490A	Script writingonHolland-AmericanLinestationery 9/25 IV-287
F-490B ScriptwritingonHolland-AmericanLinestationery 9/25 IV-298
F-491	Historical diary(CE24) 9/25 IV-302
F-492	Affidavit ofsupporttoU.SEmbassy1/17/62(CE775)	9/25 IV-314
F-493	Note from"AlektoMarineandJuneinRussianlanguage 9/25 IV-315
F-494	Letter to"TheWorker"___ 9/25 IV-316
F-495	Application forrentalofpostofficebox3 ___ _ 9/25 IV-319
F-496	Post officeboxrentalapplication 9/25 IV-320
F-497	Letter toFairPlayforCubaCommittee 9/25 IV-321
F-498	Letter toCommunistPartyofUSA8/28/63 9/25 IV-323
F-499	Photoreproductionofpagefromhotelregistry 9/25 IV-326
F-500	Letter toRussianEmbassy(CE103)	9/25 IV-327
F-501 W-4form 9/25 IV-329
F-502	Letter toRussianEmbassy11/9/63 9/25 IV-330
F-503	Application foremployment—LWelding 9/25 IV-331
F-504	Microfilm reproductionofrifleorder—Klein's 9/25 IV-332
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F-505A-DPhotographoffourcardsfromOswald'swallet 9/25 IV-333-336
F-506	"Dear MrHuntletter 9/25 IV-337
F-507	"Alek, writinginRussian 9/25 IV-338
F-508	Speech (CE97) 9/25 IV-339
F-509	Postal moneyordertoKlein's—frontandreverse	9/25 IV-348-349
F-510 Walkernote(inRussian)	9/25 IV-350
F-512	Affidavit ofJosephHLangosch,9/14/78 9/22 IV-192
F-513	FOIA 5-1A10/9/63IN36017 9/22 IV-212
F-514	Coleman memorandum,3/26/64 9/22 IV-213
F-515	Rocca notetoHelms3/5/64	9/22 IV-215
F-516	FO1A 7-210/10/63DIR74830 9/22 IV-216
F-517	FOIA 6-310/10/63DIR74673 9/22 IV-219
F-518	Memorandum undatedCommentsofLuisaCalderonCarralero 9/22 IV-181
F-519	FOIA 680-290niemorandum5/5/64redebriefingonOswald'scase 9/22 IV-221
F-520

	

MemorandumforDeputyDirectorforPlans5/11/64FOIA687-295subject9/22 IV-162
informationonLeeHarveyOswaldw/attachmentsF-521	FOIA 739-319memorandum6/19/64withattachments 9/22 IV-224

F-522	Handwritten notes—ProjectZRRIFLEwith/attachedmemorandums 9/22 IV-197
F-523	Form 201—CIAPersonalityFilerequest12/9/60FOIA1-Ib 9/22 IV-206
F-524

	

LettertoBlakeyfromBreckinridge9/19/78with/attachedmemorandumof 9/22 IV-207
2/20/64redocumentsavailableinOswald's201fileFOIA563-810

F-525	MemorandumfromSterntoRankin3/27/64 9/22 IV-231
F-526	FOIA 435-173Adispatch12/12/63 9/22 IV-209
F-527

	

Excerptsfrom1967CIAInspectorGeneral'sreportreplottingagainstCastro9/22 IV-126
withcoverletter

F-528	FOIA 657-831memorandumforDeputyDirectorforPlans4/13/64 9/22 IV-232
F-529

	

MemorandumforDeputyDirectorforPlans7/8/64Nosenoinformationon 9/22 IV-14
Oswald

F-530

	

Memorandumofconversation7/28/64reuseofNosenkoinformationin 9/22 IV-236
WarrenCommissionreportF-531	Five documentsreNosenkofromOfficeofSecurity 9/22 IV-36

F-532	Seven documentsreNosenkoCIA 9/22 IV-65
F-533	MemorandumtoRankin7/31/64retouristvisaapplicationtimeFOIA781-3419/22 IV-240
F-534	State DepartmenttelegramfromMoscow10/31/59 9/22 1V-187
F-536A LettertoHelms9/21/78retestimonyfromAnthonyLaphamCIA	9/22 IV-6
F-536B LettertoHelms9/21/78retestimonyfromJohnDMorrisonJr.CIA 9/22 IV-7
F-537	CIA responsetoHearingsoftheSelectCommitteeonAssassinationsreinter 9/22 IV-109

rogatoriesreNosenko
F-538

	

ExcerptfromChurchreportonallegedassassinationplotsagainstforeign9/22 IV-156
leadersp 92

F-539	Excerpt fromChurchreportpp99-100	9/22 IV-153
F-541	Article London"SundayTimes,2/26167 9/25 IV463
F-542

	

LetterfromHearingsoftheSelectCommitteeonAssassinationstoLondon9/25 IV-464
"SundayTimes,4/25/78F-543

	

LetterfromLondon"SundayTimestoHearingsoftheSelectCommitteeon 9/25 IV-464
Assassinations5/19/78F-544	Advertisementformovie"ExecutiveAction 9/25 IV-455

F-545	Chart ofJackRuby'stollcalls1963 9/26 IV-561
F-546	Computer printoutoftollcalls 9/26 IV-563
F-547A__MapofU.SwithApalachinmeetingdelegates 9/28 V-382
F-547B MapofU.SwithLaCosaNostrafamilies 9/28 V416
F-548	Chart organizedcrimefamilyorganization 9/28 V-429
F-550	Chart seatingarrangementatLaStellaRestaurant 9/28 V-418
F-551	Chart—OrganizedCrimeIndictmentsandConvictions 9/28 V-435
F552 Graphs—organizedcrimeprogramstatistics 9/28 V-435
F-553	Affidavit fromFBISpecialAgentKahoe 9/28 V-388
F-554	Letter fromEarlRubytoHSCAre"CubaAlabama8/17/78 9/26 IV-516
F-555	BBC filmclipreJack'sstatement"Noonewilleverknow...(2reels)) 9/26 IV-513
F-556	Composite ofsixphotographsofOswald	. 9/25 IV-369
F-55/	Composite offivephotographsofOswaldoneofLovelady 9/25 IV-369
F-558	Diagram—shapedistanceandsizecomparison 9/25 IV-370
F-559	Photograph ofmotorcadewithred	9/25 IV-372
F-560	Composite oftwophotographsbyAltgensandMilteer 9/25 IV-377
F-561	Composite ofthreephotographsonebyAltgensandtwobyMilteer 9/25 IV-378
F-562	Diagram ofAltgensphotograph—analysisofheight 9/25 IV-378
F-563	Photograph ofcrowdonHoustonStreetbyAltgens 9/25 IV-379
F-564	Composite ofthreephotographs—heightchartdisplay 9/25 IV-388
F-565	IRS auditcasereportofEarlRuby1/8/64(CE2978) 9126 IV-522
F-567

	

LetterfromJonestoCurryonsecuritytransferofOswald12/19/63withat 9/26 IV-575
tachedletterof12/16/63F-568	Diagram ofbasementoftheDallasPoliceDepartment 9/26 IV-574

F-569	HSCA interviewofDonFlusche,6/7/78 9/26 IV-593
F-572	Transcript ofMcWilliedeposition4/4/78 9/27 V-7
F-573	Report ofFBIonMcWillieinterview11/27/63 9/27 V-152
F-574	Report ofFBIoninterviewofMcWillie6/9/64 9/27 V-155
F-575 SegmentofZoppiletter	9/27 V-168
F-576	HSCA interviewofTonyZoppi,3/31/78 9/27 V-169
F-577	FBI interviewreportonRuby12/25/63	9/27 V-174
F-578	FBI interviewreportonS J Braun11/25/73 9/27 V-190
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B EXHIBITS-JOHNF KENNEDYPUBLICHEARINGS-Continued

Date
Exhibit Entered

Volume/PageNo Description (1978)

F-579	FBI interviewreportonJayBishov11/25/63 9/27 V-191
F-580__ FBIinterviewreportonJackMarcus12;2/63 9/27 V-192
F-581	Postcard fromRubytoAliceNichols9/8/59 9,27 V-195
F-582	FBI interviewreportonClarenceARector11301(3 9/27 V194
F-583	Ruby's touristcards-front	 9/27 V-196
F-584	Ruby's touristcards-reverse	. 9/27 V-197
F-585	FBI reportrelackRuby'sbankoepositrecords1l2963 9,127 V-202
F i86 ReportreJackRubypotentialcriminalinformant 9/27 V-206
F-587	FBI interviewreportonMeyerRPanitz1/14164 9/27 'J-223
F-588	Charles CScottlettertoHSCAreJackRubysignatureidentification9/22/78	 9/27 V-199
F-589	INS letteranddocumentstoHSCA5/11/78 9/27 V-226
F-590	Warren CommissionmemorandumfromHubertandGriffintoWillens4/4/649/26 IV-546
F-591	Warren CommissionstaffmemorandumfromHubertandGriffin5114/64re 9/26 IV-548

adequacyofRubyinvestigation
F-592	Warren CommissionstaffmemorandumtoHubertandGriffinfromWillens9/26 IV-559

6/1/64readequacyofRubyinvestigation
F-593	Warren CommissionmemorandumfromHubertandGriffintoWillens6/1,649/26 IV-560
F-594	Film ofRubyshootingOswald	9/26 IV-485
F-595	Photograph of"HandsOffCubaliterature 9/26 IV-481
F-596	Photograph ofOswalddistributingFPCCliterature 9/26 IV-482
F-597	Photograph of"TheCrimeAgainstCubapamphlet544CampStreet	9;26 IV-481
F-598 MapofLouisiana 9/26 IV-483
1--599	Photograph ofDavidFerrie 9/26 IV-484
c.-600 SwornstatementofCIASupportChief925/78 9/27 V-241
F-601 ExcerptsofAlemaninterviewbyGaetonFonziHSCAstar3/12/77 9,'27 V-314
F-602	Article byGeorgeCrileIII"TheMafiatheCIAandCastro,theWashing9/27 V-308

tonPost,5/16/76F-603	HSCA staffmemorandum3/14/77fromPurdytoTanenbaumreMiamitripof 9/27 V-317
3,10/77F-604 ELSUR-1/31;62GiancanaAlexandVogel	... 9/28 V-437

F605 ELSUR-January1962GiancanaandD'Arco_________	9/28 V-437
F606 ELSUR-2,'27/62FerraroandGodfrey_ 9/28 V-438
F-607	ELSUR--1/15/63AirtelEnglish 9/28 V-438
F-608 ELSUR-1/31/63LCNsummary 9i28 V-438
F609__-NYPDIntelligenceBulletin#10,6/7/63 9/28 V-439
F-610-	ELSUR--6/11/63StefanoMagaddino	 9/28 V-439
F-611	ELSU R-8/7/63airtelAlex 9/28 V-440
F-612	ELSUR-8/8/63 DiPalermoandGenovese. 9/28 V-440
F-613	ELSUR-10/15/63JacobsonandMarcy 9/28 V-440
1-614 ELSUR-10/24/63Costello 9/28 V-441
f-615 ELSUR-1963Trafficante 9/28 V-441
F-616 ELSUR-1963PalmisanoandPetillo 9/28 V-442
F-617	ELSUR-1963 BrunoandCatena 9/28 V-442
F-618	ELSUR-2/8/62 BrunoandWeisburg 	9,28 V-443
F-619_ PhotographofSantosTrafficante . 9/28 V-384
F-620	ELSUR-2/17/62BrunoandMandP Maggio	9/28 V-445
F-621 FBImemorandum4/22/62reCelanoandPierce 9/28 V-445______
V622___ELSUR-5/2/62ProfaciClementsand"Bob 9/28 V-446
F-625	ELSUR-10/23/62MarcyD'ArcoandRepresentativeLibonati 	9/28 V-446
F-626 ELSUR-1/17/63PatriarcaAngiuloandLimone 9/28 V-447______
F-627 ELSUR-2/28/63Giancana	..__._. . 9/28 V-447
F628 ELSUR-10/14/63GiancanaEnglishAccardoandBlasi 9/28 V-447
F-629	ELSUR-5/23/63StefanoMagaddino ._ 9/28 V-448
F-630 ELSUR-10/31/63StefanoandPeterMagaddino	 9/28 V-448
F-631 MemorandumfromEvanstoBelmont5/2263reVaiachi_____ _9/28 V-448
F-632_._ELSUR-8/12/63LanzaandBruno .-.__ 9/28 V-449
F-633	ELSUR-9/17/63Magaddino 9/28 V-449
F-634	ELSUR-9/27/63J S LaRoccareValachi 9/28 V-449
F-635	ELSUR (NYPD)-9/27/63MasielloandDiLorenzo 9/28 V-450
F-636	ELSUR-9/28/63MagaddinoMagaddinoandRangatore 9/28 V-451
F-637 ELSUR-10/1/63Palmisano 9/28 V-451
F-638 LCNfile-10/9and10/16/63Giancana 9/28 V-452
F-639 FBIteletype-10/10/63GiancanaandEnglish 9/28 V-452
F_-640 LCNfile-10/25/63Zarilli____ 9/28 V-452______
r-641 Autumn1963liveinformantinformation 9/28 V-453
F-642 HoovertoSenatorMcClellanletterandcall3/2/64and3/6/64 9/28 V-453______
F-643	FBI intelligencebulletin3/11/64Locicero 9/28 V-453
F-644	Testimony ofBobbyWHargis4/8/64WarrenCommission 12/29 V-504
F-645	Statement ofWilliamNewman11/22/63toSheriff'sDepartmentDallas12/29 V-508

Tex
F-646	Testimony ofAbrahamZapruder7/22/64WarrenCommission 12/29 V-510
F-647	Statement ofSAPaulELandisJr.11/22/63 12/29 V-519
F-648	Statement ofS MHolland4/8/64WarrenCommission 12/29 V-527
F-649	Statement ofRGSkelton11/22/63Sheriff'sDepartmentDallasTex 12/29 V-537
F-650	Testimony ofRoyceGSkelton4/8/64WarrenCommission I2/29 V-539
F-651	Statement ofVirgieRackley11/25/63FBI 12/29 V-543
F-652 TestimonyofMrsDonaldBaker7/22/64WarrenCommission 12/29______ V-545
F-653 Cubabook-ReportofCubanGovernmenttoHSCA 9/27 V-259______
F-654	Translation ofCubabook	9/27 V-294
F661 Photograph-peopleongrassyknoll	 12/29 V-507
F-666	Zapruder filmwithsoundoffourshotsadded	12/29 V.694
F-667	Charts ofwaveformsfromtaperecordingoftheDallasPoliceDepartment12/29 V-563
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B EXHIBIT—JOHNF KENNEDYPUBLICHEARINGS—Continued

Date
Exhibit Entered
No Description (1978) Volume/Page

F-668 PhotographofmotorcadeonMainStreet 12/29 V-626
F-669	Photograph ofmotorcadeonHoustonStreet 12/29 V-626
F-670 PhotographofmotorcadeonHoustonStreet 12/29 V.627
F-671	Photograph ofmotorcadeonHoustonStreet 12/29 V-627
F-672	Survey mapofDealeyPlaza 12/29 V-562
F-673	Gun Digest1963 12/29 V-573
F-674	Photograph showingmotorcyclesatParklandHospitalwithclipholderson 12/29 V-633
F-675

windshield
	Photograph showingmotorcyclesbeingdrivendownElmStreet 12/29 V-632

F-676	Photograph showingmotorcycleandcarsparkedatemergencyroomPark 12/29 V-633
F-677

landHospital
	Photograph showingcrowdcarsandmotorcyclesatemergencyroomPark 12/29 V-634

F-678
landHospital

	Photograph showingmotorcycleandothercarsparkedatemergencyroom12/29 V-634
F-679

ParklandHospital	Letter toChiefofPoliceCurryfromDeputyChiefofPoliceLundy11/21/6312/29 V-617
12/29 V-652submittingplansforparaderoute

F-680	Report ofAnthonyJ PellicanotoHearingsoftheSelectCommitteeonAssassi
nationsonDPDtapes12/13/78F-681	Composite offourphotographs(F-668F-669F-670F-671)	 12/29 V-628

F682 PhotographshowingtemperatureaboveTSBDof66°(Murray1-19)	 12/29 V-643
F-683	Photograph showingtimeoverTSBDof12:40(Murray1-15)	 9/29 V-644
F-684	Two speechesbyFidelCastro 9/18 1I1-159
F-685 ThreearticlesbyJeanDaniel 9/18 III-179

IExecutivesessiontestimonyTheseexhibitsareprintedinVolumeXIIAppendixtotheHearingsbeforetheSelect
CommitteeonAssassinations"OswaldintheSovietUnionAnInvestigationofYuriNosenko,staffreportNumberswhich
donotappearwereassignedtoexhibitsthatwerenotused

2See"TheWarrenCommissionstaffreportattachmentBvolumeXIIAppendixtctheHearingsbeforetheSelect
CommitteeonAssassinations

C SUPPLEMENTALEXHIBITS—JOHNF KENNEDYPUBLICHEARINGS

Date
entered Volume/
(1978) Page

LetterfromRalphWYarboroughtoCongressmanRichardsonPreyer12/27/78 12/29 V-698
LetterandexhibitsfromRobertGroden 12/29 V-703
MemorandumfromGRobertBlakeytoHSCAmembers2/22/79refinepointsofcorrela12/29 V-722

tionoftapetofilm
Article"APhysicistExaminestheKennedyAssassinationFilm,LuisWAlvarez 9/8r

1-428
Photographofblackumbrella—open 9/25 IV-444
TranscriptofdepositionofNicholasdeBKatzenbach8/4/78HearingsoftheSelectCommit9/21 III-680

teeonAssassinations
LettertoHSCAfromKatzenbachretestimony9/25/78 9/21 III-749

D APPENDICESTOTHEJOHNF KENNEDYPUBLICHEARINGS

Volume

1 ScientificReports
(i)ReportofthePhotographicEvidencePanel VI
(n)ReportontheMedicalEvidenceandRelatedIssuesPertainingtotheAssassinationofPresidentJohn

F Kennedy VII
ReportoftheFirearmsPanel VII
AStudyoftheAcousticsEvidenceRelatedtotheAssassinationofPresidentJohnF Kennedy._	VIII

t
ReportofthePolygraphyPanelontheSubjectoftheAnalysisofJackRuby'sPolygraphExaminationVIII

i)ReportofthePolygraphyPanelontheSubjectoftheAnalysisofYuriNosenko'sPolygraphExaminationVIII
(vu)ReportontheSubjectoftheExaminationoftheHandwritingandFingerprintevidenceintheinvesti

gationoftheAssassinationofJohnF Kennedy VIII
2 StaffReports

OrganizedCrime IX
Anti-CastroActivistsandOrganizationsandLeeHarveyOswaldinNewOrleans X
TheEvolutionandImplicationsoftheCIA-SponsoredAssassinationConspiraciesAgainstFidelCastroX

xiTheWarrenCommission XI
xuAnalysisoftheSupportProvidedtotheWarrenCommissionbytheCentralIntelligenceAgency XI
xiii)PoliticsandPresidentialProtectionTheMotorcade XI

(xiv)PossibleMilitaryInvestigationoftheAssassination XI
xv~ConspiracyWitnessesinDealeyPlaza XII

Oswald-TippitAssociates XII
GeorgedeMohrenschildt XII

xvni)DepositionofMarinaOswaldPorter XII
TheDefectorStudy.--	XIIOswaldintheSovietUnionAnInvestigationofYuriNosenko XII

3 BibliographiesAssassinationofPresidentJohnF KennedyAnAlphabeticalBibliography XII
AssassinationofPresidentJohnF KennedyAChronologicalBibliography XII
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APPENDIXVIII INDEXFORTHE INVESTIGATIONOFTHE ASSASSINATION
OF DR MARTINLUTHER KING JR

A PUBLICHEARINGSOFTHECOMMITTEE

Date
(1978) Volume/Page

1 Statementsbymembersofthecommittee
OpeningStatementbyChairmanLouisStokes 8-14 I-1OpeningStatementbyDelegateWalterE.Fauntroy 8-14 1-2
OpeningStatementbyRepresentativeSamuelLDevine 8-14 1-4
OpeningStatementbyChairmanLouisStokes	11-9 IV-1
OpeningStatementbyDelegateWalterEFauntroy 11-9 IV-3PersonalRemarksbyDelegateWalterEFauntroy 11-17 Vl-1StatementbyChairmanLouisStokesConcerningtheFBI'sActionsWithRespectto 11-27 VII-111DrKingRemarksbyChairmanLouisStokesontheMatterofFBIResponsibilityin Dr 11-28 VII-160

King'sDeath
StatementbyChairmanLouisStokesConcerningEvidenceina ConspiracyInvestiga11-29 VII-202tion
ClosingRemarksbyChairmanLouisStokes 12-1 VIII-664
ClosingRemarksbyDelegateWalterEFauntroy	12-1 VIII-6662 NarrationsbyGRobertBlakeyChiefCounselandStaffDirectorTheCivilRightsMovementandDrMartinLutherKingJr 8-14 1-5TheAutopsyofDrKing 8-15 1-41TheSceneoftheCrime(GeneJohnsonDeputyChiefCounsel)	8-16 1-75StatementsofJamesEarlRay 11-9 IV-7ScientificAnalysesoftheEvidenceFirearms 11-9 IV-77PossibleMotivesofJamesEarlRay 11-10 IV-111PoliceProtectionofDrKinginMemphis 11-10 IV-235TwoConspiracyAllegations	 11-13 V-1
Ray'sGuiltyPlea 11-13 V-65GraceWalden	11-14 V-391GraceWaldenAdmissiontotheJohnGastonHospital	11-14 V.452GraceWaldenCommitmenttoWesternStateMentalHospital 11-14 V-521GraceWaldenRenfroHaysInterview 11-14 V-570GraceWaldenMarkLaneInterview 11-14 V-584GraceWaldenExpert'sReviewofHerMedicalRecordsandTreatment 11-14 V-612GraceWaldenStatementsbyHerCo-Guardians	11-14 V.631
InvestigationofRay'sFinances 11-15 V-655PossibleComplicitybytheFBI 11-17 VI-59
IntelligenceActivitiesforKingsTriptoMemphis	11-20 VI-407TheInvaders 11-20 VI-444
AnalysisoftheEvidenceRelatingtoFBIComplicity 11-27 VI-607PerformanceoftheFBI	11-27 VII-1PerformanceoftheDepartmentofJustice 11-28 VII-117
InvestigativeTechniquesandCivilRights 11-28 VII-156
ConspiracyAllegations(GeneJohnsonDeputyChiefCounsel) 11-29 VII-173PossibleComplicitybyJerryRay 11-30 VII-311
Ray'sPrisonEscapeandtheAltonIllinoisBankRobbery(JamesWolfDeputyChief12-1 VIII-1

Counsel)3 Witnesses••
AbernathyReverendRalphDavid 8-14 1-10
BadenN Michael(vii)	8-15 1-43
BatesJohnS.Jr (vii) 11-9 IV-81
BrennanCharlesD 11-17 VI-128
ByersRussellG 11-29 VII-177245
CabbageCharlesLaverne 11-20 VI-509
CanalePhilN	11-13 V-334
ChampagneDonaldE.(vii) 11-9 IV-81
ClarkRamsey 11-28 VII-120
CohenDrMorris 11-14 V-605
Cooks,Stoney	11-17 VI-56
CowdenCoyDean	8-18 III-314
DeLoachCarthaD 11-27 VII-18
DeMereDrMcCarthy 11-13 V-371
DrennonCClevelandJr
DruffDrJamesR 11-14 V-522
EistAlexander 11-9 IV-10
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PUBLICHEARINGSOFTHECOMMITTEE—Continued

Date
(1978) Volume/Page

3 Witnesses:••—Continued
EvansEdward 11-13 V-9

11-15 V-657
11-29 VII-247ForemanPercy 11-13 V-74HollomanFrankC 11-10 IV-236JensenRobertG 11-21 VI-586JohnsonErnestine 8-18LaneMark 11-14 V~26LawrenceWilliamH 11-21 VI-539LutzMontyC.(vii) 11-9 IV-81McColloughMarrell 11-20 VI-413McFallLarceE 8-18 III-350McFallPhillip 8-18 111-353MooreDrDavidF 11-14 V-468MooreGeorgeC 11-17 VI-361MurtaughArthurL 11-17 VI-91NealeDrJackC.,III 11-14 V-574NewquistAndrewM.(vii) 11-9 IV-81PetersAnnieEstelle 8-18 111-302PhillipsFreddie 12-1 VI11-657PollakStephenJ 11-28 VII-163RagsdaleDuncan 11-14 V-632RandallJudgeMurrayL 11-29 VII-204RayJamesEarl(i-v)	 8-16 1-878-17 11-48-18 III-13

RayJerry	 11-30 VII-318
RayJohnLarry	 12-1 VII1-28ReddittEdward	 11-10 1V-202RoseJamesJ	 11-17 V1-124
SmithJohnB 11-20 V1-462
SrygleyWilliamL ° 11-14 V-445
TaylorCalvinL.,Jr	 11-20
TysonBrady 11-17 VI-6
WeenickLawrence 11-29 VII-238WilhelmRussellM	 11-9 IV-81WilsonGeorgeR.(vii) 11-9 IV-81
YoungAndrew 11-17 VI-3

*NarrationswerepresentedbyGRobertBlakeychiefcounselandstaffdirectorunlessotherwiseindicated**PersonswhosenamesarefollowedbyalettercontributedtoscientificreportsorgavedepositionsorotherstatementswhicharecontainedinthestaffreportsSeetheindexofKingappendicesforthelocationsofthereferencedmaterial
EXHIBITS*—MARTINLUTHERKINGPUBLICHEARINGS

DateExhibit EnteredNo Description (1978) Volume/Page

F-1	Drawing ofneckwoundofDrKingbeforemedicaldissection 8/15 1-45F-2	Drawing ofDrKing'sneckwoundaftermedicaldssection 8/15 147F-3	Drawing ofDrKing'sbackpriortoautopsyshowingwherebulletlodged 8/15 1-49F-4	Photograph ofsuitJacketwornbyDrKingattimeofassassination 8/15 1-50F-5	Photograph ofshirtwornbyDrKingattimeofassassination 8/15 1-51F-6	Photograph ofDrKing'sshirtshowingbullethole 8/15 1-52F-7	Photograph ofnecktiewornbyDrKingattimeofassassination	8/15 1-53F-8	X-ray ofDrKing'sspineshowingbullet___	9/15 1-54F-9	X-ray ofDrKing'sheadandshouldershowingfragments 8/15 1-55F-10	Drawing ofDrKing'sheadandshouldersshowingpathofbullet 8/15 1-57F-12	Two photographsofbulletremovedfromDrKing 8/15 1-61F-13	Photograph ofbulletinthreefragments 8/15 1-62F-14	(1) FBIinterviewofLloydJowers—introducedasexhibitbyJamesEarlRay 8/16 1-1041-113
F-15A PhootographoftroomnghouseRand

and
surroundingbuildings418-424South8/16 1-78MainStreetF-15B PhotographofRoom5-Bofroominghouse	8/16 1-80F-15C PhotographofbathroomtobalconyofLorraineMotel 8/16 1-81F-15D PhotographfrombalconyofLorraineMoteltoroominghouse 8/16 1-82F-15E PhotographofviewnorthtosouthonSouthMainStreet 8/16 1-83F-15F PhotographofbundleofevidenceinfronttoCanipesAmusementCompany8/16 1-84424SouthMainStreetF-I6 PhotographshowingaerialviewofcrimesceneMemphisTenn 8/16 1-76F-17	Article NationalEnquirer10/11(77 8/17 11-110F-19	Drawing ofcrimesceneMemphisTenn 8/16 1-77F-20	HSCA diagramsecondfloorroominghouse 8/16 1-79F-20A Overlayofdiagramsecondfloorroominghouse 114 V-187F-21	HSCA diagramhighwaymapSoutheastUnitedStates 8 7 11-56F-23	Deposition ofJamesEarlRayRayv ForemanNovember1969 8 6 1-360F-24	Testimony ofJamesEarlRayEvidentiaryHearingRayv Rose 8/17 1-116F-25	Interview ofJamesEarlRaybyDanRather3/9/77 8/16 1-166
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B EXHIBITS—MARTINLUTHERKINGPUBLICHEARINGS—Continued

Date
Exhibit Entered
No Description (1978) Volume/Page

F-35	Receipt fromAeromarineSupplyCompanyBirminghamAla 8/17 11-39
F-36	Letter fromRaytoJackKershaw9/30/77introducedbyJamesEarlRay 8/17 11-9

11-20F-42	Staff interviewofJamesGarner
1/23//118

8/17F-46	Staff interviewofDonaldWood11/87 8/17 11-32
F-50	HSCA fingerprintanalysisreport	8/17 11-99
F-51	Article LosAngelesHeraldExaminer3/18/68 8/17 11-46
F-52	Postal changeofaddresscardofJamesEarlRay 8/17 II-50
F-53	Registration cardofJamesEarlRayatFlamingoMotelSelmaAla.3/22/688/17 11-55
F-56	Article SelmaTimesJournal3/21/68 8/17 11-58
F-59	Receipt fromPiedmontLaundryAtlantaGa 8/17 11-65,I11-306F-60	Staff interviewofEstellePeters9/27/77 8/17 11-70
F-61	Front pageMemphisCommercialAppeal4/4/68 8/17 11-100
F-66	Photograph ofpaperbagusedinJune4 1968robberyofTrusteeSavings8/17 11-491

BankofFulhamLondonEnglandF-77	Letter fromJamesERaytoHughStantonSr.1/21:V69	8/18F-78	Letter fromJamesERaytoPercyForeman2/1/6 8/18
III-38
111-17

F-79	Proposed stipulationsofmaterialfactsStateofTennesseev JamesEarlRay8/18F-80	Guilty pleaproceedingsStateofTennesseev JamesEarlRay3/10/69 8/18F-84	Letter fromJamesERaytoArthurHanesSr.10/3/68 8/18F-92	Staff interviewofAlexanderEist8/4/78 8/18

III-46
III-80
III-32
111-264

F-93	Letter fromJamesEarlRaytoBirminghamBarAssociation6/10/68 8/18 111-257
F-94	Letter fromJamesEarlRaytoArthurHanesSr.6/10/68 8/18 111-259
F-96A BankrecordsofCarolPepper	11/30 V11-397
F-105	Articles of4/1/68editionsofAtlantaJournalandAtlantaConstitution 8/17 11-96
F-106	Page fromledgerbookPiedmontLaundryAtlantaGa 8/17 11-91
F-106a OriginalledgerbookPiedmontLaundryAtlantaGa 8/18 III-308
F-113	Letter toJamesEarlRayfromClarenceF LyonsJr.7/11/78introducedby 8/18 111-9

III-11F-114
JamesEarlRay

	Article TheTennessean10/10/75introducedbyJamesEarlRay	8/18F-115	Article KnoxvilleJournalJuly1978introducedbyJamesEarlRay 8/18 111-12
F-116	Materials transmittedbyJamesEarlRaytosupplementhispublichearing8/18 III-561
F-117 testimony

	Excerpts fromCodeName"ZorrobyMarkLaneandDickGregory	8/18 III-518
F-118	Interview ofCoyDeanCowden11/12/77byMarkLane 8/18 111-523
F-119	Affidavit ofCoyDeanCowden8/15/78 8/18 III-535
F-120	Affidavit ofMrsCatherineCollieCowdenMarshall8/14/78 8/18 111-540
F-121	Two lettersfromPercyForemantoJamesEarlRay3/9/69 8/18 111-42
F-122	Letter fromJamesEarlRaytoJerryRay12/23/68 8/18 111-44
F-124	Affidavit ofPhillipMcFall8/15/78 8/18 111-558
F-130	Staff interviewofThomasSmith8/11/78 11/9 IVV--3746F-131 SignedstatementbyOwenSummers11/2/78 11/9
F-132	Signed statementbyDavidMeuriner11/2/78 11/9 IV-49
F-133	Signed statementofConnieMeuriner11/2/78	11/9 IV-52
F-134	Signed confessionofJamesEarlRay10/11/59tochargeofarmedrobbery 11/9 IV-57
F-135 TranscriptofcourtproceedingsCircuitCourtCityofStLouisincaseofMis 11/9 IV-63

sourv JamesEarlRay12/15/59F-I36 CertificateofacquittalofAlexanderAnthonyEistfromtheCrownCourtMid 11/9 IV-28
IesexEnglandF-137	Certificate ofretirementofAlexanderAnthonyEist 11/9 IV-12

F-138 Metropolitanpolicepension-certificateofindentity—AlexanderAnthonyEist 11/9 IV-15
F-145 (Q2)evidencerifle 11/10______ ShelbyCounty

F-146	Two photographsofboltlockinglugandboltofQ2rifle 11/10
CriminalCourt
Clerk

IV-86
F-147	(Q64) evidencebullet 11/10 N/AF-148	Two photographs(1)Q64bullet(2)fragmentsQ64bullet 11/10 IV-90
F-149	Four photographsofQ64bullet 11/10 IV-92
F-150	One photographcomparingQ64bulletandtest-firedbullet 11/10 IV-92
F-151	(Q3) evidencecartridgecase 11/10 ShelbyCountyCriminalCourt
F-152 PhotographofQ3cartridgecase 11/10

Clerk
IV-96

F-153	Two photographsofbreechfacemarksofQ3cartridgecase 11/10 IV-97
F-154 TwophotographsofchambermarksofQ3cartridgecase 11/10 IV-98
F-155	Photograph ofQ3cartridgecaseheadstamp 11/10 1V-99
F-156	Photograph offourheadstampsofQ9-Q12cartridgecases 11/10 1V-99
F-157	Photo ofwindowsillandwindowsillimpression 11/10 IV-105
F-158	Windowsill removedfrombathroomofroominghouse 11/10 ShelbyCounty

F-165	(1) LettertoArthurHanesfromFriendsofRhodesianIndependenceAugust11/10
Criminal
CourtClerk

1V-114
1968andenclosure(2)typedletterfromGalttoOrangeCountyCalif.
ChapteroftheFriendsofRhodesia

F-166	Excerpt oftestimonyofMarieMartininexecutivesession 11/10 IV-148F-167	Royal CanadianMountedPoliceinterview10/25/68offemaleacquaintanceof 11/10 IV-118JamesEarlRayF-168	FBI interviewofBoDelMonte4/30/68 11/10 IV-122
F-169	FBI interviewofJamesMorrison4/30/68 11/10 IV-123
F-170	Staff interviewofLeonardScottDelMonte,2/10/78 11/10 IV-125
F-171	Staff interviewofDennisLeMaster,3/10/78 11/10 IV-142
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F-172	FBI letterheadmemorandum4/22/68reMexicaninvestigation 11/10 IV-156
F-173 TranscriptoftapedinterviewwithIrmaMorales6/5/78bycommitteestaff11,10 IV-161
F-173A TapeofMoralesinterview 11/10 HSCAfiles

F-174	Staff interviewofIrmaMorales6/5/78 11/10F-175	Photograph ofIrmaMorales 11/10F-180	Street mapofMemphisdepicting"ChasereportedbyCBbroadcast_ 11/13
F-181 Page170ofCodeName"Zorro 11/13
F-182	Photograph takenbyJosephLouwofassassinationscene4/4/68	 11/13
F-183 ExcerptfromtestimonyofEdwardReddittinexecutivesession 11/10
F-184	Excerpt fromtestimonyofEdwardReddittinexecutivesession	11/10
F-185	Book CodeName"Zorro,byMarkLane 11/10

F-185A	Staff synopsisofreferencestoDetectiveReddittinCodeName"Zorro,by 11/10 IV-220
MarkLane

F-186

	

Report"CivilDisordersMemphisTenn.fromLtArkinIntelligenceSec 11/10 IV-246
tionMemphisPoliceDepartmenttoFrankHollomanDirectorofFireand
Police

F-187 	ReportfromInspSmithtoChiefHustonMemphisPolice4/5/68re"Detail11/10 IV-257
withDrMartinLutherKingJr.April3 1968

F-188	Excerpt oftestimonyinexecutivesessionofDonaldHSmith 11/10 IV-259
F-189

	

MemphisPoliceDepartmentalCommunicationfromInspTinestoMrMac11/10 IV-268
DonaldChiefofPolice4/4/68subject"Informationconcerningassassina
tionplotofpossiblyDetectiveRedditt.

F-190

	

MemphisPoliceDepartmentalCommunicationfromLtArkintoInspTines11/10 IV-269
4/4/68subject"ThreatonNegroLieutenantMemphisPoliceDepartment.

F-191	Excerpt oftestimonyinexecutivesessionofG P Tines	. 11/10 IV-191
F-192	Excerpt oftranscriptoftapedinterviewofInspectorTinesbycommitteestaff 11/10 IV-276
F-193	Affidavit ofWilliam0 Crumby11/8/78	11/10 IV-279
F-194	Affidavit ofJudsonGhormley11/7/78 11/10 IV-285
F-195	Affidavit ofFrankKalleher11/7/78withattachedinsert	11/10 IV-287
F-229	MemorandumofMemphisPoliceDepartmentfromDetRedditttoInspTines11/10 IV-207

4/4/68F-230	Composite offourphotographsofGaltBridgemanandSneyd___ 11/13 V-11
F--231	Photograph ofsampleofGaltsignature 11/13 V-11
F-232	Chart Ray'sUseofAliasesinCanada 11/13 V-13
F-233	Letter requestingbirthcertificatesforRamonGeorgeSneyd4/16/68 11/13 V-15
F-234

	

StatutorydeclarationinlieuofguarantorsignedbyRamonGeorgeSneyd11/13 V-17
4/16/78F-235	Copy ofSneydpassport4/24/68 11/13 V-19

F-236	Copy of1978applicationforCanadianpassport 11/13 V-2122
F237 CopyofSneydCanadianpassport5/16/68 11/13 V-24
F-238	Committee interviewwithMorrisandBillieIsaacsinLondonEngland8/2/7811/13 V-26-32
F-239 PhotographofMorrisandBillieIsaacs	 11/13 V-33
F-240	Committee interviewofKennethThompson7/31/78 11/13 V-34-49
F-241	Committee interviewsofJohnGeorgeBatchelorandDetChiefInspPeter11/13 V-50-57

AElliott
F-250 LetterfromPercyForemantoJamesEarlRay3/9/69 11/13 V-68
F-253 ArticleLookmagazine"AgainstConspiracy,4/15/69 11/13 V-77
F-254 ShelbyCountyjaillog11/10/68pages86and87 11/13 V-292-293
F-261 ExcerptJamesEarlRayguiltypleaproceeding3/10/69pages15-25	11/13 V-308-319
F-262___LetterfromPercyForemantoJamesEarlRay2/13/69 11/13 V-70
F-266	Diagram ofFloorPlanof"A TankThirdFloorShelbyCountyJailMem11/13 V-375

phisTenn
F-268	Notes fromthepersonaldiaryofPhilCanale12/18/68to1/2/69 11/13 V-360
F-269 NotesfromthepersonaldiaryofPhilCanale12/18/68to2/20/69 11/13 V-363
F-273	Notes fromthepersonaldiaryofPhilCanale3/5/69 11/13 V-365
F-274	Notes fromthepersonaldiaryofPhilCanale3/6/69 11/13 V-367
F-275	Notes fromthepersonaldiaryofPhilCanale3/7/69 11/13 V-369
F-276

	

DepositionofPercyForemanRayv RoseC-74-166WesternDistrictof 11/13 V-80-290
Tennessee

F-310

	

Article"TheAssassinationofDrMartinLutherKingJr. WasJamesEarl11/14 V-392
RayaPatsy byMarkLaneHustlermagazineNovember1978

F-311 AffidavitofGlynnKing11/3/78withattachments 11/14 V-401
F-312	Affidavit ofTommySmith11/3/78 11/14 V-404
F-313	Affidavit ofJ DMusic11/3/78withattachments 11/14 V-408
F-314	Affidavit ofCF Busch11/7/78withattachments 11/14 V-412
F-315 AffidavitofJohnBauer11/13/78withattachments 11/14 V417
F-316	Affidavit ofStephenMDarlington11/3/78withattachments 11/14 V-421
F-317	Affidavit ofRobertHWilliams11/3/78 11/14 V-427
F-318	Affidavit ofWilliamHerrington11/3/78withattachments 11/14 V-429
F-319	Affidavit ofJohnRJacobs11/6/78withattachments 11/14 V-434
F-320	Affidavit ofJ HaroldFlanney 11/6/78withattachments 11/14 V-438
F-321	Affidavit ofJamesESimpson11/3/78withattachments 11/14 V-454
F-322	Affidavit ofMichaelJ Dougherty11/3/78withattachments 11/14 V-457
F-323	Affidavit ofGeorgeWillis11/3/78withattachments 11/14 V461
F324__ AffidavitofNancyDuckworth11'2/78 11/14 V466
F-325	Medical recordsofGraceWaldenfromJohnGastonHospital 11/14 V-470
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F-326	Grace WaldencommitmentproceedingsrecordsTennesseeStatePsychiatric11/14 V-505HospitalF-327_ AffidavitofSidneyDVick11/7/78withattachments 11/14 V-516F-328 JudgmentandcommitmentdocumentreGraceEWaldenProbateCowlof 11/14 V-525ShelbyCountyTenn.7/31/68F-329	Sampling ofcommitmentsappointmentsofguardianad!itemandcounsel11/14 V-5357/25/68through8/7/68F-330	Letter toNancyHicksonfromJamesHDruffM.D.reGraceWaldendateu11/14 V-56110/1/68F-331	Letter toJamesAHaysfromcloyCarlinreGraceWaldendated1/13/69.____11/14 V-562F-332	Letter toNancyLouHicksonfromFloyCarlinreGraceWaldendated3/31/6911/14 V-562F-333	Letter toWesternStatePsychiatricHospitalfromRhineandRhinedated11/14 V-5651/23/69F-334	Letter toLVRhinefromFloyCarlinreGraceWaldendated1/28/69 11/14 V-566F-335___._StatementofGraceEWaldentoRenfroHaysdated11/5/68handwritten11/14 V-571F-336	HSCA outsidecontactreportwithGraceEWalden7/26/77 11/14 V-581F-337.InterviewwithGraceStephens(Walden)on11/13/77byMarkLane 11/14 V-585F-338___InterviewwithMarkLaneonWHBQ-TVMemphisTenn.on4/5/78byMar11/14 V-592
garetThrasher"StraightTalkF-339	Report ofDrRogerPealereGraceWaldendated11/7/78 11/14 V-613F-340	Transcript of"TodayShow,8/15/78broadcastinterviewwithGraceWalden11/14 V-622F-341	Letter of11/8/78fromDuncanRagsdaletoGRobertBlakeyredeclarationof 11/14 V-626GraceWaldenasnoncompassmentisF-342	Affidavit ofWayneChastain11/13/78 11,14 V-636F-360	Map depictingJamesEarlRay'sfugitivetravels 11/15 V.658F-361_ JamesEarlRay'sfinancialledger4/23/67to6/8/68 11/15 V-660F-362	James EarlRay'stransactionsindicatingfinancialstatusintheearlyfugitive11/15 V-664erio

F-363	Receipt fromBundyOldsmobileforpurchaseof1962PlymouthbyJohnL 11/15 V-666
Rayns

VI-9F-430	Affidavit ofDanielEllsberg10/20/78 11/17F-431	Affidavit ofJamesMLawsonJr.unsignedandundated 11/17 VI-47F-434	Committee depositionofTheronDRushing11/16/78 11/17 VI-83379F-435 ChartFBIfunctionalorganziationalchart168InvestigativeBranch 11/17 VII-3F-436A FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoSullivanfromBlank2/3/6reSecurity11/17 VI-131MatterC
VI-130F-436AAFBIheadquartersmemorandumtoDeLoachfromJones2/7/61rearticlein 11/17TheNationF-436B FBImemorandumtoSACAtlantafromDirectorFBI7/20/62reCommunist11/17 VI-133infiltrationofSCLCInternalSecurity-CF-436C FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoSullivanfromBaumgardner10/22/62re 11/17 VI-136CommunistinfiltrationofSCLC-InternalSecurity-CF-436D FBImemorandumtoSACAtlantafromDirectorFBI10/13/62reCommunist11/17 VI-138infiltrationofSCLC

11/17 VI-140F-437A__FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoSullivanfromBaumgardner8/23,63reCommunistPartyUSANegroquestionF-437B FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoBelmontfromSullivan8/30/63reCom11/17 VI-143
11/17 VI-145

munistPartyUSANegroquestionF-437C FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoSullivanfromBaumgardner8/27/63reMarchWashington8/23/63—possible influenceon subversive
11/17 VI-147F-437D FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoSullivanfromBaumgardner9/16/63CornmunistPartyUSANegroquestion—CommunistinfluenceinracialmattersF-437E FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoBelmontfromSullivan9/25/63Commu11/17 VI-149munistPartyUSANegroquestionF-438A FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoBelmontfromSullivan12/24/63Commu11/17 VI-156
11/17 VI-159

munistPartyUSANegroquestionF-438B Questionstobeemployedatconference12/23/63Communistinfluenceinracialmatters
F-438C FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoSullivanfromBaumgardner1/8/64 11/17 VI-162F-438D FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoBelmontfromSullivan1/8/64	 11/17 VI-164F-438E FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoMohrfromDeLoach12/2/64MLKapDirector 11/17 VI-167

VI-178
pointmentwith

F-438F FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoBelmontfromSullivan12/14/64MLKJr__11/17F-439A FBImemorandumtoDirectorFBIfromSACAtlanta11/19/62racialsitua 11/17tionAlbanyGa VI-95
VII-78F-441B FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoSullivanfromBrennan4/10/67Commu11/27nistInfluenceinRacialMatters—acurrentanalysisF-441E FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoSullivanfromMoore3/19/68MLKJr 11/17 VI-374F-442A FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoSullivanfromBrennan4/18/68MLKJr 11/17 VI-181F-442B FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoBelmontfromEvans6/25/63MLKJr 11/17 VI-183F-442C FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoBelmontfromEvans7/16/63Communist11/17 VI-184influenceinracialmattersF-442D FBIheadquartersmemorandumfortheAttorneyGeneral7/23/63MLKJr. 11/17 VI-185fromHooverFBI
VI-186F-442E FBIradiogram(decodedcopy)toDirectorfromSACAtlanta7/24/63 11/17F-442F FBIheadquartersmemorandumtotheAttorneyGeneral10/7/63fromDirec11/17 VI-187

11/17 VI-188
torMLKJr.—CommunistinfluenceinracialmattersF-442G FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoBelmontfromEvans10/10/63MLK
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F-442H____FBIheadquartersmemorandumfortheAttorneyGeneral10/18/63MLKJr. 11/17 VI-190
Communistinfluenceinracialmatters

F-4421	FBI headquartersmemorandumtoBelmontfromEvans10/21/63MLKJr. 11/17 VI-191
Communistinfluenceinracialmatters

F-442J	FBI headquartersmemorandumtoBelmontfromSullivan1/6/64Communist11/17 VI-192
PartyUSANegroquestion—Communistinfluenceinracialmatters

F442K____FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoBelmontfromSullivan1/13/64Communist11/17 VI-193
PartyUSANegroquestion

F-442L____FBIairteltoDirectorFBIfromSACSanFrancisco2/25/64Communist11/17 VI-195
PartyUSA

F-442M____FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoSullivanfromBaumgardner3/4/6411/17 VI-205
CommunistPartyUSA

F-442N____FBIairteltoSACAtlantafromDirectorFBI4/19/65 11/17 VI-207
F-4420____FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoDeLoachfromSullivan1/21/66MLKJr 11/17 VI-208
F-442P___FBImemorandumtofilefromSACPonder6/23/66reELSUR 11/17 VI-209
F-442Q____FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoSullivanfromBaumgardner,9/21/66,SCLC11/17 VI-210
F-442R____FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoSullivanfromBrennan12/15/66MLKJr. 11/17 VI-211
F-442S____FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoSullivanfromMoore12/13/6.7,SCLC	11/17 VI-213
F-442T____FBIairteltoSACAtlantafromDirectorFBI12/14/67Communistinfiltration11/17 VI-215

SCLC
F-442U____FBIairteltoDirectorFBIfromSACAtlanta12/20/67Communistinfiltration11/17 VI-216

SCLC
F-442V____FBImemorandumtoSullivanfromMoore12/29/67Communistinfiltration11/17 VI-217

SCLC
F-442W____FBImemorandumforAttorneyGeneralfromDirector1/2/68Communist11/17 VI-219

infiltrationSCLC
1-442X.___LettertoDirectorFBIfromAttorneyGeneral1/3/68Communistinfiltration11/17 VI-221

SCLCyourmemoof1/2/68
F-442Y____FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoSullivanfromMoore3/29/68Communist11/17 VI-222

infiltrationSCLC
F-442Z.__FBIheadquartersmemorandumfortheAttorneyGeneralnodatereCom11/17 VI-224

munistinfiltrationSCLC
F-443A____FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoSullivanfromBaumgardner11/10/6411/17 VI-227

MLKJr
F-443B____FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoSullivanfromBaumgardner12/8/6411/17 VI-229

MLKJr
F-443C.___FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoSullivanfromBaumgardner2/1/6511/17 VI-231

MLKJr
F-443D.___FBIheadquartersmemorandumto SullivanfromBaumgardner3/2/6511/17 VI-232

MLKJr
F-443E____FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoSullivanfromBaumgardner3/23/6511/17 VI-234

"CommunistandtheNegroMovement—ACurrentAnalysis.
F-443F____FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoSullivanfromSizoo5/24/65MLKJr 11/17 VI-235
F-443G_-__FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoMohrfromDeLoach8/14/65Speaker11/17 VI-237

JohnMcCormackbriefingreMLK
F-444A____FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoSullivanfromBaumgardner10/27/6611/17 VI-239

MLKJr
F-444B.___FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoSullivanfromBaumgardner10/28/6611/17 VI-247

MLKJr
F-444C__-_FBIheadquartersmemorandumto SullivanfromBaumgardner11/3/6611/17 VI-249

MLKJr
F-444D.__FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoDeLoachfromWick11/9/66MLKJr pro 11/17 VI-251

F-446A.-__FBIsheadqartersimemorandumatoSullivanfromBaumgardner2/1/6511/17 VI-254
VI-256
VI-257
VI-259

Miami
F-446E.___FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoBelmontfromSullivan12/16/64MLKJr 11/17 VI-261
F-446F____FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoSullivanfromBaumgardner12/18/6611/17 VI-263

MLKJr
F-446G____FBIairteltoDirectorFBIfromSACChicago2/24/66MLKJr 11/17 VI-265
F-447A____FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoSullivanfromBaumgardner3/4/64MLK11/17 VI-268

Jr
F-447B____FBIheadquartersmemorandumfromBaumgardnerto(illegible)MLKJr 11/17 VI-270

(Datealsoillegible)F-447C____FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoMohrfromDeLoach4/8/64MLKJr 11/17 VI-272
F-447D____FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoSullivanfromBaumgardner12/29/6411/17 VI-275

MLKJr
F-449A____FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoSullivanfromMoore11/29/67MLKJr____11/17 VI-277
F-449B____FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoSullivanfromBaumgardner10/24/6611/17 VI-279

MLKJr
F-449C____FBIheadquartersmemorandumto TolsonfromDeLoach10/26/66MLK11/17 VI-281

SCLC
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F-449D____FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoSullivanfromBrennan10/30/67Corn11/17 VI-283munistinfiltrationSCLC
F-449E____FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoSullivanfromMoore11/7/67MLKJr 11/17 VI-285F-450A____FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoSullivanfromBrennan3/8/67MLKJr_ 11/17 VI-289F-450B____FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoSullivanfromMoore10/18/67MLKJr 11/17 VI-291F-451A___FBImemorandumtoSACAlbanyfromDirectorFBI8/25/67counterintelli11/17 VI-298

genceprogram—Blacknationalist—hategroupsF-4518__FBIairteltoSACAlbanyfromDirectorFBI3/4/68counterintelligencepro 11/17 VI-301
gram—Blacknationalist—hategroupsF-451C____FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoSullivanfromMoore3/29/68counterin11/17 VI-307
telligenceprogram—etcF-451D____FBIairteltoDirectorFBIfromSACNewYork2/9/68CommunistPartyUSA11/17 VI-309
COINTELPRO

F-451E__FBIairteltoDirectorFBIfromSACAtlanta2/15/68CommunistPartyUSA11/17 VI-311
COINTELPRO

F-451F___FBIheadquartersmemorandumtoSu'?ivanfromBrennan2/15/68Communist11/17 VI-312
PartyUSCOINTELPRO(FreedomwaysAssociates)F-451G_FBImemorandumtoSACNewYorkfromDirectorFBI2/21/68Communist11/17 VI-315
PartyUSACOINTELPRO

F-451H	FBI airteltoDirectorFBIfromSACBaltimore3/8/68COINTELPRO-Black11/17 VI-316
nationalisthategroups-racialintelligenceF-4511	FBI airteltoSACAtlantafromDirectorFBI3/14/68COINTELPRO-Black11/17 VI-318
nationalisthategroups-racialintelligenceF-451J	FBI airteltoDirectorFBIfromSACAtlanta3/18/68COINTELPRO-Black11/17 VI-32:i
nationalisthategroups-racialintelligence(WashingtonSpringProject)F-451K_	FBI airteltoDirectorFBIfromSACChicago3/21/68COINTELPRO-Black11/17 VI-322
nationalisthategroups-racialintelligence(WashingtonSpringProject)F-451L FBIairteltoDirectorFBIfromSACDetroit3/23/68COINTELPRO 11117 VI-325

F-451M FBImemorandumtoSullivanfromMoore3/26/68COINTELPRO	11;17 VI-329
F-451N FBIairteltoSACMobilefromDirectorFBI4/2/68COINTELPRO 11/17 VI-332
F-4510_ FBIairteltoSACMobilefromDirectorFBI4/2/68COINTELPRO 11/17 VI-333
F-451P FBImemorandumtoDirectorFBIfromSACL.A.4/2/68COINTELPRO-Black11/17 VI-334

nationalists-hategroups(racialintelligence)
F-451Q FBImemorandumtoDirectorFBIfromSACWFO4/4/68COINTELPRO11/17 VI-336
F-451R FBImemorandumtoDirectorFBIfromSACWFO4./4/68COINTELPRO1117 VI-337
F-451S FBImemorandumtoDirectorFBIfromSACJackson4/x/68COINTELPRO11/17 VI-340
F-452A	FBI memorandumtoSACJacksonfromSectionChiefMoore3/11/68Wash11/17 VI-369

ingtonSpringProjectF-452I_FBIairteltoDirectorFBIfromSACMemphis4/10/68sanitationworkers11/21 VI-543
strike

F-453A	FBI memorandumtoSACMemphistoDirectorFBI3/15/68sanitation11/21 VI544
workersstrike

F-453G__FBIteletypetoDirectorfromFBIMemphis3/29/68sanitationworkersstrike11121 VI-592
F-454	Photograph ofmenpointingfrombalconyofLorraineMotelshortlyafter11/20 VI-420

assassination
F-455__FBIinterview'PithMorrellMcCollough4/11/68 11/20 VI-422
F-456	FBI memorandumtoDirectorFBIfromSACMemphis3/29/68 11/20 VI-470
F-457 FBIairteltoDirectorfromSACMemphis_ 11/21 VI-565
F-459	FRI memorandumtoDirectorfromSACMemphis3/14/68 11/20 VI-522
F-460	Photograph ofsanitationworkersstrikeMemphisTenn	 11/20 VI-408
F-461 PhotographofDrKingandReverendAbernathyatheadofsanitationworkers11/20 VI-409

march
F-462	Photograph ofsanitationworkersmarch 11/20 VI-410
F-463

	

Message4/2/68toDirectorInformationAtlantafromMemphis"Unsub11/21 VI-547
ThreattoAmericanAirlines&DrMartinLutherKing.Jr.

F-464_ Documentspertainingto"BigBrothersJr Achievers(submittedbywitness11/20 VI-491
JohnBSmith)F-467	FBI glossaryofacronyms 11/21 VI-583

F-500 ChartfinancialandmileagedataFBIassassinationinvestigation 11/27 VII-6
F-501	FBI headquartersmemorandum5/9/68 11/27 VII-9
F--502 FBIheadquartersmemorandum5/10/68	11/27 VII-11
F-503 FBIteletype9/30/68MemphistoDirector
F-504	FBI airtel10/31/68DirectortoMemphis 11/27 VII-16
F-507 	FBI memorandum5/13/58fromDirectortoAttorneyGeneral 11/27 VII-80
F-508	FBI memorandum10/11/68fromMemphistoDirectorwithattachedcorre 11,'27 VII-81

spondenceF-509

	

FBImemorandum10/14/68fromMemphistoDirectorwithattachedcorre 11/27 VII-F
spondenceF-510

	

FBImemorandum10/24/68fromMemphistoDirectorwithattachedcorre 11/27 VII86
spondenceF-511	FBI memorandum6/20/68fromHoovertoTolsonetal 11/27 VII-88

F-512	Article WashingtonStar4/28/68 11/28 VII-123
F-514	OrganizationalchartDepartmentofJustice1968-1969 11/28 VII-119
F-515	St LouisPostDispatcharticle"FBITriedtoHideTieswithGlobe-Democrat	11/28 VII-95
F-516	FBI memorandum5/28/68StLouistoDirector 11/28 VII-97
F-517	FBI memorandum10/18/68DirectortoStLouis 11,128 VII-99
F-518	FBI memorandum10/14/66St LouistoDirector 11/28 VII-101
F-519	FBI memorandum7/14/66StLouistoDirector 11/27 VII-103
F-520..	St LouisGlobe-Democrateditorial"TheRealMartinLutherKing	11127 VII-106
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t-521	FBI headquartersmemorandum3/28/68 11/27 VII-108r-522	St LouisGlcbe-DemocrateditorialForHanoiorforAmerica 11/27 V11-110-530	Letter (handwritten)toDeLoachfromRamseyClark12/2/65(submittedby 11/27 VII-73
DeLoach)F-531	Letter toDeLoachfromJacobRosenthal12/2/65(submittedbyDeLoach)____11/27 VII-74

F-532	Letter toCarthaDeLoachfromJ WalterYeagley12/6/65(submittedbyDe 11/27 VII-75
Loach)F-533	Letter toCarthaDeLoachfromJohnEDougherty12/6/65(submittedbyDe 11/27 VII-75
Loach)F-534	Letter toDeLoachfromBenPollack12/7/65(submittedbyDeloach) 11/27 VII-76

F-535	Letter toDekefromEdWeistJr.12/29/65(submittedbyDeloach) 11/27 VII-77
F-537	Excerpts fromWiretapCommissionreport	11/28 VII-157F-570	Immunity orderforRussellGeorgeByersdated11/8/78 11/29 VII-179
F-571	Photograph ofJohnRKauffmann 11/29 VII-181
F-572	Photograph ofJohnSutherland 11/29 VII-182F-573	Waiver ofattorney-clientprivilegebetweenRussellGByersandJudgeMurray11/29 VII-207

Randall
F-574	HSCA interviewwithJudgeMurrayRandall7/31/68 11/29 VII-218
F-575	Letter undatedfromJudgeRandalltoChairmanStokespostmarked11/3/7811/29 VII-225
F-576	Waiver ofattorney-clientprivilegebetweenRussellGByersandLawrence11/29 VII-239

Weenick
F-577	FBI letterheadmemorandums3/20/783/13/78 11/29 VII-247
F-578	FBI memorandumWashingtonFieldOfficetoDirector7/1/68 11/29 VII-252
F-578A ADeclarationofPolicy1967SouthernStatesIndustrialCouncil 11/29 VII-269
F-579A ChartStLouisconspiracy(1)	11/29 VII-293
F-579B ChartStLouisconspiracy(2)	11/29 VII-294
F-579C ChartStLouisconspiracy(3)	11/29 VII-295
F-579D ChartStLouisconspiracy(4)	11/29 VII-296
F-579E ChartStLouisconspiracy(4)withoverlay 11/29 VII-297
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I FINDINGSIN THE ASSASSINATIONOF PRESIDENTJOHN F KENNEDY

REFERENCESINTRODUCTION
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See Congressional Research Service Library of Congress "An Analysis
of Congressional Investigations into the Lincoln Assassination, Nov 16 1978
The U.S House of Representatives authorized two separate investigations into
the assassination of President Abraham Lincoln In the first established by
resolutions passed on Apr 9 and Apr 30 1866 the House Judiciary Committee
was directed to determine whether President Jefferson Davis and other officials
of the former Confederate government had been involved in the conspiracy to
assassinate Lincoln and other leading Federal officials including Vice President
Andrew Johnson Secretary of State William Seward and General Ulysses S
Grant The committee was asked to prove or disprove the involvement of the
Confederate officials and to report whether special legislation was needed to
bring them to trial if they were conspirators A special committee was formedchaired by Representative James Wilson Its most vigorous member and the
author of the final report was Representative George S Boutwell

The second investigation was authorized by a resolution passed July 8 1867that established a special House committee to make a comprehensiveexamina
tion of the facts surrounding the assassination and report its findings and
recommendations to the House It was chaired by Representative BenjaminF Butler

The committees were established and largely controlled by radical Republicans who had grown increasingly alienated from President Andrew Johnsonas a result of his lenient treatment of the defeated South Republican antipathy culminated in the impeachmenttrial of President Johnson
The Boutwell committee reported that Confederate President Jefferson Davis

probably took steps to implement proposals to assassinate the President Boutwell could make no stronger statement against Davis given the lack of substantive evidence tying him to an assassination conspiracy A hoax perpetrated
by a key witness had deprived the committee's majority of its case againstDavis and it was unable to set forth a convincingcase against him Representative Andrew Rogers filed a strongly worded minority report that took issuewith the majority conclusion denouncing the indictment of Davis and other
Confederateofficialsas co-conspiratorswith Booth

The Butler committee in particular the outgrowth of radical Republicanreaction to President Johnson's policy of leniency toward the South attemptedto investigate further allegations linking Confederate officialsand others in a
conspiracy with assassin John Wilkes Booth The committee interviewed
among others convicted conspirators Dr Samuel A Mudd Edward Spanglerand Samuel B Arnold It appears that after December 1867 the Butler com
mittee took no further action Butler however was one of the most vigorous
proponents of Johnson's impeachment during 1867 His involvement and that of
other committee members in the impeachment proceedingsmay in part explainthe committee'sfailure to continueits work
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The Butler committee uncovered little new information on the assassination
of President Lincoln and was unable to establish any link between President
Johnson and the conspirators The body of evidence the Butler committee as
sembled argued against the charge that has reemerged on occasion since the
1860's that Andrew Johnson was a participant in or had knowledge of the
conspiracyto assassinate Abraham Lincoln
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on Assassinations U.S House of Representatives 95th Congress 2d session
(Washington D.C. U.S Government Printing Office 1979) vol I pp 11-60
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Id at 98
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95th Congress 2d Session (Washington D.C. U.S GovernmentPrinting Office
1979) vol XI (hereinafter WC report — Appendix to the HSCA-JFK hear
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Id at 151ff
Report of Photographic Evidence Panel VI Appendixto the HSCA-JFK

hearings para 512-610 (hereinafter photographic evidence report)
Forensic pathologyreport para 181ff
Photographicevidencereport para 512-610
See JFK Exhibit F-19 I HSCA-JFK hearings 182 and forensic pa

thology report para 205-235
Id. forensic pathologyreport at 461-557
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383ff

Id at 414-416
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Id at 415-460
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Ibid
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Id at 105
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Winston 1966) p 80
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Id at 287
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J Gary Shaw and Larry R Harris Cover-Up(publisher J Gary Shaw
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P D Scott P L Hoch and R Stetler eds. The Assassination Dallas and Be
yond (New York Vintage Books 1976) pp 93—100The committee traveled to
Dallas and toured the Texas State BookDepository building During those visits
the times required to reach the second floor from both the street and the sixth
floor were determined The committee found that the testimony of Truly and
Baker does not preclude a finding that Oswald was on the sixth floorat the time
the shots were fired

Warren Report p 157
Id at 160 163—165
Id at 165
Id at 176—180
Firearms report para 198
See e.g. JFK Documents006905003533and 010905
Warren Report pp 650-651
Interview of Jack Ray Tatum Feb 1 1978 House Select Committee
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Warren Report pp 176—180testimony of James W Bookhout VII

Warren hearings 312
Warren Report p 404
See e.g. Meagher AccessoriesAfter the Fact pp 283—292supra
Firearms report para 149—150
Neutron activation analysis report I HSCA—JFKhearings 528
Testimonyof Marina OswaldPorter Sept 13 1978 II HSCA—JFKhear

ings see also deposition of Marina Oswald Porter XII appendix to the HSCA
JFK hearings

Questioneddocumentsreport para 27
JFK exhibit F—510IV HSCA—JFKhearings 350
Warren Report p 423
Id at 375—424
Id at 390-394
Id at 393
Id at 391—392
Id at 392
Id at 409—412
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JFK Documents014972014973014974and 014975)
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Id at Foreword
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Committeeon Assassinations U.S House of Representatives 95th Cong 2d sess
(Washington D.C. U.S GovernmentPrinting Office1979) Vol II p 108 (here
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BBN report sec 4.1
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the number of impulses in each of the impulse sequenceson the Dallas Police
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Id at sec 5
Ibid
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Id at sec 5.1 step 3
Id at sec 5
Testimony of Prof Mark Weiss and Ernest Aschkenasy Dec 12 1978

V HSCA-JFK hearings 556
BBN report sec 5.2(3)
Ibid
Id at sec 5.2(2)
Ibid
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Dr Baden acknowledgedthis extraordinarily remote possibility in dis

cussions with the staff (memorandum of Donald A Purdy Dec 20 1978 House
Select Committeeon Assassinations (JFK Document014996)) He was prepared
to respond to questions concerning this theoretical possibility during the Dec
29 1978 hearing but because of the time spent on the acoustical evidence
during that hearing Dr Baden's scheduledappearance before the committeewas
canceled His opinion and that of the forensic pathology panel remains that
there is no medical evidencethat the President was struck by a bullet fired from
the grassy knoll

SeeBlakey memorandum Feb 22 1979 p 723
Photographic evidencereport pars 182-185
Testimony of Governor John B Connally Sept 6 1978 I HSCA-JFK

hearings 42
Photographic evidence report par 68
Id.at70
Id at 71
Id at 72 74-80
Forensicpathologyreport par 487
Photographic evidencereport par 153
Id at 164-166
Warren Report p 117
Testimony of Robert A Frazier hearings before the President's Com

mission on the Assassination of President John F Kennedy (Washington D.C
U.S GovernmentPrinting Office1964) vol III pp 403-412(hereinafter Frazier
testimony —Warren hearings —)

Testimony of Monty C Lutz Sept 8 1978 I HSCA-JFK hearings 484
See memorandum of Chief Counsel G Robert Blakey printed as an

addendum to "A Study of the AcousticsEvidence Related to the Assassination
of President John F Kennedy, VIII Appendixto the HSCA-JFK hearings

See section I A 3 of the "Report of the Select Committeeon Assassina
tions Findings and Recommendations.

Photographic evidencereport pars 90 98
Testimony of Dr William Hartmann Sept 11 1978 II HSCA-JFK

hearings 137
Photographic evidencereport pars 10-38 42
Id at 40
Id at 41
Id at 292
Id at 303-04
Ibid
Id at 305
Id at 306
Ibid and outside contact report with Bob Hunt Jan 15 1979 House

SelectCommitteeonAssassinations (JFK Document014736)
Photographic evidencereport pars 321-322
Id at 324-327
Id at 328-329
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(137) Id at 328-331
(188) Ibid

Id at 331
Id at 297-301
Id at 302
Id at 307-309
Id at315-317
Id at 251
Id at 282
Id at 283-285
Id at 286
Id at 287
Id at 288
Ibid
Id at 263
Id at 265-266
"Analysis of Earwitness Reports Relating to the Assassination of Pres

ident Kennedy, prepared by D M Green consultant to Bolt Beranek and New
man Inc. VIII appendix to the HSCA—JFKhearings (hereinafter BBN—Green
report)

Ibid
This possibility was also recognized by the Warren Commissionin its

discussion of the number of shots that were fired (Warren Report p 111) The
testimony of Emmett Joseph Hudson may illustrate the difficultyof finding facts
based on the recollectionsof witnesses especially those who have had the oppor
tunity to read about the events in newspapersor whomay have beenled to change
their testimony by the manner in which they were questioned at the time of the
assassination Hudson was located in front of the stockade fence on the grassy
knoll in a position where he may have been expected to have heard distinctly
any shot fired from the knoll (See JFK exhibit F—129I HSCA—JFKhearings
109) Hudson gave a sworn statement to the Sheriff's Department of Dallas
Countyon November22 1963 He said he was in DealeyPlaza sitting on the steps
in front of the stockade fence facing Elm Street during the time of the assassina
tion He heard three shots They came "from behind and above me. (Emphasis
added.) (XIX Warren hearings 481.)

Hudson's testimony would seem to mean "from behind the fence, and his
statement has been so understood (J Thompson "Six Seconds in Dallas
(Berkeley Calif. Berkeley MedallionBooks 1976) appendix A witness No 75

Hudson gave a deposition to the Warren Commissionon July 22 1964 he
told counsel the third "shot was coming from above and kind of behind. (VII
Warren hearings 560.) Counsel then asked "You heard it come from sort of
behind the motorcade and then above (Emphasis added.) Hudson answered
"Yes. (Ibid.) Later in the deposition counsel returned to the question "But
you are quite sure in your own mind that the shots came from the rear of the
President's car and above it is that correct (Emphasis added.) Id at 564
Hudson answered "Yes. (Ibid.) Counsel then continued "Did you have any
idea that they might have come from the Texas School Book Depository build
ing (Ibid.) Hudson answered "Well it sounded like it was high you know
from aboveand kind of behind like—inother words to the left. (Ibid.) Counsel
asked "And that would have fit in with the Texas School Book Depository
wouldn't it (Ibid.) Hudsonreplied "Yes. (Ibid.)

Hudson also indicated that he saw the second shot hit the President in the
head "a little hit behind the ear and a little hit above the ear on the right side
(Id at 560.) Accordingto his testimony he was lying on the ground facing Elm
when the third shot was fired (Ibid.) He also felt that the first shot was fired
shortly after the motorcade had turned off Houston onto Elm at about the first
lightpost on Elm on the right (id at 559) the second—thathit the President in
the head—came a little later near the second lightpost on Elm on the right
(id at 560) and the third occurredat about the steps leading downto Elm Street
that he was standing on (id at 561) Accordingto Hudson the third shot must
have hit the President in the neck (Ibid.)

If the scientific evidence summarized in the text is correct Hudson must be
wrong in some aspects of his testimony Accordingto the scientificevidence the
first shot missed and it was fired shortly after the President's limousine turned
onto Elm The scientific evidence indicated moreover that the second shot hit
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the President in the neck not the head when the limousine was between the
first and second lightposts it also indicated the President was hit in the head
not by the second but by the fourth shot at the point when the limousine was
beweenthe third and fourth lightposts just about where the steps are According
to JFK Exhibit F-129 (I HSCA-JFK hearings 109) a photograph taken around
the momentof the third and fourth shots Hudson is seen still standing not lying
down as he remembers

In summary Hudson was wrong about which shots hit the President in the
head and neck the location of the limousine at each shot and his own bodyposi
tion at the time of the shooting

It may well be that Hudson's understanding of what happened was influenced
by the newspapers after he had given his Novemberstatement to the Sheriff's
Department At two points during the July deposition he indicated in answers
that he had read newspapers that said that the President had been hit twice
(id at 561) and that had carried Hudson's pictures in them (id at 563)

He may also have been led to alter his first statement by the way in which he
was questioned by counsel who gave him an interpretation of his prior statement
to the Sheriff's Department and of his own testimony in the deposition that led
him to testify in a fashion consistent with what was then generally well known
Oswald had fired three shots from the depository When Hudson was contacted
by the committee he told his story in words virtually identical to those he had
used in his deposition 15 years ago He added "Everything I told the Warren
Commissionwas correct. (Outside contact report with Emmett Joseph Hudson
Feb 3 1979 House SelectCommitteeon Assassinations (JFK Document014458))
Hudson now 71 has heard for years about the controversy about a shot from
the knoll he does not think that one was fired from behind the stockade fence
(Ibid.)

Hudson himself also recognizedthe other key factor that affects most of the
testimony of the witnesses in Dealey Plaza—he noted that "it was just such an
exciting time . Warren hearings VII p 465

In dissent CongressmanEdgar questions the testimony quoted in the text of
S M Holland He correctly noted that there are as in the case of Hudson differ
ences between what he told the Dallas County Sheriff's Department and the
Warren Commission He also notes that Holland said he saw a machinegun
using it as a basis to call into question Holland's credibility In fact Special
Agent Ed Hickey had an AR-15 an automatic rifle in the followup car and he
did have it raised Holland's testimony about the machinegun therefore can be
corroborated (XVII Warren hearings 735) A photograph of the gun is pub
lished in "The Torch Is Passed (A.P 1964) p.17

CongressmanEdgar also noted that Holland reported seeing a "puff of smoke
and questionedwhether smokecould be seen when "smokeless powderis used as
it is in modern firearms As it was explained by the firearms panel modern
weaponsdo in fact emit smoke when fired (I HSCA-JFK hearings 485 (Sept 8
1978))

Warren report p 110
Ibid
Id at 111
Id at 19
JFK Exhibit 644 (V HSOA-JFK hearings 504) The committeedid not

attempt to interview Hargis becauseof his medicalhistory
Ibid
JFK Exhibit 645 (V HSCA-JFK hearings 508) Newman confirmedto

the committee the accuracy of his statement to the Warren Commission Outside
contact report William Eugene Newman February 10 1979 House Select Com
mittee on Assassinations (JFK document014572)

JFK Exhibit 646 (V HSCA-JFK hearings 510)
JFK Exhibit 647 (V HSCA-JFK hearings 519) Landis confirmedto the

committee the accuracy of his statement to the Warren CommissionOutsidecon
tact report with Paul Landis February 17 1979 House Select Committee on
Assassinations (JFK document014571)

Ibid
JFK Exhibit 648 (V HSCA-JFK hearings 527) Seereference155 supra
Ibid
Ibid
BBN-Greenreport section4
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Id at section5
Ibid
Id at appendixA
Id at section 3.1
Ibid
"ConspiracyWitnesses in Dealey Plaza, staff report XII appendix tothe HSCA-JFK hearings
Photographic evidencereport para 539-560
Id at 612-613
Id at 617-618
Id at 673 721-731
Ibid
During 1963-1964Crisman was employedat Rainier Union High Schoolin Rainier Oreg The committee obtained the affidavits of three teachers at that

school Marva Harris Norma Chase and Stanley Peerloom that Crisman was
teaching school in Rainier on November22 1963 (JFK document013925)

Depositionof E Howard Hunt Nov 3 1978 House Select Committeeon
Assassinations pp 5-10 (JFK document014506)

See Section I A 3 of the Report of the Select Committeeon Assassinations Findings and Recommendations photographic evidencereport para 188
197 347-511

M Eddowes "The Oswald File (New York Clarkson N Potter Inc.
1977)

Photographic evidencereport para 732-748
Id at 749-755
Id at 756-757
Id at 757
Ibid
Report on the subject of the examination of the handwriting and finger

print evidence in the investigation of the assassination of President John F
Kennedy VIII appendix to the hearings

REFERENCESSECTIONC
UnitedStates v Kissel 218U.S 601 610 (1910)
See Report of the President's Commissionon the Assassination of Presi

dent Kennedy (Washington D.C. U.S Government Printing Office 1964)
chapter VI

Id at 245-252
Id.at376
Id.at374
Id at 780
Id at 785
Id at 333-373
Id at 370-371

REFERENCESSECTIONC 1
See generally Report of the President's Commissionon the Assassination

of President Kennedy (Washington D.C. U.S GovernmentPrinting Office1964)
pp 655-658(hereinafter Warren Report)

Congressional Research Service Library of Congress "Soviet-American
Relations During the Kennedy Years, June 1 1978 prepared for the House Se
lect Committeeon Assassinations pp 2-6 (JFK Document 008899)

(S) Id at 9
Ibid
Warren Report pp 21-22 254-280
Id at 255 374 Commissionexhibit (CE) 3138
Id at 254-280 and related Commissionexhibits see also testimony of

Marina Oswald Porter Sept 13 1978-Sept 14 1978 Hearings before the Select
Committee on Assassinations U.S House of Representatives 95th Congress2d session (Washington D.C. U.S Government Printing Office 1979) vol II
pp 206-319 (hereinafter Porter testimony — HSCA-JFK hearings,—) see
also "Deposition of Marina Oswald Porter, staff report appendix to the hear
ings before the Select Committee on Assassinations U.S House of Represent
atives 95th Congress 2d session (Washington D.C. U.S GovernmentPrinting
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Office1970) vol NII (hereinafter Porter deposition — appendix to the HSCA
JFK hearings —)

Warren report 0E985 986
See generally "Oswald in the Soviet Union An Investigation of Yuri

Nosenko, staff report %II appendix to the HSCA-JFK hearings (hereinafter
Nosenkoreport)

Ibid
Ibid
CE 24 180-198 294-295 297-322
CE 985 986
CE 984
CE 985 986
Ibid (The suspicious nature of the consistently illegible signatures was

discussed in a memorandum of Warren CommissionCounselW David Slawson
to J Lee Rankin June 4 1964.)

Nosenkoreport secs 3 4
Ibid
Unpublished classified staff summary of review of CIA files on U.S de

fectors to Russia
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
Staff report on Yuri Nosenko Sept 15 1978 II HSCA-JFK hearings 443
Id at 449
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
Id at 460-464
Id at 464
Seegenerally Nosenkoreport secs 3 4 7
Undated memorandumof W David Slawson Warren Commissioncoun

sel (1964) p 84ff. executive session testimony of W David Slawson Nov 15
1977 House Select Committee on Assassinations Exhibit 22 (JFK Document
014668)

Deposition of J Lee Rankin Aug 17 1978 House Select Committee on
Assassinations pp 67-68 attachment G para 284 in "The Warren Commission,
staff report XI app to the HSCA-JFK hearings

Seegenerally Nosenkoreport
Id at sec 1
Ibid
Ibid
Testimony of John Hart Sept 15 1978 II HSCA-JFK hearings 487

see also JFK exhibit F-427 II HSCA-JFK hearings 536 Nosenkoreport sec 2
Id. Nosenkoreport at sec 3
CompareNosenkoreport sec 3 with secs 4 7
Seegenerally Nosenkoreport sec 1
Ibid
Ibid Porter testimony p 206
JFK document014873

REFERENCESSECTIONC 2

"Report on the President's Commissionon the Assassination of President
Kennedy (Washington D.C. U.S GovernmentPrinting Office 1964) pp 658
659 (hereinafter Warren report)

Congressional Research Service Library of Congress "United States
Cuban Relations 1959-64 An Analysis, May 1978 (JFK Document010426) pp
7-8 (hereinafter "United States-Cuban Relations 1959-1964")

Id at 8
Id at 9-16
Id at 9
Ibid
Ibid
Id at 10
Id at 12
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Ibid
Id at 17-25
Id at 20
Id.at33
Ibid
Ibid
Id at 35
Id.at36
Id at 39
Congressional Research Service Library of Congress "A Selected Chro

nologyon Cuba and Castro March 10 1952-October22 1962, p 29 (JFK Docu
ment 013100)

Id.at30
"United States-CubanRelations 1959-64, pp 37ff
Id at 45 inter alia
Id at 48-49
Id at 52
Id at 53
Id at 54
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
Id at 72-74
Id at 70-71
Id at 71-72
Id at 72
"Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States John F Kennedy

(Washington D.C. U.S Government Printing Office 1964) pp 872-877 (JFK
document013574)

Warren report pp 406-414
Id at 299-311
Id at 658-659374
See e.g. Washington Post article of Mar 7 1967by Drew Pearson and

Jack Anderson "Castro Counter Plot, and Miami Herald article of Mar 3
1967 by Jack Anderson "Did Plot by CIA to Kill Castro Backfire on United
States

See "AllegedAssassination Plots Involving Foreign Leaders An Interim
Report, Senate Select Committee to Study Governmental Operations With
Respectto IntelligenceActivities 94th Gong. 1st sess. Nov 20 1975(Washington
D.C. U.S Government Printing Office 1976) (S Rept 94-465) (hereinafter
Senate interim report) and "The Investigation of the Assassination of Presi
dent John F Kennedy Performance of the Intelligence Agencies, bookV final
report Senate Select Committeeto Study GovernmentalOperations With Respect
to Intelligence Activities 94th Cong. 2d sess. Apr 23 1976 (Washington D.C.
U.S Government Printing Office 1976) (S Rept 94-755) (hereinafter book V)

Senate interim report pp 71-180
Id at 86-90
Id at 74-85
BookV p.68
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
Id at 2
Ibid
Comments on book V SSC final report CIA classified document Au

gust 30 1977 tab C (hereinafter T.F.R.)
Ibid
"The Evolution and Implications of the CIA Sponsored Assassination

Conspiracies Against Fidel Castro, staff report app to the hearings before the
Select Committeeon Assassinations 95th Cong. 2d sess (Washington D.C. U.S
Government Printing Office 1979) vol X para 54 (hereinafter CIA-Castro
staff report — appendix to the HSCA-JFK hearings —)

CIA-Castrostaff report para 46
BookV pp 6-7
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T.F.R. p 10
Warren report pp 308-309
BookV pp 6-7
T.F.R. tab B
CIA-Castrostaff report par 35ff
See e.g. T.F.R. tabs B C D
T.F.R. tab B p 5
T.F.R. tab D
T.F.R. p 10
T.F.R. tab B p 8
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
CIA-Castrostaff report pars 58-61
Id at 63
Id at 54
T.F.R. tab D p 4
Ibid See also 1967 CIA Inspector General's Report p 84 (hereinafter

IGR)
Ibid
T.F.R. tab D p 5
IGR pp 89-95
Id at 85
Id at 86-87
T.F.R. tab D p 11
Ibid
Id at tab D p 12
Id at 13
Id at 16
IGR p 93a
CIA-Castro staff report par 64
Id at 65
Id at 64
Transcript of conversations and interviews trip to Cuba Aug 25 1978

House Select Committeeon Assassinations (JFK Document012208)
Ibid See also interview with President Fidel Castro reprinted at III

HSCA—JFKhearings 239-240
BookV p 68
JFK Document012208ref 87supra
CIA-Castro staff report pars 160—172See also generally pars 80-201
Ibid
Id at 157—159
Ibid
Id at 157—163
Ibid See also pars 17—2230 See also Book V for details on the anti

Castro activities of Mahen Roselli Giancana etc
Id. CIA-Castrostaff report 17—19
Ibid
Id at 20
Id at 21—2230
Id at 176—177
Id at 23—26176-177
See e.g. testimony of Ralph Salerno Sept 28 1978 V HSCA—JFKhear

ings 468
SeesectionC4 and pp xx of this section C2 supra for details
SeesectionC3 for details
Ibid
The method of operation was to contact syndicate figures who had con

tacts in Cuba SeeIGR pp 16-19
T.F.R. tab C p 2
Id at 5
Senate interim report p 104 fn 1
CIA classified file review Robert Maheu Officeof Security file
T.F.R. tab C p 20
BookV pp 60-61
Ibid
Ibid
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Unpublished staff report on the Nov 22 1963 Cubana flight HouseSelect Committee on Assassinations pp 4-5 (JFK Document 015047)Ibid
Ibid
BookV pp 61ff
Id.at61-62
Id at 62
Classifiedstaff summary The Cuban-American House Select Committee on Assassinations (Ed Lopez) (JFK Document 014858) (hereinafter

Cuban-American)
Id.at2
Ibid
Ibid
Id.at3
Id.at4
Ibid
Id.at5
Id.at4
T.F.R. tab B p 16
Cuban-American p 5
Id at 6
Ibid
Ibid
Id at 6-14 see also JFK Document014519
Cuban-American p 7
Id at 7-8
Id.at8
Id.at9
Ibid
Id at 10
Ibid
Id at 10-11
T.F.R. tab B pp 16-17
Deposition of Antulio Ramirez Ortiz Nov 15 1978 House Select Com

mittee on Assassinations pp 14-16 (JFK Document013095)
Id at 16-29
Antulio Ramirez Ortiz Castro's Red Hot Hell (unpublished) (JFK

Document005134)
Executive sessiontestimony Antulio Ramirez Ortiz Apr 11 1978 House

SelectCommitteeon Assassinations (JFK Document014874)
Id at 26-27
See JFK Documents 006940 006975 007000 007077 007078 007079

007080 0071320071.36007278 and 007476
JFK exhibit F-428 III HSCA-JFK hearings 282
Ibid
JFK exhibits F-429B and F-429C III HSCA-JFK hearings 196 197
Id at 274
See e.g. classified staff summary of Silvia Duran's statements (JFK

Document 014862) pp 9 12 testimony of Eusebio Azcue Sept 18 1978 III
HSCA-JFK hearings 133 and statements of Silvia Duran JFK exhibit F-440a
III HSCA-JFK hearings 6ff

Commentsby Chief CounselG Robert Blakey Sept 19 1978 III HSCA
JFK hearings 283

Ibid
"Analysis of the Support Provided to the Warren Commissionby the

Central Intelligence Agency, staff report XI appendix to the HSCA-JFK hear
ings (hereinafter CIAperformance)

JFK exhibit F-518 IV HSCA-JFK hearings 181
Staff summary of Aug 25 1978trip to Cuba House SelectCommitteeon

Assassinations p 5 (JFK Document014859)
Interrogatories of Anna Luisa Calderon Carralero House Select Com

mittee onAssassinations (JFK Document014421)
See generally JFK Documents014974and 014975
SeeJFK exhibit F-403 III HSCA-JFK hearings 300
Unpublished staff report Mexico City House Select Committee on

Assassinations pp 52-53 (JFK Document014856)

43-112 0 79 40
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Interview of Horacio Duran Navarro June 5 1978 House Select Com
mittee on Assassinations (JFK Document 011683) interview of Lydia Duran
June 5 1978 House SelectCommitteeon Assassinations (JFK document011681)
interview of Ruben Duran Navarro June 6 1978 House Select Committee on
Assassinations (JFK Document 011680) interview of Betty Serratos June 6
1978 House Select Committeeon Assassinations (JFK Document014413) inter
alia A summary of the investigative efforts relating to Oswald's trip to Mexico
is contained in the classified staff report of Dan Hardway and Ed Lopez (JFK
Documents014974and 014975)

JFK exhibit F-403 III HSCA–JFKhearings 300
SeeJFK exhibit 440a III HSCA–JFKhearings 69and Azcuetestimony

136
Id at 24-25 112
Azcue testimony pp 135–139
Id at 95-96
Id at 59
Unpublishedstaff report on Elena Garro de Paz House Select Committee

on Assassinations p 47 (JFK Document014856)
Id at 49–52
JFK Document014975supra p 420 Duran statements III HSCA–JFK

hearings 100
Id. JFK Document 014975 p 421 Duran statements III HSCA–JFK

hearings at 106-107
Ibid. JFK Document014975p 421 staff summary of MexicoCity trip

Aug 7 1978 House Select Committee on Assassinations pp 3 7 8 10 (JFK
Document012210)

The details of the committee's investigation of Oswald's trip to Mexico
City are contained in a 300-pageclassifiedstaff report "LeeHarvey Oswald * * *
and MexicoCity, prepared by HSCA staff Dan Hardway and Ed Lopez (JFK
Documents014974and 014975)

JFK exhibit F-414 III HSCA–JFKhearings 399
JFK exhibit F-419 III HSCA–JFK hearings 361 memoranda FBI

MiamifieldofficeCD 770
Testimony of Secret Service Inspector Thomas J Kelley Sept 19 1978

III HSCA–JFK hearings 343
JFK exhibits F-415 416 417and 418 III HSCA–JFKhearings 401 425

433and 436respectively
Narration of Chief CounselG Robert Blakey III HSCA–JFK hearings

319
Azcuetestimony pp 126–178
JFK exhibit F–429C III HSCA–JFK hearings 212–213
Id at 214–215
Id at 216-217
Id at 221ff
Id at 222
See JFK exhibit F-685 III HSCA–JFK hearings 179 and "United

States-Cuban Relations 1959-1964, p 72
JFK exhibit F-429C supra pp 223–224
Id at 224–225
Seesec D 5of this report
Seesec D 3 of this report
"Anti-Castro Organizations and Activists and Lee Harvey Oswald in

New Orleans, staff report X appendix to the HSCA–JFK hearings para 109
(hereinafter anti-Castro organizations)

Id at 110
Tape of interview with the defector Dec 13 1978 House SelectCommit

tee onAssassinations (JFK Document015049)
T.F.R. Tab B p 9
Seeexecutivesessiontestimony of Richard M Helms Aug 9 1978 House

Select Committeeon Assassinations and public session testimony of Richard M
Helms September 22 1978 IV HSCA–JFK hearings for further accounts of
Helms relationship with the Warren Commission See generally CIA perform
ance par 47–68 as explained in sec D while Richard Helms and other CIA
officialsmay not have overtly diverted the investigation this does not mean they
fully acknowledgedall details to the Warren Commissionthat might have been
pertinent to the investigation

Seegenerally ref 191in sec C 3 anti-Castro organizations pars 205-388
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REFERENCESSECTIONC 3
"Anti-Castro Activists and Organizations and Lee Harvey Oswald in New

Orleans, staff report appendix to the hearings before the Select Committeeon
Assassinations U.S House of Representatives 95th Cong. 2d Sess (WashingtonD.C. U.S GovernmentPrinting Office 1979) vol X par 23 (hereinafter Anti
Catsro Cuban report —appendix to the hearings —)

Id at 64-65 460-463
Id at 12
Id at 13
Id at 15
Id at 17ff
Ibid
Id at 18ff
Id at 21
Id.at23
See generally Congressional Research Service Library of Congress

"United States-Cuban Relations 1959-64 Analysis, May 1978 pp 17ff (JFK
Document 010426) (hereinafter United States-Cuban Relations)

Id at 20
Anti-CastroCubanreport pars 25-26
Id at 27
Ibid
Id at 28
Id at 29
Id at 28
Ibid
Ibid
Id at 30
E Howard Hunt "GiveUs This Day (New York Popular Library) pp

220-221(hereinafter Hunt "Give Us This Day" see generally Haynes Johnson
"The Bay of Pigs, (New York W W Norton 1964) and Miami Herald Dec
30 1962

Ibid
Ibid
Hunt "GiveUsThis Day, p 221
Anti-CastroCubanreport par 31
Id at 33-42
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
Id at 43
Id at 44-45
"United States-CubanRelations, pp 54-55
Id at 46-47
Ibid
Id at 48
Tape recording of a meeting of anti-Castro Cubans in Dallas Tex. Oct

1 1963(JFK Document010210)
Ibid
Ibid upon listening to the tape it is apparent that the statements by

Castellanos—"we'rewaiting for Kennedy and "we're going to see him * * * to
give him the works"—whichcomes just after Castellanos relates an unsuccess
ful effort to have a parade or march in downtown Dallas to promote the cause
of the anti-Castro Cubans is only a proposal to demonstrate against President
Kennedy during his trip to Dallas After reviewing the entire tape the staff
concludedthat Castellanos statements were not meant as a threat of physical vio
lenceagainst the President

Anti-Castro Cuban report pars 59ff
Ibid
Ibid
U.S Secret Service blank letterhead memorandum Nov 27 1963 Secret

Service2-1-611.0p 1 (JFK Document007601)
Id.at3
Ibid
Ibid
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U.S Secret Service report Dec 3 1963 file CO-2-34,000 Chicago field
officep 1 U.S Secret Service report Dec 19 1963 fileNo CO-2-34,104pp 1-6
U.S Secret Service report Dec 13 1963 fileNo CO-2-34,030pp 1-3

U.S Secret Service report Nov 27 1963 file 2-1-611.0 Chicago field
officep 2 (JFK Document007601)

U.S Secret Service report Dec 3 1963 Chicago field office file CO-2
34,030 p 4

The Secret Service continued the investigation despite the FBI's opinion
that the group was not involved in illegal activity U.S Secret Service report
Dec 3 1963 Chicagofield office fileCO-2-34,030

Report of the President's Commissionon the Assassination of President
Kennedy (Washington D.C. U.S GovernmentPrinting Office1964) p ix (here
inafter Warren report)

Depositionof James J Rowley Aug 18 1978 House Select Committeeon
Assassinations pp 23 38 39 (JFK Document 014240)

Id at 26-29 38 39
U.S Secret Service report Dec 19 1963 fileCO-2-34,104p 7
Letter to James B Rhoads Archivist of the United States from J Edgar

Hoover FBI Dec 28 1970 Bureau 62-109060-6979This letter states "A
review of this material indicates it pertained to a matter investigated by the
U.S Secret Service No investigation was conducted by the FBI with respect
to the allegations concerningEchevarria.

Anti-Castro Cuban report pars 347-348
See generally material on the Junta del Gobiernode Cuba en el Exilio

in the anti-Castro Cuban report pars 342-388
Ibid
Id at 351 365
Seegenerally Warren report pp 321-325
Anti-Castro Cuban report pars 129ff
Id at 114

(63) Id at 131
(64) Id at 181 131
(65) Id at 114
(66) Id at 115
(67) Id at 142
(68) Ibid
(69) Ibid
(70) Id at 146
(71) Id at 152
(72) Id at 129
(73) Id at 194 202 203
(74) Id at 171ff
(75) Id at 172-173
(76) Ibid
(77) Id at 181-183
(78) Id at 184
(79) Anti-Castro Cuban report pars 173-192
(80) Id at 177 186-192
(81) Id at 197
(82) Ibid
(83) Ibid
(84) Id at 186-190
(85) Id at 195
(86) Id at 196
(87) Id at 198
(88) Id at 200-201
(89) Ibid
(90) Ibid
(91) Id at 64
(92) Id at 94ff

Id at 95-96
Id at 64-65
Ibid
Ibid

Ibid
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Id at 64
Ibid
Ibid
Id at 65
Id at 93
Id at 65
Ibid
Id at 66
Id at 67-68
Letter from J Lee Rankin to J Edgar Hoover July 24 1964(JFK Docu

ment 002442) Rankin asked Hoover to have the Bureau interview Silvia Odio's
sister AnnieLaurie Odio to investigate this matter further

Id at 2
Memorandumfrom J Wesley Liebeler to Howard P Willens Warren

Commission Sept 14 1964 pp 4-6 (JFK Document 002539) (hereinafter
Liebeler-Willensmemorandum)

(110) Warren report p 323
(111) Liebeler-Willensmemorandum p 5
(112) Ibid
(113) Liebeler-Willensmemorandum pp 4-6
(114) Id.at6

Hearings before the President's Commissionon the Assassination of
President Kennedy (Washington D.C. U.S GovernmentPrinting Office 1964)
volume26 p 595 (hereinafter Warren hearings)
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One or more representatives from each of the committeestaff specialized
investigative groups was consulted None of Milteer's associates was identified
by staff members as an associate of Jack Ruby Lee Harvey Oswald or any of
their associates

Memorandum of conversation between Bernard Fensterwald and Bill
Somersett June 5 1978 p 1 (JFK Document014488)

(91/) JFK Exhibit F-124 I HSCA–JFKhearings 116
Testimonyof ClydeSnow July 25 1978 HSCA–JFKhearings IV 379–382
Abraham Zapruder film for example c frames 160–313JFK Exhibits

F–211 to F–255 I HSCA–JFK hearings 71–92 Orville Nix film for exampleJFK Exhibit F–267 I HSCA–JFKhearings 110 and JFK Document011265 and
James Altgens photograph JFK Exhibit F–559 IV HSCA–JFK hearings 372

U.S Secret Service School "Principles of Protection of the President
and Foreign Dignitaries (training manual in outline form) (publisher not
stated 1954) p 48 on chauffeurs especially (2) (a) pp 51–53on mounting and
dismounting moving automobiles pp 53–57on general requirements relating to
protection in automobiles especially p 55 section (12) on the lead car (JFK
Document 006730)

Unpublishedstaff report on the Secret Service training facility at Belts
ville Md. Sept 29 1978 House Select Committee on Assassinations pp 1–2
(JFK Document 012888) HSCA staff observed current members of the White
House and Vice Presidential details react protectively in a variety of simulated
attack situations The task difficulty degree of physical danger to the agents
during the simultations and realism of the 1978training contrasts sharply with
the "on-the-job training which was standard in 1963 see also interview of
Winston G Lawson Jan 31 1978 House Select Committee on Assassinations
p 2 (JFK Document00-066) and testimony of James J Rowley Sept 19 1978III HSCA–JFKhearings 395

Testimony of Roy H Kellerman Mar 9 1964 II Warren Hearings104 For the standard applicable in 1963 see U.S Secret Service School "Prin
ciples of Protection of the President and Foreign Dignitaries (training manual
in outline form) (publisher not stated 1954) p 98 at (g) Shielding a protecteewith an agent's body during gunfire attacks is described as a "last resort
measure

Testimony of Secret Service Inspector Thomas Kelley Sept 19 1978III HSCA–JFK hearings 328 see also Lawson testimony p 321
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Interview of William R Greer Feb 28 1978 House Select Committee
on Assassinations pp 2 8 (JFK Document 014059) see also testimony of
Thomas Kelley Sept 9 1978 III HSCA–JFKHearings 328

Interview of William R Greer Feb 28 1978 House Select Committee
on Assassinations p 5 (JFK Document 014059) see also U.S Secret Service
"Principles of Protection of the President and Other Dignitaries (training
manual in outline form) (publisher not stated 1954) p 50 at (2) (a) "The
Driver of the President's car should be alert for dangers and be able to take
instant action when instructed or otherwise made aware of an emergency. (JFK
Document006730)

Report No 3947 Analysis of Recorded Sounds Relating to the As
sassination of President John F Kennedy Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc.
Appendix to the Hearings before the Select Committee on Assassinations U.S
House of Representatives 95th Congress 2d Session (Washington D.C. U.S
Government Printing Office 1979 vol VIII (hereinafter BBN report —
appendix to the HSCA–JFKhearings — )

Testimony of Clinton J Hill Mar 9 1964 II Warren Hearings 136
137 see also Lawsontestimony p 338

Warren Report p 445 The Warren Commissionemphasized the lack
of adequate definition within the Secret Service of the functions and responsi
bilities of the advance agents who arrive at the Presidential destination days or
weeks beforehand in order to coordinate all protective aspects of the Presi
dential trip Too much discretion was left to the individual advance agent whose
superiors ordinarily gave him only general instructions and no checklist

Testimony of Clinton J Hill Mar 9 1964 II Warren Hearingts 138–140
Interview of Thomas Lem Johns Aug 8 1978 House Select Commit

tee on Assassinations pp 2 3 (JFK Document010695)
JFK Exhibit F-559 IV HSCA–JFK hearings 372 see also statement

of Chief Counsel G Robert Blakey at testimony of James J Rowley Sept 19
1978 III HSCA–JFKhearings 397

Warren Report p 450
Ibid
Ibid
Testimony of Thomas J Kelley Sept 1978 III HSCA–JFK hear

ings 327 328
See refs 96and 108 supra
Testimony of former Secret Service Chief James Rowley Sept 19

1978 III HSCA–JFK Hearings p 392
Letter to ASAIC (Chicago) Maurice G Martineau to Deputy Chief

Paul Paterni Nov 27 1963 p 1 (JFK Document007601)
Secret Service memorandum Chicago Field Office Dec 3 1963 p 1

(JFK Document003668)
Id at 1 2
Id at 1 2
Id at 4
Id at 4–5 6
Id at 2 3 4 7
Id at 2–3
Id at 8 (distribution list bottom left)
Id at 3
Secret Service memorandum Miami Field Office Dec 13 1963 pp

1–3 (JFK Document 003842) see also deposition of Edward Tucker July 18
1978 House Select Committee on Assassinations pp 38–39 (JFK Document
010902)

Secret Service memorandum Chicago Field Office Dec 3 1963 p 7
(JFK Document 003668)

Id at 6 A later phase of the Secret Service's investigation of Paulino
Sierra is recorded in Secret Service memorandum ChicagoField OfficeDec 19
1963 p 5 (JFK Document008429)

See generally "Anti-Castro Organizations and Activities and Lee Har
vey Oswald in New Orleans, staff report X Appendix to the HSCA–JFK hear
ings para 342–388

Id at 350
Id at 351 365
Id at 376
Id at 379
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Secret Servicememorandum ChicagoField OfficeDec 3 1963 p 7 (JFK
Document003368)

Id at 4
Letter from J Edgar Hoover Director FBI to Hon James B Rhoads

Dec 28 1970 pp 1–2 (FBI–JFK File 109060section 1744at 697!9)
Ibid see also deposition of Chicago Field OfficeSA Edward Tucker

Aug 22 1978 House Select Committeeon Assassinations pp 42-43 (JFK Docu
ment 010902)

Secret Service memorandum Chicago Field Office Dec 3 1963 p 5
(JFK Document 003668)

Secret Service memorandum Chicago Field Office Dec 19 1963 p
6 (JFK Document 008429) see also deposition of Joseph Noonan July 14 1978
House Select Committee on Assassinations pp 21–23 (JFK Document 013260)

Testimony of James Rowley Sept 19 1978 III HSCA–JFK Hearings
392

Ibid
Id at 329
Id at 353

REFERENCESSECTIOND 2

Staff analysis of FBI file on the investigation of the assassination of
President John F Kennedy House Select Committee on Assassinations "The
Warren Commission, staff report XI appendix to the hearings before the Select
Committeeon Assassinations U.S House of Representatives 95th Congress 2d
session (Washington D.C. U.S GovernmentPrinting Office1979) vol XI par
4–21 201–203(hereinafter W C report)

Ibid
Staff analysis of Warren Commissionrecords documents hearings and

exhibits House Select Committee on Assassinations WC report para 1–21
Testimony of Nicholas deft Katzenbach Sept 21 1978 hearings before

the Select Committee on Assassinations U.S House of Representatives 95th
Congress 2d session (Washington D.C. U.S GovernmentPrinting Office (1979)
vol. pp 644–645

Ibid
REFERENCESSECTIOND 3

Congressional Research Service Library of Congress "The History of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation, prepared for the committee

Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
Staff analysis of FBI file on the investigation of the assassination of

President John F Kennedy House Select Committeeon Assassinations (herein
after FBI–JFK assassination file) staff analysis of Warren Commissionrecords
documents hearings and exhibits House Select Committee on Assassinations
"The Warren Commission, staff report appendix to the hearings before the
Select Committee on Assassinations U.S House of Representatives 95th Con
gress 2d session (Washington D.C. U.S Government Printing Office 1979)
volume XI para 44–70 113–277(hereinafter WC report — appendix to the
HSCA–JFK hearings —)

Ibid
Ibid. FBI–JFK assassination file staff analysis of testimony before the

Senate Select Committee To Study Governmental Operations With Respect to
Intelligence Activities by FBI supervisors of the investigation of the Kennedy
assassination House Select Committee on Assassinations (hereinafter FBI
supervisors testimony) WC report para 113–277

FBI–JFK assassination file testimony of James Malley September 20
1978 hearings before the Select Committee on Assassinations U.S House of
Representatives 95th Congress 2d session (Washington D.C. U.S Govern
ment Printing Office 1979) volume III pp 462–512(hereinafter Malley testi
money — HSCA–JFK hearings —)
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Ibid. FBI–JFK assassination file
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
FBI supervisors testimony Malley testimony pp 462–512
Ibid
Scnate Select Committee on Intelligence staff interview with former

Assistant FBI Director William C Sullivan April 21 1976 House Government
Information and Individual Rights Subcommittee staff interview with former
Assistant FBI Director William C Sullivan May 2 1976

Flil–JFK assassination file FBI supervisors testimony Malley testi
mony pp 462-512

Ibid
Testimony of former Assistant FBI Director Alex Rosen before the

Senate Select Committee To Study Governmental Operations With Respect to
Intelligence Operations April 30 1976

Ibid
FBI–JFK assassination file FBI supervisors testimony
Ibid
Interview of former Assistant FBI Director Courtney Evans August 24

1978 House Select Committeeon Assassinations deposition of former Assistant
FBI Director Courtney Evans September 6 1978 House Select Committee on
Assassinations

Ibid
FBI–JFK assassination file FBI supervisors testimony
Ibid
Ibid. FBI–JFK assassination file "The Investigation of the Assassina

tion of President John F Kennedy Performance of the Intelligence Agencies,
book V Senate Select Committee To Study Governmental Operations With Re
spect to Intelligence Activities 94th Congress 2d session (Washington D.C. U.S
Government Printing Office 1975) pp 32–43 (hereinafter book V)

Ibid
Id at 6
FBI--JFK assassination file WCreport para 113–227 Malleytestimony

pp 466-476
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
FBI–JFK assassination file WC report para 163–205
Staff analysis of the activities of FBI Special Agent James P Hosty in

connection with the investigation of Lee Harvey Oswald House Select Commit
tee on Assassinations deposition of James P Hosty August 25 1978 House
SelectCommitteeon Assassinations bookV pp 95-97

Ibid
Ibid
Ibid

(4!) Deposition of J Lee Rankin Aug 17 1978 House Select Committee
on Assassinations for a copy of the deposition see "The Warren Commission.
staff report XI appendix to the HSCA–JFK hearings 54

Testimony of former FBI Inspector James Gale September 20 1978
III HSCA–JFKhearings 513–557 FBI–JFK assassination file bookV pp 53-56
87-93

Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
FBI–JFK assassination file
"The Evolution and Implications of CIA-SponsoredAssassination Con

spiracies Against Fidel Castro, X appendix to the HSCA–JFK hearings
80-86

"B Carlos Marcello in "OrganizedCrime Staff and Consultant Reports,
IX appendix to the HSCA–JFK hearings

Ibid
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For a detailed history of the CIA and an explanation of the development
of its organizational structure see "Supplementary Detailed Staff Report on
Foreign and Military Intelligence, book IV "Final Report of the Senate Select
Committee To Study Governmental Operations With Respect to Intelligence
Activities, 94th Congress 2d session Senate Rept No 94-755 (Washington
D.C. U.S GovernmentPrinting Office1976)

Walter Trohan "Donovan Proposes Super Spy Systemfor Post War New
Deal, Washington Times Herald Feb 19 1945

Testimony of Allen Dulles Apr 25 1947 hearings before the committee
on S 758 National Defense Establishment (Unification of Armed Services)
Senate Committee on Armed Services 80th Congress 1st session (Washington
D.C. U.S GovernmentPrinting Office1947) pp 525-527

Report to the President by the Commissionon Central Intelligence Activi
ties within the United States (Washington D.C. U.S Government Printing
Office June 1975)

Letter from Acting Director Frank C Carlucci to House Select Committee
on Assassinations Mar 23 1978 (JFK Document 096837)

Letter from Chairman Louis Stokes to Admiral Stansfield Turner DCI
Jan 27 1978(JFK Document004889)

Classified staff study "Lee Harvey Oswald the CIA and Mexico City,
Dec 15 1978 House SelectCommitteeon Assassinations pp 122-150(JFK Docu
ments 014972-75) (hereinafter "LHO the CIA and MexicoCity") see executive
session testimony of CIA employee Apr 13 1978 House Select Committee on
Assassinations pp 103-107 (JFK ClassifiedDocument 014739A) see generally
deposition of CIA employee Apr 28 1978 p 33 (JFK Classified Document
014733) deposition of CIA employee May 16 1978 House Select Committee
on Assassinations p 35 (JFK ClassifiedDocument 014728) deposition of CIA
employee May 18 1978 House Select Committeeon Assassinations p 28 (JFK
ClassifiedDocument 014730)

"LHO the CIA and Mexico City, pp 115-122 see deposition of CIA
employee May 18 1978 House Select Committee on Assassinations pp 33-34
(JFK ClassifiedDocument 014730) deposition of CIA employee Apr 28 1978
House Select Committeeon Assassinations pp 84-89 (JFK ClassifiedDocument
014732) deposition of CIA employee Apr 28 1978 House Select Committeeon
Assassinations p 46 (JFK ClassifiedDocument014733)

"LHO the CIA and MexicoCity, pp 142-143 160-161 see deposition of
CIA employee Apr 19 1978 House Select Committeeon Assassinations p 29
(JFK ClassifiedDocument014737) depositionof a CIA employee May 17 1978
House Select Committeeon Assassinations pp 78-79 (JFK ClassifiedDocument
014731) deposition of a CIA employee Apr 28 1978 House Select Committee
on Assassinations (JFK Classified Document 014733) deposition of a CIA em
ployee May 18 1978 House Select Committee on Assassinations p 37 (JFB
ClassifiedDocument014730)

"LHO the CIA and MexicoCity, pp 124-177
Report of the President's Commissionon the Assassination of President

Kennedy (Washington D.C. U.S Government Printing Office 1964) p 304
(hereinafter Warren report) see P D Scott P L Hoch and R Stetler eds.
"The Assassination Dallas and Beyond (New York Vintage Books 1976) p
452

"LHO CIAand MexicoCity, p 137
Id at 137-141
Letterhead memorandumfrom J Edgar Hoover FBI to James J Row

ley Secret Service Nov 23 1963(JFK ClassifiedDocument000169)
FBI materials delivered to the HouseSelectCommitteeon Assassinations

Nov 30 1978(JFK ClassifiedDocument000169)
Interview of J Gordon Shanklin June 26 1978 House Select Committee

on Assassinations (JFK Document009746)
Interview of John Fain June 25 1978House SelectCommitteeon Assassi

nations (JFK Document 009973) outside contact report with James P Hosty
House Select Committeeon Assassinations (JFK Document015035) interview
of Arnold J Brown Dec 20 1978 House Select Committee on Assassinations
(JFK Document013922) interview of B Tom Carter Dec 6 1978 House Select
Committeeon Assassinations (JFK Document013542)
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"LHO the CIA and MexicoCity, pp 180–184
Testimony of Eusebio Azcue Lopez Sept 18 1978 hearings before the

House Select Committeeon Assassinations 95th Congress 2d Session (Washing
ton D.C. U.S GovernmentPrinting Office1979) volume III pp 127–139(here
inafter Lopeztestimony — HSCA–JFK hearings — see interviews of Eusebio
AzcueLopez April 1 1978 Aug 25 1978 House Select Committeeon Assassina
tions (JFK Document007005)

JFK Exhibit F 440A III HSCA–JFKhearings 25 69–70102–105
"LHO the CIAand MexicoCity, pp 206-234
Id at 246-247
Ibid see JFK Exhibit F–440A III HSCA–JFK hearings 49–50
"LHO the CIA and MexicoCity, pp 76–78240-247
JFK Exhibit F–438 III HSCA–JFK Hearings 317–319
"LHO the CIA and MexicoCity, pp 93–114
Ibid
III HSCA-JFK hearings 24–25112
Id at 69-70
Id at 33
Testimony of Alfredo Mirabal Diaz Sept 18 1978 III HSCA–JFK

hearings 173–175
Lopez testimony p 134
Testimony of Joseph P McNally Sept 25 1978 IV HSCA–JFKhearings

352-353
"LHO the CIAand MexicoCity, pp 73–79
Executive session testimony of Richard M Helms Aug 9 1978 pp 10

17–18 (JFK Classified Document 014719) see generally testimony of Richard
M Helms Sept 22 1978 IV HSCA-JFK hearings 9-12 (hereinafter Helms
testimony)

"The Investigation of the Assassination of President John F Kennedy
Performance of the Intelligence Agencies, Book V Final Report of the Senate
Select Committee To Study Governmental Operations With Respect to Intelli
gence Activities 94th Congress 2d Session (Washington D.C. U.S Government
Printing Office 1976) pp 67–76 (hereinafter Book V)

"Analysis of the Support Provided to the Warren Commissionby the
Central Intelligence Agency, Appendix to the Hearings Before the House Select
Committee on Assassinations (Washington D.C. U.S Government Printing
Officl 1979) volume XI pars 3-11 (hereinafter CIA support of Warren Com
mission —Appendixto the HSCA-JFK hearings — )

Id at 24-28
Id at 28-32
Id at 40-43
Id at 60 see also para 44-45
Id at 49 57-59
Id at 56 Helmstestimony p 12 seeBookV p 70
CIA support of Warren Commission para 63 but see Helms testimony

121-177
BookV pp 6-7
Id at 7
CIA support of Warren Commissionpara 133-162
Id at 69-132
"LHO the CIA and MexicoCity, pp 178-183
CIA support of Warren Commissionpara 88-109
Id at 107-108
Id at 109
See ref 12and accompanyingtext supra
Ibid
"LEO the CIA and Mexico City, p 179 see CIA support of Warren

Commission para 122–123
Id CIA support of Warren Commissionat 127–132
Id at 116-117
Id at 1119
Seeref 6 and accompanyingtext supra
CIA support of Warren Commissionpara 112–115
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(1) "Report of the President's Commissionon the Assassination of President
Kennedy (Washington D.C. U.S Government Printing Office 1964) p ix
(hereinafter Warren report)

(2),Id at x—xi
Ibid
"The Warren Commission, staff report appendix to the hearings before

the Select Committee on Assassinations U.S House of Representatives 95th
Congress 2d session (Washington D.C. U.S GovernmentPrinting Office1979)
volumeXI para 113—276(hereinafter WCreport —appendix to the HSCA—JFK
hearings — )

Ibid
Id at 113—187
Id at 113—276
Ibid
Id at 113—187
WC report para 113—276staff analysis of Warren Commissionrecords

documents hearings and exhibits House Select Committee on Assassinations
(hereinafter analysis of Warren Commissionrecords)

WCreport para 1—112
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
WCreport para 265—277
Ibid
Analysis of Warren Commissionrecords para 1—112
Ibid
Analysis of Warren Commission records "The Investigation of the

Assassination of President John F Kennedy Performance of the Intelligence
Agencies, BookV Senate Select CommitteeTo Study GovernmentalOperations
With Respect to Intelligence Activities (Washington D.C. U.S Government
Printing Office1976) (hereinafter BookV) WCreport para 1—112

Id. WC report at 265—277
Ibid
Id at 271
Id at 277
Staff analysis of Warren Commissionrecords id. WCreport at 1—277
Ibid
Testimony of Burt W Griffin Sept 28 1978 hearings before the Select

Committeeon Assassinations (Washington D.C. U.S GovernmentPrinting Of
fice 1979) Volume V p 478 (hereinafter Griffin testimony — HSCA—JFK
hearings — )

WCreport para 44—70Griffintestimony p 478
Id. Griffintestimony at 478
Staff analysis of Warren Commissionrecords
Ibid
Warren report p 18
Id at 24





II FINDINGSIN THEASSASSINATIONOFDR MARTINLUTHERKING JR

REFERENCESINTRODUCTION
See generally CongressionalResearch Service Library of Congress "The

Civil Rights Movement in the United States 1955—1970.MLK project No 1
April 12 1978 prepared for the House Select Committeeon Assassinations

See generally CongressionalResearch Service Library of Congress "Civil
Rights Violencein the United States 1619-1966, MLK project No 10 July 7
1978 prepared for the House Select Committee on Assassinations

This account of the last month and the last hours of Dr King's life is in
large part based on surveys of FBI filesand testimony of witnesses particularly
the public testimony of Dr King's close friend and associate Dr Ralph David
Abernathy See testimony of Dr Ralph D Abernathy Aug 14 1978 hearings
before the Select Committee on Assassinations U.S House of Representatives
95th Congress 2d session (Washington D.C. U.S Government Printing Office
1979) volume I pp 10—39(hereinafter Abernathy testimony — HSCA—MLK
hearings —) See also executive session testimony of Dr Ralph D Aber
nathy May 23 1978 House SelectCommitteeon Assassinations (MLKDocument
230246) executive session testimony of Rev Samuel B Kyles May 11 1978
House Select Committeeon Assassinations (MLK Document230247) staff sum
mary of interview with James Lawson Mar 15 1978 House SelectCommitteeon
Assassinations (MLK Document200038) staff summary of interview with Mar
rell McColloughMar 12 1978 House Select Committeeon Assassinations (MLK
Document 2)0306) and staff summary of interview with Rev Bernard Lee
May 7 1977 House Select Committee on Assassinations (MLK Document
090007)

See generally CongressionalResearch Service Library of Congress "Sta
tistics on United States Participation in the Vietnam Conflict, Aug 15 1972

See generally David L Lewis King A Critical Biography (Baltimore
Penguin Books Inc. 1970) pp 358-364

Id at 358
Id at 363
Carl Greenberg "Dr King Asks Johnson Defeat May Back Another

Democrat—HeadSCLCSays Both McCarthy and Kennedy Are CompetentMen
With Good Civil Rights Record, Los Angeles Times Mar 17 1968 p A3

Ibid
See generally Richard N Billings and John Greenya Power to the

Public Worker (Washington D.C. Robert B Luce Inc. 1974) chapter 9 "A
Strike for Recognition As a Man, pp 171—204

See Thomas BeVier "King Disappointed in March—He'll Try Again
Next Week. Memphis (Tenn.) Commercial Appeal Mar 30 1968 p Al
According to this article Dr King announced at his Mar 29 1968 press con
ference in Memphis that he would return there the following week He said
"We are going to have a massive nonviolent demonstration . and promised
he would not lead a violent march

REFERENCESSECTIONA
Executive session testimony of Dr Ralph D Abernathy May 23 1978

House Select Committeeon Assassinations pp 59—62(MLK Document230-246)
Testimony of Dr Ralph D Abernathy Aug 14 1978 hearings before the

Select Committee on Assassinations U.S House of Representatives 95th Con
gress 2d session (Washington D.C. U.S Government Printing Office 1979)vol I p 20 (hereinafter Abernathy testimony — HSCA—MLKhearings —)

Testimony of Dr Michael Baden Aug 15 1978 I HSCA—MLK
hearings 48 49 54 62 (hereinafter Baden testimony) See also "Report on the
Subject of the Assassination of Dr Martin Luther King Jr by the Forensic
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Pathology Panel, appendix to the hearings before the Select Committee on
Assassinations U.S House of Representatives 95th Congress 2d session (Wash
ington D.C. U.S Government Printing Office1979) XIII para 13 29 (herein
after autopsy panel report — appendix to the HSCA-MLKhearings —)

Id. Baden testimony at 44 58 id. autopsy panel report at 30
Id. Baden testimony at 68
Id at 60
Id at 46 57-59 See also autopsy panel report at 81
Id. Baden testimony at 46 57 id. autopsy panel report at 81
Id. Baden testimony at 57-58 id. autopsy panel report at 84
Id. Baden testimony at 48 52 60 id. autopsy panel report at 81 85 88
See e.g. Baden testimony id at 59
See e.g. testimony of Marrell McColloughNov 20 1978 VI HSCA-MLK

hearings (hereinafter McColloughtestimony)
Baden testimony pp 47 59 See also autopsy panel report p 128
Id. Baden testimony at 59 id. autopsy panel report at 128
See generally "Report on the Subject of a Civil Engineering Survey of

the Sceneof the Assassination of Dr Martin Luther King Jr., XIII appendix to
the HSCA-MLK hearings (hereinafter engineering panel report)

See e.g. McColloughtestimony pp 418-19
Engineering panel report para 22
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
Affidavit of Charles Quitman Stephens June 13 1968 (MLK document

080011)
FBI interview of WilliamAnschutz Apr 7 1968(MLKdocument170141)
Designated counsel statement of Charles Q Stephens Apr 14 1978

House Select Committee on Assassinations (MLK document210178)
See generally "Charles Q Stephens Controversial Eyewitness to the

Assassination, staff report XIV appendix to the HSCA-MLKhearings (herein
after Stephens staff report)

Interview of Willie Anschutz July 22 1977 House Select Committee on
Assassinations pp 7--8 (MLK document 110009)

McColloughtestimony p 420
Interview of Rev Jesse Jackson by ABC News Apr 4 1968 pp 4-5

(MLK document 100062) Interview of Ben Branch by the sanitation strike
archival project Aug 15 1968 p 21 (MLK document 010031)

Designated counsel statement of Solomon Jones Jr. June 23 1978
House Select Committee on Assassinations (MLK document 270251)

Ibid
Ibid
"Report on the Subject of the Examination of Firearm-Related Evidence

in the Investigation of Dr Martin Luther King Jr by the Firearms Panel,
XIII appendix to the HSCA-MLKhearings par 138 (hereinafter firearms panel
report)

Testimony of James Earl Ray Aug 16 1978 I HSCA-MLKhearings
352 (hereinafter Ray testimony Aug 16 1978)

Interview of Donald Wood Mar 10 1977 House Select Committee on
Assassinations (MLK document 070038)

MLK exhibit F-35 II HSCA-MLKhearings 239 See also testimony of
James Earl Ray Aug 17 1978 II HSCA-MLKhearings 40 (hereinafter Ray
testimony Aug 18 1978)

Ray testimony Aug 17 1978 pp 103-104
Ray testimony Aug 16 1978 p 352 see also Ray testimony Aug 17

1978 p 40
Ray testimony Aug 16 1978 p 101 see also Ray testimony Aug 17

1978 pp 61-64
Ray testimony Aug 16 1978 p 102
Interview of Bessie Brewer Aug 11 1977 House Select Committee on

Assassinations pp 3-4 (MLK Document120012)
See ref 23 supra designated counsel statement of Charles Q Stephens

pp 55-57 interview of Bertie Reeves by the Shelby County Public Defender's
OfficeFeb 11 1969(MLK Document030115)
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Interview of Bernell Finley July 21 1977 House Select Committee on
Assassinations (MLK Document 110492)

FBI interview of Bernell Finley Apr 10 1968(MLK Document170141)
Interview of Guy Warren Canipe Jr. May 11 1977 House Select Com

mittee on Assassinations (MLK Document030156)
FBI interview of Guy Warren Canipe Jr. Apr 10 1968 (MLK Docu

ment 170141)
Seeref 43 supra interview of Canipe
Interview of Julius Leroy Graham III Jan 31 1978 House Select Com

mittee oft Assassinations (MLK Document300052)
Report of laboratory FBI headquarters to Memphis Apr 17 1968 FBI

headquarte Murkin file 44-38861—unrecordedserial
Ibid\ ee also Ray testimony Aug 16 1978 p 92 (where Ray admitted

having a radio when he escapedfrom prison)
Seegenerally "Report on the Subject of QuestionedHandwriting Related

to the Assassinationof Dr Martin Luther King Jr., XIII appendix to the HSCA
MLKhearings (hereinafter handwriting report)

Firearms panel report para 108
Id at 130
See FBI interview with Thomas Lau Apr 15 1968 Los AngelesMurkin

file 44-1574 FBI interview with Richard Gonzales Apr 16 1968 Los Angeles
Murkin file 44-1574

See MLK exhibit F-25 (interview of James Earl Ray by Dan Rather
Mar 9 1977) I HSCA-MLKhearings 303

Ray testimony Aug 16 1978 p 99 see also Ray testimony Aug 17
1978 p 49

SeeMLKexhibit F-52 (changeof address card) II HSCA-MLKhearings
pp 50-51 Seealso Ray testimony pp 49-51

Ray testimony Aug 17 1978 p 53
Id at 55 61
Ray testimony Aug 16 1978 pp 100 352
Id at 352 see also Ray testimony Aug 17 1978p 61
Ray testimony Aug 16 1978 p 101 See also Ray testimony Aug 17

1978 pp 62-63
See ref 3 supra executive session testimony of Dr Ralph D Abernathy

May 23 1978 House Select Committee on Assassinations (MLK Document
230246) pp 51-63

Ray testimony Aug 17 1978 p 61
See stipulation No 30 of MLK exhibit F-79 (proposed stipulation as to

material facts in State of Tennesseev James Earl Ray) III HSCA-MLKhear
ings 49

MLKexhibit F-42 (interview of James Garner Jan 23 1978 House Select
Committee on Assassinations) II HSCA-MLK hearings 20 Garner could not
recall the date of payment but stated that it was on Sunday 1 week from the
day Ray registered Ray registered at Garner's on Mar 23 1968

Ray testimony Aug 17 1978 pp 64-65
MLKexhibit F-59 (laundry receipt Piedmont Laundry) II HSCA-MLK

hearings 65
Testimony of Annie Estelle Peters Aug 18 1978 III HSCA-MLKhear

ings 302-307 508-512 See also MLK exhibit F-106A (Piedmont Laundry ledger
book) III HSCA-MLKhearings 308ff

MLK exhibit F-105 (Apr 1 1968 articles in Atlanta Journal and
Atlanta Constitution) II HSCA-MLKhearings 96-97

Ray testimony Aug 16 1978 p 101
Id at 102 354 Seealso Ray testimony Aug 17 1978 p 101
Executive session testimony of Samuel B Kyles May 11 1978 II HSCA

MLK hearings 55-56
See MLK exhibit F-61 (CommercialAppeal) II HSCA-MLKhearings

100 Seealso Ray testimony Aug 16 1978 p 355
See "Report on the Subject of the Analysis of Fingerprint Evidence

Related to the Assassination of Dr Martin Luther King Jr., by the fingerprint
panel XIII Appendix to the HSCA-MLKhearings para 14 (hereinafter finger
print panel report)

See MLKexhibit F-15C (view of Lorraine Motelfrom bathroom window
at rear of Bessie Brewer's roominghouse) I HSCA-MLKhearings 81
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Ray testimony Aug 17 1978 p 101
See ref 39 supra interview of BessieBrewer
Ray testimony Aug 16 1978 p 105
Interview of Ralph Carpenter Oct 7 1977 House Select Committee on

Assassinations p 2 (MLK Document 140131)
See MLK exhibit F-15B (photograph of inside of room 5-B) I HSCA

MI.K hearings 80
Ray testimony Aug 16 1978 pp 106-107 The general outlines of Ray's

testimony are corroborated by extrinsic evidence First the FBI located the
Mustang in the parking lot of the Capitol Homes housing project in Atlanta
Second records at Piedmont Laundry show Ray picked up laundry on April 5
1968 The committeefound no records to establish how Ray traveled from Atlanta
to Canada nevertheless he (lid check into an apartment in Toronto on April 8
1968—4days after the assassination

Id at 106 see also Ray testimony Aug 17 1978 pp 106-107
Ray testimony Aug 17 1978 pp 106-107
Ray testimony Aug 16 1978 p 106
Interview of James Earl Ray March 28 1977 IX appendix to the HSCA

MLK hearings 79-80 (hereinafter Ray interview March 28 1977)
Id at 60-84
Ray testimony Aug 16 1978 pp 106-107
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Select Committeeon Assassinations pp 23-24

Executive session testimony of Arthur Hanes Sr. June 7 1978 House
Select Committeeon Assassinations p 35 executive session testimony of Melvin
A Sexton June 6 1978 House Select Committee on Assassinations pp 14-29

Bill Montgomery "The Mystery of J.B., Atlanta Journal Oct 12 1977
p 16-A. "Atlanta Lawyer to Defend Plot Suspect, Atlanta Journal May 18
1961

FBI report February 15 1967 FBI headquarters National States Rights
file 105-66233-1867p 5 immunized executive session testimony of J B Stoner
March 8 1978 House Select Committeeon Assassinations pp 6-9 (hereinafter
Stoner testimony March 8 1978) immunized executive session testimony of
Edward R Fields March 19 1978 House Select Committee on Assassinations
p 200 (hereinafter Fields testimony March 19,1978)

NOTE.—WhileFBI reports such as the one cited above and many newspaper
reports credit Stoner with being one of the founders of the NSRP Stoner him
self claims he was not involved in the United White Party the predecessor of
the NSRP nor was he oneof the founders of NSRP

FBI report July 26 1964 FBI headquarters J B Stoner file 157-97-97
FBI report April 8 1968 FBI headquarters NSRP file 105-66233-2082
Ibid
Interview with James Earl Ray Sept 29 1977 XI appendix to the

HSCA-MLKhearings 46-47 53-54
(55)"Stoner Is Lawyer for Ray's Brother, Atlanta Constitution Novem

ber 3 1970 p 15A news file on John Ray October 21 1977 (MLK document
140039) "Ray's Brother Sentenced, New York Times April 24 1971 (MLK
document 140039)

Immunized executive session testimony of J B Stoner April 19 1978
House Select Committee on Assassinations p 114 (hereinafter Stoner testi
mony April 19 1978) see also "Ray Is Arraigned in Private Session, Atlanta
Constitution July 28 1970

FBI report FBI headquarters J B Stoner file 174-425-1 FBI report
FBI headquarters Christian Anti-Jewish Party file 65-15743 serials 104-195

David Morrison and Steven Holmes "Stoner Indicted in Bombing,
Atlanta Constitution Sept 27 1977pp IA 12A

Interview with Thomas Cook January 18 1978 House Select Committee
on Assassinations p..3 (MLKdocument170278)

Immunized executive session testimony of Edward R Fields April 19
1978 House Select Committee on Assassinations pp 184-186 (hereinafter
Fields testimony April 19 1978)

Indictment in the District Court of the United States for the Northern
District of Alabama DocketNo CR63-316(MLKdocument290002)

FBI report prosecutive summary report March 26 1964 FBI head
quarters J B Stoner file157-1604

"Rights Party Nominates Atlantan, Atlanta Constitution Mar 2 1964
"States Rights Slate Lists Kasper Atlantan, Atlanta Journal Mar 2 1964

Phil Gailey "J B Stoner Studies Foreign Policy, Atlanta Constitution
Nov 9 1971

Bill Montgomery "Mystery of J B., Atlanta Journal Oct 12 1977
p Al Ron Casey "Stoner Says FBI Jews Are Enemies, Birmingham News
Nov 28 1977 pp 1-6 Ken Willis "Stoner Funds Under Probe, Atlanta Consti
tution Aug 24 1973 "Stoner Announces Senate Candidacy, Atlanta 'Journal
July 6 1971

Stoner ran for Governor of Georgia and lost in the primary on Aug 8
1978with only 5.47percent of the vote Washington Star Aug 9 1978 pp Al
A10

FBI report June 27 1968 FBI headquarters NSRP file 105-66233-2127
see also Stoner testimony Apr 19 1978 p 117 interview of James Earl Ray
Sept 29 1977 XI appendix to the HSCA-MLKhearings 46-47 41-55 (herein
after Ray interview Sept 29 1977)
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Jeff Cohen and Dave Lifton "A Man He Calls Raoul, New Times
Apr 1 1977p 32

NoTE.—HarryAvery Commissionerof Corrections for the State of Tennessee
in March 1969 claimed that in his officialposition he got to know James Earl
Ray and Jerry Ray Avery claims that while driving Jerry Ray to a meeting
Jerry told him that he (Jerry) was to meet with Stoner and that Stoner had
been "our (implying Jerry's and James at least) attorney for 2 years before
the assassination The committee was not able to substantiate this claim

See interview of Harry Avery Dec 3 1976 House Select Committeeon
Assassinations p 12 (MLK document 040007) interview of Harry Avery
June 14 1977 House Select Committeeon Assassinations p 29 (MLK document
100051) memorandum to Governor Ellington from W E Hopton re interview
of Averyby Hopton May20 1969 pp 1 4 (MLKdocument200472)

Staff comparison of Stoner and James Earl Ray activities from Apr 23
1967to June 8 1968 taken from FBI files (MLK document 280212) see also
Stoner testimony Apr 19 1978 p 117 Fields testimony Apr 19 1978 pp 187
188 also Ray interview Sept 29 1977pp 46-47 51-55

Letter "To Whom It May Concern From Edward R Fields re James
Earl Ray Case June 14 1968 (MLK document 270062)

Ray interview Sept 29 1977 pp 51-53
Ray interview Sept 29 1977 pp 51-53 letter from James Earl Ray to

J B Stoner Aug 9 1968 re representation in libel matter (MLK document
110108) "CommotionVowedin Ray Civil Suits, Atlanta Journal Mar 26 1969

Ray interview Sept 29 1977 pp 70-71 "A Retrial for Ray Asked in
Memphisby NewLawyers, NewYorkTimes Apr 8 1969p 14

Bynum Shaw "Are You Sure Who Killed Martin Luther King, Esquire
magazine March 1972 p 116 Robert Johnson "James Earl Ray's Chief Defense
Lawyer Claims U.S Government Agents Killed Martin Luther King, National
Enquirer vol 44 No 7 Oct 19 1969

Stoner testimony Mar 8 1978 p 76 immunized executive session
testimonyof J B Stoner Mar 9 1978 House SelectCommitteeon Assassinations
pp 24-31 Stoner testimony Apr 19 1978 pp 98-104

Stoner testimony Mar 8 1978 pp 137-170
Ray executed a waiver for Arthur Hanes Jr. but later tried to withdraw

it See also the followingwaivers of attorney-elient privilege executed by James
Earl Ray Mar 7 1977 (MLKdocument029005) Nov 14 1977(MLKdocument
190100) Afar 27 1977 (MLK document 070074) May 3 1977 (MLK document
090004) May 23 1977 (MLK document110328) June 22 1977(MLK document
130045)

Waiver of attorney-client privilege executed by James Earl Ray May 23
1977(MLKdocument110328)

Immunized executive session testimony of J B Stoner Mar 8 1978
House SelectCommitteeon Assassinations pp 45-49

Id at 45
Id at 48
Id at 46
Id at 47-48
Immunized executive session testimony of J B Stoner Mar 9 1978

HouseSelectCommitteeon Assassinations pp 41-42
Id at 46 77 Stoner testimony Mar 8 1978p 48
Interview of Asa Carter Apr 6 1978 House Select Committeeon Assas

sinations p 2 (MLKdocument200136)
Ibid
Executive session testimony of William H Morris Mar 10 1978 House

SelectCommitteeon Assassinations pp 6-9
Id at 33-55
Id at 11 12
Report on the Federated Ku Klux Klan Inc. Feb 20 1962 FBI head

quarters file 157-166-39
Ibid
Executive session testimony of William H Morris Mar 10 1978 House

SelectCommitteeon Assassinations pp 40-42
Id at 12
Id at 12-13
Id at 12-13
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(98) Id at 23
(99) Id at 27
(100) Id at 27 45
(101) Memphis Police Department homicide report supplement No 85

Apr 13 1968(MLKdocument030203)
(102) Id at 1754 44
(103) Ibid
(104) Ibid
(105) Ibid
(106) Ibid
(107) Id at 1760
(108) Ibid
(109) Ibid see also staff summary of interview of B J Smith July 26 1977

House Select Committeeon Assassinations (MLK document 120097) staff sum
mary of interview of W C Hughes Nov 17 1977 (MLK document 160044)
staff summary of interview of J H Jones Nov 16 1977 House Select Committee
on Assassinations (MLKdocument160045)

Memphis Police Department homicide report supplement 85 Apr 13
1968(MLKdocument030203)

Ibid
Ibid
FBI airtel July 29 1968 to Director from SACMemphisre CB trans

mission on Apr 4 1968 FBI headquarters MURKINfile 44-38861-5094
Ibid
Staff summary of interview of B J Smith July 26 1977 House Select

Committeeon Assassinations (MLK document 120097) staff summary of inter
view of W C Hughes Nov 17 1977 House Select Committeeon Assassinations
(MLKdocument160044) and staff summary of interview of J H Jones Nov 16
1977 House Select Committeeon Assassinations (MLK document 160045)

See road map of Memphis Tenn (MLKdocument290024)
SeeMemphisPoliceDepartment homicidereport supplement85 Apr 13

1968 (MLK document 030203) FBI airtel July 29 1968 to Director from SAC
Memphisre CB transmission on Apr 4 1968 FBI headquarters MURKIN file
44-38861-4095

See e.g. staff summary of interviews of Lt J D Hamby Dec 6 1977
(MLK document 140256) Dec 7 1977 (MLK document 160260) and Dec 8
1977(MLKdocument 160261)

Interview of James Raines Aug 29 1977 House Select Committeeon
Assassinations (MLKdocument120095)

Staff summaries of interviews of Carroll S Carroll on July 27 1977
House Select Committeeon Assassinations (MLKdocument120094) Dec 6 1977
(MLKdocument160253) Dec 7 1977(MLKdocument160259) and Dec 8 1977
(MLK document 160265) See also working paper re Citizen's Band radio
broadcast—review of ledgers received from Carroll S Carroll May 15 1978
House Select Committeeon Assassinations (MLK document290028) staff sum
mary of interviews of Capt J P Marby Dec 7 1977 (MLK document 160250)
and interview of J D Hamby Dec 8 1977 House Select Committeeon Assas
sinations (MLKdocument160261)

Staff summary of interview of Neal Talley Jr. Dec 1 1977 House
Select Committeeon Assassinations (MLK document160143) staff summary of
interview of Jon C Hellen Dec 1 1977 House Select Committeeon Assassina
tions (MLK document170046) staff summary of interview of James A Wallace
Jr. Dec 7 1977 House Select Committee on Assassinations (MLK document
160249) staff summary of interview of Michael J Cimbalo Dec 5 1977 House
Select Committee on Assassinations (MLK document 160201) staff summaryof interview of Timothy R Higgins Dec 5 1977 House Select Committee on
Assassinations (MLK document290030) staff summary of interview of Brother
Adrian Powers and Brother Stephen O Malley Nov 11 1977 House Select Com
mittee on Assassinations (MLKdocument160142)

Affidavitof Douglas P Cross July 8 1976 (MLK document 290025)affidavit of James Stanton July 9 1976 (MLK document 290026) staff sum
mary of interview of Douglas P Cross Dec 4 1977 House Select Committeeon
Assassinations (MLK document 160316) staff summary of interview of James
Stanton Nov 29 1977 House Select Committeeon Assassinations (MLK document 170044)
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FCC report May 17 1978 (MLK document 210454) see also outside
contact report of Frank Rose Apr 12 1978 House Select Committee on Assas
sinations (MLKdocument210285)

Designated counsel statement of Edward L Montedonico Jr. p 33
(MLK document 290023)

Staff summary of interviews of Robert E Ferguson Nov 16 1977 House
Select Committeeon Assassinations (MLK document 160140)and Jan 10 1978
House Select Committee on Assassinations (MLK document 290029) see also
staff summary of interview of Michael Welting House Select Committee on
Assassinations (MLKdocument170336)

Staff summary of interview of Carroll S Carroll July 27 1977 House
Select Committee on Assassinations (MLK document 120095) Dec 6 1977
(MLK document 160253) Dec 7 1977 (MLK document 160259) and Dec 8
1977(MLK document160265) staff summary of interview of James E Bethune
Dec 2 1977 House Select Committeeon Assassinations (MLKdocument160167)
staff summary of interviews of William H Austin Nov 15 1977 House Select
Committee on Assassinations (MLK document 160046) and (MLK document
170313) staff summary of interviews of Robert H McCarty Nov 15 1977 House
Select Committeeon Assassinations (MLK document 160209) and Jan 19 1978
(MLK document170243) interview of Lt Rufus WesleyBradshaw Nov 8 1977
House Select Committee on Assassinations (MLK document 170012) interview
of Capt James W Strauser Nov 16 1977 House Select Committeeon Assassina
tions (MLK document 160041) interview of James Roberts Dee 1 1977 House
Select Committee on Assassinations (MLK document 160125) interview of
Rhea W Ferguson Nov 29 1977 House Select Committee on Assassinations
(MLKdocument160120) staff summary of interview of Cranmer Boyce Nov 29
1977 (MLK document 160123) staff summary of interview of Elmer L Brown
ing Nov 30 1977 House Select Committeeon Assassinations (MLK document
160121) staff summary of interview of L H Daniel Nov 29 1977 House Select
Committeeon Assassinations (MLK document 160122) staff summary of inter
view of Vaugan Dow Nov 30 1977 House Select Committeeon Assassinations
(MLK document160124) Seealso analytical chart (MLKdocument290031)

Outside contact report with Angelo Ditty May 2 1978 House Select
Committeeon Assassinations (MLK document210038)

FCCreport May17 1978(MLKdocument210454)
FBI memorandum Apr 20 1968 FBI headquarters MURKIN file

44-38861-1816
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
Notes of author William Sartor (MLK document010072)
See generally FBI letterhead memorandum Nov 21 1968 (MLK docu

ment 040082)with attachments FBI Memphisofficeinterview of Frank Liberto
Apr 19 1968 FBI New Orleans officeinterview of Anthony Liberto Apr 22
1968 FBI New Orleans officeinterview of Mrs Emma Liberto Apr 22 1968
FBI New Orleans officeinterview of Vincent Liberto Apr 22 1968 FBI New
Orleans officeinterview of Salvatore Liberto Apr 23 1968 and FBI Memphis
officeinterview of James William Latch Apr 19 1968

Affidavitof Frank Liberto June 28 1978 (MLK document 280063)
See e.g. staff summary of interview of Vincent Liberto June 7 1977

House Select Committeeon Assassinations (MLK document 130081) staff sum
mary of interview of Salvatore Liberto June 7 1977 House Select Committeeon
Assassinations (MLK document130088) staff summary of interview of Ida Mae
Verbeek June 7 1977 House Select Committee on Assassinations (MLK docu
ment 130080)

Staff summary of interview of Ernest Tyler Apr 10 1978 House Select
Committeeon Assassinations (MLK document200404) staff summary of inter
view of Linda Cooper Apr 6 1978 House Select Committee on Assassinations
(MLK document 260145) staff summary of interview of Dorothy Conaley
Apr 5 1978 House SelectCommitteeon Assassinations (MLKdocument260143)
staff summary of interview of Mrs John Walker Apr 5 1978 House Select
Committeeon Assassinations (MLKdocument260142)

Staff summary of interview of James William Latch Feb 10 1978
House Select Committee on Assassinations (MIX document 180396) staff sum
mary of interview of Amelia Louis Guasco Apr 5 1978 House Select Committee
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on Assassinations (MLK document 200426) staff summary of interview of
Buddy Mims May 22 1978 House Select Committee on Assassinations (MLK
document 210545) staff summary of interview of Mary Frances Stampley Apr
8 1978 House Select Committee on Assassinations (MLK document 260144)

Affidavitof Frank Liberto June 28 1978 (MLK document280063)
Staff memorandum to Lehner from Akers and Johnson Sept 13 1977

re contacts with New Orleans Police Department House Select Committeeon
Assassinations pp 6-7 (MLK document290039)

Staff summary of interview of Inspector N E Zachary (retired)
June 1 1977 House Select Committee on Assassinations (MLK document
130086)

FBI Memphis Officeinterviews of John McFerren Apr 8 1968 and
Apr 18 1968(MLKdocument040082)

Staff summaries of interviews of John McFerren Mar 12 1977 House
Select Committee on Assassinations (MLK document 260200) May 10 1977
(MLK document 090150) and Feb 9 1978 (MLK document 190043) see also
affidavit of John McFerren June 22 1978 House Select Committee on Assas
sinations (MLK document220549)

FBI memorandum Apr 20 1968 Director to Attorney General FBI
headquarters MURKIN file serial 44-38861-1816 see also staff summary of
interview of John McFerren Mar 12 1977 House Select Committee on Assas
sinations (MLKdocument260200)

Interview of John McFerren Mar 12 1977 House Select Committeeon
Assassinations (MLK document 260200)

Ibid
FBI MemphisOfficeinterview of John McFerren Apr 18 1968 (MLK

document 040082)
Notes of author William Sartor (MLK document 110334)
Ibid
Report of autopsy performed on William Sartor by Hillcrest Baptist

Hospital Waco Tex (MI.Kdocument110001)
Manuscriptof William Sartor (MLKdocument110334)
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
Staff summary of interview of Sam DiPiazza May 11 1978 House

SelectCommitteeon Assassinations (MLKdocument210503)
Interview of Dr Lucas DiLeo Feb 22 1978 House Select Committee

on Assassinations (MLKdocument260205)
Outside contact report with Mr Acosta Oct 23 1978 House Select

Committeeon Assassinations (MLKdocument260261)
Interview of Charles Stein Jan 23 1968 House Select Committeeon

Assassinations p 17 (MLKdocument190402)
Immunizedexecutive session testimony of Carlos Marcello Jan 11 1978

HouseSelectCommitteeonAssassinations pp 27-28
Deposition of Carlton Pecot Feb 15 1978 House Select Committeeon

Assassinations (MLK document 190263)
Id at 16
FBI memorandum Nov 21 1968 FBI MemphisMURKIN file 44-1987
FBI teletype Los Angelesfield officeto Memphisand New Orleans field

offices Feb 5 1969 FBI headquarters Murkin file serial 44-38861-5540
FBI teletype New Orleans field officeto Director FBI Memphis and

Los Angeles field offices Feb 6 1969 FBI headquarters MURKIN file serial
44-38861-5539

FBI teletype Los Angeles field officeto Memphis and New Orleans
fieldofficesFeb 5 1969 FBI headquarters MURKINfile serial 44-38861-5540

FBI teletype New Orleans field officeto Director FBI Memphis and
Los Angeles field offices Feb 6 1969 FBI headquarters MURKIN file serial
44 38861-5539

Ibid
FBI LHM Los Angelesfield officeto Director FBI Memphisand New

Orleans field offices Feb 13 1969 FBI headquarters Murkin file serial 44
38861-5558

Civil rights violation—RaoulV Esquivel Oct 8 1969 FBI file 44-2401
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Louisiana Department of Public Safety division of State police attend
ance and leave records (MLK document 160020) see also deposition of Raoul
Esquivel Jan 26 1978 House Select Committee on Assassinations pp 7-8
(MLK document 190265)

Interview of James Earl Ray Nov 14 1977 XI appendix to HSCA-JFK
Hearings 159 see also William Bradford Huie "He Slew the Dreamer (New
York Delacorte Press 1970 1st ed.) p 37 supplemental deposition of James
Earl Ray Ray v Foreman Nov 22 1969 pp 13-14 (MLK document 030316)
interview of James Earl Ray Apr 14 1977 IX appendix to the HSCA-MLKhear
ings pp 68 69 143

Notes of George M ~Iillan May 30 1972 interview with Jerry Ray
pp 3-4 (MLK document070096)

Id. June 27 1972interview with Jerry Ray at 10
Ibid
Id. July 12 1975interview with Jerry Ray at 2
Id at 3
Ibid
Ibid
Outsidecontact report with GeorgeMcMillan Dec 8 1977 House Select

Committeeon Assassinations p 1 (MLKDocument160168)
Ibid see also interview of GeorgeMcMillan Mar 5 1978 House Select

Committeeon Assassinations p 4 (MLKDocument190554)
Kent Courtney advised that on or about Mar 20 1969 he met with

Jerry Ray in New Orleans Lafayette Park Interview of Kent Courtney Dec 12
1977 House Select Committeeon Assassinations p 3 (MLK Document 170282)
Staff investigators also uncovered a registration card for Jerry Ryan at the
Tamanaca Motel in New Orleans for Jan 20 1975 Jerry Ray has admittedly
used the alias "Jerry Ryan on numerous occasions The signature on the regis
tration card is strikingly similar to that of Jerry Ray See also interview of
Lillie Kalon Dec 12 1977 House Select Committee on Assassinations p 1
(MLKDocument190111)

Outside contact report with Dave Millesink Jan 23 1978 House
Select Committeeon Assassinations (MLKDocument170221)

Letter from the FBI to the House Select Committeeon Assassinations
Feb 2 1978(MLKDocument180262)

Deposition of Reynard Rochon Jan 26 1978 House Select Committee
on Assassinations p 17 (MLKDocument190264)

Id at 6
Id at 16
It was not until Ray's interview with CBS reporter Dan Rather that

he first claimed that when he departed from Birmingham he was unaware that
this next meeting place with Raoul was to be in Nuevo Laredo Mexico Dan
Rather interview of James Earl Ray for the CBSprogram "Who's Who, Mar 3
1977p 16 (MLKDocument070077)

Ibid
Ibid
Interview of James Earl Ray Apr 14 1977 IX appendix to the HSCA

MLK hearings pp 135-138
Ibid
Ibid. p 157 see also interview of James Earl Ray Sept 29 1977 XI

appendix to the HSCA-MLKhearings p 193
Interview with James Earl Ray Apr 14 1977 IX appendix to the

HSCA-MLKhearings p 136 also interview of James Earl Ray Sept 29 1977
XI appendix to the HSCA-MLKhearings pp 194-196

Ibid
Ibid
Interview of James Earl Ray Sept 29 1977 XI appendix to the HSCA

MLKhearings pp 196-198 also Ray interview Apr 14 1977 IX appendix to the
HSCA-MLKhearings p 137

Deposition of Herman A Thompson Dec 9 1977 House Select Com
mittee on Assassinations pp 6 12 (MLKDocument170001)

Id at 8
Id at 5 7 8
Id at 16
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Id at 8 9
Id at 19
FBI airtel from Buffalo to Director June 14 1968 FBI headquarters

MURKIN file 44—38861—4541
Ibid FBI memorandum from Rosen to DeLoach June 14 1968 FBI

headquarters MURKINfile 44—38861—4544
FBI airtel from New Orleans to Director no date FBI headquarters

MURKIN file 44—38861—4542
Ibid
See staff summaries of interviews of Andre Salwyn Feb 6 1978 (MLK

Document180162) Mar 14 1978 (MLK Document190482) Mar 15 1978 (MLK
Document190481)and Mar 30 1978(MLKDocument200027) House SelectCom
mittee on Assassinations

See staff summaries of interviews of Earl MacRae Mar 14 1978 (MLK
Document 190435) and Mar 16 1978 (MLK Document 190436) House Select
Committeeon Assassinations

RCMP reports supplied by Shelby County district attorney's office
Aug 31 1978pp 2305—2310(MLKDocument310108)

Staff memorandum from Wendy S Collins to Michael C Eberhardt
Mar 22 1978 House Select Committee on Assassinations (MLK Document
310115)

Staff summary of interview of Earl MacRae Mar 14 1978 House Select
CommitteeonAssassinations p 3 (MLKDocument190435)

RCMP reports supplied by Shelby County district attorney's office
pp 2305—2310(MLKDocument310108)

Outside contact report with Andre Salwyn Feb 6 1978 House Select
Committeeon Assassinations p 2 (MLKDocument310116)

RCMP reports supplied by Shelby County district attorney's office
pp 2305—2310(MLKDocument310108)

Both Joseph Oster and Angelina Lorio Kimble's former wife told
committee staff that Kimble used counterfeit medical degrees and other fake
documents in order to work at a hospital avoid the draft and secure controlled
drugs Staff summary of interview of Joseph Oster Apr 26 1978 House Select
Committee on Assassinations (MLK Document 250282) staff summary of
interview of Angelina Lorio Apr 30 1978 House Select Committeeon Assassi
nations pp 1—2(MLK Document210158) Kimble was arrested on July 26 1967
for false impersonation of a State policeman aggravated assault and illegal pos
session of weapons (see files for Joseph Oster MLK Document210233) See also
New Orleans FBI field officereport Jan 12 1966 Document 157—4403—Lstate
ment of Jules Rico Kimble to New Orleans district attorney Oct 10 1967
(MLKDocument250260)

Staff summary of interview of Joseph Oster Apr 26 1978 House Select
Committeeon Assassinations (MLK Document250282) see also files of Joseph
Oster (MLKDocument210233)

Staff summary of interview of AngelinaLorio Apr 30 1978 House Select
Committeeon Assassinations (MLKDocument210158)

Staff summary of interview of Jules Rico Kimble May 3 1978 House
Select Committeeon Assassinations p 2 (MLK Document210393)

Ibid
Interview with James Earl Ray by the CBC 1977 pp 47—49(MI.K

Document130001)
Rosenson was prosecuted in Federal court for violation of 18 U.S.C

1407—travelingoutside the United States without registering as a convicted
felon U.S v Randolph Erwin Rosenson Crim Doc 38256 filed Jan 14 1966division 6 U.S District Court E.D of Louisiana (MLK Document 140057)

Executive session testimony of Randy Rosenson Nov 29 1977 House
SelectCommitteeon Assassinations p 26

Id at 18-20 113—115
Id at 71 155—159
Bank records Birmingham Trust National Bank (MLK Document

150147)
Executive session testimony of Randy Rosenson Nov 29 1977 HouseSelectCommitteeonAssassinations pp 79—80
Charles Stein FBI identification sheet (MLK Document 170236)Rosenson FBI identification sheet (MLK Executive Session Exhibit 14)
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Outside contact report with GeorgePittman Jan 25 1978 House Select
Committeeon Assassinations p 2 (MLKDocument170315) see also staff inter
view of Charles Stein Mar 22 1978 House Select Committeeon Assassinations
pp 1–3 (MLKDocument190402)

Executive session testimony of Randy Rosenson Apr 29 1977 House
Select Committee on Assassinations pp 29 31 42–43 106 112 116 117 120
125 126

Staff summary of interview of David Rosen Oct 22 1977 House Select
Committee on Assassinations (MLK Document 140270) staff summary of
interview of Peggy Rosenson Oct 13 1977 House Select Committeeon Assassi
nations (1ILK Document 140266) staff summary of interview of Bill Warner
Oct 18 1977 House Select Committee on Assassinations (MLK Document
140280) outside contact report with GeorgePittman Jan 25 1978 House Select
Committee on Assassinations (MLK Document 170315) and outside contact
report with John Phillips Feb 2 1978 House Select Committee on Assassina
tions (MLKDocument180049)

Staff summary of interview of Edna Mathews Lancaster Sept 27 1977
House Select Committee on Assassinations (MLK Document 210560) (herein
after Lancaster interview Sept 27 1977)

Staff memorandum from Chief Investigator Edward M Evans to file
Aug 12 1977 re Edna Lancaster pp 1 3 (MLKDocument290022)

Id at 3
FBI memorandum May 16 1968 to SAC Atlanta from SA Joseph G

Shea FBI headquarters MURKIN file 44–38861–2386
Ibid
Staff summary of interview of Charlie Harrison Lancaster Sept 28

1977 House Select Committeeon Assassinations (MLKDocument190164)
Summary of staff interview of MalcomPittman Sept 20 1977 House

Select Committee on Assassinations (MLK Document 190165) staff summary
of interview of J W McCrickard Sept 20 1977 House Select Committee on
Assassinations (MLKDocument190165)

Staff memorandum from Chief Investigator to file Aug 12 1977 House
SelectCommitteeon Assassinations (MILKDocument290022)

Interview of Victor Lancaster Sept 29 1977 House Select Committee
on Assassinations (MLKDocument190163)

Executive session testimony of Leon Powell Feb 9 1978 House Select
Committeeon Assassinations

Id at 11 12
Id at 14
Id at 14 15
Id at 15
Id at 6
Id at 17
FBI report MURKINfile sec 86 Serial 44–38861-6069
Ibid
Ibid
FBI memorandum to Gallagher from Peelman Apr 2 1976 FBI head

quarters MURKINfile 44–38861–6115
Interview FBI Agent Thomas J Wilson Feb 24 1978 House Select

Committeeon Assassinations (MLKDocument190012)
Staff summary of interview of Libby Smith Apr 17 1978 House Select

Committeeon Assassinations (MLK Document200346) staff summary of inter
view of Woodie P Mobley Mar 31 1978 House Select Committee on Assassi
nations (MLK Document 200336) staff summary of interview Diane Brand
Apr 14 1978 House Select Committee on Assassinations (MLK Document
200425) staff summary of interview of Clarence Wesley Pitts Apr 12 1978
House Select Committeeon Assassinations (MLK Document 200425 staff sum
mary of interview William L Smith Apr 17 1978 House Select Committeeon
Assassinations (MLKDocument200332)

FBI identification sheet Leon Powell (MLK Document 210494) FBI
identification sheet Claude Powell (MLK Document 210495) obtained from
Atlanta PoliceDepartment Jan 26 1978

Executive session testimony of Annie Lois Campos Feb 6 1978 House
Select Committeeon Assassinations pp 6–9 see also staff summary of interview
Annie Lois Campos Jan 20 1978 House Select Committee on Assassinations
(MLKDocument180008)
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Executive session testimony of Arnold Ray Godfrey Feb 6 1978 House
Select Committeeon Assassinations pp 27—28

Contempt citation resolution for Claude Powell Jr (MLK Document
200460) On Oct 11 1978 Claude Powell Jr. was arraigned and pled guilty to
charges of contempt of Congress On Nov 21 1978 Claude Powell Jr. appeared
in Atlanta for sentencing at which time his case was continued until an unde
termined date in December1978 no final disposition had been made as of that
date

Written statement of Robert Byron Watson received May 5 1977from
Atlanta PoliceDepartment p 2 (MLKDocument090005)

Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
Id at 3
Ibid
Report Atlanta Police Department re Robert Byron Watson received

May5 1977 p 4 of introduction (MLKDocument090006)
Id at 19
Id at 20
See FBI memorandum Memphis Field Office MURKIN file No 44—

1987—777
Ibid
See e.g. taped session of interview and polygraph examination of

Robert Byron Watson on July 21 1971(MLKDocument150190)
Interview of Robert Byron Watson Nov 21 1977 House Select Com

mittee on Assassinations (MLKDocument150189)
Thomas Bevier "King Disappointed in March—He'll Try Again Next

Week, MemphisCommercialAppeal Mar 30 1968 p A-1
Interview of Morris Davis April 1977 House Select Committee on

Assassinations pp 2—3(MLK Document 290052) (hereinafter Davis interview
April 1977) see also interview of David Lifton re information on Morris Davis
provided to Lifton by William Bradford Huie Mar 9 1977 House Select Com
mittee on Assassinations pp 1—2(MLKDocument070035)

Davis interview April 1977p 1
Newspaper articles received from the Birmingham Police Department

Mar 17 1977(MLKDocument070043)
Davis interview April 1977 p 6
Id at 2
Id at 6
Id at 1—2
Id at 2
Ibid
Id at 3-4
Id at 4
Id at 5
Id at 6
Id at 10
Executive session testimony of Rev Ralph D Abernathy May 23

1978 House SelectCommitteeon Assassinations pp 118-120
Staff summary of interview of Fred Shuttlesworth Mar 11 1978

House Select Committeeon Assassinations p 2 (MLK Document200026)
Affidavit of Frank Liberto June 28 1978 House Select Committee on

Assassinations p 2 (MLKDocument280063)
Interview of Donald Wood Mar 10 1977 House Select Committee on

Assassinations pp 1—2(MLKDocument070038)
Staff memorandum to Robert Lehner from Evans and Gannon re Gus

Prosch/Donald Wood Mar 15 1977 House Select Committeeon Assassinations
p 2 (MLKDocument070159)

Firearms transactions records and office invoices from Aeromarine
Supply Co. A-1 for Dr Gus Prosch from Jan 20 1968 through June 9 1970
(MLK Document260141)

Staff notes of interview with Gus Joseph Prosch Aug 31 1978 House
Select Committeeon Assassinations (MLK Document290049)

Staff notes of interview with Morris Davis July 27 1978 House Select
Committee on Assassinations (MLK Document 290048) staff memorandum to
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Robert Lehner and Edward Evans from Hack and Walker re Trip to Birming
ham concerningMorris Davis Oct 18 1977 House Select Committeeon Assassi
nations pp 2-3 (MLKDocument140121)

Staff notes of interview with Morris Davis July 27 1978 House Select
Committeeon Assassinations pp 40-41 (MLKDocument290048)

Staff summary of interview of Walter Maddox Dec 6 1977 House
SelectCommitteeon Assassinations (MLKDocument160206)
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Ibid
Outside contact reports with executive offices of Travelodge Inc.

Dec 5 1977 Dec 6 1977 House Select Committee on Assassinations (MLK
Documents 160092 160094) correspondence from Travelodge to Congressman
Stokes re report on hotel charges Dec 22 1977 (MLK Document 170009)

Staff summary of interview of Billy Fisher Jan 23 1978 House Select
CommitteeonAssassinations p 1 (MLKDocument180334)

Ibid
Outside contact report with Leroy Roell Feb 23 1978 House Select

Committeeon Assassinations p 1 (MLKDocument220377)
Ibid
Staff summary of interview of Billy E Fisher Jan 23 1978 House Select

Committee on Assassinations p 1 (MLK Document 180334) outside contact
report with Leroy Roell Feb 23 1978 House Select Committee on Assassina
tions p 1 (MLKDocument220377)

Executive session testimony of Clifton Baird Nov 30 1977 House
Select Committeeon Assassinations pp 41-42

Id at 42-43
Id at 42
Id at 23--30
Id at 46-49 Baird explained to the staff that he had begun taping

conversations between himself and other members of the police department as
he believed some officers suspected him of the attempted bombing of Officer
Brent Hardin's automobilein December1964 He stated that he recorded Blair's
initial offeron Sept 18 1965but later lost the recording

Executive session testimony of Arlie Blair Dec 1 1977 House Select
Committeeon Assassinations pp 15 16 39

Id at 5 20 28 29 30
Executive session testimony of Clifton Baird Nov 30 1977 House Select

Committeeon Assassinations pp 24-25
Executive session testimony of James Bibb Dec 1 1977 House Select

Committee on Assassinations pp 160 164-165 executive session testimony of
Priest Fry Dec 1 1977 House Select Committee on Assassinations pp 182
184 executive session testimony of Robert Gregory Dec 1 1977 House Select
Committee on Assassinations p 197 executive session testimony of Brent
Hardin Dec 1 1977 House Select Committeeon Assassinations pp 106-112 125
126 designated counsel statement of Herman Mitchell Dec 22 1977 House
SelectCommitteeonAssassinations pp 8-10 (MLKDocument190259)

Executive session testimony of William Duncan Nov 30 1977 House
SelectCommitteeon Assassinations pp 91-108

Id at 94
Id at 94-108
Id at 97 98 100-104
Id at 111-112
Id at 112
Id at 109 110 111
Id at 105-108
Id at 94-108
Interview of William Duncan Nov 21 1977 House Select Committeeon

Assassinations pp 1-4 (MLKDocument160081)
Executive session testimony of William Duncan Nov 30 1977 House

SelectCommitteeon Assassinations p 104
Interview of William Duncan Nov 27 1977 House Select Committee

onAssassinations p 3 (MLKDocument160081)
Executive session testimony of Robert Peters Dec 1 1977 House Select

Committeeon Assassinations pp 149-154 designated counsel statement of War
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ren L Walsh Dec 22 1977 House Select Committeeon Assassinations pp 31-32
(MLK Document 190257) interview of SCABernard C Brown Nov 22 1977
House Select Committeeon Assassinations pp 1 2 (MLK Document 160089)

,(326) Executive session testimony of Robert Peters Dec 1 1977 House Select
CommitteeonAssassinations p 137

Designated counsel statement of Vernon Austin Dec 22 1977 House
SelectCommitteeon Assassinations pp 8-9 14-19 (MLKDocument190258)

Medical records of Clifton Baird Apr 25 1977 six pages (MLK Docu
ment 240342) police and medical records of Clifton Baird Apr 17 1977 (MLK
Document240351)

FBI memorandum from W D Campbell to Mr Cochran June 7 1977
FBI headquarters MURKINfile44-38861-6235

Louisville Ky. Police Department duty records Sept 18 19 and 20
1965 for police officersAustin Baird Bibb Blair Fry Gregory and Hardin 33
pages (MLKDocument210239exhibits C-J)

Executive session testimony of Priest Fry Dec 1 1977 House Select
Committeeon Assassinations pp 187-188 executive session testimony of Robert
Gregory Dec 1 1977 House Select Committee on Assassinations pp 199-200

Staff summary of interview of Charles Lee Bell Oct 11 1977 House
Select Committeeon Assassinations p 2 (MLK Document140082) (hereinafter
Bell interview) interview of Charles Lee Bell Oct 17 1977 House Select Com
mittee on Assassinations (MLK Document140140) (hereinafter Bell taped inter
view) statement of Charles Lee Bell to House Select Committeeon Assassina
tions receivedOct 11 1977 pp 19-20 (MLKDocument210221) (hereinafter Bell
statement)

Bell taped interview
Bell statement pp 2 9 18-20
Bell taped interview
Ibid see also Bell interview p 2
Bell interview p 3 Bell statement pp 4-23
Bell interview p 3
Id at 1-2
Bell statement pp 1-2
Bell interview Bell taped interview
Bell statement
Interview of A Wilson Edwards Dec 29 1977 House Select Committee

on Assassinations pp 1-2 (MLKDocument170077)
Id at 1-2
Outside contact report (with Thomas Kitchens) Oct 30 1978 House

SelectCommitteeon Assassinations (MLKDocument270020)
Ibid
Outside contact report (with Ella Greathouse Glen Greathouse and

LeroyGreathouse) Oct 4 1978 House SelectCommitteeon Assassinations (MLK
Document260032)

Staff summary of interview of Delano E Walker Nov 11 1977 House
SelectCommitteeon Assassinations p 1 (MLKDocument170335)

Ibid
Ibid
Id at 3
Ibid
Ibid
Letter from Dr C W Chastain to Warren Hinckle Ramparts magazine

San Francisco Calif. June 12 1968(MLKDocument290016)
Outside contact report with Dr C W Chastain Oct 26 1977 House

SelectCommitteeonAssassinations (MLKDocument290015)
Ibid
Ibid
Interview of Delano E Walker Nov 11 1977 House Select Com

mittee on Assassinations pp 1-4 (MLKDocument170335)
Interview of Ruth Ann Walker Nov 11 1977 House Select Committee

on Assassinations pp 1-3 (MLK Document180188)
Interview of Delano E Walker Nov 11 1977 House Select Committee

onAssassinations p 2 (MLKDocument170335)
Interview of Ruth Ann Walker Nov 11 1977 House Select Committeeon Assassinations p 3 (MLKDocument180188)
Id at 1-2
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,(363) Id at 2 see also interview of Delano E Walker Nov 11 1977 House
SelectCommitteeon Assassinations p 2 (MLKDocument170335)

Interview of Ruth Ann Walker Nov 11 1977 House Select Committee
on Assassinations p 3 (MLKDocument180188)

Somersett died of a heart attack on May 7 1970 Certificate of death
North Carolina Board of Health Officeof Vital Statistics (MLK Document
110292)

FBI headquarters Somersett file vol 3 FBI memorandum Miami SAC
to Director Jan 5 1962 vol 3 FBI memorandum Director to Miami SAC May
14 1963 vol 3 FBI memorandum Director to Field Jan 23 1964 vol 1 FBI
memorandum Oct 22 1969 vol 3 FBI airtel Miami SACto Director Oct 29
1969 vol 1 FBI memorandum SACMiami to Director Jan 8 1964 see also
interview of Judge Seymour Gelber Mar 22 1978 House Select Committee on
Assassinations (MLKDocument200085)

Dan Christensen "King Assassination FBI Ignored Its Miami In
former, Miami magazine October 1976 p 31 (MLK Document030179)

Id at 31
Ibid see also FBI documents supra ref 2
FBI headquarters Somersett file vol 3 FBI memorandum Rosen to

Belmont Nov 13 1961 (recommendingdiscontinuation of Somersett as a racial
informant) vol 3 FBI airtel SACMiami to Director Jan 5 1962 (noting that
Somersett was no longera paid informant)

Memorandumreport U.S Secret Service Treasury Department Dec 5
1969 file No CO-2-43,860 memorandum report U.S Secret Service Treasury
Department Mar 9 1968 fileNo CO–243,860

Memorandumreport U.S Secret Service Treasury Department Dec 5
1969fileNo CO–2–43,860

Deposition of Charles Sapp Apr 25 1978 House Select Committeeon
Assassinations pp 46–47(MLKDocument210230)

Intra-officememorandum Miami Police Department from Lt Charles H
Sapp to Col Walter E Headley Apr 25 1968(MLKDocument030180)

Deposition of Charles Sapp Apr 25 1978 House Select Committee on
Assassinations pp 53–55 (MLK Document 210230) see also Dan Christensen
"King Assassination FBI Ignored Its Miami Informer, Miami magazine
October1976 p 31 (MLKDocument030179)

Intra-officememorandum Miami Police Department from Lt Charles H
Sappto Col Walter E Headley Apr 7 1968(MLKDocument290006)

Ibid
Ibid
Interview of Charles Sapp July 27 1978 House Select Committee on

Assassinations p 2 (MLKDocument240021)
Deposition of Everett Kay Apr 26 1978 House Select Committee on

Assassinations pp 54-60 (MLK Document 210227) deposition of Haywood
Swilley Apr 26 1978 House SelectCommitteeon Assassinations pp 33-38 (MLK
Document 210228) interview of Lockheart Gracey Mar 24 1978 House Select
Committeeon Assassinations p 2 (MLKDocument200084)

Seestatements of Kay Swilley Gracey supra ref 380
Outside contact report with Paul Long Feb 17 1977 Horse SelectCom

mittee on Assassinations (MLK Document110490) outside contact report with
Stan Weinbrecht Mar 8 1978 House Select Committeeon Assassinations (MLK
Document190206) letter from Stan Weinbrecht to House Select Committee on
Assassinations Apr 5 1978 (MLK Document 200063) outside contact report
with James E Smith May 5 1978 House Select Committee on Assassinations
(MLKDocument210135) outside contact report (with the Library of Congress)
Mar 9 1978 House Select Committee on Assassinations (MLK Document
190204)

Interview of Otis Humphrey Moore Mar 7 1977 House Select Com
mittee on Assassinations pp 7-8 (MLK Document 070031) (hereinafter Moore
interview)

Id at 10
Id at 8-9
Id at 11 14
Id at 11
Id at 11
Ibid
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with attachments Feb 3 1977(MLKDocument060004)

Mooreinterview pp 2 4 12 17
Letters from Wilson F Colbergand Senator Edward F Kennedy dated

Mar 3 1978and Nov 30 1977 respectively to House Select Committeeon Assas
sinations (MLKDocument190106)

Ibid see also letter from Otis Mooreto the House Select Committeeon
Assassinations Feb 3 1977(MLKDocument060004)

Letter from Otis Mooreto the House SelectCommitteeon Assassinations
Feb 3 1977 (MLK Document060004)

FBI report Jan 28 1977 MURKIN file Bureau No 44 38861-6178It
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Summary of interview of MyronBillett Dec 21 1977 House Select Com
mittee on Assassinations p 1 (MLKDocument180065)

Id at 2
Ibid
Ibid
Id at 3 See also letter from Myron Billett to House Select Committee

onAssassinations Apr 9 1978(MLKDocument210254)
(4.01)Ibid. MyronBillett letter

Interview of Myron Billett Dec 2 1977 House Select Committee on
Assassinations pp 1-2 (MLK Document180065) See also request of the House
Select Committeeon Assassinations to the FBI dated Jan 24 1978 (MLK Doc
ument 170274) request of the House Select Committeeon Assassinations to CIA
and CIA compliance May 19 1978 (MLK Document 210423) FBI response to
House Select Committee on Assassinations request Oct 20 1978 (MLK Docu
ment 260347) outside contact report with J Aldhizer Sept 29 1978 House Select
Committeeon Assassinations (MLKDocument260048)

Staff summary of interview of MyronBillett Dec 21 1977 House Select
CommitteeonAssassinations p 3 (MLKDocument180065)

Billett's credibility was also underminedby an extensive criminal record
which included convictionsfor armed robbery manslaughter grand larceny and
forgery

Report of the Department of Justice Task Force to Reviewthe FBI Martin
Luther King Jr Security and Assassination Investigations Jan 11 1977 p 141

MLK Exhibit F-438A (FBI memorandum from William C Sullivan to
A H Belmont Dec 24 1963) hearings before the Select Committeeon Assassina
tions U.S House of Representatives 95th Cong. 2d sess (Washington D.C. U.S
Government Printing Office 1979) vol VI p 156 (hereinafter — HSCA-MLK
hearings —)

MLK Exhibit F-451A (FBI memorandum from Detroit to SAC Albany
Aug 25 1967) VI HSCA-MLKHearings 298

Ibid
MLK Exhibit F-451B (FBI airtel from Detroit to SAC Albany Mar 4

1968) VI HSCA-MLKHearings 301
Ibid
Ibid
MLK Exhibit F-459 (FBI memorandumfrom SAC Memphisto Director

Mar 14 1968) VI HSCA-MLKhearings 522
Interview of FBI informant Apr 4 1978 House Select Committee on

Assassinations (MLKDocument200035)
Testimony of Dr Ralph Albernathy Aug 14 1978 I HSCA-MLKhear

ings 18 (hereinafter Abernathy testimony) see also "King Disappointed in
March—He'll Try Again Next Week Memphis (Tenn.) Commercial Appeal
Mar 30 1968 p Al

MLK Exhibit F-451C (FBI memorandumfrom G C Moore Chief Racial
Intelligence Section to William C Sullivan Assistant Director Domestic Intel
ligenceDivision Mar 29 1968) VI HSCA-MLKhearings 307

Abernathy testimony p 32
Chief Counsel'snotes May 17 1978 Re FBI's Black organizing project/

invaders informant files (MLKDocument300003)
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Interview of FBI informant Nov 15 1978 House Select Committee on
Assassinations (MLK Document 290041) It should be noted that at the in
formant's request the committee has agreed not to disclose his identity in this
report

Ibid
Testimonyof Marrell McColloughNov 20 1978 VI HSCA-MLKhearings

417 (hereinafter McColloughtestimony)
Testimony of William Lawrence Nov 21 1978 VI HSCA-MLKhearings

547 (hereinafter Lawrencetestimony)
MLK Exhibit F-455 (FBI interview of Marrell McCollough Apr 11

1968) VI HSCA-MLKhearings 422
McColloughtestimony p 433
SeeLawrencetestimony pp 541 546-548

FBI teletype to Director from Memphis Tenn. Mar 28,1968
Lawrence testimony p 547

,(23) MLK Exhibit F-456 (FBI memorandumto Director from SAC Memphis
Tenn. Mar 29 1968) p 4 VI HSCA-MLKhearings 470

Lawrence testimony p 549
Executive session testimony of Howell Lowe May 24 1978 House Select

Committeeon Assassinations pp 11-13
FBI memorandumfrom William C Sullivan to Cartha DeLoach Mar 20

1968 re MLK's march on Washington Bureau fileNo 157-106670-415
Executive session testimony of Howell Lowe ref 25 supra pp 115-118
See e.g. Lawrence testimony Nov 21 1978p 546
FBI airtel to Director from SACMobile Mar 25 1968 re racial intelli

gence Bureau No 100 448006-63
FBI airtel from Director to SAC Mobile Ala. Apr 2 1968 re counter

intelligence program—Washingtonspring project Bureau No 10048006-63
(81) Letter from G Robert Blakey to GriffinB Bell June 20 1978 re Ray

associates list (MLKDocument220442)
Letter from Director FBI to House Select Committeeon Assassinations

Aug 10 1978(MLKDocument240222)
Interview of [name deleted] Oct 13 1978 House Select Committee in

Assassinations (MLKDocument260219)
Id at 5
Id at 2
Id at 3-4
The seven agents and their 1968FBI officeassignments as identifiedfrom

FBI reports were Thomas Weaver Jefferson City Mo. Arthur Woods Spring
field Ill Robert Haines Alton Ill Cletis Bidewell St Louis Mo. Robert
Pevahouse Des Plaines Ill Mac Oliver Quincy Ill and Joseph Kissiah who
served as case agent and of the officeof origin Kansas City Mo An eighth agent
Rowan Ayers from the Jefferson City Mo. officeof the FBI was similarly iden
tified but is now deceased The following MLK documents reflect the interviews
of the seven agents listed above staff summary of interview of Thomas Weaver
July 28 1978 House Select Committee on Assassinations (MLK Document
250083) staff summary of interview of Arthur Woods Sept 1 1978 House Se
lect Committee on Assassinations (MLK Document 250084) staff summary of
interview of Robert Haines Aug 29 1978 House Select Committeeon Assassina
tions (MLK Document250085) staff summary of interview of Cletis Bidewell
Aug 31 1978 House Select Committee on Assassinations (MLK Document
250086) staff summary of interview of Robert Pevahouse Aug 28 1978 House
Select Committeeon Assassinations (MLKDocument250087) staff summary of
interview of Joe Kissiah July 28 1978 House SelectCommitteeon Assassinations
(MLKDocument250088) and staff summary of interview of MacOliver Sept 1
1978 House SelectCommitteeon Assassinations (MLKDocument250082)

Bernard S Lee SCLC v Clarence M Kelley et al. civil action No 76
1185 U.S District Court for District of Columbia memorandum opinion and
order Jan 31 1977 pp 3-4 (MLKDocument270135)

Lee v Kelley motion for the United States to intervene as party defend
ant Nov 10 1978(MLKDocument270135)

Lee v Kelley order Nov 14 1978(MLKDocument270135)
MLK Exhibit F-442A (FBI memorandumfrom C D Brennan to W C

Sullivan Assistant Director Domestic Intelligence Division Apr 18 1968) VI
HSCA-MLKHearings 181
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Ibid
FBI memorandum from SAC Atlanta to file .June 23 1966 Bureau No

100-6670E–106
Letter from the FBI to the Senate Select Committee w Study Govern

mental Operations with Respectto Intelligence Activities July 21 1975
Testimony of Ramsey Clark Nov 28 1978 VII HSCA—MLKHearings

128 (hereinafter Clark testimony)
Id at 130
Mark Lane and Dick Gregory Code Name "Zorro (New York Pocket

Books 1978) pp 151—157(hereinafter Zorro)
Executive session testimony of Donald H Smith Mar 21 1975 House

Select Committeeon Assassinations pp 13 20 (hereinafter Smith executive ses
sion testimony)

Testimony of Frank C Holloman Nov 10 1978 IV HSCA—MLKHear
ings 253 (hereinafter Hollomantestimony) interview of James MacDonald Feb
23 1978 House Select Committee on Assassinations p 2 (MLK Document
200333)

Comparestatement of former Chief of Police Henry Lux that the normal
practice was to give Dr King security (staff interview of Henry Lux June 22
1978 House Select Committeeon Assassinations MLK Document290045) (here
inafter Lux interview) with testimony of Inspector Smith that he did not ever
recall providing security for Dr King previously (Smith executive session tes
timony Mar 21 1978 p 12) and statement of Lieutenant Arkin that no previous
security was ever provided Dr King because he always said he did not want it
(interview of Lieutenant Arkin Dec 15 1976 House Select Committeeon Assas
sinations p 11 (MLKDocument040017))

Smith executivesessiontestimony Mar 21,1978 pp 15—16
Id at 19 See also "Civil Disorders Memphis Tenn Feb 12—Apr16

1968, a report prepared for Frank Holloman director of fire and police by
Lieutenant Arkin (MLK Document 030198) Portions of this report appear as
MLKexhibit F—186IV HSCA—MLKhearings 246

MLK Exhibit F—187(Apr 5 1968 memorandumfrom Smith to Huston)
IV HSCA—MLKhearings 257

Ibid
,(55) Ibid

Smith executivesessiontestimony Mar 21 1978 p 26
Id at 20—27
Id at 26—27
Id at 27
Lux interview p 3
Ibid
Interview of James MacDonald Feb 23 1978 House SelectCommitteeon

Assassinations pp 2—3(MLKDocument200333)
Smith executivesessiontestimony Mar 21 1978 p 28
Holloman testimony pp 263 264 Holloman stated he was unaware of

the withdrawal of the detail until informed of it by the committee in 1978
(Holloman testimony p 263) The committee noted that retired Chief of Police
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the detail was transmitted by Huston to Smith (Lux interview)

Interview of W B Richmond Mar 7 1978 House Select Committeeon
Assassinations p 7 (MLKDocument190430)(hereinafter Richmondinterview)
testimony of Edward Redditt Nov 10 1978 IV HSCA—MLKhearings 202
(hereinafter Redditt testimony)

Executive session testimony of Graydon P Tines Mar 21 1978 House
Select Committeeon Assassinations p 100 (hereinafter Tines executive session
testimony)

Executive session testimony of Edward Redditt Mar 22 1978 House
Select Committeeon assassinations p 24 (hereinafter Redditt executive session
testimony)

Id at 33 Redditt testimony p 204 see also MLK exhibit F–229 (MPD
internal memorandum Apr 4 1968 from Redditt to Tines) IV HSCA–MLK
hearings 207

Redditt executivesessiontestimony p 34
Id at 40
Id at 41
Ibid
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Tines executive sessiontestimony p 100
Memphis Police Department supplementary homicide report July 22

1968 p 1525(MLKDocument030203)
Richmondinterview pp 7—9
Smith executivesessiontestimony p 29
Redditt executivesessiontestimony p 25
MLK exhibit F—229(MPD internal memorandum Apr 4 1968 from

Redditt to Tines) IV HSCA—MLKhearings 207
MemphisPolice Department memorandum from Tines to Routt July 17

1968 re security and surveillance of Dr Martin Luther King from time he
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Id at 27-29
Id at 24
Id at 42
Tines executivesessiontestimony p 102
Richmondinterview p 9
Redditt testimony pp 224—225
Id at 205 225
Id at 205
Statement of Edward Redditt given at central police headquarters on

Apr 10 1968(MLKexecutivesessionexhibit No 70)
Redditt executive session testmony pp 179—180Portions of this testi

mony appear at MLK exhibit F—183IV HSCA—MLKhearings 211
Redditt testimony p 218
Id at 217-218
Ibid
Zorro p 157
Redditt executivesessiontestimony p 148
Id at 150—151
Richmondinterview p 20
Tines executivesessiontestimony pp 116—117
Redditt executivesessiontestimony p 152

Id at 181 182
Redditt testimony p 232
Ibid
Id.at233
Memphis Police Department memorandum from Redditt to Tines

Mar 8 1968 re "Threats from Rosetta Miller FC administrative assistant U.S
Civil Rights Commission (MLK executive session exhibit No 67)

See e.g. MLK exhibit F—229(memorandum from Redditt to Tines
Apr 4 1968re "Surveil'ance of Martin Luther King Jr. and Related Activi
ties") IV HSCA—MLKhearings 207

Tines executive session testimony p 108
Interview of Lieutenant Arkin Dec 15 1976 House Select Committee

on Assassinations p 23 (MLKDocument040017) (hereinafter Arkin interview)
Tines executivesessiontestimony p 108
Hollomantestimony p 266
Arkin interview p 23
Interview of James MacDonald Feb 23 1978 House Select Committee

onAssassinations p 3 (MLKDocument200333)
Tines executivesessiontestimony pp 112—113
Hollomantestimony p 267
Redditt executivesessiontestimony p 80
Redditt testimony p 209
Holloman testimony p 267
Id at 266
Outside contact report with Robert Goff Feb 4 1978 House Select

CommitteeonAssassinations (MLKDocument180379)
Holloman testimony p 270 MLI exhibit F—189(MPD memorandum

from Tines to MacDonald Apr 4 1968) IV HSCA—MLKhearings 268
Hollomantestimony p 270
Tines executivesessiontestimony pp 110—112
Arkin interview p 21
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Interviews of Phil Manuel Nov 23 1976 and Mar 18 1977 House
Select Committeeon Assassinations (MLK Documents 290044and 070147)

Deposition of confidential source Apr 3 1978 House Select Committee
onAssassinations pp 32-38 (MLKDocument280104)

MLK exhibit F-189 IV HSCA-MLKhearings 268 Although the memo
randum discussing Manuel was addressed to MacDonald MacDonald had no
memory of Manuel or any threat Manuel transmitted MacDonald recalls Red
ditt's transfer as being the cumulative result of prior threats directed against
Redditt and his family Interview of MacDonald Feb 23 1978 House Select
Committee on Assassinations p 4 (MLK Document200333)

MLK exhibit F-190 (Memphis Police Department memorandum from
Arkin to Tines Apr 4 1968) IV HSCA-MLKhearings 269

Tines executive sessiontestimony p 115
Hollomantestimony Nov 10 1978 pp 270-271
Statement of Edward Redditt given at central police headquarters on

Apr 10 1968(MLKexecutive sessionexhibit No 70) p 1
Zorro pp 144-150
Interview of Floyd Newsum Dec 13 1976 House Select Committee on

Assassinations pp 2-3 (MLK Document 0-10012) (hereinafter Newsum
interview)

Id at 8
See Memphis Fire Department strength reports (MLK Document

290040)
Newsuminterview pp 5-6
Memphis Fire Department strength reports (MLK Document 290040)
Interview of Norvell E Wallace Dec 17 1976 House Select Committee

on Assassinations p 6 (MLK Document040020)
MemphisFire Department strength reports (MLK Document290040)
Tines executivesessiontestimony p 118
Ibid
Memphis Police Department memorandum Redditt to Tines Apr 4

1968(MLKexecutive sessionexhibit No 68) p 2
Redditt testimony pp 230-231
Newsuminterview pp 9 11
Id at 9
Interview of James O Barnett Feb 23 1978 House Select Committee

on Assassinations p 2 (MLKDocument200427)
The estimate taken from MPD files includes a MPD undercover officer

Marren McColloughwho was present at the Lorraine at the time of the assassi
nation and TACT unit 11 composed of 12 to 16 officers which was actually
located a few yards beyonda mile's radius It excludes routine ward cars which
may have been in the area but for which no records remain in the MPD The
estimate actually reflects the location of most officersat 6:03 p.m. when the
news of the shooting was broadcast rather than their locations at 6:01 when
Dr King was shot See also MLK exhibit F-186 (MPD report from Arkin to
Holloman) IV HSCA-MLKhearings 246

Hollomantestimony p 278
MLK exhibit F-194 (affidavit of Judson Ghormley) IV HSCA-MLK

hearings 285
Testimony of Marrell McColloughNov 20 1978 VI HSCA-MLKhear

ings 418-419(hereinafter McColloughtestimony)
See e.g. staff interview of P M Jowers July 28 1977 House Select

Committeeon Assassinations p 4 (MLK Document 120104)and staff interview
of Stephen B Scott July 29 1977 House Select Committee on Assassinations
p 5 (MLKDocument110486)

McColloughtestimony p 419
Richmondinterview p 16
MLK exhibit F-194 (affidavit of Judson Ghormley) IV HSCA-MLK

hearings 285
Memphis Police Department supplementary homicide report supple

ment No 27 p 1 (MLK Document 030203) The substance of the report which
dealt with the activities of all members of TACT 10 was corroborated in inter
views with the staff See also staff interview of Emmett Douglas Aug 24 1977
House Select Committee on Assassinations (MLK Document 120112)
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ment No 27 p 1 (MLKDocument030203) Seealso MLKExhibit F-194 (affidavit
of Judson Ghormley) IV HSCA-MLK hearings 285 interview of Barney G
Wright Aug 14 1977 House Select Committee on Assassinations p 4 (MLK
Document 120018)

Interview of Vernon Dollahite Aug 15 1977 House Select Committee
on Assassinations p 3 (JILK Document120101)

MLK exhibit F-194 (affidavit of Judson Ghormley) IV IISCA-MLK
hearings 285

Interview of Barney G Wright Aug 14 1977 House Select Committee
on Assassinations p 4 (MLKDocument120118)

Memphis Police Department supplementary homicide report supple
ment No 27 p 2 (MLKDocument030203)

Ibid interview of Barney G Wright Aug 14 1977 House Select Com
mittee on Assassinations pp 5-8 (MLK Document120018)

JILK exhibit F-194 (affidavit of Judson Ghormley) IV HScA-JILK
hearings 285 interview of Vernon Dollahite Aug 15 1977 House Select Com
mittee on Assassinations pp 2-3 (MLK Document 120101)
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hearings 287

Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid see also affidavit of E Winslow Chapman June 7 1978 (MLK

Document220476)
See e.g. MLK exhibit F-193 (affidavit of W O Crumby) IV HSCA

MLK hearings 279 see also interview of Clyde S Bounds July 29 1977
House Select Committee on Assassinations (JILK Document 120102) (herein
after Bounds interview) interview of Stephen B Scott July 29 1977 p 1
House Select Committeeon Assassinations (JILK Document 110486) interview
of Henry Lux June 22 1978 House Select Committeeon Assassinations (MLK
Document 290045) (hereinafter Lux interview)

Frank Holloman former director of fire and safety stated that after
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1977 House Select Committee on Assassinations (MLK Document 110486)

MLK exhibit F-195 (affidavit of Frank Kallaher) IV HSCA-MLK
hearings 287

Testimony of James Earl Ray August 16 1978 I HSCA-MLK hear
ings 106
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ings 287

Ibid
Lux interview p 4
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other in 1966 (See James Earl Ray's Missouri State Penitentiary records
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240176)

James Earl Ray's Missouri State Penitentiary records hank account
records from March 22 1960 to July 14 1967 (MLK Document 060018)

James Earl Ray's Missouri State Penitentiary records reports on
escape investigations (MLKDocument060018)

See generally FBI and House Select Committee on Assassinations
interviews with former inmate associates of Ray and Missouri State prison
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ment 280061

Staff report on contents of Ray's Missouri State Penitentiary records
June 11 1977 House Select Committeeon Assassinations pp 8-9 (MLK Docu
ment 100038)
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escape investigation (MILKDocument 060018) interview of Major Bernard J
Poiry June 12 1977 House Select Committee on Assassinations (MLK Docu
ment 180034) interview of Danton Steele June 12 1977 House Select Com
mittee on Assassinations (MLK Document100095) interview of former Warden
Harold Rudolfo Swenson June 7 1977 House Select Committee on Assassina
tions (MLK Document230037)

(188) Staff summary of interview of Raymond Patrick June 9 1977 House
Select Committee on Assassinations pp 1–2 (MLK Document 180038) staff
summary of interview of Robert L Powell Nov 21 1977 House Select
on Assassinations p 2 ('MLKDocument180032) staff summary of interview of
Jack Romprey June 9 1977 House Select Committeeon Assassinations pp 1—2
(MLK Document 180035) staff summary of interview of Michael Moore June

1977 House Select Committee on Assassinations pp 1—2(MLK Document
180033) staff summary of interview of James Stidham June 10 1977 House
Select Committeeon Assassinations pp 1—2(JILK Document100094) interview
of Ernest Franklin June 8 1977 House Select Committeeon Assassinations pp
1—3(MLK Document 100097) staff summary of Joseph J Maloney Nov

1977 House Select Committee on Assassinations p 2 (MLK Document
180184) staff summary of interview of John Kenneth Hurtt Nov 10 1977
House Select Committeeon Assassinations p 2 (MLK Document180082) staff
summary of interview of Robert L Powell Nov 21 1977 House Select
Committeeon Assassinations p 1 (MLKDocument170321)

(189) James Earl Ray's Missouri State Penitentiary records interoffice
communication from Capt Donald Wyrick June 19 1968 (MLK Document
060018) FBI Kansas City 302 S.A report June 14 1968 interview of Danton
Steele on May 27 1968 p 29 (MLK Document040058) staff summary of inter
view of Capt Danton Steele June 12 1977 House Select Committee on Assas
sinations p 2 (MLK Document 100095) staff summary of interview of Maj
Bernard J Poiry June 12 1977 House Select Committeeon Assassinations p 1
(MLKDocument180034)

(190) Staff summary of interview of James Stidham June 10 1977 House
Select Committeeon Assassinations pp 1—2(JILK Document100094)

(191) Staff memorandum from Lee and Chenoweth to Lehner re "probable
method used to escape from Missouri State Penitentiary, June 24 1977 House
SelectCommitteeon Assassinations p 5 (MLKDocument190393)

(192) Staff summary of interview of Frank Guinan July 13 1978 House Select
Committeeon Assassinations p 1 (MLKDocument300001)

(193) Interview of James Earl Ray Dec 2 1977 House Select Committee
on Assassinations XII Appendixto the HSCA—MLKhearings p 27

(194) Staff summary of interview of James Stidham June 10 1977 House
SelectCommitteeon Assassinations pp 1—2(MLKDocument100094)

(195) FBI interview of Donald Garfield Cox June 5 1968 reported by S.A
Harold Dobson in St Louis MURKINreport June 25 1968 see also staff sum
mary of interview of Joseph J Maloney House Select Committeeon Assassina
tions p 3 (MLK Document180184)

(196) Staff summary of interview of Capt Danton Steele June 12 1977
House Select Committeeon Assassinations p 1 (MLK Document100095) staff
summary of interview of former Warden Harold Rudolfo Swenson June 7 1977
House SelectCommitteeon Assassinations p 2 (MLKDocument230037)

(197) James Earl Ray's Missouri State Penitentiary records interofficecom
munication Apr 23 1967re inmate Ray missing at 5 p.m count memorandum
Aug 16 1967 re escapeof Ray (MLKDocument060018)

(198) Outside contact report with Lt William R Turner Oct 16 1978
House Select Committeeon Assassinations p 1 (MLK Document280090)
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(199) James Earl Ray's Missouri State Penitentiary records interofficecom
munication May 4 1967 re supplement to escape investigation report of May 3
1967(MLKDocument160018)

The failure of various prison employees to perform their duties properly
resulted in administrative action against them although none were terminated
Top officialsat the prison further concluded it would not be justifiable to take
action against any inmates whohad helped Ray

Staff memorandum from Lee and Chenoweth to Lehner re "probable method
used to escape from Missouri State Penitentiary, Jnne 24 1977 House Select
Committeeon Assassinations p 8 (MLKDocument190393)
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Seefinal report of Senate Select Committeeto Study GovernmentalOpera
tions with Respect to Intelligence Activities 94th Congress 2d session (Washing
ton D.C. U.S Government Printing Office 1976) book III p 4 (hereinafter
bookIII Senate Intelligence Committee)

Id at 13
Testimony of Dr Ralph Abernathy Aug 14 1978 hearings before the Se

lect Committee on Assassinations T.S'House of Representatives 95th Congress
2d session (Washington D.C. U.S GovernmentPrinting Office1979) vol I p 12
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FBI memorandum from Director to Atlanta Sept 20 1947 re Southern
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Department of Justice memorandum from Assistant Attorney General
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(MLKDocument120023)

Id at 11
Testimony of Charles Brennan Nov 17 1978 VI HSCA-MLKhearings
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MLK exhibit F-435 (FBI investigative branch organizational chart—

circa 1968) VI HSCA-MLKhearings 83
Testimony of George C Moore Nov 17 1978 VI HSCA-MLK hearings
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Executive session testimony of Charles D Brennan June 21 1978 House

Select Committeeon Assassinations p 7
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(hereinafter Clark testimony)
Ibid
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FBI memorandum from C D Brennan to William C Sullivan Apr 10
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Executive session testimony of Thomas E Bishop June 21 1978 House
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Dec 1 1977p 1-A
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Mar 28 1968) VII HSCA-MLKhearings 108
Ibid See also staff summary of interview with Patrick Buchanan Mar 5
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summary of interview with G Duncan Bauman Feb 28 1979 House Select Com
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Ibid
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Globe-Democrat Mar 30-31 1968 p C-2) VII HSCA-MLKhearings 106
Executive session testimony of Thomas E Bishop June 21 1978 House

Select Committeeon Assassinations pp 43-44
See e.g. testimony of James Earl Ray Aug 17 1978 III HSCA-MLK

hearings 98
Letter from John L Ray to George McMillan May 28 1972 (MLK
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BookIII Senate IntelligenceCommittee p 9
Id at 48
Ibid
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(6) general investigative (7) laboratory (8) crime records (9) special investi
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right or privilege so secured * * * *

See staff summary of interview with Stephen J Pollak June 29 1978
House Select Committeeon Assassinations p 2 (MILKDocument250279)
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FBI memorandum Rosen to DeLoach May 2 1968 FBI headquarters
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Executive session testimony of Robert Jensen July 12 1978 House Select
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'Staff summary of interview with Cartha DeLoach June 26 1978 House
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See e.g. staff summary of interview with Robert Jensen June 20 1978
House Select Committee on Assassinations p 3 (MLK Document 190108)

Staff summary of interview with Richard E Long June 2 1978 House
SelectCommitteeon Assassinations p 2 (MLKDocument260327)

FBI memorandum McGowanto Rosen Apr 4 1968 FBI headquarters
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Staff summary of interview with Clem McGowan June 13 1978 House
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MURKINfile No 44-38861-1367
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Ibid
Ibid
Much of the public concern is based on the erroneous impression that

fingerprint identification is an entirely computerizedprocess In fact while com
puters are of great assistance in many aspects of the comparison process (for
example in searching a large number of records for prints of a specifictype or
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,(105) FBI memorandum Rosen to DeLoach Apr 19 1968 FBI headquarters
MURKINfileNo 44–38861–4046(insert attached)

FBI memorandum Rosen to DeLoach Apr 19 1968 FBI headquarters
MURKINfileNo 44–38861–1727

FBI teletype Director to all SAC's Apr 19 1968 FBI headquarters
MURKINfileNo 44-38861–1396
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See e.g. FBI teletype Director to all SAC's Apr 27 1968 FBI Miami
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See e.g. FBI headquarters MURKINfile No 44-38861–2324(summariz
ing 1 month's investigation in the Atlanta Field Office)

FBI teletype Director to SAC'sChicago Kansas City St Louis Spring
field May 1 1968 FBI headquarters MURKINfile No 44-38861–2622
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See e.g. staff summary of interview with Ramsey Clark June 21 1978
House Select Committeeon Assassinations p 4 (MLK Document220473)

FBI memorandum Director to Attorney General May 13 1968 FBI
headquarters MURKINfileNo 44-38861-3509

Ibid
FBI memorandum J J Casper to Mohr May 10 1968 FBI headquarters

MURKINfile No 44-38841-3763
Ibid
Staff summary of interview with Harold Dobson June 28 1978 pp 2-3

(MLKDocument230396)
FBI memorandum Director to Attorney General June 11 1968 cap

tioned "Electronic Surveillance FBI headquarters MURKINfile No 44-38861
(nonrecordedserial)

DeLoachtestimony p 78
Ibid
Id at 79
Id at 81
FBI interview with John Larry Ray May 9 1968 St Louis Field Office

MURKIN file No 44-775
See e.g. memorandum Rosen to DeLoach May 10 1968 FBI headquar

ters MURKINfileNo 44-38861-3510
IFBI memorandum Rosen to DeLoach May 10 1968 FBI headquarters

MURKINfile No 44-38861-3510
Correspondence Director to Ottawa Legat May 11 1968 FBI Memphis

Field OfficeMURKINfileNo 44-1987 Sub L-75
FBI teletype Director to SAC's Memphis Buffalo and Legat Ottawa

June 5 1968 FBI headquarters MURKINfile No 44-38861-4725
FBI memorandum Hoover to Tolson DeLoach Rosen Bishop Sullivan

June 20 1968 FBI headquarters MURKIN file No 44-38861-4660p 5
Staff summary of interview with Ramsey Clark June 21 1978 p 3

(MLK Document 220473) See also Clark testimony pp 16-19 Ray's statement
to the Aeromarine clerk and his purpose in discussing filing the Birmingham
complaint charging Ray with conspiracy to interfere with Dr King's civil rights

Id at 18
'(132) FBI teletype Director ,to all SAC's Apr 26 1968 FBI headquarters

MURKINfile No 44-38861-2288
,(133) FBI memorandum McGowanto Rosen .Tune18 1968 FBI headquarters

MURKINfileNo 44-38861-4578
See e.g. FBI airtel SAC Memphisto SAC New Orleans Mar 5 1969

FBI MemphisField OfficeMURKINfileNo 44-1987-Sub M-423
See e.g. FBI teletype Charlotte to Director Apr 29 1968 FBI head

quarters :MURKINfile No 44-38861-2747
FBI memorandum Rosen to DeLoach Aug 26 1968 FBI headquarters

MURKINfile No 44-38861-5120
FBI memorandum Branigan to Sullivan June 14 1968 FBI headquar

ters MURKINfile No 44-38861-4682
The FBI did on one occasion request that the Department consider

issuing a grand jury subpena as one possiblemeans of securing the notes of the
author William Bradford Huie For a discussionof the Department's response to
this proposal see "An Analysis of the Assassination Investigation of the Depart
ment of Justice and the Federal Bureau of Investigation. staff report XIII
Appendixto the HSCA-MLKhearings

DeLoachtestimony p 51
Id at 50-51
Id at 51
Id at 52
Clark testimony p 53
Article New York Times June 20 1968 p 23 (incorporating text of

President's statement in signing title III into law)
'See e.g. 114 Cong Record 1629-98 (June 6 1968 remarks of Pollak)

Clark testimony Nov 28 1978 VII HSCA-MLKhearings p 43
FBI airtel Director to SAC Memphis Aug 14 1968 FBI headquarters

MURKINfileNo 44-38861-5073
FBI interview with Mrs Marguerita Welch Apr 24 1968 FBI Chicago

MURKINfile No 44-1114
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FBI airtel SAC New Orleans to Director Mar 18 1969 FBI headquar
ters MURKINfileNo 44-38861-5661

Ibid
FBI airtel Director to SAC's NewOrleans and Memphis Mar 26 1969

FBI headquarters MURKINfile No 44-38861-5661
(151a) Executive session testimony of witness A Dec 13 1978 House Select

Committeeon Assassinations pp 6-8
Testimony of Capt Billie J Smith evidentiary hearing on defense

motion to modify conditions of confinement Sept 30 1978 (MLK Document
110337)

FBI teletype Memphis to Director Sept 30 1968 FBI headquarters
MURKINfile No 44-38861-5209

See e.g. memorandum SAC Memphis to Director Oct 11 1968 and
attached communications FBI headquarters MURKIN file No 44-38861-5235
memorandum SAC Memphis to Director Oct 14 1968 and attached communi
cations FBI headquarters MURKIN file No 44-38861-5242 FBI airtel SAC
Memphis to Director Oct 24 1968 and attached communications FBI head
quarters MURKINfileNo 44-38861-5327

FBI airtel SAC Memphis to Director Oct 24 1968 FBI headquarters
MURKIN file No 44-38861-5327

See staff summary of interview with Robert Jensen June 20 1978(MLK
Document190108) see also executivesessiontestimonyof Robert Jensen July 12
1978 House SelectCommitteeon Assassinations pp 47-49

Executive session testimony of Robert Jensen July 12 1978 House
SelectCommitteeon Assassinations pp 50-51

Staff summary of interview with William Morris Nov 21 1978 (MLK
Document270327)

Executive session testimony of Robert Jensen July 12 1978 House
SelectCommitteeon Assassinations p 51

Id at 55
Ibid
Id at 54
Ibid at p 54 Cartha DeLoach had no recollection of any activity in

Memphiswhich might have intruded.upon Ray's attorney/client privilege (Staff
interview with C DeLoach June 26 1978(MLKDocument230174) Alex Rosen
Assistant Director of the General Investigative Division did not recall seeing
either the Sept 30 1968 Memphis airtel detailing Battle's order or the three
letters which followedin apparent contravention of the order He recognizedhis
initials on the Oct 31 1968headquarters directive to Memphis but had no inde
pendent recollection of the situation that had triggered the directive Staff in
terview with Aex Rosen June 28 1978(MLKDocument210237)

Finally neither Attorney General Clark (executive session testimony of Ram
sey Clark July 19 1978 at pp 89-92) nor Shelby County District Attorney
Canale knew of any activity constituting an infringement on Ray's attorney/
client privilege

Ibid
FBI airtel Director to SAC Memphis Oct 31 1968 FBI headquarters

MURKINfile No 44 38861-5310
FBI memorandum Rosen to DeLoach Mar 11 1969p 1 FBI headquar

ters MURKINfile.No 44 38861-5612
Memorandum Rosen to DeLoach Mar 11 1969 FBI headquarters MUR

KIN file serial 44 38861-5612
FBI airtel SAC Houston to SAC Memphis Mar 12 1969 FBI Mem

phis MURKINfileNo 44-1987-Sub M-447
FBI memorandum Rosen to DeLoach Mar 12 1969 FBI headquarters

MURKINfileNo 44-38861-5639
,(170) FBI memorandum Rosen to DeLoach Mar 13 1969 FBI headquarters

MURKINfileNo 44 38861-5615
'(171) FBI teletype Memphis to Director Mar 13 1969 FBI headquarters

MURKINfile No 44 38861-5622
Staff summary of interview with Robert Jensen Oct 8 1978 (MLK

Document260328)
See generally DeLoachtestimony pp 29-31

x(174)Executive session testimony of Ramsey Clark July 19 1978 House
SelectCommitteeon Assassinations p 63
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(175) See e.g. staff summary of interview with Wilbur Martindale (former
Chief of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 Unit) June 15 1978 (MLK Document
220471) staff summary of interview with Fred Vinson Jr (former Assistant
Attorney General of the Criminal Division Department of Justice) June 30 1978
(MLK Document 280185) staff summary of interview with Stephen J Pollak
(former Assistant Attorney General of Civil Rights Division Department of
Justice) June 30 1978(MLKDocument250279)
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III RECOMMENDATIONSOF TIIE COMMITTEE

"Assassination and Political Violence, a report to the National Commis
sion on the Causes and Prevention of Violence (Washington D.C. U.S Govern
ment Printing Office1969) vol 8 p 45 (hereinafter Assassination Report)

Id at 124
"To Establish Justice To Insure DomesticTranquility, final report of the

National Commissionon the Causes and Prevention of Violence (Washington
D.C. U.S Government'Printing Office1969) p xxiii (hereinafter ViolenceCom
missionReport)

Assassination Report p 10
Id at 1
Id at 2-5
ViolenceCommissionReport p 125
Assassination Report p 11
See generally Charles H Whittier Congressional Research Service Li

brary of Congress "Assassination in Theory and Practice A Historical Survey
of the Religious and Philosophical Background of the Doctrine of Tyrannicide,
Apr 12 1978(JFK Document007559)

ViolenceCommissionReport pp 2-16
Id at 127-28
See generally R Rothman Congressional Research Service Library of

Congress "The Social and Political Implications of the Assassinations of John F
Kennedyand Martin Luther King Jr. (MLKDocument260029)

ViolenceCommissionReport p xix
See testimony of Richard M Helms Sept 22 1978 hearings before the

Select Committee on Assassinations U.S House of Representatives 95th Con
gress 2d session (Washington D.C. U.S GovernmentPrinting Office1979) vol
IV pp 118-161 (hereinafter Helms testimony —HSCA-JFK hearings —)
testimony of Santos Trafficante Jr. Sept 27 1978 V HSCA--JFK hearings
357-364

Id. Helms testimony at 180-81
Executive Order 12036sec 2.305(Jan 24 1978)
As enacted by Public Law 92-539in 1972 18 U.S.C §1116extended the

protection of Federal law to foreign officialsor guests in the United States Public
Law 94-467 enacted in 1976 broadens that protection to include an "internation
ally protected person. definedto include a Chief of State wheneverhe was "in a
country other than his own. Even though the offender might be subject to Fed
eral criminal jurisdiction if the assassination occurred in the Chief of State's
own country it would not fall within the scopeof the statute

S 1437 15th Congess 1st session §1202(1977)
Testimony of Benjamin R Civiletti "Legislative and Administrative

Reform, hearings before the Select Committeeon Assassinations U.S House of
Representatives 95th Congress 2d session (Washington D.C. U.S Government
Printing Office1979) vol I pp 112-136(hereinafter Reform)

See generally Murl Larkin Congressional Research Service Library of
Congress "Federal Homicide Public Figures, May 15 1978 (JFK Document
008417) (hereinafter Larkin)

If the President had been killed as a result of a conspiracy it would have
violated 18 U.S.C §372 if the murder had occurred within the special maritime
or territorial jurisdiction of the United States it would have violated 18 U.S.C
§§1111(b) 1112(b) Other statutes that might have been involved include 18
U.S.C §§241 242

Report of the President's Commissionon the Assassination 'of President
Kennedy (Washington D.C. U.S Government Printing Office 1964) p 455
(hereinafter Warren Report)

18U.S.C §1114
Warren Report pp 455-56
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Larkin pp 10—11
See e.g. 18U.S.C §1114
S 143795th Congress 1st session§1601(e) (2) (A) (1977)
Testimonyof William Webster Reform p 4
Id at 31
Testimonyof Benjamin Civiletti Reform pp 134–35
Testimonyof William Webster Reform p 31
See Larkin pp 15–19
Testimony of Stuart Knight Reform p 108 testimony of William

Webster Reform p 32
Testimonyof Benjamin Civiletti Reform p 128
Id at 112 122 129—30
Warren Report pp 455–56
Testimony of Benjamin Civiletti Reform p 126 testimony of William

Webster Reform p 25
Testimonyof Stuart Knight Reform p 97
See also testimony of Stuart Kinght Reform p 97 testimony of Wil

liam Webster Reform p 25
Testimony of Stuart Knight Reform p 97 (should be presumption of

exercise) testimony of Benjamin Civiletti Reform p 132 (should be auto
matic) testimony of William Webster Reform p 25 (automatic)

Testimony of William Webster Reform p 22 see Kent M Ronhoude
Congressional Research Service Library of Congress "Disposition of the Re
mains of Victims of Federally Cognizable Homicides, Dec 18 1978 (JFK
Document015785)

Testimony of Benjamin Civiletti Reform p 133 testimony of William
Webster Reform p 7

Testimony of William Webster Reform p 28 (concern expressed over
possibleextension of language)

(41) Testimony of Stuart Knight Reform p 105 (Director of FBI) testi
mony of William Webster Reform p 25 (Attorney General)

Testimonyof Stuart Knight Reform p 106
18U.S.C §2509
See generally Kent M Ronhoude Congressional Research Service Li

brary of Congress "Government Acquisition of Evidence Pertaining to the As
sassination of President Kennedy and Related Matters, Dec 11 1978

United States v One 6.5 mm Mannlieher-CarcanoMilitary Rifle 250 F
Supp 410 (N.D Tex 1966) rev'il King v United States 364 F 2d 235 (5th
Cir 1966) SeeKing v United States 292F Supp 767 (D Colo 1968)

See 15 U.S.C 905(b) for the relevant statute then in effect The relevant
statute today is 18U.S.C §924(d)

See Porter v United States 335 F Supp 498 (N.D Tex 1971) rev'd
Porter v United States 473 F 2d 1329 (5th 1973) (entitled to realized value
related to assassination)

Nicholsv United States 325 F Supp 130 (D Kans 1971) aff'd 460F
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